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THE GENERA AND SPECIES OF SYMPHYLA.

The Genera and Species of the Order Symphyla.

By

H. J. Hnniiieii

(Copenhagen).

With Phites 1—7.

I. Historical Notes.

In 1884 Dr. K. Latzel published the second half of his

fine and highly valuable work 'Die Myriopoden der oster-

reichisch-ungarischen Mouarchie/ ii, 1884. His treatment

of the order Symphyla (pp. 1—18 and Taf. i) is a very

important contribution : it contains a rather detailed descrip-

tion of the external structure, abstracts of earlier papers on

some of the internal organs, notes on some larval stages,

the best descriptions hitherto published of three European

species, a sketch of the history of the systematic position of

the group, etc. In reality it gives both a considerable

addition to our knowledge, and abstracts of or reference to

nearly all earlier scientific papers until 1882 touching the

subject. I will therefore refer the student to Latzel's book,

and confine myself to a very short extract and a few remarks.

We learn that Scopoli in 17G3 described the first species of

this order, viz. Scutigerella nivea, Avliich he referred to

the genus Scolopendra.

In 1839 H. P. Gervais described another species, nota-
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2 H. J. HANSEN.

cautha^ upon which he founded the genus Scolopeiidrella,

and referred it to the family Geophilidte.

In 1844 Newport discovered the common species S. im-

maculatuj and established first the Scolopendrellinje as a

sub-family of the GeophilidaS;, but shortly afterwards as a

family near the LithobiidEe.

In 1880 F. A. Ryder made an important step^ raising the

group to the rank of a separate order^ to which he gave

the well-chosen name^ Symphyla, and in 1882 he divided it

into two genera, ScolopendrelLa, Gerv.^ and a new one,

Scutigerella, Ryder.

From 1873 to 1882 European and American zoologists had

established some new species, but in the treatment of Latzel

they have all been withdrawn as synonyms of the three

species mentioned above. At the end of 1882 not more than

three species were known from the whole world, but it must

be added that at least one of the species cancelled, S. micro-

colpa, Muhr (and possibly also S. gratis©, Ryder), must be

re-established as valid, and that the form described by Latzel

as S. notacantha, Gerv., var. munda, is not this species

(see the next page). To give a more detailed review, with

critical remai'ks, of the contents of Latzel's treatment is, in

my opinion, not necessary, especially as some points will be

mentioned in the following pages.

In 1883 S. Scudder established a new North American

species, S. latipes, which certainly is dead-born (see

later on)

.

In 1886 B. Grassi published his important paper, " Mor-

fologia delle 8colopendrelle " ('Mem. d. Reale Accad. d.

Scienze di Torino,' Ser. 2 a, T. xxxvii, pj). 503—624,

Tav. i, ii). The author begins with a description of four

Italian species known to him: S. immaculata, Newji.,

S. nivea, Scop., S. notacantha, Gerv., and a new form,

S. Isabellas, Grassi. He states correctly that S. nota-

cantha, Gerv., has the first pair of legs " relativamente

corto " and simple sette on the antennas; furthermore that

the species described by Latzel as S. notacantha is not
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referable to that species. He lias examined specimens

wliich, in his opinion, belong' to S. uotacautha; Latz., and

on these specimens he establishes his new S. Isabellee,

which, above all, is distinguished from S. not ac ant ha,

Clerv., by having only eleven pairs of legs, whereas twelve

pairs are found in the last-named species. In S. Isabellas

he has discovered "una papilla brevissima" furnished with

hairs, without claws, and not divided into joints, placed on the

latero-ventral part of the first segment of the trunk, and he

thinks that its distance from the median line is so long that

it cannot easily bo considered as homologous with the first

pair of legs in S. notacantha, Gerv. But in Scol.

Silvestrii, n. sp., described below, the first pair of legs

have as many joints as in S. notacantha, Gerv., but they

are much shorter and inserted as the "papilla" in S.

Isabellas, and it must be taken as granted that the wart-

like protuberance in the last named, and in several other

species, is a very reduced leg ; it is also present in specimens

in which the posterior pairs of legs have not yet been

developed. The existence of this pair of wart-like legs

separates S. Isabellae sharply from S. notacantha, Gerv.,

but I have studied two rather closely allied Italian species

which both possess the characters pointed out by Grassi for

his S. Isabellas; in all probability he has examined

specimens of both species, and not wishing to suppress the

name given by him I have retained it for the largest of the

two species, which also seems to be common at Catania.

Grassi spends ten pages on the external and internal

anatomy, but I will only mention two points. His treat-

ment of the sense-organs is rather incomplete; in Scut,

immaculata and nivea he has seen none of the oro-ans of

the antennae described below. His description of the mouth-

parts is rather good (the figures unfortunately poor), and
it must be emphasised that he points out mandibles, maxilla),

labium (composed " di un semilabbro destro c di uno

sinistro"), and a hypopharynx consisting of a ligula and

two paraglossce ; a comparison of his interpretations with
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those set forth by me in a following chapter will show that

I have accepted them as quite correct, with exception of his

opinion on the " paraglossfe." His very long discussion

(pp. 607—617) on the affinities of the order must be passed

by here, but it may be added that he gives a not quite

complete list of the papers printed between 1763 and 1885,

in which Scolopendrella has been mentioned.

In 1889 Dr. E. Haase published his well-known paper

" Die Abdomiualanhange der Insekten, mit Beruchsichtigung

der Myriopoden " (^ Morphol. Jahrb./ B. xv, pp. 331—435,

Taf. xiv, xv), in which he investigates and discusses the

appendages at the base of the legs and the ventral sacs.

In 1895 P. Schmidt published " Beitrage fiir Kenntniss

der niederen Myriopoden " ('Zeitschr. f. wiss. Zool./ Bd. lix)

;

the morphology of Scolopendrella is dealt with on pp. 461-78

(Taf. xxxvii, figs. 31—45), and some of the anatomical results

do not agree with those of Grassi, but the paper contains

nearly nothing of any significance to the purpose of the

present paper. Schmidt states that he has examined S.

immaculata, captured partly near St. Petersburg, and

partly in tlie orangery of the botanical gardens in that town,

but I am inclined to suppose that the animals from the

orangery belonged to the species described later on as Scut.

caldaria, n. sp.

From 1885 to 1900 several zoologists— E. Haase, E. Daday,

A. Berlese, C. v. Porat, and C. Graf v. Attems—have re-

described earlier known species of Symphyla collected in the

European countries of the respective authors, or published

local faunistic lists; and A. S. Packard, II. 1. I'ocock, and

F. Silvestri have indicated new localities out of Europe for

Scut, immaculata. In another chapter of this treatise the

most interesting localities, stated in some of the papers of

these authors, for the last-named species will be discussed,

while the other localities and the descriptions need no

mention. Since Grassi^s paper (1886) no author has estab-

lished any species or genus of our order.

It may be proper to conclude with a short review. Of the
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order, four European species are at present admitted, but one

of them, S. Isabellas, is collective; a fifth species, Scol.

raicrocolpa, Muhr, has incorrectly been withdrawn by

Muhr himself one year after its erection, and subsequently

by Latzel and the other authors. In North America four

species have been found, and two of them described as new,

viz. S, latipes, Scud., which must be cancelled, and S.

gratise, Ryder, which has been withdrawn by Latzel as

synonymous with the European S. nivea, Scop., but I

cannot decide if this withdi'awing is correct. From other

parts of the world no new species has been described. The

result is that of the species established from the whole world

and admitted as valid by the best authors in papers since

1884 (this year included), only three European species have

been described so that they can be recognised with tolerable

certainty, and a fourth one is collective. It may, perhaps, be

admitted that in the 138 years elapsed since S. nivea was

described the progress of our study of the forms of this highly

interesting order, which certainly contains at least more than

100 species, has been rather slow.

II. The Material and its Treatment.

The material examined by me is comparatively very rich,

consisting of some hundreds of specimens collected in several

countries of Europe, in Algeria and the Cape Colony, in

Texas, in various countries in South America, as Venezuela,

Chile, and southern Brazils to southern Patagonia, in Java,

Sumatra, and Siam ; twenty-four species are described.^ The

major part of the specimens and species belong to the

Copenhagen Museum ; most of the animals from Europe

have been captured by the author, who collected seven species

in Calabria in May and June, 1893, and one species besides in

1 Two new species, one from Temuco in Chile and one from tlie island of

Koli Chang (Gulf of Siam). '"^^ve been omitted ; of each I had only one badly

preserved specimen.
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hothouses in Copenhagen ; eight new species have been

collected by two other Danish zoologists, viz. three by Dr.

F. Meinert in Algeria and Venezuela, and five species by Dr.

Th. Mortensen in Siam ; it may be added that it was the

arrival in 1900 of the fine collection secured by Dr. Mortensen

which induced me to study the Palpigradi, Pauropoda, and

Symphyla. On my request Dr. F. Silvestri kindly lent me a

good collection, especially all the animals described here

from the southern countries of South America ; furthermore,

specimens have been benevolently sent me by the Director,

Prof. E. Ray Laukester, from the British Museum, by Prof.

E. L. Bouvier from the Museum in Paris, by Prof. Max

Weber from the Museum in Amsterdam, by Mr. R. I. Pocock

(London), Mr. Carl Boruer (Marburg), and Prof. W. M.

Wheeler (Austin, Texas). I beg all these gentlemen to

accept my sincere thanks for their valuable aid.

The collectors of Symphyla should put the animals in spirit

of about (jo per cent., and at most not exceeding 70 per cent.

When- the specimens are to be examined they must be put in

glycerine somewhat diluted with water on the object-glass,

and the glass-cover ought to be supported by a small wooden

wedge to prevent flattening of the specimens; I have described

my method in the paper on the Pauropoda ('Videnskab.

Meddelelser fra den Naturh. Forening iKjobenhavn' for 1901,

published March, 1902), and refer the readers to the chapter

in question (pp. 327, 328). The animals must be examined

both vertically from above and from the side, and it is often

necessary to use a comparatively high magnifying power

(200 to 500 times). The reol shape and relative length of the

claws are often difficult enough to observe, and in order to

produce correct drawings I have generally found it necessary

to cut off the left leg of the twelfth pair (if this Avas broken

the penultimate leg Avas chosen) and one of the first pair, if

this is well developed : often I also cut off the right leg of the

last pair to examine and draw the claws from the inner (the

posterior) side as those ol' the other leg. A glance on the

plates will show that of nearly all species I have drawn the
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same leg and the same claws in the same position in order to

facilitate a direct comparison of the shape, etc., of the parts

in question. Furthermore, the legs of the last pair, the legs

of the first pair if these are not quite rudimentary, and the

cerci have always been drawn with the same degree of

enlargement, the claws of the first and the last pairs of legs

with a higher degree, which is identical for both figures; the

result of these arrangements is that the figures also show the

proportions as to length, etc., between the cerci and the legs

mentioned of each species, (Of course, it has been impossible

to draw the legs and cerci of a small and of a large species

with the same degree of enlargement, for the figures of the

large species would be enormous if those of the small one

should be really useful and not too small.) I should advise

future students of this order—and of many other groups—to

follow a similar plan when drawing figures.

III. On some Structural Features and Characters.

A. Variation.—It may be practical to begin with some

remarks on this topic. During a preliminary study I was

induced to think that it would be rather ea.sy to separate and

describe nearly all the species of the genus Scutigerella, as

they presented several characters, whereas the other genus,

Scolopendrella, seemed to be more difficult; but later on I

arrived at the opposite result. The species of the last-named

genus show several characters, and most of the features which

differ from each other in all or nearly all species present onl}^

a slight or no variation in specimens with the full number of

legs of the same species. In Scutigerella, at least, several

species show a special difficulty : specimens of the same species

having acquired the fidl number of legs vary very much in

size; this difference can be very large between specimens

from the same locality or from different localities, and arises

often, most probably, from the age of the individuals ; but

sometimes it is a real local variation, a remark already set
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forth by Latzel ou Scut, immaculata in Austria. This varia-

tion in size is connected with differences in certain parts

presenting specific cliaracters, and two striking examples

maybe pointed out here. In very large specimens of Scut,

immaculata the cerci are about six times, whereas in a small

specimen they were only four times longer than deep, thus

considerably more slender in large than in small individuals.

In large specimens of Scut, angulosa^n. sp., the last pair of

legs—and to a little lesser degree the penultimate pair, and

to a somewhat lesser degree the antepenultimate pair—are

more robust and widened, especially in the proximal portion

of their tarsi (PI. 4, fig. 2 e) in a way which at least very

rarely is met with in small specimens (comp. PI. 4, fig. 2 h,

with fig. 3 e, and the explanation of the plate). A similar

difference has been observed between the shape of the pos-

terior pairs of legs in a large and in a small specimen of Scut,

capensis, while in several other species no such difference

has been found. Such variation in structural features, gener-

ally but not even always proportionate to the size of the

specimens, can be very perplexing, and in some cases it is very

difficult or perhaps impossible to distinguish with absolute

certainty between variety and species without having a rich

and well-preserved material from many localities. The genus

Scutigerella has caused me much trouble, and I may advise

future students not to establish new species without a very

careful and prolonged examination of several forms, and

never to establish a species on specimens not having acquired

the full number of legs, or on specimens in which the legs of

the twelfth pair are not quite as long and do not possess so

many set^e as those of the eleventh pair.

B. Head.—It is comparatively shorter and broader (and

thicker) in Scutigerella than in Scolopendrella, but the pro-

portions between the dimensions in question vary conspicu-

ously between the species of the same genus. While the

breadth is easy to measure when the animals are seen from

above, the length can often only be measured with accuracy

when they arc seen from the side ; I have often not found it
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necessary to give the exact proportion between the length

and breadth in the various species, but only an estimate.

The length of one pair of lateral setse as compared with the

breadth of the proximal joints of the antennae is a character

in Scutigerella. It is well known that internal linear thicken-

ings of the dorsal integument have been observed in European

species; the thickening in the median line I name the central

rod; from the anterior and posterior ends of this a pair of

branches originate. The major part of this structure is much
more easily seen in Scolopendrella than in the other genus,

audit presents a few characters used in the descriptions below.

The eye-spots have been omitted as nearly valueless.

c. Antennae.—Latzel especially has pointed out with his

usual accuracy that in the three species known to him the

number of joints varies very much in specimens of each

species, and above all in Scut, immaculata, in which he has

found from eighteen to fifty-five joints. The degree of varia-

tion is, on the whole, considerably larger in Scutigerella than

in Scolopendrella. Notwithstanding this, the number of joints

is not quite worthless, as it is considerably higher in some

species than in others. The shape of the joints is generally

without any significance, as it in reality is rather uniform in

nearly all species of the same genus, and besides presents too

much difference according to the degree of contraction of the

antennae. Sometimes this contraction is so considerable that

the distal part of manj' joints is concave instead of conically

truncate, and in this case the antennas show a very anomalous

appearance, the joints being only half as long as usual, but

considerably thicker than in their normal state, much resem-

bling cups arranged in a pile. Only in two species, Scut,

crassicornis and Scut, pauperata, the subproximal part

of the antennae has the joints really thickened in proportion to

the rest (PL 4, fig. 4 a) . Each joint, the terminal one excepted,

has always a whorl of stiff setffi on the thickest part ; the sette

in this whorl, which I name the central one, differ some-

what in length in the different species, and in Scut, crassi-

cornis and S. pauperata the setoe on the inner (anterior)
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side (PI. 4, fig. 4 h) of tlie tliickoned joints are very elongate

and vertical on the antennal axis. In most species these setse

are slender, slightly conical, and naked, Imt in two species

of Scolopendrella (Scut, microcolpa, Mulir, and Scut,

antennata, n. sp.) nearly all the setaj are much thicker and

adorned with very conspicuous branches on all sides (PL 5, fig.

4 h, and PI. 7, figs. G a— 6 c). In all species at least one secon-

dary whorl of shorter setaG has been partly or fully developed

behind the central one, at all events in the inost distal joints.

In most species of Scutigerella and some species of Scolopen-

drella a third whorl is developed behind the second one or

between this and the central one, at least on the lower side of

the distal joints, and a rudiment of a fourth can sometimes be

found. On the upper side of the distal joints a part or a

rudiment of a whorl of fine and short liairs or seta) is found

in advance of the central one. The degree of development of

the whorls on the proximal, middle, and distal parts of tlie

antenna9 present specific characters.

In Scutigerella I have discovered various sense-organs on

the antennae. In all species the terminal joint has on its

distal surface at least one organ—generally two or tliree

organs,—and these differ often, but not always, considerably

in size. An organ of this kind consists of a stalk which is

either short or rather long-, often gradually increasing in thick-

ness outwards, and from its end originate four fine branches

which are slightly convex outwards, subparallel or slightly

diverging, and certainly always united by a very thin, clear

membrane. A large organ of this kind, a striped organ,

placed on awart-like protuberance in Scut, unguiculata, is

shown in PI. 2, fig. 2 c; fig. 2 h on PI. 4 (in Scut, angu-
losa) shows a large organ and a smaller one with the branches

feebly developed. Fig. 2 h on PI. 5 represents the terniinnl

joint of Scut, paupcrata Avith two organs (moi-e magnilied

in fig. 2 c), one with branches in the membrane, the other

thicker, more rounded, without separate stalk, and without

branches. Fig. 2 h on PI. 4 shows not only two strij)ed

organs, but between the normal setae subcylindrical rods,
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which probably also are a kind of sense-organs, and exist in

some and perhaps in all species of the genus. On the upper

side of most of the joints, the proximal ones excepted, is

generally found a very small organ with the branches men-

tioned, and at least in one species two organs of this kind.

In Scut, crassicornis, n. sp., and Scut, pauper at a,

n. sp., there is besides on the same joints near the upper

organs a single, rather thick, conical rod ; in other species

this rod is very slender, often not easily discernible from a

normal short seta, and in Scut, a n g u 1 o s a some slender sub-

cylindrical rods with the end acuminate are found together

with the fine setce mentioned above in advance of the central

whorl on the distal joints. The quality and number of all

these organs present at least sometimes, and probably always,

specific characters to a certain extent. Some points are

briefly mentioned in the descriptions below, but a more

detailed study than I was able to undertake is needed.

In Scolopendrella notacantha, Gerv., I have observed

two organs of the striped sort on the end of the terminal

joint. In Scol. Isabellce organs of a very different kind

were present on the same surface, but these organs are so

small that an enlargement of 600 times is quite insufficient,

and I have been compelled to give up the searching for sense-

organs in species of the genus Scolopendrella.

D. Dorsal Scuta.—The tergum belonging to the segment

bearing the first pair of legs is rather or very short, and

never developed as a real scutum like the following ones ; I

have therefore found it practical not to include it in the

sum of the scuta ; when in the descriptions of the species the

second scutum is mentioned I mean the second of the large,

real scuta. It is well known that in all Syinphyla the

number of such scuta is a little higher than that of the pairs

of legs. In Scutigerella they are very easy to count ; four-

teen scuta are present in all species ; they are sharply defined

on the sides and especially behind, where a scutum in

somewhat contracted specimens overlaps the most anterior

part of the following one. In a very extended specimen of
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Scut, capensis I observed tliat all scuta (the first one

perhaps excepted) are divided b}- a transverse farrow into a

very short anterior and a long posterior part; the anterior

part is in this species easily distinguished from the articu-

lating membrane in front o£ it by its surface, which is

adorned with short, irregular, somewhat curved, transverse

stripes, while the articular membrane wants such stripes, but

is finely dotted. In very extended specimens of other species

I have found a similar division of the scuta, but the anterior

part is here often scarcely distinguishable from the articu-

lating membrane. The species of Scolopendrella possess also

fourteen scuta, but the two posterior ones are divided by a

transverse stripe of articulating membrane, so that they can

easily be counted as four scuta, the anterior part being more

than half but scarcely ever quite as long as the posterior

one ; the anterior parts are setiferous like the others, but are

easily distinguished by their shape; all the scuta, the four-

teenth one excepted, are posteriorly produced into two lateral

triangular plates of considerable size, those of the last one

being somewhat smaller, but the hind margin of the anterior

part of the two posterior scuta is transverse without any

vestige of triangular plates. In very extended specimens of

various species it is observed that the first to the twelfth

scuta are divided into a long posterior part and an anterior

one, which is a little longer than in the other genus, and

generally very difficult or impossible to distinguish from the

articulating membrane.

In Scolopendrella the shape of the posterior triangular

plates and their distance from each other differ after a

certain rule in the scuta of the same animal; for instance,

the plates of the second scutum are always more narrow in

proportion to their length and less distant fi'om each other

than those of the third scutum (various figures on Pis. 5— 7) ;

the plates of the others arc rather similar in shape either to

those of the second or those of the third scutnm, or form a

ti'ansition between them. I have found these two scuta to be

the most practical to study, and the others are omitted as
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rather superfluous in the descriptions of the species. The

two scuta present excellent specific characters, being not

quite similar in any two species, and differing not only as to

shape and distance of the triangular plates, but also in the

number of marginal setae on these plates, in the length of

the antero-lateral seta, etc., while the individual variation

seems to be slight in all respects.

In Scutigerella the scuta present several excellent cha-

racters, but not as many as in the other genus. The shape

of the posterior margin of all the scuta, the last one excepted,

of tlie same specimen is rather similar in the main features;

the last scutum differs in the whole order essentially from

the others in shape and endowment with setae. I have found

the second and the penultimate scuta to be more different

from each other than the intermediate ones, and these two

scuta are therefore described in all species. The marginal

seta3 of the scuta present good characters, but their length

shows some individual variation. A pair of antero-lateral

setae are often especially elongate on the anterior scuta or on

nearly all scuta ; these setse are always inserted on the most

lateral point of the scutum (consequently where this is

broadest) ; on the anterior scuta this point is situated much

in front of the middle, on the posterior scuta behind the

middle. When these sette are especially elongate they are at

least on the anterior scuta and sometimes also on the

posterior scuta directed outwards and less or more forwards.

Furthermoi'e, the longest pair of lateral setse are generally

of importance, and some other small features are mentioned

in the descriptions of the species. The last scutum presents

a very curious structure in two closely allied species, Scut,

immaculata (Newp.) and Scut, armata, n. sp. : an oblong

median area at the hind margin is so deeply impressed or

invaginated that a cavity is formed, the anterior part of

which is overlapped by the protruding dorsal wall ; around

this cavity (PI. 1, fig. 1 c) a belt of the interior tissue shows

a peculiar aspect, indicating the existence of an organ which

probably is a gland, but a special investigation of the
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histological structure lias not been undertaken. In two

other species, vScut. crassicornis, n. sp., and Scut,

pauperata, u. sp., a deep depression is found, but no

invagination, and therefore no cavity, has been developed ;

the interior tissue shows an organ less distinct than in

Scut, immaculata. In the other species of Scutigcrella a

feeble and simple depression is observed; in Scolopendrella

the last scutum is simple.

E. Legs.—The legs of the first pair will be treated

separately below. They present always essential structural

differences from the eleven other pairs, which in all main

points are similar to each other, not only in the same animal

but in all species of the order. These eleven pairs consist

apparently of five joints. But the proximal one of these

joints is, in my opinion, the trochanter, and the coxa can

easily be seen as a separate portion of the skeleton on the

lower surface of the trunk on a specimen cleaned with

caustic potash. That the second one of the five joints

mentioned is the femur and the last one is the tarsus is, of

course, certain, but the interpretation of the two remaining

joints is more dijSicult. The shape of these joints and the

presence of only one condylus placed on the dorsal side seem

to indicate that the joints must be interpreted as patella and

tibia; on the other hand, the essential movement between

the joints being a rather strong flexion in the vertical plane,

while the movement forwards and backwards around a sub-

vertical axis seems to be feeble, leads to the assumption

that the joints are respectively tibia and metatarsus. I

think that this last interpretation is correct, and it is

supported by the shape of the dorsal condylus, which is

unusually broad, and seems to be formed by a junction of two

condyli placed closely together. The tarsus terminates in a

prsetarsus ^ with two claws, which are never quite equal in

shape, the anterior claw being always broader, generally

' This name lias been introduced by N. J. C. II. de Meijerc in liis paper

" Ueber das Ictzte Glied der Beine bei den Artliropodcn " (' Zoolof^. Jalir-

biicher, Abtheil. fur Analumic, etc.,' lid. \iv, 1901, jip. 117— '1-70, Taf. o(l—37).
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conspicuously lougei*, and scarcely ever shorter than the

other. The anterior is inserted on the distal end of the

" prjBtarsus/' the other claw on the posterior side of the same

joint ; the morphological interpretation of the prsetarsus and

the two claws is that set forth on similar parts in Japyx
solifugns, in § 51 of my paper '^Zur Morphologic der

Gliedmassen und Mundtheile bei Crustaceen und Insekten^'

(^Zool. Anzeiger/ 1893, Nos. 420 u. 421).

The last pair of the legs mentioned present the specific

characters especially well developed ; the penultimate and

antepenultimate pairs can also be used. The length of the

tarsus in proportion to its depth, and the number and length

of outstanding dorsal setee both on this joint and on the

metatarsus and tibia, present good characters in Scolopen-

drella. In Scutigerella the shape of the tarsus is of lesser

value, as it sometimes shows variation between large and small

specimens, etc. (see above, and also under the descriptions

of the species) ; the number and the length of the setae in the

anterior dorsal row on metatarsus and tarsus and the length

of a distal seta on the tibia are always valuable, though some-

times also presenting variation to a certain degree. The

claws of the posterior pairs are important in Scutigerella, but

must be studied with caution, as an oblique position of one of

the claws under the microscope easily conveys a misleading

image. In Scolopendrella the claws are less valuable, their

difference in various species being generally smaller. It

should be emphasised that the last pair of legs must be fully

developed, at least quite as large as the preceding pair, and

with the number of seta3 at least as high as on those legs,

otherwise the shape of their tarsi and claws and the number
of their dorsal setas will give misleading results.

Various names have been given to the well-known

moveable, protruding organs at the base of each leg of the

ten posterior pairs; I will name them exopods, but must

abstain from setting forth here an explanation for the choice

of this name. These exopods are very short and difficult to

discover in all species of Scolopendrella and in Scutigerella
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pauperata, n. sp.^ but tliey are somewhat longer or even

rather long in the other species o£ the last-named genus.

The legs of the first pair are always at least somewhat

shorter than the following pair^ and instead of tibia and

metatarsus only one joint is present between femur and

tarsus. In all species of Scutigerella and in Scolopen-

drella notacautha, Gerv., this first pair are still rather

large; in some other species of Scolopendrella they are more

reduced in size or even shorty but the three protruding joints

are plainly seen (PI. 5, fig. 4 /; PI. 6, fig. 3 e). In many

species of the last-named genus they have been reduced to

very small or exceedingly small wart-like protuberances {see,

for instance, PL 6, figs. 4 e and 6 c), without any vestige of

articulation, without claws, and often very difficult to discover.

When these legs are divided into joints the tarsi terminate in

two claws, of which the anterior one is generally proportion-

ately more slender and less curved than in the following

legs, and the relative length of the claws presents a specific

character.

In all legs the prgetarsus has on the anterior side a single

seta, which is much longer than its hairs, and sometimes

(Scut, capensis, n. sp.) even longer than the claws (PI. 3,

fig. b d) ; it is here named the front seta. In the first pair

of legs it is sometimes very thick and almost claw-like, which

is a good character.

V. Cerci.—Both the shape and the furniture with seta)

present good characters. At the distal end they are always

cut off obliquely, so that a conspicuous flat area is presented;

in Scolopendrella this area turns downwards or outwards, in

Scutigerella outwards or partially oi- wholly upwards; its

direction is always a good specific character if the natural

position of the cerci has not been disturbed by pressure,

which is the case in a small percentage of the specimens.

Furthermore, in Scolopendrella the dimension of this area is

valuable. In Scutigerella neither the area itself nor the

surface opposite to it present any stripes; in Scolopen-
drella uotacantha the area luis a number of somewhat
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irregular longitudinal stripes (PI. 5, fig. 3 k), the nature of

which is unknown to me; in all the other species of Scolo-

pendrella the terminal surface opposite to it shows several

transverse lineSj which on each side converge to the base

of the area, and each of these stripes consists of many
exceedingly small spines arranged in a line (PI. 6, fig. 4 g)

;

the area is also generally more or less adorned with longi-

tudinal stripes (PL 6, fig. 4 ?i). In all species of Symphyla

the cerci terminate in one or two set^. One is very short or

sometimes absent, and has been omitted in the descriptions;

the other varies from being rather short to exceedingly long.

In Scolopendrella the length of the cerci in proportion to

the last pair of legs, their length in proportion to their depth

and sometimes also to their breadth, the density and length

of their clothing, and the length of the apical seta present

excellent specific characters ; in Scutigerella the density of

their setas and the length of the distal set^e are always impor-

tant, but the proportion between length and depth is some-

times less constant, presenting differences in small and large

specimens (see especially on page 30 on Scut, immacu-
lata).

G. Tactile Hairs on the Last Segment.—The essential

structure of these organs has been described by eai^lier

authors. Here I shall only direct attention to the rather

different shape, etc., of the calicles mentioned below in the

diagnoses of the genera. The length of the tactile sette is

scarcely valuable as specific character.

IV. On the MoRrHOLOGY of the MoUTH-rARTS.

It may perhaps be allowed to insert a short chapter on this

matter, though it lies outside the scope of the present paper.

I have examined specimens of Scutig. imniaculata

(Newp.) and Scolop. vulgaris, n. sp., two species very

distant from each other.

The best results were obtained from preparations cleaned

VOL. 47, tart 1 NEW SERIES. B
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with caustic potash ; the dorsal part of the head and of the

two anterior segments of the trunk has been cut off and the

lower half put in a cold solution of about 25 per cent., in

which it remained during twenty-four hours, and was then

put in glycerine on an object-glass. The hypopharyux and

the maxillulge have also been examined by dissection of a

head directly taken out of the spirit. The following descrip-

tion is founded almost exclusively on Scutig. immaculata;
some smaller differences between the structure of this species

and of Scolop. vulgaris have been observed, but, with the

exception of one point, I did not find it necessary to mention

them.

The mandibles are tvvo-jointed as in typical Diplopods,

but the interpretation of this curious fact must be postponed,

and shall be dealt with in a paper on the morphology of the

skeleton of some classes of Arthropods. The basal joint

(Pi. 1, fig. 1 a, a.) is narrow when seen from below, but rather

broad when seen from the outer side ; to the upper margin

just behind the middle a strong muscle {h.) is attached. The

distal joint (c.) is strongly compressed, its articulation on the

basal joint is well developed, and besides, it has on the upper

side near the basal margin a strongly prominent part, which

seems to be a secondary condylus, a structure difficult to

understand. The oblique distal cutting edge is serrated with

a moderately deep incision at the middle ; in this incision is

found a rather small, thin lacinia (tig. 1 c, I.), articulated to

the upper surface of the mandible near the margin of the

incision ; this lacinia is distally very irregularly and partly

deeply serrated, and has, besides, a narrow, nearly setiform

pi'ocess, directed inwards above the adjacent part of the

mandible ; this lacinia is equally developed both on the right

and on the left mandible. To the inner posterior angle of

the second joint of the mandible a tendon of a very strong

muscle {d.) is attached.

The max i Ike (c.) are quite independent of the labiun),

united with it only by a belt of articulating membrane. The

''stipes" is long; posteriorly it is bent upwards and ter-
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minates there in a short, angular projection, which can be

seen from below through the skin ; this short, curved part

with its angular projection is probably the " cardo " fused

with the stipes; a suture between them could not be dis-

covered. As in many insects the two elements forming the

stipes have been completely fused ; two well-developed lobes

proceed from the distal end of the stipes, and a little behind

the base of the outer lobe a very short palpus is seen ; this

palpus (/.) consists in Scutig. immaculata of one very

short joint; in Scolop. vulgaris it is twice as long, and

consists of two joints. The main points as to shape and

quality of the skin of the two lobes can be seen on the

figure.

The labium shows a considerable resemblance to that of

certain insects. The basal part, the "submentum'^ in

insects, consists of a pair of narrow, well-chitinised plates or

rods (/i.), encompassed on both sides by membranous skin

;

near the base of a maxilla each of these rods is articulated to

a narrow plate proceeding backwards, and these plates (g.)

are the sternum of the segment to which the labium belongs.

(The existence of this segment in Orthoptera has been

pointed out by me in the paper on Hemimerus [' Entomol.

Tidskrift,' Stockholm, Bd. xv, 1894].) The anterior ends of

the submeutum are articulated to short posterior prominences

of the "mentum," a large shield (i.), a little longer than

broad, and divided in the median line by a narrow stripe of

membranous skin into two halves. The distal margin of the

mentum is concave, and bears two pairs of rather small lobes

{k.), well separated by membrane both from the mentum and

from each other; besides, the mentum has each anterior outer

angle produced into a subtriaugular plate on the side of the

outer lobe.

The hypopharynx and the maxillultS are very interest-

ing ; my interpretation is in some respects very different from

that of other authors. The hypopharynx (tig. 1 e, h.) pro-

trudes freely in the mouth above the distal part of the labium

as a rather thick, subquadratic prominence ; its anterior mar-
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gin is convex, and on the upper side near the margin a pair of

very broad and very short i-ouiided lobes project freely over

theautero-lateral margin, and are a little removed from each

other at the middle. At the base of the hypopharynx its upper

side shows a transverse linear thickening, which is sinuate,

showing one unpaired and one pair of more lateral strong

curves turning backwards ; near the base of each lateral

curve is attached a long and strong narrow plate (tig. 1 d, j^-)

directed backwards, and these two plates are the inner

skeleton of the head also met with in lower insects,—for

instance, Hemimerus. From each outer angle of the middle

curve a chitiuous ridge proceeds forward and a little outward

supporting the hypopharynx. Outside each of these ridges a

maxillula (w.) is articulated in the lateral curve of the

transverse ridges ; this maxillula, which proceeds forwards and

somewhat inwards above the upper side of the hypopharynx,

is oblong, nearly equal in breadth, with the distal margin

cut off obliquely ; its wall is rather firmly chitinised in parts,

and the distal inner portion is submembranous, hairy, and on

the whole showing a structure like that often observed on a

lobe of a paired mouth-limb. I consider it to be absolutely

certain that these maxillulte do not belong to the hypo-

pharynx as "paraglossas ^' (Giassi), but that they are real

mouth-limbs homologous with the first pair of maxillae in

Crustacea and lower Insecta ; in 1893 I have (in 'Zool.

Anzeiger') given the name "maxillula)^' to these mouth-

limbs in the classes named.

This not very detailed description of the mouth-parts must

be sufficient here; the figures will show several smaller

featnres not mentioned. A special comparison of the mouth-

parts of the Sympliyla with those in Thysanura, Diplopoda,

etc., shall be given in a future paper.
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V. On the Geographical Distribution.

The euumeratiou ou p. 5 of the coinitries in which the

animals seen by me liave been captured is nearly exhaustive

as to our present knowledge of the distribution of the order
;

only the north-easterly part of the United States, North
Amei'ica, Mexico, and India must be added to the list

mentioned. But I venture to state that species of this group

can be captured in all countries of the world with exception

of the arctic and antarctic regions. I have examined twenty-

four species, which is six times as many as accepted by the

best authorities in the last sixteen years, but I am convinced

that nearly one hundred species, and perhaps a considerably

higher numbei-, are still undiscovered. The animals are easy

to collect, easy and cheap to preserve, the group is of high

systematic value, and our knowledge of its species has

hitherto been quite rudimentary.

Under such circumstances it is impossible to say much on

the geographical distribution, and very few inferences of

tolerable certainty can be drawn. I have described twelve

species of each of the two old genera ; the genus Scutigerella

seems to be distributed a little nearer to the arctic and

antarctic regious than Scolopeudrella. But the species of

the last-named genus are generally smaller, and have, there-

fore, in all probability been more overlooked by most

collectors, and judging from this, and from the good result

as to new species of the same genus in my own excursions in

Calabria, I am inclined to believe that the genus Scolo-

peudrella contains considerably more species in warmer

regions than Scutigerella.

Of several species of both genera I have examined

specimens from at least two and sometimes from three or

more localities rather distant from each other, but the

geographical distribution hitherto known of all species, with

the exception of Scutigeralla immaculata (Newp.), must

be regarded as moderately limited. Scolopeudrella vul-
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garis, u. sp., is free-living in Europe at least from Scilla in

Calabria, and probably from Catania (Sicily) to Marburg

;

in Denmark specimens have been captured in a garden, but

not yet in woods. Specimens of Scol. pusilla, n. sp., from

Palmi and Marburg have been examined; Scol. uoto-

cantha, Gerv., was established on specimens from Paris,

and I have seen specimens from Rome and Calabria; Scuti-

gerella nivea, Scop., established on specimens from

Bohemia, has been met with in Russian Poland (Latzel), and

southwards at least to Palmi in Calabria, and probably to

Catania. Scolop. antennata, n. sp., has been found in

the southern part of Brazils, in Paraguay, and Argen-

tina; Scutig. angulosa in Uruguay, and thence to

southern Patagonia; Scutig. orientalis, n. sp., in Java,

Sumatra, and Siam. The distribution of the other species

known to me is considerably more restricted, and needs no

special mention. Only Scutig. immaculata (Newp.) is an

exception, though the statements of earlier authors on its

occurrence in Chile and Sumatra are later on proved to be

incorrect. The species is distributed from 60° lat. N. in

Sweden through Europe to Algeria ; specimens from Buenos

Ayres could not be separated from European individuals, but

the supposition that it has been imported with plants from

Europe to that city is far from improbable. It is, in my
opinion, more puzzling that a few species captured near

Austin, in Texas, could not be separated by me with absolute

certainty from the European form, and Packard could not

find differences between specimens from Mexico and Ken-

tucky, and has besides found it in Massachusetts. The

species seems, therefore, to be distributed from Massa-

chusetts, in the north-easterly part of the United States, to

Mexico, but it must be added that a careful examination of

good material from some localities in Mexico, Texas, and the

northern United States is still necessary before the question

can be finally settled.
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VI. Descript(on op the Cteneka and Species.

The group consists of one single family with two genera.^

In order to facilitate a comparison of the diagnoses of the

genera both are placed here.

Gen. 1. Scutigerella, Ryder, 1882.

('Proc. Un. States Nat. Mus./ vol. v, 1882, p. 234.)

The posterior margin of thirteen dorsal scuta
(all scuta with exception of the last one) is either

slightly convex or e margin ate, the lobes on each
side of the middle of the emargi nation often
broadly rounded, rarely angular, and in this case
several times broader than long.

The head is posteriorly at the middle sharply
defined from the neck; the two short rods con-
verging to the posterior end of the central rod
are at most moderately developed.
The anterior surface of the posterior pair of

legs with a considerable or large number of setse.

The cerci without stripes on the terminal area,

and without transverse lines on the most distal

part outside that area.

The sense -c allele s near the base of the cerci very
irregular, the anterior and lateral parts of its

wall being vertical and the posterior part very
oblique; a large portion of the margin of the

1 Some zoologist will perhaps soon establish these genera as families, and

divide each of them into two or more genera. In our present state of know-

ledge I disapprove such proceeding. Many authors are, in my opinion, too

liable to subdivide into families and genera, with the result that it is often

later on, when many new forms have been discovered, found necessary to

establish new and often badly defined genera, etc., in order to bring about

equivalence ; and it is more easy to establish bad genera than to get them

cancelled definitely again.
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calicles with many short and generally branched
setje (PI. 1, figs. 1 /—I h; PL 2, Cg. 3 g).

The first pair of legs always well developed and more tlian

half as long as the following pair.

The exopods generally well developed and very conspicu-

ous, rarely very short.

Gen. 2. Scolopendrella, Gervais, 1839.

C^ Comptes-rendns de I'Academie des Sciences/ T. ix, 1830,

p. 532.)

The posterior margin of the thirteen dorsal scuta
(all with exception of the last one) produced into

a pair of triangular plates, of which several are

at most somewhat broader than long and all

rather large, with exception of the thirteenth

pair.

The head is posteriorly at the middle badly
defined from the neck; apparently it is defined

by the two short rods converging to the posterior

end of the central rod, and these rods are strong

and very conspicuous.

The anterior surface of the posterior pairs of

legs with few setoe.

The cerci either with stripes on the terminal

area or— generally— besides with elevated trans-

verse lines on the most distal part outside this

area.

The sense-calicles near the base of the cerci

regular, with the wall vertical on all sides; the

margin of the calicles quite uaked (PI. 5, fig. 4 //).

The first pair of legs rarely more than half as long as the

following pair, often rudimentary, consisting of a small

knob-shaped joint without claws.

The exopods always short or even rudimentary.

In these diagnoses I have put forward all the characters

which could be rather sharply expressed. The species of
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Scutigerella are clothed with a larger number of hairs than

those of the other genus; furthermore, the sette on the

antennae are longer, the branched sense-organs on the last

antennal joint are much larger, the central rod in the head is

anteriorly less developed and often partly inconspicuous,

while it is well developed in Scolopendrelhi, the fine and

short hairs on the legs are somewhat longer and more con-

spicuous than in the last-named genus. The species of

Scutigerella generally acquire a more considerable length

than those of Scolopendrella. On the geographical distribu-

tion of the genera see above on pp. 21, 22.

Gen. 1. Scutigerella, Ryder.

Conspectus op the Species.

It may be practical first to divide the species into three

sharply defined groups, and then to give a conspectus of the

species of each group.

A. The last dorsal scutum posteriorly with a very deep

and rather large median, anteriorly overlapped cavity. The

second scutum with the antero-lateral sette directed essen-

tially backwards and much shorter than the breadth of the

proximal antennal joint . . . Group I.

B. The last dorsal scutum posteriorly cut off without any

median cavity, at most with a simple depression. The

second scutum with the antero-lateral seta; directed straight

outwards or even somewhat forwards, and at least nearly as

long as the breadth of the proximal antennal joint.

a. The setse on the inner side of the proximal antennal

joints directed obliquely forwards, and, at most, nearly one

half longer than the sette on the outer side. The exopods of

the posterior legs well developed, as long as or longer than

the depth of the tarsi. The last scutum slightly depressed

posteriorly along the middle . . Group II.

h. Some setae on the proximal antennal joints nearly

vertical to the lono'itudinal axis of the antennae and besides
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very elongate, the longest of tliem at least two and a half

times longer than the seta3 on the outer side. The exopods

of the posterior legs short or very short, considerably or

nrnch shorter than the depth of the tarsi. The last scutum

deeply depressed posteriorly along the middle . Group III.

Species of Group I.

a. The femur of the first pair of legs without any process.

1. S. immaculata (Newp.).

b. The femur of the first pair of legs with a conspicuous,

oblong, and distally rounded process on the lower side.

2. S. armata, n. sp.

Species of Group II.

a. The second scutum with the antero-lateral seta3 much

(generally twice) longer than any of the lateral sette, and

these are all directed essentially backwards.

a. The sette on the cerci very numerous, all rather short,

and the distal ones not half as long as the depth of the

cerci.

§. The posterior pairs of legs with the anterior claw,

especially its distal slender part, very elongate, while the

other claw is of normal length and very slender.

3. S. unguiculata, n. sp.

§§. The posterior pairs of legs with the anterior claw at

most of moderate length, while the other is of normal depth.

X. The central whorl on the antennal joints with the seta3

rather short and those on the lower side considerably shorter

than on the upper. The first pair of legs with the posterior

claw a little more than half as long as the other.

4. S. caldaria, n. sp.

XX. The central whorl on the antennal joints with the setae

rather long and those on the lower side only a little shorter

than on the upper. The first pair of legs with the posterior

claw not half as long as the other . 5. S. orientalis, n. sp.
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j3. The seta3 on the cerci moderately numerous or few, the

most distal ones at least about two thirds as long as the

depth of the cerci.

§. The cerci with moderately numerous sette and the distal

ones somewhat shorter than the depth of the cerci. The
metatarsus of the last pair of legs with four setae in the

anterior dorsal row, and these setfe scarcely half as long as

the depth of the joint . . 6. S. plebeia, n. sp.

§§. The cerci with few setae and some of the distal ones

longer than the depth of the cerci. The metatarsus of the

last pair of legs (at least in small specimens) with two sette

in the anterior dorsal row, and these seta? only a little

shorter than the depth of the joint . 7. S. nivea (Scop.).

h. The second scutum with the antero-lateral sette not

longer, often considerably shorter than a lateral pair, which

also are directed outwards and generally besides somewhat

forwards.

a. The second scutum with the hind margin slightly

convex in its middle half, and without vestige of angles.

§. The metatarsus of the last pair of legs with the distal

dorsal setae long, and one of them at least as long as the

depth of the joint ; the tarsus with some of the dorsal sette

as long as the depth of the tarsus. The cerci at most five

times longer than deep . 8. S. chilensis, n. sp.

§§. The metatarsus and tarsus of the last pair of legs with

all sette rather short. The cerci more than five times longer

than deep . . . 9. S. capensis, n. sp.

13. The second scutum with the hind margin rather deeply

emarginate, and the lobes on each side posteriorly angular.

10. S, angulosa, n. sp.

Species of Group III.

a. The second scutum with the hind margin deeply

emarginate and the emargination angular in the median line

;

its antero-lateral setae only nearly as long as the breadth of

the proximal antennal joints. The last pair of legs with none
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of tlie dorsal setie lialf as long as the depth of the metatarsus.

11. S. crassicoriiis, u. sp.

h. The second scutum with the hind margin flatly emargi-

nate, the emargination not angular in the median line; its

antero-lateral set^e very long, much longer than the breadth

of the proximal antennal joints. The last pair of legs with a

dorsal seta on the metatarsus two thirds as long as the depth

of this joint . . . 12. S. pauperata, n. sp.

Group I,

1. Scutigerella immaculata (Newport). PI. 1, figs, la
— 1 V, 2 a—2 f, 3 a—3 h.

1845. Scolopendrella immaculata, Newport, 'Transact.

Linn. Soc. Lond.,' vol. xix, p. 374, pi. xl,

figs. 4 a, h, c.

1851. S. immaculata, Menge, ' Neueste Schrift d. naturf.

Ges. Danzig,' iv, H. 4, ii, p. 13, Taf. i, figs. 24—29

;

Taf. ii, figs. 1—2G.

1871. S. immaculata, Packard, ' Amer. Naturalist,' xv,

p. 700, figs. 1—1 e.

1884. S. immaculata, Latzel, 'Die Myriop. d. r)ster.-ungar.

Monarchic,' ii, p. 15, Taf. i, figs. 3—9.

1885. S. immaculata, Berlese, ' Acari^ Myriopoda ct Scor-

piones hucusque in Italia rep.,' fasc. xxi, No. 9.

188G. S. immaculata, Grassi, 'Mem. d. Reale Accad. d.

Sci. di Torino,' ser. 2% T. xxxvii, p. 594, Tav. ii

(several figures).

(In this list only the more essential descriptions have

been included; Latzel gives a complete synonymy until 1882,

and since that year the species has been mentioned or shortly

described by several authors.)

Material.—Many specimens from several countries in

Kurope and from Algeria. I have examined also specimens

from Buenos Ayrcs and from Austin, Texas, and these will

be treated separately under "Variation."

Head.—Moderately broad. The lateral margin rounded
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or feebly angular behind tlic mandible. The seta inserted in

front of the posterior end of the mandible is longer than the

breadth of the basal antenual joint. The central rod is

conspicuous in its whole length, with moderately robust

frontal branches, posteriorly connected with a triangular area,

without distinct oblique rods, at the hind margin of the head.

AntenuEe.—According to my own experience the joints

vary from nineteen to fifty ; Latzel states the variation to be

even from eighteen to fifty-five. The second whorl begins

on the lower side before or at the end of the first third of the

antennse, and shortly afterwards on the upper side (fig. 1 /) ;

on the distal half, or at least the distal third of the antennae

the secondary whorl is complete on the outer side, and at

least one seta of a third whorl is found on the lower side ;

the setae in the whorls are rather long. The terminal joint

with a rather long striped organ, one or two small organs of

the same quality, and some shorter fine hairs among the

common setfE.

Scuta.—The second scutum (fig. 1 Jc) posteriorly rather

deeply emarginate ; the bottom of the emargination not

angular but curved, and the broad posterior lobes rounded

without vestige of any angle; an antero-lateral seta can

often be pointed out, but is always much shorter than the

breadth of the proximal antennal joint and directed essen-

tially backwards ; the other marginal setfB vary frotn rather

to very short. The thirteenth scutum is sometimes shaped

nearly as the second, but often (fig. 1 I) it has a more or less

deep incision into each posterior lobe ; in this case the shape

of the twelfth and eleventh scuta presents transition forms

between the penultimate scutum and the anterior scuta

shaped as the second one. The last scutum (fig. 1 /) pos-

teriorly with the characteristic median cavity described above

on p. 13.

Legs.—The last pair (fig. 1 m) has the tarsus somewhat

widened, three and a half to four times longer than deep;

the setse along the dorsal margin of the tibia, metatarsus,

and tarsus are short, five to six in the outer row on the
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metatarsus, aud six or seven in the same row on the tarsus;

the anterior claw (fig. 1 n) a little or somewhat longer than

the other, which is more curved and somewhat more slender,

and both claws are elongate. The exopod is long, slightly

shorter than the depth of the metatarsus. The first pair

(fig. 1 o) with the femur simple, witliout ventral process ; the

claws (fig. 1 p) are elongate, subsimilar in shape, somewhat

curved, rather slender, and the anterior one somewhat longer

than the other ; the front seta is rather long and robust,

regularly setiform. (In a specimen with the twelfth pair

[fig. 1 r] of legs a little smaller than the eleventh [tig. 1 i],

the pair named has the tarsus three times longer than deep,

the dorsal setae longer, three in the anterior row on the

metatarsus, and four on the tarsus, the claws [fig. 1 *]

shorter, more robust, subsimilar in shape and length, the

first pair of legs with the claws [fig. 1 n] considerably thicker

and shorter than in full-grown specimens.)

Cerci (fig. Iq).—They are adorned with a large number

of short and moderately thin setae ; the terminal area is

unusually short and looks outwards; the apical seta is rather

short, at most half as long as the depth of the cerci. In the

largest specimen seen the cerci are six times longer than

deep, thus very elongate; in a small but completely deve-

loped specimen the cerci are four times, and in all other

adult specimens between four and six times longer than

deep. (In a specimen with the twelfth pair of legs a little

smaller than the eleventh the cerci [fig. 1 u] are scarcely

three and a half times longer than deep, the number of their

setse is very moderate, and the terminal area looks upwards.)

Length.—Specimens with the last pair of legs well

developed that I have seen vary from o'2 to 7*5 mm. in

length ; the specimen with the last pair of legs not quite full-

grown measures 2*y mm. According to Latzel the length

varies even between 2'5 and 8 mm.
Locality.—In Denmark the species is common in mode-

rately damp places in forests (in old stumps, under moss,

etc.) ; I have also seen specimens from Sweden (collected by
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Dr. A. Stuxberg), England (Devonshire, coll. by Mr. R. I.

Pocock), Germany (Marburg, coll. by Mr. C. Borner), Austria

(Razzes, in Tyrol, coll. by Dr. F. Meinert), France (Meudon
and Arques, coll. by Prof. E. L. Bouvier), Italy (Rome, coll.

by Dr. F. Silvestri; Scilla, Palmi, and Aspi'omonte, in

Calabria, coll. by myself), Algeria (Bona, coll. by Dr. F.

Meinert; Regions des Dayas, coll. by Mr. F. Lesne). Latzel

says he has seen specimens from Russia; C. v. Porat (in

'Entom. Tidskr. Stockholm,' 1887, p. 39, and 1889, p. 48)

enumerates several localities in the southern part of Norway
and Sweden, northwards to Christiania and Upsala, at about

60° Lit. N. The species is evidently common from the southern

part of Sweden through the whole of Europe to Algeria.

Variation and Probable Geographical Distribu-
tion out of Europe.—A large specimen from Denmark
measures 5"4 mm. The specimens from Bona are large, and

one of them is the largest individual seen by me, but it is

only slightly longer than specimens from Rome; the Algerian

specimens agree completely with those from Europe. Fifteen

specimens captured by Dr. F. Silvestri, and labelled Buenos
Ayres, August 7th, 1898, could not be distinguished with

certainty from European individuals. The largest South

American specimen lueasures 5'4 mm. in length; its claws on

the first and on the last pairs of legs are shown in figs. 2 h

and 2 a ; the claws of the same pairs, the twelfth leg, and the

cercus of the left side of a specimen measuring 3*5 mm. are

shown in tigs. 2 c—2/; the differences between these parts

and the same of the European specimens shown in figs. 1 m
— 1 u are probably casual or originating from local variation.

Furthermore, I have examined a few specimens captured by

Prof. W. M. Wheeler at Austin, Texas; the largest specimen

is 5' 7 mm., but the others are rather small. The large

specimen differs essentially from European forms by the

posterior claw (fig. 3 a) on the last pair of legs being more
robust than in these, and besides almost longer than the

anterior claw, which is shorter and more curved than in

Danish specimens; the claws on the first pair of legs differ
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also (fig. 3 /)), and are more similar to those in subadult

specimens; tlie claws in the smaller specimens from Austin

are somewhat shorter (figs, oe and 3 g) than those of the

large specimen, but otherwise agreeing with them. I

cannot discover other differences worth mentioning between

European specimens and tbose from Texas (the cerci of the

large and of a small specimen are shown in figs. 3 c and 3 h),

but my material from the last-named locality is very scanty

and not very well preserved, so that I cannot decide with

certainty if the differences mentioned in the claws of

European specimens and of the well-grown specimen from

Texas are of any importance. I think it necessary to con-

sider the specimens from Texas as probably belonging to

S. immaculata, but this result may perhaps one day turn

out to be wrong.

In 1881 A. S. Packard (op. cit.) stated that specimens

taken by him at Salem, Massachusetts, and near the

Mammoth Cave, Kentucky, differed from specimens from

Bohemia only by " rather longer and slenderer antennas." In

1886 the same author stated (' Amer. Naturalist,' 1886,

p. 383) that specimens from Cordova in Mexico differed from

individuals from the United States by being larger (5 mm.)
and by having some joints more in the antennas, and the cerci

"slightly longer," but otherwise agreeing with these. His

specimens from Mexico certainly belong to the same species

as my specimens from Texas, but whether the animals from

these subtropical countries differ from the specimens living

in Massachusetts, etc., or such northern American animals

from European specimens, a future student must decide.

Dr. Y. Silvestri writes (' Zool. Anzeiger,' 1899, p. 370) that

he found S. i m mac u lata abundantly in Chile on his voyage

from Temuco to Villa llica, but specimens captured by him

at Temuco and S. Vicente and examined by me belong to

Scut, chile nsis, n. sp.^ The specimens captured by Prof.

Max Weber in Java and Sumatra, and determined by II. I.

' One of the specimens belongs io a species unknown to me, but llie auimul

is so badly preserved tliat 1 did not venture to describe it.
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Pocock as S. iin mac 11 lata ('Zool. Ergebn. einer Reise in

Niederl. Ost-Indien/ herausgeg. von Max Weber^ B. iii, 1894^

p. 319), belong all to anotlier species, Scut, orientalis, n.

sp. Chile, Java, and Sumatra must therefore be omitted from

the countries in which S. immaculata has been captured.

Eemarks.—The species is easily distinguished from all

following species, Avith exception of S. arm at a, by the

characters pointed out on p. 25 for Group I, by the shape

of the second dorsal scutum, and by the short setas and the

short terminal area on the cerci.

2. Scutigerella arraata, n. sp. PL 2, figs. 1«

—

If.

Material.—Several species, partly well preserved, from

various localities.

Description.—The species is so closely allied to S. im-

maculata, and similar to small or middle-sized specimens of

this form, that a few remarks are sufficient. The head and the

antennae present no differences; the highest number of anten-

nal joints observed is thirty-one. The scuta as in the preceding

species, but the penultimate scutum has its two posterior

lobes equally rounded without incision. The last pair of legs

about as in S. immaculata; the claws of large specimens

(6g. 1 h) with the distal part of moderate length and slender,

the anterior claw rather considerably longer than the other.

The first pair of legs (fig. 1 c) have on the lower side of the

femur a very conspicuous vertical process, which is from one

and a half times to more than three times long-er than thick

(figs. 1 d and 1 e), subcylindrical, or distally somewhat conical

with the apex rounded; the claws of these legs (fig. 1/)
essentially as in smaller specimens of S. immaculata.
The cerci also as in that species, in the largest specimen

four and a half times longer than deep.

Length.—The largest specimen measures 4"8 mm.
Locality.— Algeria: Bona, five specimens among several

of S. immaculata (Dr. F. Meinert) ; Ravin de la Femme
Sauvage, end of December, 1892, one specimen ; La Bouzarea,

VOL. 47, PART 1. NEW SEKIES. C
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near Algiers, March 19tli, 1803, one specimen ; Frais Vallon,

December 5th, 1892, one specimen; Gorge de la Chiffa,

Mai'ch 5th, 1893, one specimen. The specimens from the four

last-named places nre all small ; they have been collected by

Mr. F. Lesne, and belong to the Museum in Paris.

Remarks.—The existence of the process on the femur

seems to be the only really sharp character separating this

species from S. immaculata, but this process, not met Avith

iu any other species known to me, is, in my opinion, an

interestiuer and wood chnracter, and I must consider the

form possessing it as a valid species.

Group II.

3. Scutigerella unguiculata, n. sp. 1*1. 2,

figs. 2a-2A-.

Material.—Nearly fifty specimens froui one locality.

Head.—Seen from above very broad, with a shai'p lateral

angle at the base of the mandible ; the longest seta in front

of this angle about as long as the breadth of the basal

antennal joint. The central rod without visible frontal

branches; posteriorly it is scarcely visible, or generally

terminating at a rnther long distance from the hind margin

of the head, and a posterior area and oblique posterior rods

are not seen.

Antennae.—The number of joints is generally from thirty

to thirty-four (in one specimen one antenna has twenty-one

joints, the other is broken.) The setae on the inner side of the

proximal joints not longer than those on the outer side. The

secondary whorl begins on the lower side about on the eighth

joint; on more than the distal half of the antenna this whorl

is well developed on the ventral half of the joints (fig. 2 a),

and besides one seta, sometimes two setas are found above

on the same joints; on one or two joints just behind the

terminal one a seta is often found below, behind the secondary
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Avliorl. The setfe in tlie central Avliorl of nearly all joints are

long, slightly shorter below than above. The terminal joint

(fig. 2 h) with a large and long- stalked striped organ inserted

on a conspicuous protuberance^ and besides a small and very

short-stalked similar organ.

Scuta,—The second scutum (fig. 2d) with the posterior

7iiargin slightly convex ; its antero-lateral sette considerably

longer than the breadth of the proximal antennal joints, and

directed at least a little forwards; two pairs of lateral setfe

ai'e longer than the others, but scarcely more than half as long

as the antero-lateral setce, and directed essentially backwards.

The first, third, fifth, sixth, and eighth scuta, each with the

antero-lateral setfe and two pairs of lateral setfe about of the

same length and direction as the corresponding seta3 on the

second scutum ; a long and outward-directed pair of antero-

lateral setae are wanting in the fourth, seventh, and ninth, and

following scuta, while they possess a pair of rather long lateral

or postero-lateral setfe directed backwards. The penultimate

scutum is posteriorly conspicuously emarginate, with broadly

rounded lobes (fig. 2 e).

Legs.—The last pair (fig. 2/) with the tarsus slender,

nearly five times longer than deep ; the metatarsus with five

or six, the tarsus with seven setfe in the anterior dorsal row
;

the setfe gradually increase somewhat in length on each of

these joints from the base towards the end, and the longest

of them, the distal seta on the metatarsus, is about half as

long as the depth of the metatarsus ; none of the joints with

any rather long seta. The anterior claw (fig. 2 g) is very

long, originating from the circumstance that its distal more

slender part is strongly elongate ; it is, besides, moderately

curved, while the other claw is considerably curved, very

slender, but only three fifths as long as the anterior one; the

front seta is rather weak. The exopod is slightly shorter than

the depth of the metatarsus. The first pair of legs (fig. 2 li)

with the anterior claw elongate, slender, and somewhat

curved (fig. 2 i) ; the other claw is very slender, short, at

most scarcely reaching the middle of the long claw, and often
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terminating at some distance before tins point; the front

seta is as long as the short claw, and very robust.

Cerci (fig*. 2 A:).—In larger specimens from a little more

than four and a half to five times longer than deep. They

are clothed with a large number of stiff, rather short sette,

nearly equal in length at the end and before the middle, and

none of them half as long as the depth of the cerci. The

terminal area looks upwards, and generally a little outwards
;

it is a little long'er tlian the setfe. The apical seta is strong-,

as long as or somewhat longer than the depth of the cerci.

Length.—3 to 3*6 mm.
Locality.—La Moka, in Venezuela, August 1st, 1891 (F.

Meinert).

Remarks.—Tins species is distinguished from all other

forms by the very elongate anterior claw on the posterior

pairs of legs. Other useful features have been pointed out in

the analytical key.

4. Scutigerella caldaria, n. sp. PI. 2, figs. 3 a

—

Sg.

Material.—Many specimens from hothouses. Some South

American specimens probably belonging to this species are

dealt with in the "Appendix" to the description.

Head.—Seen from above it is proportionately a little

narrower, and its lateral angles a little less pronounced than

in S. unguiculata ; the longest lateral seta is considerably

shorter than the breadth of the proximal antennal joints.

The central rod without visible frontal branches or posterior

rods as in S. unguiculata.

Antenna?.—The number varies generally from twenty-

three to twenty-eight. The seta9 on the inner side of the

proximal whoi-ls not longer than those on the outer side.

The secondai-y whoid begins on the lower side on the seventh

or eighth joint, but already at the middle of the antenna? it is

conijdetely developed above and on the outer side. On the

same distal half at least one seta-, often two setic, are found

on the lower side, behind the second whorl (fig. 3a), and the

inost distal joints have even four sette behind each other on
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the lower uiargiu. The seta3 in all whorls at least somewhat

shorter thau iu S. a

n

g-uicul ata, and especially the seta3 on

the lower half of the joints considerably shorter thau in that

species. The terminal joint with one large and long-stalked

striped organ on a i-ather low protuberance, and besides a

small and very short-stalked similar organ.

Scuta (Bg. 3h).—As to shape and arrangement and
number ofseta3 they do not differ perceptibly from those in S.

unguiculataj but the antero-lateral setge are slightly shorter.

Legs.—Tlie last pair (fig. 3 c) is more slender than in S.

unguiculata, and the tarsus is five times longer than deep.

The metatarsus with five or sis:, the tarsus with seven spines

in the outer dorsal row ; the setve increase gradually a little

in length from tlie base to the end of each joint, but the

longest seta3 are decidedly shorter than half the depth of

the metatarsus; the dorsal seta? on the tibia are short. The
anterior claw (fig. 3 d) curved as in S. unguiculata, but

less slender and considerably shorter thau in that species

;

the posterior claw is of moderate depth, rather curved, and

two thirds as long as the other ; the front seta rather short.

The exopod long, a little shorter than the depth of the meta-

tarsus. The first pair of legs with the anterior claw (fig. 3 e)

elongate, moderately slender, and a little curved; the other

is moderately slender, and a little more than half as long

as the anterior one. The front seta is shorter than the short

claw and moderately robust; not very conspicuous.

Cerci (fig. 3/).—Nearly as in S. uuguiculata both as

to shape and clothing, only a little shorter and thicker, being

slightly more thau four times longer than deep, and the

clothing of rather short seta3 a little more dense. The
terminal area looks upwards.

Length.—2"8 to 4 mm.
Locality.—In the tan-bark in hothous-es iu the royal

garden, " Rosenborg Have," Copenhagen, I discovered this

species many years ago, and have found it again every time

I visited the place. I have also found it in similar bark in a

very warm hothouse in the Botanical Garden in Copenhagen.
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Furthermore, I have examined four specimens captured in

liotliouses of the MuseuQi in Paris.

Remarks.—This species is closely allied to S. uuguicu-

lata, but differs by the claws on the posterior legs, the

posterior claw on the first pair of legs, besides by more

numerous and shorter seta) on the distal half of the antenna;,

etc.

Appendix.—From three localities in the southern half of

South America I have seen four specimens which probably

belong to this species. Three of these specimens have

acquired the full number of legs, and measure from 2*6 to

3'2 mm.j only one of their antennae has been completely

preserved, and it contains nineteen joints. They agree

essentially with S. caldaria, and the differences observed

are small. The seta; ou the antennal joints are a little

lunger than in S. caldaria, but as to the other features

mentioned above quite similar; the last pair of legs with

the tarsus a little less slender, four and a half to four

times longer than deep, with seven or six dorsal seta; in the

anterior row, its anterior claw slightly shorter than in the

form from the hothouses. I am inclined to consider these

South American specimens as belonging to the original form,

from which the specimens in the European hothouses have

descended; but my American material is scanty, only moder-

ately preserved, and the specimens perhaps not quite full-

grown, wherefore I do not venture to decide the question

with absolute certainty. The American specimens have been

collected by Dr. Silvestri in the following localities: —
Gruayaquil in Ecuador; Cuyaba, in the province Matto

Grosso, Southern Brazils ; and Paraguari in Paragua}'.

5. Scutigerella orientalis, n. sp. PI. 2, figs. 4 a

—

4 g ;

PL 3, figs, la—1/.

Material.—Many s])ecimens from several localities.

Head.—Seen from above (fig. 1 a) it is very broad, with a

wull-th'vcloped lateral angle; the longest seta in front of
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this augle is slightly louger than the other seta3^ and con-

siderably or much shorter than the breadth of the proximal

anteunal joints. The cential rod is scarcely visible in more
than half of the normal length, without frontal branches, and
terminating behind rather far from the posterior margin,

without visible oblique posterior rods or posterior area.

Antenna3.—The number of joints varies essentially, ac-

cording to the lengLli of the specimens, from twenty-two to

forty-one. The seta3 on the inner side of the proximal joints

are as long as or slightly longer than those on the exterior side

(fig. 1 h). The second whorl begins below near the end of

the basal third of the antenna); a little more distant from

the base it has a seta on the upper side, but the whorl is

only completely developed cm the outer side in the most

distal joints in large specimens. About the middle of the

antennae (6g. 1 c) a third whorl begins on the lower side, but

it contains only one seta, and towards (he end of the

antenuee two or three setie. The seta) in the central whorl

are long on the upper and only a little or scarcely shorter on

the lower side. The terminal joint has a large, long-stalked,

striped organ on a conspicuous protuberance, two small, very

short-stalked striped organs, besides a subglobular organ

without stalk and stripes and some styliform, small sensory

seta3.

Scuta.—The second scutum (fig. 1 d) has its posterior

margin straight or slightly convex in the middle half; its

autero-lateral settc are directed somewhat forwards, long,

somewhat longer than or nearly twice as long as the breadth

of the basal antennal joints ; of its lateral seta3 two pairs are

longer than the other, and the postero-lateral pair, being the

longest, is only half as long as the antero-lateral pair, and

directed essentially backwards. The first, third, fifth, sixth,

and eighth scuta each with an antero-lateral seta about

as long as that on the second scutum (in one specimen

these seta) on the sixth and eighth scuta were considerably

shorter than the anterior ones), and one pair or two pairs of

lateral sette developed as on the second scutum ; the fourth,
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seventh, and niiitli to thirteenth scuta without any long and

protruding antero-lateral seta, but with one pair or two pairs

of lateral setse as long as those on the second scutum and

directed essentially backwards. The penultimate scutum

posteriorly a little emarginate (fig. 1 e).

Legs.—The last pair (figs. 4a and 4c) with the tarsus

four and a half to five times longer than deep; the meta-

tarsus with five to six, the tarsus Avith seven to eight seta3 in

the anterior dorsal row ; these seta3 and the distal dorsal

setge on the tibia differ but little in length, and the longest

one of them is not half as long, generally only one third

as long, as the depth of the metatarsus. The anterior

claw (tigs. 4 h and 4/) of moderate length, or even rather

short, rather robust; the posterior claw is somewhat more

slender, considerably more curved, and somewhat or con-

siderably shorter than the other; the front seta is moderately

long and robust. The esopod is of moderate length, about

two thirds as long as the depth of the metatarsus. The first

pair of legs (fig. 4 c) with the anterior claw (figs. 4 c? and 4^)

rather long and feebly curved; the other is small, at most

scarcely half as long as the anterior one, and often consider-

ably shorter ; the front seta almost claw-like, exceedingly

thick, and as long as or a little longer than the short claw.

Cerci (fig. 1/).—From slightly more than four times (in

small specimens) to nearly five times longer than deep, set

with a large number of rather short seta;; the distal seta3 are

slightly or scarcely longer tlian those at the middle, none of

them half as long as the depth of the cerci, and often slightly

more than one third of this dimension. The terminal area

looks upwards and a little outwards, and is longer than the

lateral sette. The apical seta is as long as or somewhat

longer than the depth of the cerci.

Length.—Specimens with the full number of legs vary

from 2'o to 5 mm.
Locality.—Sumatra and Java, wliere it has been cap-

tured by I'rof. J\Iax Weber in various localities: Singkarah

and Mount Singahing (both in Sumatra), and Tjibodas
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(Java). (R. I. Pocock lias determined these specimens as

S. immaculata, and published the result and the localities

in the paper mentioned above on p. 33.) Furthermore, the

species has been captured on the island of Koh Chaug (Gulf

of Siam) by Dr. Th. Mortonsen ; under stones, January 7th,

12th, 15th, 1900; under plants on stones, January Gtli, 1900;

under an old stem of a tree, March 14th, 1900 ; in the wood

at the river Kloug Salakpet, March 15th, 1900,— in all

thirty-nine specimens. Finally, five specimens froui Bangkok
in the Brit. Mus. were collected by Capt. S. S. Flower.

Remarks.—This species is rather closely allied to S.

caldaria, but differs by several small characters; the setse

on the distal half of the antennee are less numerous, but

especially those in tlie central whorl are a good deal lougei-,

the penultimate scutum less emarginate, the claws on the

posterior legs a little shorter and more robust, the first pair

of legs with the posterior claw shorter, and the front seta

considerably more robust.

(3. Scutigerella plebeia, n. sp. PI. 3, figs. 2a—2d.

Material.—One badly-preserved specimen with some ap-

pendages, and many seta) broken off.

Head.—Moderately broad with a conspicuous lateral angle
;

the longest seta in front of the angle seems to be lost,—if not,

it is only lialf as long as the breadth of the proximal antennal

joints. The central rod without visible frontal branches, and

terminating behind in a very faint triangular area, which

touches the posterior margin of the head.

Antennse.—The major part of both antennas is lost; of

the one thirteen, of the other eleven joints have been pre-

served. These joints are simple, and their sette in the central

whorls are rather short. The secondary whorl begins below

on the ninth joint.

Scuta.—The second scutum with tlie posterior margin

slightly convex near the middle ; the antero-lateral setse
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have been broken off, but their insertions are very distinct.

In the first scutum one of these projecting setae has been

preserved; it is somewhat longer than the breadth of the

proximal antennal joints, and the corresponding setjB on

the second scutum were certainly at least as long. Most

of the other marginal sette on the second scutum are also

wanting, but judging from their small areas of insertion none

of them were more than moderately developed. On the

third, fifth, sixth, and eighth scuta the large insertions of

the antero-lateral setee are plainly seen; in the other scuta

they are wanting, as in S. oriental is, etc. The penulti-

mate scutum is posteriorly somewhat emarginate, nearly

angularly concave in the median line.

Legs.—The last pair and the left leg of the eleventh pair

are Avanting ; the right leg of the eleventh pair differs

scarcely from the tenth pair, of which the left leg has been

drawn (fig. 2 a), and is described here. The tarsus is four

and a half times longer than deep. The metatarsus with

four, the tarsus with five sette in the anterior dorsal I'ow
;

these setse differ but little in length from each other, and

none of them are quite half as long as the breadth of the

metatarsus; the most distal dorsal seta on the tibia is slightly

longer than those on the metatarsus. The anterior claw

(fig. 2 h) is medium sized, rather curved, and distally some-

what elongate ; the posterior claw is slender, considerably

curved, and only three fifths as long as the other; a front

seta is not conspicuous. The exopod is scarcely two thirds

as long as the dc])th of the metatarsus. The first pair of

legs with the anterior claw (fig. 2 c) very long and somewhat

curved ; the posterior claw is short, not reaching the middle

of the other ; the seta not longer than the short claw, and

moderately slender.

Cerci (fig. 2 fZ).—A little more than four times longer

than deep, set with a rather good number of stiff seta;,

gradually increasing considerably in length from the base

outwards, and the most distal ones are about two thirds as

long as the depth of the cerci. The terminal area about as
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long as the distal setae, and looks upwards ; the apical seta

is wanting in my specimen.

Length.—The specimen measures 3*6 mm.
Locality.—Island Mauritius, '^Curepipe." The specimen

has been captured by Mr, Chr. Alluaud, and belongs to the

Museum in Paris.

Remarks.—The species is allied to S. orientalis, but is

easily distinguished from this and other species described

above by the cerci, the sette of which are less numerous, but

the distal ones of them conspicuously longer and stronger than

in those species.

7. Scutigerella uivea (ScopoH). PI. 3, figs. 3ft

—

oh.

1763. Scolopeudra nivea, Scopoli, ' Entomologia Caruio-

lica/ Vindebonee, p. 416.

1884. Scolopendrella uivea, Latzel, ^ Die Myriop. d.

oster.-ungar. Monarchic,' ii, p. 14, Taf. i, fig. 1.

1885. S. nivea, Berlese, ' Acari, Myriopoda, et Scorpiones

hucusque in Italia rep.,' fasc. xxiii, No. 4.

1886. S. nivea, Grassi, ^ Mem. d. Reale Accad. d. Sci.

di Torino,' Ser. 2^, t. xsxvii, p. 594.

(In this list papers by Karlinski and Tomosviiry have been

omitted as unknown to me, and certainly unimportant; they

have been mentioned by Latzel, op. cit., pp. 14 and 15.

Scolopendrella gratioe, Ryder, is uncertain, and has

therefore not been included in the list.)

Material.—Five specimens, all snuiH and shrivelled or

incomplete. The following description is therefore rather

defective.

Head.—Moderately broad, with the lateral margin angular.

The longest seta in front of the angle is considerably shorter

than the breadth of the basal autenual joint. The central

rod is conspicuous in its whole length ; at the front end of

the basal third it seems to be divided by a transvei'se suture
;

the posterior part widens somewhat near the hind margin of
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the head, and from its anterior angles just behind the suture

a thin branch proceeds obliquely forwards and outwards;

the frontal branches of the central rod are faint.

Autennge.—The highest number of joints observed by me
is twenty-one ; Latzel states that it varies from twenty to

thirty. The proximal joints are scarcely thickened^ but the

setEe on their inner surface seem to be somewhat longer than

the others, which are rather short. A special description

cannot be attempted, as the preservation is too bad. The

terminal joint has a rather small striped orgnn with short

stalk, and at least one still smaller organ of the same kind

besides.

Scuta.—The second scutum (fig. 3 a) with the posterior

margin straight or very slightly emarginate in the middle

portion ; the antero-lateral sette are directed somewhat

forwards, very long, much longer than the breadth of the

proximal antennal joints; a lateral seta is slightly more than

half as long as the antero-lateral one, and directed essentially

backwards; a postero-lateral seta and some of the posterior

setae are of moderate length. 'J'he first, third, fifth, sixth,

eighth, ninth, eleventh, and twelfth scuta each with a pair

of setse directed essentially outwards, and about as long as

the antero-lateral seta3 on the second scutum; on the anterior

ones of these scuta these seta3 are antero-lateral, on the pos-

terior scuta they ai'o inserted more backwards, but always on

the most lateral point of the scuta; besides, a lateral seta of

moderate length is found on several of the scuta. The thii--

teenth scutum (fig. 3 h) is posteriorly slightly emarginate,

and a long seta directed more or less backwards is inserted

at the posterior end of the lateral margin.

Legs.—The last pair of my small specimens have the

tarsus four times longer than deep (fig. 3 c), and not widened

towards the base; the tibia has two dorsal seta), one of which

is very long, the metatarsus with two similar settc in the

anterior dorsal row, and these seta) arc only a little shorter

than the depth of the metatarsus ; the tarsus in the anterior

dorsal row with three seta), which are a little shorter and
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thinner tli.an those on the metatarsus. The claws (in my small

specimens) are rather short, and not very different in length

(figs. 3d and 3 e) ; the front seta is moderately developed.

The exopod is somcAvhat shorter than the depth of the

metatarsus. The first pair of legs with the claws moderately

developed in all respects (figs. 3/ and 3^), the anterior one

much—but not twice—longer than the other; the front seta

is long and slender.

Cerci (fig. 3 h).—They are proportionately small, and
from scarcely four to four nn.d a half times longer than deep,

with the distal part produced and curved upwards; they are

set with comparatively very few seta3, which increase very

much in length from the base of the cerci outwards, and the

most distal seta3 are from a little to considerably longer than

the depth of the cerci; a proportionately long distal portion

of the cerci without any setfe. The terminal area is rather

long and looks outwards, sometimes somewhat upwards
as well. The apical seta is exceedingly long, much longer

than the depth of the cerci.

Length.—The adult specimens seen by me measure 1*7 to

2 mm. ; according to Latzel the length varies from 2 to 5

ram.

Locality.—Palmi in Calabria, one specimen (the

authoi-) ; four specimens have been captured by Mr. 0.

Borner either near Palmi or at Catania (Sicily).

Distribution.—Latzel has examined specimens from

various parts of Austria-Hungary and from Russian Poland

;

Muhr records the species from Bohemia. As mentioned above

on p. 43, it remains doubtful whether S. gratia^, Ryder,

captured at Philadelphia, near AVashington, D.C., and iu two

other localities in the United States, is synonymous with

S. nivea. Scop., or belongs to a closely allied species.

Remarks.—Tliis species is easily distinguished from all

forms described above by having outstanding long setae on

the ninth, eleventh, and twelfth scuta, and by having com-

paratively very few setfe but some of them very long on the

short cerci. From the two following species it is sharply
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di still gui shed liy having only one pair of very long and some-

what forwavdlv-directed setfe on the second scutum.

8. Scutigerella chilensis^ n. sp. PI. 3, figs. 4 a

—

4 g.

Material.—Several specimens from two localities^ but all

with at least ninny of the long setre broken off.

Head.—It is short and very broad, with a very pronounced

lateral angle ; the longest lateral seta, situated somewhat in

fi'ont of the angle, is very long, much longer than the breadth

of the basal antennal joint. The visible part of the central

rod is rather long, and somewhat before the hind margin of

the head is connected with the vertex of a large triangle,

the sides of which are rather feebly developed oblique rods;

the frontal branches could not be observed.

Antennae.—The number of joints varies from thirty to

forty. A rather small number of proximal joints with one or

two sette on the inner side directed much forward and some-

what longer than those on the outer side. The secondary

whorl begins below on about the tenth joint, on the upper

side on the fifteenth joint, and from this joint begins besides

a third whorl on the lower side. The seta3 in the central

whorl are rather long on the npper and a little shorter on the

lower side. The terminal joint is elongate, with a rather

large, long-stalked, striped organ placed on a broad protu-

berance, besides which there are two small organs of the same

kind, and some styliform, somewhat sinuate sensory seta).

Scuta.—The second scntum (fig. 4 a) Avith the posterior

margin flatly convex; the antero-lateral seta3 are exceedingly

long, more than twice as long as the proximal antennal

joints; another seta inserted a little more behind is as long

as or even a little longer than the antero-lateral one, and

directed outwards and forwards ; a pair of setas on the hind

margin is two thirds as long as the lateral pair mentioned,

and some other setee are moderately long. The first scutum

is adorned with two pairs of setaB nearly as long as the

second one; the third scutum only Avith one pair of long
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setae, but tliey avo even longei* than tlie antero-lateval seto3

on the second scutum ; on the following scuta most of the

characteristic seta? have been lost, so that it is impossible to

produce a description . The penultimate scutum (fig-. 4 h)

has the posterior margin very slightly convex to very slightly

emarginate at the middle ; the figure shows that it is adorned

with some pairs of lougish or long setas, but the posterior

lateral pair, which probably are the longest of them all, have

been broken off, and are therefore indicated in the figure

witli dotted lines.

Legs.—The last pair (fig. 4 c) with the tarsus almost four

times longer than deep, and scarcely widened towards the

base. The tibia with a distal dorsal seta, which is very

strong, and nearly as long as the depth of the joint; the

metatarsus Avith four seta? in the anterior dorsal roAV, of which

the distal ones are two thirds as long as the depth of the joint
;

furthermore, behind the distal dorsal seta there is another seta

as long as or longer than the depth of the metatarsus; the

tarsus with five setfB in the anterior dorsal row, partly as long

as or a little longer than the depth of the joint. The anterior

claw (fig. 4 d) is moderately long, rather robust, and some-

what curved; the posterior claw is somewhat shorter than

the other, less robust, and much more curved; the front seta

is long and slender. The exopod two thirds as long as the

depth of the metatarsus. The first pair of legs (fig. 4 e) with

the anterior claw (fig. 4 /) long, slender, and somewhat

curved; the posterior claw nearly two thirds as long as, but

somewhat more slender and a little more curved than the

other ; the front seta moderately long and moderately robust.

Cerci (fig. 4 ^).—They are from a little more than four

and a half to five times longer than deep, set with a moderate

number of strong setae, which increase gradually but con-

siderably in length from the base outwards, and the distal ones

are a little longer than the depth of the cerci ; the distal part

of the cerci is more or less produced and without seta?. The

terminal area looks upwards, and is of medium length or

rather long. The apical seta has been lost in my specimens.
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Length.—4 to 5 mm.
Locality.—Chile : S. Vicente, April 0th, 1809, nine

specimens; Temuco, April 4th, 1809, five specimens (F.

Silvestri, coll.).

Remarks.—This species is sharply distinguished from all

other forms, with exception of S. capensis, by its second

scutum, which has two pairs of very long setas directed out-

wards and forwards, and the posterior angles flatly rounded

and not produced ; from S. capensis it is easily separated by

the long seta) on the metatarsus and tarsus of the posterior

legs, by the shape of the claws, by its cerci being compara-

tively tliicker, etc.

9. Scntigerella capensis, n. sp. PI. 3, figs. 5a—5/;
PI. 4, figs. 1 a—1 e.

Material.—Three specimens, not very well preserved.

One specimen is large and adult, another is somewhat smaller,

with only eleven pairs of legs, and both have been taken ia

the same locality. The third specimen, captured in another

place, has the full number of legs, but is nevertheless much

smaller than the specimen with eleven pairs of legs; it presents

besides several minor differences from the two large speci-

mens. I have therefore found it practical to base the

following description of this species on the two large

specimens, especially on the adult one, and to deal with the

third specimen under "variation."

Head.—It is short and very broad, with well-developed

lateral angle, and the longest seta in front of this angle is a

little longer than the breadth of the proximal antennal joints.

The state of preservation did not allow a study of the central

rod.

Antennee.—They are incomplete, but in the adult speci-

men thii"ty-seven joints have been preserved in one of them.

The whorls (fig. la) agree much with those in S. chilensis,

with the exceptions that the secondary whorl does not begin

on the upper side before about the twentieth joint, thsit the
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setas in the central whorl are a little shorter^ and that even

some setse belonging to a fourth whorl are present on the

lower side of a comparatively long distal part of the antenna.

Scuta.—The second scutum (fig. 1 h) with the posterior

margin very flatly convex; the antero-lateral setaa are turned

much forward and somewhat longer than the breadth of the

proximal autennal joints, A little more posteriorly a lateral

seta is insertetl, which is considerably longer than the antero-

lateral one, and directed outwards and somewhat forwards.

Most of the seta3 along the posterior margin are proportion-

ately rather long, and one paii", which are inserted a little

farther from the margin, are conspicuously longer than the

antero-lateral pair. On the first scutum the antero-lateral

pair are not half as long as the lateral pair, which are very

long, and a pair inserted at some distance from the posterior

margin are only a little shorter than the lateral pair. All

following scuta, from the third to the thirteenth, each with

at least one pair of lateral long seta3 ; on the third, fifth,

eighth, and eleventh scuta a pair of antero-lateral seta) could

be observed, but all incomplete or broken off. The penulti-

mate scutum (fig. 1 c) a little emarginate in the middle of the

hind margin, with two pairs of seta3 slightly shorter than the

long lateral pair.

Legs.—In the adult specimen the last pair of legs (fig. 5 a)

are rather long ; the tibia on the dorsal side, with some short

seta) and a distal, very thick seta, which is two thirds as long

as the depth of the joint; the metatarsus nearly twice as

long as deep, with six short sette in the anterior dorsal row
;

the tarsus is strongly widened towards the base, three times

longer than deep, with eight rather short setie in the anterior

dorsal row; the anterior claw (fig. 5 h) is short, with the basal

part deep ; the posterior claw is proportionately slender,

much curved, and more than two thirds as long as the other;

the front seta is very long and robust. The tenth pair (fig.

5 c) somewhat shorter, and especially with the two distal

joints much more slender than in the twelfth pair, the meta-

tarsus being two and a half times, the tarsus more than four
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aud a lialf times longer than deep ; the distal dorsal seta on

the tibia is moderately short ; tlie posterior claw (fig. 5 d)

very slender, and considerably shorter than the thiclc anterior

claw, the front seta longer than the anterior claw, and

proximally exceedingly robnst. (The penultimate pair show

a transition stage between the two pairs described.) The

first pair of legs (fig. 5 e) with a few long or very long sette

on the loAver side of the femur; the tarsus with the distal

sett\3 unusually long, the anterior claw (fig. 5/) proportion-

ately not slender and feebly curveil, the posterior claw scarcely

half as long as the other, slender and moderately curved, the

front seta long and very robust. (In the specimen with

eleven pairs of legs the last pair resembles the tenth one in

the adult described.)

Cerci (fig. 1 (?).—Of moderate length, but unusually

slender, nearly six times longer than deep. They are set

with a moderate number of seta?, which increase somewhat in

length from the base outwards, and the most distal seta) are

a little shorter or a little longer than the depth of the cerci.

The terminal area looks upwards, and more or less outwards

as well ; it is rather short. The apical seta is wanting in

my specimens.

Length.—The adult and rather contracted specimen is

4" 7 mm.
Variation.—A specimen which measures scarcely 3 mm.

in length, but possesses the full number of legs, presents

some differences from the form just described. On the two

anterior scuta the antero-lateral settc are a good deal shorter,

but the long lateral pair are somewhat longer than in the

specimen figured. The last pair of legs with the distal dorsal

spine on the tibia about as long as the depth of the joint;

the tarsus is slender, nearly five times longer than deep, with

seven dorsal setae, the anterior somewhat longer and con-

spicuously less robust than in the main form ; the cerci (fig.

I e) are a little more than five times longer than deep, with

the sctic less numerous and conspicuously longer in propor-

tion to the cerci; the terminal area is proportionately longer
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and looks upwards, tlio apical seta as long* as the longest

lateral one. In my opiuiou tliis small specimen belongs,

nevertheless, to the same species as the large form described

above; but, my material being too scanty for a really complete

characterisation of the species, I have preferred to mention

the small specimen separately instead of admitting its features

in the description itself.

Locality.—All three specimens have been captured in

August, 1894, by Prof. Max Weber in the Cape Colony, the

two large specimens at Table Bay and the small one at Con-

stantie, near Cape Town.

Remarks.—This species is rather allied to S. chilensisj

the reader is referred to the " llemarks " on that species.

10. Scutigerella angulosa, n. sp. PI. 4, figs. 2 a—2 k

(and var. figs. 3 a—3 h).

Material.—Nine specimens from four localities rather

distant from each other, and five of them with the full

number of legs. Two other specimens from a fifth locality

differ in several features, and they have therefore not been

talcen into consideration in the description of the species, but

are dealt with under "Variation."

Head.— Seen fi-om above it is moderately narrow in

proportion to the length ; the lateral margin is a little

angular or rather flatly rounded ; the long seta is inserted

somewhat in front of the posterior cud of the mandible, and

is at least as long as the breadth of the basal antennal joint.

The central rod is rather long, without visible frontal

branches
;
posteriorly it is connected with the vertex of a

rather large triangle at the hind margin, and the sides of

this triangle are oblique rods, which are moderately deve-

loped in nearly their whole length.

Anteunse.—In the adults the number of joints varies

from twenty-four to twenty-seven. Some few proximal

joints (fig. 2 a) on the inner side with one or two thin setse

directed much forward and somewhat longer than those on
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the outer side. The second whovl begins below on the fifth

to seventh joiutSj and above on the seventh or eighth; at the

middle of the antennas not only is this whorl complete, but a

seta is inserted below between the two whorls, and on the

distal joints three seta) are well developed behind each other

on the lower margin. The seta) in the central whorls are

scarcely of medium length, slightly longer above than below.

The oblong terminal joint has (fig. 2 6) a moderately large or

large and long-stalked striped organ inserted on a pro-

tuberance, a rather small and short-stalked organ with feebly

developed stripes, and some styliform, slightly curved sensory

setje.

Scuta.—The second scutum (fig. 2c) with the posterior

margin rather deeply emarginate ; the lobes on each side of

this emargination are posteriorly angular, thus forming a

kind of triangular plate which is several times broader

than long; the antero-lateral seta) are directed somewhat

forwards and considerably longer than the breadth of the

basal antennal joint ; a lateral pair of seta) are directed

essentially outwards, and are as long as or longer than the

antero-lateral pair ; at each posterior angle a rather long-

seta is inserted. The scuta, the last one excepted, posteriorly

emarginate, and with two angles essentially as iu the second

scutum; the fi.rst, fifth, eighth, eleventh, and thirteenth

scuta each with an antero-lateral and a lateral pair of setee

(on the thirteenth scutum [fig. 2 rf] these are lateral and

postero-lateral) partly somewhat longer and partly somewhat

shorter than the corres])onding two long pairs on the second

scutum, and all directed at least much outwards (with

exception of the posterior pair on the penultimate scutum);

the third, fourth, sixth, seventh, ninth, tenth, and twelfth

scuta each with one pair of long or very long protruding

seta); all scuta with a pair of rather long or long seta'

inserted at the ])osterior angles and directed upwards, and

these last setie are ])resent even on the last scutum on each

side of a median shallow depression.

Legs.—The posterior pairs present considerable variation
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in various respects. In the largest specimen the last pair

(fig. 2 e) is exceedingly thick, the metatarsus being only one

half longer than deep, and the tarsus, Avhich is strongly

"widened towards the base, slightly more than three times

longer than deep; the tibia has on the upper side some short

setse, and a distal, very thick seta which is slightly shorter

than the depth of the metatarsus; the metatarsus with four

dorsal setse, the second of which is rather long, longer than

the first and the third, Avhile the fourth is only a little

shorter than the long seta on the tibia; the tarsus with five

dorsal sctne, the first and the fifth short, the three others

rather long. In another adult specimen the twelfth pair

(fig. 2 g) is considerably more slender, the metatarsus being

twice as long as deep, and the tarsus almost four times

longer than deep ; the distal seta on the tibia is somewhat

shorter, the metatarsus with four dorsal setse, and three of

these as in the large specimen, while the fourth is even

somewhat longer than the depth of the joint; the tarsus

with four setffi, the second and third rather long. In the

large specimen the ninth pair of legs are about as robust as

the twelfth pair of the other specimen, and the tenth and

eleventh pairs form transition stages to the thick twelfth

pair described above. (In a small and immature specimen

with eleven pairs of legs the eleventh pair [fig. 2 k'] are

rather aberrant, the metatarsus being only one third longer

than deep, and the tarsus, which is slender at the end, is

proximaliy very broad, and so deep that it is not three times

longer than deep ; the setae can be seen on the figure. The
posterior pairs of legs decrease gradually in thickness from

behind forward, so that the eighth pair are slender. It can

be asserted that the specimen does not present any other

difference from the typical form.) The anterior claw (fig.

2/) of the last pair of legs always of medium length, mode-

rately robust and somewhat curved; the posterior claw is a

little more slender, and about two thirds as long as the

other; the front seta is rather long, but proportionately

slender. The exopods are rather long. The first pair of
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legs with the anterior claw (fig. 2 h) moderately long and

rather curved ; the posterior claw is between half and two

thirds as long as the other; the front seta as in the last pair

of legs.

Cerci (fig. 2/).—From a little more than four to five

times longer than deep, with the distal part somewhat

elongate. They are set with a very moderate unmber of

stiff seta?; which increase gradually but considerably in length

outwards, and the distal ones arc about as long as the depth

of the cerci ; a moderately long distal part is without setae.

The terminal area looks upwards or a little outwards as well,

and is moderately long. The apical seta as long as one of

the distal lateral setae.

Length.—2*4 to 4*5 mm.
Variation.—A very considerable variation in the shape

and adornment of the posterior pairs of legs has been

described above. But two specimens which I, after some

hesitatioUj have referred to this species have not been taken

into account in the description above; I have preferred to

mention them separately here as Scut, angulosa, vai-.

brevicornis, var. nova. Both specimens have been cap-

tured in one locality, and they are very similar to each other

in all respects. They possess the full number of legs, and

one of them measures 3'2 mm. in length, while the other is a

little shorter. I will only describe the differences between

this variety and the specimens taken as typical. The

antenna) contain fifteen and sixteen joints; the secondary

whorl (fig. o a) begins both below and above on the fifth

joint; the terminal joint differs as to the sense-organs; on

the part visible from the exterior side (fig. 3 h) it has a pair

of styliform setce, a rather large subglobular organ without

stripes, and three striped organs, the largest of which is

rather small with a moderately long stnlk, \vliil(> the o(1um-s

are short-stalked. The long seta) on the scuta, (figs, o c and

3 d) a little shorter than in the typical specimens. The last

pair of legs (fig. 3 r) shaped about as in smaller specimens of

the typical foi-m, but pres(M)ting some differences in the seta)
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and claws ; the distal seta on the tibia as long as the depth

of the metatarsus; this last joint with three dorsal setis, and

the distal one of these somewhat longer than the others^ but

only a little more than half as long as the depth of the joint;

the tarsus with four dorsal setfe in the anterior row; the

anterior claw (fig. 3/) is rather short and robust, rather

curved, and only a little longer than the posterior claw,

which is somewhat more slender but scarcely more cnrved

than the other. The first pair of legs with the anterior claw

(fig. 3 g) rather short and robust, the posterior claw much
more slender and nearly two thirds as long as the other, and

both claws are moderately curved. The cerci (fig. 3 h)

slightly more than three and a half times longer than deep,

and the sette somewhat more numerous than in the typical

form. The experience as to the degree and quality of the

variation of Scut, immaculata (Newp.) in Europe has

taught me that the animals described hero must be con-

sidered as a variety of Scut, angulosa, the most essential

diiferences between the typical form and the variety being

the claws on the posterior legs and the sense-organs on the

terminal joint of the antennjB.

Locality.—The southern thii-d of South America, in

various localities : Monte Buenos Aires, in Gobern, S. Cruz,

southern Patagonia, five specimens, among which are the

largest specimens examined; Porto Piramides, Chubut,

Patagonia, the two specimens described as the variety

brevicornis; S. Pedro, Misiones, Argentina, a typical

specimen with the full number of legs, but measuring only

2*4 mm. in length ; Posadas, ]\Iisiones, Argentina, the

immature specimen of which the posterior pair of legs have

been mentioned above and shown in fig. 2 h ; Salto, in

Uruguay, two small, immature specimens. All specimens

have been captured by Dr. F. Silvestri.

E,em arks.—The species is easily recognised from all

other forms of the genus by the shape of the second scutum,

together with the number and length of its outwards-directed

seta) and the well-developed exopods at the posterior legs.
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Group III.

11. Scntigerella crassicornis, n. sp. PI. 4^ figs. 4 a—4r;

PI. 5, figs. 1 a—1 g.

Material.—Eight well-preserved specimens, five of wliicli

are adult.

Head.—Seen from above (fig. 1 a) it is moderately narrow,

scarcely angular on the sides, and tlie usual lateral seta is as

long as the basal antenna! joint. The central rod is not

visible anteriorly, terminating apparently in front of the

middle in rudiments of two branches; posteriorly it is con-

nected with the vertex of a triangle situated at the hind

margin of the head ; the sides of this triangle are concave,

consisting of rather feeble oblique rods.

Antennae.—The number of joints varies from twenty-seven

to thirty-one. In one case twenty-one joints have been

observed in an animal with twelve pairs of legs. The joints

from the second to the ninth or tenth (fig. 4 a), and especially

the fifth to the eighth, are considerably thickened in the

adults—to a less degree in immature specimens,—and on the

inner side (fig. 4 ?>) two or three of the setas in tlie central

whorl are strongly elongate, the longest three to four times

longer than the outer seta), and nearly vertical on the

longitudinal axis of the antennte. The second whorl begins

below on the eighth to the tenth joint, but is quite absent on

the upper side of all joiuts (fig. 1 h). The joints, with excep-

tion of seven or eight proximal ones, have a small, conical,

robust rod on the upper side in front of the central whorl.

The tcrmiual joint with a rather large and long-stalked

striped organ inserted ou a lower protuberance, one or two

small and short-stalked striped organs, and finally a large

wart-like protuberance, on which I have never found any

organ.

Scuta.—The second scutum (fig. 1 c) with the posterior
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margin deeply emarginate, the emargination angular in the

middle and limited by lobes^ which are broadly rounded or a

little angular at the hindmost point. The antero-lateral seta3

are directed outwards, and nearly as long as the breadth of

the first antennal joint. A lateral seta inserted considerably

more behind is a good deal shorter, though very conspicuous.

All the other marginal seta3 are short. The first, third, fiftli,

sixth, eighth, and ninth scuta each Avith an antero-lateral

seta from slightly longer to somewhat shorter than those on the

second scutum, but the seta is often directed considerably

backwards on the more posterior of these segments. The
penultimate scutum posteriorly deepl}^ emarginate, with the

lobes somewhat angular behind. The last scutum posteriorly

with a moderatel}^ large, median, deep depression, which is a

little longer than broad ; no overlapped cavity has been

developed.

Legs.—The last pair (fig*. If?) with the tarsus four times

longer than deep. The metatarsus with five and the tarsus

with seven setas in the anterior dorsal row ; on each joint

these setffi increase gradually somewhat in length towards

the end, but the longest setns on both joints are not half as

long as the depth of the metatarsus; a seta of similar length

is found near the end of the upper side of the tibia. The
anterior claw (fig. 1 e) is moderately long, proximally rather

robust ; the posterior claw is rather slender, strongly curved,

and a little to somewhat shorter than the other; the front

seta scarcely of middle length and not robust. The exopod

is short, considerably shorter than the depth of the tai'sus.

The first pair of legs (fig. 1/) with the claws (fig. 1 g) sub-

equal in shape, the posterior one slightly shorter than the

other, the front seta short and thin.

Cerci (fig. 4c).—Not quite four times longer than deep,

with the distal part somewhat elongate. They are clothed

with many setfe, which increase somewhat in length from the

base outwards, and the distal ones are slightly more than

half as long as the depth of the cerci. The terminal area

looks outwards and somewhat upwards; it is a little shorter
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than the longest lateral setfu. The apical seta is slightly

lono-er than the distal lateral ones.

Length.—3 to 4*2 mm.
Locality.—Island Koh Chang (Gulf of Siam)^ under

stones^ January 17th, 1900 (Dr. Th. Mortensen),

Remarks.—This species is sharply separated from the

following one, S. pan per at a, by the characters pointed out

in remai-ks on the last-named species; from the other species

of the genus it is easily distinguished b}'^ the characters

limiting Group III,, and put forward above on pp. 25, 26.

12. Scutigerella pauperata, n. sp. PI. 5, figs. 2 a— 2 i.

Material.—Many specimens from a rather small island.

Head.—Seen from above it is moderately narrow in pro-

portion to the length, with the lateral margin rather flatly-

arched without any angle; the longest lateral seta as long as

or a little longer than the breadth of the basal antennal

joints. The central rod is rather short, the anterior part

with its branches being not visible, and posteriorly it is

connected with the vertex of a triangle which is not very

conspicuous, and limited on tlie sides by the oblique rods,

which are feebly developed.

Antenna}.—The number of joints varies from nineteen to

thirty-two. Seen from the side the basal third of the

antennre, especially the second to the sixth joint, is thick-

ened, but in a somewhat less degree than in Scut, crassi-

cornis; on the inner side of the second to the sixth or

seventh joint two or three seta3 on the inner side are very

elongate, the longest of them two and a half to throe times

longer than the outer seta?, and besides nearly vertical on the

longitudinal axis of the antennas. The secondary'- whorl

begins below on the seventh or eighth joint, but is developed

only on the ventral side of all the following joints (fig. 2 a).

The seta) in the central whorl are rather long on the upper

side and considerably shorter below. Near the distal two

thirds of tlie joints a rather robust, conical, sjiiall rod is
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found on the upper side in front of the central whorl, as in

S. crassicornis. The terminal joint (fig. 2 h) has the

usual striped sense-organ rather small, with the stalk shorter

than the striped portion, and (fig. 2 c) another organ besides,

which is more or less thick, clavate, and somewhat curved.

Scuta.—The second scutum (fig. 2 d) is posteriorly pro-

duced into a pair of very small, acute processes, and the

margin between these angular projections is flatly concave

;

the antero-lateral seta3, which are directed outwards and

somewhat forwards, are very long, much longer than the

breadth of the proximal antennal joint. Of the other marginal

setre very few are short, and two of the lateral pairs are even

long; the longest of these pairs are nearly two thirds as long

as the antero-lateral seta*, but directed much backwards.

All scuta from the first to the twelfth (both included) each

with a very long pair of setfe corresponding to the antero-

lateral one in the second scutum, and, if not disturbed,

directed essentially outwards; on the longer ones of the

scuta at least one pair of long lateral sets© are also found.

The penultimate scutum posteriorly emarginate, Avith the

angular projections very small or scarcely visible, and with a

postero-lateral pair of long setae. The last scutum posteriorly

with an oblong, median, deep depression.

Legs.—The last pair (fig. 2 e) are robust, especially in

large specimens. In these the metatarsus is only one third

longer than deep, and the tarsus, which widens strongly

towards the base, is slightly more than two and a half times

longer than deep. The metatarsus with three and the tarsus

with five seta3 in the anterior dorsal row ; these seta? on the

tarsus are rather long, and the two distal ones on the

metatarsus somewhat longer, also a distal dorsal seta is

inserted behind the anterior row on the metatarsus, and

this seta is two thirds as long as the depth of its joint; a

similar long seta is placed distally on the tibia. The anterior

claw (fig. 2/) is moderately developed in all respects; the

posterior claw is somewhat more slender, more curved, and

reaches to or a little beyond the proximal two tliirds of the
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other; the front seta is rather short and weak. The exopods

are very short, generally nearly impossible to discover. The

last pair of legs is a little more robust than the eleventh pair,

which are more robust than the tenth ; the ninth has the

tnrsus slender. In small specimens with the full number of

legs the last pair of legs are less robust and the tarsus more

slender, but scarcely in so high a degree as in the species

described above. The first pair of legs (fig. 2 g) with the

claws (fig. 2 h) somewhat more slender than those on the

posterior legs, otherwise rather similar as to shape and

relative length; the front seta is moderately developed.

Cerci (fig. 2 i).—Short and robust, about three times

longer than deep, with the distal part somewhat produced

(often a little more than in the specimen figured). They are

set with a very moderate number of setee, which gradually but

considerably increase in length from the base outwards; the

distal ones rather thin, and more than half as long as the

depth of the cerci. The terminal area looks outwards, and is

a little shorter than the distal setae. The apical seta is as long

as or a little longer than the longest lateral setfe, but moi-e

robust towards the base.

Length.—1-9 to 2-7 mm.
Locality.—Isl. Koh Chang (Gulf of Siam) : under stones,

January 7th and 12th, 1900; under plants on stones, January

Gth, 1900. All collected by Dr. Th. Mortenseu.

Remarks.—This species is distinguished from all other

forms of the genus by the extreme shortness of the exopods.

It is rather allied to S. crassicornis, but easily distin-

guished from it by the very long antero-latcral seta3 on the

scuta, by the long dorsal setas on the posterior legs, by the

short cerci with a very moderate number of seta), etc. ; in the

elongate vertical seta) on the inner side of the proximal

antennas it agrees essentially with S. crassicornis, but

differs from the other species of the genus.
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Spurious or insufficiently described Species.

1. Scut, gratiae, Ryder.—This name, without description,

was given by Ryder in ' The American Naturalist/ xiv, p. 375,

1880; the next year he described and figured the species in

'Proceed, of the Acad, of Natur. Sciences of Philadelphia/

1881, p. 375. He had captured specimens in "Fairniount Park,

Philad. ; Havre de Grace, Md. ; Washington, D.C.; Franklin

Co., Pa." It is impossible to decide whether it is identical

with the European Scut, nivea (Scop.) or a distinct species.

2. Scolopendrella latipes, Scudder ('Proceed. Boston

Soc. Nat. Hist.,' vol. xxii, 1882-3, pp. 64, 65).— This

species was established on one specimen, which was crushed

before the examination liad been finished; it had been

captured near Bostou. The description of the scuta makes it

clear that it belouged to Scutigerella, but the author's

statement "there are no hairs upon the body "
(p. 65) shows

evidently that the specimen had been badly preserved, the

hairs on the scuta being lost. The statement '' seven abdo-

minal joints, each with a pair of legs," seems to indicate that

the specimen had possessed in all only ten pairs of legs and

was immature ; it measured 3 mm. in length. The description

and the drawing (fig. 5) of the antennas show clearly that

they had been strongly contracted ; the description and the

drawings (figs. 2 and 3) of the legs can scarcely be understood

without assuming that these appendages had been com-

pressed by contraction or shrivelling. It is impossible to

discover in the whole description more than one valuable

character, viz. the shortness of the " parapodia; " but this is,

of course, not sufficient for a recognition of the species, and

I think I can pronounce with certainty that it will never

be found again. It will therefore be practical to cancel it

completely.
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Gen. 2. Scolopenclrclh); Gervais.

The cliaracterisation of this genus lias been given above on

p. 24, and some supplementary notes have been added imme-

diately after the diagnosis.

Conspectus of the Species.

It may be practical to divide the genus into three groups,

and then to produce a key of the species of each group.

A. The first pair of legs contain three free and very distinct

joints (the trochanter not included) ; the tarsus terminates in

two conspicuous claws.

a. The scuta have the hind margin between their processes

provided with a transverse belt adoi-ned with numerous longi-

tudiual stripes. The cerci without transverse stripes on the

most distal part opposite to the terminal area. The head

with the ceuti'al rod interrupted in front of the middk',

where there is a pair of very short lateral branches (while the

anterior branches are scarcely perceptible). The first pair

of legs more than two thirds as long as the second pair, and

of normal shape..... Group I.

h. The scuta have the hind margins simple, without any

striped belt. The cerci with several transverse elevated

lines across the distal part opposite to the terminal area.

The head has the central rod without lateral branches in

front of the middle. The first pair of legs at most about

half as long as the second pair, considerably reduced and

deviating from normal legs as to the length and sha})e of the

joints ...... Group II.

B. The legs of the first pair rudimentary, each leg being a

wart-like protuberance without claws . . Group III.

Species of Group I.

Three of the characters pointed out in tlie key, viz. the

development of the first pair of legs, the absence of trans-
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verse lines on the distal part of the cerci, and the secondary

lateral brandies from the central rod of the head; are not met

Avith in any other species of the genus; in the two first-named

features this group agrees witli the geuus Scutigerella. Only

one species is known . . 1. S. notacan tha, Gerv.

Species of Group II.

a. Nearly all the setee on the antennae are very con-

spicuously jDubescent, and also thick froui the base to near

the acuminate end . . 2. S. microcolpaj Muhr.

h. All seta3 on the antenna? naked, slender, and tapering

from the base to the end.

o. The legs of the first pair robust, and longer than the

tarsus of the last pair. The cerci considerably shorter than

the last pair of legs, with rather few seta), and the terminal

area nearly as long as their depth . 3. S. subnuda, n. sp.

/3. The legs of the first pair rather slender, and shorter

than the tarsus of the last paii*. The cerci slightly longer

than the last pair of legs, with a very large number of setee,

and the terminal area nearly three times shorter than their

depth. . . . . 4. S. Silvestrii, n. sp.

Species of Group III.

A. All seta) on the antennas naked and slender.

a. The last pair of legs with two or three long protruding-

dorsal seta) on the metatarsus, and at least three similar seta)

in the anterior dorsal row on the tarsus. The terminal area

on the cerci looks downwards.

a. The last pair of legs with three long protruding dorsal

seta) on the metatarsus, and four to five in the anterior dorsal

row on the tarsus. The cerci rather large and densely clothed

with seta). (The second scutum with its antero-lateral setic

considerably or very much shorter than its processes.)

§. The cerci with many of the seta) long and protruding in

all directions . . . 5. S. Isabel Itc, Grassi.
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§§. The cerci with a small number of setas on the lower

side long and protruding, while all the other are short.

6. S. texana, n, sp.

j3. The last pair of legs with two long protruding dorsal

set£e on the metatarsus^ and three in the anterior dorsal row

on the tarsus. The cerci of middle length or rather shorty

with at most a rather moderate number of setae.

§. The second scutum with the antero-lateral seta3 a little

shorter to a little longer than the processes.

t. The second scutum has the distance between its processes

considerably longer than their length ; the distance between

the processes of the third scutum twice as long as their

length . . . . 7. S. vulgaris, u. sp.

tt. The second scutum has the distance between its pro-

cesses from a little to considerably shorter than their length;

the processes of the third scutum at most nearly one half

longer than their length.

^. The cerci with long seta) only on the lower part of the

outer side. The auteunti3 with the secondary whorl complete

on more than half of the joints. Rather larger American

species . . . . 8. S. neotropica, n. sp.

-x-^_ The cerci with some long seta) spread on the whole

outer surface. The antenna) with the secondary whorl com-

pl(;te only on the joints of their distal third. Small species

from Further India . . 9. S. simplex, n. sp.

§§. The second scutum with the antero-lateral set^e not

half as long as its processes . 10. S. pusilla, n, sp.

h. The last pair of legs with only one long protruding-

dorsal seta on the metatarsus, and two similar setic in the

anterior row on the tarsus. The terminal area of the cerci

looks outwards . . . 11. S. brevipes, n. sp.

B. Most of the seta) on the antenna3 plumose and very

thick (the terminal area on the cerci looks outwards).

12. S. antennata, n. sp.
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GrROUP I.

1. Scolopendrella notacantha, Gervais. PL 5^

figs. 3 «—3 li.

1844. Scolopendrella notacantha, Gervais, 'Ann. d.

Sci. Natur./ ser. 3, Zool., T. ii, p. 79, pi. 5, figs.

15—18.

1847. S. notacantha, Gervais, 'Hist. Nat. d. Insectes

Aptei-es/ iv, p. 301, pi. 39, figs. 7—7 e.

1886. S. notacantha, Grassi, 'Mem. d. Reale Accad. d. Sci.

di Toriua, ser. 2% t. xxxvii, p. 594.

(The animals described by Latzel, Muhr, and Berlese as

S. notacantha, Gerv., do not belong to this species.)

Material.—Many specimens from two localities.

Head (fig. 3 a).—Moderately long, about one fourth longer

than broad. The central rod apparently interrupted a little out-

side its middle, and here provided with short lateral branches

;

slightly in front of these branches the rod is again Yerj

plain, but more narrow, and the frontal branches are scarcely

perceptible.

Antennas.—They contain fifteen to eighteen joints. All

seta3 in the central whorls naked and tapering from the base

to the end ; on the five or six most proximal joints the seta3

on the inner side are somewhat longer than on the outer side,

and directed much forwards. A secondary whorl begins

below a little before the middle of the antenna, but it is not

developed on the upper half of any of the distal joints

(fig. 36).

Scuta.—The second scutum (fig. 3c) with the hind margins

between the terminal part of the processes nearly semicircu-

lar, and adorned with a transverse band with numerous shai-p

longitudinal stripes; the processes are a little longer than

broad at the base, with one rather long seta near each

margin besides the subapical one; the antero-lateral setae

are very long, rather considei-ably longer than the length of

VOL. 47, PART 1. NEW SERIES. E
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the ])rocesses; all the hiternl setas are pi-oportionately long,

and the longest pair are especially elongate and oid}- some-

what shorter than the antero-lateral pair. The third scutum

with the striped band as in the preceding; the processes

somewhat broader than long, each with three sette as in the

second scutum, and the basal distance between them about

twice as long as their lenoth ; the antero-lateral setie as in

the second scutum, and the lateral setas proportionately

long, but none of them especially elongate. The striped

transverse band is developed on the hind margin of all scuta

armed with processes. All scuta, the last one excepted, with

one pair of seta) as long as the antero-lateral setas on the

second scutum, and some of them—for instance, the eleventh

scutum (fig. S d)—besides with a pair of lateral seta?, ojdy

somewhat shorter than tihe antero-lateral pair.

Legs.—The last pair (fig. Sc) is rather short and robust;

the tibia and the metatarsus each with one distal dorsal pro-

truding seta, which is very long, nearly as long as the deptli

of their joints. The tarsus is scarcely four times longer than

deep, with three protruding sette in the anterior dorsal row,

and these sette are very long, the intermediate one even con-

siderably longer than the depth of the joint. 'J'he claws

(fig. 3/) are slender, the posterior one somewhat shorter, but

only a little more curved and slender than the other ; the front

seta is rather short. The first pair (fig. 3 g) are well developed,

more than two thirds as long as tlie second pair; the femur

is somewhat longer than deeji; the upper margin of the tibia

is considerably longer than the depth of the joint, the tarsus

more tlian three times longer than deep ; the claws are well

developed (fig. oh), the anterior rather long and curved, the

posterior considerably shorter, besides more curved, more

slender, and articulated to the pra^tarsus in such a. way that

it diverges extremely from the other claw; the front seta of

middle length and rather robust.

Cerci (fig. 3 i).—Of very moderate size, slightly longer

than the three distal joints of the last pair of legs, nearly

conical, from three and a half times to four times longer
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than deep, set with rather few seta?, of which two or three

near the terminal area are rather long', the others somewhat
shorter, and scarcely more than half as long as the depth of

the cerci. The terminal area looks obliquely upwards and

outwards ; it is rather long, more than two thirds as long- as

the depth of the cerci, and adorned with a system of partly

somewhat irregular longitudinal lines (fig. 3 1-) ; the terminal

surface outside this plan without transverse lines. The apical

seta as long as or a little longer than the terminal ]ilaii, and

robust at the base.

Length.—3 to 3"4 mm.
Locality.—Rome, fifteen specimens (Dr. F. Silvestri);

Aspromonte in Calabria, in a forest about 4500 feet above the

level of the sea, twelve specimens (the author).

Distribution.—Judging from the length of the first pair

of legs on the fig. 10 in 'Ann. d. Sc' referred to above, it

must be this species which has been drawn and described by

Gervais ; it can be added that he writes that the antennas of

his animals could contain more than fourteen joints, " vingt

memo dans I'etat complet;" and this last statement strengthens

the opinion that it is our S. notacantha, and not the species

established later on by Muhr as S. microcolpa, which he

has examined. He had collected his specimens mentioned in

a garden in Paris, and in the environment of the same town.

Grassi states (p. 59G) that he has captured the species at

Rovellasca (in the province of Como), near Lecco ; at Spara-

nisi, near Capua; and at Catania. On p. 594 he mentions the

setse which I have named the antero-lateral pair, and this

statement proves that at least the animals especially exa-

mined by him have belonged to S. notacantha, and not to

S. microcolpa. All other localities out of Italy mentioned

in the literature are uncertain or incorrect, and in the

present state of knowledge it is impossible to say more on

the distribution of this species.

Remarks.—This very interesting species is easily dis-

tinguished from all other forms hitherto known by the

characters set forth in the analytical key for the groups.
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The length of the antero-lateral seta? separates it also from

all other European species of this genus.

Group II.

2. Scolopendrella niicrocolpa, INIuhi-. PI. 5,

figs. 4 a—4 ]i ; PI. 6, figs, la, lb.

1881. Scolopendrella microcolpa., Muhr, ' Zoolog. An-

zeiger/ No. 75, p. 59, figs. 1, 2, and 4.

Material.— Six specimens from one locality, all with the

full number of legs.

Head (fig. 4 a).—Moderately long, about one fourth

longer than broad. The central rod with a sharp transverse

suture at the middle, without vestige of lateral branches, but

the frontal branches are strongly developed.

AntennfB.—They were complete in two specimens, and

contained respectively twenty-three to twenty-five, and twenty-

six to twenty-seven joints. The setas in the central whorls

(fig. 4 h) are thick and subcylindrical nearly to the acuminate

and somewhat produced end, besides they are very con-

spicuously pubescent ; on the inner side of the eight or ten

proximal joints two or three naked and slender seta3 are

inserted in each central whorl instead of the thick setae.

The thick setas on the proximal joints twice as long as those

on the most distal joints (fig. 4 c). The joints in the distal

half of the antenniD with one seta to three seta) on the lower

side as a rudiment of a secondary whorl ; these seta} are

similar in shape, but not half as long as those in the central

whorl; the terminal joint has its distal half set with a

number of pubescent and thick seta\

Scuta.—The second scutum (fig. 1 a) with the hind

margin nearly straight between the inner base of its pro-

cesses, and without any striped band; the processes scarcely

as long as ])road, with three to four moderately short sette

along each margin, and the distal seta inserted a little fi-om
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the apex ; the distance between the processes as long as

their length. The an tero Literal seta? are rather short, not

half as long as the processes; one of the lateral seta3 a little

shorter than the antero-lateral pair. The third scutum

(fig. 1 a) with the hind margin as in the second; the pro-

cesses one half broader than their length, with the same

number of seta) at the margins; the antero-lateral setas

subsimilar to those on the preceding scutum ; the distance

between the processes is a little shorter than their breadth.

The other scuta present nothing of special interest.

Legs.—The last pair (fig. 4 d) present characteristic

features. The tibia with two, the metatarsus with three

protruding dorsal seta), which at most are a little more than

half as long as the depth of their joints; the tarsus is

elongate, unusually slender, nearly six times longer than

deep, with five protruding setas in the anterior dorsal row,

and most of them about as long as the depth of the joint.

The anterior claw (fig. 4 e) moderately slender and rather

curved, the posterior slightly more slender, and only a little

shorter than the other ; the front seta rather short and thin.

The first pair (fig. 4/) scarcely one third as long as the

second pair, and considerably shorter than the tarsus of the

last pair; fenmr and tibia each a little deeper than long;

the tarsus nearly twice as long as deep, terminating in two

claws (fig. 4 g), the anterior of which is a little longer than

the other, and both are rather curved and distally slender

;

the front seta rather short and thin.

Cerci (fig. 1 h).—Rather long, only a little shorter than

the last pair of legs, somewhat more than four times longer

than deep, clothed with a large number of seta) differing con-

siderably in length; the long seta) are rather numerous, and

spread on the outer surface both above and below ; they are

protruding, and not quite half as long as the depth of the

cerci, while the other seta) are rather depressed and con-

siderably shorter. The terminal area is short, half as long

as the depth of the cerci, and looks outwards (and slightly

downwards) ; on the opposite side the surface has seven to
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tea fino thickened transverse lines. The apical seta is short,

scai'cely as long as the terminal area.

Length.—The largest one of my few specimens is con-

siderably extended, and measures 3'2 mm. in length ; the

shortest specimen, Avhich has all pairs of legs well developed,

is rather contracted, and measures 1*7 mm.
Locality.—Pal mi in Calabria, where the specimens have

been captured in May, 189o, by the author, in a wood of

olive trees.

Distribution.—The only locality previously known is

Prague in Bohemia, where Muhr collected the animals on

which he established the species. His description and

figures are far from good, but he says on the joints of the

antenna3 that they are " mit einigen kreisformig angeord-

neten, kurzen, steifeu Borsten besetzt, die selbst wieder ihrer

ganzen Liinge nach mit Spitzen versehen sind ;
" and this

last feature is not met with in any other European species

known to me ; besides, he mentions the first pair of legs in a

way which agrees well with my specimens. According to

Latzel (op. cit.), Muhr withdrew his new species (in a paper

unknown to me) as synonymous with 8. notacantha, Gei-v.,

one year after he had established it, but ifc was necessary to

re-establish it.

Remarks.—By the setas of the antennas this species is

easily separated from all other European forms. The shape

of the second and third scuta and their setas, the tarsus of

the last pair of legs, the first pair of legs, and the cerci

present other excellent characters.

o. Sco lope lid I'clla subnuda, n.sp. PI. (), figs. 2 a

—

2 g.

Material.—Six adult specimens from two countries.

Head.—A little more narrow in proportion to its length

than in S. microcolpa; the central rod as in that species,

but the frontal branches are scarcely visible.

Antennio.—They contain from iiftecn to twenty joints.

The seta) in the central whorls are all slender and tapering
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from tlio base, ratlier short on the proximal and very short on

the most distal joints; in the distal half of the antennae two

or three minute setas (fig. 2 a) are found on the lower side

behind each central whorl, and only on tlie subapical joint a

single seta of this rudimentary secondary whorl has been

developed on the upper side.

Scuta.— The second scutum (Hg. 2 h) with the posterior

margin between the processes feebly curved and without any

striped band ; the processes are narrow and distaliy pro-

duced, considerably longer than broad ; a single short seta is

found on each side slightly iu front of each process which

has no seta) along the lateral margins, while the subapical

seta is inserted rather near the end. The distance between

the processes is one half longer than their length. Each

lateral margin of the scutum with four seise in all, of which

the antero-lateral one is about half as long as the processes

and the other short. The third scutum (fig. 2 b) rather

similar to the second: the processes are somewhat longer

than broad, the three seta) in front of their base and near the

end as in the preceding scutum, the basal distance between

the processes twice as long as their length; each lateral

margin with two seta3 in all, one of which is near the process,

and the other, the antero-lateral one, is a little shorter than

that on the second scutum.

Legs.—The last pair (fig. 2 c) is rather robust. Tibia and

metatarsus each with a distal dorsal protruding seta, which is

somewhat shorter than the depth of the last-named joint. The

tarsus is a little more than three times longer than deep, with

a dorsal protruding seta, a little longer than the depth of

the joint, inserted at the middle, and with this in the anterior

row only a single subapical seta which is somewhat shorter

than the other. The claws (fig. 2 d) are ratlier slender, the

posterior one nearly as long as the other; the front seta is

short. The first pair (fig. 2 e) about half as long as the

second and somewhat longer than the tarsus of the last pair.

The femur is about as long as deep, the tibia a little longer

than deep and as long as the tarsus, which is nearly twice as
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long as deep; tlie anterior claw is rather robust and mucli

curved (fig. 2/), considerably longer than or nearly twice as

long as the other.

Cerci (fig. 2 g).—Rather short, somewhat shorter than the

last pair of legs, from a little more than three times to four

times longer than deep, and decreasing slightly in depth from

the base to near the termiual area; they are set with rather

few sette, somewhat unequal in length, and the longest distal

ones somewhat shorter than the depth of the cerci. The
terminal area is long, only a little shorter than the depth of

the cerci, and looks downwards; the surface above the area

with about seven coarse transverse lines (consisting as usual

of minute spines). The apical seta is as long as or somewhat
longer than the depth of the cerci.

Length.—The largest specimen is extended, and measures

1*75 mm., a small but adult specimen 1'2 mm.
Locality.—Palmi, Calabria, four specimens captured (by

the author) together with S. microcolpa, and a fifth speci-

men was taken (by Mr. C. Borner) at Catania or at Palmi,

besides one specimen from Marburg, Germany (Mr. C.

Borner).

Remarks.—This small species is easily separated from the

other species of the group by the very few setse at the

margins of the scuta, by the shape of the cerci and their few

setas, finally by the legs.

4. Scolopendrella Silvestrii, n. sp, PI. G, figs. 3 a—3 g.

Material.—Three adult specimens, and one specimen with

eleven pairs of legs.

Head.—Elongate, nearly one half longer than broad.

The central rod interrupted at the middle, its most anterior

part and the anterior branches evanished.

A ntcnnie.—The number of joints in four complete antennas

varies from seventeen to twenty-two. The seta) in the

central whorls (lig. 3 a) arc all slender, tapering from the

base and naked, moderately short on the proximal and short
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on the distal joints. A second whorl begins below about at

the middle of the antenuee, and nearly on the distal third of

the appendages a seta is found near the upper margin^ but

the whorl is not complete on the outer side of any of the

joints.

Scuta.—The second scutum (fig. 3 h) with the hind margin

between the processes nearly straight and without any striped

band; the processes are narrow and distally exceedingly

produced^ nearly one half longer than broad^ with two setas

at the basal part of the outer margin, one subbasal seta at

the inner margin, and the usual distal seta inserted very far

from the end. The distance between the processes slightly

shorter than their length, pjach lateral margin of the scutum

with about seven setae in all; the antero-lateral one is several

times shorter than the processes, and the other setae are

short. The third scutum with the processes somewhat

shorter, a little longer than broad, the distance between

them somewhat longer than their length, six seta3 in all

(the distal one as usual not included) along each lateral mar-

gin, otherwise essentially as the second scutum.

Legs.—The last pair, which is similar to the penultimate

pair (fig. 3 c), is moderately robust. The tibia with a distal

dorsal seta about half as long as the depth of the joint;

metatarsus with two similar setae in the anterior dorsal row.

The tarsus a little more than three times longer than thick

;

in the anterior row three protruding setas as long as or

slightly longer than the depth of the joint. The anterior

claw (fig. 3 d) moderately short and robust, a little longer

than the other ; the front seta is short. The first pair (fig.

3 e) not one third as long as the second, and somewhat

shorter than the tarsus of the last pair of legs; femur and

tibia shorter than deep, the tarsus somewhat longer than

thick (fig. 3/) ; the claws are well developed, much curved,

and subequal in length.

Cerci (fig. 3 g).—They are even longer than the last pair

of legs, very robust, and nearly four times longer than deep,

decreasing much in depth in the distal third. They aie
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rather densely clothed with setas, the major ])art of which are

rather short and depressed^ wliilo many are strongly protrud-

ing in all directions, considerably longer than the others and

in some cases half as long as the depth of the cerci. The ter-

minal area is veiy small, nearly three times shorter than the

depth of the cerci, and looks outwards and a little down-

wards; the surface on the opposite side with some few

transverse lines. The apicul seta is exceedingly short, even

much shorter than the terminal plan.

Length.—An extended specimen measured 1'8 mm. ; the

two other adult specimens are nearly of the same length.

Locality.—S. Ana, Misiones, Argentina, July 27th, 1900,

three specimens (F. Silvestri) ; Tacurii Pucu (Alto Parana),

Paraguay, July 6th, 1900, one immature specimen (F. Silvestri).

Kemarks.—This species is sharply separated from the

other forms by the shape of the second scutum, shape and

clothing of the cerci, and the first pair of legs. The name

has been chosen in honour of Dr. F. Silvestri, who has col-

lected not only this and some others of the species described

in this paper, but, besides, sevei'al interesting small forms of

Palpigradi and Pauropoda, thereby lending a valuable assist-

ance to me.

Geoup IIL

5. Scolopendrella Isabella), Grassi. PI. 0, figs. 4 a—4 /i.

188G. Scolopendrella Isabella), Grassi, ' Mem. d. lieale

Accad. d. Sci. di Torino,^ ser. 2", t. xxxvii, pp. 594-5.

Material.—Many specimens, adults and young ones, from

three localities in Southern Italy.

Head.—Rather elongate, not quite one third longer than

broad. The central rod is interrupted in the middle, without

lateral branches ; its anterior part and the frontal branches

are strongly developed.

Antenna).—They contain from seventeen to twenty-one
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joints. The seta) in the ceutcal whorl are all naketl^ slender

and tapering from the base, modei'ately long on the jjroxinial

joints, but not half as long on the most distal joints. About

at the end of the basal third of the antennae the secondary

whorl begins below (fig. 4 a) ; on the distal half of the antennas

it is also developed on the upper side, and at least on the most

distal joints a seta of a third whorl protrudes from the lower

margin. All the joints, with exception of a few proximal

ones, with a number of clear, circular small spots on the

outer side (fig. 4ft); in these spots a minute seta seems

always to be inserted, but it is often so short that it is exceed-

ingly difficult to discover.

Scuta.—The second scutum (fig. 4 h) with the hind margin

between the processes nearly straight, and without striped

band. The processes are rather large, nearly regularly tri-

angular, scarcely broader than long, with about four seta)

along each margin and the usual distal seta near the end.

The distance between the processes is much shorter than

their length. The antero-lateral setiD are about of middle

length, at least somewhat shorter than processes; among the

other moderately numerous lateral seta3 two pairs are of

moderate length. The third scutum (fig. 4 h) has the pro-

cesses somewhat shorter than broad, but they are only half

as long as the distance between them, with about three seta?

along each margin ; the antero-lateral setie as those on the

second scutum.

Legs.—The last pair (fig. 4 c) are proportionately rather

long. The tibia with two dorsal protruding set^e slightly

more than half as long as the depth of the joint ; the meta-

tarsus with three rather similar setae in the anterior dorsal

row, all somewhat or considerably shorter than the depth

of the joint. The tarsus rather long, four and a half times

longer than deep, generally with five, and at least with four

protruding seta) in the anterior dorsal row, and the setiu at

most a little longer than the depth of the joint. The anterior

claw (fig. 4 rf) is rather long, moderately robust and curved,

somewhat longer and thicker than the other ; the front seta of
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middle length. The first pair (fig. 4 e) are oblong, irregu-

larly shaped knobs, with hairs and very few long sette.

Cerci (fig. 4/).
—

'Hiey are rather long, slightly shorter

than the last pair of legs, about four and a half times longer

than deep, densely clothed with sette, many of which are pro-

truding in all directions and almost half as long as the depth

of the cerci, while the others are considerably shorter and

depressed. The terminal area is a little more than half as

long as the depth of the cerci, and looks downwards, the

surface above it (fig. ^g) with about ten sharply prominent

lines. The apical seta as long as or a little longer than the

area.

Length.—2'3 to 3"5 mm.
Lo cality.—Calabria: Scilla, four specimens taken (by the

author) in June, 1893, in a copse about 1000 feet above

the level of the sea ; Aspromonte, in a forest about 4500 feet

above the level of the sea (the author). Furthermore, a good

number of specimens have been secured (by Mr. C. Borner)

either at Palmi in Calabria or, more probably, Catania in

Sicily.

Remarks.—This species is rather allied to S. vulgaris,

n. sp., with which it certainly has been confounded by Prof.

Grassi. The differences between these two species will be

pointed out in the remarks to the last-named form.

From all species with the first pair of legs rudimentary it is

separated by the clothing and shape of the cerci. and, S.

ex an a excepted, besides by the number of dorsal seta) on

he two distal joints of the posterior legs.

It may be possible that some of the specimens collected by

Latzel, V. Attems, etc., and referred by them to S. nota-

cantha, in reality belonged to this species, and not to

y. vulgaris, n. sp. (see below), but on this topic nothing

can be said with the slightest degree of certainty. Further-

more, it is impossible to state with absolute certainty if the

animals upon which Grassi established his S. Isabelltx)

in reality belonged to our species with this name or to S.

vulgaris or to both combined, but the last-named circuni-
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stance is the most probable. When Grassi (p. 596) states

that he has captured S. Isabellfe at Rovellasca (uearComo),

near Lecco, near Capua, and at Catania, it can be taken as

certain that he has had specimens of both species. I have

referred the name S. Isabellce to the species described

above, as it seems to be common at Catania. Mr. Borner,

who has captured many specimens of this species, but very

few of S. vulgaris, has labelled his animals "Catania,

Palmi," but 1 have not found it at Palmi, and suppose,

therefore, that Mr. Borner lias captured his specimens of

S. Isabella3 near Catania.

6. Scolopendrella texana, n, sp. PL G, figs. 5 a— 5 e.

Material.—Two adult specimens.

Head.—Rather elongate, not quite one third longer than

broad. The central rod as in S. Isabella^, interrupted at

the middle, and having the anterior part and the frontal

branches strongly developed.

Antenna3.—They contain nineteen to twenty-two joints.

The central whorl nearly as in S. Isabellge; a second whorl

begins below on the fifth or sixth joint, and a little before

the middle of the antennte it is complete on the outer surface

and above; the joints in nearly the distal half of the antenna3

(fig. 5 a) possess besides some seta? of one or two other whorls

on the lower outer part between the two complete whorls, so

that the lower half of the outer side has a rather considerable

number of short setas, and the distance between the central

and the secondai'y whorl is unusually long.

Scuta.—The second scutum (fig. 5 &) with the hind margin

between the processes straight, and without striped band

;

the processes are large, slightly longer than broad, with

about four setae along each margin, and the usual distal seta

near the end. The distance between the processes is con-

siderably shorter than their length. The antero-lateral setfe

are rather short, not half as long as the processes, the lateral

seta? from the antero-lateral pair to the end of the processes
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rather numerous aud short. The third scutum with the pro-

cesses considerably broader than long, the distance between

them about equal to their length, aud the seta? nearly as

on the preceding scutum.

Legs.—The last pair (fig. 5 c) are proportionately rather

long. The tibia with two, the metatarsus with three pro-

truding seta3 in the anterior dorsal row, none of them quite

as long as the depth of the tarsus. The tarsus is rather

long, about five times longer than deep, with four protruding

dorsal seta? in the anterior row, and the longest seta about as

long as the depth of the joint. The anterior claw (fig. 5 d) is

elongate, moderately robust and rather curved; the posterior

claw is considerably more slender, more curved, and nearly

one third shorter than the other; the front seta long and

rather thick. The first pair are exceedingly small rounded

knobs with some short seta?.

Cerci (fig. 5e).—Robust and rather long, somewhat longer

than the last pair of legs, slightly more than four times

longer than deep, and about as broad as deep. They are set

with many setfe, of which about seven on the lower side are

strongly protruding, moderately long, yet neai-ly two and a

half times shorter than the depth of the cerci ; all other seta?

are considerably shorter and depressed. The terminal area

is scarcely half as long as the depth of the cerci, and looks

downwards ; the striped surface above it is very short, with

six or seven thickened lines. (Tlie apical seta? are Avanting

in my specimens.)

Length.—2*8 mm.
Locality.—Austin, in Texas (collected by ProF. W. M.

Wheeler).

Remarks.—The species is allied to S. Isabella^ Gi'assi,

but easily separated by the cerci, especially by the complete

want of longer and protruding setio on the ujiper two thirds

of their outer surface.
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7, Scolopendi-ella vulgaris, n. sp. PI. 6, figs. (] a— G d

;

PL 7, fig. 1 a.

1884. Scolopeudrella iiotacantlia, Latzcl, 'Die Myriop.

d. osterr.-urigar. Monareliie/ ii, p. 11 (at least

partly).

Material.—Many specimens from various countries.

Head.—In all respects as that of S. Isabella-.

Antenna^.—They contain fifteen to twenty-one joints.

As to the central wlioils, they differ scarcely from those of

S. Isabellas, but the secondary whorl begins at the middle

of the antenna), and only on a few distal joints is it developed

on the upper side; on these distal joints three seta; can be

seen on the lower margin. The joints present very few clear

circular spots on the outer side.

Scuta.—The second scutum (fig-. 1 a) with the hind

margin between the processes straight and without trans-

vei'se band ; the processes are of moderate size, a little

longer than broad, along the inner margin with two setas,

one of which is inserted even just in front of the base, and
three setfe at the outer margin, while the distal seta is seen

near the end. The distance between the processes is some-

what longer than their length. The antero-lateral seta3

nearly as long as or a little longer than the processes; from

the antero-lateral seta to the apical one there are six or seven

moderately or rather long sotte. The third scutum (fig. 1 a)

has the processes a little shorter than broad, with two or

;three setae along each margin, the distance between the

processes at least twice as long as their length ; the antero-

lateral seta3 as on the second scutum.

Legs.—The last pair (fig. 6 <i) a little shorter than in

S. Isabellas. The tibia and metatarsus each Avitli two
protruding dorsal setas, and the longest seta at most nearly

as long as the depth of the metatarsus. The tarsus not quite

four times longer than deep, with thi'ee protruding seta3 in

the anterior dorsal row, and these setas are about as lone- as
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those on the preceding joint. The claws do not present any

character distinguishing them from those in S. Isabella3;

sometimes they are shaped as in that species, and sometimes

they are shorter and less acuminate (fig. G h). The first pair

(fig. 6 c) are minute knobs with at least one long seta and

some shorter setae or hairs.

Cerci (fig. 6d).—They are of middle size, rather con-

siderably shorter than the last pair o£ legs, slightly more

than four times longer than deep. They are set with a

moderate number o£ setfe, of which three or four at the

lower margin are strongly protruding and only a little

shorter than the depth of the cerci, while the others are

considerably shorter, slightly or not more than half as long

as the depth of the cerci, oblique, or rather depressed. The

terminal area about two thirds the depth of the cerci,

looking downwards; the surface above it of medium length,

with seven or eight very pronounced lines. The apical seta

about as long as the ventral protruding setas.

Length.—One of the largest specimens (from Calabria)

measui-es 3*3 mm. in length, but most adult specimens are

between 2"5 and 3 mm.
Locality.— Italy : Scilla, about 1000 feet above the level

of the sea, in a copse, June 24th, 1893, six specimens (the

author) ; Aspromonte, in a forest, about 4500 feet above

the level of the sea, June 25th, 1893, ten specimens (the

author) ; Palmi or Catania, four specimens (Mr. C. Borner).

Helvetia : Luzern, in a wood, July 12th, 1893 (the author).

Germany : Tubingen, one specimen (Dr. F. Meinert) ; Mar-

burg, two immature specimens (C. Borner). Denmark:

Copenhagen, in the Royal Garden, " Rosenborg Have,"

under large flower-pots which had been buried in the earth

to the upper margin, July 16th, 1901, several specimens (the

author).

Remarks.—This species is allied to S. Isabellas, but is

sharply distinguished by three characters: the last pair of

legs have two protruding dorsal setas on the metatarsus and

three in the anterior row on the tarsus, while the correspond-
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ing" joints in S, Isabellas have respectively three and four

01' five seti© ; the cerci have only lialf as many setse as in

S. Isabella, and only a few of them at the lower margin

are long and protruding, while in S. Isabellte a good

number of rather long seta3 protrude in all directions; the

distance between the processes of the second scutum is

somewhat longer than the processes, while it is much shorter

than these in S. Isabella?; some minor differences can be

derived from the descriptions. Of both species I have

examined specimens which had not acquired the full number

of legs, and it was not difficult to separate them with

absolute certainty. Most European specimens mentioned in

the literature as S. notacantha, Gerv., and some of the

specimens considered by Grassi as S. Isabellfe (see above),

certainly belonged to this species, which seems to be so

common and so widely distributed in Europe that the name
S. vulgaris will probably be deemed appropriate.

8. Scolopendrella neotropica, n. sp. PI. 7, figs.

2 a—2 g.

Material.—Two adult specimens, and a third one in

which the last pair of legs have not been developed.

Head.—Only a little or very little longer than broad.

The central rod is interrupted at the middle ; its anterior

part is conspicuous but narrow ; the frontal branches are

thin.

Antennte.—In the two adult specimens they contain

eighteen and twenty-one joints. Tlie setfe in the central

whorls are naked, slender, and tapering from the base, rather

long on the proximal joints (fig. 2 a), and scarcely half as

long on the most distal joints ; the setas on the inner side of

the second, third, and fourth joints are about twice as long

as those on the outer side. The secondary Avhorl begins on

the lower half of the outer side on the fifth or sixth joint

;

on the eighth or ninth joint it is completely developed on

the upper half (fig. 2 a, representing the seventh joint, shows

VOL. 47, PART 1. NEW SERIES. p
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a transition staple), and on the distal half of the antennae the

set^e in the second whorl are slightly shorter than those in

the central one. Sette belonging to a third whorl have not

been observed with certainty on the most distal joints.

Scuta.—The second scutum (fig. 2h) with the hind

maro-in between the processes straight^ without striped band
;

the processes are large, a little broader than long, with three

or four rather long setre along each margin and the distal

seta near the apex. The distance between the processes is

much shorter than their length. The antero-lateral seta3 are

long, as long as or a little longer than the processes;

between the antero-lateral and the apical sctaj seven or eight

setsB are inserted, of which two pairs are long and one of

them even only slightly shorter than the antero-lateral pair,

while all the other marginal setse are rather long, longer

than in any other species described here. The third scutum

(fig. 2 h) with the processes large and much broader than

long, the distance l)etween their base subequal to their

length; the seta3 nearly as on the second scutum.

Legs.—The last pair (fig. 2 c) about as long and thick as

in S. vulgaris. The tibia with two dorsal protruding seta?,

the proximal one about half as long as the other, which is

nearly as long as the depth of the joint; the metatarsus with

two very protruding seta3 in the anterior dorsal row, and

both almost as long as or a little longer than the depth of

the joint. The tarsus scarcely four times longer than deep,

with three protruding seti\3 in the anterior dorsal row ; the

distal seta somewhat shorter than the two others, whicli are

a little or rather considerably longer than the depth of

the joint. The antei'ior claw (fig, 2 d) is rather long and

robust, the posterior moderately slender, and nearly one

third shorter than the other; the front seta of middle length.

The first pair (fig. 2/) are small knobs, a little longer than

thick, with some hairs and two long seta?.

Cerci (fig. 2g).—Eather small, about as long as the sum

of the three distal joints of the last pair of legs, at most four

times longer than deep, and about as broad as deep. They
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are clothed with a moderate number of seta), of which

six or seven on the lower half of the outer surface, and

especially at the lower margin, are strongly protruding, and

about two thirds as long as the depth of the cerci, while all

the others are rather depressed and considerably or much
shorter. The terminal area about two thirds as long- as the

depth of the cerci and looking downwards; the surface above

it of medium length, with seven or eight very pronounced

lines. The apical seta is a little shorter than the area.

Length.—The largest of the specimens measures 3 mm.
Locality.—Eio Catouche, near Caracas (Venezuela), July

9th or 10th, 1892 (Dr. F. Meinert).

Remarks.—This species is rather closely allied to the

European S. vulgaris, but is easily distinguished by the

second scutum, the processes of which are considerably larger

and much closer to each other than in S. vulgaris; besides,

its setse are conspicuously longer. The third scutum presents

also good differences, and the antennas, legs, and cerci present

additional characters of less importance.

9. Scolopendrella simplex, n. sp. PI. 7, figs. 3 a—3 e.

Material.—Nine specimens, most of them with the full

number of legs, and all from one locality.

Head.—Moderately long, scarcely one fourth longer than

broad. The central rod is interrupted at the middle, without

lateral branches, the anterior part is moderately narrow, and

the frontal branches very thin.

Antennae.—They contain from eighteen to twenty-two

joints. The setas in the central whorls are naked, slender

and tapering from the base, moderately or rather long on the

proximal joints, and somewhat shorter on the distal ones.

The setae on the inner side of the joints in the proximal half

of the antennae are longer than those on the outer side, in

large specimens more or less vertical to the longitudinal axis,

and especially on the third to the fifth or sixth joint they are

elongate, nearly twice as long as on the outer side. A little
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before the middle begins the secondary whorl on the lower

margin, and on the distal third of the antenna it is developed

on the upper margin ; the sette of this whorl are only a little

shorter than those in the central one.

Scuta.—They differ only in some rather small particulars

from those of S. neotropica. The second scutum (fig. o a)

with the processes rather large, as broad as or a little broader

than long, in large specimens with three, in small specimens

with two seise along each margin, and the distal seta near

the apex. The distance between the processes a little or

rather considerably shorter than their length. The antero-

lateral setae as long as or a little shorter than the processes;

the lateral setae somewhat shorter than in S. neotropica,

but yet some of them of considerable length. The third scu-

tum (fig. 3 a) with the processes rather lai-ge and somewhat

broader than long ; the distance between them somewhat or

considerably longer than their length ; the setre nearly as in

the second scutum.

Legs.—The last pair (fig. 3 h) agree as to the number and

length of the dorsal protruding sette on the three distal

joints and as to the depth of the tarsus so much with those in

S. neotropica, that a reference to the figure and to the

description of the species named is suflEicient ; only the claws

(fig. 3 c) differ i-ather considerably : they are proportionately

slender, the posterior strongly curved and slightly shorter

than the other, and the front seta is rather short. The first

pair (fig. 3 d) are small oblong knobs, with some hairs and

two seta), one of which is long.

Cerci (fig. 3e).—They are somewhat shorter than the last

pair of legs, slightly more than four times longer than deep,

and scarcely broader than deep. They are set with a

moderate number of setos, of which eight to ten on the whole

outer surface arc longish or long, one on the upper side

nearly as long even as the depth of the cercus, and strongly

protruding downwards, outwards, or upwards; the other setae

are moderately short nnd depressed. 'JMie torminnl area at

least two thirds as long as the depth of the cerci ; the surface
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a.bove it moderately long, with about eight fine lines; the

apical seta is a little shorter than the area.

Length.—From 1*75 to 2"5 mm.
Locality.—Island Koh Chang, Gulf of Siain, under stones,

January 12th, 1900 (Dr. Th. Mortensen).

Remarks.—The species is closely allied to S. neotropica,

from Venezeula, but is distinguished, by a number of rather

small characters. The cerci have protruding setge near the

upper margin, the claws are more slender and nearly equal in

length, the second scutum with the setse a little shorter, the

secondary whorl complete only on the distal third of the

antennge, etc.

10. Scolopeudrella pusilhi, n. sp. PI. 7, figs. 4 a—4 c.

Material.—One specimen with the full number of legs.

Head.—Moderately long, scarcely one fourth longer than

broad. The central rod interrupted at the middle, without

lateral branches, its anterior part and the frontal branches

well developed.

Antennae.—One antenna is complete, and contains twenty-

seven joints. The setse in the central whorls are naked,

slender, and tapering from the base, rather short on the

proximal and short on the distal joints. The secondary

whorl begins below on the fourteenth joint, but it has

scarcely been developed on the upper side even on the most

distal joints.

Scuta.—The second scutum (fig. 4 a) has the hind margin

between the processes straight, without striped band; the

processes are of moderate size, distally conspicuously pro-

duced, rather considerably longer than broad, with two setse

at the outer margin, one seta rather near the base of the

inner margin, and the distal seta somewhat removed from

the end. The antero-lateral seta3 are not half as long as the

processes; between these and the distal seta) five or six short

setae are inserted at the lateral margin. The third scutum
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(fig. 4 a) with the processes slightly broader than long, less

produced than those of the second scutum, but with the same

number of setas; the distance between the processes almost

twice as lono- as their lenofth : the antero-lateral setee as on

the preceding scutum, and only four sette between the

antero-lateral and the distal ones.

Legs.—l^he last pair (fig. 4 h) nearly as in S. vulgaris in

several respects. The tibia with two moderately short,

dorsal protruding sette; the metatarsus with two dorsal

protruding setse in the anterior row, the distal one much
longer than the other, but yet considerably shorter than the

depth of the joint. The tarsus three times longer than deep,

with three protruding setas in the anterior dorsal row, all

somewhat shorter than the depth of the joint. The claws

moderately long, subequal in length, the anterior somewhat

deeper than the slender posterior claw. (The first pair of

legs, which in this group generally are difiicult to observe,

have not been searched for.)

Cerci (fig. 4 c).—A little shorter than the last pair of legs,

not fully four times longer than deep. They are set with a

moderate number of sette, which differ somewhat in length

from each other, but none of them are more than half as long

as the depth of the cerci; some of the sette are protruding,

and the others depressed. The terminal area more tlian two

thirds as long as the depth of the cerci and looks essentially

downwards; the surface above it is rather long, with about

eight conspicuous transverse lines; the apical seta nearly as

long as the area.

Length.—The specimen, which is rather extended,

measures 1*7 mm. in length.

Locality.—Austin, Texas (Prof. W. M. Wheeler).

Remarks. -This species is more closely allied to the

European S. vulgaris than to any other form, but it is

easily distinguished by the second scutum, the })rocesses of

wliich are larger and moie produced, its sotie, the antero-

lateral pair included, being much longer. Tlie number of

autennal joints is unusually high, considerably higher than
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observed iu any other species of this group, with exception of

S. anteunata (see below).

11. Scolopendrella brevipes, n. sp. PI. 1, figs. 5 a—5 e.

Material.—One specimen with the full number of legs,

and another with ten pairs.

Head.—Rather elongate, about one third longer than

broad. The central rod interrupted at the middle and

without lateral branches, its anterior part slender, and the

frontal branches thin.

Antennas.—They contain in both specimens fourteen

joints, but it must be supposed that a higher number will

be found in other adult specimens. The set* in the central

whorls are naked, slender, and tapering from the base,

moderately long on the proximal, and considerably shorter

on the distal joints. The secondary whorl begins below

outside the middle of tbe antennee, but is not developed

above even on the most distal joints ; its seta) are con-

siderably shorter than those in the central whorls, but

comparatively thick at the base.

Scuta.—The second scutum (fig. 5 a) with the hind

margin between the processes straight, without striped

baud; the processes are large, considerably longer than

broad, distally much produced with the terminal part very

narrow ; they have one seta at the outer margin, two on the

basal part oi^ the inner margin, and the distal seta ratlier far

from the apex. The distance between the processes one

half shorter than their length. The antero-lateral setas are

between half as long and one third as long as the processes
;

between the antero-lateral and the distal sette four rather

short setas are inserted along the lateral margin. The third

scutum (fig. 5 a) with the processes considerably smaller than

those on the second, about as long as broad, distally some-

what produced ; the distance between the processes not fully

twice as long as their length ; the setse nearly as on the

second scutum.
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Legs,—The last pair (fig. 5 6) are short and slender. The

tibia and metatarsus each with one protruding seta, which is

nearly longer than the depth of its joint. The tarsus scarcely

three and a half times longer than deep, with only two pro-

truding setae in the anterior dorsal row, and these settc are

considerably longer than the depth of the joint. The anterior

claw is moderately robust and considerably longer than the

other, which is slender and strongly curved. The first pair

are small knobs, scarcely longer than thick, with two mode-

rately long setae (fig. 5 c)

.

Cerci (figs. 5d and 5e).—They are conspicuously longer

than the last pair of legs, moderately large, scarcely four

times longer than deep, and somewhat broader than deep.

They are set with a considerable number of seta3, of which

'about one third are rather long, often two thirds as long as

the depth of the cerci, and protruding in all directions, while

the others are much shorter and depressed. The terminal

area looks outwards and is exceedingly oblique, so that it is

apparently one half shorter when seen from the outer side

(fig. 5 d) than its real length, which is seen from above

(fig. be); seen from the outer side it seems to be considerably

shorter than half of the depth of the cerci. The surface

opposite the area is rather short, and has six or seven lines

with conspicuous spines; the iipical seta is nearly as long as

the area.

Length.—The adult specimen measures I'G mm.
Locality.—Island Koh Chang, Gult of Siam, together

with S. simplex (Dr. Th. Mortensen).

Remarks.—This species is distinguished by some ex-

cellent chai-acters, the second scutum having the setse short

and the processes large and strongly produced, the last pair

of legs having very few protruding long dorsal seta;, and the

cerci different from those of almost all other species.
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12. Scolopeudrella antennata, u. sp. PL 1, figs.

6 a—6 i'.

Material.—Eleven specimens from five localities, and

several of them with the full number of legs.

Head.—Very moderately elongate, only rather little

longer than broad. The central rod is not interrupted; its

most anterior part and the frontal branches are thin ; a

strong median rod exists apparently between the posterior

branches.

Antennas.—In the adult specimens the number of joints

varies from twenty-three to twenty-nine. The setas in the

central whorls, with exception of those on the inner side of the

proximal joints, are very thick at the base, nearly obliquely

conical, moderately short on the proximal and short on the

distal joints, and all set with a number of fine hairs (fig. ^a).

On the inner side from the base to the fourth or to the eighth

proximal joint the seta; of the central whorl are naked, very

thin (fig. 6 h), and much longer than the thick pubescent

seta3 ; on the following joints these thin and naked seta) be-

come gradually much shorter and situated behind the central

whorl (fig. 6 c), which on all sides contains only thick and

pubescent setas. The secondary whorl begins below about

on the eighth joint with one short, thick, and pubescent

seta ; on the distal joints two or three such set« are present

below, but on the upper part of the joints the whorl is

completely absent on all joints. The terminal joint with a

number of very short, thick, and pubescent setae.

Scuta.—The second scutum (fig. 6^) without striped

band on the hind margin. The processes are large, a little

broader than long, distally somewhat produced, with the

apex narrow ; they have two setas at each margin, and the

distal seta is somewhat removed from the end. The distance

between the processes about as long as their length. The
antero-lateral sette are slightly longer than the processes

;

two pairs of the lateral seta3 are rather long, and the other

marginal setae of middle length. The third scutum (fig. 6 (i)
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with the processes considerably sinallei' than tlioso on the

second scutum, much broader than long, distally a little

produced, and the distance between them nearly twice as

long as their length; the setas less numerous, otherwise

nearly as on the second scutum.

Legs.—The last pair are rather short (fig. 6 e). The tibia

with one dorsal seta, which is a little shorter than the

diameter of the joint ; the metatarsus with two dorsal pro-

truding seta) in the anterior row about as long as the depth

of the joint. The tarsus is not quite four times longer than

deep, with three protruding seta3 in the anterior dorsal row,

and the two distal ones of these are somewhat longer than

the depth of the joint. The claws (fig. G/) are moderately

short, the anterior one rather robust, a little longer and

somewhat thicker than the other; the front seta is mode-

rately short. The first pair (fig. G g) & little longer than

thick, with a small terminal acute process and about three

seta), one of which is long.

Cerci (figs. G Ji and 62).—Eather large, almost as long as

the last pair of legs, four to four and a half times longer

than deep, and especially in its proximal half considerably

broader than deep. They are very densely clothed with

.seta3, many of which protrude in all directions, and some of

them about half as long as the depth of the cerci, while the

others are much shorter and depressed. The terminal area

looks outwards (fig. 6 h), is very oblique, and not half as

long as the depth of the cerci ; the surface on the opposite

side rather short, with about six lines. The apical seta is

very short, much shorter than the area.

Length.—The adult specimens measure from 2 to 2-(J mm.

Locality.—Southern Brazils: Bella Vista (Parana), two

specimens. Paraguay : Tacurii Pucii (Alto Parana), July Gtli,

1900, two specimens. Argentina (Misioues) : Pampa Piray,

July 21st, 1900, one speciiueu ; S. Ana, July 27th, 1900, two

specimens; Posadas, June, 1900, four specimens. (All

specimens collected by Dr. F. Silvestri.)

Remarks.—This species is easily separated from all other
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forms of this <>roap by the very thick plumose setse on

the aiitenua3, which, besides, typically possess a higher

number of joints than in any other species of the genus. In

the set^ on the posterior legs it agrees essentially with S.

vulgaris and allied forms, but it is widely separated from

them by the shape and clothing of the cerci.

EXPLANATION OF PLATES 1—7,

Illustrating Mr. H. J. Hansen's paper on " The Genera and

Species of the Order Symphyla."

PLATE I.

Fig. 1.

—

Scutigcrellu immaculata (Newp.), from Europe.

Eig. la.—Appendages of the moutli, cleaned with caustic potash, from

below. X 61. The mandible on the right side of the fiL,'ure omitted.

a. Proximal joint of the mandible. 6. Basal part of a muscle to the proximal

joint, c. Distal joint of the mandible, d. Tendon to the distal joint.

e. Maxilla. ./. Maxillary palpus, t/. Sternum of the segment bearing the

labium, k. Basal joint of the labium, i. Second joint of the labium.

h. Two pairs of lobes on the labium. I. Lateral skeleton of the head.

Fig. lb.—Distal joint of the right mandible, from above. X 160.

Fig. 1 c.—A small part of the cutting edge of the same mandible with its

" lacinia mobilis," /. x 375.

Fig. Id.—Inner chitinous plates,/;, of the head, the hypopharynx, /i, and

the maxillulse, m, seen from above. X 61.

Fig. le.—The hypopharynx, k, and the maxillulcc, m, from above. X I'JO.

Fig. ly.—The process containing the calicle with the tactile hair, seen from

the outer side. X 200. (. Basal part of the tactile hair.

Fig. ly.—One of the seta3 from the margin of the calicle shown in Fig.

1/. X 400.

Fig. 1 h.—The same calicle with the basal parts of the tactile seta. X 100.

Fig. 1 i.—The twenty-fifth joint of an antenna with fifty joinis of a speci-

men from Rome, seen from the outer side. X 90.

Fig. 1 k.—Second scutum of a large specimen from Rome. x 36,
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Fig. 1 /.—Tlie two last bcuta of the same specimen, x 30. c. The

cavity on the last scutum.

fig. 1 m.—Twelfth left leg of a lar^e specimen from Denmark, seen from

in front, x 57-

Fig. 1 n.—Claws of the twelfth rigiit leg of the same animal, from behind.

X 340.

Fig. 1 0.—First leg of the same Danisii sjjecimen. X 57.

Fig. 1 /J. — Claws of the first right leg of the same animal, from behind.

X 346.

Fig. 1 q.—Left cercus of the same Danish animal, from the outer side.

X 57.

Fig. 1 ;•.—Twelfth left leg, not quite full-grown, of a sjieeimen measuring

2"8 mm. in length from Marburg, from in front. X 89.

Fig. Is.— Claws of the twelfth right leg of the same specimen, from

behind, x 383.

Fig. It.—Eleventh left leg of the same specimen from Marburg, from in

front. X 89.

Fig. 1 ti.—Claws on the first leg of the same s|)ecinien. X 383.

Fig. i ?/.—Left cercus of the same small specimen from Marburg, from the

outer side. X 89.

Fig. 2.~Scutigerella immaculata (Newp.), from Buenos Aires.

Fig. 2 a.—Claws of the twelfth right leg of a specimen 5'-i nun. in length,

from behind, x 400.

Fig. 2^.— Claws of the first right leg of the same large specimen, from

behind, x 400-

Fig. 2 c.—Twelfth left leg of a specimen measuring 3'5 mm., from in front.

X 83.

Fig. 2 d.—Claws of the twelfth right leg of the same smaller specimen,

from behind, x 400.

Fig. 2 e.—Claws of the first right leg of the same smaller specimen, from

behind. X 400.

Fig. 2y.—Left cercus of the same smaller specimen, from the outer side.

X 83. The apical seta has been broken off.

Fig. 3.

—

tScutigcrella immaculata (Newp.), from Austin, Te.\as.

Fig. 3 «.—Claws of the twelfth right leg of a large specimen 5'7 nim. in

length, from behind, x 405.

Fig. 3 b.—Claws of the first right leg of the same large specimen, from

behind, x 405.

Fig. 3 c.—Left cercus of the same large specimen, from the outer side.

X 78. The apical seta has been broken oil.
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Fig. 3 d.—Twelfth left leg of a smaller specimen, from in front, x 91,

Fig. 2)6.—Claws of the twelfth right leg of the same smaller specimen, from

behind. X 405.

Fig. 3/.—First leg of the same smaller specimen, x 91.

Fig. Zg.—Claws of the first right leg of the same smaller specimen, from

behind. X 405.

Fig. 3 h.—Left cercus of the same smaller specimen, from the outer side.

X91.

PLATE 2.

Fig. 1.—Scu tiger el I a armata, n. sp.

Fig. 1 a.—Twelfth left leg, from in front, x S5.

Fig. 1 b.—Claws of the twelfth right leg, from behind. X 340.

Fig. 1 c.—First leg of the same sj)ecimen. X 85.

Fig. Id.—Femur of the leg shown in Fig. 1 c, from in front. X 175.

Fig. 1 e.—Process of the femur of another specimen, x 175.

Fig. 1/.—Claws of the first right leg, from behind. X 340.

Fig. 2.

—

Scutigerella unguiculala, n. sp.

Fig. )la.—The middle (sixteenth) joint of an antenna, from the outer side.

X ISO. s. Small striped sense-organ.

Fig. 2 b.—Terminal antennal joint, from the outer side. X 187.

Fig. 2 c.—The striped sense-organ, sitting on its protuberance, of ihe same

terminal joint, x 320.

Fig. 'id.—Second scutum, x 52.

Fig. '•ie.—Twelfth and thirteenth scuta, x 52.

Fig. 2/.—Twelfth left leg, from in front, x 68.

Fig 2g.—Claws of the twelfth right leg of the same animal, from behind.

X 336.

Fig. 2/^— First leg of the same specimen, x 68.

Fig. 2 i.—Claws of tiie first right leg, from behind, x 336.

F'ig. 2 h.—Left cercus of the same specimen, seen from the outer side.

X 68.

Fig. 3.

—

Scutigerella caldaria, n. sp.

Fig. 3 a.—Thirteenth joint of an antenna with twenty-five joints, from the

outer side, x 131.

F'ig. 3 b.—Second scutum, x 58.

Fig. 3 c.—Twelfth left leg, from in front. X 90.

Fig. 3 d.—Claws of the twelfth right leg of the same specimen, from behind.

X 415.
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rig. 3 e.—Claws of the first riglit leg of the same specimen, from beliind.

X 415.

Fig. uf.—Left ccicus of llie same specimen, from llie outer side, x 90.

Fig. 3_{/.— Tiie process with the calicle containing the tactile seta, seen

somewiiat obliquelj and from the outer side, x 340.

Fig. 4.

—

Scutigcrella orientalis, w. sp.

Fig. 4 r/.—Twelfth left leg of a large specimen (5 mm. long) from Sumatra,

from in front. X GO,

Fig. 4 b.— Claws of the twelfth right leg of the same large s]»ecimen, from

behind, x 275.

Fig. 4 c.—First leg of the same large specimen. X CO.

Fig. id.— Claws of the first right leg of the same large specimen, from

behind, x 275.

Fig. 4f.—Twelfth left leg of a smaller specimen from Koh Chang, from in

front. X 76.

Fig. 4/. —Claws of the twelfth right leg of the last-named specimen, from

behind, x 344.

Fig. 4^.—Claws of the first left leg of the last-named specimen, from in

front. X 344.

PLATE 3.

Fig. 1.

—

Scutigcrella orientalis, n. sp. (continued).

Fig. 1 a.—Head of a specimen from Koh Chang, from above, x 43.

Fig. 1 b.—Basal part of the left antenna of the same specimen, from above.

X90.
Fig. 1 c.—The twenty-first joint of an antenna with forty joints of a large

specimen from Sumatra, from the outer side. X 140.

Fig. 1 d.—Second scutum of a specimen from Sumatra. X 44.

Fig. 1 e.—Penultimate scutum of the last-named specimen, x 44.

Fig. 1/.—Left cercus of a specimen from Koh Chang, from the outer side.

X 70.

Fig. 2.

—

Scutigcrella plebeia, n. sp.

Fig. 2 r/.—Tenth left leg, from in front, x 8G.

Kig. 2 b.—Claws of the last-named leg, from in front. X 290.

Fig. 2 c— Claws of one of the first legs. X 290.

Fig. 2 r/.— Right cercus, seen from the outer side. X 86. The apical scia

has been broken oil.
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Fig. 3,

—

Scutigerella nivea (Scop.).

Fig. 3 a.—Second scutum, x 88.

Fig. 3^.—Thirteenth scutum. X 88.

Fig. 3 c.—Twelfth left leg of a rather small specimen, from in front, x 1G5.

Fig. 3 d.—Claws of the twelfth right leg of the last-named specimen, from

behind. X 480.

Fig. 3 e.—Claws of the twelfth left leg of another specimen, from in front.

Fig. 3/.—Claws of the first right leg, from behind. X 480.

Fig. 3y.— Claws of ti>e first right leg of another specimen, from behind.

Fig. 3 //.— Loft cercus of the first-named specimen, from the outer side.

X 105.

Fig. 4.

—

Scutigcrclla chilcnsis, n. sp.

Fig. 4 c/.—Second scutum. X 44.

Fig. 4 d.—Thirteenth scutum of the same specimen. X 44.

Fig. 4 c.—Twelfth left leg, from in front, x 82.

Fig. 4f?.—Distal |)art of the tarsus with the claws of the twelfth right leg

of the same specimen, from behind. X 340. In the interior of the tarsus

the claws to be used after the next moult are to be seen.

Fig. 4 e.—First leg of the same specimen, x 82.

Fig. 4/.—Claws of the first right leg of the same specimen, from behind.

X 340.

Fig.
4:ff.
—Left cercus of the same specimen, seen from the outer side.

X 82. The apical seta has been broken ofi".

Fig. 5.

—

Scutigerella capensis, n. sp.

Fig. 5 ((.— Twelfth left leg of the largest specimen, from in front, x 42.

Fig. 5 d.—Claws of the last-named leg, from in front, x 224.

Fig. 5 c.—Tentii left leg of the same specimen, from in front, x 42.

Fig. 5 d.—Claws of the last-named tentli leg, from in front, x 224.

Fig. 5 e.—First left leg of tiie same specimen, from in front, x 42.

Fig. Sy.—Claws of the last-named first leg, from in front, x 224.

PLATE 4.

Fig. L—Scutigerella capensis, n. sp. (continued).

Fig. 1 «.—Tiie twenty-sixth joint of the antenna of the largest specimen,

seen from the outer side, x 123.

Fig. 1 b.—Second scutum of the largest specimen, x 32.

Fig. 1 c.—Thirteenth scutum of the same specimen. X 32.
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Fig. 1 d.—Left cercus of the largest specimen, from tlie outer side. X 42.

The apical seta broken off.

Pig. le.—Left cercus of the small specimen with the full number of legs,

from the outer side. X 92.

Fig. 2.

—

Scutigerella angulosa, n. sp.

rif. 2 (I.—Proximal part of the left antenna, from above, x 85.

Y\z. 2 b.—Terminal part of the last joint of the left antenna, seen from the

outer side. X 330. a. Large striped sense-organ, b. Small sense-organ

with the stripes rudimentary, c. Sensory rods.

Pig. 2 c.—Second scutum. X 50.

Pio-. 2 f/.—Thirteenth scutum of the same animal, x 50.

Pif. 2 e.—Twelfth left leg of a very large specimen, from in front, x SO.

Pig. 2/.—Claws of the leg shown in Pig. 2 e, from in front, x 350.

Pig. 2 (/.—Twelfth left leg of a moderately large specimen, from in front.

X 86.

Pig. 2 //.—Claws from one of the first legs of a large specimen, x 350.

Pio-. 2 i.—Left cercus of the moderately large specimen (comp. Pig. 2 g),

seen from the outer side. X SG.

Pi"^. 2 k.—Eleventh left leg of a specimen with eleven pairs from Posadas,

seen from in front. X 89.

Pig. 3.

—

Scutigerella angulosa, var. brevicornis, n. var.

Pig. 3 a.—The eighth joint of an antenna with fifteen joints, seen from the

outer side. X 164.

Y\(T. 3 b.—Distal part of the terminal joint of an antenna, with various

organs, from the outer side. X 330.

Pig. 3 c.—Second scutum. X 59.

Pig. 3«?.—Thirteenth scutum. X 59.

Pig. 3 e.—Twelfth left leg, from in front. X 120.

Y\o. 3/.—Claws of the twelfth left leg of the same specimen, from behind.

X 480.

Y\cT, 3 r/.—Claws of the first right leg of the same specimen, from behind.

X 480.

Pic. 3 //.—Left cercus of the same specimen, seen from the outer side.

X 120.

Fig. 4.

—

Scutigerella crassicornis, n. sp.

Pig. 4 a.—Proximal part of the left antenna of a large specimen, seen from

the outer side. X 40.

Pig. 4 b.—The eight proximal joints of the left, antenna of a large s|H;cin)en,

from above. X 80.

F'ig. \c.—Left cercus, from the o\itei- side. X 88.
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PLATE 5.

fiG. ].

—

Scutigerella crassicornis, n. sp. (continued).

¥\t^. 1 a.—Head, from above. X 52.

Fig. 1 b.—The sixteenth joint of a left antenna with tiiirty-one joints, seen

from the outer side. X 131. L Sensory rod.

Fig. 1 c.—Second scutum, x 55.

Fig. 1(/.—Twelfth left leg, from in front, x 88.

Fig. 1 e.—Claws of the twelfth right lig, from behind. X 3o0.

Fig. 1/.—First leg. x 88.

Fig. Ig.—Claws of the first right leg, from behind, x 380.

Fig. 2.

—

Scutigerella pauperata, n. sp.

Fig. 2 a.—The thirteenth joint of an antenna with twenty-seven joints, seen

from the outer side. X 200.

Fig. 2 b.—Terminal joint of an antenna, seen from the outer side. X 200.

Fig. 2 c.— Distal sense-organs on the joint shown in Fig. 2 b, strongly

magnified.

Fig. 2d.—Second scutum, x 80.

Fig. 2e.—Twelfth left leg of a well-developed specimen, from in front.

X 130.

Fig. 2/—Claws of the twelfth right leg of the same specimen, from

behind, x iOO.

Fig. 2ff.—Leg of the first pair of the last-named specimen, x 130.

F'ig. 2 /i.—Claws of the first right leg of the same specimen, from behind.

X 400.

Fig. 2 i.—Left cercus of the same specimen, seen from the outer side.

X 130.

b'iG. 3.— Scolo])endrella notacantha, Gervais.

Fig. 3«.—Head, from above, x 56.

Fig. 3 b.—Twelfth joint of an antenna, seen from the outer side. X 200.

Fig. 3 c.—Second scutum. X 84.

Fig. 3 d.—Posterior part of the twelfth scutum. X 84.

Fig. 3 e.—Eleventh left leg, from in front, x 165.

Fig. 3y.—Claws of the eleventh right leg of the same specimen, from

behind, x 450.

Fig. 'Sff.
—First leg of the same specimen, from behind, x 165.

Fig. 3 A.—Claws of the first right leg of the same specimen, from behind.

X 450.

Fig. 3 /.—Left cercus of the specimen mentioned, seen from the outer side.

X 165.

Fig. '6^.—The terminal area of the cercus, seen obliquely from the outer

VOL. 47, PART 1.—NEW SERIP]S. G
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side and from above. X 370. Only tlie basal part of the apical seta lias

been drawn.

Fig. 4.

—

Scolopendrella microcolpa, Mulir.

Fig. 4</.—Head, from above. X 80,

Fig. 4^.—The sixth joint of an antenna, seen from the outer side. X 185.

s. One of its plumose setae more strongly magnified.

Fig. ic.—Antepenultimate joint of the same antenna, seen from the outer

side, and drawn with the same degree of enlargement as Fig. 4 b.

Fig. 4</.—Twelfth left leg, from in front. X 134.

Fig. 4(?.—Claws of the twelfth right leg of tiie same specimen, from

behind, x 430.

Fig. 4y.—First leg of the same specimen. X 134.

Fig. 4ff.—Claws of the first right leg of the specimens mentioned, from

behind. X 430.

Fig. 4/i.—Process containing the left calicle with the base of the tactile

hair, x 368.

PLATE 6.

Fig. 1.

—

Scolopendrella microcolpa, Muhr (continued).

Fig. 1 a.—Second and third scuta, x 95.

Fig. 1 b.—Left cercus, from the outer side. X 134.

Fig. 2.

—

Scolopendrella subnuda, n, sp.

Fig. 2 a.—Twelfth joint of an antenna with twenty joints, seen from the

outer side. X 350.

Fig. 2 b.—Second and third scuta, x 148.

Fig. 2 e.—Twelfth left leg, from in front, x 250.

Fig. 2 d.—Claws of the leg shown in Fig. 2 c, from in front, x 500.

Fig. 2 e.—First leg of the same specimen. X 250.

Fig. 2/.—Claws of the leg shown in the preceding figure. X 500.

Fig. 2ff.—Left cercus of the same specimen, seen from the outer side.

X 250.

Fig. 3.

—

Scolopendrella Silvestrii, n. sp.

Fig. 3 a.—Sixth joint of an antenna, seen from the outer side, x 260.

Fig. 3 i.—The second scutum and the processes of the first scutum.

X 170.

Fig. 3f.—Eleventh left leg, from iu front, x 2jU0.

Fig. 3</.—Claws of the leg shown in Fig. 3 r, from iu front, x 460.

Fig. 3 c.—First leg of the same specimen. X 200.
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Pig. 3/.—Tarsus with one claw—the other hidden behind—of one of the

first pair of legs. X 460.

Fig. 3
(J.
—Left cercus of the same specimen, seen from the outer side.

X 200.

Fig. 4.—Scolopendrella Isabellse, Grassi.

Fig. 4ff.—The ninth antennal joint, seen from the outer side, x 190.

Fig. 4 b.—Second and third scuta, x 77.

Fig. 4 c—Twelfth left leg, from in front. X 127.

Fig. 4 f/.—Claws of the twelfth right leg of the same specimen, from

behind, x 430.

Fig. 4e.—Left leg of the first pair, from the outer side. X 430.

Fig. 4/.—Left cercus of the same animal, seeu from the outer side.

x 127.

Fig. ^g.—Distal part of the same cercus, seen from the outer side, and

showing the prominent dorsal and lateral lines. X 500.

Fig. 4 h.— Distal part of a cercus seen from below, showing the stripes on

the terminal area and the base of the lateral lines. X 500.

Fig. 5.

—

Scolopendrella texana, u. sp.

Fig. 5 a.—The thirteenth joint of an antenna with nineteen joints, seen

from the outer side. X 122.

Fig. 5 b.—Second scutum, x 85.

Fig. 5 c—Twelfth left leg, from in front. X 122.

Fig. 5 rtf.—Claws of the twelfth right leg of the same animal, from behind.

X 416.

Fig. 5 e.—Left cercus, seeu from the outer side. X 122. The apical

seta has beeu broken ofif.

Fig. 6.—Scolopendrella vulgaris, n. sp.

Fig. 6 ^/.—Twelfth left leg, from in front. X 165.

Fig. 6 b.—Claws of the twelfth right leg of the same specimen, from

behind, x 430.

Fig. 6 c.—Left leg of first pair, from the outer side. X 430.

Fig. G (/.—Left cercus, from the outer side. X 165.

PLATE 7.

Fig. 1.

—

Scolopendrella vulgaris, n. sp. (continued).

Fic- 1 a.—kiecond and third scutum. X UO.
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Fig. 2.

—

Scolopendrella neotropica, n. sp.

fig. 2«.—Seventh joint of the left auteima, seen from the outer side.

X 170.

Fig. 2 b.—Second and third scuta. X SO.

Fig. 2 c—Twelftli left leg, from in front, x 133.

Fig. 2 d.—Claws of the twelfth right leg of the same specimen, from

behind. X 425.

Fig. 2e.—Claws of the second right leg of the same specimen, from behind.

X 425.

Fig. 2/.—Left first leg, from the outer side. X 425.

Fig. 1
(J.
—Left cercus of the specimen mentioned, from the outer side.

X 133.

Fig. 3.

—

Scolopendrella simplex, n. sp.

Fig. 3rt.—Second and third scuta, x 120.

Fig. 3 i.—Twelfth left leg, from in front. X 152.

Fig. 3 c.—Claws of the twelfth right leg of the same specimen, from

behind, x 4G0.

Fig. 3 d.—Left fir^t leg, from the outer side, x 460.

Fig. 3 e.—Left cercus of the specimen mentioned, from the outer side.

X 152.

Fig. 4.

—

Scolopendrella pusilla, n. sp.

Fig. 4 «.— Second and third scuta. X 131.

Fig. 4 6'.—Twelfth left leg, from in front, x 212.

Fig. 4 c.—Left cercus of the same specimen, from the outer side. X 212.

Fig. 5.

—

Scolopendrella brevipes, n. sp.

Fig. 5 ^.—Second and third scula. X 153.

Fig. 5 ii.—Twelfth left leg, from in front. X 200.

Fig. 5 c.—First left leg, from the outer side, x 200.

Fig. 5 d.—Left cercus of the same specimen, seen from the outer side.

X 200.

Fig. 5 e.—The same cercus, from above. X 200,

Fig. 6.

—

Scolopendrella antcnnata, n. sp.

Fig. 6«.—Eighth anicnnal joint, seen from the outer side. X 210. s.

Oiu! of the plumose sctic strongly magiiided. The specimen is from St.

Ana.

Fig. G b.—Fourth aniennal joint of another specimen, from above. X 210.
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Fig. G ^.—Twelfth antennal joint of tlie last-named specimen (from Bella

Vista), from above, x 210.

Fig. 6 </.—Second and third scuta of a specimen from Taciirii Pucu.

X 120.

Fig. 6 (?.—Twelfth left leg of a specimen from St, Ana, from in front.

X 146.

Fig- 6/— Claws of the twelfth right leg of the last-named specimen, from
behind. X 440.

Fig. 0^.— First left leg of the last-named specimen, seen from the outer

side. X 440.

Fig. 6//.—Left cercns of the last-named specimen from St. Ana, seen from
the outer side. X 146.

Fig. 6 ?'.—The same cercus, from above, x 146.

Postscript.—In the autumn of 1902 Dr. F. Silvcstri told me in a letter that

he had worked out a new treatment of the Italian species of the Symphyla and
Pauropoda ; it had been accepted iu Berlese's work 'Acari, Myriopoda et

Scorpiones hue. in Italia rep.,' and he believed that Prof. Berlese was about
to distribute the part in question to the subscribers. When in the second

week of December 1 looked over the proofs of my paper 1 asked for the part

mentioned in the " Great Royal Library " in Copenhagen, which has purchased

Berlese's work, but the library h;id not yet received tiiat new part. Therefore

1 do not know whether it really had been published when I looked over the

proofs, and I could not compare my species from Italy with those described

by Dr. Silvestri.
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On the Body-Cavities and Nephridia of the

Actinotrocha Larva.

By

Edwin S. Ooodricli, Wr.A.,

Fellow of Mertoii College, Oxford.

With Plates 8 and 9.

On a previous occasion I announced the discovery of soleno-

cjtes in the larva of Phoronis (8, p. 499, note 1), and the

folloAving paper contains an account of the structure and

relations of its excretoi'y organs. Since it is necessary to

discuss the nature of the various cavities in the larva in order

to thoroughly elucidate the morphological relations of the

nephridia, I have gone into some detail on this question, and

have illustrated my observations with some diagrammatic re-

constructions which will, I hope, render my conclusions clear

to the reader. The work is based on the examination of sec-

tions of some large Actinotrocha larvae I caught at Trincomalee

in 1899, and more especially on the study of some abundant

matei'ial I obtained at Faro last July (1902).^ The Cingalese

larvte are provided with about thirty-six slender tentacles;

the Sicilian larvas when full grown have fourteen tentacles,

and probably belong to Phoronis psammophila.

' I gladly take this opportunity of thanking Professor Dolirn for the loan

of apparatus to equip an expedition I undertook from the Zoological Station

at Naples, with my friend Dr. Shearer.
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Few new points are presented in this paper, the work

having been chiefly of a critical and corroborative nature
;

but the results of the study of this interesting larva which

have been published are so contradictory that no apology

need be made for an attempt to I'econcile such conflicting

views.

Although the larva of Phoronis was discovered and de-

scribed b}^ Johannes Miiller as early as 184G, and several

zoologists have studied it since, many points in its anatomy

and development remain still but imperfectly known.

The literature on the subject has been so well and so

recently analysed by Masterman (11), de Selys Longchamps

(16), and Ikeda (9), that it is only necessary for me to refer

to those writings of previous authors which deal more parti-

cularly with the body-cavities and nephridia.^

The earlier observers gained a good general knowledge of

the external features of various stages, of the chief events in

the metamorphosis, and of the general internal anatomy of

Actinotrocha (Miiller [15], Wagener [18], Krohn [10],

Schneider [17], Claparede [4], Metschnikoff [14], Clegenbaur

[5]). But to Caldwell belongs the credit of first presenting,

in 1882 (2), a clear account of the details of the internal

anatomy and of the internal changes undergone during meta-

morphosis. Unfortunately Caldwell's paper was not accom-

panied by adequate figures. Nevertheless his observations

were so accurate and so detailed, and his interpretation of

the morphology of the larva was in the main so good, that his

successors have done little but corroborate, extend, and, in

some respects, correct his results.

The Cavities.

According to Caldwell (2) there are in the Actinotrocha

larva two main cavities, separated by a complete septum
;

' Roule's results differ so fundamentally from those of otlier writers and

from my own that it seems safer not to criticise his work without having

studied Iho species he examined ('Ann. des Sci. Zoologie,' vol. xi, 1900).
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also the ruflimonts of a dorsal vessel and a vascular space

round the stomach, which arise as " splits in the splanchno-

pleure." "The septum," says Caldwell, "is attached in a circle

along the line of the nerve-ring [at the base of the tentacles],

and free communication exists between the body-cavity in

front of the septum and the split in the splanchnopleure,

which will form the blood sinus and vessels of the adult."

He found a ventral mesenter}^ extending from the septum to

the anus. " The blood-corpuscles .... arise from the

raesoblast cells in front of the septum." As we shall see, this

description is in the main correct, and Caldwell failed only in

that he did not observe a separate coelomic cavity in front of

the septum.

Since Caldwell, Masterman published, in 1898, a paper on

Actinotrocha (11), in which many alleged new features are

described; K. Ramunni Meuon has contributed some notes

on an Indian species (13) ; de Selys Longchamps has dis-

cussed the development and structure of certain European

forms (16) ; whilst Iwaji Ikeda has brought forth a most

valuable paper on the larval history of P. ijimai from Japan

(9)-

Masterman appears to have been so strongly influenced by
theoretical prejudices in his interpretations of the structure

of the larva that his account cannot be accepted as trust-

worthy. Of the several important new points described by
this author the following may be mentioned :—The presence

of two "proboscis pores:" "on either side of the middle

line, near the nerve-ganglion, a pore leads by a short canal

into the coelomic cavity of the pre-oral lobe." The " neuro-

pore :
" "a long sac-like diverticulum lying under the nerve-

ganglion." The notochord-like character of the gastric

caecum. The " subneural gland:" a diverticulum of the

oesophagus projecting inwards below the brain. The "sub-

neural sinus:" "there is just under the nerve-ganglion a

large sinus caused by a want of continuity between the

mesoblastic walls of the pre-oral cavity in front and the

collar cavities behind. ... At the posterior end of the
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sinus it leads by a chink or fissure between tlie gut wall and

that of the two collar cavities along the dorsal wall of the

oesophagus to the hind extremity of the collar region. Here

it falls into the large dorsal vessel with contractile walls."

The anterior septum : a '' well-marked mesentery " separating

the " collar cavity " from the cavity of the pre-oral lobe. A
dorsal mesenter}^ and a dorsal vessel in the " collar " region.

The termination of the nephridia by ''broad funnels/' which,

" without doubt, open into the collar cavities." Masterman's

successors have already dealt severely Avith these contribu-

tions to our knowledge of the anatomy of Actinotrocha.

Ikeda (9) is "much inclined to regard the 'neuropore' of

Masterman not as a really existing structure, but as an arte-

fact." De Selys Longchamps is also unable to discover evi-

dence of its existence (16), and Menon can only find a

depression lying ''in the actual ganglion" (13). My obser-

vations strongly uphold the opinion of Ikeda. Artificial

" sac-like " depressions I have frequently found in front of

the ganglion in specimens in which the pre-oral lobe had been

turned upwards during fixation by the reagents. The gan-

glion is bilobed dorsall3^, and between the two hinder

diverging lobes may be generally noticed a very slight de-

pression surrounded by elongated cells from which spi-ing a

tuft of very long cilia. This slight pitting, which may or

may not be artificial, is comparable to the similar flattening

or depressing of the surface seen in the apical region of

trochosphere larvae.

The existence of a " subneural gland " has been denied by

Ikeda (9). Menon and de Selys Longchamps (13 and 16)

describe slight depressions above the mouth. My own
observations entirely confirm the opinion of Ikeda that this

folding of the oesophageal wall is mainly a product of the

fixing method.

The stomach of Actinotrocha bulges forwards below the

narrow oesophagus so as to give rise to a ventral diverticulum.

In some species, such as Actinotrocha branchiata, this

diverticulum bifurcates in front so as to project on either
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side of the cesopliagnSj as descinbed by Miiller, Wagener, and

others. The wall of the ventral outgrowth differs but slightly

in histological structure from that of the remainder of the

ventral wall of the stomach ; but its granular cells are gene-

rally vacuolated, large droplets of fatty-looking fluid being

situated at their outer ends (figs. 4, 13). Masterman has

compared this gastric caecum of Actinotrocha to the noto-

chord of Vertebrates. The two organs seem to me funda-

mentally different both in their relations and in their

histological structure ; and I agree with Menon, Ikeda,

and de Selys Longchamps that Mastermau's theory as to its

homology is quite unjustified. I may repeat the statement

of Longchamps that the histological characters of the gastric

cascum " sont absolument differents de tout ce qui a jamais

ete observe dans une notochorde quelconque'' (16).

We may now turn to those structures with which we are

more directly concerned—the cavities themselves.

It is generally agreed, since the appearance of Caldwell's

paper, that there exists in the trunk region of the larva,

behind the ring of tentacles, a large ccelomic cavity in which

the gut lies attached to the body-wall by a median ventral

mesentery. It is in this cavity that the ventral pouch grows,

carrying the mesentery with it. This trunk cavity is limited

in front by a definite complete septum, which has an oblique

course, being attached much further forward dorsally than

ventrally. Concerning the posterior limits of the trunk

coelom there is some disagreement. Masterman described a

perianal sinus on the inner side of the perianal ciliated ring,

and added that ''at the perianal area are a pair of organs

which I have not fully made out, but they may be the

rudiments of the trunk nephridia. They lie in the hasmocele

space immediately below the ciliated band, and are thin

walled. They have an internal opening into the trunk

coelom, and appai-ently open to the exterior on either side of

the anus. Their walls are of the same natui'e as those of the

coelom, and appear to be portions of the coelom, with the

trunk nephridial tubes cut off from the rest of the trunk
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coelora." From this description the relations of the proble-

matic organs are by no means easy to nnderstancl^ and the

author himself seems to be very doubtful as to their existence

(11 and 12). Ikeda looks upon the perianal sinus as apurelj'-

artificial space. This, indeed, may be the case in some

species, as, for instance, in the larva I obtained in Ceylon.

In this Actinotrocha (fig. 9) the coelomic epithelium is

separated in the perianal region from the outer body-wall

only for a short distance above and below the tliick ciliated

ring. The chink between the two layers contains no clear

space at all, but appears to be filled up with a connective

tissue of fine mesoblastic fibres—possibly coagulation pro-

ducts in a jelly-like substance.

Menon (13) has described a perianal sinus, and de Selj's

Longchamps appears to have found a similar space in his

species (16). Such a cavity certainly seems to exist in the

species from Faro (fig. ],^)a. s.) when the perianal band is

expanded ; but when it is withdrawn together with the anus

(as it frequently is), so that the cilia point inwards into a

temporary posterior depression, the coelomic epithelium is

stretched tightly over the inner surface of the ciliated ring,

and the cavity then vanishes almost completely. The loose-

ness of the coelomic epithelium in this region, in fact, appears

to be only a device whereby the invagination of the perianal

ciliated ring can be brought about. The thin posterior

septum, with radiating and probably contractile bauds (fig.

1), forms a complete membrane shutting off the perianal

sinus. It is not formed of separate " brides mesenteriques,"

as suggested by de Selys Longchamps (16).

The problematic posterior trunk nephridia have been

severely dealt with by Menon and Ikeda (13 and 9) ; I

need only add that my own observations entirely support

their view and Masterman's own recent statement that '^ it

would be as well to state once for all that the trunk has no

nephridia and possesses no normal openings till after the

metamorphosis" (12).

There is much less agreement concerning tlio cavities in
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front of the main septum. Basing his nomenclature on a

comparison with Balanoglossus and Cephalodiscus, Masterman

(11) speaks of two distinct coelomic cavities—an anterior

pre-oral coelom in the hood and a larger coelomic cavity,

which he calls the "collar" cavity, separated from the first

by a complete septum below the brain, and reaching back to

the main and more posterior septum. Whilst, according to

this author, the "collar" coelom couimunicates with the

exterior by means of the two nephridia, the pre-oral coelom is

said to open to tlie exterior by two " proboscis pores," one

on each side of the ganglion. Moreover a separate '' sub-

neural sinus" is supposed to exist, lying between the two

layers of the anterior septum, and to communicate with the

longitudinal dorsal blood-vessel.

Now Caldwell (2) describes only the single main septum

separating a truuk coelom from a pre-septal blood-cavity in

front, occupying both the hood and the region behind it,

aud continued backwards iuto the longitudinal blood-vessel.

This single extensive cavity may be called the " pre-septal

cavity," to avoid all morphological prejudice. Menon (13),

de Selys Longchamps (16), and Ikeda (9), all three deny the

existence of " proboscis pores." I have no hesitation in

saying that no such pores exist in any lavvas I have examined,

whether from Faro or from Trincomalee.

Menon, on the other hand, appears to confirm Masterman's

statement as to the existence of a complete septum separating

a "pre-oral" from a "collar" cavity; but his account is

inadequately illustrated, and by no means convincing.

Whilst the alleged septum is said to be attached just

behind the nerve-ganglion, it is drawn (PL 26, fig. 6) in a

position well behind the hood itself. The " pre-oral " cavity

is said to contain " scattered blood-corpuscles and ccelomic

corpuscles," and to be of a nature " which it is thus difficult

to decide." There is reason to believe that Menon has,

moreover, confused the true pre-septal ccelom (c. c. in his

figures 2, 3, and 4) with the pre-septal heemocele (c. c. in his

figures 5, 6, aud 8). According to Menon the " subneural
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siuus" is ''a completely closed vesicle" with an internal

lining of distinct epithelium (13).

De Selys Longchamps (16), on tlie contrary, denies the

existence of a complete anterior septum. He finds " des

formations mesenchymatiques . . . particulierement deve-

loppees entre le ganglion nerveux central et le ' subneural

gland '
. . . constituent en ce point une membrane, ratta-

chaiit la parol dorsale du lobe preoral a la parol de I'oesophage

. . . il ii'y a pas, pour cela, separation entre les deux cavites."

Further, he rightly insists that there is a single haemal pre-

septal cavity: " Daus la cavite anterieure, commune au lobe

preoral et a la region collaire, un mesenchyme surtout

abondant dans la premiere de ces deux regions ; dans la

cavite posterieure du corps, un mesoderme epithelial, repre-

sente par une splanchnopleure et une somatopleure, et un

mesentere sous-intestinal typique." In fact, the Belgian

observer confirms Caldwell's account.

Ikeda's statements, accompanied by elaborate figures, are

even more convincing (9). He shows that muscular strands

pass from the sides of the ganglion to the oesophagus and

to the body-wall, that a membrane stretches across these

muscles, forming the dorsal limit of a ''posterior recess" of

the pre-oral region. This recess is a sort of pocket bulging

backwards beneath the brain. It opens forwards into the

spaces of the pre-oral hood, which communicate widely with

the main space in the " collar " region. Blood-corpuscles

may be found in all these spaces, and they are of a haemocoelic

nature.

My own results entirely confirm those of Ikeda on this

question of the anterior septum. A subneural pocket is

present (figs. 1, 4, 12, and 9) ; it is lined with a conspicuous

epithelium, and when seen in frontal sections may present

the appearance of being a completely closed cavity (tig. 12).

But, as I have endeavoured to show in figures 1 and 9, the

pocket is widely open ventrally, and its cavity is merely a

portion of the general pre-septal cavity. It is this clear space

which allows of the ganglion being withdrawn by the muscles
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already alluded bo above. The remainder of the hood-cavity

is for the most part occupied by a more or less dense mass of

delicate fibres, with occasional nucleated mesenchymatous

cells. The presence of the fibres may be to some extent due

to the coagulating action of the fixative.

As already stated by Ikeda, with regard to Phoronis
ijimai, neither dorsal vessel nor dorsal mesentery exists in

the pre-septal " collar " region of the larva. It is difficult,

indeed, to see how these structures, described by Masterman,

could be present, since the pre-septal cavity is itself a part of

the blood-system, containing blood-corpuscles, and giving

rise in later stages to the lophophoral blood-vessel.

There remains to describe the true pre-septal coelom.

Strangely enough Ikeda is the first and only author who
has given a correct account of this cavity (9). "The adult

collar cavity, or the supra-septal cavity,^' says Ikeda, "is

already formed in the fully developed larva of every type as

a ring space running along the inner side of the tentacular

circle and above the septum." He further shows that this

ring-like rudiment of the adult pre-septal ccelom sends out a

caecum into the base of each tentacle. Ikeda gives no

details as to the origin of the pre-septal coelom, nor have I

been able to follow it for certain myself. It makes its

appearance somewhat late in larval life, when the venti-al sac

is already well formed, as a split between two layers of a

narrow band of mesoblast adhering closely to the body-wall

just above the septum and just below the tentacles. So far

as I have been able to make out the ring is never completed

dorsally. An advanced larva shows a pre-septal coelom of

considerable size, which rims round the base of the tentacles,

sending out a blind process into each (tigs. 2 and 10). It

terminates dorsally in two horns, which run forwards for

some little space on either side of the middle dorsal line

towards the ganglion (figs. 2 and 13).

We may now attempt to give in a few words a clear

description of the cavities in the Actinotrocha larva.

Behind tlie circle of tentacles there is a single trunk
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coelom, through which passes the alimentary canal, suspended

by a median ventral mesentery. This cavity does not com-

municate with the exterior; it is limited in front by a

complete septum, and behind is, in some forms, but not in all,

separated from the body-wall by a perianal sinus.

In front of the septum are two distinct cavities. The

larger of these is the pre-septal h^mococl, a blood-cavity

which occupies nearly the whole region from the septum to

the edge of the pre-oral hood. Muscular strands and fibrous

strands traverse it in many directions, and in the later stages

haemoglobinous blood-corpuscles float in the fluid contained

in it. The epithelium lining this cavity is not as distinct as

that of the coelomic cavities, and in some regions is but

irrregularly if at all developed. A distinct pocket, with an

epithelial lining, is situated between the brain and the oeso-

phagus, and opens ventrally. The subneural space is but a

portion of the general pre-septal hasmocoel. Continuations of

the pre-septal liaBmocoel extend to the tips of the tentacles

and down the mid-dorsal and the mid-ventral lines, forming

the blood-vessels lying on the stomach. During metamor-

phosis it becomes converted into the ring or lophophoral

blood-vessel of the adult.

Running close beneath the body-wall anteriorly to the

septum is the pre-septal coelom. This coelomic space is in

the form of a horseshoe-shaped canal, sending a short blind

branch into the base of each tentacle. It appears somewhat

late, and becomes converted into the pre-septal or lopho-

phoral ccelom of the adult. Neither of the pre-septal

cavities open to the exterior in the larva.

We are now in a position to discuss the structure and

relations of the nephridium itself.

The Nkphridia.

Wagener, in 1847 (18), was the first to describe the

excretory organs of Actinotrocha, and his figure of the

nephridium, with its bunch of elongated " spermatozoon-like
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cells/' remains the best yet published. Caldwell (2) added

greatly to our knowledge of the structure and development

of these organs. '' The nephridium/' he writes^ " is a ciliated

canal with cellular walls. The canal is not formed of per-

forated cells. . . . Each canal opens to the exterior behind

the septum on either side of the opening of the foot. The

canal lies outside the somatic mesoblast" (the lining of the

trunk coelom) .
" Attached to its inner end/' he adds, " are

cells of very peculiar form. Each cell has a nucleus and

processes similar to those of ordinary mesoblast cells. By

one of these the cell is attached to the end of the large canal.

This process is larger than the free processes, and has a

cylindrical form. By the canal formed inside the cylinder

small brown concretions seen in the cell itself pass into the

large canal, and so to the exterior. These excretory cells,

with their fine canals, increase in number with the growth of

the larva. They float freely in the body-cavity in front of

the septum." " The cells are similar to the perforated cells

which form the internal ends of the nephridia described by

Hatschek in Echiurus." " At no time during the free-swim-

ming life of [the] larva does the excretory canal system

open into the body-cavity."

None of the authors who succeeded Caldwell have given

such an accurate account of the structure of the nephridium.

De Selys Longchamps merely confirms his statement that it

does not open into the pre-septal hgemocoel. Ikeda (9) comes

to the same conclusion, and describes " spindle-shaped excre-

tory cells" on the blind internal extremity, and an epithelium

covering the nephridial tube.

Masterman, on the other hand, led astray by the desire to

compare the nephridium of Actinotrocha with that of Amphi-

oxus as described by Boveri, considers that it opens by several

funnels into the pre-septal cavity, which he mistook for

coelom. As pointed out by Ikeda, Masterman confused the

mass of blood-corpuscles with the " excretory cells " of

Caldwell :
" a pair of large bodies, apparently aggregations

of amoeboid cells, with large nuclei The cells are

VOL. 47, PAKT 1. NEW SKKIKS. H
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grouped round a few intercellular canals, which open into

the collar cavity by broad funnels The internal funnels,

without doubt open into the collar cavities" (H).

Menon, Avho gives a more correct figure of the excretory

cells, has likewise described internal openings to the neph-

ridia (13).

A careful study of the nephridia of Actinotrocha in the

living, in teased preparations, and in sections has convinced

me that no such opening exists. The nophridial canal is inter-

cellular, has a narrow ciliated lumen, and opens by a small

external pore on the ventral surface some distance behind the

ring of tentacles. It passes forwards and inwards between

the ccelomic epithelium of the trunk cavity and that of the

pre-septal coelom (when the latter is developed) until it reaches

the anterior surface of the septum, and projects freely into

the large pre-septal blood space (figs. 5, 2, and 10). This

projecting portion of the nephridium does not appear to be

externally covered by a regular epithelium. The extreme

inner end of the nephridial canal expands considerably, while

its wall thins out into a mere membrane. It is this expanded

region which has been mistaken for an open funnel. On the

thin wall of the terminal expansion arc situated the excretory

cells, which are, in fact, typical solenocytes.

Figs. 5, 6, 7, 8, and 15 illustrate the structure of the

solenocytes in the larvae from Faro. The cell-body is provided

with long, protoplasmic, free processes similar to those I have

described in Nephthys and other Polychgetes (6). The nucleus

is bent round so as to embrace the extremity of the tube

(figs. 7 and 8). Owing to this curved shape of the nucleus

the solenocytes often present the deceptive appearance of

possessing two or three small nuclei. The tube itself, which

is of a cuticular substance, staining blue with nigrosin, is

somewhat short and wide. It does not project into the lumen

of the nephridial canal as in the case of Amphioxus and

many Polychuctcs (6 and 8). A certain quantity of protoplasm

seems to extend down the tube from the cell-body on the

side on which the nucleus is situated. A loni>- flao-ellum is
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attached at the free end of the tube^ near the nucleus, and

passes down the tube into the nephridial canaL In the case

of the larger Actinotrocha from Trincomalee, the nephriclium

gives off two or three short branches at its inner end, on

which are placed a very large number of solenocytes. The

nucleus is more spherical, but in other respects the soleno-

cytes differ but very slightly from those of the Sicilian larvse.

CaldAvell's description, then, appears to be quite accurate

so far as it goes ; the flagellum working inside the " cylinder
"

is really the only thing he missed. His comparison of the

nephridia of Actinotrocha Avith the nephridium of the larva

of Echiurus and the similar excretory system of Platyhel-

minths is most happy, and the facts supply another link in

the chain of evidence in favour of the view I have long been

supporting (6 and 7).

Concerning the origin of the nephridia of Actinotrocha, the

views of previous authors are by no means in accord. It was

my intention, when I first undertook this work, to trace the

origin and fate of these interesting organs. Unfortunately I

have not been able to obtain the necessary material for a

complete history of their development. Others will, I hope,

soon be able to fill the gaps in our knowledge on this im-

portant subject. Caldwell believed the nephridia to arise

from the invagination at the " posterior pit." " I have

observed," he says, " mesoblastic cells, at the time when the

mesoblastic sacs of the trunk are forming, take the character-

istic shape of excretory cells with cylindrical processes

I have failed to discover the origin of the main ciliated

canal Dr. Hatschek believed that the whole organ

was formed from the mesoblast cells mentioned above" (2).

De Selys Longchamps is uncertain as to the origin of the

nephridium (16).

It is to Ikeda's excellent work that we must turn for the

most complete account of its development (9). This author

describes the origin of the nephridia from the invagination of

the epiblast (Caldwell's mesoblast) at the "posterior pit."

The invagination is said to sink inwards, to bifurcate, and
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finally to become separated into two blind tubes projecting

into the pre-septal heemoco}!, and opening to the exterior.

" Besides," writes Ikeda, " a certain number of mesenchy-

matous cells, which later undoubtedly become the excretory

cells of Actinotrocha, are always found attached to the blind

ends of the nephridial canals." I feel convinced that these

so-called mesenchymatons cells are the cells described by

Caldwell, and really derived from the epiblastic invagination.

An accurate and detailed account of the origin of the

solenocytes of Actinotrocha is still wanting. Should the

nephridia prove to be actually developed from the epiblast,

this origin and their ascertained relation to the ha3mocael

would be welcomed as two more nails in the coffin of that

theory according to which the nephridia are parts of the coelom.

Another hardly less uncertain and perhaps even more

important question which remains to be settled concerns the

fate of these nephridia after metamorphosis.

It is well known that there are in the adult Phoronis two

organs opening near the anus, which communicate with the

post-septal trunk ca3lom by means of wide open ciliated

funnels. In some species, at all events, a similar opening-

occurs into the pre-septal coelom—as in Phoronis australis

(Benham [1]). These organs, generally called the nephridia,

function both as excretory and as genital ducts. Now it is

clear that, if they in any way represent the nephridia of the

larva, they must have lost their primitive connection with

the pre-septal blood-vascular ring, and have acquired new

openings into the cuuloraic cavities. Since it is generally

agreed that no trace of a second pair of excretory organs

occurs in the larva, the (piostion we have to decide is hoAV far

the adult organs are due to new formations, and how far to

the modification of the larval nephridia during or after

metamorphosis.

Caldwell describes how, at metamorphosis, " the larval

excretory cells of the nephridia break off from the large

canal and iloat freely in the body-cavity in front of the

septum. They pass with the blood-corpuscles into the vessels.
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The large canals remain as the paired nephridia of

the adult."

De Selys Longchamps is also of the opinion that the canal

of the larval nephridia persists as that of the adult organs, and
that " ces canaux acquierent secondairement chacun un oinfice

en entonnoir qui debouche dans la cavite posterieure du
corps." Menon likewise states that the larval " nephridia

become the nephridia of the adult Phoronis," and Ikeda
comes to much the same conclusion.

In just-metamorphosed larvas from Faro I find the canal of

the larval nephridium occupying just the same position on

each side of the anus as the excretory ducts of the adult, and
showing no signs of degeneration (fig. o). The inner blind

end still lies in the pre-septal haemocoel (lophophoral ring-

vessel), but, as Caldwell observed, the solenocytes have dis-

appeared. Their remnants are possibly to be found in certain

small deeply-staining nuclei floating in the blood. No trace

whatever can be seen of an opening into the coelom at this

stage, and I am strongly of the opinion that the coelomic fun-

nels are later developed from the coelomic epithelium, as was
suggested by de Selys Longchamps, and become subsequently

grafted on to the nephridial canal. This is one of those im-

portant gaps in the history of these organs which still remains

to be filled up.

If future observations show that the adult organ is made
up of the nephridial canal of the larva to which a coelomostome

becomes added after the metamorphosis, the structure of the

adult excretory organ of Phoronis would be wonderfully like

that of the compound " nephromixia " I have described in

certain Polychtete worms—more especially like those of the

Phyllodocida? (6).

Summary and Conclusion.

It has been shown above that in the Actinotrocha larva

there is one coinplete septum separating a closed posterior

trunk coelom from an anterior pre-septal heemocoel, which ex-
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tends into the tentacles and into the pre-oral hood ; that in

front of the septum there is developed a second coelomic

cavity, in the form of a horseshoe-shaped canal, extending

into the base of each tentacle; that the nephridia open to the

exterior ventrally behind the septum, and project freely into

the pre-septal blood space, where they end blindly ; that this

inner extremity of the nephridium is furnished with a bunch

of typical solenocytes resembling those of Polychsetes and

of Amphioxus ; that during metamorphosis the pre-septal

coelomic canal becomes the pre-septal adult coelom, and that

the pre-septal hfemocoel becomes reduced to the adult ring-

blood-vessel ; that the nephridia lose their solenocytes and

their connection with the ring vessel, and acquire new open-

ings into the coelomic cavities, probably by means of ncAvly-

formed ccelomostomes or peritoneal funnels ; that the longi-

tudinal blood-vessels open into the pre-septal hasmocoel ; and

that a perianal sinus may be developed near the anal ciliated

baud.

Much remains to be elucidated in the history of the

nephridia; and the origin of the cavities has not yet been

satisfactorily worked out. The possibility of the existence

at a very early stage of a separate pre-oral coelom, coming

into secondary continuity with the pre-septal h^emocoel

through the breaking down of an originally complete anterior

septum, has not been perhaps entirely excluded ; but, so far

as I am aware, there is no evidence in favour of the view that

such is the real history of the cavity of the hood.

The existence in Actinotrocha of a closed nephridium pro-

vided with solenocytes is an interesting and important fact,

and its recognition enables us to add the Phoronidea to the

already long list of animals (Vertebrata, Annelida, Echiu-

roidea, Mollusca, Endoproctous Polyzoa, Nemertina, Rotifera,

and Platyhelmia) Avhose common ancestor must have pos-

sessed true nephridia of this nature. Wo may now expect

to hear of the discovery of flame-cells or of solenocytes in the

Sipunculoidea and Ectoprocta, which are doubtless related

to Phoronis.
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List op Reference Letters in Plates 8 and 9.

a. Amis. up. Aperture of the ventral sac. a. t. c. Anterior extension of

tiie trunk eoelom. hi. c. Blood-corpuscles. c. s. Cut edge of the septum.

c.tt.c. Cut tentacular cceloni. d.bl.v. Dorsal blood-vessel, d. h. Dorsal

horn of the pre-septal ccelom. d. w. Dorsal wall of the subneural pocket.

ep. Epidermis. /. Mesenchymatous fibres. /I. Flagellum. //. Pre-oral hood.

ffl. Nerve ganglion or brain. ?/. Nucleus of the solenocyte. nepk. Nephri-

dium. neph.p. Nephridiopore. neph. c. Nephridial canal. nv. Anterior

nerves to the pre-oral ring. or.s. CEsopliagus. pa. c. r. Perianal ciliated

band. pa. s. Perianal sinus, po. c. r. Pre-oral ciliated band. ^w. c. Pre-

septal eoelom. po. ps. h. Pre-oral, pre-septal blood-space, or haemoccel. ps. h.

Pre-septal hsemoccel. ;•. Ridge of stomach wall. s. Septum, sn.p. Sub-

neural pocket, s.pa. Septum closing off tiie perianal sinus, st. Stomach.

&lr. Mesenchymatous strands, t.c. Trunk eoelom. tl. Tentacle, tt. ccel.

Tentacular eoelom. tt.h. Tentacular liajmoccel. tt.b. Base of tentacle whicli

grows into the adult tentacle, v. c. Vascular csecum. v. d. Ventral diverti-

culum of the stomach, v.s. Ventral invaginated sac. v. v. Ventral blood-

vessel, w. VV'^all separating the pre-septal hsemocoel from the ccRlom.

EXPLANATION OF PLATES 8 and 9.

Pigs. 1—8, 10, 13—15 represent the larva; from Faro.

Figs. 9, 11, and 12 represent a larva from Trincomalee.

Fig. 1.—Diagrammatic reconstruction of an Actinotrocha larva drawn as a

solid object cut along a sagittal plane a little to the right of the middle line so

as to avoid the median ventral mesentery. The pre-septal blood-cavity {ps. h.)

is continuous with the pre-oral blood-cavity (po.ps. //.) round the sides of the

Nubneural pocket {sn.p.). The pre-septal coelomic canal (/j.f. r.) is seen cut

through twice. The hsemorrel is continued backwards beyond the septum as

a narrow slit along the mid-dorsal and the mid-ventral line of the stomach.

The trunk ccelom {(. c.) is separated from the perianal sinus by a thin con-

tinuous epithelium.

Fig. 2.—Similar view of a larva from which a portion of the left body-wall

has been removed, exposing the pre-septal blood-cavity, the pre-septal

coelomic canal with its tentacular branches, the ventral invaginated sac in

the trunk ccelom, which extends dorsally, pushing the septum with it {a. t. c),

and the ventral mesentery. The inner blind end of the ncphridium, provided

with solenocytes, is seen projecting into the pre-septal blood-cavity. The

external cilia are not represented.
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Fig. 3.—Transverse isection t.liroii<xli llie front end of a newly-niefamor-

phosed larva, just in front of tlie anus. Tiie solenocytes have disappeared,

but the nephridial canals are seen to end blindly in the remains of the larval

prc-septal hseniocccl, now transformed into the adult ring-vessel of the lopho-

phore (ps. h.). Cam. Z. D, oc. 3.

Fig, 4.—Sagittal section through the anterior end of a larva showing the

dorsal wall of the subneural pocket {d. w.) and the ventral diverticulum of

the stomach {d. v.). Cam. Z. D, oc. 2.

Fig. 5.—Oblique longitudinal section of the nephridium passing through

its closed inner end, from which spring the solenocytes. Cam. ^^ oil immer-

sion, oc. 12.

Fig. 6.—Section through the extreme tip of a nephridium lying in the

pre-septal lisemocoel. Below it runs tiie pre-scptal eoelomic canal. The

solenocytes are well shown. Cam. y'^ oil immersion, oc. 8.

Fig. 7.—A few solenocytes drawn from a section to show the relation o

the nucleus to the tube. Cam. y^ oil immersion, oc. 8.

Fig. 8.—Three solenocytes in transverse section. Cam. yV oil immersion,

oc. 8.

Fig. 9.—Diagrammatic reconstruction of an Actinotrocha cut along a

frontal plane passing below the gut and nephridia behind, and cut more

dorsally in the upper half of the figurp. The subneural pocket is seen below

the brain. The oesophagus is cut transversely, two tentacles are cut longi-

tudinally, and the pre-septal coelom is cut across twice.

Fig. 10.—Reconstruction of an oblique section parallel to and above the

septum, passing through the pre-septal ccelom. The anterior dorsal prolongation

of the trunk ccelom is cut into, the oesophagus and the ventral diverticulum are

cut across, and the blind ends of the nephridia are seen projecting into the

pre-septal hajmocoel.

Fig. 11.—Frontal section passing through the ventral cajcum of the

stomach and in front of the ganglion. Cam. Z. A, oc. 3.

Fig. 12.—Frontal section of tiie same series passing through the ganglion

and underlying subneural pocket. Cam. Z. A, oc. 2.

Fig. 13.—Transverse section in front of the septum (compare fig. lU).

Cam. Z. D, oc. 3.

Fig. 14.—Transverse section taken through the anterior region of the

trunk cavity and the posterior limits of tin; septum. The nephridia and tiie

ventral region of the pre-septal coelom are cut through. Cam. Z. D, oc. 3.

Fig. 15.—Diagram of the nephridium of a young Actinotrociia showing the

canal and the solenocytes.
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Enteropneusta from Madras.

By

K. Kaiiiuiiiii Meiioii,

Assistant Professor, Presidency College, Madras.

With Plate 10.

During the last few months I have been able to dredge on

a small scale off the Madras Coast. The specimens already-

obtained include a number of interesting* forms, and I was

especially gratified to find a few specimens of Enteropneusta,

the occurrence of which bad been rendered almost certain by

the presence in great abundance of Tornarias in the Madras

Plankton. Among other types may be mentioned Amphioxus,

Lingula, Edwardsia, Pennatulids, Sphenopus, etc. The

Enteropneusta form the subject of the present paper.

I gladly take this opportunity of expressing my great

indebtedness to Mr. Edgar Thurston, Superintendent of the

Government Museum, Madras, who was so very kind as to

place a small sum of money at my disposal for the purpose of

dredging. I also wish to express in this connection my
most grateful thanks to His Highness the Rajah of Cochin

and to His Highness's late Prime Minister, Mr. P. Rajagopala-

chari, for their great generosity in enabling me to purchase

much valuable zoological literature.

The Enteropneusta were dredged at depths of six to nine

fathoms in mixed sand and mud. The specimens obtained

were all impei'fect. They belong to three different species

belonging to the three families established by Spengel.

The Ptychoderidse are represented by a single specimen, a
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fragment 7^ mm. long, and consisting of the proboscis^ collar,

and part of tlie branchial region. Unfortunately-, the speci-

men was not of much nse for anatomical purposes. Its

external features (and what little it was possible to make out

of its internal anatomy) agree so closely with Spengel's

description of Glossobalanus minutus (Ptychodera
mi nut a)—notably in the possession of the triangular

" Kiemenfeld," which Spengel regards as characteristic of

the species— that, notwithstanding the slight difference in

colour, my specimen being more nearly white than the corre-

sponding portion in Spengel's drawing, I have no hesitation

at present in identifying it as a small specimen of that species.

A form identical with Glandiceps haekii represents the

Glandicipitidas. It is interesting to find this Japanese

species here. A few specimens (all male and incomplete) of

this were obtained ; the largest of them measured about

45 mm. in length. The animal is drawn in fig. 1. When
alive, the body of the animal was very contractile. I have

very little to add to the descriptions of the animal given by

Spengel and by its discoverer—Marion.

The proboscis is conical, and has a thick base and a pointed

anterior end. Its dorsal surface is ai-ched, and the ventral

flat. Fig. 1 shows the proboscis in a fairly extended con-

dition. A well-marked longitudinal groove is present on the

dorsal side at the base, and a similar but less marked one on

the ventral. The length of the proboscis when moderately

extended is 6i mm., its basal breadth about 4 mm., and its

basal thickness (dorso-ventral) a little over 3 mm. The collar

is short, broad, and slightly depressed, its length, breadth,

and thickness being 2^ mm., 4.^ mm., and 4 mm. respectively.

The anterior end of the collar is broader than the posterior.

A little in front of the posterior end there is a ring furrow.

The trunk immediately behind the collar is narrower than

the collar, and compressed. Its breadth is, in this region,

about S^ mm., and its thickness about 4 to 4.^ mm. It

gradually becomes flatter and broader posteriorly, the

posterior end of the largest fragment being 5.^ mm. broad.
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The dorsal surface of the trunk is marked by two submedian

ridges, which are correctly described by Spengel and Marion.

In the posterior region of the trunk, at some distance behind

the Ijranchial region, two similar ridges (due to the thicken-

ing of the longitudinal muscles) make their appearance on

the ventral side on either side of the median ventral groove.

These ridges become narrower posteriorly. The lateral

portions of the trunk— that is, the portions lying outside the

submedian lines—are thicker in front than behind. The

surface of the trunk is marked by transverse grooves and

ridges both above and below. The colour of the animal

agrees generally with that given by Spengel. The general

colour is white or yellowish white on the ventral surface,

which changes into yellowish brown on the dorsal, especially

in the branchial region. Irregular dark brown patches are

present on the dorsal surface of the proboscis and the collar.

The ridges between the transverse grooves are marked by

yellowish-brown pigment, especially on the dorsal side.

The internal organisation agrees very closely with

Spengel's account. Spengel was able to see only the proxi-

mal portion of the vermiform process, having utilised the

anterior portion of the proboscis for longitudinal sections.

This, however, seems to be the only portion present. In one

large specimen examined by me the process was only a little

over y\=j- mm. in length. The dorso-ventral septuni of the

proboscis stretches much farther forwards than the process.

The vermiform process of this species is thus in a very

reduced condition. As pointed out by Spengel, the chon-

droid tissue of the proboscis skeleton is very highly

developed ; the posterior limbs of the skeleton reach to the

hind end of the collar. In the collar Spengel mentions a

posterior epidermal invagination, and in his figure of a

median longitudinal section he indicates a similar anterior

invagination. This latter I have found in my sections, and

one like it at the posterior end of the collar cord. They are

both of them depressions into the actual nerve-tissue, and it

is not clear to me why they are not called ueuropores (the
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rest of the axial canal of the collar-cord being broken up

into the smaller spaces of the cord). They are certainly not

like the anterior dermal pit which is present in the new

species described here, aiid which has a proper epidermal

wall. The arrangement of the intestinal pores is quite

different in my largest specimen (the only one which

possessed the post-branchial region) from that given by

Spengel. Spengel mentions nine unpaired intestinal pores,

the first being placed on the right side and the rest on the

left, and, some distance behind these, three pairs of paired

intestinal pores. In my series of transverse sections I

counted about sixty of the former and six pairs of the latter.

The arrangement of the unpaired pores is very irregular.

They lie now on the left side, now on the right ; some of

them are paired, but the majority are unpaired. The gonads

begin a little behind the anterior end of the branchial region,

and extend into the commencement of the liver region.

Marion's statement that they are confined to the branchial

region is thus certainly not true of the males. The testes

are paired, iri-egularly lobed, and transversely elongated

bodies. These dorsally placed masses bend at the sides of the

body, and extend into its ventral portion. They open by ducts

along the submedian grooves.

Dolichoglossus bournei.—Two specimens of a new

species of Dolichoglossus were obtained. The proboscis, collar,

and a portion of the branchial region were alone present.

The animal is small. What at once enables one to assign

it to its proper place is the great length of the proboscis.

When moderately extended, it measured about 9 mm. in

length, and after preservation about 6 mm. It is depressed,

and its base is twice or three times as broad as the tip, its

greatest breadth at the base being nearly 2 mm. The deep

longitudinal groove present on the dorsal surface in the

species sulcatus and otagoeusis is absent. But in pre-

served specimens there is a shallow longitudinal depression

on the dor.sal side, extending forwards some distance from

the base of the proboscis ; there is a similar but less marked
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one on the ventral side. As in other forms, these are, no

doubt, caused by the contraction of the dorso-vcntral septum

of the proboscis. The anterior extension of the groove

shows that the septum is not confined to the base of

tlie proboscis. The proboscis is connected with the collar

by a very thin neck. The collar measures nearly 1 mm. in

length and nearly H mm. in breadth. Three annular

grooves are present. The branchial region, which, like the

collar, is nearly cylindrical, measures about 1^ mm. from side

to side. The larger of the specimens possessed about 18 mm.
of this region, which was coiled ventrally, as shown in fig. 2.

The sides of the trunk were transversely ridged, the ridges

becoming more marked posteriorly.

The dorsal surface of the truuk is slightly flattened, and

has a shallow, median, longitudinal groove containing' the

nerve-cord, and on either side of it a submedian groove con-

taining the branchial pores and the openings of the gonads.

Both specimens were female, and were of a light brown

colour. The tip of the proboscis and the collar were yellowish

in colour.

I have not been able to make a complete study of the

internal anatomy, but certain interesting points maybe noted.

Proboscis.—The circular muscle is, as is usually the case

in this genus, feebly developed. The longitudinal muscle

forms a very thick layer, the fibres of which are not

arranged in concentric rings. In this latter point, the

present species agrees with otagoensis. The fibres have

a remarkably straight course, as they are almost all repre-

sented by dots in transverse sections. The cavity of the

proboscis is not merely confined to the base, but is present

throughout the whole length of the proboscis. It is fairly

wide—half as wide as the proboscis itself—in its anterior

third, but between it and the base is reduced to a very

narrow caiuil. At the base, the cavity is present as a very

narrow space investing the basal organs in the usual way.

The basal organs project a very short distance—about one

tenth of its length—into the proboscis. The median mesen-
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tery, howevei'j extends farther forwards, and reaches up to

the wider anterior portion of the proboscis cavity. The

mesentery is more muscuhir in its posterior part than in its

anterior, which is practically a band of connective tissue.

It may be doubted whether this portion can be really called

a mesentery, but, there can be no doubt that the mesentery

proper extends a considerable distance beyond the basal

organs. This anterior extension of the mesentery is regarded

—as far as I have been able to make out—as characteristic

of the genera with a vermiform process, viz. Glandiceps and

Schizocardium, and it is interesting to find it in Dolicho-

glossus, in which no vermiform process has been detected.

The tip of the proboscidial diverticuluni is bent dorsally, as

in D. Kowalevski. The diverticulum is hollow, but the

cavity of the anterior portion is extremely narrow. In

median longitudinal sections the neck of the diverticulum is

seen to be very long, and to open into the buccal cavity far

behind in the collar region. This posterior position of the

opening (fig. 3) may be partly due to a slight retraction of

the proboscis into the collar during preservation. The

central blood- sinus is very conspicuous, and is distended

dorsally just behind the heart vesicle. The heart vesicle is

remarkably small. In a series of longitudinal sections each

about -^jy mm. thick, the heart vesicle covers only ten

sections. Its other dimensions can be gathered from fig. o.

Its posterior wall does not touch the wall of the proboscis.

A similar reduction in the size of the heart is also mentioned

in Stereobalanus (Balanoglossus) Canadensis. The

body of the proboscis skeleton is long, and extends into the

posterior region of the collar ; the chondroid tissue is very

poorly developed. Its posterior limbs reach to the hind end of

the collar. The proboscis pore is placed on the left side of the

median line at the posterior end of the neck of the proboscis.

Collar.—The collar has the usual structure. The dorsal

mesentery is present throughout the whole extent of the

collar, the ventral only in its posterior half. Transverse

muscles arc present in the ventral wall of the periha3mal
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cavities. Peribranchial cavities are absent. The nerve-cord

of the collar does not contain a central cavity, but numerous

small spaces are present in it. The anterior end of the

collar is sunk into a dee]) pit with fokled walls and lying

above the collar-cord. In transverse sections it appears

as a crescentic space lying above, and extending laterally

over the nerve-cord. The pit extends posteriorly more
than half-way into the collar. The collar pores have the

usual structure.

Trunk.—The body-wall is marked, as in other species of

the genus, by the absence of a circular muscle. The longi-

tudinal fibres form a thick band below the epidermis.

Veutrally, on either side of the ventral mesentery, these

fibres are scattered in the body-cavity, and a few are closely

applied to the gut-wall, forming a feeble longitudinal muscu-

lature to it. Radial muscles are well developed between the

outer walls of the branchial pouches and the body-wall; they

are also scantily developed between the dorsal portion of the

gut-wall and the body-wall. In the hypobranchial wall in

the posterior part of the branchial region, outside the base-

ment membrane of the alimentary epithelium, a thin circular

muscular layer, consisting of extremely thin fibres, is visible.

These fibres are also present in the epibranchial region.

They have not been traced round the branchial pouches.

In the branchial system thei'e is a histological detail which

seems worth noting. A similar condition has been described

only in one other Enteropneust, Balanoglossus Kupferi.

The ciliated epithelium, instead of forming a single laj^er of

low cells, consists of a layer of very thin columnar cells wliich

have their numerous minntc nuclei arranged in different

levels. In stained preparations the epithelium shows a

closely-packed mass of coloured dots, and gives a character-

istic appearance to the branchial portion of the alimentary

canal. As in other forms, this epithelium is restricted to the

anterior and posterior faces of the branchial septa and

tongues. The outer wall of the branchial tongue is not

folded into the cavit}' of the tongue.

VOL. 47, PART 1. NEW SERIES, I
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The ovaries reach quite to the anterior end of the branchial

region. Median gonads are not present. The ovary (which

is solid in the young stages) is a hollow sac : in specimens in

which the ova are not fully developed, they are arranged round

the lumen. Certain globular, fat-like bodies of varying sizes

are also found among the ova. The ovary opens by the ovi-

duct to the outside, externally to the branchial pores.

There can be no doubt that the form here described is

different from the three species of the genus described by

Spengel, and from the one described subsequently by

Benham. I dedicate it to one to whom I owe much.

Of the two species of Tornaria found in the Plankton, one

is T. Krohnii and is very common. This has been previously

recorded from the Mediterranean and from the European

and American Coasts of the Atlantic. Glossobalauus
minutus, which occurs here, has also been recorded from

the Mediterranean and from the American Coast of the

Atlantic. This may be a mere coincidence, of course ; but it

may also be that T. Krohnii is the larva of Glossobalanus
minutus.

The other species of Tornaria cannot be identified with any

of those described by Spengel. Figs. 5 and 6 represent the

larva from the ventral and dorsal aspects. It is about

1| mm. long. With the help of Spengel's terminology, this

form may be characterised as follows :—The ventral lobes of

the oral area are shallow and broad, and are secondarily

lobed. The portion of the pre-oral area which lies below

these ventral lobes and to the sides of the mouth is also

encroached upon on its outer side by secondary lobes of the

oral area. The upper dorsal lobes have secondary and

tertiary lobes. Lower dorsal lobes are well developed.

There are no lateral lobes. The ventral saddle of the

postoral area is long and narrow, as in 'J\ agassizi. There

is no secondary perianal ring of cilia. Round patches of

yellowish-brown pigment are found along the course of the

ciliated bands. They are placed on the side of these bands,

turned away from the oi'al area. They are also found along
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tlie perianal band of cilia^ on the side turned towards the

month. A smaller ring of such patches^ often appearing as

slight elevations, is present round the anus. These, no

d(nibt, represent a vestigial secondary perianal ring. These

patches agree in colour with the transversely elongated

patches found on the body of Grlandiceps haekii, and

possibly the larva belongs to this species.

It may be added here that, in his monograph, Spengel

mentions two forms, Ptychodera (Chlamydothorax)
Ceylonica, and Tornaria grenacheri, which were ob-

tained in Ceylon.

Madras
;

October 2nd, 1902.

EXPLANATION OF PLATE 10,

Illustrating Mr. K. Ramunni Menon's paper on " Entero-

pneusta from Madras."

Fig. 1.—Dorsal view of Glandiceps haekii. X 3. The gonads were

sketched from preparations cleared in clove oil.

Fig. 2.—Dolichoglossus bournei. X 6. The gonads were sketched

from clove-oil preparations. Dorsal view.

Fig. 3.—Median longitudinal section of Fig. 2. con.tis. Connective tissue.

pr.ca. Proboscis coelom. d.v.s. Dorso-ventral septum. N.B. The dorso-

ventral muscle-libres ought not to liave been drawn in the anterior portion.

(/I. Glomerulus, bl. sin. Blood-sinus. v. div. Ventral diverticulum of the

proboscidial diverticulum, ep.div. Anterior epidermal pit. c.c. Collar-cord.

sk. Body of the proboscis skeleton, p. h. Perihsenial cavity, h. Heart

vesicle.

Fig. 4.—Transverse section of the branchial region of Fig. 2. d. n. c.

Dorsal nerve-cord, v.n.c. Ventral nerve-cord. g.p. Genital pore. 7'.m.

Radial muscle-libres. br.s. Branchial septum, br.t. Branchial tongue, ov.

Ovary, cm. Circular muscle-Obrcs of gut wall. l.m. Longitudinal muscle.

Fig. 5.—New species of Tornaria. Seen from the ventral aspect, x 40.

The oral area is shaded.

Fig. 6.—New Tornaria, from ihe dorsal side. Oial area shaded.
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On Planktonetta atlantica, Borgert.

By

O. Herbert Fowler, B.A., Ph.D., F.Z.S.

With Plates 11 and 12.

It is now many years ago that Ricliarcl Hertwig ^ founded

the group of Tripylarian Radiolariaus. Since that date

Haeckel " has added enormously to the list of known forms

in his monumental monograph
;
yet but little attention has

been paid to the intimate structure of these curious organ-

isms. As there were several comparatively unbroken and

numerous broken specimens of an unusual Pha^odarian type

among the Plankton which I collected in the Bay of Biscay

on H.M.S. Research, in 1900, it seemed worth while to study

them somewhat more systematically than has usually been

the lot of members of this group.

Dr. Borgert founded the species under the name of

Gazelletta atlantica'^ in 1901, giving a short preliminary

diagnosis and two cuts. Later on, he recognised the generic

differences between Gazelletta and the present form, and

established for it the name Planktonetta atlantica.^

His material, however, was evidently considerably broken,

' K. Hertwig, ' Dei Organisnius der liadiuhuitii,' Jena, 1S7'J, 4lo.

- E. Haeckel, ' Cliall. Rep., Zool.,' " Tlie Kadiolaria."

' ' Nordisclies Plankton, xv : Nordischen Tripjleen-Arten,' von Dr. A.

Borgert, p. 39.

'' Borgert, " Mittbeilungen iiber die Tripjleeu-Ausbeute der Plankton

Expedition," ' Zool. Jalirbiiclien ' (Abtli. Syst.), xvi, 571.
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and in pai'ticalar did not show the characteristic structure

which, for want of a better word, I have termed the " float,"

He was therefore kind enough to give me permission to

describe the animal in detail, a permission for which I beg

here to express my thanks. In the hurry of work at sea these

small and transparent organisms escaped notice ; they were

neither examined alive nor specially prepared for histology.

I can, therefore, only hope that the present bald and incom-

plete description may be supplemented by some one with

leisure and opportunity to study the living material, notably

as regards that bewildering complex, the phteodium.

For purposes of description the organism may be divided

into the shell, with shell-mouth and arms, the float, the

central capsule and intra-capsular contents, and the phseodial

or extra-capsular region.

The aboral region of the shell (figs, 1—3) would be

nearly spherical but for a protrusion in the anterior direction.

It is homogeneous, and bears minute (and, I think, solid)

echinulations. It stains deeply in ha^matoxylin, and appears

to be of the same character as the rest of the skeleton, but

softer and less resistent to the action of strong alkalies and

acids : in raising to alcohols and paraffin it crumples con-

siderably. It is transparent and slightly refractile, and I have

only been able to detect one layer in the aboral region ; as it

nears the mouth, however, it splits into two layers (figs, 4, 8, 9).

The shell- mouth is divisible into three zones ; the most aboral

of these clearly shows two layers, the inner of which is in-

vaginated to form pits, which give it, from outside, a honey-

combed appearance. The next zone above this appears

externally to be homogeneous, and is perforated by a ring of

fine pores, oval or circular, of unequal sizes. The zone of the

lip, like the lowest zone, presents a honeycombed appear-

ance, due, in this case, to lamina) between the two layers

which divide the contained space into irregular polygons,

generally hexagons. The actual lip is highest anteriorly,

lowest posteriorly (fig, 5) ; the actual opening is circuhir (iig,

6), The shell-mouth as a whole is convex or ogival in section,
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the pores being placed at about the most prominent part of

the curve.

From the edge of the lip spring the arms. These are eight

in number ; six of them are arranged as a right, a left, and

an anterior pair, all of which radiate from the lip nearly at

right angles to the longitudinal axis ; there is also an upright

pair, taking origin right and left of the anterior pair, Avhich

lie at first nearly parallel to the long axis. The general

direction of the arms varies in different specimens, apparently

according to the amount of bad usage received in the tow-net

;

but the right and left pairs mostly bend aborally and pos-

teriorly, the anterior pair aborally and outward, the upright

pair anteriorly. The arms vary considerably in length, the

right and left pairs being the longest, the upright and anterior

pairs generally subequal. They are tubular, the cavity being

subdivided by laminre (fig. 7), and exhibit, except at the tip,

two layers,—an outer,'less refractile, which is continuous with

the spines, and an inner, more refractile layer, of which the

laminas form a part. The distribution of the spines is very

irregular, but near the plueodium they seem to be in pairs,

more or less opposite to one another, each pair in a plane at

right angles to its immediate neighbours. Distally the

arrangement is more irregular, and the spines closer together.

Dr. Borgert's specimens appear to have been somewhat more

variable than mine ; I therefore translate his description.^

" At the distal end the arms run out into two to four diverg-

ing branches. These terminal branches are simple or forked,

in other cases with three, four, or even more tines ; in this

respect not only do the arms of the same specimen often show

variations, but even the terminal branches of one and the

same arm may be dissimilarly constructed. The surface of

the arms is beset with racemose lateral spines ; these carry on

their numerous long thread-like branches a terminal circlet

of four, more rarely five, short, thick, backwardly directed

hooks ; a little beyond these the thread carries another whorl

of three to five (generally four) somewhat larger and thinner

^ ' Nordisclies Plankton,' op. cit. supra.
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hooks.'"'' My specimens showed never less than three or more

than four terminal branches. The branching of the lateral

spines seemed always to be regularly dichotomous, and to end

in from eight to thirty-two fine " tuning-forks " (Dr. Borgert's

threads). Of the two whorls of hooks which he figures 1 have

once or twice caught a glimpse in making preparations, but

they have almost invariably been broken away in my speci-

mens.

The internal spines of the region of the shell-mouth are

somewhat complex. In the anterior portion of the mouth,

all the way round, a ring of spines (sp. i) radiates inwards

below the edge of the lip across the circular opening of the

shell; these branch to form a fine meshwork supporting the

extra-capsular protoplasm and plucodium. Tlie posterior

portion of this ring passes over the lip to the outer edge, and

is directed outwards, the spines here being shorter and more

numerous (sp. ii) ; these also branch to form a meshwork

which lies on the Hoat, and, as far as I can ascertain, becomes

actually continuous with it, fastening float to shell. A few

spines, given off from the body of the shell itself (sp. iii) and

from the bases of the most posterior arms i-ight and left, are

similarly inserted on, and help to attach, the float. Spines

from the float itself also ramify into the extra-capsular region

(sp. iv). A meshwork of very hue character takes origin also

from the lowest or pitted zone of the shell-mouth, and ramifies

in and on the diaphragm ; a specially strong bundle of fine

spines belonging to this system, left after treatment with

strong warm acids, is generally to be found on the inner

anterior aspect of the mouth (sp. v). Presunuibly all the

meshworks of the plia3odial region arc continuous with one

another; but as they disappear entirely in cleaning the

skeleton of plueodium by any method that 1 have tried, they

can only be nuidc out by sections and teased pre})arations
;

the sections, at any rate, appear to point to continuity

throughout.

The FLOAT is nearly spherical, but s(-)mewhat llattened or

dinted on the side which faces the pha?odial region ; it is
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hard, brilliantly retractile, and transparent, and is dissolved

by treatment with warm strong- acids. It exhibits over the

greater part of its circumference two layers, both of which

are homogeneous and smooth ; the inner softer, and generally

shrunken in preparation for sections; the outer harder,

splintering before the razor, and retaining its spherical shape.

The inner layer stains deeply with hasmatoxylin ; the outer

does . not stain at all, except centrally where it faces the

phaeodial region; in this part both layers look alike in

sections, and are either intimately connected or fuse in places.

What sometimes in sections resembles a third layer is pro-

bably due merely to the coagulation of the fluid contents of

the float.

If I am right in thinking that the meshwork and lip spines

are actually continuous with the float, then the float is merely

a part of the general skeleton, and presumably has been

evolved from a skeletal meshwork between arms such as

occurs in many Phaeodaria (e. g. the allied Gazelletta), and

may prove perhaps to represent one or more pairs of arms,

arched over and fused at their ends, such as Borgert ^ has

described in species of the allied Medusetta. Wheu the float

has been broken away its loss could not be suspected, as its

connection with the shell is only through very flne spines and

meshwork.

Across the narrowed neck of the shell (flgs. 8, 9) stretches

a circular diaphragm of fibrous character; its edge is thickened,

and the upper part of the thickening is inserted by processes

into the pits of the lowest zone of the shell-mouth below the

pores. Below this lie the intra-capsular protoplasm and

nucleus, enclosed below (aborally) by a lining membrane,

conspicuous in fig. 1 ; the latter becomes greatly folded and

shrunken in preparation for sections (fig. 8), hence my inter-

pretation of the structures present in this region is merely

provisional, in default of fresh or specially preserved material.

We may presume that there exists something internal to

the shell corresponding to the characteristic central capsule

1 ' Noid. Tripyleen-Arlcji,' pp. 35, 3G, ligs. 42, 413.
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of Radiolai'ia. Iii the liuing membrane I can only identify

one layer with certainty, and there is therefore a presumption

that this is the homologue of part of tlie central capsule ; but

it is softer and less refringent, and it stains more deeply than

is usually the case. This lining membrane is clearly traceable

as a thick and deeply stained line as far as the upper angle

of the mass of " intra-capsular '' circumnuclear protoplasm

;

but immediately below the diaphragm it is less stained,

thinner, and more refractile. I incline to regard the dia-

phragm as a complementary thickening of the central

capsule ; in my sections the capsule and diaphragm are never

continuous, yet appear to have been so in life, for while the

upper angle of the thickened edge of the diaphragm is always

tucked neatly into pits of the skeleton (as already mentioned),

the lower angle, of varying length and ragged appearance,

hangs down into the shrinkage space between capsule and

shell [d. i, fig. 8) ; it has every appearance of having been

attached to something, probably to the capsule. While,

therefore, fig. 8 represents the actual topographical relations

seen in longitudinal section, they have been restored in fig. 9

to what 1 believe to have been their true positions and

connections.

The iNTRA-CArsDLAR PEOTOPLASM, as is apparent from the

various figures, lies immediately below the diaphragm, and

has a central aboral swelling due to the nucleus. It is

coarsely granular, and above (orally) but not below the

nucleus is more or less vacuolated. Laterally it is highly

vacuolated, the strands passing outwards to the lining mem-

brane, but there is no trace of such strands having been given

off below the nucleus. On its upper or diaphragnuitic face

it projects in the manner shown in figs. 8, 9, and 10 ; the

projections are laminated, and appear to have been inserted

into the diaphragm, serving to hold the central mass of

protoplasm in place ; they penetrate through the thin refrac-

tile central capsule (fig. 10) ; at their bases the protoplasm is

closer in texture and more finely granular than elsewhere. I
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have seen no trace of oil globules or of the other inclusions so

comujon in some Radiolaria.

At the upper outer angle of the protoplasmic mass, and at

the most anterior point of its circumference (fig. 9), the

protoplasm is close and finely granular; from this point a

bundle of fine tubes, about seventeen to twenty-five in number,

penetrates through the central capsule and diaphragm, and

leads upwards towards a mass of extra-capsular protoplasm,

which is free of phseodial corpuscles. This bundle of tubes

corresponds to poro-arejfi, astropyles, etc., in that it connects

intra-capsular and extra-capsular protoplasm. It is at first

difficult to detect, the whole bundle being only about 11 to 25 ju

across, an individual tube less than 1 /j, but I have found it

in every series of sections. On the other hand, I have failed

to find any further opening in the central capsule, and do

not believe that such exist ; Planktonetta, therefore, would

seem to be Ph^odarian (Haeckel), but not Tripylarian

(Hertwig) , The structure of the nucleus cannot be accurately

determined from specimens indifferently preserved in formalin.

It appears to be bounded by a definite membrane, and to

exhibit numerous large round chromatin granules, with

patches of a more lightly stained plasma. All the nuclei cut

were in one phase, apparently a resting phase.

With regard to the extra-capsular protoi^lasm, a large

irregular mass lies somewhat anteriorly near the ends of the

communicating tubes (fig. 9). Elsewhere it is so closely

packed with phteodial corpuscles and other inclusions as to be

hardly visible in sections. The majority of the phaeodial

corpuscles, as seen in a teased preparation in glycerine, can be

divided into the brown and the clear corpuscles. These

brown corpuscles are fully charged with coarse and fine

granules, crystals (?), etc., to Avhich they owe their colour.

It would seem that some of these corpuscles are excretory,

almost " phagocytic ;
" fig. 12, a, shows one of them containing

an organism which, whether food or parasite, appears to be

a young specimen of the organism drawn in fig, 15 to the

same scale. A similar brown corpuscle in fig. 12, c, contains a
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pyramidal plate of what looks like chitin ; fig. 12, e, shows the

inclusion of flat ragged plates of the same substance, and I

have twice noticed a portion of a Radiolarian or Diatomaceous

skeleton similarly included. Inclusions and coloured granules

alike point to the excretory nature of these brown corpuscles.

They may fairly be compared with the amoeboid fragments of

the excretory splanchnic epithelium found in the coeloni of

many Chaetopoda.

The clear corpuscles are probably of more than one kind.

They often have such a fibrous appearance internally as is

presented by an irregularly wound ball of fine cotton. In

some specimens clear corpuscles without this fibrous look

appear to be undergoing an irregular segmentation (fig-. 13),

the larger ones then appearing to lie inside a fine membrane.

In one specimen, stained and teased in oil of cloves, almost

every corpuscle in the phseodium was more or less morulated

(fig. 14). In the morulte the ends of the spheres are ap-

parently connected with a central mass (fig. 14, e) ; their outer

ends generally are more deeply stained than the inner. It is

possible that this stain is due to something in the nature of a

nucleus. I can make no suggestion as to the nature of these

segmented bodies, which are not plentiful in every specimen.

Other inclusions noticed in the phgeodium were (a) commonly,

spherical, homogeneous, highly refractile, and colourless

bodies
;

(h) rarely, deep brown concentrically laminated

irregular spheres
;

(c) commonly, plates of what looked like

chitin, generally more or less completely folded
;

[d] once, a

minute crustacean mouth-part; (e) very rarely, a fragment

of Diatomaceous or Radiolarian skeleton
; (/) once, what

looked like the primary chamber of a Globigerina; {g) twice,

the organism figured in 12 a and 15. On the whole the

indications of food are curiously infrequent, those of excretion

prominent.

A few words on methods may not be out of place. The

ph8eodiu)n is so opaque that solid preparations are not satis-

factory, but Grenacher's alum carmine yields fair results after

days of immersion in acid alcohol. Borax carmine is unsatis-
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factory from every point of view. For sections, Delafielfl's

hasmatoxylin for three to six hours yields excellent results

alike for skeleton, ph^eodial corpuscles, and protoplasm. As

regards the skeleton, I failed to find anything which would

remove the phseodial corpuscles without also removing the

finer spines and meshwork, after tr3'ing various combinations

of organic and inorganic acids, alkalies, and pepto-hydro-

chloric digestion. HaeckeFs prescription, pure sulphuric

acid with a drop of fuming nitric at 60° C. for an hour or

two, yields beautifully clean preparations of the stronger

parts of the skeleton ; but the float, the lower part of the

shell, the finer spines, and the entire meshwork disappear

under its action.

Summary.

Planktonetta is a Phseodarian Radiolarian possessing in

addition to the ordinary shell of the Medusettidte a hollow

skeletal sphere, larger than the shell, here termed a float.

The body of the shell is of softer nature than its mouth.

The mouth of the shell carries eight spined arms, and gives

origin inwards to a skeletal meshwork across the aperture,

which serves to connect float and shell, and to support the

phaeodial complex. Between the mouth of the shell contain-

ing the extra-capsular protoplasm, and the body of the shell

containing the intra- capsular protoplasm, lies a fibrous dia-

phragm, which may be regarded as a part of the capsule.

The central capsule lines the body of the shell ; it contains

the nucleus and vacuolated protoplasm, the latter attached

by special processes, which perforate the capsule, to the dia-

phragm. A bundle of fine tubes leads from the intra-capsular

to the extra-capsular protoplasm, perforating capsule and

diaphragm. The extra-capsular protoplasm, permeated bj'

the skeletal meshwork, contains the phfeodial corpuscles of

various kinds in vacuoles. Of the structures here described

the float, the diaphragm, and the single bundle of tubes of

communication are unparalleled among Radiolaria.
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EXPLANATION OF PLATES 11 and 12,

Illustrating Dv. G. H. Fowler's paper on " Planktonetta
atlantica, Borgert."

All tlie figures have been drawn with the Abbe camera.

In rigs. 1—3 the spines of the arms liave been omitted.

Pig. 1.—View approximately from the right side and somewhat anteriorly,

the left pair of arms omitted. Below is the shell, containing the central

capsule ; into the latter projects the dark intra-capsular protoplasm, slightly

trefoil-shaped, with two fainter wings, probably produced by the vacuolated

protoplasm (cf. Fig. 9). The shell is narrowest just above this region, and

expands at the mouth, which is largely covered by the dark granular phseodial

or extra-capsular protoplasm and corpuscles. The float lies posteriorly.

X 6-6.

Fig. 2.—From the oral aspect, looking down on the phseodium ; behind

this the outline of the shell body. The float is clearly seen to lie posteriorly.

X 6G.

Fig. 3.—View aborally and slightly anteriorly, the anterior prominence of

the shell body towards the observer, x G'6.

Fig. 4.—Small portion of the mouth of the shell from the outside, showing

the zone of polygons at the lip, the middle smooth zone with pores, the lower

pitted zone passing into the homogeneous shell, two of the spines of which

are also represented, x 140.

Fig. 5.—Mouth of the shell viewed from the posterior aspect, showing the

origin of the arms, all spines and the polygonoid structure omitted, x 32.

Fig. 6.—Mouth of the sliell from above (orally) looking down into the

circular aperture, only some of the long spines (sp. i) remaining, x 48.

Fig. 7.— (t- Low-power view of about two thirds of an arm, the spines

broken, x 3G. b. Termination of an arm, showing the two layers of which

it is composed, and the laniinse which cross its lumen. One lateral spine showing

dichotomous branching into sixteen has been drawn ; for the terminal whorls

of hooks the reader is referred to Dr. Borgert's paper. Of the three terminal

branches of the arm only one has been drawn, with three tines ; the cavity of

the end branches is not continuous with the general lumen of the tul)e.

X 140.

Fig. 8.—Part of an antero- posterior section to siiow the topographical

relations of the dia|)hragm (d.), its free edge (d. i), the thicker lower (c. c. i)

and thinner upper [e.c.'\\) parlsof the central capsule, as actually presented

in sections, x 90.
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Fig. 9.—Semi-diagram malic antero-posteiior section of the body of

Planktonetta atlantica, based on a camera lucida drawing, the central

capsule restored to its supposed connections. The intra-capsular protoplasm,

compact below, slightly vacuolated above, is greatly vacuolated laterally, the

meshes running out to the central capsule ; this lateral protoplasm is appa-

rent also in Fig. 1. Orally the thin central capsule is perforated by the pro-

cesses for attachment to the diaphragm. The diaphragm, which stretches

right across the shell, is thickened at its edge so as to present a triangular

section ; it is inserted above into pits of the shell, and below has been drawn

as if either continuous with or inserted into the central capsule. Near its

anterior border the diaphragm is perforated by a bundle of tubes ; by these

the intra-capsular protoplasm communicates with the anterior mass of extra-

capsular protoplasm which is free from phseodial corpuscles. Through this

mass and through the whole phseodial complex runs the skeletal meshwork

produced by the branching of the various spines. Only portions of this have

been drawn ; it supports the protoplasm, and the phseodial corpuscles lie in

vacuoles in its meshes, x circa 120.

Pig. 10.—A process for attachment of the intra-capsular protoplasm to the

diaphragm, perforating the central capsule, x 520.

Fig. 11.—Portion of the skeletal meshwork of the phaiodium, produced by

the branching of three stouter spines. Slight webs occurring at the more

important nodes have been omitted from the drawing, x 280.

Fig. 12.—Brown corpuscles of the pliaeodium, with various inclusions

(p. 139). X 520.

Fig. 13.—Segmenting varieties of the clear corpuscles of the phaeodium

(p. 140). X 520.

Fig. 14.—Segmented corpuscles of the phseodium from a specimen in

which the majority of corpuscles ranged between stages represented in c and d.

In e are represented three isolated segments from such a morula as d, show-

ing their attachment centrally and the darker stained area peri[)herally.

X 520.

Fig. 15.—Organism from the phseodium. x 520.
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after perusal of the facts which will be recorded in the coming-

pages, that Peripatus guianensis is a new species.

Perhaps, before proceeding to the actual description, it

would not be out of place to refer to the utter uselessness of

much that has been written on the Peripatidag, especially

as regards the colour and dimensions of preserved specimens.

In the first place, observations made on the colour of speci-

mens preserved in either alcohol or formalin have little or

no value. The colouring matter existing in the skin of

the neotropical Peripatid^e is gradually abstracted by the

above-mentioned reagents, and the characteristic markings

and patterns, when such exist, disappear in a few days.

Ultimately the animal becomes quite colourless, the colouring-

matter being dissolved in the preserving liquid, and giving it

a more or less brownish tint. Unfortunately this is only too

true of P. guianensis, which is the subject of the present

paper. After the specimens had been in either spirit or

formalin for a few days the characteristic markings had

disappeared so completely that no one would have suspected

the presence of two distinct species among the specimens in

my possession, unless he took into consideration some character

other than the coloration, although in the living animal the

distinctive markings of P. guianensis were so evident that

the black man who collected the specimens for me Avas able

at a glance to separate the individuals belonging to this

species from those of the other species found in Demerara.

In consequence, I have been forced to the conclusion that

observations made on the coloration of neotropical forms of

the Peripatidfe, to be of any value, must be made on the

living animal.

In the second place it is fashionable, in describing a new
species or in redescribing an old one, to give the exact dimen-

sions of the specimens. The length, depth, and width of the

animal are carefully recorded, and very often tabulated ; the

length of the antenna) and the distance between the succes-

sive pairs of legs are observed with great care, but all to no

purpose, save to show that the author is capable of paying
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minute attention to details, however small and insignificant

they may be. Such measurements are not only useless, but

they are positively harmful^ for they are unconsciously being-

used as characters having considerable specific value, although

it is absolutely clear that from the point of view in question

they are of no importance. To arrive at this conclusion there

is no need but to consider the fact that in any collection

consisting of a fair number of individuals of a particular

species there are specimens the dimensions of which are at

least three times that of the smallest ones, although the latter

are as perfect as the former from the structural point of view.

The dimensions of any individual specimen depend on the

age of the animal at the time it was killed, and consequently

have no specific value. Again, the dimensions of a dead

Peripatus, to a great extent, depend on the method adopted

to kill the animal. Owing to the presence of circular,

longitudinal, and oblique muscles in the body-wall, a Peri-

patus measuring", when alive, about 80 mm. in length, is

capable, at death, of contracting itself to about 50, or even

40 mm. The amount of contraction taking place varies with

the reagent used, as well as with the degree of concentration

of that reagent. Consequently the dimensions of a dead

Peripatus, when giveu in a paper, do not increase the value

of the account, for they have no constant relation to the size

of the living animal, the length, depth, and width of which

vary according to the age of the individual under considera-

tion.

In the third place, whether the legs are long and slender

or short and stumpy, and whether the successive pairs are

situated at a distance from or close to each other, are points

of no importance in a dead specimen ; nevertheless they are

carefully observed and recorded. If the specimen dies

fully extended the chances are that the legs are also fully

extended, and, in consequence, are long and slender, and

placed at a distance from one another ; but if the specimen

dies in a contracted condition the chances are equally in

favour of the legs being contracted, and, in consequence, of
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their being short and stumpy, and placed close to one another.

Hence the facts recorded as to the shape and relative position

of the legs in a dead Pe rip at us have no practical value.

Because the usually recorded facts as to the coloration and the

dimensions of preserved specimens have no value, in the

present paper the reader will look in vain for the facts in

question.

The material to be described in the coming pages was

collected for me by a black man aback of a plantation situated

on the east bank of the river Demerara. The specimens

were collected during the first half of August, 1902, and con-

sisted in all of nine individuals, Avhich were distributed

between the sexes in the ratio of eight females to one male.

This fact is in accordance with the almost invariable rule that

in any collection of Peripatus the females are more numer-

ous than the males.

In looking at this small collection of nine animals the idea

that occurred to me at first was that I had been so fortunate

as to come across the male of Peripatus im-Tliurmi,

which has, up to the present, remained undiscovered ; but on

dissecting one of the specimens I found that the animal being

examined was a female, and I was forced to the conclusion

that I must have discovered a new species. The specimens

were found on more or less swampy ground, under the remains

of rotten leaves and dead tree trunks. Some of them were

kept alive at the museum in a glass-covered box, in which

was placed a quantity of the soil, leaves, and rotten wood
which they usually inhabit. To all this was added enough

water to make the contents of the box as damp as the man
who collected the specimens thought their customary habitat

was, and the result seemed to be a veritable swamp. Speci-

mens belonging to another species collected in the same

locality and under similar circumstances still thrive well in

the artificia swamp described above.
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External Chaeacters.

The Dimensions of the Living Animal.—The greatest

length the male specimen seemed to be capable of, even when
in motion, was about 35 mm. The female specimens seem to

consist of individuals of all ages, ranging from a young one

containing no embryos, and measuring about 30 mm. in

length when in motion, to older ones full of young in differ-

ent stages of development, and measuring", when fully ex-

tended, no less than 80 mm. in length. In proportion to their

length they seem to be stouter than P. im-Thurmi. Their

girth, however, depends to a considerable extent on the state

of development attained by the young which they contain.

In the moving animal the legs are slender, and situated at a

considerable distance from one another, but on contraction of

the animal, either when irritated or at death, both the body

and the appendages shorten and become thicker, and the

spaces between the successive pairs of legs almost disappear

in spite of the fact that in the living animal the width of the

spaces in question is to that of the leg as seven is to five.

This latter fact demonstrates in the most clear way the utter

futility of giving the dimensions of dead specimens, which

are invariably more or less contracted.

The Colour of the Living Animal.—The colour varies

considerably in tint ; nevertheless the pattern is maintained.

On the dorsal aspect the colour is some shade or other of

brown, and on the ventral of grey. The variation occurring

in different individuals is brought about by the presence or

absence of a pinkish constituent, which gives the animals'

colour a warmer or colder tone. The mid-dorsal position is

occupied by a chocolate-coloured line of a decidedly dark

tint, with lozenge-shaped areas roughly corresponding to the

appendages arranged on it. Smaller areas of a similar shape

may be intercalated so as, to some extent, to interfere with

the apparently segmental arrangement of the bigger ones.

On either side of the line in question is found a zigzag one
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much lighter in tint and warmer in tone than either the

median line and its lozenge-shaped areas or the flanks of the

animal. The sides of the animal agree in tint with the median

dorsal line, but become somewhat lighter in the immediate

neighbourhood of the walking appendages. The ventral

surface is grey in colour, but with a pinkish constituent in

some individuals. The spots corresponding to the ventral

organs, and situated mid-ventrally between the appendages,

are always a lighter grey. In the majority of cases the

antenna) are somewhat darker than the dorsal surface. The

darker and lighter areas on the dorsal aspect are produced

by a corresponding diiference in the colour of the papillae,

Avhicli are dark brown in one case and light brown in the

other.

The Skin, with its Ridges and Papillae.—The skin is

thrown into folds or ridges, on which the papillc\3, both

primary and accessory, are situated. In the mid-region of

the body there are about twelve folds to every pair of

appendages. As a rule, seven of these pass uninterruptedly

from the mid-dorsal line over the sides and between the

appendages to the ventral surface. Of the remaining folds,

at least two terminate about halfway between the mid-dorsal

line and the legs, while the other three reach the appendages

and there end. The continuity of the folds is broken at the

mid-dorsal position by a very narroAv and clear line, Svliich is

visible only with the microscope. On either side of the line

in question, in the spaces between the folds, the openings of

the trachcic are situated.

On the dorsal aspect of the head the papilhc present a

diffused arrangement. Around the base of each antenna

they arc arranged in three or four more or less complete

rings, on one of which the eye is situated. 'J'he rings in

question pass between the antenna), and those on either side

are not separated by a row of papilla) passing from the area

on top of the head, on Avhich the papilhe are irregularly

arranged, to a similar area situated on the ventral surface in

front of the mouth.
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On the folds of the skin two kinds of papillce are found

:

first, the primary papillae, large in size, and differentiated to

apical and basal portions ; and secondly, the accessory papillae,

smaller in size and undifferentiated. As a rule, the basal

portion of the primary papillae slopes very gradually, and

has an extensive outline which stretches across the entire

fold (PL 14, figs. 1 and 2) . The basal outline of the primary

papillae is far more distinct near the mid-dorsal line than it

is lower down on the sides where the bases of the papilla)

run into one another. On the limbs the basal portion may
assume an almost cylindrical form. The apical portion when
fully extended is almost invariably cylindrical in shape, and

carries a spine on its top. The basal portion is covered by

short broad scales, but the apical one by long narrow ones.

The accessory papilla) present a considerable amount of

variation, according to the position which they occupy.

Near the mid-dorsal line they stretch across the entire fold,

and, as a rule, only one is found between the primary papilla)

(PI, 14, fig. 1) ; but near the appendages they are small, and

do not cover the fold from side to side, for several of them

occupy the space between the primary papilla) (PL 14, fig. 2).

It seems that the accessory papillae situated on the sides

have been produced by the breaking up of larger ones,

similar to those found in the vicinity of the mid-dorsal line.

The Mouth.—The mouth has the usual shape and posi-

tion, and is surrounded by large papilhc which are yellowish

white in colour. Half a dozen of these papillae form a

horseshoe, situated in front of the mouth, the remainder

being disposed in a ring outside. When the mouth is in a

contracted condition the complete ring seems to be inside,

and the horseshoe outside. The appearance the papilla)

surrounding the mouth present depends on the degree of

contraction.

The Genital Aperture.—This opening is situated be-

tween the penultimate pair of appendages, and is surrounded

by papillce which are slightly enlarged. In some of the

specimens the area round the genital aperture is raised, so
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that the actual opening is placed on top of a conical

elevation.

The Antennae.—Immediately behind the antennse the

papillae on the head are arranged in three or four more or

less complete rings, on the second of whichj counting from in

front, the eye is situated. The base of the antenna, con-

sisting of two segments carrying the usual papillae, is followed

by a third segment, on which the scales are arranged in quite

a simple and unmodified way. The segment in question is

followed by forty-two others similar in character to the first

two. Thus the whole antenna consists of at least forty-five

segments.

The Jaws.—The two blades of the jaws present the same

structure as they do in most neotropical species. The outer

blade has one big tooth, on the inner side of which is situated

a small denticle. The inner blade has a large tooth, on the

inner side of which is a small denticle folloAved by a diastema,

in which a vestige of a second denticle may be seen. A row

of ten or eleven small denticles occurs on the inner side of the

diastema.

The Oral Papillte.—These organs have the same struc-

ture as in other South American forms, and call for no

further remarks.

The Walking Appendages.—The number of walking-

appendages present vary from twenty-four to twenty-eight

pairs. The single male specimen in my possession has only

tAventy-four pairs, one of the females has twenty-seven pairs,

the remaining seven specimens being possessed of twenty-

eight. The appendages carry four spinous pads, and on

those situated in the mid-region of the body there may be

a small remnant of a fifth. Each leg of the last pair has

only two pads, which are somewhat reduced in size. Of the

legs of the penultimate pair each one carries three pads.

The coxal organs are well developed, but in the majority of

cases they arc retracted so as to present the appearance of

grooves. The renal apertures are situated on the inner side

of the coxal organs, with the exception of those of the fourth
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and fifth pairs of legs, on which they are placed between the

third and fourth spinous pads on the top of a papilla (PI. 14,

fig. 5). In the male, sexual papilla3 are found on the anti-

penultimate pair of legs (PI. 14, fig. 6).

The feet present the same general appearance as in the

majority of American species. There are two primary

papillte in front of the distal end of the foot and one behind.

On the ventral aspect of the foot there are two pairs of

elevations, on every one of which there are three spines,

twelve in all, which is the maximum, but not the minimum

number of spines observed on any foot. In the cases in

which there were fewer spines than twelve some of them had

probably been lost.

The number of appendages present in several embryos, in

which all the legs had already appeared, have been counted,

and have been found to vary from twenty-four to twenty-

eight pairs, numbers which represent the extremes found in

the adults. It seems highly probable that specimens with

fewer than twenty-four or with more than twenty-eight pairs

will prove to be rare exceptions in Peripatus guian-

ensis.

Internal Characters.

As far as I have been able to make out from dissection,

the internal anatomy agrees with that of the most typical of

the neotropical species, and there is no need but to point out

that certain organs of importance do exist. The alimentary

tract is quite normal, and is surrounded by the numerous

branches of the slime glands, which extend almost to the

posterior end of the animal. The organs which demand

special notice are those which constitute the male and female

generative systems.

The Male Generative System.—The male generative

organs are quite typical of those of the South American

Peripatidse (PI. 14, fig. 9). The testes are tubular in form,

and are freely suspended in the body-cavity. Each testis
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communicates with a seminal vesicle which is oval in shape,

and debouches into a vas deferens (PI. 14, fig. 9, v. d.). The

right vas deferens passes backwards and, after a short course,

crosses to the left side, passing under the ductus ejacula-

torius in doing so. Having crossed over it unites with its

fellow to form the common duct, which is coiled on the left

side of the intestinal tract, and which ends in the ductus

ejaculatorius (PI. 14, fig. 9,c.j. d.). Fig. 9 on Plate 14 shows

the male generative organs magnified about four times linear,

and considerably displaced to show the parts. The male also

possesses a pair of male accessory glands, which extend as

far forwards as the twenty-first pair of legs (fig. 9, ?h. a. g.).

The Female Generative System.—The female genera-

tive organs are typical of those of the species found in South

America (PL 14, figs. 10 and 11). The ovary is small, and is

attached to the fioor of the pericardium in the region of the

twenty-fifth pair of legs in specimens jDossessing twenty- eight

pairs (fig. 10). The ova are small and endogenous. There is

a pair of receptacula ovorum, the end sacs of which are

small, and communicate with the funnel by a constricted neck

(PL 14, fig. 11, re.o.). The receptacula seminis are well

developed, oval in shape, and may be easily seen with the

naked eye (tig. 11, re.s.). The uteri pass forward so us to

form two ascending limbs, which on turning back form the

descending ones, which end in an extremely short vagina

(fig. 10, ut.). In the pregnant female the uteri contain

embryos in all stages of development, ranging from the

segmentation stages to young individuals possessing all the

characters of the adult, save that they arc lighter in colour.

Summary or Characters.

1. Six of the females are larger in size than the male.

2. The male specimen has twenty-four pairs of appendages.

3. One female has twenty-seven pairs of appendages, while

the other seven luivo twenty-eight.

4. The renal apertures of tlie fourth and fit'tli pairs of legs
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are placed on top of a papilla situated between the third and

fourth spinous pads.

5. The papilla) situated near the mid-dorsal line are large,

and stand on a base line which is almost rectangular.

Principal papilla) alternate almost regularly with accessory

papilla). On the flanks the latter become broken up into

several small ones, which occupy the spaces between the

primary papilla^.

6. The female is possessed of receptacula seminis and

ovorum.

7. The ova are small, devoid of yolk, and endogenous.

8. The embryos in the uteri are in successive stages of

development.

9. The male has an elongated common duct, and on the

twenty-second pair of legs has two pairs of sexual papillae.

lU. The outer blade of the jaw has one accessory tooth.

11. The inner blade of the jaw has one accessory tooth,

followed by a diastema and a row of ten or eleven denticles.

Concluding Remaeks.

On referring to Mr. k5edgwick\s monograph on the Peri-

patidas we find that he examined fourteen specimens col-

lected by Mr. Sclater in the Pomeroon. Of these fourteen

specimens he states that seven had thirty pairs of appendages,

six had thirty-one, and one had twenty-seven. Out of

thirteen embryos examined seven had thirty pairs and six

had thirty-one. Of the four embryos taken from the one

with twenty-seven pairs, three had twenty-seven and one had

twenty-eight. In a foot-note, though not regarding it as

probable, Mr. Sedgwick admits that the specimens with thirty

pairs may be specifically distinct from those with twenty-

seven and those Avith thirty-one.^ In consequence of this

uncertainty ho included all the specimens under one specific

1 "A Monograpli oil tlie Speciesand Distribution of the Genus Peripatus

(Guildiug)," 'Quart. Journ. Micr. Sci.,' vol. xxviii, N.S., pp. 431—494

pis. 34-40.
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name, Demeraranus, though Mr. Sclater had previously

given the same specimens (in part, at least) the name im-

Thurmi.^ If Mr. Sedgwick had followed a middle course,

and had arrived at the conclusion that he had two species

among the fourteen specimens which he examined, it would

seem that he would have been nearer the truth than he was

in the supposition that he might have three, or in the con-

clusion which he adopted, that he had only one. This view

is supported by the following facts :—In the first place, out

of the specimens possessing thirty or thirty-one pairs of

appendages, Mr. Sedgwick obtained embryos with either

thirty or thirty-one pairs, but out of the one with twenty-

seven pairs he took embryos with either twenty-seven or

twenty-eight pairs. In the second place, Mr. Sedgwick

counted the number of appendages in no less than thirty-one

specimens, both embryos and adults, and yet not a single

specimen was found possessing twenty-nine pairs, which is a

very curious fact if all the specimens belonged to one species.

In the third place, all the fourteen specimens examined by

Mr. Sedgwick were females, and consequently not likely to

belong to one species. If the specimen with twenty-seven

pairs of appendages had been a male, Mr. Sedgwick's view

that he had only one species would not have been so im-

probable, as the males often have fewer appendages than the

females. It may be fairly concluded that Mr. Sedgwick had

among his fourteen specimens the representatives of two

species ; and, further, it is possible that if he had been writing

his monograph to-day, instead of twenty years ago, he would

have adopted a different view.

M. Bouvier,^ in his review of the American Peripatida3,

does not raise the question here considered, and adopts Mr.

Sclater's name (im-Tliurmi) in preference to that of Mr.

Sedgwick (Demeraranus).

' "On tlie Early Stages of the Development, of a South Ameiiran Species

of Peripatus," 'Quart. Journ. Micr. Sci.,' vol. xxviii, pp. 343—361,

pi. U.
* 'Ann. de la Soo. Eutoiuol. do France,' vol. Ixviii, 1899, pis. li— vii.
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That there are two species of Per ipatns inhabiting- the

east bank of the river Demerara is an indubitable fact

;

namely, P. guianensis, with from twenty-fonr to twenty-

eight pairs of Avalking appendages, and another species with

thirty-one or thirty-two pairs. No males of the latter species

having been discovered, it is impossible to say how many

pairs of appendages they possess, but as regards the females

it may be stated that, on an average, five out of every six

have thirty-one pairs, tlie remaining one being provided with

thirty-two. Although over sixty specimens were examined,

the majority of which were young, born in captivity, not one

of them was possessed of only thirty pairs of legs. If it be

taken as proved that there are two species inhabiting the

Pomei'oon, the question whether these two species are respec-

tively the same as those found on the east bank of the river

Demerara immediately suggests itself.

In the first place, do the specimens with thirty-one or

thirty-two pairs of appendages from the Demerara belong to

the same species as those with thirty or thirty-one pairs

brought from the Pomeroon and examined by Mr. Sclater and

by Mr. Sedgwick ? This is a most difficult question to answer,

as at present I have no material in hand from the Pomeroon.

On the one hand, if we judge from the descriptions and

fiofures ofiven of P. im-Thurmi, we should have no hesitation

whatever in answering this question in the affirmative ; but,

on the other hand, we must take into consideration the very

significant fact of the discrepancy in the number of append-

ages. Among thirteen specimens of P. im-Thurmi exa-

mined by Mr. Sedgwick, seven had only thirty pairs of

appendages, six had thirty-one, but none had thirty-two.

Among sixty specimens from the Demerara examined by me
fifty had thirty-one pairs of appendages, ten had thirty-two,

but none had only thirty. In my opinion the complete lack

of specimens with only thirty pairs of appendages from the

Demerara, and of any with thirty-two pairs from the Pomeroon,

are most significant facts, and incline me to believe that the

animals under consideration form two distinct species.
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In the second place, do the specimens with from twenty-

four to twenty-eight pairs of appendages (P. gnianensis)

from tlie Demerara belong to the same species as the

individual Avith twenty-seven pairs from the Pomeroon

referred by Mr. Sedgwick to V. d em era ran us (P. im-

Thurmi, Sclater) ? Although the supposition that the

material from these two localities mentioned in the above

question belongs to the same species seems legitimate, I do

not consider it very probable. In discussing this question it

should be remembered that Mr. Sedgwick saw Mr. Sclater's

specimens alive, opened them, and took the embryos out of

them; and although he was "unable to mnke a detailed

examination of them in the fresh state," I am fully convinced

that if the individual possessing only twenty- seven pairs of

appendages had displayed the same characteristic markings

as P. gnianensis does, he would have immediately detected

the difference between it and the remaining nineteen speci-

mens of the collection in question. The most likely view

seems to be that Mr. Sedgwick examined two species which

could not be distinguished from each other with the naked

eye, unless the appendages were counted a feature, to which,

at that time, no great importance was attached. It is un-

fortunate that so little is known of the structure of the

specimen possessing twenty-seven pairs of appendages from

the Pomeroon, and the only correct attitude, until a further

supply from that district shall have been collected, is to

suspend judgment. Owing to this uncertaintj^ I prefer using

a new name, gnianensis, to adopting the invalidated one,

demeraranus, for the new species described in the present

paper.
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EXPLANATION OP PLATES 13 & 14,

Illustratmg Mr. Ricliard Evans' paper on "Peripatns
g-nianensis (sp. nov.)/'

Refeeence Letters,

ej.d. Ejaculatory duct, m.a.g. Male accessory gland, m.d.l. Mid-

dorsalliue. ov. Ovary, p.p. Primary papilla, re.o. Receptaculum ovoriim.

re. s. Receptaculum seminis. s. p. Secondary papilla. ta. Testis. n(.

Uterus, r. d. Vas deferens, v. s. Vesicula seminalis.

PLATE 13.

The figure on this plate represents one of the biggest of the female

specimens. It measured about 80 mm. in length when in motion.

PLATE 14.

Fig. 1.—This figure represents a portion of the skin situated on either side

of the clear line which occupies the mid-dorsal position. The large primary

papillae [p.p.] alternate with tiie almost equally large secondary papillae {s.p.).

The apical piece of the primary papillae is not represented. Note the tracheal

openings situated on either side of the clear line and between the folds of the

skin.

Fig. 2.—This figure represents a portion of Ihe skin from a position close

to one of the appendages. The primary papillae [p.p.] lack the sharp basal

outline of those shown in the first figure, and the secondary papillae {s. p.) are

far more numerous and smaller than those shown in the first figure, a result

brought about probably by the breaking up of the latter.

Fig. 3.—This figure illustrates the inner blade of the jaw.

Fig. 4.—This figure illustrates the outer blade of the jaw.

Fig. 5.—This figure represents the fourth leg of the left side. Note the

position of the renal papilla between the third and fourth spinous pads, and

that it is quite clear of both of them.

Fig. 6.—This figure represents the twenty-second walking appendage on

the right side of the male type specimen. Note the two large sexual papillae

situated on the postero-ventral aspect of the proximal end.

The fifth and sixth figures should be compared, because they incidentally
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happen to illustrate the difference in appearance existing between a contracted

and a non-contracted appendage,

Pjg. 7.—Tills figure shows the structure of the foot. There are two

primary papillae on the anterior aspect, but only one on the posterior. On

the ventral aspect there are two pairs of elevations, every elevation carrying

three spines, which is the maximum number that was observed.

Fig. 8.—This figure shows a primary papilla from a position midway

between the appendages and the mid-dorsal line.

Fig. 9.—This figure represents the posterior end of the male type specimen

dissected from the ventral surface. It shows the male generative system,

consisting of two tubular testes {(s.), two oval-shaped vesicula; seminales

{v. s.), two short vasa deferentia (v. d.), and a long and coiled ejaculatory duct

{ej. d.), together with a pair of male accessory glands (m. a. g.).

Fig. 10.—This figure represents the posterior end of the female type

specimen dissected from the ventral surface. It shows the female generative

organs, consisting of an elongated ovary attached to the floor of the peri-

cardium by a fine cord, receptacula seminis and ovorum, and two uteri [id.),

which contain young in different stages of development.

Fig. 11.—This figure illustrates the ovary {ov), the receptacula ovorum

{re. 0.), the receptacula seminis {re. s.), and the commencement of the uteri

(«/.) of the female.
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Observations on Ovarian Ova and Follicles in

Certain Teleostean and Elasmobranch Fishes.

By

William Wallace, U,Sc.

With Plates 15-17.

Introduction.

The ovaries of certain species of Teleostean and Elasmo-

branch fishes were examined with particular reference to the

following points :

(1) Post-embryonic origin of ova and follicular epithelium.

(2) Yolk nuclei and their significance.

(3) Egg-membranes and follicular epithelium.

(4) Histology of egg-absorption.

(5) Structural changes in ruptured follicles.

Before proceeding to consider these points in order, I shall

give— (ft) a brief general description of the peculiar ovary of

Zoarces, based mainly on Stuhlmann's paper (1887) ;
[b)

some data bearing on the rate of growth and comparative

fecundity of this species.

(ft) Ovary of Zoarces.

Our knowledge of the anatomy, histology^ and physiology

of the ovary of Zoarces is due chiefly to Forchammer

(1819), Rathke (1824 and 1833), and Stulilmann (1887).

VOL. 47, PART 2.—NEW SERIES. L
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The ovary of this species is of especial interest owing to

the fact that it functions during about five months of every

year of the adult animal's life as a uterus. lu only one

other "British" Teleostean, viz. Sebastes marinus, the

Norway haddock, does a gestation of the young take place.

The latter species is obtained by trawlers in rather deep

water in the northern portion of the North Sea. Zoarces,

on the other hand, is essentially a shore fish, commonly

found in tidal pools, and apparently not going much beyond

the laminarian region at any time. These two British vivi-

parous fishes are not at all closely related. Sebastes is a

Scorpsenoid, whereas Zoarces, while usually regarded as a

blenny (vivipai'ous blenny), has recently been relegated by

Gill to the Anacanthine family, the Lycodida?, and is clas-

sified accordingly in 'The Scandinavian Fishes' (1893).

The ovary of Zoarces is a single oval bag suspended by

the mesovarium to the dorsal wall of the abdominal cavity.

In the " resting " condition the organ is confined to the

hinder third or so of this cavity. The oviduct is very short,

and opens, in the adult, just behind the anus. When full of

young the ovary extends forward in and almost fills the

body-cavity, greatly distending the abdomen. The number

of young of one gestation varies, generally speaking, from

two or three to over a hundred,^ in correspondence with the

size and age of the mother. Although some amount of

variation, local and individual, in the breeding season seems

to obtain in Zoarces, there can be no doubt that the species

as a whole breeds only once in the year, and bears its young

in the depth of winter, as Willoughby observed.- The eggs

are fertilised in August or September, and the young are born

during the months of December, January, and February.

At birth the young fishes are about 5 cm. or two inches long,

and in general resemble the parent.

' Four hundred (Stulilmaiui, 1887).

' See on tins point Bainbcke (1888), 'The Scandinavian Fibhes,' part ii,

p. 606; Mcintosh and Masternian (1897), p. '218; ' Couch's Fishes,' vol. ii,

p. 240,
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Teleostean fishes have, as a rule, a pair of ovaries, and the

single ovary of Zoarces h.as been shown by Jungersen

(1889) to be the outcome of the fusion of paired priniordia

in the embryo. The testes are also paired in the embryo,

and this condition is retained in the adult. Stuhlmann has

described the arrangement of the ova on the internal surface

of the ovarian wall. The eggs are not studded uniformly

over the entire inner surface, but are limited to certain

roughly longitudinal tracks, corresponding to low longi-

tudinal lamellae in the embryonic ovary. These lamellae,

which are conspicuous structures in many Teleostean ovaries,

arc suppressed in Zoarces^ and are not obvious in the adult

gland. The larger ova, however, instead of being sunk in

the substance of the ovarian wall, are singly contained in

vesicles or pouches which project from tlie wall of the ovary

into its cavity. Each ovigerous pouch is a simple outgrowth

of a portion of the wall, and its enlargement keeps pace with

the growth of the contained ovum. The pouches which

contain ripe or nearly ripe eggs are large pear-shaped

vesicles about 4 mm. long and about 3 mm. broad. On the

wide distal end of each is a cup-shaped depression, lined

with a peculiarly modified epithelium. The epithelium

consists of tailed cells, the tails resting on a basement

membrane.

In the walls of each pouch is a network of blood-vessels.

The vascular supply of these structures and its development

have been described in detail by Stuhlmann (1887). It is

important to observe that these ovigerous pouches are

morphologically quite distinct from the ovigerous lamelhe
of other Teleosteans.

Ovigerous lame lite are longitudinal or transverse folds

of the ovarian wall, and bear the germinal epithelium on

their free margins (pipe-fishes) and often on their faces.

Each lamella produces a great number of ova. In Zoarces,

however, the lamella) are suppressed, but each egg, as it

grows, becomes carried out on a separate papilla of the

ovarian wall. Not until the egg has attained a certain size
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does it project beyond the general internal surface of the

ovary. After the follicles in the ovigerous pouches have

ruptured, and the ripe eggs have escaped, the pouches

become drawn out into long clavate villi, whilst their

vascular and connective tissues undergo considerable hyper-

trophy. The walls of the ovary at this time are hypera3mic,

and the cavity contains an albuminous fluid. Red as well as

white blood-corpuscles are present in this fluid, the former in

great numbei's. From these facts Stuhlmann inferred that,

at the beginning of each gestation, the ovary passes into an

inflamed condition, as a result of which an exudation from

the blood of a nutritious albuniinous fluid and a diapedesis of

red blood-corpuscles takes place. The exciting cause of the

inflammation is the retention in the ovary of the eggs and

embryos, Avhich then act as foreign bodies. In this way
inflammation, which in general is a pathological pheno-

menon accompanying some specific disease, has, in the case

of the ovary of Zoarces, become a normal periodic pheno-

menon, on the occurrence of which the maintenance of the

species depends.

As to the function, if any, of the red blood-corpuscles in

the metabolism of the foetuses, Stuhlmann considers that the

latter derive the oxygen for respiration from them. The

corpuscles pass along with the nutritious albuminous fluid
,

into the alimentary canal of the fcetus, and while, in Stuhl-

mann's judgment, the fluid is absorbed in the short small

intestine, the red corpuscles are disintegrated in the

enormously hypertrophied terminal portion of the gut, the

rectum or '*end-darm." The oxygen thus set free from the

corpuscles is taken up by the blood-vessels in the walls of

the rectum. This portion of the gut, therefore, functions as

a kind of I'espiratory organ (!) (Stuhlmann, p. 42).

The histology of the general wall of the ovary is as

follows:—The outermost layer is a single one of flat peri-

toneal epithelium. Next is a relatively thick coat of smooth

muscles. In this layer run arterial blood-vessels, and also

lymph-spaces lined with endothelium. The lymph-cavities
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increase in size towards the inside of the ovarian wall. On
account of the great development of these spaces the

muscular coat is only attached by occasional strands to a

relatively thin layer of stroma, containing venous blood-

vessels and developing ova, that underlies the germinal

epithelium.

(h) On the Reproduction of Zoarces viviparus.

There are given below, in tabular form, some particulars

as to the rate of growth, age at first maturity, numbers of

progeny, and relative numbers and size of the sexes of this

species.

From Table I it is evident that at least some individuals

attain sexual maturity at the end of their second year, dating

from hatching (September).

Table I.
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In Table II tlie numbers of young, corresponding" to a

given length of parent, are compared in three localities. The
numbers for Ostend and Kiel are taken from the papers of

Bambeke (1888) and Stuhlmann (1887) respectively. Since

the breeding season apparently synchronises at these three

localities, the length measurements given are compai'able.

Well-mai-ked local and possibly racial differences in respect

of fecundity ai'e apparent on inspecting this table. The
average numbers of young', corresponding to a given length,

are roughly about double at Ostend what they are at St.

Andrews.

Table III gives the numbers and sizes of the sexes in a

collection of adults, all of which were obtained at St.

Andrews. The results confirm A\'^illoughby's statement

(Couch, p. 240) that ^^ the males of this species are smaller in

number than the females and of inferior size."

Table IV.

Leiigtli of

niotlier.
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Tnent and degrees of ripeness. Observations were also made,

mainly at Plymouth, on ovaries of the following species :

—

Pleuronectes platessa, P. limanda, Sy gnathns acus,

Zeus faber, Salmo tratta, Spinax niger, and Chimasra

monstrosa.^

Methods.—Only preserved material was employed in this

research. The ovaries of Zoarces were, for the most part,

fixed in Bles's fluid—a mixture of alcohol, formol, and acetic

acid. The stains then used were borax carmine—either

alone or in conjunction with picro-nigrosin—and htemalum

and eosin. Other material of Zoarces, after fixation in

Hermann's platino-aceto-osmic mixture, was stained with

thionin. Cytoplasmic and nuclear structures are brought out

very sharply by stains after fixation in Bles's fluid.

The ovaries of Spinax and Chima?ra were fixed in Bles's

fluid, and stained either with borax-carmine and picro-nigrosin

or with Heidenhain's iron-hsematoxylin (long process) and

orange G. The latter combination gave by far the most

satisfactory results of any 1 have tried, Mann's methyl blue-

eosin (1893) was also tried. By this method the red blood-

corpuscles and the nucleoli of the germinal vesicle are the

only structures to retain the eosin ; the rest, nuclear reticu-

lum, lanthanin, cytoplasm, etc., are all in various shades of

blue and green. This result is rather surprising in view of

Carnoy and Lebrun's conclusions ('La Celkile,' xii, xiv, xvi)

in regard to the chemical nature of these nucleoli. These

investigators hold it as proved that the nucleoli of the

germinal vesicle in amphibians and fishes are parts of the

chromatin or nuclein element. Since they contain a high

of St. Andrews. I have to thank Prof. Mcintosh for suggesting the subject

and for the khidly interest he took in the work.

While at Plymouth I held an 1851 Exhibition Research Scliolarsiiip. My
thanks are due to the authorities of the Biological Station for granting me

accommodation and ample supplies of material and reagents. 1 am under

especial obligations to the Director, Dr. Allen.

' Por the ovaries of Spinax and Cliimttra I am much indebted to Mr.

R. C. Punnett.
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perceutage of nucleic acid they stain witli methyl green,

the crucial test for chromatin. Methyl green is a notoriously

difficult reagent to work with, and I was not successful in

getting the nucleoli of teleostean ova to stain with it. With

safranin, however^ which is usually cited as a typical basic or

chromatin dye, one can get the nucleoli to stain deeply or

even exclusively if the washing-out process has gone far

enough. The fact that the same nucleoli which show so

decided a basophile or acid reaction when treated with

methyl green or safranin are equally or even more prone

to stain with eosin, a dye which is supposed to have quite

opposite affinities, is not very easy to understand. The red

blood-corpuscles are regarded as pre-eminently eosinophilous

or acidophilous bodies. If, then, the reaction to eosin of

these bodies can be used as a standard of comparison, then

it is clear that the nucleoli of the germinal vesicle arc

sti'ongly acidophilous, i.e. basic structures containing a high

percentage of albumen or low percentage of phosphorus.

We are thus led to contradictory i^esults. One conclusion

to be drawn from all this is that it is not always safe to

make deductions in regard to the chemical nature of the

various structures of the cell from a study of differentially

stained sections of material which has been fixed in the

ordinary liquids. If, on the other hand, we may rely on

Mann's methyl blue-eosin method, the staining reactions

certainly point to this. The microsomes of the germinal

vesicle as they grow and become transformed into karj'O-

somes or nucleoli undergo a chemical change, losing phos-

phorus or acquiring a larger proportion of albumen. Thus

the change from blue to red is accounted for.

1. Post-embryonic Origin of Ova and Follicular

Epithelium.

In foetuses of Zoarces 30 mm. long all the sex cells in the

ovary were equal in size, and in a state of active karyokinetic
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division ; none of the ova had as yet entered upon their

period of growth. In embryos 45 mm. long, however,

permanent ova as large as '08 mm. in diameter were present.

IMiese ova had evidently been growing for some time, so that

it is fair to assume that the ova for the first reproductive

period commence to grow in the ovary of the foetal fish when

the latter is between 30 mm. and 40 mm. long.

Observations mentioned above indicate that these first

formed oogonia, or more correctly a certain proportion of them,

ripen within two years, because certain if not all individuals

of this species are mature at the end of their second year.

In post-embryonic ovaries of Zoarces oogonia are found

either singly in the epithelium or collected into '^ nests" just

below the epithelium. Such '^ nests" were found in ovaries

of adolescent and adult females in the months of February,

May, June, July, August, September, and October. In the

month last named embryos were present in the ovary.

The oogonia and developing oocytes in Zoarces are

localised in certain roughly longitudinal tracts of the inner

surface of the ovary, " ovigcrous lamellse," found in so many

other teleosteans, being in this species suppressed. There is

no obvious difference, in regard to the histological characters

of the cells, between the epithelium covering the ovigerous

tracts and that overlying the intermediate barren areas.

Where oogonia occur singly they are always found in the

epithelium intercalated between the ordinary cells of this

layer. At this stage the sex cells do not differ, so far as

could be made out, from the epithelial cells, except in being

slightly larger and rounded. The fact that the youngest sex

cells (oogonia), when they occur singly, are never or rarely

found anywhere but in the epithelium appears significant.

On the hypothesis that the sex cells are formed once for all

in the embryo, and never do novo in the ovary, one would

expect occasionally to find single oogonia in the subjacent

stroma, since, if these special cells are simpl}' stored up in

the ovary, there is no apparent reason why they should

always be confined to the epithelium.
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Wlien we do find oogonia in the stroma they are ag'gregated

into roundish balls, " nests " of karyokinetically dividing

cells (figs. 1—5, 14, 15) J
in direct connection with the

epithelium. From their compact rounded form the balls of

oogonia have evidently been produced by the repeated

division of a single mother cell. Further, the mother cell

must have been situated in or just under the epithelium.

One may, in fact, find all stages, from a single oogonium

dividing into two whilst in the epithelium, to subepithelial

collections of such, the "nests " just mentioned.

Closely wedged in amongst the oogonia of snch a nest

(fig. 1) are a number of small deeply staining nuclei. Some

of these will form the follicular epithelium of subsequently

developed oocytes (figs. 2, o). The origin of these interstitial

cells is somewhat difficult to make out. The nuclei of these

cells are, on the whole, more like those of the ovarian epi-

thelium than like the nuclei which occur in the stroma.

Their chromatin, for one thing, is more pronounced. Figs.

4, 5, which represent portions of a section of a maturing

ovary (February), show two '^ nests " formed entirely of

follicular epithelial cells. The conditions here are very sug-

gestive of an inward proliferation of cells of the ovarian

epithelium. The absence of oogonia or oocytes in these

particular "nests" may be accounted for by assuming either

that the ova which were originally present have degenerated,

or that none were formed, the proliferation inwards of the

ovarian epithelium not being associated, as normally, with a

transformation of certain elements into oogonia.

As to whether a fusion of oogonia normally occurs in connec-

tion with the formation of a permanent ovum or oocyte, I am
inclined to think that this does take place, but that it does

not involve the whole contents of a nest. The oogonia of a

nest do not all fuse together to form a syncytium in which the

nuclei multiply without corresponding division of the proto-

plasm, and from which a permanent ovum is subsequently

separated in the manner described by Semper (1875) and

Balfour (1878) in Elasmobranchs. Fig. 2 represents two
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permanent ova developing in a single nest. In fig. 3 an

ovum, further advanced, is showu. There can have been no

extensive fusion here, since the permanent ova are still very

small, while the outlines of the surplus oogonia are quite

sharp and distinct. There was, however, frequently seen a

fusion of oogonia with developing oocytes at a still earlier

stage than that figured, before the formation of the follicular

epithelium, and it is highly probable that the ovum passes

through a sort of amoeba stage, during which it ingests

neighbouring oogonia, and grows in size at their expense.

There was also observed a breaking down and fusion together

of surplus oogonia in a nest to form a deeply staining granu-

lar mass, in which the original constituents are more or less

entirely obliterated. Degenerate masses of this nature were

sometimes, but not always, seen on the outside of a develop-

ing oocyte, somewhat flattened out between the latter and

the epithelium. Sometimes, then, if not always, the unsuc-

cessful oogonia go to the ground.

As to the nourishment of the developing oocyte, it seems

probable after a very brief amoeba stage is passed thi'ougli,

that this is supplied by the lymph through the follicular

cells. As we have seen, the follicular epithelium is very

early formed around the oocyte (fig. 2), and the success-

ful ovum commonly occupies the deepest position in a nest

(fig. 3) nearest the source of nutriment. Soon, by the dis-

appearance of the unsuccessful oogonia, the oocyte comes

to be surrounded on all sides but the outside by a lymph

space, from which it is separated only by the follicular

epithelium and a single layer of endothelium. A theca

folliculi with blood-vessels is not formed until considerably

later.

The above-recorded observations do not altogether bear

out the views of Jungersen (1889), who has studied the origin

of the ova in Zoarces and other forms. Jungersen found

sex cells already differentiated in embryos of Zoarces 2 mm.
long in which the blastopore was still open. He, and also

Eigenmann (189G), have discarded tlie old notion of a
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" germinal epithelium/^—that is to say^an epithelium covering

or (Teleostei) lining the ovary, and possessing the theoretically

unlimited power of giving rise to new oogonia by the trans-

formation of certain of its cells in a way described by Balfour

(1878) and many others. Jungersen, then, considers that

ova are never formed de novo from the epithelial cells,

neither does he derive the follicular epithelium from this

layer, but from the stroma. An identical opinion is expressed

by Eigenmann, who says, " There is no doubt concerning

the continuity of the reproductive cells in Cy matogaster

;

they may be followed from very early conditions till sexual

maturity without once losing their identity. No somatic cells

are ever transformed into reproductive cells, and the com-

parative constancy of the latter up to 7 mm. makes it probable

that none are ever changed into any other structures."

The earlier accounts of the ova and follicular epithelium in

Teleosteans differ, in some respects, from my own observations.

Thus Brock (1881) thinks that the nests of primitive ova in

Perca are formed by an immigration into the stroma of

epithelial cells. He found in a nest all transitions from

epithelial cells to the smallest primitive ova. Kollessuikov

(1878) had previously described and figured for Perca an

actual invagination of epithelium to form a " nest " after the

manner of formation of a Pfliiger's tube in the mammalian

ovary. In figs. 4 and 5 of the present paper a similar

appearance is presented. Emery (1880) states that in

Fierasf er the ovum originates from the germinal epithelium,

and he figures a row of cells in the epithelium showing transi-

tion stages from ordinary epithelial cells to oogonia. He
does not describe the formation of nests, nor is he able to say

much as to the origin of the follicular epithelium. Stuhlnianu

(1887) says that in Zoarces the ova are formed from certain

cells of the ovarian epithelium which sink into the stroma

accompanied by neighbouring cells, and that the latter give

rise to the follicular epithelium. Stuhlmann does not appear

to have noticed particularly the formation of nests.

The evidence on this head at present available would seem to
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point to the following as the most probable mode of formation

of the ova and follicular epithelium in teleostean fishes. Ova
and follicular epithelium have a commou origin in the ovarian

epithelium. The whole nest appears to arise by division of a

single mother cell, some of the elements giving rise to oogonia,

others to follicular ceils. The successful oogonium ingests

its immediate neighbours, and thereby increases to a certain

size. Very early, however, the oocyte is surrounded by a

complete follicular epithelium, the cells of which secrete fluid

nutriment derived from the lymph. After formation of a

permanent ovum and its follicular epithelium the surplus

oogonia and follicular cells go to the ground.

2. Yolk Nuclei.

A "yolk nucleus" of the type often noticed in invertebrate

eggs,^ and described particularly by Bambeke (1898) for

Pholcus phalangoides, and by Calkins (1895) and Foot

(1896) for earthworms, was met with in Zoarces. The

complete history of this body in fishes does not appear

to have been elucidated, although one finds allusions to

an inner perinuclear zone of dark protoplasm by Scharlf

(1887), to numerous "Dotterkerncn " in the cytoplasm of the

egg of Zoarces by Stuhlmann (1887), to deeply staining

granules "like nucleoli" outside the nucleus by Fulton

(1898), etc. The body has been confounded and connected

Avith another and quite distinct structure, the " centro-

sphere." It is to the latter, in fishes' eggs, that the name
'^vitelline nucleus" or "yolk nucleus " is usually but erro-

neously applied.

Figs. 6— lo and 37 illustrate the history of the true yolk

^ Miss R. M. Clark, workiiij^ at I'lymoiitli, has kindly drawn my attention

to the occurrence of a yolk nucleus of this type in the oocytes of F lust roll a

hispida. Her preparations and figures of developing ova show very clearly

the same succession of appearances as 1 have figured and described for

Zoarces.
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nucleus. The first eight figures are drawn from ova of

Zoarces, figs. 35, oG from ova of Sygnathus_, and fig. 37

from an egg of Zeus faber, the John Dory.

On its first appearance the yolk nucleus has the form of a

cap of deeply staining substance applied to one side of the

germinal vesicle. At this stage (fig. 6) it is very dense,

almost homogeneous, and stains brightly with carmine. The

yolk nucleus also stains deeply with hematoxylin and with

methyl blue. As the egg grows the yolk nucleus becomes

detached from the germinal vesicle, granular protoplasm

intervening between the two (fig. 13). Vacuoles can now be

seen in the yolk nucleus. With the further growth of the

egg the following changes, as seen in figs. 7—13 and fig. 37,

take place:— (a) The yolk nucleus gradually moves away
from the germinal vesicle towards the periphery of the egg.

{h) As it does so it alters its form, changing from a hemi-

spherical or nearly hemispherical mass to a completely

spherical shell, forming a distinct zone in the cytoplasm,

(c) The yolk nucleus acquires a spongy structure, which

gradually opens out during development. Later, the coarse

threads of the sponge-work become disconnected with one

anothei'. The yolk nucleus breaks up into small pieces (fig.

10), the small pieces disintegrate into granules. Finally,

amongst the dissolving granules are found the first minute

oil drops (figs. 12, 37). {d) As the j^olk nucleus moves away
from the germinal vesicle it loses staining power, approxi-

mating more and more to the tone of the surrounding

cytoplasm.

The changes in the yolk nucleus above described were

followed in sections of material which had been fixed either

in Bles's fluid, Hermann's fluid, formic-formol-alcohol, or

picro-formalin. The yolk nucleus cannot be studied in

preparations of material fixed in mixtures containing nitric

acid, since the latter reagent dissolves it out completely.

This may be seen at once on comparing fig. 35 with fig. 36.

Both these figures represent a few ova near the edge of the

germinal lamella in Sygnathus. The first figure shows
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the effect of formic-form ol-alcoliol, the second illustrates

the action of Perenyi's fluid. Such fluids as Perenyi's,

Gilson's mercuro-nitric; and bichromate-osmic-nitric (Allen's)

are therefore not suited to the study of the yolk nucleus.

The body in the ova of fishes which, following Cunning-

ham (1897) and others, I take to be the centrosphere, is also

indicated in the figs. 7, 8, 12, 21. It is a dense, round body,

and, at a certain stage in the growth of the egg, is found in

contact with the germinal vesicle (fig. 7), and then looks and

stains very like a nucleolus. By this time the true yolk

nucleus has attained some development. Puring the growth

of the egg the " centrosphere," as we may provisionally call

it, moves away from the germinal vesicle towards the surface

of the egg. In Zoarces it degenerates in the zone of oil

globules long before true yolk spheres appear. In the plaice

it is last seen as a body, " recalling the form of an octopus"

(Cunningham), with amoeboid margin directed outwardly, in

the zone of developing yolk spheres. In Cymatogaster it

is said to remain over during the segmentation of the egg

(Hubbard, Eigenmann). Stained with Mann's methyl blue-

eosin the centrosphere is seen to be composed of two

substances—a sponge-work staining purple, and contained in

the meshes of this numerous granules, which stain red with

eosin like the nucleoli.

As to the occurrence of the true yolk nucleus in teleostean

fishes, I have observed it in the eggs of Zoarces, Sygna-
thus, Sal mo, and Zeus, but I have not found it in the

eggs of Pleuronectes platessa and P. limanda,

although the latter were fixed in Bles's fluid and picro-

formalin, just those reagents which were used to demonstrate

the existence of this body in the other species. The "cen-

trosphere," on the other hand, occurs in the ova of all

species examined. It is most easily demonstrated in Pleu-

ronectes, in which it is not obscured by a yolk nucleus.

Since the breaking up of the yolk nucleus is closely asso-

ciated in time and space (see figs. 12, 37) with the first

appearance of oil in the cytoplasm, and since the yolk
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nucleus is conspicuous by its absence in the plaice and dab

in the mature eggs^ of which no oil sphei'es are present, it

seems reasonable to conclude that thei*e is some functional

relation between this peculiar substance and the oil. What
is the precise chemical relation between the two it is

impossible, at the present stage, to say. In general, fat is a

product of the decomposition of proteid substance, as

exemplified in the phenomena of fatty degeneration. A
special case of fatty degeneration of protoplasm will be

mentioned below when dealing with the absorption of ova in

fishes.

That the activity of the germinal vesicle is associated with

the production of oil in the cytoplasm seems to be indicated

by the fact that it also is a centre of formation of oil droplets.

The oil drops peripherally situated on the site of the " yolk

nucleus" are, however, the first to appear (fig. 37). It is

certain, on the other hand, that the nucleoli are not trans-

formed either into oil globules or yolk spherules, as Calder-

wood (1891) and Scharff (1887) supposed. In all probability

the membrane of the germinal vesicle is, as Carnoy and

Lebrun have stated, imperforate, so that no transmission of

solid material but only osmosis can take place through it.

I have not been able to follow with certainty the " ceutro-

sphere" in oocytes younger than the stage represented in

fig. 7. I observed, however, under moderately high powers

(Zeiss D, ocular 4) the karyokinetic division of oogonia in

Zoarces. The preparations were fixed in Bles's fluid and

stained in bulk with ha^malum. I have not been able to

follow the details of the process owing to the extremely small

size of the oogonia (tigs. 14, 15).

In Lumbricus, according to Calkins (1895), the yolk

nucleus first appears as an irregular deeply-staining body,

whicix is closely applied to one end of the germinal vesicle,

its substance being connected with the interior of the latter.

It ultimately breaks up into small bodies scattered in the

cytoplasm.

Katharine Foote (1896) states that in Allolobophora
VOL. 47, PAET 2. NEW SEKIES. M
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foetida^ an eartliwonn, the ''so-called yolk nucleus^' first

appears as a granular mass in the form of a crescent in

intimate contact with the nucleus of the egg. " Tliis sub-

stance greatly increases as the egg grows." According to

this observer the destiny of the yolk nucleus, which she

regards as consisting of archoplasm, is to form the " polar

rings " at maturation. This is certainly not the fate of the

yolk nucleus in teleostean fishes.

Bambeke (1898) gives an elaborate and beautifully illus-

trated account of the history of the " corps vitellin " in

Pholcus phalangoides. Here, again, as in the earth-

worms and in Zoarces, the body in question first appears as

a crescentic mass fitting over one side of the germinal vesicle,

and, as the egg grows, the corps vitellin becomes circular

and moves away towards the periphery, where it breaks up

into sepai'ate fragments, and finally into " granules safra-

ninophiles." The latter are then metamorphosed into

" elements graisseux," while about the same time the first

(proteid) yolk-spheres make their appearance.

The above-recorded observations on Zoarces agree very

closely with Bambeke's description. I think there can be

little doubt as to a relation of some sort of the yolk nucleus

substance with the formation of oil in the egg cell. Whether

the oil is in any way related to the production uf proteid yolk

spheres is uncertain. The fact that in ovarian eggs of the

plaice, dab, and some other fishes there are no oil drups

(Cunningham, 1897), seems proof that oil is not a necessaiy

stage in the series of chemical changes leading to the pro-

duction of yolk spheres in the egg. Again, as demonstrated

by Cunningham (1897) and Fulton (1898), oil globules make

their appearance in ovarian eggs of fishes long before the yolk

spheres. What I have seen in Zoarces and Sygnathus
confirms this. The yolk spheres do not make their appear-

ance until the approach of the spawning period, and they are

deposited, at first peripherally, as fine granules in the proto-

plasm intervening between the oil globules.

That the roundish body in the cytoplasm—that which is
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usually characterised as the '^yolk nucleus^' iu fishes, but

which is probably the centrosphere—has any connection

with the formation of yolk seems improbable, if we consider

that it may degenerate at very different times in different

species.

3. Egg Membranes and Follicular Epithelium. ^'

In regard to egg membranes it is of most interest and

importance to know— (1) whether they are formed from the

follicular epithelium or at the expense of the egg itself; (2)

if they are of the nature of secretions, or are produced by a

metamorphosis of living protoplasmic substance; (3) what

are the homologies subsisting between the various membranes

found in different groups of vertebrates ? (4) is there a

living protoplasmic connection between the cytoplasm of the

egg and that of the cells of the follicular epithelium by

means of which nutrient substances secreted by these cells

might pass into the egg ? The question whether the deuto-

plasm is manufactured by the egg itself or in the cells of

the follicular epithelium naturally suggests itself in this

connection.

It will be well, before referring to some observations of

my own on this head, to make a brief statement of the chief

opinions of the more recent workers. Perhaps the two most

important papers of comparatively recent date on the structure

and development of egg membranes in fishes are those of

Mark (1890) and Eigenmann (1890). Since the first-men-

tioned observer gives a critical review of all the previous

literature on the subject of egg membranes, it is unnecessary

to attempt anything of the kind here.

Classification of Egg Membranes.—Mark recognises

four kinds of egg membranes in fishes

:

(1) The innermost : a true vitelline membrane, representing

the cell membrane of the egg. Its existence has been

demonstrated by Scharlf (1887), Fulton (1898), and others

iu the ripe ovarian ova of certain teleosteau fishes. On
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applying gentle pressure to the egg tlie " zona " ruptures,

and the vitellus tightly clothed with the line homogeneous

vitelline membrane protrudes through the fissure thus pro-

duced.

(2) Zona radiata, 1
,o\ -ir-n 1 /r •

1 J. \ ^ produced by the ovum,
(d) Villous layer (Lepidosteus); J ^ -^

(4) Miiller's capsular membrane in the perch and pike—

a

product of the granulosa or follicular epithelium.

Eigenmann gives the following classification :

(1) Eggs with single membrane. The zona radiata : a.

Zona a single layer of uniform structure ; b. Zona differen-

tiated into an outer and inner layer.

\j (2) Eggs with a zona radiata and a thin homogeneous

outer layer. The outer membrane may bear appendages.

(3) Eggs with a zona and a thick outer layer produced by

secretion of the granulosa cells.

In addition to all these a " zonoid " membrane has been

described. It was discovered in the eggs of teleosteans by His,

and subsequently observed by Emery (1880), Scharff (1887),

Eigenmann (1890), and others. It underlies the zona, and

according to Scharff, who found it in the immature ovarian

ova of the gurnard, is " semi-fluid, usually devoid of granules,

and stains only slightly." In ripe ova it disappears entirely.

The zona is formed before the zonoid layer. In Blennius

pholis there is no zonoid layer (?).

In Elasmobranchs the number of egg membranes appears

from the observations of Balfour (1878), Giacomini (189G),

and others to be constant, viz. two. These are an outer

homogeneous one, named by Balfour the " vitelline mem-

brane "—though quite distinct from the true vitelline

membrane above mentioned,—and an inner radially striated

one, the " zona radiata.'^ Beddard observed two apparently

homologous membranes in the ova of Dipnoi. Emery (1880)

draws attention to the similarity of the zonoid layer in

Fierasfer to the zona radiata of Balfour. tScharff, again,

identifies the zonoid layer in the gurnard with Beddard's

zona radiata.
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Origin of Egg Membranes.—This point has been the

subject of much discussion. The general consensus of opinion

seems to be in favour of the view that, with certain excep-

tions, such as the capsular layer in the perch, the egg mem-
branes are derived from the egg itself, being cuticle-like

secretion therefrom. Balfour maintained that the vitelline

membrane of Raia and Scy Ilium was no less than the zona

radiata the product of the egg"; that in some cases the

vitelline membrane was formed before the egg possessed a

distinct follicular epithelium. Schultze (1875), however, held

the opposite view. Van Beneden's observation (1880) on the

bnt seems to prove that the zona pellucida (zona radiata) is

or can be formed without the intervention of the follicular

epithelium. Van Beneden frequently observed that where

two or more ovarian ova were in contact over a considerable

area the zona pellucida was as thick at the places where the

eggs touched as at those regions where they were invested

with the follicular epithelium.

Mark discusses exhaustively the origin of the egg mem-
branes in Lepidosteus. In this species there are two, an

outer and an inner, called by Mark the villous layer and zona

radiata respectively. The villous layer is the thicker, and is

composed of closely set villi, radially arranged with reference

to the centre of the egg. "Each granulosa cell corresponds

in number to four to eight villi, but there is no constancy in

the position of the cells or their nuclei in reference to the

underlying villi." From various evidence, Mark is "certain

that the layer which is first to make its appearance between

the yolk and the follicular epithelium is the villous layer ;

"

and that, like the zona radiata, the villous layer of the egg

membranes in Lepidosteus is also the product of the ovum
itself rather than of the follicular epithelium surrounding it."

Further, Mark has clearly demonstrated the existence of pore

canals in the zona radiata of Lepidosteus, and has shown

that the villi of the villous layer are rooted in these canals.

A morphologically quite distinct structure is the capsular

membrane of the perch. This, according to Mark and
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Eigenmann, is the pi'oduct of the follicular epithelium,

and the tubules which it contains are filled with processes

of the follicular cells. Previously Brock (1878) had thus

described this membrane :
—" The follicular cells, which are

at first in close contact with the young egg, are raised up

from the zona radiata by the developing gelatinous layer,

and, with the advancing growth of that layer, are drawn out

into long processes, which can be followed up to the zona."

According to Mark, 'Hho process by which the capsular

membrane is formed is neither simply a cell secretion nor

exclusively a cell metamorphosis." I have come to a similar

conclusion in regard to the egg membrane of Chimasra
(fig. 30). This figure may be compared with Brock and

Mark's description of the capsular membrane of the perch.

Another example of an egg membrane formed from the

follicular epithelial cells is, according to Eigenmann, the

outermost thin homogeneous membrane, with or without

appendages, found in Fundulus, Pygosteus, CI u pea
vernalis, etc. In regard to C. vernalis, Eigenmann says,

^^This outer membrane is intimately connected with the

granulosa cells, so that it usually retains its connection

with the granulosa when the latter is artificially separated

from the zona. In all cases slender striations extend from it

to the zona radiata." I have found in Zeus faber a mem-
brane which seems to answer very well to this description

(fig. 34).

Eigenmann considers that the zonoid layer, seen by him

in immature eggs of Amiurus, is an artificial product, duo

to the contracting effects of reagents employed in preparing

the ova for sections. The charactei'istic appearance of the

zonoid layer—that of radially arranged fibrils nnderneath the

zona—is caused " by the partial withdrawal of the protoplasm

occupying the pore canals of the zona." " Such an origin of

the zonoid layer would," he says, " also explain its disap-

pearance in ripe eggs. After the egg has attained its full

size the connection of the yolk with the substance in tlie

canals would naturally be less intimate than at an earlier
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date, and then tlie contraction of the yolk would not be

accompanied by the stretching of any filaments across the

space thus produced."

Reasons will be given below for regarding this view as to

the origin of the zonoid layer as incorrect.

Nutrition of the Egg by the Cells of the Follicular

Epitlielium.—It has been demonstrated in the case of

Talpa by Heape (1886), and in Echidna by Caldwell

(1887), that the zona pellucida is perforated by protoplasmic

processes connecting the protoplasm of the ovum with that

of the follicular epithelium. Eimer (1872) found the same

condition in the ovarian ova of reptiles. Balfour (1878),

although he observed that the cells of the follicular epi-

thelium in Raia and Scy Ilium, after being teased out in

osmic acid, had slender processes attached to them, was not

able to say that these had passed through the homogeneous
" vitelline membrane." In the ovarian ova of Teleosteans

Fulton (1898) thinks that the existence of radial pores in the

zona is unproved.

Eigenmann (1890), on the other hand, considers that their

presence is well authenticated. He saj^s, "The meaning of

the pore canals in the intra-ovarian egg", at least, needs little

discussion. In most of the sections prepared, where the

granulosa cells are slightly raised from the zona radiata,

processes of the granulosa cells can be seen to enter the pore

canals." So far as I know, neither in teleostean nor in

elasmobranch fishes have processes of the follicular cells

been seen actually to traverse the substance of the egg
membrane. In Chim^era, however, they can be clearly seen

to do so (fig. 30).

Gegenbaur, Balfour (1878), Yan Beneden (1880), and

others were of the opinion that the deutoplasm is manu-
factured by the egg itself, and is not derived from the cells

of the follicular epithelium. This is proved by the following-

facts—which hold, at any rate, for Teleosteans and Elasmo-

branchs :— (1) The yolk particles are first formed at some
distance in from the surface of the egg. The cortical layer
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of egg protoplasm is free of yolk. (2) No yolk granules are

ever found in the cells of the follicular epithelium unless the

egg is undergoing absorption through the action of these

cells. In the normal follicle, while deposition of yolk is

going on in the egg, no granules are seen in the follicular

cells.

Caldwell (1887), speaking of the ovarian egg of Echidna,

states that " food material is formed in cells of the follicular

epithelium as well as in the ovum itself, and appears first as

minute granules in the neighbourhood of the nuclei and

germinal vesicle, and every stage is to be found, from the

most minute granules up to the largest yolk spheres of the

mature ovum. From the nucleus of each follicular cell, and

from the germinal vesicle, streams of these yolk granules

travel into the body of the ovum. Further, "the streams of

yolk granules passing into the ovum, immediately on enter-

ino-, ai'C more or less parallel to each other, and give a

radially striated appearance to the peripheral layer of the

ovum. A similar appearance in other vertebrate eggs has

been described as a definite membrane, and named the zona

radiata." This is doubtless the zonoid layer again. If

so, I cannot agree with Caldwell's explanation of it. The

above observations of Caldwell on the nutrition of the egg in

Echidna were, it is necessary to remember, made on fixed,

stained, and sectioned ova.

In fig. 18 the investments of a nearly ripe ovum of

Zoarces ai*e shown in section. The material sectioned had

been previously fixed in Bles's fluid and then stained with

borax carmine and picro-nigrosin. The section is that of an

almost ripe egg 2*5 mm. in diameter. The egg membrane

measured '004 mm. in thickness. The follicular epithelium is

separated on the outside from the thcca folliculi by a fine

homogeneous membrane, themembrana propria folliculi.

The follicular epithelium consists of a single layer of flat cells

with elliptical nuclei. These nuclei lie with their long axes

parallel to the surface of the egg. The cells repose directly

upon the outer surface of the egg membrane, and the latter
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I'ests immediately on the surface of the yolk {vt.). In the

egg under consideration most of the yolk spheres have flowed

together into a single mass occupying the bulk of the egg.

Only in the cortical protoplasmic layer are separate sphei'es

and oil globules still to be found. In this preparation the"*

egg membrane appears to be homogeneous, but in other sec-

tions there are indications of a fibrillar structui-e. On surface

view the membrane is distinctly punctate.

Fig. 17 represents an earlier condition of the egg mem-
branes, etc. This figure was drawn from a section of an egg
•5 mm. in diameter, in which numerous oil globules but no

yolk spheres were present. Here the follicular epithelium,

as before, is a single layer of cells. The egg membrane {z.)

is very thin, no thicker than the membrana propria, and

reposes on a peculiar layer consisting of cytoplasmic threads

closely set and radially arranged with reference to the centre

of the egg. The spaces between tlie threads do not appear

to contain any substance. If any substance is present it is

structureless, nnstainable, and therefore invisible. This

layer is tlie zonoid layer observed by His, Scharff (1887),

and others in various teleostean ova. At this stage the

zonoid layer is clearly delimited from the subjacent cytoplasm

by what appears as a rather thin line under moderate powers

of the microscope ; it is probably caused by a condensation

and parallel arrangement of cytoplasmic trabeculte. In still

smaller eggs, in which the protoplasm is denser and more

compact, the radial fibrils composing the zonoid layer are

still more closely arranged, and are directly continuous with

those of the general network ; that is to say, there is no line

of separation on the side of the vitellus, the zonoid layer

appearing rather as a differentiation of the superficial proto-

plasm. On the side of the egg membrane the zonoid layer is

likewise bounded by a thin surface distinct from the inner

boundary of the egg membrane proper, but this can only be

seen in sections in which, owing to the contracting effects of

reagents, the zonoid layer has parted from the egg membrane
proper.
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We see, therefore, that immature ova, as compared with

ripe egg's of Zoarces, possess an extra membrane, the

zonoicl layer; that this layer arises as a differentiation of

the superficial protoplasm ; that it becomes distinct from the

vitellus, and then consists of radial fibrils supported above

and below by thin surfaces— quite separate from either the

vitellus or the egg membrane proper ; that is to say, it is

now a distinct layer. It follows from this, and from the

obvious fact that the radial fibrils are far more numerous

than the cells of the follicular epithelium, that the zonoid

layer cannot be " due to the partial withdi'awal, through

contraction, of the -protoplasm occupying the pore canals of

the egg membrane," as Eigenmaun supposed. It is to be

carefully distinguished from a true egg membrane, because,

so far as can be made out from microscopic examination, it is

a "living" membrane, the fibrils of cj'toplasm of which it is

composed not having undergone any chemical metamorphosis,

nor apparently do the spaces between the fibrils contain any

substance. The zonoid layer seems to disappear in the ripe

egg. My own impression is that during the great and rapid

increase in the volume of the egg at maturation the zonoid

layer is stretched out under the egg membrane, and is so

attenuated as to be invisible in ordinary preparations.

Identical appearances were seen in surface sections of

immature ova of Sygnathus acus, Salmo Levenensis,^

and Pleuronectes platessa. The eggs of these four

species—and no doubt of many other Teleosteans— possess a

single definitive egg membrane or zona radiata, while

below this, in immature ova, is the zonoid layer. I think

these eggs should all be placed in Eigenmann's first category,

i. e. " (1) a. Zona a single layer of uniform structure."

The investments of the ovarian egg of the John Dory

—

Zeus faber (fig. 34)—are thicker and more complex.

There are three distinct membranes, or, if we include the

zonoid layer, which is, as usual, present in the immature

1 I have totliaiik Dr. II. M. Kyle for llie ovary of tlie Loch Leveii trouf.
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eg-gSj there are four.^ The outermost, in eggs about 'oS mm.

in diameter, is a very tliin, homogeneous, deeply staining

membi'ane, to which the follicular epithelial cells are closely

applied. It appears to me to answer to Eigenmann's

description of the outer membrane in Clupea vernal is.

Certainly, where this membrane is raised up from those

underlying it, "slender striations are seen to extend to the

zona radiata." The appearance and relative thickness of the

underlying membranes are shown in fig. 34. The second

outer membrane is by far the thickest in ovarian eggs at this

stage; it is roughly about three times as thick as the next

inner membrane. The zonoid layer [jy. v. I.) is present as

usual.

The egg membranes in Zeus develop in succession from

without inwards. The fine homogeneous outer membrane is

formed first, but whether by the egg or by the follicular cells

could not be determined. The diffienlty of the determination

lies in the circumstance that the follicular epithelium is

present around the egg from a very early stage. Once the

outer membrane is formed, the others arise in succession from

the cortex of the egg. The manner in which they arise

from the cytoplasm of the egg was not followed with high

powers, but so far as could be made out each membrane at

its first appearance resembles the zonoid layer (p. r. I.), and is

later metamorphosed into a true zona. The definitive zonoid

layer is the last to form, and remains in the "living"

condition. It may, however, be regarded as a potential egg-

membrane. The regular radial arrangement of its proto-

plasmic fibrils, along which the nutrient secretion of the

follicular cells must pass, perhaps facilitates the equal and

symmetrical distribution of food material in the egg.

Gathy's account (1900) of the mode of origin of the egg

membranes in Clepsine complanata appears to me to

^ rultou (1898) mentions the tliick "double" capsule of the ovarian egs;

of Zeus, and adduces the condition as indicating the probable demersal cha-

racter of the ripe egg. Fulton does not appear to have noticed either the

extremely fine outermost membrane, or the zonoid layer.
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represent most accurately what takes place at the surface of

the egg. His figs. 42, 43 speak for themselves, but his

concise description may advantageously be quoted here. He
says ('La Cellule/ xvii, p. 47), "La membrane de I'oeuf est

d'abord simple, et formee d'une seul couclie visible, ;\ laquelle

aboutissent les trabecules du reticulum cytoplasmatique.

Cette membrane, tres fine au debut, s'epaissit dans le cours

du developpement de I'oeuf ; de nouvelles couches s'ajoutent

progressivement de dehors en dedans. A cet effet les

trabecules se regularisent sous la membrane; les unes s'or-

donnent radialement les autres s'orientent perpendiculaire-

ment a, celles-ci de facon a former une strie concentrique

bien reguliere. Cette strie d'abord assez eloignee des

couches preexistantes, s'en rapproche de plus en plus et

devient partu integrante de la membrane."

Turning now to Elasmobranchs, we find in Spin ax and

Chimtera apparently the same two membranes that we met

with in Zoarces, etc., viz. the zona and the zonoid layer. I

refer, of course, to the immature eggs, for, as Balfour (1878)

has shown, the membranes (in Scyllium and Raia) are

absorbed before the ovum quits the follicle. It happens that

in fig. 19, which represents a section at the surface of an

immature egg of Spin ax, the zonoid layer is not clearly seen.

The hardening action of reagents and the subsequent strain

of osmosis on the hardened structures have caused the vitellus

to separate from the zonoid layer, which has in turn greatly

contracted, so as to be scarcely visible at this particular

point. In other parts, however, of the same egg the zonoid

layer can be distinctly seen ; it is perfectly constant in

Spin ax and in Chimasra (figs. 29, 30), and has the same

properties as in Zoarces.

The portion of the section drawn in fig. 19 was specially

selected because it shows the relation of the cells of the

follicular epithelium to the egg membrane. As a result of

the contracting effect of reagents, the follicular epithelium is

raised up from the egg membrane, and its cells are seen to

be pi-ovided with delicate processes, the distal ends of which
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are fixed in the membrane. In other sections, again, the

vitellus, together with the zonoid layer, has shrunk away
from the egg membrane, while the follicular epithelium is

closely applied to the latter. At such places delicate fibrils

may occasionally be seen stretching across the space, to be

inserted in the egg membrane. Although no processes were

seen actually to traverse the substance of the egg membrane,

it is difficult to account for the appearances just described

except on the assumption that the membrane is penetrated by

the processes of the follicular cells. In Chimajra the demon-

stration of processes of these cells traversing the (modified)

egg membrane is complete (fig. 30).

Chimgera differs from Spin ax in regard to the condition

of the follicular epithelium in immature egg. In Spin ax the

follicular epithelium is a single layer of cells. Hat in the

smaller eggs and over the animal pole of the larger ova, but

more or less columnar over the rest of the surface, and espe-

cially high at the vegetable pole (fig. 19). Spinax resembles

Acanthias vulgaris, Scymnus licliia, Heptanchus
cinereus, and Mustelus laevis^ in the persistent single-

ayered condition of the follicular epithelium. Chimasra
agrees with Raia, Scyllium (Balfour), Torpedo (Schultze),

Myliobatis, Trygon (Giacomini), in having a thick follicu-

lar epithelium with two kinds of cells—large specialised

" nuti-itive " cells and small indifferent cells. The same

differentiation of the cells in the follicular epithelium is found

in reptiles. The nutritive cells degenerate and disappear

before the maturation of the egg, when the follicular epithe-

lium reverts to the single-layered condition.

Giacomini (1896) gives a brief description of the follicle of

C him sera. He mentions that the epithelium consists of

large cells, intercalated among which are small cylindrical

cells ; that the large cells possess a vesicular nucleus ; that

they are provided with fine processes directed against the

vitelline membrane.

In the very young follicles of C him sera the follicular epi-

* Giacomini, 1896, p. 230. Spiuax. was not investigated hy tliis author.
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tlielium is a single layer of small uuiform cells as iu all other

species. The large nutritive cells make their appearance at

a very early stage in the development of the follicle (fig. 28).

In this case it is not easy to say whether we have two oocytes

in a follicle, one of which—to the left—has taken the lead, or

whether the large cell to the right of the figure is a nutritive

cell derived from the follicular epithelium. The resemblance

to oocytes of these large nutritive cells is very striking, and

suggests interesting considerations. Semper went so far as

to say that the larger cells in such follicles were probably

primitive ova destined to become permanent ova. Schultze

(1875) thought the large cells in the follicular epithelium of

Torpedo were leucocytes.

Figs. 29 and 30 are sections of the follicular epithelium and

adjacent structures in Chimasra monstrosa. Fig. 30 shows

the condition of the epithelium and egg membrane towards

the vegetable pole. Fig. 29 is a section nearer the animal

pole. This distinction between animal and vegetable poles

becomes well marked, both in Spinax and Chima^ra, at a

very early period in the growth of the oocytes, and is initiated

by the migration of the germinal vesicle to one end of the

egg. I have noticed in botli species that it is invariably to

the same side that the nucleus travels, viz. to that end which

is diametrically opposite to the area of attachment of the egg

to the surface of the ovary. In other words, the animal pole

is always directed inwards, towards the substance of the

ovary. Whether the direction of migration of the germinal

vesicle has any relation to the source of nutrient supply I

cannot definitely say, but it is worth remarking that in the

substance of the ovary both of Spinax and Chimasra there is

a great development of lymph spaces. Further, each follicle

is surrounded by a lymph space, except on the side where

the follicle is attached to the ovarian wall. It may be that

the nucleus travels to that side which is most favourably

situated for access to the lymph.

The polarity of the egg in vSpinax and Chimasra is also

manifested in the difference in the condition of the follicular
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epithelium and egg- membranes at the two poles. This differ-

ence is especially striking in Chimtera. Figs. 29 and 30 do

not by any means represent the extreme conditions. The

follicular epithelium is very much flatter, and the egg mem-
brane very much thinner over the place where the nucleus is

situated than is represented in fig. 29, a section from the side

of the egg, nearer the animal pole, but some distance from it.

As Ave pass towards the vegetable pole the egg membrane

gradually becomes thicker, and at the same time laxer in

structure, until, as in tig. 30, it presents an appearance as if it

had been teased out and resolved into its component fibres.

As we travel over the surface of the egg towards the animal

pole we see how the egg membrane is constituted, viz, by a

matting together and condensation of fibrils at the surface of

the egg.

Figs. 29 and 30 are both drawn to the same scale, so that

the thickness of the follicular epithelium and egg membrane

in the one figure may be directly compared with their thick-

ness in the other. We then see that corresponding with a

greater thickness and laxer structure of the egg membrane is

the greater depth and laxer arrangement of the follicular

epithelium. As Ave approach the vegetable pole of the egg

the processes of the follicular cells, Avhicli can be distinctly

seen to pass through the egg membrane, become moi'e

obvious. As the membrane thickens the processes lengthen,

and Ave get the condition shoAvn in fig. 30. 'J^lie processes

can often be seen to take a spiral course through the mass of

fibres composing the egg membrane. In iron ha)matoxy]in-

orange preparations these fibres stain Avith the orange like the

fibres of connective tissue. Their course is, for the most part,

radial Avith respect to the centre of the egg, but they seem to

branch and anastomose Avith one another. Although in many
cases apparently living protoplasm, granular and staining

Avitli hsematoxyliu, can be traced right through from a folli-

cular cell to the zonoid layer, in other cases the processes of

the follicular cells pass insensibly into the substance of certain

of the fibres. I cannot say Avhether there is a gelatinous sub-
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stance in the spaces between the fibrils of the egg membrane.

If HO, then this substance does not stain either with carmine,

orange-hgematoxylinj or picro-uigrosin.

The above observations on the condition of the follicular

epithelium and egg membrane in ChimEera point to the

following conclusions :— (1) The egg membrane is formed,

in part at least, at the expense of the cells of the follicular

epithelium. This is indicated, although not by any means

proved, by the fact that where the follicular epithelium is

thickest and has greatest number of cells per unit area, the

egg membrane is also thickest; and where the follicular cells

are fewer and more densely arranged, the egg membrane is

thinner and denser. (2) Processes of the follicular cells

pass through the egg membrane to its inner limit. Granular

matter—stained with hsematoxylin—can be traced through

the fibrils of the zonoid layer to the yolk. The appearance

of the peripheral portion of the vitellus is roughly indicated

in the figs. 29 and 30. Radiating masses of granules, darker

than those of the general cytoplasm of the egg, extend into

and become lost in the latter.

The most remarkable feature about the ChimaGra follicle

is the great thickness of the follicular epithelium and dif-

ferentiation of its cells above alluded to. The arrangement

of these cells is very characteristic. The smaller uniform

cells form an outer layer next the membrana propria, but

extend in wedge-shaped masses between the large specialised

nutritive cells. Transitions between the two kinds of cells

can be found frequently, although there were never seen any

indications of karyokinesis in the large cells. No doubt the

ranks of the nutritive cells are renewed from time to time

from the small generalised cells.

Summary.— (1) In immature ova of the teleosteau and

elasmobrauch species examined, the cytoplasm of the egg is

dili'erentiated at its surface into a perivitelline or zonoid
layer of peculiar structure, consisting of closely set, radially

arranged protoplasmic fibrils. These fibrils are at first

connected with those of the general cytoplasmic reticulum,
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but later the zonoid layer is marked off as a distinct mem-
brane. The zonoid layer is identical with Balfour's zona

radiata.

(2) The origin of the definitive egg membrane (zona

radiata) in Zoarces, and other teleostean species, and of

the outermost membrane in Zeus was not ascertained. The
egg membranes of Zeus, with the possible exception of this

outer layer, are derived from the protoplasm of the ovum
apparently by a matting together and subsequent chemical

metamorphosis of cytoplasmic fibrils somewhat as Gathy
has shown for Clepsine.

(3) The egg membrane of C hi mas ra appears to be inti-

mately connected with the follicular epithelium, and is pro-

bably formed—in part at least—at the expense of this

layer.

(4) In Spiuax and Chimasra the cells of the follicular

epithelium are provided with delicate processes, which

penetrate the egg membrane and convey nutriment to the

4. Histology op Egg Absorption.

The details of the histological changes which accompany

the degeneration and absorption of ova have been studied

chiefly by Brunn (1882) in birds, and Ruge (1887) in

amphibia. Of those who have worked at the structure

of the teleostean ovary, few have failed to notice the obvious

fact that a certain proportion of the ova come to nothing, but

undergo a fatty degeneration. The degeneration of ovarian

ova in fishes is mentioned by His (1873), Brock (1878),

Emery (1880), Owsiannikov (1885), Barfurth (188G), Cun-

ningham (1897), and other writers.

An immigration into the substance of the degenerating egg
of foreign elements, usually described as cells or nuclei, has

also been noted by various observers, and has been variously

interpreted. The earlier attempts to explain this occurrence

of intra-vitelline nuclei or cells were very wide of the mark.

Barfurth gives an account of the degeneration of ova in

VOL, 47, PART 2. NEW SERIES. N
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the trout. It seems that in this species sometimes the whole

batch of ripening ova for one spawning- are reabsorbed.

Consequent!}', at the breeding season, a certain proportion of

the females are unripe; not because they have not reached

that age at which sexual maturity is attained, but on account

of the retention of the season's ova. For some reason, at

present obscure, the dehiscence of the follicles containing'

these eggs had not been brought about. These unspawned
ova then undergo fatty degeneration. Further, according to

Barfurth (1886), the presence in the ovary of these inert

degenerate masses may hinder the production of ova for the

next spawning period. Accordingly the unripe condition of

certain individuals may last for two years or more. To what

extent this phenomenon, viz. the reabsorption of an entire

crop of ripening ova, is prevalent in Teleosteans is unknown.

One specimen of Zoarces was found in this condition at the

breeding season on September 18th, 1901. Another is men-

tioned by Stuhlmann (1887, p. 33).

In regard to the histology of egg absorption, Barfurth

states that a growth and perhaps a proliferation of folli-

cular epithelial cells, and an immigration of these cells into

the interior of the egg, accompany the degeneration of the

latter. Barfurth considers that leucocytes play only a sub-

ordinate part in the process of reabsorption. His figures

show what are apparently initial stages. In one figure

(fig. 12) the germinal vesicle is absent, and a few round dark

bodies, which may be cellular or nuclear, are embedded

about the centre of the yolk. In the figure of another egg

(fig. 15) the follicular epithelium around the egg is thicker,

and contains fat drops.

Stuhlmann (1887, p. 20) observed that in immature ovaries

of Zoarces certain of the follicles contained, in place of an

eorg", a ''Zelldetritus," in which degenerate remains both of

ovum and granulosa could be made out. The '^ detritus"

was surrounded by a ''cuticle," and the whole was contained

within the vascular connective-tissue sheath (" innere Gefils-

schicht ") or " theca folliculi." At another place (p. 83) in
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the same paper an aborted ogg is described as consisting of

a ^' gallertartigen Masse/' in which Avere seen degenerating

cells and " vielleicht anch weisse Blutkorperchen." No
mention is made by Stnhlmann of a growth or proliferation

of follicnlar epithelial cells in connection with the dissolntion

of ova. The appearances thns described by Stuhlmann

—

and these are the only allnsions in this paper to egg

absorption—are those characteristic of the final stages in the

process of degeneration.

Ruge (1887) in an elaborate memoir (1889) describes the

histological changes which accompany the degeneration of

intra-ovarian ova in two species of Amphibia, viz. Sala-

mandra macnlosa and Siredon pisciformis. Euge's

main results may be summarised as follows :—The death of

the egg is follo^ved by hypertrophy of the blood-vessels in

the follicular investments, and by a proliferation of the cells

thereof. In the second place, the degenerating egg is pene-

trated by elements derived from the follicular epithelium

and from the blood-vessels. These cells become charged

with yolk particles which are taken bodily into their proto-

plasm. The final products of degeneration are absorbed into

the surrounding blood-vessels. A gradual reduction in size

and ultimate disappearance of the egg are thereby effected.

In " spent " ovaries of the plaice and sole Cunningham

(1898, pp. 117— 122) found opaque granular masses which

proved on examination to be degenerate ova. These bodies

were at first thought to be diagnostic of the "spent" con-

dition, but they were subsequently found also in immature

ovaries. " Each consists of a mass of yolk globules of

various sizes contained in a follicle ; between the yolk

globules are nuclei and cells, the latter not distinctly defined.

The process which is taking place is evidently closely similar

to that which I have described as occurring in an empty

follicle. A proliferation of cells has taken place from the

walls of the follicle towards the interior, the cells penetrating

into the interior of the mass of yolk, and doubtless effecting

its absorption. The question arises whether these cells
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are derived from the follicular epithelium or from

the connective tissue of the wall of the follicle, and I

consider the latter alternative is correct."

The present observations on Zoarces leave no doubt as to

the important part played by the follicular epithelium in the

process of absorption of ova. There is, as Cunningham

has remarked, a proliferation of cells from the walls of the

follicle effecting the absorption of the egg, but it is certain

that the source whence these cells are derived is not, as

Cunningham supposed, the connective tissue of the follicular

wall, but the follicular epithelium. It is this layer, and

only this layer, which has to do with the absorption

of the egg. The process is essentially different from what

occurs in an empty follicle from which an egg has escaped.

There is no proliferation of the follicular epithelial cells in

ruptured follicles (fig. 27).

For the purpose of the present research numerous sections

were cut of ovaries of a considerable number of immature

and adult females of Zoarces caught at diiferent times of

the year. The material employed was for the most part fixed

in Bles's fluid, and stained either with borax carmine or with

hcemalura and eosin.

The follicular epithelium of small immature eggs such as

are represented in figs. 6—10 may assume either of two well-

marked forms :

(1) The follicular epithelium may consist of a layer of flat

pavement epithelium, in which the deeply staining nuclei are

disposed with their long axes parallel to the surface of the

egg. The epithelium is bounded on the outside by a base-

ment membrane, the membrana propria folliculi, and

on the inside, next the egg, by a membrane with similar

optical and staining properties, viz. the zona radiata.

This is by far the more usual condition of the follicular

epithelium. In a minority of cases, however, the follicular

epithelium has a different aspect.

(2) The follicular epithelium is a relatively deep layer of

columnar cells (fig. 16), whose inner ends are rounded and
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impinge directly on the protoplasm of the egg, there being

no intervening egg membrane. The nuclei of these cells are

larger and more granular than in (Ij. They are orientated

so that their long axes are perpendicular to the surface of

the egg. The follicular epithelium may present both aspects

in different regions of the same egg (fig. 16), so that over

one segment of the egg the cells are of the flat variety,

whilst over the rest of the surface they are turgid and more
columnar. The two different conditions can be easily seen

in the fresh ovary.

At first it was thought that the columnar condition of the

follicular epithelium with its large granular nuclei might

have some significance in relation to the nutrition of the

normal egg. Three facts, however, are against this inter-

pretation :— (1) The turgid condition of the follicular epi-

thelium is only present in a small proportion of the follicles

;

(2) the zona radiata is absent; (3) eggs with follicular

epithelium in this condition are frequently collapsed.

The nests of follicular epithelial cells represented in figs.

4 and 5 are probably instances of egg absorption at a still

earlier stage. The nuclei of these cells have the aspect

characteristic of those of the turgid epithelium just spoken

of.

In sections of the ovary of an immature female 13 cm.

long, and caught in February, the ovigerous pouches measured
"5 mm. across. The majority of the pouches of this size con-

tained normal eggs, with oil globules disposed in two zones

;

one around the germinal vesicle in the dense protoplasm

there situated, another near the surface of the egg. No yolk

spheres were present in these eggs.

A minority of the larger ovigerous pouches in the ovary

under consideration contained degenerate ova. Two stages

in the process of absorption, an earlier and a later, are repre-

sented in figs. 20 and 21 respectively. The transition from

the one condition to the other is easily understood. The

earlier condition will first be described. From the size of

the pouch in this case (fig. 20) the egg, at the time of its
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deatbj must have been about "4 mm. to '5 mm. in diameter.

At this stage of its development the egg would contain very

numerous oil globules but no yolk spheres. The theca folli-

'

culi is here no thicker than that which invests normal ova of

the same size. Separating the theca from the follicular

epithelium is^ as usualj the fine homogeneous membrana
propria folliculi. The condition of the follicular epithe-

lium is shown in fig. 20, It is several— about six to eight

—

cells thick, except at one place (gr.), where the nuclei are on

an average two deep. Here the cells are close together as in

an ordinary epithelium. On either side of g. the epithelium

passes by insensible gradations into the thicker tissue (gr/),

lining the rest of the egg cavity, lu this cavity remains of a

degenerating egg are still present {e.L). In the thickened

portion of the follicular epithelium {gr.') the cell limits cannot

be distinguished, so that the tissue has the appearance of a

ground mass of finely granular protoplasm in which are

embedded numerous nuclei and vacuoles. The nuclei resemble

those of the turgid follicular epithelium mentioned above

when speaking of the degeneration of ova of a still earlier

stage. The nuclei in such conditions of the follicular epithe-

lium present a decided contrast to those of the surrounding

theca folliculi. The nuclei of the follicular epithelium

are larger, more granular, and have larger nucleoli.

Some of the vacuoles in the substaucu of the proliferated

follicular epithelium are larger, mure rounded, and have a

sharper boundary than others. Doubtless the former repre-

sent oil globules which have been disengaged during the

dissolution of the egg, and have been dissolved out in the

course of preparation of the sections. Numerous oil vacuoles

are still to be seen in what remains of the egg (e. t.). The

follicular epithelium {gr.') is full of smaller, less sharply defined

vacuoles. These probably contained the fatty degeneration

products of the cytoplasm ot" the egg. At the })lace (g)'.) where

the granulosa is not more than two cells thick, and of a

more distinctly epithelial character, a fragment of the zona

is seen (2). The rest of the zona has disappeared, having
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ostensibly been softened and absorbed bj the action of tlie

cells of the follicular epithelium. I could not find any very

definite remains of the germinal vesicle in this egg". It

would be interesting to know whether the degeneration of

the cytoplasm succeeds that of the nucleus, or vice versa.

Unfortunately I cannot answer this question at present.

At the stage shown in fig. 21 the absorption of the egg by

the follicular epithelium is completed. The ovigerous pouch
in this case is about the same size as the last. The cavity

originally occupied by the egg is entirely filled up with a sort

of nou-vascular adipose tissue, which is the product of the

activity of the follicular epithelium. Tlije latter has, in fact,

become infiltrated with fat resulting from the decomposition

of the egg. It is important to state that the membrana
propria f olliculi is still intact between the follicular epi-

thelium and the theca folliculi, a circumstance which pre-

cludes the possibility of the fatty tissue being derived from

the connective tissue. The existence of this membrane must

also have prevented the entrance of leucocytes into the egg.

The theca here (fig. 21) is much thicker than it was in the

earlier stage of the abortive follicle (fig. 20). It was found,

on examining a number of such follicles, that a thickening of

the theca follows the degeneration of the egg and accom-

panies the proliferation of the follicular epithelium. The
cause of this thickening of the theca and proliferation of

the granulosa is readily understood if we assume that these

tissues do not cease to grow on the death of the egg, but

continue active. In normal follicles the increase in volume

of the egg keeps pace with the growth of the theca and of

the follicular epithelium, with the result that these layers are

more attenuated than in follicles in which the egg has

stopped growing for some time. There is no special vascular

development in the Avails of these abortive follicles. The

ovary in this particular case is in an immature condition, and

both muscles and blood-vessels are but slightly developed.

Abortive follicles, similar in structure to those just

described, and filled either partially or completely with the
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fat-charged tissue of the follicular epithelium, according to

the extent to which the process of absorption has gone,

occurred in greater or less numbers in ovaries of all indi-

viduals examined, whether immature or mature. Ova of all

ages and sizes undergo absorption in this way. Embedded
in the tissue of the follicular epithelium in the larger

follicles, which, from their size, must originally have con-

tained a large yolked egg, are often seen masses of un-

digested yolk and remains of a broken zona radiata^

Often there is a central mass of yolk separated by a space

from the encroaching tissue of the follicular epithelium,

which at this stage forms merely a thick lining to the egg

cavity. In this central mass of yolk, free cells, with nuclei

like those of the follicular epithelium, and probably derived

from this source, can be seen attacking the yolk. Many of

them consist of a vesicle containing a single fat globule.

The latter occupies nearly the whole cell, the cytoplasm

being reduced to a thin layer enclosing the globule. The
nucleus of these cells has been pushed to one side by the

development of the fat globule, and looks like a cap fitting-

over one end of the vesicle containing the drop. In other

free cells one may find several fat droplets in various degrees

of fusion to form a single globule. The mode of formation

of fat drops in these cells of the follicular epithelium is,

therefore, like what goes on in ordinary adipose tissue. In

the larger abortive follicles, in which the zona is tolerably

thick, the follicular epithelial cells have to soften and rupture

this membrane in order to gain entrance to the egg (fig. 22).

Cells of the follicular epithelium certainly do not pass through

pores in the zona, as has been sometimes asserted. That the

disintegration and solution of the egg membrane is due to

the action of the follicular cells is a conclusion that seems to

follow from certain observations on the degenerating eggs of

Zeus faber. In this species there are three egg mem-
branes, discounting the zonoid layer (tig. o-i). On comparing

ova of this species in various stages of degeneration it was

found that the outer layers of the egg membrane were first
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attacked, the thick fibrillar layer breaking up along the

fibres, and at length dissolving completely, before the third

or innermost showed any signs of disintegration.

Fig. 23 represents what is most probably a further stage

in the absorption of the egg. I was unable, however, to

find intermediate stages connecting this condition with that

shown in fig. 21. In the latter figure the egg as such has

disappeared, its substance having been resolved into fat

drops which are contained in the cells of the proliferated

follicular epithelium. In fig. 23 the ovigerous pouch is

much contracted, being almost flush with the level of the

general surface of the ovary. The theca is greatly thick-

ened. The egg is represented by a mass of yellow granules,

in which are nuclei of doubtful origin and many leucocytes.

The granules are apparently not of a fatty nature. Had
they been so they would have dissolved out in the prepara-

tion of the sections, and represented in the latter by

vacuoles. They are probably lutein granules. Such masses

of yellow granules were common in certain ovaries of

Zoarces. They are always contained within contracted

ovigerous pouches, and doubtless each represents an egg.

The presence of leucocytes in large numbers in association

with yellow granules is important. Barfurth considers that

leucocytes play only a subordinate part in the degeneration

of the eggs of the trout. Ruge (1889), on the other hand,

speaks of a simultaneous incursion of blood-cells and fol-

licular epithelial cells into the degenerating egg, and he

regards both kinds of elements as taking active parts in the

breaking down of the egg. I do not find in Zoarces that

the blood-cells play any part in the actual fatty degeneration

of the substance of the egg. No blood-cells could be seen in

the dead egg or amongst the cells of the proliferated follicu-

lar epithelium during the fatty degeneration of the egg.

The follicular epithelium only is concerned iu this process.

Since the membrana propria folliculi may often be seen

intact in follicles whose egg-cavity is entirely filled up with

the fat-infiltrated tissue of the follicular epithelium as shown
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in fig. 21, it is difficult to see how blood-cells could have

gained access to the egg during its degeneration. In

Zoarces leucocytes only come upon the scene at a late

stage in the process, and then tlieir function is probably to

remove and convey into the blood or lymph channels the

ultimate products of the degeneration of the egg, viz. the

yellow non-adipose granules.^

5. Structural Changes in Ruptured Follicles.

Forchammer and Rathke were aware of the fact that the

clavate villi of the pregnant ovary of Zoarces are not new

formations, but are developed directly out of ovigerous

pouches by hypertrophy of the tissues. Stuhlmann (1887)

compares in detail the two structures, viz. '^foUikcl" and
" zotte" (villus), especially in regard to tlieir vascular supply,

which he carefully studied both in injected preparations and

in sections.

Stuhlmann's account of the structure of a villus and his

minute comparison of it with an ovigerous pouch are, however,

based on a misconception, owing to his having selected for

description not a typical or normal villus, i. e. an ovigerous

pouch from which an egg had escaped, but one in which an egg

had degenerated. That this is the case is perfectly clear from

Stuhlmann's description and figures. Stuhlmann speaks of

a peculiar tissue occupying the centre of the villus; he calls

it the " Narbengewebe," and describes it as "eine netzartige

protoplasmatische Grundmasse mit eingestrenten Kernen, in

der man zahlreiche Vacuolen sicht." In regard to the develop-

ment of this "Narbengewebe," Stuhlmann remarks that it may
have originated in the ruptured follicle (!) ; "sulir wohl durch

Degeneration des Follikelopithels und der angreuzenden

Gewebespartien.'^ This is clearly an error. A "protoplasma-

tische Grundmasse" with embedded nuclei and vacuoles is

always associated with the fatty degeneration of the egg, as I

' See " Fat Absorplioii," in ' Scliafer's Pliysiology,' vol. i, p. 458.
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have described above^ but it is never formed in the ruptured

follicle. Also the "Narbengewebe " iu question is a product

of the follicular epithelium^ not of the connective tissue as

Stuhlmann imagined.

In figs. 24—26 I have indicated how an ovigerous pouch

from which an egg has escaped is converted into a villus.

Fig. 24 is a longitudinal section of a recently ruptured pouch

(August 19th). Figs. 25 and 26 are sections, longitudinal

and transverse respectively, of villi from a pregnant ovary

in February. In this ovary advanced " embryos," almost

ready for birth, were present. The conversion of an ovige-

rous pouch into a "villus" is brought about as follows :—The

pouch, which at the time of rupture is a pear-shaped and sub-

sessile vesicle (fig. 24), elongates to ultimately about three

times its original size ; it is now a long-stalked clavate

structure (fig. 24). At the same time the egg cavity collapses

gradually, and closes up by a doubling iu and apposition of

its walls—the theca folliculi. This layer becomes very

thick after the rupture of the follicle, and the blood-vessels iu

it (arteries) and in the subepithelial stroma (veins) become

greatly enlarged. The follicular epithelium undergoes no

further development beyond a slight hypertrophy by simple

enlargement of its cells; it ultimately degenerates into a few

yellow granules. A similar hypertrophied condition of the

follicular epithelial cells and nuclei was noted above as

characterising certain follicles in which the egg is about to

degenerate. The cause of this enlargement of the cells is

probably the same in both cases ; the egg being functionless,

as in the one case, or gone, as in the other, the nutriment

passing from the blood to the cells of the follicular epithelium

is no longer rapidly absorbed as it would be if a functional

egg were present, but accumulates in the cells, which accord-

ingly become turgid. This turgidity may bring about the

observed hypertrophy of these cells.

Growth, by simple hypertrophy, of the cells of the follicular

epithelium is stated by vSobotta (1895) to characterise the

formation of the corpus luteum in the mouse; and Marshall
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(1901) confirms the observatioUj adding that karyokinesis of

these cells may also occasionally occur. Beyond the fact of

the enlargement of the follicular epithelial cells, the ruptured

follicle of the Teleostei bears little resemblance at any stage

of its development to the complicated structure known as the

corpus luteum in mammals. Cunningham's (1897) observa-

tions on this head appear to be quite accurate. An approach

to the mammalian condition is, however, not wanting in the

case of the elasmobranch fishes (figs. 31, o2), as Giacomini

(1896) has already shown.

My material for the study of the corpus luteum in

Spinax niger is limited to two ovaries. These represent

two distinct stages in the " adult cycle " of the organ. One
ovary was that of a female in which ovulation had just

occurred; the ova had just descended into the oviduct. Six

corpora lutea were present in this ovary, corresponding to

the number of eggs in the oviduct. The original openings

of these follicles to the exterior had closed up. P^rom a com-

parison of the size of these corpora lutea with that of a ripe

ovum it is clear that a very considerable contraction of the

follicle has taken place after rupture. The wall of the

follicle which is opposite to its area of attachment to the

ovary is folded inwards, doubtless by the force of the con-

traction. On sectioning the corpus luteum at this stage we
find a considerable cavity more or less filled with a staining

plasma of some sort, pi'obably the liquor folliculi. The

wall of the follicle is composed of three well-defined layers

—

endothelium, theca, and follicular epithelium. The endothe-

lium is a single layer of uniform cells. The theca is a thick

and very dense stratum of fibrous connective tissue. Towards

the inside of this layer the cells and fibres are more loosely

arranged, and venous blood-vessels with very thin walls, and

of various sizes and shapes in section, are present. This layer

abuts internally on the membrana propria folliculi,

which in turn surrounds the follicular epithelium. The con-

dition of the latter is very renuirkable. It forms a thick

lining to the cavity of the follicle, and is several cells in thick-
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ness. Accordingly it presents a veiy different appearance

indeed from the single layer of columnar cells surrounding

the immature (fig. 19) and doubtless also the ripe ovum. It

would seem at first glance as if a great proliferation of the

follicular epithelial cells had taken place. I do not, however,

think that there has been any proliferation. There were

certainly no signs of karyokinesis in these cells. If we allow

for the enormous contraction of the follicle which must have

taken place, the thickness of the follicular epithelium becomes

intelligible. As a result of the contraction there is no longer

room for the follicular epithelial cells to remain spread out in

a single layer over the inside of the thee a, and accordingly

some of the cells have been squeezed out between the others,

so as to give the false appearance of a tissue several cells

thick. The irregular arrangement and shape of the cells,

especially towards the inside of the follicular epithelium,

bears out this view.

The membrana propria folliculi in these preparations

has a puckered appearance, no doubt due, partly at least,

to contraction. At very numerous points in a cross-section

of such a recently ruptured follicle the membrana propria
is folded inwards, and strands of cells from the theca have

grown into these folds, so that we have already a hint of the

radial structure of the mammalian corpus luteum as described

and figured by Sobotta (1895). The venous blood-vessels in

the theca have not as yet commenced to grow in towards the

cavity of the follicle as occurs later (fig. 31), and there is no

trace of blood or blood corpuscles in the cavity of the follicle,

only a kind of plasma, probably derived from the secretion

of the follicular epithelial cells.

Sections were also made of an ovary of Spin ax in which

corpora lutea in a more advanced stage of development

were present. The ovary in question was that of a female

towards the end of gestation. The young were almost readj^

for birth. Since this specimen was caught in the same month
as the other one in which the ova had just descended into the

oviduct, and in whose ovary the recently ruptured follicles
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just described were present, the corpora lutea of the formei

specimen may be about one year old.

Sections of the advanced corpus Inteum of Spin ax are

shown in figs. 31 and 32. The corpus hiteum is much
smaller than the recently ruptured follicle described above.

Another obvious point of difference is that its cavity is full

of blood-corpuscles. The latter are also present in great

numbers in all the lymph spaces of this particular ovary.

On the other hand, no blood was found in the spaces of the

other ovary of Spin ax previously spoken of.

The more advanced corpus luteum of Spinax (figs. 31, 32)

exhibits a more decided resemblance to the mammalian

corpus luteum, as described by Sobotta. His account of

what takes place in the mouse may be thus briefly sum-

marised. After bursting of the follicle, mitoses in the

follicular epithelium cease, but the cells of the theca

interna proliferate and grow into the layer of hyper-

trophied follicular epithelium in the form of radial trabeculas

of connective tissue with blood-vessels. In the cavity of the

ruptured follicle there is at first an effusion of blood, but this

is absorbed later, and " Wanderzellen,'^ together with con-

nective-tissue cells, form a network which occupies the

centre of the corpus luteum. This central nucleus of con-

nective tissue is connected with that of the thecal wall by

the radial trabecule just alluded to. The arrangement of

the connective tissue in transverse sections recalls the rela-

tions of the parts of a wheel, of which the axle, spokes, and

rim are composed of connective tissue, and the spaces

between the spokes filled with the hypertrophied follicular

epithelium. Thus the obliteration of the original egg-cavity

of the follicle is brought about by a complicated process,

probably assisted by the actual contraction of the walls of

the follicle. The characteristic epithelial portion of the

corpus luteum arises by simple enlargement of the primitive

follicular epithelium. The connective-tissue portion is formed

by a proliferation (with karyokinesis) of the inner thecal

sheath. Marshall's account (1901) of the corpus luteum in
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the sheep is confirmatory, in the main, of Sobotta's observa-

tions. Marshall, however, records occasional karjokinesis of

the follicular epithelial cells. He also maintains that the

theca externa, as well as the theca interna, g'rows

inwards between the epithelial cells, whereas Sobotta has

stated that only the theca interna is involved in the

process.

From a study of two stages in the development of the

corpus luteum in Spinax, I can confirm Sobotta's observa-

tions in reg-ard to the following points:— (I) Hypertrophic

enlargement of the cells of the follicular epithelium
; (2) in-

growth of the connective tissue of the theca at various points

in a radial manner; (3) ingrowth of blood-vessels along

with the connective tissue. These things are illustrated in

figs. 31, 32.

The doubtful and difficult point to determine in the case

of Spinax is this:—Whether the corpus luteum of the

advanced stage, which is no doubt some months and may be

a year old, represents a stage in the formation or a stage in

the degeneration of the corpus luteum, Sobotta could find

no evidence of degeneration in any of the corpora lutea
of the mouse.

Giacomini (1896) also states, in regard to Myliobatis
bovina, that the corpus luteum does not degenerate, but

remains as a permanent structure in the ovary.

I have said that the cavity of the corpus luteum of the

second or more advanced stage in Spinax is filled with

blood-cells derived from the veins in the theca. These veins

grow inwards radially with the strands of connective tissue

(fig. 31). Amongst the red blood-corpuscles in the central

cavity may be seen leucocytes and nuclei, some of which
appear to be derived from the theca, and others from the

follicular epithelium. Whether subsequently the blood in

the central cavity is absorbed and a core of connective tissue

formed in its place, as in the mouse, I cannot sa3^ If so

—

that is to say, if the stage we are considering in Spinax is

an early one in the formation of a corpus luteum of the
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mammalian t^'-pe^—then the development of this body in

Spinax must be a very slow process indeed, taking- many

months for its completion, whereas the whole process in the

mouse takes about three days.

I am inclined to think that the more advanced corpus

luteum is undergoing degeneration. The signs of this

are— (1) The disintegration of the inner cells of the

follicular epithelium and the presence of free nuclei from

this source in the cavity. These nuclei are obviously

degenerating.

(2) The appearance of the nuclei in the theca. Some of

these are degenerating; others are dividing amitotically

(fig. 33). I may add that I have never seen karyokinesis in

any of the cells of the corpus luteum of Spinax^ either in

the early or in the advanced stage. I am not, however,

prepared to say that karyokinesis does not occur in the earlier

sfcao*es, as I have not examined a sufficient number of sections.

(3) Degeneration of the fibres in the theca.

If, then, as the above observations seem to indicate, the

corpus luteum we are considering has reached its maximum

development and is now on its wa}^ to degenerate, it is clear

that the structural changes which take place in the ruptured

follicles of this Elasmobranch, while they present a distinct

approach to the conditiom in mammals, are much less pro-

found and complicated.

The corpus luteum of Spinax is likewise much simpler

than that of Myliobatis according to the descriptions and

figures Giacomini gives of the latter. The corpus luteum of

Myliobatis is represented as a more oi" less solid body, in

which the interpenetration of the follicular epithelium by

trabecula) of connective tissue and blood-vessels has taken

place on a large scale so that the corpus luteum looks like

"a glandular organ full of epithelial tubes." In Spinax,

on the other hand, the invasion of the epithelium by the

connective tissue in the most advanced stage of the corpus

luteum available for examination has only proceeded to a

very slight extent.
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I hope to go more thoroughly into these and other points

connected with ovarian ova in a future paper.
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Explanation op the Figures in Plates 15—17.

h. c. Blood-corpuscles. b. v. Blood-vessel. cy. Cytoplasm. e. c. Egg

cavity, e. /. Degenerating egg. e;». Endothelium, e/?. Epithelium, gr.gr.'

Eollicular epitlieliuu>. g. v. Germinal vesicle, le. Leucocytes, ly. Lymph

space, m.p.f. Membrana propria folliculi. p. v. I. Zonoid layer, st. Stroma.

th. Theca folliculi. z. Definitive e^g membrane.

PLATE 15.

EiG. 1.

—

Zoarces. 13'2 cm. Eeb. 24. Section at the surface of an

ovary sliowing a "nest" of oogonia with interstitial cells. The compact,

rounded form of the nest indicates its origin from a single mother cell. All

the oogonia are equal in size and in the resting stage. Borax carmine.

X 400.

Fig. 2.—Zoarces. 13*2 cm. Eeb. 24. A nest of oogonia with two de-

veloping ova, around which certain interstitial cells are already arranged,

forming a follicular epithelium. Note that there is no general fusion of the

oogonia to form a syncytium. Borax carmine. X 400.

Fig. 3.—Zoarces. 15"5 cm. Sept. 18. Section of a nest with one de-

veloping ovum. Hermann's fluid and thionin. X 400.

Figs. 4, 5.—Zoarces. 13"2 cm. Feb. 24. Nests composed entirely of

follicular epithelial cells and in contact with the germinal epiihelium. Their

derivation from the latter is indicated. There are no true ova in these nests.

Borax carmine. Zeiss D, ocular 4.

Fig. 6.— Zoarces. 13"2 cm. Feb. 24. Section of young ovum showing

first appearance of the "yolk-nucleus" as a brightly staining cap applied to

one side of the germinal vesicle. Borax carmine. Zeiss A, ocular 4.

Fig. 7.—Zoarces. 13'2 cm. Feb. 24. Section of developing ovum,

slightly larger than last. The "yolk-nucleus" has moved away from tlie

germinal vesicle, and is now spherical with reticular structure. The "centro-

sphere" (?) is also shown as a dark roundish body in contact with the

germinal vesicle, and looking like an extruded nucleolus. Borax carmine.

Zeiss A, ocular 4.

F'iG. 8.—Zoarces. 13'2 cm. Feb. 24. Still larger ovum in section.

"Yolk-nucleus" seen as a circular zone of coarse fibrils in the cytoplasm. It

does not stain so intensely as in the earlier stages. The " centrosphere "
(?)

also has moved outwards, and now lies in the "yolk-nucleus" zone. Borax

carmine. Zeiss A, ocular 4.

I'iG. 9.—Zoarces. Section of developing ovum showing "yolk-nucleus"

around the germinal vesicle. Space between the yolk -nucleus and peripheral

protoplasm. Htemalum. Zeiss A, ocular 4.
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Fig. 10.—Zoarces, Section of more advanced egg with "yolk-nucleus"

breaking up into fragments, the more internal of which are " dissolving."

Hsemalum. Zeiss. A, ocular 4.

Tig. 11.—Zoarces. Section of ovum with yolk-nucieus cut tangentially

to show reticular structure of the same. Hsemalum. Zeiss A, ocular 4.

Fig. 12.—Zoarces. 15*5 cm. Sept. 18. Section of more advanced

ovum. The "yolk-nucleus " has broken up into fragments, and the latter are

" dissolving." Amongst the fragments of the yolk-nucleus are clusters of

very minute oil drops (not well shown in the figure). The centrosphere (?)

in upper left-hand corner has enlarged, and is degenerating. Hermann's fluid

and tliiouin. Zeiss A, ocular 4.

Fig. 13.—Zoarces. 132 cm. Feb. 24. Young developing ovum slightly

more advanced than that shown in Fig. 6, Yolk-nucleus has severed its con-

nection with the germinal vesicle, but is still hemispherical. Vacuoles in the

yolk-nucleus are shown. Borax carmine, X 400.

Figs. 14, 15.—Zoarces. 80 cm. From section of the ovary. Karyoki-

netic division of oogonia. Hsemalum. Zeiss D, ocular 4.

Fig. 16.—Zoarces. Section of small ovum, showing turgid condition of

the cells of the follicular epithelium over greater part of the surface, indi-

cating commencing degeneration of the egg. Carmalum. Zeiss A, ocular 4.

Fig. 17.—Zoarces. Section at the surface of an immature ovum, "5 mm.

in diameter, showing membrana propria foUiculi, follicular epithelium, zona

radiata, and (next the vitellus) the zonoid layer. Hsemalum. X 400.

Fig. is.—Zoarces. Section at the surface of a nearly ripe egg, 2"5 mm.

Here the zona radiata is much thicker, and the zonoid layer has disappeared.

Hsemalum. x 400.

Fig. 19.

—

Spinax niger. Section at the surface of an immature ovum,

1'5 mm. in diameter. The follicular epithelium has withdrawn from the egg

membrane, and its cells are seen to be provided with fine processes which

enter into the membrane. Borax carmine, x 400.

Fig. 20.—Zoarces. 13"2 cm. Feb. 24. Section of an abortive follicle.

The follicular epithelium has proliferated, and is filling up the cavity originally

occujiied by an egg, remains of which are still present (ei.). At one place (f/r.)

the follicular epithelium still retains its epithelial character, and is only one or

two cells deep. In the same region fragments of the zona radiata remain.

In the dead protoplasm of the egg and in the follicular epithelium may be seen

vacuoles, representing the fatty products of degeneration of the egg, and oil

droplets. Borax carmine. Zeiss A, ocular 4.

PLATE 16.

Fig. 21.—Zoarces. 13'2 cm. Feb. 24. Portion of a transverse section

of the ovary. The egg cavity of the large ovigerous pouch in the middle of

the figure is entirely filled up with ihe tissue formed from the follicular epi-
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tlieliiim, and containing liie fatty degeneration products of tlie egg. Borax

carmine. Zeiss A, ocular 4.

Fig. 22.—Zoarces. Section of an aborted follicle, showing proliferated

follicular epithelium bursting through the softened zona. Remains of tlie egg

(v. ei.) are seen in the centre, invaded by free cells derived from the follicular

epithelium. That part of the follicular epithelium which lies inside the zona

is charged with fat. Borax carmine, x 90.

Fig. 23.—Zoarces. 13"3 cm. Sept. 15. Section of an abortive follicle,

showing a later stage in the absorption of the egg. The ovigerous pouch is

much contracted, and scarcely projects beyond the general surface of the

ovary. The theca folliculi is greatly thickened. In the centre is a mass

of yellow granules, amongst which are scattered white blood-corpuscles and

nuclei of doubtful origin. Carmalum. x 400.

Fig. 24.

—

Zoarces. Semi-diagrammatic longitudinar section of an ovi-

gerous pouch from which an egg has recently escaped. From an ovary of

August 19th.

Fig. 25.—Zoarces. Longitudinal section of a " villus " from a pregnant

ovary in February. On the same scale as last figure.

Fig. 26.—Zoarces. Transverse section of a "villus" in the plane of a b

of Fig. 25. On the same scale.

Fig. 27.—Zoarces. Section of a portion of a " villus" from an ovary of

October. The egg cavity is much compressed, and the follicular epithelium

has not proliferated. Zeiss A, ocular 4.

PLATE 17.

Fig. 28.—Chimse ra monstrosa. Section at the surface of an immature

ovary, showing young follicle with membrana propria folliculi enclosing a

follicular epithelium, consisting of small cells, also two large cells, of which

the one to the left is certainly an ovum, while the smaller one to the right is

probably a " nutritive " cell like those in Figs. 29, 30. Iron hematoxylin and

orange G. x 400.

Fig. 29.

—

Chimsera monstrosa. Section at the surface of an egg, about

4 mm. in diameter, nearer the animal pole, showing the many-layered follicular

epithelium with differentiation of its elements; small cells on the side of the

follicular membrane and large " nutritive" cells on the side of the egg. The

egg membrane is here thin but dense, and clearly limited on both sides.

Zonoid layer as in Zoarces. Streams of nutriment passing into the yolk are

indicated. Iron hematoxylin and orange G. X 400.

Fig. 30.—Chimsera monstrosa. Section at the surface of the same egg,

but nearer the vegetable pole, showing the long-drawn-out processes of tiie

follicular cells passing through the substance of the much modified egg mem-

braue. The latter is much deeper than in Fig. 29, and iias an open fibrous
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structure, with no well-defined limit on the side of the follicular epithelium.

Irou hsematoxylin and orauge G. X 400.

Fig. 31,

—

Spinax niger. Part of a transverse section of a corpus luteum

from the ovary of a female in which the young were almost ready for birth,

showing hypertrophied follicular epithelium invaded by radial invaginations of

thecal connective tissue bearing venous blood-vessels. Iron hsematoxyliu.

X 130.

Fig. 32.

—

Spinax niger. Portion of the same "corpus luteum" more

highly magnified. Iron h. X 400.

Pig. 33.—Spinax niger. Nuclei from the theca foUiculi of the same

"corpus luteum," showing stages in amitotic division, x 450.

Pig. 34.—Zeus faber. Section at the surface of an immature egg,

showing three definitive egg membranes and a zonoid layer, x 420.

Pig. 35.—Sygnathus acus. Section of a series of small ova near tlie free

edge of the ovigerous lamella, showing deudritic appearance of the] "yolk-

nucleus " around the germinal formic- formol-alcohol mixture, x 130.

Fig. 3G.—Sygnathus acus. Section of small ova near the edge of ovi-

gerous lamella, showing the effect of Perenyi's fluid in dissolving out the

"yolk-nucleus." X 130.

Pig. 37.—Zeus faber. Section of immature ovum, showing the relation

of the "yolk-nucleus" to the oil droplets. The latter are represented iu the

figure by minute circles.
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A New Koenenia from Texas.

Augusta Rucker,
Of the University of Texas, U.S.A.

Witii Plate IS.

During the later part of July I received from Bonhain,

Texas, a small package of soil containing Koenenia, Avhicli

was sent by Miss Florence liliine. The distance from Bon-
ham, which is in the northern part of the State, near Eed
River, to Austin was so great, and the heat at that time was
so intense, that the soil, which was in a paper box, became
perfectly dry before it reached me. However, on placing

the dry earth in a large dish of water, several specimens of

Koenenia, in a wrinkled and distorted condition, were floated

out and taken up with a brush. The wrinkles were smoothed

out, by the use of KOH, to an extent that allowed of a par-

tially satisfactory examination of the exoskeleton. The first

glance at the ventral surface of an adult female revealed

the fact that an entirely new species of Koenenia had been

taken.

A hasty review of the eleven specimens obtained from the

dry soil showed eight to be adult females and three immature

forms. Hoping to obtain perfect specimens, I immediately

wrote Miss Rhine for more material, asking that it be sent in

70 per cent, alcohol. At the same time I wrote for informa-
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tion on the conditions under wliicli the little Arachnids were

found, for I thought I knew the soil of Bonhani to be made
up of a black-waxy alluvial, entirely free from stones. This

condition would necessitate their living entirely in the soil,

independent of stones—a condition which I suspected to

obtain in the case of K, wheeleri, though the prevalence of

several stones in the soil where the latter were found made
it more doubtful.

In immediate reply to both of my requests, on August 3rd

I received fifty-five specimens of the new Koenenia, and the

following information in regard to their environment :
—" I

was looking under a cedar hedge for a suitable soil for ferns,

shortly after a rain, when I discovered the Koenenia which I

sent you. In that place the soil was moist to the depth of

several inches, and there the animals were found in greater

numbers than I had ever seen them in Austin. I could

hardly dig up a spoonful of the soil that did not contain as

many as four specimens. The top of the earth- was of a dark

reddish-brown colour, due to the deposits for years of decayed

cedar branches; below this the soil was very dark, and here

the Koenenia were readily observed moving about incessantly.

There were no stones anywhere in the neighbourhood, the

conditions being unlike those found in Austin

On receiving your letter asking for more material, I was

sorry to find the earth quite dry, and no Koenenia in sight.

In the evening, however, I watered the hedge thoroughly,

and early the next morning I procured as many as I sup-

posed you would want."

On examining the fifty-five specimens sent, I found that

they consisted principally of adult females, though a fcAv

represented two developmental stages. Hoping to get indi-

viduals of both sexes, I again begged for more material, and

on August 29tli received fifty-six specimens, while in Sep-

tember sixty more were added, making in all one hundred

and eighty-two specimens which I had received. Careful

examination of all these revealed the same condition that was

found in the case of the European K. mirabilis, of which
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not a single male had been taken up to the present time.

This seemed all the more remarkable, since in the other Texan

species (K. wheeleri) the males at times predominate.

Koenenia florencias, n. sp.

In size K. florencice measures from 2 to 2*3 mm. In its

proportions it is not unlike K. wheeleri.

Cep halo thorax.—The labrum presents a laterally com-

pressed condition, and viewed from the ventral or dorsal

surface, appears to terminate in a peak. Five pairs of labral

hairs are present. These hairs are as prominent as the cor-

responding ones in K. mirabilis, and twice as prominent as

those of K. wheeleri, where they might be easily over-

looked. The hypostome presents the usual cross-furrowed

appearance, resulting from the arrangement of the delicate

hairs of that region. The frontal sense-organ is of normal

appearance, projecting forward from under the blunt-pointed

carapace. The lateral sense-organs consist of three pairs of

spindle-shaped hairs with the proximal ends blunted at their

point of attachment. These sensory setse are six times as

long as they are broad at their broadest axis, and are dotted

over with delicate hairs. They lie close to the head, and

point forward and inward, arising in such a manner that

when seen from above they can hardly be counted, so nearly

do they lie in the same dorso-ventral plane. When seen

from the side they stand out with great distinctness. The

number and arrangement of the dorsal hairs of the cephalo-

thoi'ax are not characteristic of the species, inasmuch as the

same arrangement is met with in K. wheeleri. There are

five cross-rows of hairs ; the first consisting of one pair, the

second, third, and fifth, each of two pairs, and the fourth of

three pairs of setae. The number and arrangement of cephalo-

thoracic sternal hairs are characteristic of the species. In

every specimen examined for this purpose except one, which

had six, five prominent setae are present. These arise in a

slightly curved line, which extends over about a third of the
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breadth of the animal across the mid-ventral line. Another

characteristic of K. f loren cite, which appears even in the

delicate exoskeleton of the youngest stage, is a tongue-

shaped thickening of the sternum between the fifth pair of

appendages.

Chelicerag.—On the ventral surface of the proximal joint

of the chelicerae three setae arise in a line parallel to the

sides of the labrum. These setae present distinguishing

features characteristic of the species. In K. floren cise the

first one of these hairs is very large,—in fact, it is the largest

hair to be found on the entire body of the animal ; while the

other two setae are very small in proportion. The corre-

sponding setae in K. wheeleri which are similarly arranged

are all of the same size, blunt, and delicately plumiilose near

the ends. In the case of K. mirabilis the first of these

hairs is large, but not nearly so large as the corresponding

ones in K. florencias. The size and relative proportions of

these seta3 can best be ascertained from an examination of

figs. 9, 10, and 11 of the plate. The two distal joints have

each eight teeth with their denticles. The teeth, in recently

killed specimens, show a delicately plumulose structure, a

condition which was also found in K. wheeleri. On the

fixed blade the row of teeth ends with a sharp angle, while

the moveable blade, which ended with a number of serrations

in K. wheeleri, terminates with the last tooth. A peculiar

arrangement in the fixed blade of K. f lorencise, which is so

prominent as to make it worth mentioning, can best be made

out from fig. 12 of the plate. This condition, though not so

prominent, is also observed in the movable joint. It is a

bulb-like attachment appearing in the cavity of the blade, on

a line with the penultimate tooth. Extending from that side

of the bulb nearest the teeth is a chitinous rod which becomes

fused with the wall of the blade after extending down the

cavity for its whole length.

Other Appendages.—The pedipalps conform throughout

to the corresponding appendages in the other known species.

The last leg, like that appendage in K. wheeleri, has, on the
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upper surface of the metatarsus, a large, hollow, sensory seta,

which arises at about the middle of the joint. As would be

expected from our knowledge of the other members of this

group, K. florenciae has the usual number of seven delicate

sensory setae. The first one arises from the outer surface of

the patella, one third of the distance from its distal end. The

next two arise from the upper and distal limit of the first

metatarsus, while the second metatarsal joint bears one on

the proximal limit of its upper surface, and one near the

middle on the outer surface. The fourth metatarsus and

second tarsus each gives off one of these hairs from its upper

surface. So far as I am aware no statement has been made
in regard to the proportionate length of these delicate organs.

In K. florenciaj the uppermost hair of the first metatarsus

and the one arising from the second tarsus are only of about

half the length of the other metatarsal hairs, while the cor-

responding hair of the patella is lacking somewhat in length.

Bifurcating hairs are present on the first and second meta-

tarsus, and second and third tarsus. Characteristic of the

species is the size and the situation of the large, hollow, flat

seta of the third metatarsal joint. This seta is situated at

about one half of the distance from the proximal end of the

joint. It is shorter and narrower than the corresponding-

organ in K. whecleri, which arises from the distal end of the

joint. In K. f lorencige, on the opposite side of the joint

from where the seta arises, is another hollow though round

and pointed seta, which is much longer and almost as broad.

The Abdomen.—In K. florencias is found the usual belt

of setae on all eleven of the segments except the first. It is

in the arrangement of these setae that K. florenciae differs

from all of the other described species. Along the dorsal and

lateral surfaces of the abdomen, a strip, made conspicuous by

the absence of setae, extends to the seventh segment. The

remaining are regularly adorned with setae at approximately

equal distances apart. The most striking differences between

the two Texan Koenenia are to be found on the ventral sur-

face of the abdomen. No lung-sacs are present in K.
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florencise. In sections, however, the region corresponding

to the lung-sac areas reacts to stains in exactly the same way

as do the cells around the inverted lung-sacs of K. wheeleri.

Specimens stained in borax carmine show three pairs of deeply

stained patches on the ventral surfaces of segments 4, 5, and

6. The arrangement of the setse on the ventral surface is

entirely different from any other described species. On
segments 4, 5, and 6, just over the peculiarly stained areas

above mentioned, there is a crowding of the setfc of the

belts, so that two groups of four setge each are observed on

each side of the mid-ventral line. From their situation these

setae correspond to the four pairs of protective setae of the

lung-sacs of K. wheeleri. LikeK. siamensis, K. florencite

presents an identical appearance of the ventral surface of

segments 4, 5, and 6. Segment 7 is likewise lackiug in

a seta on its mid-ventral surface, while all the remaining

segments are regularly supplied with setge, which occur

much oftener than in the other segments.

Reproductive Appendages.—Only the female appen-

dages can be described, since males were lacking among all

the specimens taken. Why such a condition exists in all the

other species except K. wheeleri is a matter yet to be

accounted for. While the males are lacking, the females

must suffice to give specific character. In describing the

appendages of the female almost the same description will

hold good for K. f lorenciae as was given for K. wheeleri.

The anterior unpaired appendage of the second segment

appears more pointed when viewed from below ; while, Avhen

seen in profile, the sides of the appendage project backward

and upward, forming a very deep trough with very thin

sides. So thin are the lateral extensions of this appendage

that they are easily overlooked in specimens thoroughly

cleaned in KOH. The seta) of this appendage consist of ten

pairs. The first row at the base, made up of three pairs,

curve slightly downward. The second row of two pairs is

situated further down on the appendage, and otirves slightly

in the opposite direction. The remaining hairs are arranged
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in a somewhat irregular row on and near the edge of the

appendage. The paired triangular appendages of the third

segment, as usual, have three pairs of setpe—two long ones,

arising on the posterior surface or from underneath, when
viewed from the ventral surface, and a small one situated on

the side of each appendage. The blades of these appendages

are more pointed than the corresponding ones in K.

wheeleri. Shining through the unpaired portion, and open-

ing between the bases of the two paired ones of the repro-

ductive appendages, is seen the large seminal vesicle, which

is nearly oval in outline. This vesicle in K. wheeleri was

flask-shaped, with the neck of the flask projecting downward.

Figs. 6 and 7 of the plate show the true condition of these

appendages better than any amount of description.

Flagellum.—When the material reached me through the

mail the flagellum had been broken oif in every case except

one. This was an adult female, which had only twelve joints

in the flagellum. However, I found floating around in the

alcohol in which the specimens were sent, one flagellum of

fifteen joints (counting the first small joint, which is never

detached with the flagellum, but always remains with the

body), another of fourteen joints, and another of twelve joints.

In all these cases none of the proximal joints had been broken

off except the small joint of Avliich I have made mention. In

these four flagella the second, third, fourth, sixth, eighth, and
tenth joints had two whorls of setae ; a plumulose Avhorl of

long setae running around the middle of the joint, and a

smooth terminal set which fitted closely over the subsequent

joint. Always following the joint bearing the double whorl

of setae which precede the segment-bearing whorl of hairs

are the very short, thick-walled sub-joints Avhich may be

looked upon as the anterior portion of the large joints, to

which they are immovably attached. The terminal joint in

two cases had two whorls of plumulose setae; in the other two

flagella it bore only one whorl. In every instance, except in

the number of joints, the flagellum carries out all the observa-

tions made on the corresponding appendage in K. wheeleri.
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Immature Stages.—These would be hardly worth men-

tioning, so fragmentary is the information obtained from two

periods in the life-history, were it not that these two stages

may give characters which phylogenetically are of the utmost

importance. As is always expected in considering the young
of any Arachnid, the hairs are few in number when compared

with the adult, so these points can be passed over lightly

except where hairs appear as specific characters of K.

florenciee. Of special importance, however, is the develop-

ment of the reproductive appendages of the second and third

abdominal segments. We saw that these appendages of K.

wheeleri, in passing through their developmental stages,

not only gave an inkling of the condition to be found in the

male appendage of the adult, but also of the relative position

of the species within the order. In K. f lorenciae the older

known stage presents characters in the reproductive appen-

dage which become entirely lost in the adult female, but

which resemble, in their possession of papilU^, the male

appendages in K. wheeleri. The appendage of this stage

in K. f lorenciae, with greater elaboration brought about in

its further development, probably becomes the male appen-

dage of the adult ; farther collection, however, at different

times of the year is needed to prove the truth of this con-

clusion.

Youngest known Stage.—The labrum presents the

peaked condition found in the adult. One lateral sense-organ

is present on each side. The number and arrangement of

setfe on the carapace agree with the adult condition. Only one

cephalothoracic sternal hair is present ; this is situated on the

mid-ventral line. No sensory hairs appear on the first

metatarsus. The flat, hollow, and slightly curved seta situated

on the outer side of the third metatarsus, one third of the

distance from the proximal end, is present as in the adult.

The characteristic sette of the proximal joint of the chelicera)

occur as in the adult. The arrangement of seta? on the

ventral surface of the abdomen is very regular. Beginning

with the second segment and ending with the seventh segment
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there are two longitudinal rows of hairs on either side o£

the 7nid-ventral line. In segment 3 these hairs are placed

farther apart and farther from the mid-ventral line, thus

making the longitudinal lines slightly curved. The seventh

and eighth segments have one seta on each side of the mid-

ventral line, while segments 9, 10, and 11 have one on each

side and one on the mid-ventral line.

Second and Last known Stage.—The labrum is com-

pressed laterally, and has four pairs of hairs. Usually two

lateral sense-organs are present on a side, though in one case

only one was observed on a side. There are three cephalo-

thoracic hairs. The appendages have all the characteristics

present in the adult. On the ventral surface of the abdomen
the fourth, fifth, and sixth segments have each a group of

three hairs, to the right and left respectively of the mid-

ventral line, while the seventh segment has only one on a

side ; the eighth and eleventh segments have each three

setfe, one on, and one on each side of the mid-ventral line;

while the ninth and tenth segments have each four set^e

arranged at equal distances apart across the ventral surfaces.

It is the peculiar condition of segments 2 and 3 that makes
this stage of the utmost importance. These segments are

prolonged into appendages that give promise of becoming

male appendages, inasmuch as they possess papillas, a condition

which has been found only in the male. The second segment

is prolonged posteriorly and ventrally into a trowel-shaped

appendage, slightly notched at the edge, giving it a paired

appearance. There projects from its edge on either side of

the mid-ventral line a papilla tipped with a plumulose spine.

This appendage has four pairs of seta?, two pairs forming a

downward curving row, Avhile the two remaining pairs form

an irregular row near the edge. The third segment gives

rise to the usual pair of projections, which are supplied on

the outer side with a small seta. Figs. 13 and 14 of the

plate represent camera drawings of the front and side view

of these simple appendages.

The Endosternite.—Characteristic of the Arachnida is
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this endoskeleton, wliich lies in the cephalothoracic region

between the nerve chain below and the stomach above. This

organ, which is easily overlooked in K. wheeleri, has not

been described for that species, but it has already been

observed in K. mirabilis and represented in section by Mr.

Borner. In K. florencio3 the endosternite comes out per-

fectly into view while a specimen is being treated with KOH.
In K. wheeleri this is not the case, and unless one is on the

sharp look-out it entirely escapes the notice, so readily does it

dissolve away on the use of KOH, along with the surround-

ing muscle and nervous tissue. In K. florenci^ the endo-

sternite is a V-shaped continuous plate, slightly swollen at

the sides in the region between the fifth appendages. Pos-

terior to these swellings, and more medianly situated, are two

large triangular perforations, which may be said to divide the

plate into two regions, an anterior U-shaped portion and a

posterior V-shaped portion, which contains the above-men-

tioned perforations. Near the anterior limits of the arms of

the U are two pairs of small oval apertures, while in the

outermost edge of the base of the U are three oval apertures

on either side. The attachment of the muscles of the endo-

sternite I did not attempt to make out. Fig. 15 of the plate

will make much clearer than descriptions can the structure

of the endosternite.

Systematic.—Following the discoveries made by Dr.

Silvestri of two species of Koenenia in South America, and by

Dr. Mortensen on the island of Koh Chang, in the Bay of

Siam, of two other species, comes the new North American

and North Texan Koenenia, which makes it seem all the more

probable that the hitherto rare order is well represented over

the globe. That one of the South American species

—

K. chilensis, Hansen—possesses lung-sacs, while the other

—K. grassi, Silvestri—does not, and that the same con-

dition occurs in the case of the two North American species

—K. wheeleri possessing lung-sacs, while K. florencia}

does not^—is a point of great interest which invites further
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consideration. From an analytical standpoint, the presence

of these lung-sacs in some species only, seems sufficient

ground for a definite and well-marked division of the genus

Koenenia into two sub-genera. Mr. Borner ^ was the first to

make the suggestion, basing the distinction on the condition

of the reproductive appendages. Unfortunately he was
misled, by Dr. Wheeler's mistaken description of the male for

the female, into believing that the appendage of the second

abdominal segment in K. wheeleri was paired, and repre-

sented a more primitive condition ; hence he placed K.

wheeleri under the sub-genus Prokoenenia, while the then

only other known species, K. mirabilis, he placed under

the sub-genus Eukoenenia. However, inasmuch as I\. mira-
bilis presents a slightly paired or notched condition of the

reproductive appendage, and inasmuch as K. wheeleri
passes through a stage in its development ~ which is more
nearly comparable to K. mirabilis, their position in the

sub-genera would have to be reversed if we attempt to carry

out Mr. Borner's suggestion. With his permission, then, I

adopt his sub-genera Prokoenenia to include all species

possessing lung-sacs, and Eukoenenia to include those species

not possessing lung-sacs.

In regard to exact characters indicative of the species,

further observations will have to be made before anything

like a definite and concise analytical table can be arranged.

Of the three species which I have been able to examine and
compare—K. wheeleri, K. mirabilis, and K. florencias

—the relative size of the three more distal seta3 of the

proximal joint of the cheliceras was a prominent and charac-

teristic feature of the species. In descriptions ^ of the other

four species no stress is laid on the distinction ; and the setve

are figured in only one of the species, K. angusta. For the

' "Zur iiuf seren Morphologic von Koenenia mirabilis, Grass!," aus

dem ' Zoologi&chen Anzeiger,' Bd. xxiv, No. 652, p. 551.

^ ' Zoologisclie Jahrbiicher,' 1903.

* "On Six Species of Koenenia, with lleniarks on llie Order Palpigradi,"

H. J. Hansen, ' Enloniologisk Tidskril't,' 1901.

VOL. -17, PART 2.—NEW SERIES. P
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three species which I examined, the ventral view showing the

relative size of these set^e, the arrangement of the hairs of

the fourth, fifth, and sixth segments of the abdomen, and tlie

number and arrangement of the cephalothoracic sternal hairs,

give an immediate clue to the species. In arranging any

analytical table these specific points should come first in

consideration. The females, which probably differ from the

males only in their reproductive appendages, must be used

entirely in furnishing the description for the species.

A. Lung-sacs present on the ventral side of the

fourth, fifth, and sixth segments of the abdomen.

Prokoenenia.

1. Between the lung-sacs on segments 4 and 5 are

three pairs of long backward turning hairs. These hairs are

absent on segment 6. A group of four shorter hairs is

present for protection over the aperture on each lung-sac.

Usually fifteen cephalothoracic sternal hairs are present,

eio-ht of which are arranged in a transverse row, and seven

form a V anterior to this row. The three setas of the proxi-

mal joint of the chelicerte of equal size. Labrum rounded

anteriorly, and possessing along its lip six pairs of delicate

hairs. A group of four lateral sense-organs present on a

side. The stiff, hollow seta is situated on the distal limit of

the third metatarsus of the first leg.

Koenenia (Prokoenenia) wheeleri. Rucker.

2. No long hairs are present between the lung-sacs.

Ventral surfaces of the fourth, fifth, and sixth segments

are alike. A group of three haii-s is present over the orifice

of each lung-sac. Eight cephalothoracic sternal hairs are

present, arranged at the corners of two concentric rectangles.

Two lateral sense-organs are present on a side. Tlie flat,

hollow seta is situated at the middle of the third metatarsus

of the first leg.

Koenenia (Prokoenenia) chilensis. TTauseu.
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B. Lung-sacs absent from the ventral surface of

the fourth, fifth, and sixth segments of the abdomen.

Eukoenenia.

3. " On the ventral surface, a group of five or six spine-like

setae on the fourth segment, and a protruding wart with six

procurved setfe on the sixth segment. '^ Two slightly curved,

transverse rows of five and six sette respectively are present

on the sternum of the cephalothorax. The three setae of the

proximal joint of the chelicerae are all of different lengths, the

most distal one being decidedly the longest. Labrum more

rounded, with five pairs of lip hairs. One lateral sense-organ

present on a side. The hollow seta of the third metatarsus

of the last leg is inserted at the middle of the joint.

Koenenia (Eukoenenia) mirabilis. Grassi.

4. Fourth segment of the abdomen has on its ventral side

one seta on each side of the mid-ventral line, while the fifth

and sixth segments have two setae on a side. Three cephalo-

thoracic sternal hairs are present arranged in a transverse

row. A group of three lateral sense-organs are present on a

side. The stiff hollow seta is inserted near the base of the

third metatarsus of the first leg.

Koenenia (Eukoenenia) angusta. Hansen.

5. Ventral surfaces of the fourth, fifth, and sixth segments

of the abdomen have, on each side of the mid-ventral line,

two setae. Seven cephalothoracic sternal hairs are present,

arranged in two intersecting diagonal rows. A group of

three lateral sense-organs is present on a side. The stiff,

hollow seta is inserted at the middle on the third metatarsus

of the first leg.

Koenenia (Eukoenenia) siamensis. Hansen.

6. Ventral surfaces of the fourth, fifth, and sixth segments

have on each side of the mid-ventral line a group of four

hairs. The cephalothoracic sternal hairs consist of five,
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arranged in a transverse row. The anterior seta of the

proximal joint of tlie cheliceras four times longer than either

of the other two. I^abrum compressed laterally to a point,

and possessing on its lip five pairs of hairs. A group of

three lateral sense-organs is present on a side. The flat,

hollow seta situated one third of the distance from the

proximal limit of the third metatarsus of the first leg.

Koenenia (Eukoenenia) florenciae.

7. Ventral surfaces of the fourth and fifth segments of the

abdomen with a group of four hairs on each side of the mid-

ventral line, while only three pairs of hairs are present on

the sixth segment. Eight cephalothoracic hairs are present,

irregularly arranged. A group of three lateral sense-organs

is present on a side. The stiff, hollow seta is inserted near

the base of the third metatarsus of the first leg.

Koenenia (Eukoenenia) grassii. Silvestri.

In conclusion I have arranged in a convenient form the

table given below, which records tlie places from which the

species were taken, together with the more prominent cha-

racters of each species.
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1900. Wheeler, W. M.—'A Singular xVrachnid (Koenenia mirabilis,
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EXPLANATION OF PLATE 18.

Fig. 1.—Dorsal view of K. florencia; (8 oc. X 3 obj.). The setae of head,

thorax, and abdomen are shown in their natural position. The abdomen is

slightly rolled to the left, so that the broad strip along the mid-dorsal line

which is devoid of sets is not so striking.

Fig. 2.— Ventral view of the head and thorax of K. florenci8e(l oc. x7obj.).

The arrangement and position of setie of the proximal joint of the chclicerse

are shown. The distal joints of the chelicerse which often obscure the setfle

are not drawn. The characteristic peaked condition of the labrum with its

curved row of five pairs of hairs is shown. The five cephalothoracic sternal

hairs arc shown in their natural position. The peculiar tliiniblc-sha)){'d thick-

ening of the stcrn\nn between the fifth pair of appendages appears in all the

stages as is figured here in tiie adult.
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Fig. 3.

—

a. Lateral sense-organs in natural position when viewed from

above, b. The same seen from the side and slightly displaced through pres-

sure (8 00. X 7 obj.).

Fig. 4.—Fruntal sense-organ (8 oc. X 7 obj.).

Fig. 5.—The first leg of the left side beginning with the patella. Tlie

relative lengtlis of the sensory hairs are correctly drawn (1 oc. X 7 obj.).

Fig. 6.—Female reproductive appendages (1 oc. X 7 obj.).

Fig. 7.— Ventral surface of abdomen of adult female showing position of

setae (8 oc. x 3 obj.).

Fig. 8.

—

a. Large seta from proximal joint of chelicera of K. florencise.

b. The corresponding seta of K. wheeleri (8 oc. X 7 obj.).

Fig. 9.—Ciielicera of K. florenciae when seen from the under side (1 oc.

X 7 obj.).

Fig. 10.—Chelicera of K. mirabilis when viewed from the inner side

(1 oc. X 7 obj.).

Fig. 11.—Ciielicera of K. wheeleri. Same view and same magnification.

Fig. 12.—Tip of fixed joint of chelicera of K. florenciae showing the

peculiar chitiuous arrangement in its cavity (8 oc. X 7 obj).

Fig. 13. — Side view of the reproductive appendages in the oldest onto-

genetic stage found (8 oc. X 7 obj.).

Fig. 14.—Front view of the same region whicli has been flattened out

through pressure.

Fig. 15.—Endosternite as seen from above (8 oc. X 7 obj.). Tlie broad

transverse [)iece with its lateral enlargements containing three oval apertures

lies iu the region between the fifth appendages.
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Olilgotrema psammites: a New Ascidian

belonging to the Family Molgulidse.

Oilbcit C. Botii'iic, D.Sc, F-L,.*.,

Fellow and Tutor of New College, Oxford ; University Lecturer in

Comparative Anatomy.

With Plates 19—23.

The interesting little Ascidian wliich forms the subject

of this paper was dredged by Dr. A. Willey from a depth

of fifty fathoms off Lifu, New Britain, and was sent to

me among a collection of Zoanthids made in the same

locality. Externally the animal has so little resemblance to

an Ascidiau, and has so many features resembling those of

Anthozoa, that it miofht well be mistaken for a member of

the latter group. The body is sack-shaped and covered with

grains of sand, like that of a Zoantbid. The mouth, or more

correctly, the branchial aperture, is transversely elongated

and bordered by tumid lips (Fig. 2), and there is a circlet of

six pinnate arms or tentacles resembling those of an

Alcyonarian surrounding the mouth. The internal organs

can only be distinguished as a dark mass through the trans-

lucent walls of the body, and the atrial siphon is so small

and inconspicuous that it might easily escape observation.

My attention was at once atti-acted by the presence of six

piunate tentacles, and, suspecting that the animal was new to

science, I cleared it for preliminary examination in dilute
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^•lycerine, whicli rendered the test trausparent and exposed

clearly the intestine, the atrial aperture^ and the other struc-

tures shown in Fig. 1. Further examination left no doubt

that the animal was an Ascidian.

As I was unwilling- to destroy the single specimen, I

attempted to work out its anatomy by dissection, and with

this object in view I made a longitudinal incision in the test,

as shown in Fig. 3, and afterwards cut through the body just

below the circumoral arms in order to study the latter struc-

tures ; but the tissues proved to be so brittle and fragile

after long immersion in spirit that I abandoned any further

attempt at dissection, and embedded the two parts into which

the animal was divided in paraffin. A series of sections was

cut and stained with borax carmine, followed by picro-

nigrosin or picro-indigo-carmine. Though the epithelia were

in many places detached or peeled off from the underlying

tissues, the general histological preservation was good^ and

in most cases the cell elements, even of the fragmented

epithelia, were remarkably Avell preserved. I have therefore

been able to make a tolerably exhaustive study both of the

anatomy and histology of the animal, but before going into

details I will define the genus and species.

Family Molgulid^.

Oligotrema, nov. gen.—Body sack-shaped ; the branchial

and atrial apertures distant; the branchial aperture terminal,

large, transversely elongated, surrounded by a circlet of six

muscular, pinnate arms or tentacles. The atrial aperture

minute, without lobes, placed on a small papilliform eminence

of the test near the hinder end of the body on the dorsal

side. The branchial sack much reduced and confined to the

anterior third of the body.

Oligotrema psammites, n. sp.

With the characters of the genus. The test thin, but

tough, translucent ; its whole surfuce covered with hair-like

processes, to which sand-grains are attached; these capilli-
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foi'iu processes are moderately long on the outer (aboral)

surfaces of the arms, short over the remainder of the anterior

three-quarters of the body, long over the posterior quarter.

Length of the body (antero-posterior), 17"5mni.; average

diameter of the body, 8*75 mm. ; measurement from tip to

tip of the expanded arms, 10"25 mm.
Habitat—Lifii, New Britain, 50 fathoms. Only a single

specimen was collected by Dr. Willey.

As I find it difficult, if not impossible, to give an intelli-

gible account of the anatomy of Oligotrema while retaining

the use of the term " mantle,'' and as the nomenclature of

the layers of which the Tunicate body is composed is in a

state of confusion in this and other respects, I must, before

giving a detailed account of the structure of the species,

enter into a short explanation of the morphological value of

the different layers, and propose some new terms which, I

hope, will tend to prevent obscurity.

The different coats or layers of the Tunicate body are

generally described as follows, beginning from the outside :

—

(1) The test (it has also been called the external tunic), which

is essentially a cuticular structure, much modified by the

presence of abundant intrusive mesoderm elements. Its

composition and relations are well understood, and require no

further mention in this place. (2) The mantle (also called

the inner tunic, body-wall, etc.). This sheet of tissue,

encircling the whole body, is covered on its outer surface by

a layer of epithelial cells, which is the external ectoderm.

Its internal surface is lined by an epithelial layer, also of

ectodermal origin, the atrial epithelium ; and between these

two there is a mass of tissue, consisting of a form of con-

nective tissue permeated by blood-spaces and sinuses, and

containing circular and longitudinal muscle-fibres, the

gonads, the renal organ, heart, stomach, intestine, etc., em-

bedded in it. The so-called mantle is separated by a con-

siderable space, the peribranchial or atrial chamber, from

(3) the branchial sac, the wall of which is made up as

follows :—Externally there is the atrial epithelium ; inside
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this there is a layer, for the most part thin, of connective

tissue channelled by blood-spaces; within this, again, and

lining the cavity of the branchial sac, is the endodermal

epithelium. The walls of the branchial sac are, in most

simple Ascidians, so extensively pierced by the branchial slits

or stigmata that the arrangement of their component layers

is not obvious, but in Oligotrema the branchial sac and the

number of the stigmata are so much reduced that the rela-

tions are very clearly seen in sections. The arrangements just

described are, of course, well understood, and have been

particularly clearly explained by Yves Delage, and Herouard

in the eighth volume of the ' Zoologie Concrete ;

' but these

authors, while showing a true appreciation of the morphology

of Tunicates in other respects, seem to me to make a grave

mistake in describing the complex of blood-spaces in the

connective-tissue layers of the " mantle " and branchial sac

as a " schizoccele." A schi/.ocoele, as defined by the authors

of the name, is a form of coelomic cavity distinguished by its

mode of development from an enterocoele. The blood-sinuses

in the " mantle " and branchial sac are not coelomic spaces,

but contain blood, and are appropriately classed under

Professor Laukester's term hsemocoele. Moreover we

know that, in some simple Ascidians at any rate, the ccelom

is developed as an enterocoele from outgrowths of the

primitive gut, but is obliterated early in larval life by the

conversion of its walls into mesenchyme, which fills up the

space not occupied by the nervous system and notochord,

between the ectoderm and endoderm. The term schizocccle,

therefore, is doubly unfortunate.

Equally unfortunate, I think, is the term " mantle " applied

to the outer layers of the body-wall. It suggests, and Avas

originally intended to suggest, a genetic relationship with

the mantle of Mollusca, but this view has long since been

abandoned, and the name has now only the sanction of long

usage to recommend it. Furthermore it is misleading, for it

implies an external coat formed as an outgrowth from the

body-wall, whereas the so-called mantle is in fact the body-
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wall^ and contains most of the important viscera^, as well as

the museuhiture and the nerve-ganglion. It may most cor-

rectly be described as the external part of the body-wall,

which has been, as it were, accidentally cut off from the

internal part surrounding the pharynx (and in Oligoti'ema the

oesophagus) by the ingrowth of the atrial and peribranchial

cavities.

In the light of our existing knowledge of development and

comparative anatomy, a Tunicate must be regarded as an

animal in which the primitive coelom has been obliterated

and its place taken by a mass of coniiective tissue permeated

by an irregular system of blood-spaces and sinuses (liEenio-

cnele). In the adult the cavities of the gonads, and possibly

the pericardial cavity ^ and the lumen of the renal organ, are

the only representatives of the original coelom. Considered

from this point of view the Tunicate is a solid animal,—that is

to say, the space between the gut and the external epithelium

is theoretically filled up with mesodermic tissue, except for

the relatively small cavities of the gonads, the pericai'dium,

and renal organ. To this mesodermic tissue I propose to give

the name plerome, from TrXripMfia, a thing filled up."

If we imagine the formation of the atrial cavity to be

delayed to a much later period of development than is

actually the case, a transverse section taken midway through

the body of an Ascidian, before the establishment of the atrial

cavity, would have the characters shown in the annexed

diagram. Fig. 1. The area shaded with dots represents the

plerome. The atrial cavity would be formed from two dorso-

lateral invaginations of the ectoderm, which would become

confluent in the dorsal region and give rise to a flattened

sac, overlying the dorsal aspect of the pharynx and opening

' The pericardial cavity of Ascidians, being formed I'lom the ventral wall of

the pharynx, may possibly be regarded as an independently develojied portion

of the enteroccele.

It may be objected that this term is already used by botanists. But, its

botanical connotation is so different, from that, now proposed, that it is unlikely

that any inconvenience can arise.
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to the exterioi' by the atrial apertui-o. The ventro-lateral

horns of this sac would push their way downwards right and

left of the gut to form the right and left peribranchial

cavities, and in so doing would divide the plerome into an

inner moiety surrounding the gut, which we may call the

endo plerome, and an outer moiety forming with the external

ectoderm the wall of the body. This latter moiety is what

is usually called the mantle; I propose to call it the ecto-

At.o. D.SUS

V.sag

1.—Section of a liypoflieiical Tunicate larva before tlie formation

of the atrial and pcribraiicliial cavities. The mesoderm (plerome) is

a solid mass of tissue in which the gonads and tlie heart enclosed in

its pericardium are embedded.
2.—Diafrrammatic transverse section throngli the ])harynx of an

Ascidian showing the plerome divided into an outer layer (the ecto-

pleronie) and an inner layer (the endoplcrome), surrounding the

pliarynx.

3.—Diagram of a section through the oesophagus of Oligotrema
psanimites. At. o. Atrial ajjcrture. CIi. Notochord. D. sus.

Dorsal suspensory fold. Ecp. Ectopleronie. Fnp. Endoplerome. En.

Enteron. Go. Gonads. Bt. Heart. N. Nerve-cord, Oe. (Esophagus.

Pi^. Peribranchial cavities. Pc. Pericardium. P//. Pliarynx. V.sus.

Ventral suspensory fold. The ectoderm is represented by a thick

broken line ; the plerome (mesoderm) is shaded with dots.

plerome. It contains the gonads, renal organ, lieart,

intestine, and other viscera. On the formation of the bran-

chial slits the endoplerome of the branchial sac is, of course,

broken up, and is represented by the mesoblast of the

branchial bars, as indicated in the diagram in the text. Fig,

2. In most Ascidians, owing to the gr(>at size of the branchial

sac, the endoplerome is practically reduced to the blood-
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sinuses in the brancliinl niesliwork ; but in Oligotrema^ in

which the branchial sac is very small^and the oesophagus and

stomach are relatively larger and occupy the posterior two-

thirds of the body, the endoplerome is a well-defined, con-

tinuous sheet of tissue surrounding the oesophagus and

anterior portion of the stomach. As the peribranchial cavities

do not meet in the mid-ventral line, the branchial sac, iind in

Oligotrema also, the oesophagus and stomach, are attached to

the ventral body-wall by a partition consisting of a sheet of

plerome covered on both sides by atrial epithelium. This is

the ventral or sub-endostylar suspensory fold.

There is a similar dorsal suspensory fold separating such

prolongations of the right and left peribranchial cavities as

extend beyond the limits of the cloaca. The relations of these

folds to the ecto- and endoplerome are shown in the diagi'ara

in the text. Fig. 3. A justification for this somewhat lengthy

discussion of facts already well known will be found, I hope,

in the practical utility of the terms I have proposed. I will

now give a detailed description of the anatomy and histology

of Oligotrema.

The Test.

The external appearance of the test has been mentioned

in the description of the species. It is relatively thin over

the greater part of the body, but is locally thickened in the

neighbourhood of the branchial and atrial apertures and on
the external aspects of the proximal moieties of the arms. It

is involuted to a considerable extent, both at the branchial

and atrial apertures. The branchial involution forming the

branchial siphon is thick, and its free surface is thrown into

a number of longitudinal folds. The atrial involution of the

test is thin, but extends for some distance inwards (fig. 34).

The substance of the test is homogeneous, or in some places

shows traces of fibrillation, and gives the cellulose reaction

with sulphuric acid and iodine. It contains numerous immi-

grant corpuscles (amoebocytes), which are nowhere swollen up

to form the large vesicular cells common in the tests of simple
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Ascidians. The amoebocytes of the test nre generally elongate-

oval in form, sometimes irregular and amosboid in shape;

each contains a small, deeply staining nucleus, situated to one

side of the cell; the cytoplasm is vacuolated, and in most

cases contains granules of various forms. In some cases the

granules are of a bright yellow colour, and these will be

described more particularly further on. The hair-like pro-

cesses or villi of the test do not differ from those described in

many other Molgulid?e and in some Cynthiadte. The villi

are longest and most numerous on the rounded posterior

(aboral) end of the body ; they are almost equally abundant,

but shorter and thicker, on the outer faces of the arms ; they

are short and more sparsely distributed over the rest of the

body. The villi are hollow, and most of them contain

amcfibocytes ; some of them, especially the longer ones at the

posterior end of the body, end in enlargements, to which

grains of sand are fixed, like those of Molgula (Anurella)

roscovita figured by de Lacaze Duthiers. The villi of the

arms and body, however, have bluntly pointed or rounded

extremities, and sand-grains, sponge spicules, etc., are attached

to their sides by a flocculent yellow material, which, as I

shall show presently, is probably excreted by some of the

amo3bocytes of the test. The substance of the test is pene-

trated in all parts of the body by somewhat sparsely dis-

tributed, knobbed, and tassel-like vascular processes of the

body-wall. These will be more conveniently described in

connection with the ectoderm, but it may be mentioned that

they do not penetrate, or, as far as I could determine, enter

into any relations with the hair-like villi of the test.

The Ectoderm.

The relations of the external ectodermal epithelium to

the test could not be very satisfactorily studied owing

to the shrinkage of the tissues of the body-wall and their

separation from the test. In some places the epithelium

was adherent to the test; in others it remained adherent
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to the body-wall. In both cases it could be seen to con-

sist of a single layer of somewhat flattened, fusiform cells,

whose pointed extremities interdigitate. These cells are

easily recognisable because of the numerous minute granules

of black pigment scattered through their cytoplasm (6g. 29,

ect). Over the greater part of the surface of the body the

ectodermal epithelium appears to be simply a flat layer

applied to the internal surface of the test, but in the neigh-

bourhood of the bases of the arms and the branchial siphon

the relations between test and epithelium are more intimate.

In these regions the body-wall is produced into irregular

branching processes, covered with pigmented ectoderm,

which penetrate into the softer and apparently semi-fluid

internal layer of the test, as is shown in fig. 29. (In the

figure the processes in question are separated from the test

by shrinkage due to preservation in spirit.) In many of the

pigmented ectoderm-cells there are yellow granules which

are apparently formed in the ectoderm-cells themselves, for

I could not find any traces of similar granules in the amoobo-

cytes of the plerome in this region. But the amoebocytes

which are passing through the ectoderm or have passed

through it into the test are loaded with yellow granules

(fig. 29, amc). It seems that the amoebocytes—one of them
is shown clearly at amc—pick up the yellow granules formed

by the ectoderm, and when loaded with them migrate into

the test, pass through it, and discharge their contents on its

free surface, thus forming the sticky, flocculent deposit which

attaches grains of sand, sponge spicules, and other foreign

substances to the test. Similarly amoebocytes laden with

granules pass down the lumina of the hollow villous pro-

cesses of the test.

The pigmented external ectoderm also enters into the

composition of a peculiar form of tissue found on the ventral

sides of the bases of the arms. The diagram, fig. 34, shows

that near the bases of the arms there are recesses or indenta-

tions of the body-wall, and that the space between test and
body-wall is prolonged some way into the body. These

VOL. 47, PART 2. NEW SERIES. g
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recesses are, of course, lined by ectodermal epitlieliiim, and

at their inner ends the epithelium is prolonged into a number

of ramified ingrowths, which penetrate deeply into the

plerome in ranch the same manner as the allantoic vilH

penetrate into the trophoblast of a mammal. Fig. 25 is an

enlarged drawing of the area indicated by the reference

number 25 in fig. G. It is not sufficiently magnified to show

details, but it exhibits the general relations of the tissues of

this region, showing the powerful muscular bands of the

sphincter, the longitudinal muscle-bands, /. 71111.'^., inside of

these bordering on the cavity .'", and numerous well-defined

blood-spaces, hi. The intrusive ectodormic ingrowths, ec. L,

are distinguished by their numerous dark nuclei, and the

drawing gives a good idea of their number and extent, and of

the relations they bear to the other tissues. Fig. 30 is a

highly magnified drawing of a portion of fig. 25, showing the

ectodermal ingrowths, ec. i., formed of the characteristic

pigmented ectoderm-cells, many of which contain yellow

gi-anules. The ingrowths penetrate into the blood-spaces,

and there can be little doubt that the whole structure is

subservient to the nutrition of the test.

The two tubes marked vp. in the same figure, whose walls

are composed of one or more layers of cells with deeply

stained nuclei, are cross-sections of two of the tassel-like

vascular processes described above as penetrating the sub-

stance of the test in all parts of the body.

The general appearance of these vascular processes is best

shown in fig. 5, vp. They are most abundant on the arms, but

occur over the whole surface of the body, and, as the body-

wall has shrunk away from the test, souie of them have been

pulled oat of the crypts into which they fitted and remain

adherent to the body-wall ; others have been torn away, and

remain embedded in the test. They vary very much in

length ; those on the arms are quite short, as shown in fig. 5,

but in other parts of the body they may be of considerable

length, penetrating for a long way into the substance of the

test. Each is a simple tubular outgrowth containing a cavity.
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which on the one hand conimunicates with the blood-spaces

of the plerome, on the other hand ends blindly at the

knobbed distal extremity of the process. The single oi*

double laj^er of epithelial cells composing their walls is con-

tinuous with the external ectoderm, but differs from the latter

in not containing pigment granules. I was at first inclined

to regard these processes as sense organs, but as I have been

nnable to find any nerve-fibres in connection with them or

to distinguish any sense-cells on them, I must conclude that

they are simply vascular processes, serving partly to attach the

body-wall to the test, partly to aid in the nutrition of the latter.

The characteristic pigmented ectodermal epithelium also

forms a lining to certain remarkable cavities which lie right

and left of the branchial sphincter muscle. The relations of

these cavities, which may possibly be artefacts due to con-

traction in spirit, will be described further on.

The atrial epithelium differs considerably from the external

ectoderm, consisting of a pavement epithelium composed of

very mnch flattened polygonal cells, devoid of pigment

granules, and fitting closely to one another by their edges.

The transition from the pigmented external epithelium, in-

voluted along with the test into the atrial siphon, to the

unpigmented atrial epithelium is abrupt. In the neighbour-

hood of the anus the atrial epithelium is modified. There is

a tract of columnar, flagellated cells leading from the anus to

the atrial siphon. These cells are very similar in shape to

the curious flagellated cells forming the lining epithelium

of the branchial sac, which will be described in connection

with that organ.

The Plerome.

As described above, the body of Oligotrema must be

thought of as if there had been a solid mass of tissue (the

plerome) between the external ectoderm and the gut. Into

this mass the atrial cavity has insinuated itself and, spreading

right and left of the gut and branchial sac, has divided the

plerome into an outer layer, the ectoplerome, corresponding
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to the " mantle " of previous authors, and an inner layer, the

endoplerome, surrounding- the gut. The inner surface of the

ectoplerome and the outer surface of the endoplerome are, of

course, covered by atrial epithelium. As the atrial cavity

does not extend to the extremities of the body, there is pos-

teriorly a solid mass of undivided plerome in which part of

the stomach and testis are embedded, and anteriorly the

plerome is undivided and is produced into six nniscular

processes which are the six circiimoral arms.

The bulk of both the ecto- and endoplerome, as well

as the anterior and posterior undivided portions of the

plerome, is made up of a form of connective tissue consisting

of a structureless or sometimes slightly fibrillated matrix in

which a few corpuscles are embedded. This matrix stains,

like all intercellular substance, with picro-nigrosin and picro-

indigo-carmine, and its characters are fairly well shown in

figs. 22, 26 and 30. The connective-tissue matrix is honey-

combed with irregular cavities, and the muscles and all the

principal organs of the body are, as it were, embedded in it.

The blood-spaces have no regular arrangement, and I could

not find any trace of definite blood-vessels such as occur in

most simple Ascidians, unless a delicate pavement epithelium

lining some of the larger cavities near the heart might be

taken as an indication of regular blood-channels.

Musculature.

All the muscles of the animal are contained in the ecto-

plerome or in the undivided plerome of the anterior end.

There is no trace of a layer of muscle-fibres surrounding the

gut or the branchial sac. The general arrangement of the

muscles is shown in figs. 3 and 4. The musculature is

weak, except in the regions of the atrial and branchial

siphons and the arms. Over the greater part of the body it

consists of a series of thin longitudinal bands, placed rather

far apart, and these are crossed at right angles by a series

of circular bands, the two series forming a rectangular
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network with rather open meshes. The arrangement of these

muscle-bands in Oligotrema is exceptional in that the circular

bands are external and the longitudinal bauds internal.

Towards the posterior end of the body the musculature

diminishes and eveutually dies out altogether, but it is

strongly developed round the atrial siphon. The last-named

structure is a long, narrow tube formed by the walls of the

ectoplerome, and in a surface view, such as is shown in fig. 3,

it mig'ht easily be taken for a continuation of the intestine.

The muscles in this siphonal tube are arranged, like those of

the bodj^-wall, as an external layer of circular aud an

internal layer of longitudinal muscle-bands, which here are

relatively very numerous and form a rectangular network,

with very fine meshes.

Immediately below the branchial aperture the circular

muscle-bands are gathered together to form a strong

sphincter surrounding the mouth. This branchial sphincter

(fig. 4, sp/(.) lies above a riug oE thickened tissue surrounding

the mouth, and embraces the branchial siphon. It is chiefly

made up of a number of flat, concentric, muscular bands, which

extend outwards over the bases of the tentacular arms in

such a manner as to give a hexagonal figure to the sphincter.

These circular muscle-bands are to be regarded as the con-

strictors of the branchial orifice, and they are crossed by a

number of much finer radial bands or dilators of the branchial

orifice, whose inner ends are inserted on the thickened ring

of tissue mentioned above. The same ring of tissue serves

for the attachment of the longitudinal muscles of the body-

wall and the flexor muscles of the arms, to be described

further on. The muscle-bands of the dilators, as well as

those of the constrictors, branch, aud the branches of the

latter inosculate with one another in a complicated manner,

especially at the bases of the arms (fig. 5, S2)h.). At
the base of each arm a bundle of muscle-fibres is given off

from the outermost band of the sphincter and branches freely

in the substance of the arm, the branches looping round in the

manner shown in fig. 5, aud uniting again to form a number
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of bands whicli run back down the length of the arm and

are inserted^ like the dilators of the branchial orifice, on the

ring of thickened tissue surrounding the mouth. One of

these longitudinal bands, situated on the internal or adoral

aspect of the arm, is especially large and thick (fig, 5, mus.

flex.) and is to be regarded as the flexor muscle of tlie arm,

bending it inwards towards the branchial orifice; while the

slips derived from the outermost band of the sphincter would

appear to act as extensors of the arm, lying as they do on its

outer or aboral aspect. One may infer, from the arrange-

ment of the muscles, that the arms in the living animal

could be closed rapidly and powerfully over the branchial

orifice, and would therefore be serviceable in capturing prey;

but it should be noticed that the lateral offsets of the

muscular core of each arm, which obviously fit into the

pinnae, contain no muscular slips. It must be concluded,

therefore, that while the arm as a whole is movable, the

pinnae are incapable of independent movement.

The presence of muscular arms surrounding the branchial

opening, though not unknown, is an unusual feature in

Tunicata. The only Tunicate having arms comparable in

size and complexity to those of Oligotrema is Octacuemus,
and there is some resemblance in the arrangement of the

muscles in these two forms. But the anatomy of Octacnemus

differs so much in other respects from that of Oligotrema

that there can be no question of close relationship, and one

must look for a nearer homology to the six denticulate

muscular lobes surroiinding the branchial aperture of

Cteniculla, which in turn are modifications of the six simj)le

lobes characteristic of the branchial aperture of the Molgu-

lida). Other Ascidians, of course, have similar lobes, but the

number is not the same. The circumoral lobes of Ctenicella

are described by de Lacaze Duthiers as muscular, and as

having each one terminal and two pairs of lateral pinna:. If

they were largely increased in size, and their lateral })inniO

were multi[)lied and complicated by branching, and the circlet

of lobes were somewhat further removed from the branchial
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apei'ture^ the lobes of Ctenicella would bear a strong I'e-

semblance to the arms of Oligotreina. In tbe former genus

the atrial aperture is also surrounded by denticulate lobes,

four in number. These are not present in Oligotremn, but

their absence is easily accounted for by the rcductioii of the

atrial siplion. In my specimen the muscular branched lobes,

a single one of wliich is shown in fig. 5, were so much shrunk

by the action of spirit that they fitted loosely into the

corresponding cavities of the test (fig. 4); but there can be

no doubt that in life they fitted close into these cavities^ and

that each arm, though covered by a tough coat of test, was

capable of a considerable amount of movement. It should

be observed that the muscles are not continued into tbe

lateral processes wliicli must have fitted into the pinnaSj and

it would therefore appear that while the arm could move as a

whole, the pinnte were incapable of independent movement.

Every muscle-band is made up of a number of fairly long

tapering muscle-fibres, cacli with a nucleus situated at about

the middle of its length. The individual fibres exhibit a

faint longitudinal striation and are cresceutic in cross-sectioUj

the nucleus lying in the concavity of the crescent (fig. 29,

mus.). I was unable to find any trace of undifferentiated

protoplasm surrounding the nucleus.

The Atrium and Peribrauchial Cavities.

The relations of the atrium and peribranchial cavities are

best seen in the series of sections, figs. 8— 15, and are also

indicated in the diagram fig. 34, which is a reconstruction of

my series of sections. The lumen of the atrial siphon is

narrow (fig. 15, at. si.) ; internally it opens into the wide atrium

or cloaca, at., which lies, like a flattened sac, over the dorsal

surface of the stomach, and extends right and left over about

one third of its lateral surfaces. As explained above, the

test is invaginated for a considei-able distance at the atrial

aperture, and forms a thin but perfectly distinct lining to

the narrow atrial siphon, extending as far as the openings of
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the oviducts and the anus. Posteriorly tlie atrium is pro-

longed backwards on the right side of the body as far as

the lowest limit of the bend of the intestine, but there is

no corresponding cavity on the left side. Anteriorly the

atrium extends forward between the stomach and the dorsal

body-wall (ectoplerome) to about the middle of the length of

the body, and is there interrupted by the dorsal suspensory

fold (fig. 34, D. sus.) ; but laterally it extends right and left

of the stomach and oesophagus towards the mid-ventral line,

to form the right and left peribranchial cavities {Qg. 13,

R. phr. and L. pbr.), separated from one another by the

ventral suspensory fold. The peribranchial cavities are pro-

longed forward far beyond the limits of the atrium itself;

as shown in fig. 12, they are completely separated from one

another (except for their communication by way of the

atrium) before they reach the level of the branchial sac.

In the region of the branchial sac the peribranchial cavities

continually diminish in size as they pass forwards (figs. 8 to

11), until in the most anterior branchial region they are

reduced to mere canals, which lie dorsally right and left

of the branchial sac, and eventually end blindly in front.

The left peribranchial cavity is deeper dorso-ventrally, and

extends rather further forward than the right. The limits

of the right peribranchial cavity are indicated by the deeper

shade of blue in fig. 34.

The walls of the atrium and peribranchial cavities, where

they are not bulged by the gonads, intestine, and other viscera

embedded in the ectoplerome, are for the most part smooth

and devoid of ridges and folds. But in the oesophageal

region a thick, longitudinal ridge of the ectoplerome, covered,

of course, by atrial epithelium, projects into the peri-

branchial cavity of either side. As these ridges are highly

vascular—that is to say, they contain an exceptional number

of blood-spaces crowded with corpuscles,—they are probably

respiratory in function, and I regard them as the representa-

tives of the endocarps of other Ascidians.
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The Branchial Siphon, Branchial Sac, and Gut.

The general relations of these organs and of the other

viscera associated with thein are shown in figs. 3 and o4, and

in the series of sections, figs. G to 15. The branchial aperture

has the form of a transversely elongated slit, and the branchial

siphon, lined by a thick involution of the test, is also com-

pressed in the transverse plane. The mouth at the bottom

of the branchial siphon is not a circular orifice, but is narrow

and slit-like, and slants dorso-ventrally owing to the branchial

siphon being produced backwards on the ventral side to form

a sort of half tube or gutter, crescentic in section. The mouth

is surrounded by a circle of small, ramified, oral tentacles. I

was unable to determine the number of these tentacles from

my sections, but they are fairly numerous. I should judge

that there are sixteen or more, and they are distinctly, but

not largely, ramified. They are covered by a peculiar, modi-

fied, flagellate epithelium, which also lines the prebranchial

zone and a large part of the branchial sac, and will be

described in detail further on.

The branchial sac is one of the most remarkable features of

Oligotrema, both because of its small size and because of the

great reduction of the characteristic structures associated with

it, such as the endostyle. The latter structure, indeed, is so

feebly developed that no trace of it could be seen through

the transparent walls of the body, even after the specimen

had been stained with borax carmine and cleared in xylol

preparatory to being embedded in paraffin. Under the same

conditions the branchial sac itself could hardly be recognised,

but it could be discovered, on close observation, as a dilata-

tion of the anterior end of the oesophagus (fig. 3, Br. s.).

Its extent and relations to the branchial siphon and adjacent

organs are clearly shown in fig. 34. The oesophagus is a

relatively wide tube running back on the dorsal side; its

length is about one third of the whole length of the body,

and it is therefore a much more important and conspicuous
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section of the alimentary canal than is the case in other

simple Ascidians. Posteriorly its diameter gradually in-

creases, and it passes without any obvious line of demarcation

into the stomach. The stomach is flexed ventrally and has

the form of a wide^ U-shaped sac, occupying the posterior end

of the bod}'. The iutestiue takes its origin from the anterior

end of the distal or ventral limb of the stomach. On leaving

the stomach it passes into the ectoplerome of the left side of

the body and runs backwards and towards the dorsal side ; on

reaching the dorsal side of the proximal limb of the stomach

it turns forward and runs parallel with the oesophagus

towards the atrial siphon. The anus is situated on a conical

eminence in the atrium, opposite the atrial siphon. There is

no trace of a digestive gland or liver, but the distal limb of

the stomach is closely invested by the ramifications of the

testis.

These organs may now be described in detail.

The Branchial Sac.—This organ is extremely small as

compared with that of other Ascidians, its length being less

than one fifth of the whole length of the body. Its relations

are best understood by following a series of sections forward

from the region of the oesophagus. As is shown in figs. 3

and 34, the oesophagus is a relatively long and wide tube

lying on the dorsal side. Fig. 12 is a transverse section

taken a short way below the posterior limit of the branchial

sac. The oesophagus, invested by the endoplerome, is seen

on the dorsal side attached by the thick and short dorsal

suspensory fold to the body-wall. The ventral suspensory

fold is long and thin, and separates the right and left peri-

branchial cavities from one another. Fig. 11 is a section

through the extreme posterior limit of the branchial sac, and

shows that here the ventral suspensory fold has become much

thicker ; and its ventral moiety is channelled by a few

irregular passages which communicate with the right peri-

branchial cavity by elongated slit-like apertures or stigmata.

A few sections further forward similar passages are found

cumnuinicating by stigmata with the lett peribranchiul
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cavity, and still further forwai'd tlie ventral suspensory fold

is couspicuously thicker and contains a considerable centi'al

cavity, into which a number of irregular lateral chambers

open. These in turn communicate by slit-shaped stigmata

with the right and left peribrauchial cavities. Fig. 10 is a

drawing of a section taken still further forward, and shows

that the cavity in the ventral suspensory fold—which cavity

we may recognise henceforth as the branchial sac—has

increased greatly in extent and communicates by a narrow

passage with the oesophagus. The right peribrauchial cavity

retains its size, but the left cavity is notably diminished

owing to the dorsal extension of the left corner of the bran-

chial sac. Fig. 9 represents a section taken through the

middle of the branchial sac. It shows that the ventral part

of the branchial sac extends widely to the right and left,

and that there is a corresponding reduction of the two peri-

branchial cavities. The cavity of the branchial sac communi-

cates on each side by wider or narrower orifices with a

number of secondary cavities, which may be called exhalent

chambers. These open in turn by numerous stigmatic slits

into the right and left peribranchial cavities. The oesophagus

communicates freely with the branchial sac, but is still

distinct from it, and, as will be shown directly, is lined by a

different kind of epithelium.

Fig. 8 is a section through the upper end of the branchial

sac. The peribranchial cavities are reduced to small dimen-

sions ; the cavity of the branchial sac has increased very

much in size, and the oesophagus is reduced to a deep groove

on its dorsal surface ; but the epithelium lining the groove is

still sharply marked off by its histological characters from

that of the branchial sac proper.

Still further forward, at the extreme anterior end of the

branchial sac, tlie peribranchial cavities are reduced to mere

canals, into which a few stigmata open. The groove lined

by oesophageal epithelium may be traced as far forward as

the prebranchial zone, and there it dies out altogether.

It should be observed that the anterior extensions of the
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peribrancliial cavities are puslied further and further towards

the dorsal surface, so that the stigmata, which in the posterior

part of the branchial sac were confiued to its ventral and

ventro-lateral aspects, are in the anterior part confined to its

dorso-lateral aspects ; and the branchial sac itself becomes

progressively wider iu its dorsal and narrower in its ventral

moiety as one proceeds forwards. A little below the level of

the branchial sphincter the ventral wall of the branchial sac

is continued into the spout-shaped ventral prolongation of the

branchial siphon, but the relations are somewhat complicated

by the fact that in the mid-ventral line the branchial sac is

produced into a short, forwardly directed diverticulum, lying

ventrad of the branchial siphon. The walls of this diver-

ticulum are thrown into longitudinal folds and are sur-

rounded by tlie strong muscular fibres of the sphincter and

the radial muscles taking their origin from the ring of

thickened tissue round the mouth.

The result of these arrangements is that the obliquely

directed mouth-opening faces the opening of the oesophagus

into the branchial sac, and the stigmata are confined to a

narrow zone running obliquely across from the ventral to the

dorsal side of the branchial sac, nearly parallel to the mouth.

These relations are clearly shown in the diagram, fig. 34.

The space between the stigmata and the mouth is the pre-

branchial zone.

The branchial sac is too short and the stigmata are too

closely crowded near its ventral surface to leave much room

for an endostyle. Reference has already been made to the

fact that in the entire animal, notwithstanding the trans-

parency of its tissues, no endostyle could be seen ; never-

theless one is present, though in a very reduced and rudi-

mentary condition.

I had great difiiculty in making out the relations of the

endostyle, peribrancliial grooves, etc., because the epithelial

liuing of the branchial sac wis largely peeled off and lay in

strips and patches in its cavity. In places, however, the

epithelium remaiued adherent to the walls, and even in the
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detached strips the cell elements were so well preserved that

I could study their details with some considerable degree of

accuracy.

The oesophagus is lined by a glandular epithelium, the

characters of which are shown in fig. 17. It is made up of

columnar cells, with flattened nuclei situated at the extreme

basal ends of the cells. The cytoplasm is filled with minute,

highly refracting, yellowish granules, probably zymogen

granules of some kind. This epithelium is coutinued up the

groove on the dorsal side of the branchial sac, and may be

traced nearly as far forwai'd as the dorsal tubercle, beyond

the point where the groove ceases to be recognisable.

De Lacaze Duthiers describes a groove which runs forward

from the oesophageal opening alongside of the dorsal lamina

in Molgula, with which the much larger oesophageal groove

of Oligotrema is doubtless homologous ; but I could find no

trace of a definite dorsal lamina.

The epithelium lining the branchial sac and the pre-

branchial zone and covering the oral tentacles is of an entirely

different character to that of the oesophageal groove, being-

composed of elongated cells such as are figured in fig. 18,

a, h, c. They are extremely like the collar-cells of sponges,

but as I was unable, after long examination, to satisfy myself

that their long projecting free ends are, in fact, hollow

cylinders with a flagellum passing down the middle of each,

I will simply call them modified flagellate cells. These cells,

as seen in section, are hammer-shaped ; the head of the

hainmer is basal, and the nucleus is situated where the

handle is fixed on the head. Adjoining cells are fitted

together by their hammer-headed basal ends, and their handles

project as long, free processes into the branchial or pre-

branchial cavities. The body of the cell (i. e. the head of the

hammer) is more granular than the process, and stains with

carmine ; the process is stained, but not deeply, by picro-

nigrosin or picro-indigo-carmine. In some places the free

pi'ocesses are short (fig. 18, c) ; in others they are inordinately

long (fig. 18, h). In a considerable number of the cells I
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was able to detect a single delicate flagelUim projecting from

tlie free extremity of each ; these flagella ^Yere most often

recognisable in cells from tlie epithelium of the tentacles. In

tlie majority of cellsj however, no flagellum could be detected,

and in many cases, especially in those cells in which they

were longest, the free processes are club-shaped, having

rounded extremities attached to the body of the cell by a

relatively narrow pedicle. This feature suggests that the

cells, like the endoderm-cells of Hydra, may withdraw their

flagella and become amoeboid. Fig. 18, h, is a careful camera

drawing of some of the best preserved of these cells, very

highly magnified. The resemblance to a collar-cell is

certainly very striking, especially in the tallest cell on the

right hand of the figure ; but it would be rash to make any

positive assertion about it. It must be remembered that my
single specimen of Oligotrema was preserved in the tropics

far from a laboratory, and that it had been in spirit for a

long time before it reached me. It was therefore very un-

likely that the details of such delicate structures as collar-

cells could be faithfull}^ preserved, and it says much for Dr.

Willey's skill and care in preserving his collections that the

specimen reached me in such good histological condition as

it is. Though I have looked through sections of various

Ascidians belonging to the genera j\[olgula, Ascidia, Phal-

lusia, Ciona, and Styelopsis, I have been unable to find any

trace of an epithelium comparable with that of the branchial

sac of Oligotrema, and, so far as I can ascertain, no such

epithelium has been described in any other Ascidian. The

nearest approach to it that I can find is a band of elongated

claviform cells, described by E. Hertwig as occurring in the

ventral groove (Bauchrinne) of Cynthia canopus. In some

places, where they are not well pi-eserved, the cells of Oligo-

trema resemble those figured by him ; but his drawings show

the nuclei near the free ends of the cells, whereas in Oligo-

trema they are situated at the basal ends.

This modified ej>ithelium clothes the tentacles and lines

nearly the whole of the branchial sac, l)ut does not occur in
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the oesophageal groove. There are also tracts in the branchial

sac where it passes into a layer of simple non-flagellated

cubical cellsj and these in turn are succeeded by a tract of

wedge-shaped^ ciliated cells^ as shown in fig. 18^ c. A short

band of these ciliated cells could be traced on the ventral

side of the branchial sac, just in front of the branchial slits,

and I regard this band as the representative of the endostjle.

I cannot be certain of its extent, as the epithelium is largely

peeled off in this region and lies in strips in the brancliia

sac. A similar band of ciliated epithelium can 1)0 traced on

either side of the branchial sac, apparently nearly coinciding

with the anterior limits of the right and left peribranchial

cavities ; but the condition of the epithelium prevents my
saying anything certain on this point. At all events, the

lateral bands of ciliated epithelium exist and run from the

ventral towards the dorsal surface on either side of the

branchial sac. They must therefore be regai'ded as repre-

senting the peribranchial grooves.

At the lips of the cesophageal groove, where the epithelinm

is marked with a l)lack line in figs. 9 and 10, there is on either

side a band of richly ciliated epithelium, which rnns all along

the lips of the groove and passes rather suddenly on their

ventral side into the characteristic flagellated epithelium of

the branchial sac. These bands of ciliated epithelium are very

fiiirly well preserved ; their component cells are represented

in fig. 20^ and it is obvious that they differ from the ciliated

cells of the endostyle and peribranchial grooves, and belong

rather to the category of the oesophageal epithelium. Dorsally

these ciliated bands are succeeded by a tract of non-glandular

cubical cells, which pass into the glandular epithelium of the

oesophageal groove. These ciliated tracts may possibly

represent the dorsal lamina. Their function is clearly to

direct food into the oesophagus.

The Branchial Slits.—The branchial sac, as has been
described, commences posteriorly as an irregular space in the

thickness of the ventral suspensory fold. The thick lateral

walls of the snc are honeycombed by a number of irregular
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canals and chambers, which recall, more than anything else,

the inciirrent and excnrrent canals of a sponge. The cham-

bers open on the one hand by wider or narrower orifices into

the cavity of the branchial sac, and on the other hand they

communicate by means of numerous stigmata with the peri-

branchial cavities. The arrangement of the chambers and

stigmata is so complicated that it is difficult either to figure

or describe it, but some idea of their relations may be gained

by a study of fig. 16, which represents the portion of the

branchial wall marked z in fig-. 9, as seen from the inner or

branchial surface. The drawing is made from a model recon-

structed from about thirty serial sections, and shows the

loAver moieties of the two incuri'ent branchial chambers

separated by a stout vertical fold of the branchial wall ; this

fold probably corresponding to one of the folds in the

branchial sac of Molgula, while the incurrent chamber is a

highly modified form of a cavity of a fold. Each chamber is

subdivided in a most complicated way by cross-partitions and

trabecula3 into a number of secondary chambers (fig. 26, ic~),

wliicli are prolonged upwards and downwards far beyond the

limits of the openings into the primai'y incurrent chambers.

Both primary and secondary incurrent chambers open by

numerous elongate stigmata—some of which are clearly shown

in fig. 16— into the peribranchial cavity, the walls of which

are in places so deeply infolded as almost to form a set of

excurrent chambers into which the stigmata open. Some

idea of the complexity of these folds and chambers may be

gathered from fig. 26, which is a drawing of one of the

sections included in the middle of the model. The stigmata

are fairly numerous and for the most part irregularly

ari'anged, but they tend to rise one above another in a

scalariform manner, as shown on the left hand of fig. 16.

There is no trace of a spiral arrangement. The right-hand

incurrent chamber of the model has ten stigmata opening

from it, and the sections above and below the limits of the

model show that about as many more open into the peri-

branchial cavity froin its anterior and posterior piolongations.
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The edges of fclie stigmata are clothed with a ciliated epi-

thelium so similar to that of other Ascidians as to require no

description.

The CEsophagus and. Stomach.

The walls of both the oesophagus and stomach are longitu-

dinally folded, but as the epithelium is more or less detached

from the walls of the gut it is difficult to say how far the

folds shown in figs. 12, 13, and 14 are natural, and how far

they are due to conti*action in spirit. The corresponding

folds of the endoplei'ome in the stomach (fig. 14) indicate that

in this region, at any rate, they are natural. The anterior

section of the oesophagus is lined by a glandular epithelium

exactly similar to that of the oesophageal groove; towards

its posterior end the glandular cells increase in size and

their nuclei become more rounded, and they g-radually pass,

without any definite line of demarcation, into the much

longer and. larger epithelial cells of the stomach, shown in

fig. 27. The epithelium of the stomach is composed, of very

large wedge-shaped cells, with narrower basal and broader

outer ends. The nucleus is situated near the basal end of

each cell, is spherical, and has a distinct nucleolus. The

cytoplasm of the nai-rower basal end is dense and finely

granular, that of the broad outer end (i.e. the end turned

towards the lumen of the gut) is vacuolated, and in most

cases contains accretions of yellowish crystals, which are

apparently products of digestion ; but as I was unable to

apply any micro-chemical tests to my sections I cannot say

whether they ai'C nitrogenous or not.

The form and relative size and extent of stomach and

oesophagus are clearly shown in the diagram, fig. 34.

The stomach exhibits a sharp ventral flexure, and is therefore

U-shaped; the walls of the distal limb are not longitudinally

folded, but are lined by the same kind of epithelium as those

of the proximal limb.

The oesophagus of my specimen was empty, but both limbs
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of the stomacli were full of material, including an entire

Crustacean, which occupied nearly the whole of the cavity of

the proximal limb. As the contents of the stomacli serve to

throw light on the habits of the animal, I examined them

carefully and found that the smaller stuff and debris in the

distal limb consisted chiefly of the fragments of Crustacea of

different kinds ; I could recognise fragments of the limbs and

mouth parts and portions of the bodies of Copepods, some

of which must have been of large size relatively to the

specimen of Oligotrema in which they occurred. The entire

Crustacean in the proximal limb proved to be an Amphipod

Avhicli had evidently been only recently swallowed, for it is in

a good state of preservation, the head and some of the

anterior thoracic somites being the only regions in which

signs of partial digestion are evident. As this Amphipod

was cut into numerous sections I' could not even determine its

genus with any certainty, but from what I could make out

of the shape of its antenna, mouth parts, and thoracic limbs,

from its dome-shaped thoracic segments, it^s long", back-

wardly directed and pointed thoracic pleura, and the shape

of the abdomen, the terminal segments of which are fused

together, and from the large size of the eyes (which, how-

ever, had suffered partial digestion), I shall not be far

wrong in identifying it as a member of the Platyscelidio, and

very probably it is Platyscelns (Eutyphis) armatus,

Claus, or a closely allied species.

Platyscelns armatus was taken by the "Challenger" in

surface collections made between New Guinea and Japan, and

P. rissoinge was obtained by the same expedition at a depth

of 240 fathoms off Tongatabu. It is not unlikely, then, that

this Amphipod belongs to a genus of which members have

been found swimming on the surface or at considerable

depths in the Pacific. At all events there is no question here

of a parasitic or commensal Crustacean, such as are found in

the branchial sacs of so many Ascidians, The fragments of

Copepods found in the stomach are obviously the digested

remains of free-living species ; the Amphipod belongs in all
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probability to the genus Platyscelus, the members of which

are free living. Therefore the contents of the stomach go
to prove that Oligotrema is able to capture and swallow

relatively large and active Crustacea^ a feat which its six

muscular arms are well adapted to perform.

The intestine is a narrow tube which takes its origin

from the left side of the anterior and dorsal angle of the

distal limb of the stomach. It passes at once into the ecto-

plerome of the left side and runs backward, on the inner side

of the ovary, towards the dorsal surface. On reaching the

dorsal surface jusfc in front of the posterior limit of the

stomach it turns forward, and, still enclosed in a thickening

of the ectoplerome, it is continued forward to the atrial

siphon, and opens by a minute anal orifice in close proximity

to it. The intestine of my specimen is empty. In the first

part of its course it is lined by a glandular epithelium com-

posed of small cells liaviug the character, as far as their state

of preservation allowed me to determine it, of somewhat squat

goblet-cells. In the last section of the intestine the glan-

dular cells give place to a columnar epithelium which appears

to have an excretory function, as the free ends of its com-

ponent cells are loaded with highly refracting nodules of a

brownish-yellow colour (fig. 31), and a number of similar

concretions are contained in the lumen. The blood-spaces

surrounding this terminal section of the intestine are full of

corpuscles of various kinds, whose accumulation in this region

may be held to afford additional evidence of the excretory

nature of the epithelium.

The Reproductive Organs.

Oligotrema, like other Ascidians, is moncocious. The

ovaries are paired, and open into the atrial cavity near and

somewhat in front of the anus, by right and left oviducts.

The ovaries, as shown in figs. 3, 34, 13, 14, have the form of

a pair of sinuous bands embedded in the ectoplerome of either

side of the body at about the level of the atrial siphon. They
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are full of ova in all stages of maturation. The I'lper ova are

relatively large^ are full of large yolk-granules, and are enclosed

in follicles and furnished with reserve cells after the manner

common in Ascidians. The dorsal ends of the two ovaries

are continued into short oviducts, which ran in the ecto-

plerome and open into the atrial cavity at the ends of two

papilliform prominences situated a short distance in front of

the anus opposite the entrance of the atrial siphon {E.od.,

L. od., figs. 34, 14, 21). The terminal sections of the oviducts

are lined by a ciliated cubical epithelium.

The testes are a mass of ramified tubules closely applied to

ventral and ventro-lateral surfaces of the distal limb of the

stomach. There is no external indication of their being

paired, nor can any sign of paired structure be discovered in

sections of these organs; but the sperm-ducts are paired and

open at the ends of rather conspicuous nipple-shaped promi-

nences into the right and left peribranchial cavities close to

the angle of flexure of the stomach. Fig. 22 is a representa-

tion of the left spermiducal opening with an adjacent lobe of

the testis, and incidentally illustrates the structure of the

gastric and intestinal epithelium and of the connective tissue

of the ectoplerome. In the testicular tubules one can distin-

guish externally a peripheral mass of larger rounded or

polygonal colls with conspicuous nnd deeply stained nuclei

;

these I take to be spermatogonia ; within these a layer of

smaller cells, which seem to be spermatocytes, and in the

centre a mass of developing spermatids, and in some of the

tubules bundles of filiform spermatozoa. The celhilar elements

are minute, and the organ was too much macerated to admit

of detailed study.

The Blood-vascular System.

I found traces of the heart in the form of a thin-walled,

muscular tube, lying in the angle between the posterior end

of the renal organ and the lobes of the testis ; its position

is indicated at Uf. in lig. o4. The muscular tube is
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surrounded by a distinct tliin-walled sac, the pericardium,

but as my sections of this region were broken by grains of

sand carried through the prepamtioQ from the stomach on

the edge of the razor, I was uuable to make oat the I'ela-

tions of the heart clearly, and could not determine the

connection between the heart and neighbouring blood-spaces.

Definite blood-channels can hardly be said to exist. The

substance of the plerome is honeycombed by numerous

cavities containing corpuscles, and in the neighbourhood of

the heart a very delicate pavement epithelium could be

detected forming a lining to some of the larger spaces. In

each tentacular arm, however, there is a definite axial blood-

space, "which is enlarged and forms a conspicuous cavity at the

base of the arm (fig. 6, bl.)

As a rule the corpuscles contained in the blood-spaces are

few in number, but in some places they are very numerous,

e. g. in the tissues at the bases of the arms, in the neighbour-

hood of the anus, in some of the endopleromic cavities

bordering on the gut, and in the two longitudinal ridges

which I have identified as endocarps. These blood-cor-

puscles may more appropriately be called amcobocy tes. There

appear to be two kinds

—

1. A vesicular variety which are either (a) empty, when

they have the form of nearly spherical vesicles (fig. o2, c, d)

Avitha coarsely reticulated cytoplasm and a nucleus situated on

one side of the cell ; or (6) with cell contents, generally of a

brown colour, which are sometimes arranged like a shell

round the periphery of the cell (fig. 32, e), or are simply an

aggregate of discrete granules (fig. 28, am, c).

2. Granular basophile cells, such as those depicted in figs.

32, a and b, containing numerous granules which stain

intensely with picro-nigrosin or picro-indigo-carmine. The

granules can often be shown to be connected by fine threads,

as is shown in fig. 32, a.

There can be little doubt that both kinds of cells are

nutritive in function. As the vesicular cells are abundant in

the blood-spaces surrounding the stomach, and their brown
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contents are of the same colour as tlie crystalline concretions

which occur iu such abundance in the epithelium of the

stomach, I regard them as nutritive cells or trophocytes.

The basophile cells are possibly reserve cells or thesocytes,

but as I was unable to apply micro-chemical tests to my single

series of sections I could not determine the nature of their

contents.

The Renal Organ.

This organ is of very large size in Oligotrema, and lies

embedded in the ectopleromeon the right and ventral side of

the gut in the position shown in figs. 34, 14, and 15. It is

somewhat ovoid in shape, Avitli a broader anterior and a

narrower and tapering posterior end. Briefly described, it

is a closed, thin-walled sac, lined by a peculiar epithelium,

and its cavity is filled with a mass of formless coagulum, the

superficial layers of which are stratified and give rise to

numerous spherical, concentrically striated concretions. There

are no ducts and no communications of any kind between the

cavity of the organ and the adjacent blood-spaces, but the

anterior two-thirds of the sac bulge into the right peri-

branchial cavity, and are separated from the latter by so thin

a wall that the contents might easily escape by diffusion into

the peribranchial cavity, and so by the atrium to the exterior.

A closed renal sac of this kind, filled with concretions, is

universal in the family Molgulidfe, and has been described

by de Lacaze Duthiers and Kuppfer; and a similar organ has

been described by Van Beneden, Krohn, and others in various

species of Ascidia and Phallusia. In Oligotrema the renal

sac is exceptionally large, and is lined b}^ an epithelium

different from those described by the above-mentioned

authors, A portion of this epithelium is represented in

fig. 23. It consists of a layer of dark and finely alveolar

protoplasm, in which rathei- large, rounded nuclei are

embedded at intervals ; there is no trace of cell outlines.

This epithelium had been peeled off from the greater part of

the inner surface of the renal sac, and the fiagments were
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mucli sliredded ; it was only liere and tliere that I was able

to find adherent patches snch as that represented in the

figure. The strips lyiug loose in the cavity are very

nnmerons^ and those cut through in any section would go

several times round the cavity if placed end to end—a fact

which suggests considerable complication in the way of folds.

The spherical concretions are often found embedded in the

epithelium, as shown in fig. 24.

De Lacaze Duthiers, Kuppfer, and Krohn made a careful

study of the contents of the renal sacs of the species they had

under observation, and agree in stating that the spherical

concretions gave the murexide reaction with nitric acid and

ammonia; but in each case the reaction appears to have been

faint, and their descriptions are not very convincing as to

the presence of uric acid. In order to test this point I dis-

mounted one of my slides and applied the murexide test,

without obtaining any trace of a red or purple colour. The
concretions and the surface layers of the coagulum were

stained yellow, which suggested the xanthroproteic reaction

and would seem to indicate the presence of proteid reserve

material. It is obviously impossible to draw conclusions from

chemical tests applied to sections which had previously

undergone prolonged treatment for staining and mounting*,

but it is worth recording the fact that I failed to obtain the

murexide reaction, for the structure and relations of this so-

called renal sac are more suggestive of storage of reserve

material than of an excretory organ, and the chemical com-

position of the concentricall}^ striated spherules requires

further investigation. In the spherules of Oligotrema the

darker concentric bands were stained orange-red by borax

carmine, and were deeply stained by hasmatoxylin. The
central coagulum was unaffected by these dyes, but stained

vividly with eosin ; the outer stratified layers stained in

the same manner as the spherules. Fig. 33 shows the

manner in which the spherules seem to be formed from the

external stratified layers of the coagulum contained in the

renal sac.
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The Nervous System.

The nerve-ganglion of Oligofcreina occupies the position

typical in Ascidiaus. It was not sufficiently well preserved

to admit of thorough histological examination, but there is

an external layer of rather large multipolar nerve-ganglion

cells surrounding a central plexus of nerve-fibres. Anteriorly

three stout nerves are given off from the ganglion, one of

which passes straight forward to supply the dorsal part of

the sphincter and the dorsal arms. The two other nerves

pass right and left of the branchial siphon and supply tlie

lateral and ventral parts of the sphincter and the lateral and

ventral arms. Posteriorly a single nerve can be traced back-

wards for some distance in the mid- ventral line, and smaller

branches appear to be distributed to the oesophagus.

The Subneural Grland and Duct.

The subneural gland itself was not well preserved. It

appears to consist of a few short tubules closely applied to

the nerve-ganglion. The interior of the tubules is occupied

by numerous small cells with deeply stained nuclei, but the

histology of the gland could not be satisfactoril}^ determined.

The duct, on the other hand, is large, and the tall, columnar,

ciliated cells forming its epithelium were admirably pre-

served. The duct is short, and opens by a gaping slit-shaped

orifice in the mid-dorsal line of the prebranchial zone. The

orifice is situated on a small eminence, the dorsal tubercle,

and, as far as could be determined from the sections, it is a

simple longitudinal slit ; there is no evidence of the spiral

twisting of its lips so commonly found in other Ascidians.

In conclusion I must call attention to the cavities marked

X in figs. 7 and 8. The cavity in fig. 8 is a posterior

diverticulum of the larger cavity shown in fig. 7, and this is

seen in the latter figure to be continuous with the space

formed by contraction of the tissues between the spout-shaped

ventral continuation of the branchial siphon and the body-
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wall. As the branchial siphon is an invagination of the test,

the ectoderm is of course invaginated along with itj and as

the siphon has shrunk aAvay from the body-wall^ the ecto-

dermal epithelium remains adherent to the latter and forms

a lining to it in the space just mentioned. This same ecto-

dermic epithelium^ characterised by the presence of black

pigment granules, forms a complete lining to the cavity

marked x and to its posterior diverticulum. It may further

be seen that the cavity and the diverticulum are bounded by
numerous strong, longitudinal muscle-bands, which, as seen in

cross-section, appear to project into the cavities. The cavity

with its diverticulum, shown in figs. 7 and 8, is on the left

side; there is a similar cavity on the right side, with a much
shorter diverticulum, but as the sections are oblique it does

not appear in the figures. The ring of apparently thickened

tissue lying below the branchial sphincter shown in fig. 4 is the

external indication of the right cavity, and its walls are clearly

corrugated by the contracted muscle-bands which traverse

them. I am in doubt as to the nature of these cavities. They
may, of course, be artefacts formed by deep infoldings of the

ectoderm of the branchial siphon consequent upon the post-

mortem contraction of the muscle-bands. But I am not

inclined to interpret them as such, because of their sym-
metrical position right and left of the lower end of the

branchial siphon and the upper part of the branchial sac.

Nor can I imagine that any artificial folds due to post-mortem

contractions could give rise to so well defined a diverticulum

reaching so far back alongside of the branchial sac as that

shown in fig. 8. Furthermore the connective tissue of the

plerome adjacent to the cavities is differentiated, being far

more compact and containing more numerous cellular elements

than elsewhere, so as to give the appearance of a supporting

structure related to the insertions of the longitudinal muscles.

As it is impossible for me to form a satisfactory conclusion as

to the nature of these cavities from the examination of a

single series of sections, I must leave it an open question

whether they are artefacts or not; but I am disposed to think
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that they are iii some inauuer counocted with the insertions

of the muscle-bands both of the branchial sphincter and the

longitudinal muscles of the body-wall, and tliat their thickened

walls afford support to the tissues of this region.

It is clear from the foregoing description that Oligotrema,

aberrant as it is in many structural features, must be classed

in the family Molgulidas, for the following reasons :

1. The arenaceous covering to the test and hollow, hair-like,

villous processes of the latter, serving for the attachment

of sand-grains, though found in some Cynthiadae and other

Ascidians, are features which on the whole are characteristic

of the Molgulid^e.

2. The six branchial arms must be regarded as the highly

differentiated representatives of six branchial lobes. The

Molgulidas are characterised by the possession of six branchial

lobes, and in the genus Ctenicella, a member of this family,

the lobes are produced into short, muscular, tentacle-like pro-

cesses provided with terminal and lateral piunse comparable

to the arms of Oligotrema, though very much less developed.

The Molgulidas are further characterised by the presence of

four lobes surrounding the atrial siphon, and in Ctenicella

these are modified in the same manner as the branchial lobes.

There are no atrial lobes in Oligotrema, but their absence is

clearly attributable to the great reduction of the atrial aperture.

3. The oral tentacles are compound, as is the case in all

Molgulida).

4. The branchial sac is longitudinally folded, and the

representatives of the longitudinal bars are not papillated.

5. The stigmata, though not arranged in spirals, are

slightly curved. The stigmata of Oligotrema, indeed, do not

show any marked resemblance to those of typical members of

the family, but it must be remembered that the spiral arrang'e-

ment does occur in all Molgulid;e.

6. The intestine is on the left side of the stomach, and

throughout its course is embedded in the ectoplerome ; or, to

use the terminology of previous authors, it is attached to the
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iiiuer surface of the left side of the mantle, and is sunk in the

mantle—a feature characteristic of Molgulida}.

7. The renal organ is largely developed, is situated on the

right side of the gut, and has the structure characteristic of

the Molgulidfe.

8. The oviducts and sperm-ducts are paired, a feature

which, though not universal in the Molgulidas, is found in a

great many members of the family.

But in classing Oligotrema in so well known and typical a

family of simple Ascidians, its many peculiar features must

not be lost sight of. These are—the wide separation of the

branchial and atrial orifices ; the great reduction in size of

the atrial siphon and the concomitant suppression of the

atrial lobes ; the highly differentiated pinnate muscular arms

;

the great reduction in the size and extent of the branchial

sac ; the suppression of the dorsal lamina and the feeble

development of the endostyle and peribranchial grooves ; the

relatively great length and diameter of the oesophagus, and

the presence of a large oesophageal groove extending nearly

to the anterior end of the dorsal side of the branchial sac.

It may be safely inferred, from what we know of the

contents of the stomach of this single specimen, that these

remarkable modifications of structure are due to chansred

habits of life, and particularly to a change from the mode of

nutrition characteristic of other Ascidians. The large

Amphipod contained in the stomach, Avhether I am right in

referring it to the genus Platyscelus or not, clearly belongs

to a free-living species, and is neither commensal nor parasitic.

It is too large, and must have been too active, to have been

swept into the mouth by the action of ciliary currents ; and

the same may be said of the relatively large Copepoda, of

which abundant fragments are contained in the stomach. Ou
the other hand, the size and position of the six tentacular

arms, and the powerful and complex musculature with which

they are provided, are satisfactory evidence of their eflicieucy

as organs for capturing prey. Oligotrema psammites,
then, is an Ascidian which captures and feeds on active
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Crustacea of large size relatively to itself, and is no longer

dependent on minnte organisms and organic debris swept

into its branchial chamber by ciliary cnrrents and there

filtered off from tlie water by an extensive branchial

apparatus. Hence we find that the branchial sac^ being

no longer of prime importance for the nutrition of the

animal, has undergone great reduction in size, as also have

all those accessory organs whose function it is to secrete

strings of mucus for the entanglement o£ the solid matter

brought in by the branchial current and to direct the food by

ciliary action along definite tracks to the oesophageal opening,

viz. the endostyle, the peribranchial grooves, and the dorsal

lamina. In consequence of the reduction in size of the

branchial sac, and therefore of the stigmatic area, a relatively

small current of water can pass through its meshes into the

atrial cavity, and the reduction in size of the atrial siphon

follows almost as a matter of course. On the other hand, the

oesophagus and stomach are relatively f:ir better developed

than is the case in other simple Ascidians, and the dorsal

oesophageal groove, facing the oblique elongated mouth-

opening, becomes a prominent feature, being clearly adapted

to transmit the organisms swallowed as food directly into the

oesophagus.

In conclusion I must express my thanks to Professor

W. A. Herdman, who was kind enough to read through my

rough manuscript and to make many valuable suggestions,

which I have incorporated in this paper ; also to Professor

Weldon, who, while I was working in his laboratory, assisted

me from time to time in the solution of difficult problems of

structure and histology. Most of all, my thanks are due to

Dr. A. Willey, who, inadvertently perhaps, sent me the

specimen of Oligotrema, which has been a subject of much

interest to me.
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EXPLANATION OF PLATES 19—23,

Illustrating Dr. G. C. Bourne's paper on "Oligotrema
psammites, a new Ascidiau belonging to the family

Molgulida3."

Lettering in all the Figures.

amc. Amcebocytes. an. Anus. cfrw. Tentacular arm. arm'. Muscular core

of tentacular arms. At. Atrium. At. o. Atrial aperture. At. si. Atrial

siphon, bl. Blood-space. Br. Branchial aperture. Br. s. Branchial sac.

Br. si. Branchial siphon, d.sus. Dorsal suspensory fold. dt. Dorsal tubercle.

ecp. Ectoplerome. etip. Endoplerome. ect. Ectoderm, ect. i. Ectoderniic

ingrowth. e,v. c. Excurrent chamber, gl. Subneural gland, (/r. Yellow

granules in ectoderm. Hi. Heart, ic. Incurrent chamber, int. Intestine.

/. mus. Longitudinal muscles. L.od. Left oviduct. L.pbc. Leff. peribranchial

cavity. L. spd. Left sperm-duct. M. Mouth, nms. Muscle-bands, mus.

dil. Dilator muscle of branchial siphon, mus. ext. Extensor muscles of arm.

mus. flex. Flexor muscle of arm. N. Nerve-ganglion, n. Nerve, Oe. (Eso-

phagus. OS. g. (Esophageal groove. Ov. Ovary. Od. Oviduct, pin. Pinna;

of arms, fl, Plerome. fhr. Cavity of prebranchial zone. R. Renal organ.

H. od. Bight oviduct. R. pbc. Bight peribranchial cavity. R. spd. llight

sperm-duct. Sph. Sphincter muscle. St. Stomach. St'. Distal limb of

stomach, s. s. Stigmata. T. Test. tn. Oral tentacles. Tt. Testis, vp.

Vascular processes, v. sus. Ventral suspensory fold. x. Cavity (? artificial)

lined by ectoderm, y. Bristle passed into the 11. peribranchial cavity in fig. 31.

PLATE 19.

Fig. 1.—An enlarged drawing of 0. ])sam mites seen from the left side.

The actual size of the animal is imlicated by the line on the left of the figure.

Fig. 2.—An enlarged drawing of the oral aspect of 0. psammites, show-

ing the transversely elongated branchial aperture surrounded by six pinnate

arms.

Fig. 3.—A view of the principal organs in situ, as seen through the trans-

])arent body-wall, after the test has been opened by a longitudinal cut.

Fig. 4.—A view of the branchial sphincter muscle and the six tentacular

arms from below.

Fig. 5.—One of the muscular arms removed from the test, showing the

arrangement of the muscles.

Fig. G.—A section (somewhat oblique) through the branchial siphon and the

bases of three of the tentacular arms.
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PLATE 20.

Fig. 7.—A section througli the mouth.

FiCr. 8.—A section through the upper part of the branchial sac.

Tig. 9.—A section through tlie middle of the branchial sac.

Fig. 10.—A section through the lower end of the branchial sac.

Fig. 11.—A section through the upper end of the oesophagus, showing the

thickening of the ventral suspensory fold, in which there are four small cavities,

two of them opening by stigmata into the right peribranchial cavity.

Fig. 12.—A section through the middle of the oesophagus.

Fig. 13.—A section through the lower end of the oesophagus.

Fig. 14.—A section through the upper end of the stomach, showing the

origin of tiie intestine from the ventral limb of the stomach and the openings

of the oviducts.

Fig. 15.—A section passing ihrough the atrial siphon and anus.

PLATE 21.

Fig. 16.—The inner surface of a portion of the wall of the branchial sac,

showing the longitudinal branchial folds, llie openings of two incurrent bran-

chial chambers, and the stigmata opening into the latter. This drawing is

made from a model reconstructed from a series of sections.

Fig. 17.—Cells from the glandular epithelium of the oesophagus.

Fig. is—
a. Flagellate epithelium from the oral tentacles.

I/.—Flagellate cells resembling collar-cells from the epithelium of the

branchial sac.

c.—A portion of the e])ithelium of the branchial sac, showing the transi-

tion from the elongated flagellate cells to the ciliated epithelium of the

endostyle.

Fig. 19.—Transitional epithelium from the oesophageal groove.

Fig. 20.— Ciliated cells from the lips of the oesophageal groove.

Fig. 21.—An enlarged drawing of the openings of the oviducts into the

atrium.

Fig. 22.—Part of a section through the upper region of the stomach,

highly magnified, showing the opening of the right sperm-duct.

Fig. 23.—A portion of the epithelium lining the cavity of the renal sac,

highly magnified.

Fig. 21.—Two concentrically striated spherules from the renal sac, embedded

in tiie renal epithelium (Zeiss -^^ liom. inim. coinp., oc. S).
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Tig. 24«.—A double concentric spherule from the renal sac.

Tig. 25.—A magnified drawing of the area indicated by the reference

number 25 in Fiir. 6, showing the intrusive cctoderniic tissue {ec. i.).

PLATE 22.

Tig. 26.—Part of a section through the walls of the branchial sac, highly

magnified, showing the ineurrent and exciirrcnt branchial chambers and the

stigmata. The drawing is made from one of the sections included in the

model represented in Fig. IG.

Fig. 27.—Glandular cells from the epithelium of the stomach (Zeiss -^^^

horn. imm. comp., oc. 4).

Fig. 28.—The opening of the duct of the subneural gland, highly magnified,

showing the ciliated epithelium of the duct.

Fig. 29.— Outgrowths of the body-wall into the test, showing the pigmented

ectodermic epithelium cells, many of which contain yellow granules (highly

magnified).

Fig. 30.—A portion of the section represented in Fig. 25, very highly

magnified, showing the intrusive ectodermal ingrowths (cc. i.) at the bases of

the arms, and two vascular processes {v. p.).

F'iG. 31.—A portion of the epithelium from the terminal part of the intes-

tine, showing the excretory concretions.

Fig. 32.

—

a and d, basophile amoebocytes from the blood-spaces, highly

magnified (Zeiss -^^ honi. imm., oc. 8); c and d, empty vesicular amoebocytes

from the blood-spaces ; e, a vesicular amcebocyte (trophocytc) with contents.

Fig. 33.—A portion of the stratified external layer of the contents of the

renal sac, showing the formation of the concentrically striated spherules.

PLATE 23.

Fig. 34.—A diagram illustrating the anatomy of Oligotrcma psammitcs.

The tissues of the body-wall (ccto- and endoplerome) arc represented in a

light shade of blue, the gut in yellow, the test in pink, the ovaries in green,

the renal organ and testis iu dili'erent shades of red. The extent of the

atrium and right peribrauchial cavity is indicated by a darker shade of blue.

The aninuil is represented as dissected from the right side, the right wall oi

the branchial sac beiu'j: removed.
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On the Anatomy and Development of
Distomum cirrigerum, v. Baer.

By

Ernest W^arreii, D.Sc,

Assistant Professor of Zoology, Universitj College, London.

With Plates 24—26.

Material.—In November, 1901^ my attention was drawn
by a student dissecting a male crayfish (Astacus fluvia-

tilis) to the condition of its muscles. The extensor muscles

behind the heart contained numerous rounded bodies of a

whitish translucent aspect, which varied in size from micro-

scopic dimensions to 1*5 mm. or more in diameter. On
examination these bodies proved to be cysts enclosing the

trematode Distomum cirrigerum, v, Baer. The living

animal could be seen revolving inside the cyst.

Some of the extensor muscles were stripped off and fixed

in strong Flemming solution for about fifteen hours. The
remainder of the crayfish was placed in a large volume of

corrosive sublimate and 2 per cent, acetic acid for half an
hour.

Adult forms and developing young were both found in the

crayfish ; the former occurred almost entirely in the extensor

muscles, while the latter were chiefly embedded in the thin

sheets of connective tissue over the muscles and around the

nerve-cord and the endophragmal skeleton of the thoracic

VOL. 47, PAKT 3.—NEW SERIES. S
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blood-siiius, also in the superficial substance of the testis

itself.

A remarkable circumstance in connection with fixation

should be noticed here. Encysted animals, whether adult or

developing, when fixed in corrosive and acetic, generally con-

tained a large quantity of gas between the cyst-wall and the

body of the animal, and it was accordingly impossible to

properly embed them in paraffin until the gas had been

expelled by pricking the cyst in several places. Specimens

fixed in Flemming's solution did not exhibit the same diffi-

culty; it would seem that this reagent acts in such a manner

on the cyst-wall that it remains permeable to the gas, while

corrosive sublimate renders it impermeable. Whether the

gas is normally formed by the parasite, and in the natural

state it slowly diifuses through the cyst-w^all, or Avhether the

reagents themselves acting on the body or cyst-wall produce

the gas, 1 am unable to state. It may be mentioned in this

connection that I have frequently observed the presence of

large bubbles of gas in the arteries of the crayfish. A. Willey

has observed a similar phenomenon in the blood-vessels of

the pearly nautilus.

The crayfish was of Continental origin, and probabl}- it

came from Germany ; it was my sole source of material for

the present paper. I have been unable to find another

infested animal, although since the investigation was com-

menced I have examined at least a hundred specimens.

Life-History of the Species.

The life-history of D. cirrigerum, v. Baer, is very obscure.

The animal was first observed encapsuled in the muscles of

the crayfish by v. Baer ^ in 1827. Twenty years earlier, in

1808, Rudolphi^ found the trematode D. isostomum, Rud.,

' Baer, K. E. von, "Beitrage zur Kemitniss der niederen Tliiere" ('Nov.

Act. Acad. Caes. Lcop. Carol.,' torn, xiii), 1827.

- Rudolphi, C. A., " Eutozoorum sive vermium iutestiiialum liistoria

iiaturalis," vols, i and ii, Ainstelod., 1808-9.
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lying free among the muscles of the crayfish. This animal

possesses no trace of generative oi'gans. In 1880-81 C. O.

Harz ^ ascribed the disastrous epidemic " among the crayfish

of the Continent as being due to the presence of D. cirri-

gerum and D. isostomuni. In the same year the vieAv of

Harz was proved to be unfounded by G. Zaddach/ who
published without figures short descriptions of the anatomy

of the two trematodes, which are frequently found together

in the same crayfish. Zaddach regarded D. isostomnm as

being a sexless phase in the life-history of D. cirri gerum.
He propounded the following hypothesis. The cercaria

swimming in the water penetrate the skin of the crayfish,

become encapsuled in the muscles, and grow into the sexually

mature D. cirrigerum. The encapsuled animals after self-

fertilisation produce a heap of brown eggs and die. The

eggs become scattered among the muscles of the host, and

develop into the sexless unattached trematode D. isostomnm.

The crayfish containing the parasites is now supposed to be

eaten by some vertebrate (pike, eel, otter, etc.), in whose

intestine the trematode becomes sexually mature. Eggs are

laid and pass out of the vertebrate host. Zaddach imagines

that the earlier stages of the embryo are passed in a snail or

some other invertebrate in the typical manner.

The evidence in favour of such a view is not very con-

vincing, and it would render the life-history of the species

highly remarkable in that there would be two sexual phases,

one in the crayfish and one in some vertebrate.

Without further observations on the occurrence of D.

> Harz, C. 0., " Eiue Distomatosis des Flusskrebses," ' Deutsche Zeitschr.

fiir Tluermed. u. vergl. Pathologie,' Bd. vii, 1881; also ' Oesterr-ungar

Fischerei-Zeitung' fiir 1880-81.

- This epidemic is actually caused by the myxosporidian Thelohania con-

tejeani, Henneguy.

^ Zaddach, G., " Uber die iia Flusskrebse vorkonimenden Distonium

cirrigerum, v. B., und D. isostomum, Rud.," ' Zool. Aiizeiger,' 1881. E.

Gaffron describes carefully the nervous system of D. isostomum, 'Zoolog.

Beitrage,' lirsg. von Anton Schneider, Bd. i, Breslau, 1884.
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isostonium it is not possible to prove that it enters into the

life-history of D. cirrigerum. In the particular crayfish

under consideration D. isostonium did not occur with any

absolute certainty, and according to Zaddach's theory the

eggs of D. cirrigerum should develop into the sexless D.

isostonium; but I have traced the development of the

sexual form direct from the egg in the crayfish host.

Hence we are led to one of two conclusions : either the eggs

of D. cirrigerum in the crayfish may develop direct into

the sexual D, cirrigerum or into the sexless D. isostonium,

according to the season and the particular physiological

condition of the host and parasite at the time in question; or

D. isostomum has no connection with D. cirrigerum, and

the development of the latter might be compared with that

of Aspidogaster conchicola, which inhabits the peri-

cardium or Keber's organ of Anodonta and other Lamelli-

branchs.

Braun^ suggests that possibly the occurrence of the sexual

form in the crayfish is of the nature of an accident, and that

its typical and normal host is some vertebrate.

Assuming that D. cirrigerum and isostonium are phases

in the life-history of the same species, it is probable that the

stimulus arising from change of host is necessary for the

production of sexual organs in D. isostomum, and the only

modification which is introduced into Zaddach's hypothesis is

the probability that the eggs of D. cirrigerum in the cray-

fish may according to circumstances develop into either the

sexual form which can complete its development in the same

host, or into a sexless form which must be transferred to some

other host before becoming sexual.

If such be the life-history of the species it is unique among
trematodes; but the problem requires re-investigation in the

natural surroundings of the crayfish, and my own material

can throw no further light on the subject.

' Bronn's ' Tliierreichs : Vermes, Trematodes,' Bd. iv, p. S70.
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General Anatomy of the Sexual Foem D. cireigeeum.

The Non-Eucysted Animal.—The majority of the

animals were encysted in the muscles, but some few were

quite free, lying among the organs of the body. I am unable

to state for certain whether these were naturally free, for it

is quite possible that exposure to the water after the student

had opened the crayfish induced some of the animals to break

out of their cyst. One individual was fixed in the act of

escaping (Fig. IV).

Some of the free animals were quite small, and were far

from being sexually mature, although fundaments of genital

organs could be seen ; while others were of full size, and had

ripe eggs in the uterus. Free individuals sexually mature

varied in length from about 1 mm. to about 1'75 mm., and in

breadth from '50 to '75 mm. The anterior and posterior

suckers are approximately equal in size, and are of very

considerable dimensions, having a diameter nearly half the

breadth of the body. Behind the posterior sucker the body

is cylindrical, while in front it is laterally compressed, and

tapers somewhat towards the anterior sucker. The genital

depression lies immediately in front of the posterior sucker,

and through it the cirrus is evaginated, while on the posterior

border of the depression is the crescentic opening of the

vagina. Terminally the excretory pore is visible, and on the

dorsal surface, a little posterior to the middle of the body, is

the extremely small opening of Laurer's canal, which is not

visible in the whole specimen (Figs. I, II, III).

The general surface of the body is roughened by small

cuticular scales, which are variable in their amount of deve-

lopment in different individuals. They tend to be but

slightly developed in the middle region of the body, but are

more conspicuous at the two ends, especially the posterior

end. The scales are conical or plate-like elevations of the

general cuticle ; separate spinelets embedded in the cuticle,

as described in some Distoraids, could not be distinguished in

the adult, but in the developing animal they are quite obvious
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(Figs. XII, XV). Commonly the scales of the adult are about

3 fx in height. The cuticle is thickest over the hinder region

of the body, and consists of two layers,—an inner vacuolated

portion, and an outer, more homogeneous layer. The scales

may be perfectly solid and continuous with the outer homo-
geneous layer (Fig. XVI), or they may be vacuolated and
appear like bubbles ^ on the surface of the cuticle (Fig.

XVII). The cuticle and scales were very inconspicuous in

the free young individuals.

The general body parenchyma beneath the cuticle is of the

usual type. The so-called epidermal cells (Fig. XVI, ep. c.)

are exceedingly irregular in distribution and widely scattered:

they send out numerous branching threads, some of which

extend to the periphery and form the thin protoplasmic layer

(_/). I.) directly beneath the cuticle. The musculature tends

to be rather feeble ; the circular muscle-fibres (c. m.) are

arranged in a single layer immediately below the protoplasmic

layer. The longitudinal muscle-fibres (/. vi.) are very much
stouter and are less regularly arranged. The rest of the

body parenchyma consists of (1) large branching cells with

perhaps inter- and not intra-cellular spaces filled with granu-

lar fluid [b. c), and (2) large rounded vesicular cells {v. c).

The Alimentary Canal.—The mouth in the middle of

the anterior sucker leads into a very short and thin-walled

pre-pharynx. The pharynx is small, and passes into a quite

exceptionally long oesophagus, which extends backwards to

about the level of the hinder part of the posterior sucker.

Surrounding the oesophagus there can be seen a few glandu-

lar cells, the so-called salivary glands. The two gut casca

are comparatively short, being rather less than half the

total length of the body (Figs. II, III). The cells of the

gut are set on a basement membrane ; those of the oesophagus

tend to be somewhat flat, while those of the ca'ca are some-

times so tall as to leave little lumen. Directly outside the

• II, is very probable that these structures are au arlilicial production

causeil by the action of the reagents enii)loycd. Fide Brauu's " Trematoden,"

Bronn's ' Thierreicli,' Bd. iv, p. 593.
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basement membrane are circular muscles, and outside of

these longitudinal muscles, thus recalling the condition seen

in a Chastopod.

The R e p r o d n c t i V e vS y s t em .—The testes are two large

rounded bodies lying ventrally to the gut-cteca. The right-

hand one is in front of the left, but nevertheless the slender

vasa deferentia are of about equal length, the right one

becoming looped upwards as the testis is thrust forwards

during development. In the quite young individual the two

testes are at the same level (Figs. II and XII).

The vasa deferentia open together into a very large

vesicula seminalis, which is a thin-walled sac bent sharply on

itself, and leading by a short tube into the protrusible

muscular cirrus. The Avhole structure, including the vesicula

seminalis and the cirrus, is enclosed in a muscular sheath,

which may be called the cirrus-sac (Fig. III).

In the space between the wall of the sac and the cirrus are

large glandular cells {jrr. gL), which are supposed to act as

prostate gland. The position of the cirrus-sac varies con-

siderably in different individuals. It may be either practically

in the middle plane or, more usually, well on the left side

;

occasionally it is on the right, A similar variation has

been noticed by Looss ^ iu various species.

The ovary (Fig. V, o. v.) is a rounded structure lying nearly

centrally in the body. From it there springs a short, wide

oviduct, which meets (I) the duct from the receptaculum

seminis (r. s.), which is a thin-walled vesicle lying to the right

of the ovary
; (2) the common duct from the yolk-glands

;

and (3) the uterus. Laurer's duct (L. d.) extends from the

commencement of the duct of the receptaculum to the ex-

ternal aperture. Its close connection with the receptaculum

would seem to indicate that its function is to keep the vesicle

clear of waste yolk and cement substance, for otherwise the

vesicle might readily become blocked with extraneous matter.

At the place of meeting of these ducts there is the usual

• Looss, A., " Weitere Beitiiige zur Kenntniss der Trcmatoden-Fauna

aegyptens," ' Zool. Jalirbiicher (Systematik)/ Bd. xii, 189S-9.
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shell-gland (.sTi. gl.), consisting of large elongated glandular

cells. The yolk glands {t/L gl.) are fairly numerous, and

cluster around the gut-c^eca, but they do not extend beyond

them anteriorly. The uterus is narrow at its commencement,

but it soon widens aad forms a thin-walled tube, which is

convoluted to only a very slight extent, and then opens into

a muscular vagina with a crescentic external aperture

(Fig. 11, 0. v.). The uterus lies wholly in front of the testes,

and is exceptionally short when compared with the uteri of

the majority of Distomids.

Nervous System.—On each side of the pharynx there is

a ganglionic enlargement (Fig. 11, n. sy.) ; these are con-

nected together dorsally by a nerve-band, but ventrally there

appears to be no commissure, and hence there is not a com-

plete nerve-collar around the pharynx. The nerve-strands

passing from the ganglia are typical in their arrangement.

Excretory System.—The flame-cells tend to be situated

towards the periphery of the body, and they are very few in

number. In Fig. VI is shown one of these structures : the

nucleus is very large, and the flagellum, showing its com-

posite structure by being very distinctly striated longitudi-

nally, comes off directly from it: an intermediate piece {b. ^i.),

doubtless equivalent to the basal knobs of cilia, is clearly

visible. The cytoplasm of the cell is not readily separable

from the surrounding parenchyma.

The flame-cell leads into a convoluted intra-cellular tube

{ca2^.). The tubes open into a slightly wider duct,Avhich also

appears to be intra-cellular. There are only two of these

ducts, a right and left, and they run inwards towards the

excretory bladder (Fig. II, m. d.).

The excretory bladder is of very great size, being about

one half the length of the body. It is a muscular sac lined

internally by very large cells which generally contain

several nuclei. The cells are set on a basement membrane,

and their development is variable in different specimens, and

frequently they are placed separately from one another, so

that they do not constitute a distinct and continuous cpi-
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thelium (Fig. II, ex. bl.). On the basement membrane,

between tlie large isolated cells, there can often be seen

nuclei which regenerate fresh giant-cells when required

(Fig. X, 01.). The right and left excretory ducts seldom, if

ever, open directly into the cavity of the bladder, but

they pass into the substance of one of the large cells

(Fig. IX, m. d., and X, 2). In this respect the ducts are

comparable to the nephridia of certain Chajtopods, where

the external opening is closed by a patch of cells, and

the excretory matter is passed out through the body of

the cells. The bladder opens to the exterior by a narrow

and somewhat tortuous channel, which is lined by a thick

cuticle continuous with that covering the body. Around this

channel there is clustered a group of elongated glandular

cells, Avhich apparently pour some secretion into the exit-

duct of the bladder (Fig. II, gl. c).

In specimens preserved in Flemming's solution the large

cells lining the bladder contained a variable number of black

globules, which disappeared in twenty-four hours if the

sections were mounted in xylol balsam, but they were per-

manent in chloroform balsam. Flemming ^ has observed a

similar disappearance of fat, blackened by his solution, both

by means of turpentine and xylol. We may conclude that

the black globules consisted of a fatty substance, which was

presumably w^aste excretory matter.

Correlated with the relative paucity of excretory tubules

and flame-cells it is extremely probable that the epithelium

of the bladder can itself directly absorb Avaste matter from

the surrounding parenchyma, for it is scarcely possible that

the minute main ducts opening into the substance of a couple

of cells could convey into the whole epithelium the large

quantity of waste products which it undoubtedly contains.

The relative thinness of the muscular coat would render easy

such a direct absorption of nitrogenous waste.

The Encysted Animal.—It was mentioned above that

the trematode commonly lives encysted in the muscles of the

» Flemming, ' Zeit. f. wiss. Mil;.,' 18S9, p. 39.
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crayfisli. In this condition the animal is bent on itself to

form a globular body^ and the ventral surface is outermost

(Fig. VII). The cyst-wall is of variable thickness, and its

mode of formation is peculiar. In sections through the

encysted animal there can be seen in the spaces between the

parasite and the cyst-wall rounded cells (Figs. A^II, VIII,

ex. cl.) containing two or more nuclei; these cells have passed

out from the excretory bladder. The loose cells disintegrate

in time into a reticular nodulated material which stains

deeply (/. mt.). The parasite is constantly rotating inside

its cyst, and the disintegrated substance, or even the cells

themselves before breaking up, are gradually flattened

against the inner surface of the cyst, and increase its thick-

ness (Fig. VIII, 2, ex. cl.). It is probable that the greater

part, if not the entire substance of the cyst-wall is built up

out of such discharged excretory cells.

The cyst-wall frequently exhibits a distinct stratification

(Fig. VIII (2), st.'^-'^). The middle stratum {st.") appears

to be the densest, and it stains more intensely than the other

two layers.

It would be exceedingly interesting to know whether

generally the cysts of trematodes which are permanently en-

cysted in the adult state originate in a similar manner. The

cysts so often produced by cercaria, and that formed in the

developing stages of D. cirrigerum, are clearly not formed

in this way ; they are true cuticular cysts formed by the

activity of certain cystogenous cells. It is very possible,

indeed, that such a true cuticular cyst would be unfitted for

enveloping a growing animal, it not being sufficiently elastic

or permeable to nutritive fluids.

The cells of the bladder bud in a remarkable manner

(Figs. IX, X), and to a certain extent resemble the yellow

cells of the intestine of the earthworm. The structure of the

cytoplasm varies considerably in the different individuals

examined; probably this is due to the bladders being in

different physiological conditions at the time of fixation.
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The cytoplasm may present a more or less granular appear-

ance with a few globules of blackened fat.

In other specimens the cytoplasm is richly vacuolated., and

the walls of the vacuoles stain intensely. This gives the

appearance of sharply defined, deeply stained curved fibrils

embedded in a homogeneous stroma. Only by very careful

observation under high powers have I been able to be con-

vinced that the apparent fibrils owe their existence to the fact

that the walls of the vacuoles stain with unequal intensity

(Fig.X(l),/.).

Sometimes the vacuoles are of a larger size, and may be

seen to contain a granular substance (Fig. X, (3) f.p v.^)' In

other bladders every large cell contains one or more very

large vacuoles filled with the same granular material (4, r..,)
;

doubtless they are formed by the fusion of the smaller

vacuoles. Lastly, excretory sacs occur where the cells have

the large vacuoles more or less completely empty, and the

contents have apparently passed out into the cavity of the

bladder (5, t*.J . The globules of fatty matter appear to be

more abundant at the time the large vacuoles are formed, but

they are not confined to this period (Fig. X, cf. Band 43).

The cells of the bladder would seem to proliferate rapidly

both by budding and by the upgrowth of fresh cells from the

basal membrane ; they become quickly effete, probably by

being overcharged with waste nitrogenous substances which

they are unable to eliminate sufficiently quickly. The cells

break away from the basal membrane and lie loose in the

cavity of the bladder ; from there they are squeezed out by

the contractions of the excretory bladder into the space be-

tween the animal and cyst. They now disintegrate, and are

plastered against the inner surface of the cyst to increase the

thickness of the cyst-wall.

The whole of the phenomena must be regarded as the utili-

sation of waste nitrogenous matter, and this is analogous to

the vicAv that the exo-skeleton of Arthropods is ultimately

derived from such waste.
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The Development of D. cireigerum in the Crayfish.

The Fjgg.—Tlie eggs are very small^ and pass out from

the uterus into the space between the body and the cyst-Avall.

The encysted animal appears to die after the formation of the

eggs, and the cyst-wall ultimately breaks and liberates the

eggs.

The egg-shell is thin and of a dark brown colour; it is very

frequently flattened, and shaped like a convexo-concave lens,

which is perhaps due to shrinkage ; its average length is

•012 mm,, and breadth '008 mm. Viewed from the convex or

concave surface, or even in edge view, the egg is seen to

taper towards one end where there occurs a dark-coloured

thickened nodule. At the other end, which is rounded, there

can be seen the operculum which is doubtless pushed out

when the embryo hatches (Fig. XI, 1).

Inside the egg-shell there can be distinguished the egg-

cell with a somewhat irregular outline, and surrounding it

are a dozen or more yolk-cells containing globules of yolk.

Segmentation.—The egg-cell divides into a number of

blastomeres (fig. 2), and at the same time the yolk is gradu-

ally extracted from the yolk-cells, which soon appear as flat-

tened cells between the large spherical blastomeres. The

nuclei of the blastomeres only stain with great difficulty, while

the flattened nuclei of the yolk-cells stain very readily. In

this condition the embryo apparently emerges from the egg-

shell, but I have not seen an embryo in the act of hatching.

iSporocyst Stage.—The embryo, Avliich may now be

termed a sporocyst, consisting of a few quite irregularly

arranged blastomeres and flattened yolk-cells, works its way
into the thin sheets of connective tissue around the muscles,

testis, nerve-cord, etc., and it may acquire a slightly reddish

or brownish tint (fig. 3).

The sporocyst, which is generally more or less s])herical, now
grows considerably, and it may send out many buds consisting

of one or several blastomeres. Some of these buds mav be-
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come quite separated from the parent sporocyst, and will pro-

duce new sporocysts (figs. 4, 5). At other times a sporocyst

may apparently divide by fission into two (fig. 7).

The blastomereSj which appear to have no definite arrange-

ment whatever in the embryo, next divide into numerous

small cells (fig. 6), and there is produced a thin irregular

cuticular covering which cuts off all outside buds, and puts an

end to any further multiplication. Thus the sporocyst now
consists of an apparently homogeneous mass of very small

cells enclosed by a thin cuticle.

The sporocyst becomes somewhat bean-shaped, and the

first sign of differentiation among its minute cells is the for-

mation of a transversely disposed tract of cells in the neigh-

bourhood of the hilum. This tract, shown in section in figs.

8 and 9, becomes cut off by a membrane from the surrounding

cells, and some sign of a lumen soon appears. It was at first

thought that the structure thus formed was the endoderm,

but such is not the case, for it is the beginning of the cirrus-

organs, while the gut originates at a later period, and is not

produced from these cells. This fundament, however, is often

not produced until after the thick cyst-wall, to be mentioned

below, is formed.

The outermost cells of the embryo in contact with the thin

irregular cuticle appeared, with the most careful observation,

to be identical with the cells further in ; or, in other words,

there is at this period no differentiation into either ectoderm
or endoderm.
The sporocyst becomes compressed and convexo-concave,

and there is formed a very thick cyst-wall (fig. 10, c. cy.)

within the original thin irregular cuticle. In some parts of

the embryo this cyst-wall may be formed at some depth

within the body, so that some of the outer cells of the

sporocyst become cut off completely from the cells within the

cyst. This process is not sufficiently regular to be regarded

as the casting off of the ectoderm, for on one side of the

embryo the cyst-wall may be in contact with the irregular

cuticle, while on the other side it may be separated from it
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by several rows of cells (fig. 10, e. c), and often the cyst

encloses all the cells, so that none are excluded from further

development.

Cercaria Stage.—The embryo enclosed by the thick cyst

will produce the young Distomum, and it may perhaps be

regarded as a cercaria, and the cyst as a cercaria-cyst.

Scattered through the body there can be seen small clumps

of deeply staining cells. After the cercaria-cyst is completely

formed they seem to disappear, and I believe they are cystogen

p-lands which secrete the substance which forms the thick cyst

(fig. 10, cy. c). Further differentiation now sets in. Around

the transversely placed tubular structure above described the

cells of the embryo become elongated and stringy in appear-

ance (fig. 10, m. c. s.), and they do not stain at all readily

Avith htematoxylin. The fundament thus produced will form

the muscular cirrus-sac and the structures which lie within.

Reference to fig. 10 will show that there is still no differ-

entiation of an outer layer into an ectoderm, neither has the

fundainent of the gut appeared.

Body Covering and Cuticle.—The outermost cells of

the cercaria never form an epithelium, for they are quite

irregularly disposed, and are indistinguishable from the cells

below. These outermost cells, however, now fuse together,

and produce a thick outer layer of substance that stains like

protoplasm. The nuclei of the cells are not included in this

outer layer of protoplasm, but lie either just on the inner

side of it or are connected with it by strands of protoplasm

(Fig. XIV). This outer layer of modified protoplasm may be

called cortex, and it is from this that the future cuticle and

spinelets are produced (Fig. XV).

The remainder of the cortical substance (Fig. XV, r. cor.)

,

after the cuticle is formed, would appear to persist as the

thin layer of protoplasm which may be observed in the adult

immediately below the cuticle (Fig. XYI,p. I.), and connected

with the cortical cells by means of branching strands of pro-

toplasm. These cortical cells are the so-called epidermal

cells {ep. c).
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At one end of tlie embryo (Fig. XI, 11) the cortical substance

is continued inwards into tlie body, and ultimately the layer

splits, and thus there is formed an embryo bent sharply on

itself, with its future dorsal surface outermost (fig. 12). This

band which splits to form the ventral surface should be

regarded as arising by a differentiation of the cells within

the embryo, and not as an ingrowth of the outer cortex.

The cortical layer now produces the relatively thin definitive

cuticle, which is very symmetrically studded with rows of

very tiny spinelets (Fig. XY). It is difficult at first to

imagine how these structures originate. They are far too

small for one spinelet to be produced by one subjacent cell

;

and further, the cells below the cortex never appear to be

arranged in rows or in any way symmetrically. It would

appear that the longitudinal and transverse rows of spinelets

are produced by the cortex protoplasm as a whole, and not

by the sum of the individual efforts of separate cells.

Such an example warns us against regarding the body of

an organism as a community of individual units working

together for the common good ; but it points rather to the

conception of the body as a single machine of very great

complexity.

The oral and ventral suckers next become distinguishable

as two nearly hemispherical bodies, composed of elongated

cells with large nuclei.

The ventral sucker is formed at the bottom of the sheet of

cortex, which has not as yet split to form the future ventral

surface of the animal (Fig. XI, 11).

Formation of the Gut.—At this period in the develop-

ment the gut-C£eca and pharynx become distinguishable.

The gut-casca are formed from flattened cells (Fig. XI, 11,

cfe.) which apparently become differentiated out of the

general cells of the embryo, as I have been quite unable to

demonstrate the previous existence of an endoderm. On the

right and left of the embryo flattened cells become so ar-

ranged as to form a very thin-walled and narrow sac on each

side (Fig. XYIII, ca\). The pharynx is seen at some little
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distance below tlie oral sucker, aud it is produced from two

lateral plates of thick cells which appear at the place where

the embryonic gut-cteca come into contact (Fig. XI, 12

;

At this time the oral sucker is imperforate, but later the

fundament of the pharynx becomes connected with it by a

solid strand which ultimately splits and forms the mouth and

pre-pharynx. No oesophagus is formed until a much later

period after the animal has escaped from its cercaria-cyst.

Gonads.—At this stage three compact masses of cells

become visible by reason of their great staining capacity;

the mass between the fundament of the cirrus-sac and the

ventral sucker will become the ovary, and the two larger

masses further behind of a somewhat elongated shape are the

embryonic testes (Fig. XIII, ov. and t.). Later on the testes

become globular, and the right-hand one becomes pushed

forwards.

The genital atrium originates as a deep invagination of the

cortex at the anterior face of the depression of the ventral

sucker. Thus at first the genital atrium opens into the pit

of the sucker (Figs. XII, XIII, g. at.), but later it becomes

pinched off from it, so that in the adult the genital atrium

opens independently immediately in front of the sucker. The

embryonic genital atrium is lined by the general cuticle,

studded with spinelets.

The fundament of the cirrus-sac and organs contained

therein, lying obliquely across the embryo, becomes narrow

at the right-hand end, bends sharply on itself, and extends

towards the genital atrium, but as yet it does not open into

it. This narrow portion Avill form the future cirrus and the

part of the sac immediately around it (Fig. XIII, c).

A solid band of cells can now be found passing from the

ovary towards the genital atrium. This will become hollowed

out into a tube, and will form the oviduct, the uterus, and the

vagina (Fig. XIII, /. nt.).

Clumps of large granular cells containing refringcnt

granules may be seen scattered about towards the posterior
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end of tlie embryo. These later on, when the animal is

emerging from the cercaria-cyst, are arranged in two irre-

gular longitudinal lines, and in a transverse line a little

below the level of the ventral sucker. They become the

yolk-glands (Fig. XII, yl. gl.).

Excretory System.—At the posterior end of the body

there is differentiated a V-shaped tract of cells with the apex

touching the cortex. The tract becomes split, and forms a

V-shaped vesicle (Figs. XII, XIII, ex. hi).

The coi'tex also splits and the general cuticle is continued

inwards, so as to line the exit-aperture of the bladder. As
the animal grows the exit-apertitre lengthens and forms the

tortuous channel lined by thick cuticle which occurs in the

adult. The cells of the bladder at the time the embryo
emerges from the cyst are quite flat. Even at this early

period a few perfoi'ated cells can be found ; these are

destined to form the intra-cellular ducts, but flame-cells could

not be identified.

The general body parenchyma consists of vesicular cells

and branched cells.

The muscular cirrus-sac expands greatly, and the enclosed

sac of flat cells forms the vesicula seminalis, the exit-duct,

and the cirrus.

Nervous System.—The nervous system commences its

development as three small collections of cells, one on each

side of the pharynx, and one dorsal to it. The cells mostly

produce fibrous elements ; the number of ganglion cells

formed is very few. The lateral masses become the cerebral

ganglia, and the dorsal mass forms the dorsal commissure

(Fig. XVIII, c.^.,cLc.).

Laurer's canal can now be identified as a very thin duct

running out to the dorsal surface. The cortical layer of

protoplasm becomes relatively much thinner, and the cuticle

with spikelets regularly arranged becomes thicker. The cells

which produced the cortex become the so-called epidermal

cells. Between these cells long thread-like cells Avith flat-

VOL. 47, PART 3. NEW SEKIES. T
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tened nuclei are formed ; tliese will be converted into the

musculature of the body-wall (Fig. XV, m. c).

The embryo, which may be regarded as a fully developed,

tailless, encysted cercaria, bursts out of its cyst by straighten-

ing itself from its bent position. It now leaves its cyst and

burrows betAveen the muscle-fibres of its host. In this position

it rapidly grows and soon becomes surrounded by a cyst-wall,

which stretches as the animal grows, and is constantly being

added to by the addition of fresh matter from the bladder.

Systematic Position.—The enormous genus Distomum
has been recently split up by Looss into numerous sub-families

and genera. According to this author's system D. cirri-

gerum would appear to belong to the sub-family Lepodcr-
matinae, and is not very far removed from the genus Astia.

The characteristic points given by Looss for the sub-family

LepodermatinuB are— the presence of scales; the excretory

bladder lies behind the shell-gland ; copulatory organs are

well developed ; the testes lie in the middle of the hinder

portion of the body ; the ovary lies close to the blind end of

the cirrus-sac ; the convolutions of the uterus are sometimes not

very numerous, and then they lie wholly in front of the testes.

D. cirrigerum agrees with these general characters.

It also resembles Astia in the great length of the oeso-

phagus, but it diifers from it in a number of ways : the

excretory bladder is rounded, and is not forked as in Astia
;

but in the embryo we have seen that it is obviously V-shaped

;

the uterus is relatively short, and lies in front of the testes

;

the receptaculum seminis is well developed ; the yolk-glands

extend beyond the gut-ca?ca to the posterior end of the body.

Looss mentions that he finds dark granules in the excretory

bladder of Astia; it would be interesting to know whether

they are fatty in nature and are similar to those which have

just been described in the excretory cells of D. cirrigerum.

On account of the many important differences D. cirri-

gerum could not conveniently be placed in the genus Astia,

and I would suggest that it should be placed in Looss's

system under the name A stacotrema cirrigerum (v. Baer).
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The Relationship between the Size of Cell and the Size

OF Animal.

Ill studying tlie growth of the tissues and organs a

question arises which is seklom or never considered, as to the

relative sizes of the cells in a young and adult animal. Do
the cells maintain the same mean size in the young as in the

full-grown animal ? A priori it might be considered probable

that growth would imply simply an increase in the number of

cells, and that the mean size of the cells would remain con-

stant throughout.

If, however, we compare Figs. XV and XVI, it can be seen

that the nuclei of the young animal have a diameter only

about a quarter that of the nuclei of the full-grown adult, also

in individuals which are larger but not full-grown the nuclei

are of an intermediate size. Hence during a certain

period of growth Ave may expect that the size of the cell is

a definite fraction of the size of the animal.

As a rough test three encysted animals were taken, measur-

ing '70, "SO, and '17 mm. in diameter; the diameters of twelve

nuclei of epidermal cells were measured in each individual,

and the means were 11 /u, Q /m, and 3 fx respectively. Thus quite

clearly as the animal grows the nuclei become larger.

Wishing to confirm this result on fresh material, some

fourteen Daphnia of varying sizes were taken at random

from a tank, and the maximum diameters of twelve consecu-

tive epidermal cells were approximately measured in each

individual by the following method. The surface of the

carapace is covered with a sculpturing consisting of regularly

arranged polygonal areas. In a carefully stained animal the

nuclei of the underlying epidermal cells can be seen, and as a

rule one nucleus occurs under the centre of each polygonal

area ; accordingly the polygonal areas correspond to cell out-

lines. Occasionally two nuclei can be seen under one of these

areas, but it is not of very frequent occurrence, and since it

was found as often in young as in older animals the fact that
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an area may sometimes correspond to two cells instead of one

will not affect the relative resnlts.

The maximum diameters of a row of twelve areas were

measured, and about the fifth row from the ventral edge of

the carapace was selected in every case. The results of the

measurements are shown in the following- table ; the means

of the twelve measurements are y'iven in the second column.

Lenglli of iiulividuii!
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Mean of twelve cells from the middle

Length of Leptodora of the proctodseum,

in millimetres. Diameter of Diameter of

cell. nucleus,

/t fi

1-3 ... .V4 ... 2-9

3-0 ... 11-1 ... 4-5

7-7 ... 14-4 ... 5-8

Very probably, in some cases, the size of cells diminishes

as the body grows ; for example, the red blood-corpuscles of

large tadpoles appear to be somewhat smaller than those of

small tadpoles.

These few examples which have been brought forward

would seem to indicate that the mean sizes of the cells are

some definite fraction of the size of the body, and that accord-

ing to the growth of the body as a whole, so these means may
either rise or fall. If such a law of growth be established it

lessens our appreciation of the individuality and relative

independence of the cell units, and it would weaken the view

which regards the body as a cell-republic. A thorough

statistical investigation into the subject would be of much
interest, and the results might lead to a great modification

of the current views as to the profound importance of the

cell. In a future publication I hope to enter into greater

detail.

SUMMAEY.

The material available for the present investigation was

quite inadequate for elucidating the life-history of the

species. The only new fact added is the discovery that the

sexual form can develop from the egg in the crayfish itself;

hence, were it not for the problematical D. isostomum we
should regard the trematode as monogenetic, and having a

quite simple life-histor}-. The formation of a cercaria-cyst

would indicate, however, that this monogenetic character was

secondarily acquired, and that at some former time it was

typically digenetic.
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The occurrence of the sexless D. isostomum in the cray-

fish complicates the problem, and if Zaddach is correct in

regarding this sexless form as arising from the eggs of D.

cirrigerum, it would follow that either the sexual or the

sexless form can be produced in the crayfish according to

circumstances. In my numerous sections there occurred one

remarkable individual which cannot altogether be under-

stood. It was embedded in the superficial substance of the

testes, and apparently had developed in this position from

the egg. It was not enclosed in a cyst, and had no appre-

ciable cuticle. It differed from the usual form in having no

obvious trace of generative or copulatory organs. From a

solitary specimen found in section it is scarcely safe to

speculate, but its structure is certainly suggestive that it

would have developed into D. isostomum.

The chief peculiarity in the structure of the species is the

remarkable excretory epithelium of the bladder. The epi-

thelium consists of very large cells which apparently are

capable of extracting waste matter direct from the surround-

ing parenchyma, since the excretory tubes are few and small.

The cells are able to bud; after a period of activity they

become effete and are passed out of the bladder. Ultimately

they disintegrate and add to the thickness of the cyst-wall.

Fresh cells are produced in the bladder from reserve nuclei

lying on the basal membrane.

The animal grows to maturity permanently enclosed in a

cyst, hence the cyst-wall must be highly elastic and permeable

to nutritive fluids. I believe that most, if not the entire

substance of the cyst-wall, is derived from the worn-out

excretory cells.

Laurer's duct comes off in close connection with the recep-

taculum seminis, as if for the purpose of keeping this vesicle

free from waste yolk and cement substance. The position

of the cirrus-sac varies considerably in different individuals.

I have not observed the act of self-copulation.

According to Looss's system the present Distonuim may be

referred to the sub-family Lepodermatinae, and it is placed
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in the new genus Astacotrenia^ not very far removed from

Astia.

The development of the sexual form presents some features

of theoretical interest in connection with the doctrines of

heredity and of the germ-layers. The irregular and appa-

rently erratic nature of the development is very surprising.

An embryo consisting of a few loose blastomeres and yolk-

cells escapes from the egg-shell. Nothing of the nature of a
" hyaline membrane " or the stripping oif of an outer layer of

flat cells could be detected. The whole embryo may or may
not fall to pieces^ so to speak, and the separated blastomeres

are able to develop into the mature animal. More usually

the embryo grows to a considerable size, and then it may or

may not send out buds consisting of one or several blasto-

meres with perhaps a few yolk-cells attached. These buds

do not necessarily develop ; they may degenerate and form a

more or less continuous sheath around the central developing

embryo. The blastomeres remain of a considerable size

during the earlier stages of division and budding. Next the

blastomeres divide into quite small cells, and the embryo

becomes oval in outline, and ultimately somewhat bean-

shaped, and a thin irregular cuticle is produced. Even at

this advanced stage the embryo may apparently divide by

fission into two. The whole embryo consists of an apparently

perfectly homogeneous mass of small cells. There is next

secreted a very thick cyst- Avail, which is sometimes, although

not always, produced at some little distance within the body

of the embiyo. On account of the erratic nature of this

outer layer, which is by no means always formed, it is very

doubtful if it should be regarded as ectoderm. Clearly the

cells which become enclosed by the new cyst will alone form

the embryo, and therefore up to this period the general cells

of the embryo are not predestined to form any particular part

of the future body. The fundament of the vesicula seminalis

and surrounding cirrus-sac may, however, sometimes appear

even before the thick cyst is formed.

At first the cells of the embryo in contact with the thick
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cyst-Avall are iiidistiiiguisliable from tliose lying deeper.

After a time there is formed an outer layer of apparently

modified protoplasm; the nuclei of the cells which have

produced it lie on the inner side and are quite irregularly

disposed, and may be connected with it only by strands of

protoplasm. These cells become the epidermal cells of the

adult.

The course of development after the thick cercaria-cyst is

formed may be briefly recapitulated in the following para-

graphs :

(1) The cortex-protoplasm secretes a thin cuticle studded

with very symmetrically arranged spinelets.

(2) The fundament of the cirrus-sac becomes a thick-walled

muscular tube enclosing the embryonic vesicula seminal is, and

it lies obliquely across the embryo.

(3) The cortex is continued upwards by differentiation

from one end of the embryo ; this will split, and will constitute

the ventral surface of the future adult.

(4) Oral and ventral suckers are differentiated.

(5) The gut-caeca are formed from verj^ flat cells, Avhich

become arranged into a right and left vesicle, meeting at the

fundament of the pharynx.

(6) Fundaments of the gonads appear.

(7) The genital atrium is formed as a deep pit, which

opens at first into the depression of the ventral sucker.

(8; The fundament of the cirrus-sac is continued forwards

to the genital atrium, but does not as yet open into it. The

fundament of oviduct, uterus, and vagina a])pears as a short

tube running from the ovary to the atrium.

(9) A strand is formed passing from the pharynx to the

oral sucker ; this splits, and thus the mouth and pre-pliarynx

originate.

(10) The excretory vesicle is formed as a V-shaped tract,

which splits into a V-shaped, thin-walled vesicle opening to

the exterior by a pore lined by the general cuticle.

(11) The intra-cellular ducts of excretory system are formed.

Yolk-glands appear.
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(12) Embryo escapes from its cercaria-cyst.

(18) Embryo burrows into the muscles of its host. CEsopha-

gus is formed, and excretory exit-duct elongates and becomes

tortuous, and tlie cluster of glandular cells around it are

developed. The V-shaped excretory bladder becomes globular.

The interpretation which may be given to these observa-

tions will vary according to the preconceptions of the ob-

server, and on the definition given to the term '*' germ-layers."

A gei"m-layer may be defined as amass or layer of cells which

is differentiated from the rest of the body quite early in

embryonic life, and out of which certain organs and these

alone are produced. From the point of view that ectoderm,

endoderm, mesoderm, and fundament of gonad are

morphologically homologous parts throughout the animal

kingdom it would appear extremely doubtful whether in the

present development a true ectoderm or even a true endo-

dei'm is formed. The cortex is produced simply by the outer-

most undifferentiated cells of the embryo which persist in the

adult as the " epidermal " cells.

If, however, the " germ-layer " is merely a physiological

conception of the relative relationships of different layers of

the embi-yo there is nothing against calling the cortex-pro-

ducing layer ectoderm^ for then the term bears no meaning

except that it is the layer of the embryo in contact with the

surrounding medium

.

It should be remembered, however, that the development

of the present embryo is obviously a much abbreviated one.

This is clearly shown by the curious splitting of the inner

sheet of cortex to form the ventral surface, and also by the

early appearance of the fundament of the cirrus-sac. But

the general tendency of recent enibryological work is certainly

in the dii'ection of weakening and not strengthening the con-

ception of the morphological significance of germ-layers ; for

example, the budding of certain tunicates from the ectoderm

alone, the budding of medusa) from the ectoderm of the

manubrium (e. g. in Margellium), the apparent formation of

a part of the nervous system in echinoderms from cells which
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are clearly not ectodermal, and a number of other cases could

be cited.

From tlie course of development previously described it

can be seen that the hereditary tendencies can be passed on

unimpaired through a considerable amount of budding, and

then after the blastomeres have divided into quite small cells

it seems to be a matter of indiiference how many of them are

enclosed in the thick cercaria-cyst ; the excluded cells perish,

the enclosed mass will develop into the embryo. Hence up

to this period there is no sorting out of hereditary tendencies

(except that sometimes the fundament of the cirrus-sac

appears quite early) into separate cells, but they reside in the

mass as a whole as they would in the body of a protozoon,

and are not separated out into distinct elements. The mass

of cells enclosed by the cercaria-cyst and beginning its

development should be regarded as an unit, and not as a cell-

republic.

However special and obscure this development may be

held to be, yet the very fact that such a mode is possible, in

that the various organs appear direct in the homogeneous

mass of cells without the intervention of germ-layers, seems

to the author to demonstrate, in the words of Sachs,^ that

" cell formation is a phenomenon very general, it is true, in

organic life, but still only of secondary significance ; at all

events, it is merely one of the numerous expressions of the

formative forces which reside in all matter,—in the highest

degree, however, in organic substance."

The Explanatory Abbreviations.

ap. ? aperture of flame-cell. b. Section of the body of the encysted

animal, b. c. Branched cells, b. p. Basal portion of the flagellum. bd. Bud

from sporocyst. bm. Blastomeres. c. Cirrus, c. g. Cerebral ganglion.

c. cy. Cercaria-cyst. c. m. Circular muscle, c. s. Cirrus-sac. c. v. s. Cells

to form vesicula seminalis. c. w. Cyst -wall. cuv. Cavity of flame-cell. cce.

Gut-CKCum. cor. Cortex, cy. Adult cyst. cy. c. ? cystogen cells of embryo.

* Sachs, Julius von, ' Lectures on the Physiology of Plants,' translation

by H. Marshall Ward, 1887, p. 73.
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d. c. Dorsa commissure, d. r. s. Duct of receptaculum seminis. e. c.

Excluded cells of embryo, eg. Egg. eg. c. Egg-cell. ep. c. So-called

epidermal ceils, ex. c. Excretory canal, ex. cl. Excretory cell from bladder.

ex. bl. Excretory bladder, e. i. c. Eggs in cyst cavity, e. i. u. Eggs in uterus.

/. Apparent fibrils in excretory cells. /. mt. Eormative material for cyst.

f.uL Fundament of uterus, jl. Elagellum of flame-cell. g.al. Genital atrium,

gl. Osmicated fat globules, gl. c. Gland-cells at exit-duct of bladder. /. cor.

Cortex which splits to form the ventral surface, i. cy. Irregular cuticle. /.

Lid of egg-shell. Z. d. Laurer's duct. /. m. Longitudinal muscle, m. c.

Developing muscle-fibres, m. c. s. Musijle-cells for cirrus-sac. m. d. Main

duct of excretory system, m. f. Muscle-fibres, m. h. Connective-tissue

surrounding muscles of the host. ??. ICucleus of reserve cell of bladder.

n. sy. Nervous system. 71. d. c. Nucle.is of disintegrating excretory cell.

nn. Nucleus of flame-cell. n.y. Nucleus o'i yolk-cell. 0. s. Oral sucker. 0. v.

Opening of vagina, oe. CEsophagus. ov. Ovary, ovid. Oviduct, p. Body

parenchyma, pk. Pharynx, p. 'pli. Pre-pharynx. pi. Protoplasmic layer

under cuticle, pr. gl. Prostate gland-cells, pr. t. Prostate tube. r. s. Re-

ceptaculum seminis. r. cor. Remainder of cortex, sh. gl. Shell-gland, sp.

Cuticle with spinelets. st.^ sL" st.^ Strata of cyst wall of adult and of

cuticle, t. Testis, t. h. Testis of host. ut. Uterus. ?>., Small vacuoles in

excretory cells. ».o The small vacuoles collected into larger vacuoles, v.^

Great vacuoles full of granular contents. 1J.4 Emptied vacuoles, v.e. Vesicular

cell. V. s. Vesicula seminalis. vt. s. Ventral sucker, y. c. Yolk-cell. y. d.

Yolk-duct. yl. gl. Yolk-gland.

EXPLANATION OF PLATES 24—26,

Illustrating Mr. Ernest Warren's memoir on ^' Distomum

Cirrigerum, v. Baer."

Fig. I.— X 20. The free animal from the side, viewed as an opaque

object.

Fig. II.— X 88. The free animal from the ventral surface, viewed as a

transparent object.

Fig. III.— X 33. The free animal from the side, viewed as a transparent

object.

Fig. IV.— X 33. An encysted animal in the act of escaping from its cyst.

Eggs may be seen inside the cyst.

Fig. V.— X 100. The female generative organs, semi-diagrammatic, con-

structed from serial sections and viewed from the side. Notice the close

connection of Laurer's duct with the receptaculum seminis.
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Fig. VJ.— x 1440. A flame-cell with the convoluted capillary duct. The

cytoplasm of the flame-cell is not separable from the general protoplasmic

reticulum of the body {p.). The composite origin of the flagellum is

indicated by the distinct longitudinal striation, and the intermediate piece

between the nucleus and the flagellum is well seen {d. p.). A possible

aperture occurs on one side (cp.).

Fig. VII.— X 40. An encysted animal, viewed as a transparent object.

The ventral surface is outermost. Eggs and excretory cells can be seen in

the space between the body of the animal and the cyst-wall.

Fig. VIII (1).— X IGO. Section through the edge of a cyst. The space within

is the cavity of the cyst between the small portion of body [d.), cut through,

and tiie cyst-wall. In the space are siiown excretory cells in the process of

disintegrating into the nodulated material (/. mL), which becomes plastered

against the inside of the cyst-wall, and increases its thickness.

(2).— X 320. A piece of the cyst-wall under greater magnification. In

the upper portion an excretory cell is being flattened against the inner surface

of the cyst, while below the more usual disintegrated substance can be seen.

Fig. IX.— X 225. The upper portion of the excretory bladder, with the

right and left main ducts opening into the lining epithelium on each side.

Fig. X — X 200. Excretory epithelia from the bladders of five indi-

viduals.

(1) Shows the apparent fibrils (/.) and a few osmieated globules of fat.

(2 and 3) The cells possess many vacuoles which are collecting into

larger vacuoles.

(4) The cells generally possess one large vacuole with granular contents.

In the lower part of the figure can be seen a cell in the act of

budding.

(5) The large vacuoles have become emptied.

Fig. XI.— X 250. Various stages in tiie development of the sexual form.

(1) Egg in side view showing egg-cell {e(/. c.) and yolk-cells.

(2) Segmentation has occurred, producing a number of large blastomeres

with badly staining nuclei.

(3) Tiie sporocyst embedded in the superficial substance of the testis of

the crayfish ; the general arrangement of the blastomeres appears

. quite irregular. The yolk-cells are becoming flattened («. y.).

(4) A budding sporocyst in surface view.

(5) A budding sporocyst in surface view.
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(6) Section of sporocyst after budding is completed. Tlie bkstomercs

have divided into small cells possessing nuclei, which stain with

great dilScully. No yolk-cells are now visible.

(7) A sporocyst in surface view, dividing by fission into two.

(S) Sporocyst in section; it becomes bcan-sliaped,and a delicate irregular

cuticle is produced. The fundament of the male copulatory organs

may appear. Often, however, it is not formed until later.

(9) The irregular cuticle becomes thicker.

(10) Cercaria-cyst is formed, and embryo is seen in longitudinal section.

The cyst may be produced at some little depth within the embryo,

and hence some of the cells of the embryo become excluded from

the future development (c.v. c). The fundament of the male

copulatory organs has increased. Perhaps cystogen cells occur

(<7- c.).

(11) Cortex is formed, gut appears, also suckers and gonads.

(12) The embryo in longitudinal section, showing the final stages of

development. The inner sheet of cortex has become split to

form the ventral surface; cuticle with spinelets is produced by

the cortex.

Fig. XII.— X 280. The sexual form escaping from the cercaria-cyst. It

is viewed ventrally and as a transparent object. Notice the symmetrical

arrangement of the spinelets, the genital atrium opening at first into the

depression of the ventral sucker and the V-shaped excretory bladder.

Fig. XIII.— X 400. Embryo in longitudinal section nearly ready to

emerge from cercaria cyst. Notice genital atrium, cirrus, uterus, and the

origin of the excretory bladder.

Fig. XIV.— X 880. A small piece of the cortex with the underlying cells

of an embryo soon after the cercaria-cyst is formed.

Fig. XV.— X 880. A small i)iece of a somewhat older embiyo; the under-

lying cells become differentiated into ''' epidermal cells," muscular cells,

branched and vesicular cells. The thin cuticle and spinelets are produced.

Fig. XVI.— X 400. Transverse section of the adult. The cuticle is raised

into scales, but no spinelets were visible. The thin layer of protoplasm (pi.)

under the cuticle is the remainder of the embryonic cortex. A few circular

and longitudinal muscle-fibres are visible.

Fig. XVII.— X 400. Longitudinal section to show curious inflated struc-

tures, which are probably an artificial production.

Fig. XVIII.— X 400. Transverse section of the anterior portion of a de-

veloping embryo to show the origin of the gut.ca;ca, pharynx, and nervous

system.
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Studies in the Retina.

Part VI.—The Continuity of the Nerves thi'ough the Vertebrate

Retina.

By

H. M, Bernard, M.A.Caiilab.

(From the Zoological Laboratories of the Royal College of Science.)

With Plates 27—29.

This sixth paper concludes the series.^ It was my original

plan to publish any observations I might be fortunate enough

to make which threw light on the general structure of the

retina^ as introductory to a series of comparative studies on

the eyes of different groups of animals, the ultimate object

beiug to accumulate and elaborate the evidence which had

seemed to me to point to a mechanical theory of vision.^

Whether the original plan will ever be carried out remains

to be seen. I express the doubt because the new matter

contained in this paper threatens to draw me off into other

' Part I appeared in vol. xliii, p. 23 ; Part II in vol. xliv, p. 4-43 ; and

Parts III, IV, and V in vol. xlvi, pp. 25, 40, and 48 of this Journal.

- An outline sketch of this theory was given in the ' Ann. and Mag. Nat.

Hist.,' xvii (1896), p. 162. Practically the same theory has been recently

presented to the French Academy by Professor Pizon, see ' C. R.,' cxxxiii,

1901, p. 835. There are slight differences of detail, but, so far as I can

make out, not where Professor Pizon thinks they lie.
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and larger fields tlian the retina. The discovery of con-

tinuous nerve-paths through the retina along lines in which

no one acquainted with the current views and theories would

have thought of looking for them, seems to demand some

revision and readjustment of modern doctrines with regard to

sevei'al important morphological problems. And yet there is

not so much that is really new in this paper, for, wheu

critically reviewed, it will be found that nearly every fact

has been seen and described by other workers. What the

retina has now revealed is not so much new facts as new
clues, which will, I believe, enable us to co-ordinate a number

of hitherto isolated and, ou that account, often neglected

observations.

The search for direct continuity between the nerve-strands

and the rods of the vertebrate retina, in which rods there is

every reason to believe the nerves must terminate, seems iu

recent years to have been abandoned. The reason is not

difficult to understand. The problem had baffled all the

leading retinologists of the latter half of last century, and

this fact prepared the way for a new theory of nerve action

which rendered direct continuity unnecessary. Indeed, the

retina became one of the chief witnesses for the intermittent

contact theor3^ My own researches, however, soon convinced

me that the phenomena on which the upholders of this latter

theory were relying were not to be trusted so far as the retina

is concerned. As soon as it dawned upon me that the

elaborate series of ganglionic cells with their systems of

dendrites, which were supposed to convey the stimulus from

the rods to the nerves, admitted of another find much simpler

interpretation, I naturally once more took up the quest for

the nerve-paths, without, however, any hope of solving a

problem which had appeared insoluble. The discovery came,

as it were, of itself some three or four years ago in the way

described in this paper.

The descriptions of the " ganglionic cells " of the vertebrate

retina, as given in the text-books, are familiar to all. Asso-

ciated with such names as those of Corti, Koelliker, H. Miiller,
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Eemak, Max Scliultze, and others, tliey have been accepted for

the last forty years without question. Tliey are represented

as multipolar bodies with large vesicular nuclei, each with one

proximal process, called the axis-cylinder process, con-

tinuous with one of the fibres of the nerve-layer, and one or

more distal processes, which plunge into the inner reticular

laj'er, where they ramify and are lost. These processes are

all apparently prolongations of the cytoplasm of the cell-

body, the conspicuous nucleus, so far as one can see, taking

no part in their production. Our knowledge of the finer

structure of this cytoplasm, through which we are left to

conjecture that the stimulus must pass from the retina into

the optic nerve, may be summed up as follows :—It consists of

the fibrillar substance of Flemming with the interfibrillar

liyaloplasma, further complicated by (1) the presence of the

staining clumps ("I^issl's Schollen"), often arranged in

irregular concentric rings round the nucleus ; and (2) the

occurrence of one or more refractive staining globules,

" centrosomes," each in the centre of a clear field. Add to

these the fact that the nucleus contains a nucleolus suspended

on an intra-nuclear reticulum, and we have all the accepted

constituents of the ganglionic cells of the retina.

It must be admitted that this familiar diagram seemed to

meet some of the needs of the problem as to the passage of

the nerve-stimuli, for it at least shows the fibres of the optic

nerve bent down at right angles into the retina, i.e. towards

the layer of rods. The one great difficulty was, however, to

find how the nerves bridged over the interval between the

processes of these ganglionic cells, assuming at least one of

these processes to be nervous, and the rods. This has been,

if I may say so, the burning problem of the retina, viz.

:

which of the two or three distal processes of the ganglionic

cells carried the stimulus? Why were they all, sooner or

later, lost to view ? Why was not at least one of them trace-

able light through to the rod-layer ? No solution of this

problem seemed to be forthcoming until the elaboration of

the metal impregnation methods, especially in the hands of

VOL. 47, PART 3.—NEW SERIES. U
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Ramon j Cajal, seemed to clear up the mystery. According

to the results obtained by these methods, tlie fibre of tlie

optic nerve still runs into the ^'ganglionic cell" as shown in

the old diagram, but there is no longer any necessity to trace

any single one of the distal processes of the cell thi'ough the

retina ; for direct fibrillar connection with the rods is not

required. The new docti'ine is that the ramifications of the

ganglionic cell within the inner reticular layer are able to

receive the stimulus from the rods through the mediation of

opposed ramifications of other more distal cells by some kind

of intermittent contact.

One of the very earliest results of my own study of the

retina, however, was the conviction that the thick cyto-

plasmic axis-cylinder process joining the ganglionic

cell to the optic nerve has no existence. Though

during the last ten yeai'S I have examined many hundreds of

preparations of vertebrate retinas fixed and stained by all the

best known methods which are relied upon for ordinary

histological work, I have never once been able to see it.

In sections cut along the optic nerve it surely ought to have

been seen, especially when the distal processes of the same

cell were always visible. It was long before I could bring

myself to deny the existence of so important an element of

the above-mentioned familiar diagram, especially in the face

of the direct support which the recent work of Ramon y Cajal,

Dogiel, and others appears to lend to it. And, indeed, I did

not do so until I had something positive to put in its place.

It is now, however, perfectly certain that the appearances

which gave rise to the diagram, and still seem to give rise to

it, have been wrongly interpreted.

Beginning with the observation which first shook my faith

in the correctness of the old diagram, 1 found that, if we take

a survey of the retinas of a number of different vertebrates,

only a small proportion of the ganglionic " cells " have any

even superficial resemblance to the diagram. It has been

constructed almost entirely upon phenomena most frequently

found in the Mammalia, and rarely in the lower forms. In
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the lower forms^ e. g. in the Amphibia^ most of the ganglionic

nuclei either have no cytoplasm at all, and are simply nuclei,

somehow suspended in larger or smaller meshes of the retinal

syncytium, or else they have a mere trace of it, usually on

their distal sides, and trailing away into the inner reticular

layer (see, for instance, figs. 2 a, 3 d, 18 d, the top nucleus). In

every case in which cytoplasm does occur in connection with

these nuclei it is impossible that it could be overlooked ;

whatever its real constitution may be, it appears under the

mici'oscope as a refractive granular mass, and I shall always

refer to it as granular cytoplasm to distinguish it from the

smooth, glassy strands of the syncytial supporting framework

of the retina. In the vertebrate retina, then, the granular

cytoplasm, so essential a factor in the old diagram, is found

associated with the ganglionic nucleus in very varying quan-

tities ; it shows almost every stage, from the condition in

which it renders a reticular chamber in the retinal syncytium

turgid, as represented in the diagram, to that in which it is

present in the merest traces, or even completely absent. Figs.

1 to 3 and 5 to 12 represent ganglionic " cells " of different

vertebrates; such figures might be multiplied indefinitely;

those here given are but a very small selection from the

number I have drawn under the microscope. Figs. 2 b, c,

3 a, h, c, and 8 show ganglionic nuclei without any cytoplasm,

while, in fig. 12, three nuclei have a certain amount of cyto-

plasm and the rest not a trace.

Almost at once, then, we are called upon to modify our

conception of the retinal " ganglionic cells," as obtained from

the familiar diagram, and we must describe them as the inner-

most layer of the retinal nuclei, which may or may not have a

certain quantity of associated cytoplasm. Thus it is obvious

that (1) in tliose cases in which there is no cytoplasm there

can be no axis-cylinder process such as that required by the

diagram; (2) in those cases in which the cytoplasm is entirely

confiued to the distal side of the nucleus, the diagrammatic

cytoplasmic axis-cylinder process, continuous with a fibre of

the optic nerve, is equally out of the question; and (3) even in
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the case in wliicli the granular cytoplasm actually surrounds

the nucleus, but does not completely fill a syncytial chamber,

an axis-cylinder process is difficult to imagine. It is only

iu the comparatively fi'W cases (few, that is, except in the eyes

of the higher vertebrates) in which the cytoplasmic matter

completely fills the syncytial chamber (cf. fig. 1, and the

majority of the drawings in fig. 26), making it turgid, that

the diagrammatic axis-cylinder process is possible. But, in

such cases, as stated, I have never yet, iu the whole course of

my study of the retina, succeeded in finding it, although the

distal ramifications from the same cells, when there are any,

are always quite distinct.

This is apparently the experience of at least some other

Avorkers also. For example, Birch-Hirschfeld ^ has recently

published a paper with careful drawings of sections of

retinas showing ganglionic cells, but none with the diagram-

matic axis-cylinder processes. On the other hand, Borysie-

kiewitz figures such processes in the typical manner. And
here let me say that there is nothing in the account here to be

given of the nerve connections which precludes the possibility

of the existence of such processes; indeed, it is a m.atter of

surprise that they do not appear to occur. I am only stating

the fact that, during ten years' continuous work on many

retinas, 1 have never seen anything like the diagrammatic

axis-cylinder process, though, at one time, I looked dili-

gently for it. I am therefore justified in concluding that

when it occurs it is of the nature of an accidental variation

upon the ordinaiy mode of connecting the nerve with the

ganglionic cell which will be described below.

Further, the description of the "ganglionic cells" as

nuclei, with which granular cytoplasmic matter may or may
not be associated, applies to all the ''cells" of the retina.

It is well known, for instance, that the nuclei of the middle

nuclear layer have, as a rule, no cons})icuous masses of cyto-

])]iism. A few very large " cells," closely resembling the

' 'Arch. OiihU:.,' 1 (I'jni), p. IGC; cf. also AbcUdorf's figures iu Die

' Arcli. Augciilieilk.,' xlii, p. ISS.
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typical multipolar ganglion ic cells^ occur here and there in

the higher Mammalia as if abnormally (see, e.g., the figures

Nos. 22 and 23 in Borysiekiewitz's ' Untersuchungen/ 1887).^

Again, the nuclei forming the innermost row of the middle

nuclear layer along the outer edge of the inner reticular

layer, frequently have a slight trace of associated cytoplasm,

usually only on their proximal sides, and looking as if it had

come through the inner reticular layer and had left a trail

running radially into that layer.

Nuclei with such trails of granular cytoplasm, and, perhaps,

a few here and there entangled in the Midler's fibres, as

explained in Part V, p. 59, are, so far as I can see, the only

foundation for the so-called " bipolar ganglion cells " of the

middle layer shown in all the diagrams as radially arranged,

spindle-shaped cells. So far as my experience goes, these

diagrammatic bipolar cells of the middle layer have no more
real existence as fixed morphological elements than have the

multipolar ganglionic cells described above. The only nuclei

of the retina that are suspended in the way shown in the

diagram—viz. within a spindle-shaped mass of cytoplasm,

which in no case could be the granular cytoplasm we have

been referring to, but rather a strand of the syncytial frame-

work—are : (1) those forming the still undifferentiated rim

in young eyes (cf. Part III, p. 33, and fig. 24, illustrating

this paper) ; and (2) those forming' the outer nuclear layer, or

layer of rod-nuclei, when it is several rows thick. With the

former of these exceptions, the nuclei of the middle layer

of the retina are not only not surrounded by granular cyto-

plasm, they are not even wrapped closely round by any portion

of the syncytial framework nor suspended on strands of the

same; but they are somehow supported within the meshes
of the retinal syncytium as in so many perinuclear spaces,

large or small, according to the age and condition of the

eye. How these apparently free nuclei were suspended and

1 In retroniYzon, tlie outermost row of nuclei of tlic middle layer always

have a quantity of granular niat,ler associated with them, but these "cells"

have no ramifications.
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kept in place witliin sucli meslies was a puzzle to me which

became still more perplexing when^ as not seldom happens, the

syncytial strands are so scanty that very few can be traced

at all, even with the best microscope.

But before coming to this point, let me say that the

a priori improbability of a tissue with simple nuclei not, as

a rule, in direct contact with any cytoplasm, led me to test

the observation again and again in every possible way. I

have studied small slices of nuclei cut tangentially and

isolated in the sections with the highest microscopic powers

(cf. fig. 4). I can see nothing in such cases but the

frequently angular reticulum of the nucleus. Indeed, I have

quite convinced myself that, except for the few that become

apparently accidentally involved in the " Miiller's fibres"

and the spindle-shaped cells at the rim of young retinas, the

membranes and strands of the syncytial framework are not

normally in contact with the nuclei, but run between them, or

if they are in contact, it is of the nature of an accident and

due to crowding.^

This discovery will certainly help to settle certain long-

standing differences of observation. The nucleus has always

hitherto been thought of as necessarily embedded within a

mass of cytoplasm, and such nuclei only have been studied.

Any direct connections between the nucleus and its surround-

ing tissues, if any such connections exist, have been obscured

by the enveloping mass of cytoplasm, and the prevailing

doctrine is that whatever connections it may have with its

surroundings are only indirect, namely, through the inter-

mediary of its own cytoplasm. But now Ave have a tissue,

viz. the retina, in which the majority of the nuclei have no

masses of cytoplasm obscuring tliem, and can be studied by

themselves, and their connections, if they have any, can be

> In very younc; eyes the nuclei may be packed so tightly togel.her as to be

polyf;onal (fig. 14); in sucli cases they must, of course, be in contact with

any syncytial framework whicli happens to be present. As the eye grows

older tlic nuch'i move apart from one another, and strands of the supporting

framework appear irregularly between them.
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made out. This, indeed, is wliat we sliall now do, and, as

we shall see, with a result common enough in science, that

observations long neglected and disci'edited, aud over which

some patient observer perhaps broke his heart, are at last

confirmed.

The first clue as to the method of suspension of the retinal

nuclei was supplied by a discovery which I made several

years ago, but neglected because, at the time, it was too

fragmentary even to suggest its being more than some
accidental phenomenon. At intervals I noticed exquisitely

delicate thi'eads emanating from the intra-nuclear network,

one here and there, and running from nucleus to nucleus.

They were very difficult to focus, and, no matter how deeply

the section was stained, remained hyaline or subtended too

small an angle to show any colour. They were at first

rarely seen ; many slides showed no trace of th em, however

diligently they were searched. But after finding them in

several different eyes, sometimes singly, sometimes three or

four close together, I became convinced that they indicated

something of importance for the understanding of the retina.

Figs. 13 a aud h represent some of the first instances seen.

The connecting threads were just on the borders of our best

microscopical powers of vision, and so delicate that one could

rarely hope, I thought, to find them preserved intact over a

large field.

Fortunately we are not confined to evidence so difficult to

obtain as this in order to establish the existence of these fila-

ments as apermanent addition to ourknowledge of protoplasmic

structure. There is an abundance of other evidence, much of

it, it is true, indirect, but nevertheless so instructive that I

have long given up straining my eyes to try to see the

filaments directly. As a somewhat interesting personal ex-

perience, however, I should like to add that since this paper

was nearly in its present shape I have once more run over

a score or two of sections of different retinas for the express

purpose of ascertaining whether, now that I have no more

doubt as to their existence throughout the whole retina, I
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cannot see them more distinctly. I have been astonished at

the difficulty experienced ; section after section was searched

in vain ; not a trace of them could be seen^ either because

they had been ruptured or else becanse they are so fine that

they are easily obscured or otherwise elude our search.

Then suddenly a slide showed them perfectly clearly. The

chief cause of their visibility will be explained in the sequel.

I can no longer wonder at the fact that the few records

which have been made from time to time of threads radiating

outwards from nuclei in other tissues have, with few ex-

ceptions, fallen into discredit, nor that the internuclear

connecting filaments of the retina have never been seen

before, or, if seen, have been regarded as accidental phe-

nomena.^ The fact is, on the contrary, it is their preservation,

and, even if preserved, their visibility which is accidental.

But, in the course of these researches, so many retinas were

studied that the accidental apparitions of the internuclear

connecting filaments became in time numerous enough, first

to suggest their being of importance, and ultimately to con-

vince mo of their universal existence as primary factors in

protoplasmic tissues.

Let us pass the indirect evidence in review, taking each

layer in turn, beginning with the largest.

Evidence for the Existence of the Internuclear

Connectinof Filaments between the Nuclei of

the Middle Nuclear Layer.

1. The nuclei of this layer are frequently found somewhat

crowded. If the material is well fixed, i. e. shows the intra-

' I sliould like also to add that a great deal of recent work has been done

on the retina, in which more attention has been paid to the staining than to

the fixation of the material. The nuclei are seldom shown in the figures

with a rcticulaled internal tlructure; tliey are too often mere sacs of dis-

organised granules. The metal impregnation methods reduce them to mere

smudges. The result of my own work convinces nic that, the missing keys

to many unsolved problems will be ultimately found in the Guer structure of

the nucleus.
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nuclear networks, any good microscope will show the con-

tinuity of these networks when, as in vei'y young eyes, tlie

nuclei are in contact or almost in contact with one another

(fig. 14). The short uniting threads which run from one

nucleus into the other are usually very numerous,—the union

between their networks being best seen by focussing up and

down rather rapidly. But the very short uniting threads in such

cases are not like the filaments shown in fig. 13; they are far

too thick, and they can only be regarded as filaments coated

over with other substances. The fundamental filaments

themselves are exquisitely delicate and achromatic. When-
ever, therefore, interuuclear bridges are seen with compara-

tive ease, what we see are not the fundamental filaments

themselves, but other staining substances coating them and

probably, as we shall see, streaming along* them.

2. In retinas fixed with osmic vapour, the nuclei frequently

become blackened homogeneous bodies, having the appear-

ance shown in fig. 17 e. Most of them show one or more

exquisitely sharp points, frequently traceable into fila-

ments. Here and there, where the nuclei are close together,

unbroken filaments connecting them into groups may be

detected ; and others, which run, not to an adjacent nucleus,

but into the inner reticular layer, in order, as we shall see

later on, to join some nucleus of the innermost (''ganglionic")

nuclear layer, seem to be frequently preserved. I have noted

several times that the nuclear filaments that run into and

through the spongy reticuhir layer are less liiible to be

ruptured than those joining adjacent nuclei, unless the latter

are very close together.

3. In specimens fixed with boiling corrosive sublinuite, the

fixative which first revealed the full length of the cones in

the amphibian retina (cf. Part I, this Journal, vol. xliii,

p. 23), the nuclei of the middle layer are, in some instances,

all balled together as small globules of refractive chromatin

with their connecting filaments ruptured; but in others they

have responded to the stimulus in the very opposite way, and

are changed into amoeboid masses with their radiating pro-
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cesses uniting tlieni into a network (see fig. 16). Their

individuality as nuclei is^ however, never quite obliterated,

but the union of their processes is so uniform throughout

the sections that there is no other conclusion possible than

that their chromatin substance must have run out along pre-

existing connecting filaments. Here, again, the filaments are

made visible by the presence of staining matter upon them.

4. In some of the tadpoles killed at night all the filaments

are clotted over with staining matter, as shown in figs.

18 a—d, and are then quite visible, sometimes as a tangle,

even with moderate microscopic powers. Here, again, the fila-

ments themselves are only seen indirectly owing to the stain-

ing- matter which coats them.

5. By focussing up and down with a high power rather

rapidly, individual nuclei can sometimes be seen to possess a

subtle radiation, although it is difficult to focus any particular

ray. They have at times reminded me of some small short-

rayed Sun-animalcule. At other times, as in fig. ll,h and d,

the rays of some of them become clearly visible—owing, I

believe, to their being coated with staining matter.

6. In fig. 17 a, the chromatin is contracted into the centres

of the nuclei, which, as we shall see elsewhere, is probably a

periodical phase passed through by the nuclei alternating

with a phase in which the chromatin is diffuse, as in 17 h.

In figs. 17 c and d, we see nuclei passing from one phase into

the other. ^ The filaments which run from the central chro-

matin mass to the nuclear " membrane " are continuations of

the connecting filaments, but the part within the nuclear

membrane is usually more distinctly visible than that without,

probably because more thickly coated with staining matter.

We see very clearly from tliese figures that the connecting

' These nuclear pliascs have already been recorded as vital phenomena.

Ilertwig lias recorded I hem in Actinosplia'riuni, the contracted phase being

found iu starving forms (' Abh. k. Bay. Akad. Wiss.,' xix, 3 [1898], p. G37)

;

and de Nabias noticed contraction of the chromatin in Gastropods on the

application of chloroform (see ' Trav. Station Zool. Arcachon,' 1899, p. 3G).

Tlie nuclear phases in the retina will be discussed later ou (see below, p. 317).
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filaments are continuations of the tlireads of the intra-nuclear

I'eticulum.

These facts and illustrations—and the latter could be
multiplied indefinitely— show that the nuclei of the middle

layer are connected together not only inter se^ but that

filaments run from the nuclei that border the layer into the

two reticular layers, proximally towards the ganglionic nuclei

(figs. 15, 17 c, and 18 d) and distally towards the rod-nuclei

(figs. 18 a, h, d, and 19).

Evidence for the Existence of luternuclear Fila-

ments between the Nuclei of the Outer Nuclear
Layer (the Rod-nuclei).

In the Amphibia this layer is thin, for the rods are stout,

i.e. very nearly as thick as the nuclei. These nuclei, in

crowding outwards, are often tightly packed, and hardly form

a double layer. Junctions between them inter se are fre-

quently obscured by the coarse masses of intra-nuclear

chromatin which characterise the rod -nuclei of all retinas

(see below, p. 338) ; figs. 18 b and d shoAv, however, that they

do exist. The connecting filaments are sometimes seen

bridging intervals ; at others the disposition of the clu'omatin

within the nuclei shows that their networks are joined

together. Further, the same figures show the nuclei of this

layer connected Avith the nuclei of the middle layer, through

the outer reticular layer. In figs. 18 & and 19 we have

nuclei within or passing through the outer reticular layer

on their passage outwards to become rod-nuclei, and these

give off filaments towards the nuclei of both middle and outer

layers. In fig. 19 the connecting filaments could not be

traced through the cytoplasmic strands of the outer reticular

layer; they were lost to view, just as they usually are within

the cytoplasmic masses which, in the Mammalia, envelop so

many of the ganglionic uuclei. But, iu figs. 18 a, h, d, the

filaments, being coated with staining matter, can be easily

traced through this same Inyer. The dark stellate body in the
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centre of fig. 18 h is not a nucleus ; it will bo referred to

later on in this paper (see p. 339).

Figs. 20 c, e, f, are froui the outer nuclear layers of

different retinas, c of a thirteen-year-old cat, e and / of two

different mice. As is usual in the higher vertebrates, the rods

are very tliin, and their nuclei have thus to be disposed in

many rows. The tilaments joining together the rod-nuclei in

well-fixed retinas are frequently for some reason very con-

spicuous. The figures show the nuclei iu different phases : in

e the filaments radiate directly from a nearly homogeneously

stained nuclear mass; in c and / there is a membrane sur-

rounding the centrally placed chromatin. Similar figures

could be given from other retinas (see, for instance, fig. 27 d).

The stellate character ol the rod-nuclei lias already been

noted and figured by Gustav Mann^ in the eyes of rabbits,

but, being on another quest, he apparently did not follow the

matter up and discover tliat the rays of adjacent nuclei meet

and foi'm connecting filaments.

Evidence for the Existence of the Inter nuclear

Filaments between the Nuclei of the Inner
Nuclear or '^ Ganglionic Cell" Layer ; and again

between these and the Nuclei of the Middle
Layer.

The junctions between the nuclei in this layer show tlie

same variations in visibility. At times no traces are to be

seen ; they are either ruptured or obscured by the tangle

of the syncytial reticulum. In other slides, liowever, they

come to view in a way which makes it astonishing that

they have not been seen before. Figs. 8 and 12 are two

drawings that might be multiplied indefinitely. Not only are

the filaments themselves visible ahnost under a dry lens, but

their connection with the intra-nuclear network of these

large vesicular nuclei is especially clear. Other details shown

in these figures will be referred to lower down.

' ' Joiuii. Aiiat. and Pli^s.,' xxix (1895), p. 100.
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Further, tlie passage of tlie filaments from these ganglionic

nuclei through the thick inner reticuhir layer to join the nuclei

of the middle layer can be demonstrated. This is interesting for

our future argument, for it shows that, in spite of the extreme

delicacy of the filaments, they can persist over considerable

distances, establishing organic connection between
nuclei or systems of nuclei which are far apart.

It surprised me somewhat at first to find such delicate

filaments running through a layer so variable in its texture.

For, as we saw in Part V, the variations in the conditions of

this layer are very great. Its strands are close and finely

matted, forming a " punkt-substanz" in very young eyes, but

usually become very coarse and irregularly meshed in older eyes.

We have seen one cause for this in that its component threads

are sooner or later thickened by becoming the tracks along

which the absorbed pigmentary matter from the rods streams

through the retina (see Part V). At the outset it would seem

hopeless to endeavour to trace the nuclear connecting fibrils

through this matted layer, since they are but just visible in a

clear field, and this is so far true that I have never succeeded

in finding them in the coarser conditions of the layer. But

traces of them are occasionally visible when the layer is fine-

textured (a " punkt-substauz ^'), and these traces are quite

sufficient to justify our assumption of their presence as per-

manent structural elements. Very thin lightly stained sections

will sometimes show a fine regular radial striation of the

punkt-substanz. I have endeavoui-ed to reproduce an instance

in fig. 15. But the drawing is far too coarse. I had often

before noticed such a striation crossing the usual tangential

stratification of the layer at right angles, but had never

understood it. Its real cause is, however, clearly shown in

this figure, because it happened to be associated with nuclei

of the middle layer which had their connecting filaments

running into the reticular layer jKirallel with one another and

evidently continuous with a certain number of the stria3.

When the layer is coarse-meshed, we must assume that the

filaments bend about in the walls of the meshes. We are at
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any rate bound to assume that the filaments find their way

through, because nuclear filaments certainly plunge into the

inner reticular layer from both sides (cf. figs. 14, 15, 17 c, and

18 d, with figs. 6, 7, 8, 10, 11). Since those which leave the

nuclei laterally on each side run directly into adjacent

nuclei, there can hardly be a doubt that those which plunge

into the inner reticular layer on the oue side are on their way

to meet those entering the layer from the other side.

Keviewing the foregoing paragraphs, we see not only that

the nuclei of the different nuclear layers are joined together

inter se, but that the connecting filaments pass through the

intervening reticular layers which separate the retinal nuclei

into zones, so that all the nuclei of the retina are

connected together into an organic system. I say

an organic system because the evidence shows that the

connecting threads are continuations of those which form

the basis of the intra-nuclear reticulum. They are not mere

suspensory fibrils, for which I first mistook them, but true

extensions of the nuclear framework.

Summary of the Cy tological Results sofar obtained.

The retina, then, reveals to us a continuous nuclear system

underlying its whole structure as a reticulum, whose filaments

are achromatic and so fine as to be visible only with the best

optical appliances, and then only when they are not obscured

by cytoplasmic elements;—the syncytial framework and the

masses of granular cytoplasm which envelop some of the

nuclei. Their presence may, however, be revealed at any

time during phases of physiological activity when they are

coated with other substances. This "protomitomic" reticulum

is so distributed throughout the retina that the nuclei which

are themselves reticular are its nodes. All the other con-

stituents of the retina, the various forms of cytoplasm

outside the nuclei, and even the varied substances within the

nuclei, have to be regarded in their relations to this under-

lying protomitomic system.
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Without attempting in this place to review the many

observations of others which tend either, on the one hand,

to confirm, or, on the other, to make the existence of

this system hard to accept, I will content myself with pointing

out that it enables us off-hand to co-ordinate a long series of

observations, some of which are now universally accepted,

and to unite them for the first time into a connected whole.

In the first place, it directly confirms that doctrine of the

essential structure of protoplasm which regards it as a

mitomic framework (Flemming's "Fadengerust") with "para-

raitomic" intervening substances (Flemming's "luterfilar-

substanz," the hyaloplasma of Leydig as opposed to the

spongioplasma). At the same time it tends to show that

this analysis was incomplete. For the mitomic or proto-

mitoraic framework as now revealed is seen to be continuous,

not only from cell to cell, giving thereby a new meaning to

the intercellular bridges which have been recorded often

enough to justify their claim to be of fundamental import-

ance, but even underlying the nuclei. That an achromatic

(linin) reticulum formed the basis of the nucleus has long

been known, and a long series of observers have seen the

threads of this reticulum extending beyond the nuclei, but

their observations have not yet gained universal credence;

indeed, nearly all recent cytological work seems to have been

of a kind that failed to make the nuclear connecting fila-

ments apparent. My own personal experience above described

will show how easily that could happen. Nevertheless they

exist, and the nuclei now stand in visible structural relation-

ship with the rest of the protoplasm.

The best known doctrine that appeared to offer a co-ordi-

nation of these hitherto disconnected facts, the linin under-

lying the nucleus, the fibrillar structure of protoplasm, and

the intercellular bridges, is that of Heitzmann.-^ But this

doctrine will now require some modification, at least of

interpretation. The dictum that every cell is a " prickle

cell" and every nucleus a ''prickle nucleus 'Ms confirmed,

' 'Mikroscopibclic Morphologic,' 1883.
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but we gather from the retina, in Avliich the majority of

nuclei have no granular cytoplasm, that the nuclear prickles

run directly from nucleus to nucleus ; whereas, on Heitzmann's

system, each nucleus is connected by its prickles with a

surrounding mass of cytoplasm, and each of these surround-

ing masses of cytoplasm is connected by its prickles with

those that are adjacent to it. It is clear that a protomitomic

system such as we have described, in which all the nuclei are

joined by connecting filaments which would run through

any cytoplasm associated witli the nuclei and themselves

form the basis of the intercellular bridges, would fulfil all

the essential requirements of Heitzmann's description of the

finer structure of protoplasm.

And here I would call attention to the fact that, according

to Professor Macfarlane, in the case of plants also nearly all

the separate elements for the demonstration of similar

fibrillar continuity underlying the protoplasm are at hand.

Professor Macfarlane^ has recently emphasised them and

indicated the direction in which they all point. All that is

now required is the actual demonstration that the phenomena

are all parts of one and the same system. This linking

together of the chain cannot be long in forthcoming, since

it has now been definitely accomplished for animal tissues,

i. e. for the retina in the first instance. ^Jliat it is a universal

phenomenon we shall proceed to show.

But we have by no means exhausted the evidence to be

gathered from the retina for the existence of this protomitomic

system, nor have we attempted to correlate it Avith any of the

known functions of the retina in order to see whether any

light can be obtained as to its physiological importance.

We naturally proceed, then, to see if it is possible to make

out the connections of the protomitomic system proximal ly

Avith the nerves and distally with the rods. It is obvious

that, if such a direct connection exist, we have the link, so

long looked for in vain, between the nerve-strands, on the one

^ ' Contribulions from tl)C Botanical Laboratory of Pennsylvania Univer-

sity,' vol. ii, Part 11 (1901), p. 187.
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hand, and the rods in which we have every reason to believe

that the nerves terminate, on the other.

As mentioned in the introductory remarks, all attempts to

bridge ovei" this intervening space by direct continuations of

the nerve-fibres have hitherto failed. After their supposed

nnion with the cytoplasm of the " ganglionic cells " they

were lost, appearing again, as Max Schultze suggested, in

the rod- and cone-fibres, which were, he thought, bundles of

primitive nerve-fibrils, such as those found composing the

axis-cylinders of meduUated nerves. From here he at one

time thought they ran outwards down the rods as striae. We
shall see lower down how near these suggestions came to the

truth. At the time, however, they were not acceptable,

because there still remained the gap between the ganglionic

cells and these supposed bundles of nerve-fibrillse, the rod-

fibres. The discovery of the protomitomic system pervading

the whole retina has put the problem on a new footing. The

gaps that now remain to be bridged, are those between the

protomitomic system and the nerves, on the one hand, and

the same protomitomic system and the rods, on the other.

The method of union between the nuclear or protomitomic

system and the nerves was first discovered in the young

stickleback, and once seen, was soon found in other retinas

as well, and especially clearly in the preparations of the

human retina to which I have already referred (Part V,

p. 54). In the stickleback, a nerve-strand, was noticed cut

ti'ausversely (see fig. 6) showing the familiar characters, a

number of darkly stained points which represented the

individual primitive nerve-fibrils scattered on the walls of a

delicate framework, and easily seen to be filamentous by

focussing up and down. The delicate framework of the

strand in such sections can only be regarded as supporting

tissue conducting and isolating the fibrils.^ A '^ ganglionic"

' Tills, I found, was the general structure of the nerve-strands of the

Araclinida (see "Comparative Mor|)hology of the Galeodida;," 'Trans. Linn.

Soc.,' vol. vi [1896J, p. o4'5). 1 have seen the retinal strands described as

medullated, but that is not the case in any retina I have yet examined.

VOL. 47, PART 3.—NEW SEKIES. X
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nucleus, just below the nerve at tliis spot, and having no

associated cytoplasm, had its nuclear connecting fibrils

perfectly presei'ved and quite clear and distinct, and each

one ran into a separate fibril of the nerve-strand.

Other instances were seen immediately after, and the figures

might have been multiplied indefinitely. The nerve-fibrils

within the supporting tissue of the strand were stained darkly

and were comparatively thick, but the fibrils connecting them

with the nuclei appeared colourless and of the same delicacy

as those described above running from nucleus to nucleus.

On turning to sections of other eyes, especially those

taken from the human retina, similar connections between

the nerves and the nuclei were found in great multi-

tudes, although, often as T had looked at the slides, I

had never seen them before. I found them equally clearly

in the sections in which the nerve-strands were cut length-

wise, as in those in which they were cut across. Though

the individual nerve-fibrils were not by any means so

sharply defined as in the stickleback, it was quite easy, in

both cases, to make out the continuity of the nuclear

filaments with the nerve-fibrils, as shown in the figures (7, 8,

9, 11, and 12). These figures are instructive, because they

show not only cases in which the nuclei were quite devoid of

all associated cytoplasm, but also others in which there were

masses of this substance. In these latter, the nuclear fibrils

showed the typical delicacy where they ran between the

nerve-strand and the granular cytoplasm, but within this

cytoplasm they would hardly have been visible, except for

the fact that they are frequently beaded with minute staining

clumps to all appearance exactly like those seen on the

threads running- down the rods (see fig. 21, and Part II,

fig. 29 b)

.

These observations, connecting primitive nerve-fibrillae

with nuclei, are not by any means the first of their kind.

Pluger^ described in 1871 the nerve-fibrillse running to the

level of the nuclei of the cells forming the ducts of the

1 Strieker's 'Leliic von den Gewebcii,' vol. i (1S71), p. 312, figs. 7G and SO.
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salivary glands; Arnold ^ and others claimed to have seen

nerve-fibrils ending in the chromatin granules suspended

on the intra-nuclear networks in unstriped muscle-cells, while

a whole host of workers discovered connections between

threads coming from the nucleoli of s^niipathetic ganglion-

cells and their nerves.^ I attribute the fact that these have

never been confirmed, in spite of the special searches which

have been made for them, mainly, judging from my own
experience, to the accidents of fixation, but also to the dis-

credit cast on them by the improbable nature of other

phenomena described at the same time ; these latter, how-

ever, as I shall show elsewhere, need not at all involve the

existence of the filainents. Lastly, Haycraft^ described

nerves ending in the nuclei of epithelial cells in the tortoise.

I mention these in passing to show that the claim that the

nerve-fibrils are in organic connection Avith the intra-nuclear

network is not new. No one, however, has hitherto been

able to establish it ; even the same worker has at times

failed to confirm his earlier observations; the reasons for this

the opening pages of this paper should make clear. There

can, I think, be little doubt but that, had Max Schullze

lived,* the confirmation would have been forthcoming,—that is,

if we may judge from his method of describing the fine

structure of the nerve-fibres in Strieker's ' Lehre von den

Geweben ' in 1871. After having written that, he could

never have rested until he had discovered what became of the

primitive uerve-fibrillae which coiLipose the axis-cylinder after

they had entered the cell.

The discovery of the protomitomic system answers the

question. The primitive nerve-fibrillre of the retinal

nerve-strands are continuous with the filaments of

the retinal protomitomic system.

1 Strieker's 'Leiire von den Geweben,' vol.i (1871), p. 142, fi^. 33.

- For a historical review, see, for example, ' Anatoniie des Nervensystems,'

ii (1876), p. 130, by Key and Retzius, who tliemselves failed to find any con-

tinuations of the intra-nuclear reticulum beyond the nuclear membrane.
' ' Quarterly Journal of Microscopical Science,' vol. xxxi (1890), p. 563.

* He died in 1874, at the early age of 49.
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Having found, then, that the fihiments of tlie i*etinal pro-

tomitomic system are proximally continuations oi: the nevve-

fibrils, we have now to ascertain how, distaliy, this system is

associated with the rods.

In Part II (page 447) I rioted that Max Schultze, who was

one of the first to discover threads or parts of them running

down the rods, had clearly desired to regard them as tlie

nerves. He reluctantly felt obliged to abandon that view

because the threads seemed to lose themseh^es in the '' con-

nective tissue" of the outer layers of the retina. We are

now in a position to clear up this difficulty. There can be no

doubt that Max Schultze saw our nuclear filaments striating

the inner limb of the rod. But he failed to trace them back

into the intra-nuclear network of the rod-nucleus. Such an

origin one would have thought must have been actually

suggested to him by the observations connecting nerves and

nuclei above referred to, especially as this would have served

to link the strife on the rods with the rod- and cone-fibres,

in which he thought he saw, and in some instances I believe

correctly, bundles of primitive nerve-fibrilloe. But, in his

endeavour actually to see whence the stria) came, he was led

astray by certain root-like streaks where the rods join the

retina, and which often look like fibrils, but are, in reality,

the streams of pigmentary matter absorbed by the rods and

finding their way round their bases into the syncytial reti-

culum of the retina. This is evident fi-om his statement that

the fibrils run into the connective tissue ; for here they join

together to form the " Miiller's fibres" (cf. Part V, PL V,

figs. 25 n—c).i While admitting that it might be difficult to

find any single preparation showing the whole of the details

at a glance, it is none the less clear, from the facts described

in these studies, that we must distinguish between these two

systems of stri;y. On the one hand, as Ave shall presently

show, we have nuclear fibrils which are nothing less than the

' Boiysiekiewilz was also led astray by these, and concluded t.iiat the

Miiller's Qbres must convey the nerves; see my remarks ou this theory in

Part V, p. 66.
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distal fringe of the filaments of the protornitomic system^

streaming from the rod-nuclei on to and into the rods; and, on

tlie other, we have quite irregular streaks of matter finding its

way out of the rods and along the syncytial framework as

described and figured in Part V.

The connection between the strias of the rod and the

reticulum of the rod-nucleus is shown in figs. 18 d and 21,

selected from many others. A rod-nucleus is shown in the

former figure connected by filaments proximally with the

nucleus behind it, while, distally, its own filaments are

collected into a bundle which is limited by the outline of the

rod. The same might also have been gathered from what

has been described of rod-formation in Parts I, II, and IV.

We saw there that each rod was a protrusion from the retinal

syncytium of a vesicle which forced back the pigment cells—
each vesicle being apparently dominated by a single nucleus.

Threads descended from the nucleus on to and into the rod-

vesicle with clumps of staining matter upon them, and were

hence often referred to as staining threads.^ Although, in

these earlier papers, no special stress was laid upon the fact

that these threads came from the nucleus, it was quite clearly

stated, and figures were given to show that this was the case

;

for instance, Part II, fig. 29, and page 454,

The fig. 21 a, from the human retina, was selected because

the peculiar and probably accidental arrangement of the

chromatin masses within one of the nuclei made the connec-

tion specially clear. Faint suggestions of symmetry in the

arrangement of the chromatin masses had frequently attracted

my attention; I find in my notes figures of rod-nuclei with

the chromatin arranged in approximate meridians ; others in

' The expression "staining tiiread" was meant, to describe the appearance

shown in these figures. But we now know that this description is not really

correct. It is true that tlie tlireads which form the longitudinal strise down

the rods are best seen when rendered visible by being coated with deeply

stained matter, but at times, e. g. wiien inner and outer limbs of tlie rods

have been partly pulled asunder, or when the staining matter is collected

into disconnected clots, short stretches of the threads tiiemsclves become

visible, but, being quite hyaline, are estreinely difficult to see.
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which the meridians had a spiral twist. For a long time I

dismissed them as purely accidental phenomena, bat now

correlate them with the protomitomic filaments, as these

latter run outwards towards the rods.

Figures showing* the same connections between the strias

and the nuclei might have been given also from other

mammalSj e. g. from the rat. But these thin mammalian rods

seem to have nothing like the number of fibrils running down

their outer limbs as can be seen on the thick rods of the

Amphibia (see Part II, Pis. 30 and 31), and their internal

axial reticulum is greatly reduced.^

We thus have the outermost fringe of the retinal pro-

tomitomic system running down the rods which are the

end organs of the retina as an organ of vision, while the

proximal fringe of the same system is continuous with the

nerve-fibrils. We are now able to give a diagram (fig. 22)

showing the protomitomic system forming the

bridge between the rods and the nerves for the

conduct of the stimuli.

The diagram is not intended to represent the true con-

ditions, but only to illustrate the essential relations of the

parts. The nuclei, for instance, are drawn too far apart; in

very young eyes they may be tightly packed together (cf.

fig. 14), and, in most eyes, they remain fairly crowded except

in the innermost layer, which thins out first ; the middle layer

thins out only in very old eyes. On the right the two phases

of the nuclei, which Avill be discussed below, are indicated.

The syncytial strands other than those in the reticular layers

are not shown, nor is any attempt made to indicate the very

variable distribution of the granular cytoplasm.

' The internal reticulum, reduced in very tliin rods lo little more than a

Ijiaiicliing axial thread, has been seen and pliotograplied by Dr. Lindsay

Johnson, who claimed it, as an axial nerve. This claim is apparently nearer

the truth than was the axial nerve or nerves of liiLter and Ilcnsen (see Part

11, p. ISO). 1 have, however, seen nothing that even appears to confirm Dr.

jjindsay Johnson's claim that these fibrils are continued beyond the rod (see

' Areh. Ophlhal.,' New York [1896J, p. 450, fig. 26).
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The diagram leaves one interesting point undecided. In

some retinas, e. g. of man, it appears as if the fibrils from the

rods run back as distinct rod-fibres into the middle layer (see

the asterisk in the diagram), Avhereas, in other eyes (see

fig. 20 e), no such isolated bundles appear to run through the

layer of rod-nuclei, but the nuclei are all connected together

into a network. Evidentl}^ both conditions occur. It is also

fairly clear that all rod-fibres are not nervous. Two very

important constituents of such fibres have already been

described in Part V, viz. the strands of the syncytial frame-

work and the pigmentary matter. Evidence that the nerve

or protomitomic fibrils also take part in their formation,

as was suggested by Max Schultze, will be given lower down.

From the vantage ground of this discovery of the protomi-

tomic system, which we have now shown, not only morpho-

logically but physiologically, to be of fundamental importance

in the retina as a protoplasmic structure, several vistas of

inquiry are opened out. It is perplexing to have to decide

which to follow. The prominent position into which the

doctrine of nerve discontinuity has sprung naturally tempts

to criticism from the new point of view. This course,

however, began to lead me into a treatise on the morphology

of the nervous system, and threatened to extend this paper

into a book. I had to decide to deal with it separately in an

article to be published elsewhere.

Then, again, the " protomitomic system " may be expected

to throw fresh light upon several burning questions in

cytology. But here also a special treatise would be required.

The simplest and most useful plan will be to confine myself

in this paper to the retina, and to give an account of the

observations which I have been able to make as to the

relations between the protomitomic system and some other of

the retinal structural elements. It is by such observations

alone that we can supplement what we know of the mor-

phology of the protomitomic system by some insight into its

physiology.
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Observations on some of tlie Relations between tlie

Protomitomic System of the Retina and other

Constituents of that Organ.

The Cytoplasm.—There seem to be two distinct kinds

of cytoplasm in the retina. There is the syncytial framework,

consisting of hyaline strands and membranes, and there is the

granular refractive substance found massed around certain of

the nuclei in such varying quantities and indefinable shapes

that no morphological value can be attributed to it. These

two must be treated separately.

a. The Syncytial Framework.—The most obvious func-

tion of this is to serve as a support to the more delicate nuclear

or protomitomic i-eticulum, although it is hardly likely that this

is its only function. With regard to its origin, it is possible

to regard it as having been built up of the ectoplasmic

layers of what were originally a number of apparently

discrete columnar " cells," out of which the retina has been

developed; such cells still persist beyond the rim of the retina

in what is known as the "pars ciliaris retiuEe." These
" cells," lengthening and crowding together in layers, become

spindle-shaped. The processes of change may still be seen

in the rims of young amphibian retinas (see Part III, p. 33),

and may be understood from the diagram fig-. 24.

I described in Part III how at least the most cha-

racteristic portions of the present syncytial framework of

the retina, viz. the zonal arrangement of its two reticular

layers, may have arisen from the gradual rearrangement of

the cytoplasmic strands of these spindle-shaped " cells." It

is obvious that such a migration of the nuclei as was described

in Part III would necessarily and effectually obliterate all

traces of the separate " cells," and it seems only natural to

regard the strands and membranes of the resulting syncytium

as directly derived from the more stable outer (ectoplasmic)

layers of the original "cells." They are clear and glassy,

and show no likeness to the granular cytoplasm already noted

as occasionally massed round the nuclei. As some coutirma-
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tion for this persistence of the ectoplasm, I may note that the

delicate membranous walls of the rods can now and then actually

be seen to develop from the radial cytoplasmic attachments

of the spindle-shaped cells above mentioned found at the rim

of the retina (see figs. 23 and 24). Even though we have

no direct evidence, it is a natural assumption that these

attachments are parts of the walls of the original columnar

cells, and therefore ectoplasraic.

If this be so—that is, if the retinal framework is actually

composed of the more resistent outer layers (ectoplasm) of the

original row of single columnar cells which persists in the par s

ciliaris retinae,—then, whenever a chamber of the retinal

ectoplasmic framework containing a nucleus also fills with

granular cytoplasm, there results a kind of secondary "cell"

formation. At any rate, it is quite possible that the question

as to what is a "celP' and what is a syncytium may

ultimately turn upon the arrangement of the hyaline ecto-

plasmic substance.

The syncytial framework, though much more stable than

the granular cytoplasm, is nevertheless subject to great

modifications; it is sometimes abundant, at others very

scarce. And here, in passing, we may note a second function

performed by the syncytial framework. In addition to being

a support, its strands and membranes form paths along

which streams of pigmentary matter, absorbed during the

functional activity of the rods, escape through the retina.

When these streams of matter are abundant and of old

standing, they seem to effect a rearrangement of parts of the

usually tangeutially arranged syncytial strands, so as to form

striking radial structures, the familiar Muller's fibres (see

Part V).

A variable unstable syncytial framework supporting a

continuous protomitomic system presents no difficulty. It

leads on naturally to the more stable frameworks which

culminate in cartilage and bone. I may as well here call

attention to the fact that, just as the protomitomic fila-

ments must pass through the membranes of the retinal
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framework (see fig. 13),^ so must the protomitomic filaments

of osseous and cartilaginous tissue pass through the inter-

stitial substance characteristic of them^ and the well-known

canals receive in this way a new meaning.

But not only do the syncytial strands afford support merely

as a kind of scaffolding for the protomitomic system ; a much
closer kind of relationship is also formed. For the nuclear

fiUiments not only pass through the syncytial membranes;

they may also run in or on the same. This is the case with

the filaments in or on the walls of the rods, and with this we

compare the running of the primitive nerve-fibrils on the

supporting membranes of the retinal nerve-strands (see above,

page 321). Again, when the strands of the inner reticular

layer become matted and coarse-meshed, it seems as if the

protomitomic filaments must run along them, as I have seen

no sign of their passing through them.

h. The Granular Cytoplasm.—This is the refractive

matter found massed irregularly around or on one side of the

nuclei of the innermost layer and of some of the nuclei of

the middle layer; the massing is always irregular, unless by

filling a chamber of the retinal syncytium it receives from

the latter a clear outline (see fig. 26). The same mass may

sometimes envelop or be associated with two or three nuclei^

(fig. 26 m, and fig. 2 a). It is most frequently seen on the

distal side of the nucleus, and usually sends one or more

tongues down into the inner reticular layer as if it were

streaming away, which is especially the case when the tongues

have no sharp outlines (cf. figs, 2 a, 3 d, 7, 9, and 12, with

figs. 26 a —e, etc.). I regard these sharp outlines as due entirely

to the syncytial framework. The dispersal of the cytoplasm

1 lu passing Uu'ougii a meinbrauc of tlie sjiicytial reticulum, tliey are often

bent at the point wliere they go through (see fig. 13). This bending may be

due to post-mortem strains, and suggests an adclitional cause for the rupture

of the filanieuts, if any other causes be required. For I am inclined to consider

that tlie balling of the luiclei owing to the action of tlie fixing reagent is

tlie chief reason for their disappearance from so many niicroscopic sections.

^ This may be a possible explanation of Borysiekiewitz's twin "ganglionic

cells " (see ' Uutersuchungen,' p. 19).
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among the strands of the inner reticular layer may perhaps

give rise to some of the "dendrites " of these " cells/' such as

are revealed by Golgi's method. The streams of pigmented

matter such as I figured and described in Part V, are, how-

ever, I believe, the explanation of most of them. In neither

case, whether as streams of cytoplasm or of pigmented

matter, do they supply us with structures of any morpho-

logical value. The forms assumed are mere passing physio-

logical phases, except, perhaps, in old eyes, in which the

Miiller's fibres may have acquired some stability (see Part V,

PL 5, fig. 32 a).

All the appearances are as if the granular cytoplasm were

purely nutritive and had only a passing association with the

nuclei. The observations I have been able to make point in this

direction. A number of salamanders accidentally neglected

for nearly six months were found alive but emaciated. Not

the faintest trace of the cytoplasm could be found associated

with any of the nuclei of the innermost layer in any one of

them. This observation, however, is not very conclusive,

because very little indeed can be found in normally fed

salamanders, or, indeed, in the Amphibia as a rule. My
experience is that it is rare to find a nucleus actually enve-

loped in cytoplasm in this group, and that anything even

approaching the typical diagrammatic ganglionic cell must be

looked for among higher vertebrates ; they seem to be most

common in the higher mammals, especially in man. Hence

it is of significance to note that in several sets of sections of

the retinas of mice which had been tired out by long (three

hours) exposure to the light of an arc lamp, every trace of

granular cytoplasm had vanished, while, in other retinas from

wild, albino, and other mice, which had not been put to this

strain, most of the ganglionic nuclei had at least a tongue of

this matter trailing off into the inner reticular layer, though

very few were completely surrounded by it. Lastly, in the

sections of the human retina to which we have frequently

referred above, the majority of the nuclei of the innermost

layer, at least near the yellow spot, are nearly, if not quite.
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surrounded with cytoplasm. This eye had been bandaged

and very little used before excision ; hence, perhaps, an

accumulation of this material. These observations point

towards experimental confirmation of our inference that the

granular cytoplasm is nutritive, and that, in its passage

through the retina, it is seen in more or less accidental asso-

ciation with the nuclei. We shall see lower down, when

describing the "NissFs Schollen," that the evidence for the

streaming of the cytoplasm distally is greatly strengthened.

In the middle layer, granular cytoplasui is only occasion-

ally associated with the nuclei. In mammals in which, as is

well known, the capillaries penetrate into this layer, it may

surround a nucleus here and there, and even render a syncy-

tial chamber turgid. It will be an instructive study to see

if any close relation can be found between the capillaries and

the distribution of this matter. In this middle layer, how-

ever, it is most frequently seen as a small tongue streaming

inward into the inner reticular layer, the natural inference

being that it is not streaming away, but arriving, having come

through the inner reticular layer from the ganglionic nuclei

from which, as we have seen, it appears to be streaming. The

suggestion is that, as it emerges from the inner reticular

layer, it attaches itself to the first nuclei of the middle layer

which it reaches.

This mere transitory association between the granular

cytoplasm and the nuclei in the retina is in strange contrast

with what we see in most other tissues. In the typical cell

the nucleus is always enveloped by what is to all appearance

a discrete mass of cytoplasm. A nucleus without cytoplasm

has hitherto been thought almost an impossibility, and, doubt-

less, for many tissues, e.g. in all epithelia, it is an impos-

sibility, the reason why being not far to seek. Assuming for

the present what can be easily proved, the existence of a

special protomitomic system for each tissue, epithelia repre-

sent outer fringes of such systems, and it is inconceivable that

the delicate protomitomic filaments themselves should project

without some covering; even when they run out into the
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finest cilia, they must be thought of as sheathed in cytoplasm.^

No such difficnlty exists in the way of what, for purposes of

observation, we may call naked nuclei within the retina, for,

as a matter of fact, they are not any more really naked than

are the nuclei in many ordinary cells in which there is a

perinuclear space. Indeed, as already pointed out, the

chambers of the retinal syncytium may be regarded as

perinuclear spaces with one or more nuclear nodes of the

protomitomic reticulum suspended within them. And round

these nuclei, and in close contact with them, an unstable,

probably nutritive, granular cytoplasm occasionally accu-

mulates.

One word in passing as to the bearing of this upon what is

known as the cell theory. The inadequacy of this theory has

long been felt, and has found expression at the hands of

eminent biologists,'^ But the attack centres round the fact

that the cell doctrine cannot be reconciled with certain

phenomena, especially relating to development. The theory

does not go deep enough. It has been framed, it is true,

with reference to a lai-ge but yet limited number of pheno-

mena; further research has been showing it to be super-

ficial. The retina has now revealed a continuous fibrillar

system (parts of which were already well known) under-

lying all protoplasmic structures. This system reduces

the " celP' to its true position. It is no longer a mass

of cytoplasm containing a nucleus, but a node of a pro-

tomitomic system with cytoplasmic matter massed round

it. It has long been admitted that the essential of the

cell is the nucleus, without which the protoplasm dies, and

now we know that the nucleus is, in essence, a specially

complicated node of the protomitomic system. This pro-

tomitomic system, with its nodes, is the deeper under-

lying factor in relation to which these masses of cytoplasm

accumulated round the nodes ; that is, the cells are

' The protomitomic system in general will be described elsewhere.

2 See Professor VViiilmaii, ' Wood's Hall Biological Lectures,' 1893; also

Professor Sedgwick, 'Quait. Jourii. Microscopical Science,' vol. xxxvii, 1894.
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secondary phenomena. At fringes of these systems the

cytoplasmic masses may be in more or less stable or apparently

stable blocks, or columns, or plates, and form epithelia. In

solid tissues, with great quantities of granular cytoplasm,

this matter will be massed as so many balls, more or less

uniform in size, round the nuclear nodes of the protomitomic

system, each mass being as a rule distinguishable. The

distribution of the cytoplasm is wholly secondary to, and

always dependent on, the forms of the underlying protomi-

tomic systems. And though the cell doctrine will still be of

use in describing the method of distribution of the cytoplasm

and its special constitution in any tissue or organism, it can

be of no further service to us in profounder questions relating

to the physical basis of life, such as those dealing with growth

and. development,—that is, indeed, in relation to those very

subjects in which its failure has already been recognised.

Before quitting this subject I should like to call attention to

fig. 2G, in which I have selected, out of an immense number

of drawings, a few of the cases which show the granular

cytoplasm with nearly the same outline as the nucleus with

which it is associated. I offer no explanation of this. It can

hardly be a case of mere coincidence, or be due to the accidents

of fixation ; and even then, in the latter case, it would require

explanation. The figures are taken from different retinas,

which shows that the phenomenon may occur under certain

unknown conditions at any time. It has, perhaps, helped to

lead me to the conviction that the granular cj'toplasm is

attracted to the nuclei, as above suggested.

Some Observations on the Relations of the Chro-
matin to the Underlying Protomitomic System
in the Retina.

Hitherto, the chromatin has had every claim to be

regarded as by far the most important of the constituents

of the cell. Its storage in a differentiated portion of the

cell, the nucleus; its ascertained physiological importance in
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vital phenomena; and lastly, its startling movements during

cell division, have forced the more passive cytoplasm into

the background. It has even been somewhat prematurely

called ' the hereditary " substance.

What the relations are in their entirety between this

important substance and the protomitomic system remain

still to be discovered, but we are able here to describe

certain suggestive phenomena. The bare description of the

structure of the latter system would have been sufficient to

guarantee its fundamental importance for the proper under-

standing of organic life, did we not know at the same time

that its threads are the paths along which the nerve-stimuli

tivavel. Such a system clearly rivals the claim of the chro-

matin to the first place, and their mutual relations become

a matter of supreme interest.

The most important result arrived at is that the chro-

matin, like the granular cytoplasm, is an unstable

quantity in the retina, in that it also streams outward towards

the rod-layei". Unlike the granular cytoplasm, which seems to

travel freely among the strands of the syncytium (although the

exact nature of the movements have still to be made out),

the chromatin only travels along the protomi-

tomic filaments. Its morphological value, therefore, like

that of the cytoplasm, is small, depending solely upon the

fact that it tends to accumulate within the nuclear nodes and

in varying forms and quantities.

The evidence for the streaming of the chromatin from

nucleus to nucleus is of two kinds, direct and indirect.

The direct evidence is not abundant, but, taken together

with the indirect, it is very significant. As already described,

the protomitomic filaments, as they run from nucleus to

nucleus, are usually made visible when coated or beaded

with staining matter. In young, developing rods, continuous

streams of such matter can sometimes be seen (Part II, figs.

15 a, 27 c and d) ; at other times a string of beads (see Part II,

figs. 3 a, 27 h). In fig. 18 c of this paper, the staining

matter is irregularly clotted on the connecting filaments,
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while in figs. 10, 11, it is again beaded on the filaments as

they run through the cytoplasm. The evidence shows, then,

that whereas one normally finds the chromatin massed in

and confined to the nuclei, there are times when it is found

travelling beyond the usual nuclear limits on to the connect-

insr filaments. That the chromatin can leave the nucleus

and wander into the cytoplasm surrounding it has long been

a recognised fact. The discovery of the protomitomic

filaments throws a new light upon this Avandering. Whether

there is any cytoplasm or not, the chromatin travels along

the protomitomic filaments.

The most conclusive evidence that this chromatin, seen in

clumps and beads upon the connectiug filaments, is actually

travelling from nucleus to nucleus outward, is gathered from

a study of the whole retina.

In very young eyes, before they have commenced to

function, the chromatin is fairly evenly distributed among

all the nuclei alike, but sooner or later this condition changes,

and the bulk of the chromatin is seen in the outermost nuclei.

Fig. 25 is from a kitten two days old ; it shows nearly all the

proximal nuclei as clear, almost empty vesicles, but a most

striking accumulation of the chromatin in the nuclei along

the distal edge of the retina, i.e. in the rod-nuclei. I have

no embryonic cats' eyes, but, judging from other embryos,

we may assume that this accumulation of the chromatin is

secondaiy. It is evidently preparatory to rod-formation.

The first great structural change in the retina after birth is

the production of the rods as a compact mass of vesicles

protruded from its distal surface. Into each of these rods a

staining reticulum grows out from its nucleus, the distribution

of which within the rod has already been described. A
general migration of nuclei towards the place where new rods

are to be protruded can be seen, a migration which reminds

us of the movements of the nuclei in vegetable filaments

towards the spots where growth is about to take place.^

' See Haberlaiidt, ' Ueber die Bezieliungen zwischeii Function und Lage

des Zellkerns,' Fischer, 1887.
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Further, any healthy retina of any age, if properly fixed, will,

as already described, show the filaments running down from

the nuclei on to the rods coated or beaded with staining

raatter. So that we are justified in concluding that large

quantities of chromatin are not only used up in the develop-

ment of the rods in the first place, but continue to be used up

in the life activities of the rods.^ The immediate source of

all this chromatin is the rod-nuclei.

Turning, then, to these rod-nuclei, we find that in spite of

this immense and continuous drain—immense because, apart

from the supply needed for its functional activity throughout

life, each rod, in the course of its production, must require

more than a single nucleus could contain,— in spite of this

drain, these very rod-nuclei remain especially rich in refrac-

tive staining matter. This richness in chromatin of the rod-

nuclei is one of the first facts that strikes a diligent student of

the retina, no matter what eye is studied ; although it is seldom

so marked as shown in fig. 25 above quoted, it is always striking.

In the other retinal nuclei the chromatin is fairly evenly dis-

tributed over the nuclear reticulum, with usually one, perhaps

two, conspicuous masses (nucleoli);^ but iu the rod-nuclei it

is invariably collected into large, sometimes immense clumps.

These coarse clumps of chromatin are specially striking in

those animals in which the rod-nuclei are long and spiudle-

shaped. Figs. 20 h, from the retina of a cat six weeks old,

and 20 c, from that of a very old cat, show the kind of banded

appearance which the nuclei acquire owing to the arrange-

ment of these chromatin clumps in single rows within nuclei

of that shape.

In the rabbit there are frequenlly two clumps with a

single clear band. This appearance has frequently been

noticed by earlier observers, and thought to have some

peculiar physiological significance. It is, however, the

* See Gustav !Munn, 'Journal Auat. Pliys.,' xxix (1S95), summary.

- Tlie most conspicuous nucleohis is seen iu those nuclei in which tlie

chromatin is all balled together in the centre, liere regarded as a phase (see

p. 347).
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simplest way of arranging large masses of chromatin in a

long fusiform nucleus.^ That this is the true explanation we
learn from fig. 20 a, which represents a rod-nucleus of a

kitten (two days old), that is, at an earlier developmental

stage than that shown in fig. 20 }> ; Avhile fig. 20 f? shows

a nucleus on its way from the middle layer to become a rod-

nucleus with the chromatin in it commencing to form clumps.

Continuing our argument, the large supply of chromatin

maintained in these nuclei, in spite of what they are passing

on to the rods, must either be manufactured in situ or else

come from without.

The latter is the more probable view, because of the

extreme distal position of these rod-nuclei, viz, in the front line

of functional activity and furthest from the centres of

assimilation. But fortunately we need assume nothing, for

figs. 18 a—d show the protomitomic filaments thickly clotted

with staining substance, which we can safely assume to be

travelling from the nuclei of the middle layer into the rod-

nuclei.

In this connection I believe we can find the explanation of

a very common phenomenon in the retina. Fig. 18 a shows

two clumps of staining matter, one of which is very large,

and fig. 18 6 one clump, outside the nuclei, and clearly them-

selves not nuclei. In Part V, I called attention to certain

clumps of matter in or on the outer reticular layer which are

frequently seen in chambers formed by the ends of what are

called the rod-fibres. The resemblance of these clumps within

chambers to small nuclei in cells has, indeed, suggested to one

observer (Borysiekiewitz) the presence of anew row of "cells"

in the retina (cf. fig. 18 6). The very large mass in fig. 18 a

is on the horizontal threads of the outer i-eticular layer, but

in fig. 18 6 a mass is shown Avithin a chamber of the retina.

These, as stated, are certainly not nuclei ; they are contained

in no vesicles with sharp contours like the membranes of

^ Oil this subject compare a discussion in vols, xv and xvi of tlie ' Anat.

Anzeigcr.' My own observations arc not quite in accord with Dr. Schaper's,

for in very young cats the rod-nuclei have distinct networks (see fig. 20 a).
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nuclei. They are also not the clumps of pigmentary matter

which sometimes terminate the rod-fibres, as shown in Part V,

fig. 21^ but they are the equivalents of the stellate bodies

seen in chambers in the rod-fibres shown in fig*. 20 h on the

same plate in Part V. After a long and careful comparative

study of these bodies, I feel fairly safe in affirming that they

are large extra-nuclear masses of chromatin, attached as they

should be by threads to the surrounding nuclei. The one

figured on the right in fig. 18 a has been selected because it

is the very largest I had ever seen in any retina. But

almost any good section of a frog's retina will show a score

or two of them all along the outer reticular layer. Owing to

the thinness of the layer of rod-nuclei in the frog there are

seldom any conspicuous rod-fibres, which are only really pro-

nounced in animals in which the rod-nuclei are many layers

deep. In these cases the rod-fibres, on reaching the outer

reticular layer, end either in a knob or in a chamber-like

expansion of the fibre. The knob is, I believe, as already

stated, a mass of pigmentary matter arrested against the

outer reticular layer, while the chamber is an expansion of the

fibre, in some way due to the presence of one of these masses of

extra-nuclear chromatin which takes up its position within it.

At the present moment these masses of extra-nuclear

chromatin are interesting as evidence for the passage of this

matter outwards. It looks as if, just as the pigmented

matter, passing inward from the rod, is arrested on reaching

the outer reticular layer, the chromatin also, passing outwards,

may be arrested temporarily by the same layer. I have, for

instance, frequently seen, in the human retina, a little plate

of staining matter like that shown in the diagram fig. 22,

where the fibre of the rod which is marked with an asterisk

passes through the outer reticular layer; this plate is resolv-

able into minute granules.

Passing on, we have to ask—whence do the nuclei of the

middle layer obtain their supply ? Capillaries are only

known to penetrate to this layer in the higher vertebrates.

Hence we are driven to conclude that it must come through
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the inner reticular layer from the " ganglionic " nuclei. I nm
inclined to look to wliat are known as " Nissl's Schollen "

within the ganglionic cells for light on this subject. These
" SchoUen" maj^ be regarded as consisting of dense crowds of

minute masses of chi'omatin (microsomes), whose origin from

the nuclei can easily be demonstrated under the microscope

by noting not only their usually concentric arrangements

round the nuclei (see fig. 26, especially e), but also the relative

positions of and connections between the clots and the intra-

nuclear masses (see figs. 1 and 26 g, 1-, and m). Further,

retinas may be found in which deeply staining clots can be

seen adhering closely to the sides of nuclei which have no

granular cytoplasm at all (fig. 5), a fact which shows that this

latter substance plays no direct part in their production,

Avhatever influence its presence may have on their distribu-

tion and constitution as clouds of microsomes. Their origin

from the nuclei is, indeed, generally admitted.

All the microscopic appearances suggest most unmistakably

that these " SchoUen " are streaming away into the inner

reticular layer, together with the granular cytoplasm in which

tliey are usually embedded. No one, indeed, can examine
" cells " such as those I have attempted to figure (fig. 26)

without coming to this conclusion; cf., for instance, the

massing of the " Schollen" proximally, and their comparative

scarcity distally ; while those which do occur on the distal side

are very frequently drawn out into the processes of the cells,

down which they thin away to invisibility. These speak for

themselves. Here, then, we have evidence that chromatin

escapes from the ganglionic nuclei and makes its way with

the granular cytoplasm through the inner reticular layer

towards the middle layer. In this case, however, Ave do not

exactly know whether, in moving outwards, it travels along

the protomitoniic filaments, or independently. The former

supposition is the more probable, as we shall presentl}^ see.

Meantime, what we can justly assume is that it finds its way
into the more distal nuclei to replace the chromatin that

streams away into the rod-nuclei and ultimately into the rods.
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Haviiigf traced the outward movemeut of chromatin from

tlie innermost layer of nuclei through the retina and ulti-

mately into the rods, we come to the last question : is it

formed in situ in this innermost '' ganglionic " layer of

nucleij or derived from without ? lu this layer we find a

rich blood-supply in all the higher vertebrates, while, in the

Amphibia, vessels run close to it though they may not

actually penetrate it. But whether the "ganglionic nuclei"

receive chromatin from the blood circulation or not, I should

like to venture on a somewhat daring suggestion in favour

of at least part of it being derived from a source unconnected

with these blood-vessels. My suggestion is based upon the

following observations.

The minute staining clumps or beads upon the proto-

mitomic threads which run down the rods receive their

explanation from the fact that chromatin is travelling

along their threads from the nuclei into the rods. Other

phenomena confirm this conclusion. But we occasionally

find similar staining clumps upon the filaments which

connect the ganglionic nuclei with primitive nerve-fibrils

(tigs. 7 and 11). In fig. 11 these beads of staining matter

are only seen on those portions of the fibrils which run

within the cytoplasm, while the portions between the cyto-

plasm and the nerve-strand are the usual exquisitely delicate

filaments devoid of any beads of staining matter. But these

delicate filaments are in startling contrast with the primitive

nerve-fibrils, which are comparatively thick and deeply

stained, as shown in figs. 6, 7, 8, 9, 11. What is the meaning

of the sudden contrast in thickness and colour? How comes

it that the filamentous continuations into the nuclei of thick

staining fibrils suddenly become exquisitely fine and perfectly

hyaline? I cannot refrain from suggesting (1) that in life

there is a stream of chromatin along each nerve-fibril

;

(2) that this stream would hardly be travelling from the

nucleus, where, according to our previous argument, it is

greatly needed; and (3) that the sudden action of the fixing

reagent causes this stream to contract partly back into the
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nerve-fibril ou tlie one hand, and into the cytoplasm on the

other, leaving the filament naked. This seems to me to be a

possible interpretation of the microscopic appearances. I

may add that we have already seen how the action of at

least one fixative, e. g. boiling corrosive sublimate, leads to

the displacement of chromatin along the connecting fibrils.

This appai-ently occurs on a large scale in retinas so fixed

;

some have the nuclei balled together into compact globules

of chromatin, others spread out into amoeboid masses united

by their processes into a network (see fig. 16). I propose to

follow up this subject as to the possibility of a stream of

chromatin passing along the nerve-fibrilla3, in another paper

dealing specially with the nervous system, and must content

myself here with making the suggestion as perhaps throwing

light upon the origin of at least part of the chromatin which

streams through the retina.

In addition to the different forms above described under

which the chromatin seems to escape from the nuclei, viz.

as beads, as continuous streams clotting the connecting

filaments, and as crowds of microsomes forming the " Nissl's

Schollen," there is another method occasionally seen which

requires a good deal of further investigation.

Variously sized, spherical, highly refractive masses, each in

a small clear vacuole, are met with outside the nuclei. I

have found them in the granular cytoplasm of the ganglionic

nuclei (fig. 20 a) and in the rods (Part II, figs. 29 c, d,f).

In both of these situations they have been seen by others.

When seen in the former situation they have usually been

called ceutrosomes, and a special physiological significance

has been attached to tliem. In the rods, one was figured by

Hensen years ago, but was apparently passed over without

comment. There can, I think, be little doubt that these must

also be regarded as so much chromatin escaping from the

nuclei. In the first place, they bear such a striking resem-

blance to similar bodies frequently seen v/ithin nuclei. Both

inside and outside of the nuclei, they are always surrounded

by a clear ring representing a fluid envelope. Within the nuclei
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the I'adiating fibrils attaching them to the rest of the intra-

nuclear reticuhim can bo seen, perhaps because coated with

staining matter, but outside the nuclei these fibrils are appa-

rently too faint to be visible; at least, I have never seen them

except when they have occurred in the rods, in which cases,

again, their connecting threads are coated, with staining matter

(Part n, figs. 29 c, d, f ; while fig. 15 a of the same part

shows one flattened out against the membrane dividing the

inner from the outer limb of the rod, and two streams of

staining matter flowing from it, presumably along the

filaments with which it was associated). Fig. 29 c (Part II)

actually shows one of them upon a stained fiUiraent, along

which we may assume that it travelled.

The origin of these " centrosomes" from nuclei seems to

be fairly widely acknowledged, and also their connection

with filaments. They occur in special numbers in ciliated

epithelium, apparently only as another form of the chromatic

basal bodies, to which we shall refer elsewhere.

There is evidence, then, that these refractive deeply stain-

ing globules are merely parts of the stream of chromatin

passing outward through the retina. What else they may
be we cannot yet say. The difference between them and

other equally large, but less refractive and irregularly

shaped beads without clear vacuoles, may be due to slight

variations of physiological or chemical condition.

While speaking of largo masses of chromatin leaving the

nuclei as masses, I may call attention to a curious phenomenon

found in the retina of the mouse and in some other vertebrates.

In all my preparations of mice, one or more very large clumps

are seen adhering to tlie walls of the nuclei—indeed, not

infrequently pi'otruding and standing out on the outer surface

of the nuclear membrane as sharply projecting knobs. I

have, however, never found any of them away from the walls

on any of the connecting filaments. I first noticed them before

I had discovered the general movement of chromatin from

nucleus to nucleus, and was naturally greatly struck by this

extra-nuclear chromatin, as was also my friend the late Mr.
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Martin Woodward, to whom I sliowed it. I now naturally

connect the plienoinenoii with the streaming process, bub

exactly how I do not yet know. There does not appear to be

any clear envelope of fluid rouud them as there is round the

refractive globules above mentioned, even though they may
be much larger in size. Another difference to be noted is that

the refractive globules are always perfectly smooth and usually

spherical, whereas these are not. They are probably com-

parable with the extra-nuclear masses described above, pages

338 and 339, and shown in figs. 18 a and h, which are also

never surrounded by fluid envelopes or films.

We gather from the foregoing that the chromatin is a less

stable constituent of the retina than the protomitomic system.

On the other hand, we know that chromatin is necessary to

the life of the cell. And so certainly is the protomitomic

system, for I shall be able to show lower down that this system

is not a mere passive framework, but that its filaments appear

to take an active part in vital processes. We apparently,

then, have at least two visible factors in protoplasm, both of

which may be regarded as essential: the underljang, more or

less stable protomitomic filaments, and the chromatin, the

visible distribution of which shows it either stored in the

nuclei or travelling along the aforesaid filaments; but what

the character of the association between them is has to be

discovered. This is but another form of the old problem of

the relationship and the relative importance of the nucleus

and the astral body, the former representing the chromatin

and the latter the protomitomic s^^stem.

On the Movement of Fluid through the Retina,

and on some Phases of the Nuclei probably

correlated with this Movement.

Parallel and probably intimately associated with the stream

of chromatin just described as passing outward through tlie

retina, there is a steady flow of fluid. The chromatin

travelled, as we saw, along the fibrils of the protomitomic
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system ; the movements of the fluid cannot be so accurately

defined. There is evidence, however, to show that it is

associated with the nuckn. Indeed, certain phases passed

through by the nuclei seem explicable only on this assump-

tion.

The first evidence for the existence of this stream is seen

in the early stages of rod-formation. The rods begin as

vesicles of fluid protruded from the retina. Some of the

processes have been described in Parts I, II, IV. A compact

mass of delicately walled vesicles push back the pigmented

epithelium, and each eventually becomes a cylindrical rod filled

with other substances besides fluid. In every case in which we
have analysed the successive stages in rod-formation, whether

in young eyes when the rods are short oblong vesicles, or in

older eyes when each new rod has to pass through a long

slender cone phase, we found that they seemed to pass in

turn through certain definite changes of shape. These

different form-phases could be best explained by a periodicity

in the discharge of fluid into them ; each protrusion not only

altered the shape of the particular rod, but, in so doing,

compelled a change of shape in those around it.^

Further, there is microscopic evidence for such discharges.

In the Amphibia, we not only see the large vacuolar basal

ends of some cones contrasting strongly with others with thin

and more solid-looking bases, but we have a corresponding

contrast in the appearances of their nuclei. These, at least

in the earlier stages of rod-formation, show two very

distinct phases—one large, clear, and vesicular, the other

small and full of chromatin (cf. the figures, Part II, fig. 23,

contrast the two elements on the right of the figure).

When the rod has reached its normal size, the large

periodic discharges which seem necessary to protrude the

rod are apparently no longer required. The rod-nucleus

appears to remain fairly uniform in size, but nevertheless

keeps up a more regular smaller discharge of fluid into its

* Except when discharged among fully formed rods which undergo no

further changes of shape.
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rod as one of its normal functional activities. In Part TI,

fig. 17, this discliarge of small globules of fluid into the rods

can be seen ; the same also can be seen in the newt;, Part II,

fig. 30. In both cases the fluid clearly comes from the

nuclei. In all the mammalian eyes I have examined, the

existence of globules of clear fluid can be seen in the rods.

I am further inclined to regard the large inner limbs of a

certain number of the rods in the human retina, Avhich, on

that account, have been called cones and considered as of

special morphological value, as simply due to the fact that

they have just received, or are in the act of receiving, a

discharge of fluid. In all essentials they are ordinary rods,

and, so far as appearance goes, differ in no other respect

than that their inner limbs are swollen up with fluid. The

mammalian cone is thus apparently simply a normal physio-

logical phase in the life of the rod. All the rods of the

human retina ]n'obably pass, every now and then, through a

cone phase, most rapidly and frequently where functional

activity is greatest, i. e. in the region of the fovea centralis,

where the rods are of increased length.-^

Further evidence for the origin of this fluid from the

nuclei may sometimes be seen at the rim of the retina in

young tadpoles where rod-formation is beginning. Fig. 24

shows a most instructive series, frequently but not always

seen. The large columnar cells inside the iris contain distally

a great fluid space, the nucleus, with some cytoplasm,

being confined to the proximal end of the cell. The

chromatin network invades this fluid space at one end, and

pigment granules at the other. This is, in brief, the descrip-

tion which can be given of the rods, except that the latter

protrude beyond the membrana limitans externa. Where
the iris passes into the retina the cells become transformed,

' As shown in earlier papers, the cones are not homologous or even

analo,i,^ous strnetures in difTcrent eyes. The cones of the Amphibia are young

rods ; tlie cones in tiic fish have an entirely different sigiiilicance (see Part V),

while the cones in the human retina admit of the simpler explanation given

above in the text.
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and, losing the long cylindrical shape, pass into the many-

layered spindle-shaped nuclei attached by radially arranged

cytoplasmic strands to the two limiting membranes of the

retina. Here, again, we may find fluid vesicles at the distal

ends of some of these cytoplasmic strands (figs. 23 a, h, c),

which, as we move in towards the centre of the retina,

protrude further and further beyond the external limiting

membrane, as the first beginnings of rods. Again, individual

nuclei well within the retina may even be here and there

seen with a vesicular excrescence, into which the nuclear

reticulum sends out radiating filaments (fig. 23 h). These

phenomena speak for themselves. They link on perfectly

naturally with the different stages of rod-formation already

described in former parts. I am especially tempted to call

attention to the analogy between these long cytoplasmic

strands with their terminal vesicles and the long thin cones

which swell into vesicles after passing through the rod-layer.

The point which at present claims our attention, however,

is the fact that the fluid which causes these vesicles and

eventually swells them into rods can, so far as microscopical

appearances go, only have come from their respective nuclei.

We come once more to the question—whence do the rod-

nuclei receive their supply ? A comparison between the

sizes of the rods and the sizes of the nuclei shows that no

nucleus could protrude a rod from its own fluid contents.

In order to fill a rod it must pass on fluid which it receives

from elsewhere. And this brings us to a phenomenon which,

so far as I can explain it, points to a systematic pulsation of

the retinal nuclei, a pulsation which sends the fluid through

the retina outwards and into the rods.

Let us take first the microscopic appearances which suggest

the existence of pulse waves through the retina. The first

is the fact that, in every well-preserved retina, in addition to

the nuclei which may be considered normal, are others in

great numbers in two opposite phases. On the one hand,

we have large vesicular nuclei with scattered chromatin, and,

on the other, either small round nuclei with compact chro-
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matin, or else nuclei in which the chromatin has contracted to

a dense refractive mass in its centre.

Such stages are very marked in the " ganglionic " layer,

for here the vesicular nuclei attain sizes reached in no other

laj^er. The contrasts between the phases in this layer are some-

times very great (see figs. 2 c, and 3 a, b). I have measured

many hundreds of these contrasting nuclei in this layer, and

have found them range between as much as 18 fx and 4 fx.

The contracted nuclei are frequently associated with fluid

spaces in the inner reticular layer, as if fluid had just been

discharged from them. I was, indeed, at one time inclined

to think that this propulsion of fluid was one of the chief

functions of the nuclei of this layer. But I soon noticed that

these phases were to be met Avith through all the layers of

the retina.

Further, it is to be noted that these phases of the nuclei are

sometimes found in zones. These zones are naturally most

marked in the middle layer, because in that there are most

nuclei. In this layer almost every observer has noted that

the innermost of its nuclei are usually large and vesicular,

while the outer are smaller, and with denser chromatin. These

zones are, however, not homogeneous, for among the vesicular

nuclei others which are contracted can always be found, while,

among the contracted, others in the vesicular stage occur.

But it is not only in the middle layer that this is marked.

Figs. 22 h, c, Part V, show parts of the section of a plaice in

which the nuclei of all the layers show zonal arrangement.

In the two inner layers, the vesicular nuclei are again on the

proximal side, but, in the layer of rod-nuclei, aline of vesicu-

lar nuclei runs along the middle of the layer, with contracted

n\iclei on both its inner and outer sidi^s. hlxcept in this

outermost layer the zones are not sliiirjily marked off, but

there is a good deal of mixing. It is ditflcult to account for

such a regular zonal arriingenient of the two kinds of nuclei

(vesicular and contracted), except on the assumption of a

series of waves of pulsation passing through the retina, the

phases of which are fixed in the preparation.
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It may be noted in passing that tlie expulsion of the nncleo-

phism, and the consequent contraction or balling together of

nuclei into compact masses of refractive chromatin, is not a

new phenomenon/ but in this present case the contractions

are spontaneous, and fulfil a distinct purpose.

It is worth while pointing out that there is ground for

believing that the fluid is discharged from the nuclei with

some force. It is only on such a supposition that Ave can

explain many of the phenomena of rod-formation, such, for

nstance, as the forcing of the long cone through the whole

layer of rods in its earliest stages (see Part I, figs. 2 a, d),

the changes of shape, and the shifting of the contents of the

young rods in certain stages, in consequence of another rod-

vesicle being thrust in among them (see Part I, figs. 4 and 7,

c^ and rj). Lastly, in retinas which are either embryonic or

have not yet become functional, no rods being yet formed,

the pigmented layer is in close contact with the external

membrane of the retina. It is apparently only pushed away

by the protrusion of the rod-vesicles. This, again, implies

some force, especially when we remember the tendency of the

pigmented cells to push towards the light.

An objection, however, may be raised against this sugges-

tion of pulsations, or at least against the suggestion that

these pulsations pass through the retina in waves, as an

explanation of the zonal arrangement of the two nuclear

phases.

It may be asked why, if this zonal arrangement represents

a series of pulse waves, the zones do not alter their relative

positions in different retinas ? Why is it that, in all eyes, the

vesicular are always on the inner side, and the contracted on

the outer side of the inner and middle nuclear layers ? If

there were waves, some preparation ought to show these

waves in other positions. The explanation of this I take to

be as follows :—The source of the fluid is probably the blood-

vessels on the inner or proximal side of the retina. Hence the

' Dr. de Nabias has seen it in I'ulmonate Gastropods; see 'Trav. Station

Zool. Arcaclion,' Annee 1S99, pp. 36— 38.
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proximal nuclei might be expected to fill up fastest, and a

difference in this small matter, viz. in the speed with which the

nuclei again become vesicular, would be enough to account

for the apparent fixity of the zones. A larger number will

always be found in a condition to discharge in the inner than

in the outer zones, in which the nuclei remain longer in the

contracted condition.

Putting the evidence together, I think that there can be little

doubt but that the outward stream of chromatin above

described is accompanied by a stream of fluid, and that the

active agents in causing the movement of the latter are the

nuclei that swell and become vesicular, and then contract,

either as wholes or by the chromatin network within them

contracting and expelling the accumulated fluid. The ex-

istence of some close association between the fluid and the

chromatin can be gathered from other facts as well, viz. from

the normal structure of the nucleus itself, which is a turgid

fluid vesicle and apparently a storehouse for chromatin, which

latter substance is thus bathed in fluid ; and also from the

fact that the refractive chromatin masses, the so-called

" centrosomes,^' are invariably accompanied by a shell of fluid.

On the other hand, however, it is to be noted that no fluid

seems to accompany the non-refractive chromatin which

streams along the filaments, and even accumulates in clumps,

e. g. in the outer reticular layer (see figs. 18 a and b).

It is possible that the above is not quite the right inter-

pretation of the phenomena, but, speaking generally, I do not

think that there can be any doubt in the minds of those who
have followed the descriptions of rod-formation given in former

parts but that the rods are protruded by forcible discharges

of fluid, and all the microscopic appearances are in favour of

these discharges coming from the nuclei.

Some Concluding Observations on the Nuclei.

In Part 111 of these retinal studies, I described in detail a

migration of nuclei on a large scale through the retina.
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No mention was made in that paper of the protomitomic

system^ which^ it is obvions, must complicate this migration.

The nuclei are not free^ like leucocytes, to wander through

the tissues, but are nodes of a reticulum continuous through

the whole retina. How can we reconcile the two phenomena ?

Before making an attempt it may be well to describe an

observation which might possibly throw some light upon the

mechanism of this movement.

In the last section we described two phases in the retinal

nuclei which found the readiest explanation in a pulsatory

activity of the individual nuclei, an activity which drove, or

assisted in driving, fluid outwards through the retina. We
described extraordinary expansions of the nuclei, in which the

nuclear membrane played a comparatively passive part. We
have now to describe an entirely difl^erent kind of nuclear

expansion, which may culminate in a complete or partial dis-

appearance of the membrane. Now and again, under

circumstances the nature of which I have not discovered,

a delicate angular network is seen protruding from, or at

least attached to, some of the nuclei. The threads of the

reticulum, though very delicate, are fairly visible, because

apparently slightly coated with staining matter, and at their

nodes minute staining microsomes occur. These extra-nuclear

networks seem, in the retiuas in which I have found them, to be

specially noticeable in the ganglionic layer (see figs. 27 a—c).

But fig. 27 d shows a nucleus of the middle layer thrusting a

network into the outer reticular layer, and I have already

figured two cases in other layers in Part II, figs. 26 and 27.

But in none of these figures did I at the time observe any

filaments connecting the networks with adjacent nuclei,

although such must have existed. In the first set of figures

the extra-nuclear network seems to occupy the place of the

granular cytoplasm commonly associated with " ganglionic "

nuclei. In fig. 27 a, the two nuclei on the extreme right are

connected by their extra-nuclear networks. In the earlier

observations (figs. 26 and 27, Part II) the networks seemed

to be in one case the projection of a nucleus advancing
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through the outer reticular layer (cf. fig-. 27 d of this paper),

and, in the other, the trail of a nucleus that has become a

rod-nucleus and has just protruded a cone.

In individual cases in which extra-nuclear networks are

very strongly developed from one side, the wall or membrane
of the nucleus on that side appears not infrequently as if it

were dissolving (fig. 27 c) . I have, indeed, seen a case in

Avhich a whole nucleus appeared to have lost its usually

pronounced outline, and to be opening out (fig. 27 e)}

It will be seen from the figures that these extra-nuclear

networks were quite free of any granular cytoplasm. But

the fact above stated that, like the granular cytoplasm, they

are most frequently found with ganglionic nuclei, compels us

to associate them in some way with the cytoplasm. It may
be that they usually underlie the masses of cytoplasm which,

when present, would render them, as a rule, quite invisible.

Traces of a reticular arrangement of the "Nissl's Schollen'^are

sometimes visible (see figs. 1 and 12). They are certainly

not always present when the nuclei are naked, that is devoid

of granular cytoplasm, and it is only in such cases that they

can readily be seen in their true form and extent. It would

seem that the " Fadengerust " may be at onetime a reticulum

and at another a system of rays.

Returning now to the difficulties which beset the migration

of the nuclei through the protomitomic system of which they

form the nodes, it would be easy if the whole reticulum

moved forward together, but the evidence seems to point

to individual nuclei moving not only radially but tan-

gentially (from the rim inwards) among the other nuclei.

It is possible that this apparent freedom is not really

great. Our sections are only snapshots of the process

;

hence we may see what appears to be a free movement, but is

really controlled by the rest of the reticulum.

' The opening out of a compact central nuclear reticulum into a more open

protomitomic reticulum evenly diatributed throut^liout I lie cell might possil)ly

account for tiu; disappearance of the nucleus in red blood-corpuscles; cf.

Negri, 'Anat. Anz.,' xvi (1899), p. 33.
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Any freedom of movement at all must involve a good deal of

slipping of the individual filaments, for each node is itself a

complicated reticulum. At one time it seemed possible to

find some clue to the mechanism of the movement in the

extra-nuclear networks, in which there appears to be a

temporary dissolution or loosening of the intra-nuclear net-

works. But although these extra-nuclear networks appeared

in the migrating nuclei shown in Part II, PI. 31, fig's. 26 and

27, in most cases the nuclei can be seen passing through the

outer reticular layer with clean, hard outlines, and sometimes

with clearly defined amoeboid changes of shape. The most

remarkable cases of this were seen in the large retinal nuclei

of Ceratodus and Protopterus (see fig. 28), but it can frequently

be seen in nuclei passing through the outer reticular layer, e. g.

in the cat many of them were shaped like large-headed pins

(see figs. 20 h and 25) . I do not now think the two phenomena
have much more to do with one another than that both are

dependent upon a great power of slipping on the part of the

protomitomic filaments. In fact, it looks as if the reticulum

is the very reverse of rigid ; that, in spite of its complicated

nodes, in life its filaments move freely upon one another.

One more problem relating to the retinal nuclei must claim

a moment's attention. What is the origin and the function of

the numbers of minute nuclei found, especially in young

Mammalian retinas, in the ganglionic cell-layer, and mostly

on its inner side ? See, for instance, fig. 25, which shows them
in a young cat. Others are shown in figs. 2 b, 3 c, d, and 26

(/. They are mostly very minute. If they happen to be large

they are usually very much indented, as if they were

fragmenting (see figs. 26 g, and 3 c). They are almost devoid

of chromatin contents, and frequently look like clear empty
vesicles. A comparative study Avhich might throw light upon
them must be a work of the future. I have so far only

endeavoured to see if they were linked on to the retinal

protomitomic system, but without arriving at any positive

result. The few filaments I succeeded in seeing coming from

them were always lost sight of in the surrounding tissue. If

VOL. 47, I'AKT 3. NKW SKKIES. Z
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tliey belong to the retinal protomitomic system, one would

expect tliem to be in the line between the nerve-layer and the

rods. But there is no reason why there should not be in any

organ subsidiary systems regulating vegetative processes

within the organ^ and apart from the specific functions of the

organ itself.

Summary of the Leading Morphological and
Physiological Characters of the Protomitomic
System, as above described, in the Retina.

The morphology of the retinal protomitomic system has

already been summarised in the diagram fig. 22. It is a

continuous reticulum of nearly invisible fibrils, which become

visible when coated with other matters. I have hesitated to

call them linin filaments because, as I shall show elsewhere,

that term is at present applied to substances quite distinct

from these filaments. But it is undonl)tedly the proper

application of the word. It underlies the Avhole retina ; the

nuclei are its nodes. Each node is a still closer reticulum in

which chromatin accumulates, and witli the chromatin a

quantity of clear fluid—nucleoplasm—which turns tlie node

into a turgid vesicle. This chromatin, massed on the fibrils

of the nodes, renders the latter not only visible but con-

spicuous objects. Distally, the filaments of the retinal proto-

mitomic system run out as a fringe, not of free threads like

cilia, but gathered into groups by supporting vesicles, the

rods. Proximally, the filaments are gathered as the " Neuro-

primitivfibrillen '^ into the nerve-strands wliich connect the

retina with the brain.

The physiological characters of the protomitomic system,

as gathered from our study of the retina, have still to be

summarised.

1. Since the protomitomic reticulum connects the optic

nerve with the fibrillation of the rods, its component filaments

are nervous.

2. Since the intra-nodal reticulum soonis toliavotlio power
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of contracting, and as its filaments are continuous with those

connecting the nodes together, we are safe in assuming that

the protomitomic fihiments are contractile.

3. As the rods are protruded from the retina and the

filaments are pushed out along them, no matter how long the

rods are, the filaments are capable of growth.
4. The apparent openings out of the nodal reticulum to

form the extra-nuclear networks suggest the possibility of a

somewhat free slipping of the junctions of the protomitomic

filaments. And this has also to be assumed in order to

account for the migration of individual nuclei, for the fila-

ments which function as the paths for the nerve-stinnili must

be thought of as permanently continuous.

These seem to be the chief functional attributes of the

protomitomic filaments ; they are capable of conducting

nerve- stimuli, they are contractile, they can grow, and they

can move freely upon one another. But it is probable that,

by themselves, they can do none of these things, and that the

vital phenomena we have mentioned as apparently attributable

to the filaments of the protomitomic system, are only so

when it is associated with the other principal constituents of

protoplasm. These are four.

Probably the most important, and certainly the most inti-

mately associated with the fibrils, is the chromatin. This is

found either massed in the close nodal or nuclear networks, or

streaming along the filaments from node to node. In no case

does it appear to leave the filaments.

The next is apparently the clear fluid matter which is

closely, associated with the chromatin, and makes the nuclei

turgid vesicles.

We then have the granular cytoplasm, which tends to

aggregate round the nuclear nodes, probably as nutritive

material; and lastly, the clear glassy strands of the syncytial

framework, which seem to act as supports. The protomitomic

filaments eitlier pass through these mcndiranes, or may be

bent by them (see fig. 13 b), or they may run along in some

close association, and yet in such a way as not to hinder the
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passage of chromatin upon them. I refer to the fibrils

running- in or upon the walls of the rods, and also to the

nerve-fibrils in or on the membranes of the supporting frame-

work of the nerve-strand.

These are the leading facts with regard to the morphology

and physiology of the protomitomic system of the retina, so

far as they have been revealed by these researches. Not

many of them are new. As we have already noted, the

" prickles " joining the nuclei to the cytoplasm were described

as universal phenomena by Heitzmann, and have been fre-

quently figured since. The existence of intercellular bridges

between the cytoplasmic masses Avhich usually surround the

nuclei have been recorded sufficiently often to justify the

assumption that they are fundamental factors in multicellular

organisms. The existence of a fibrillar substance under-

lying the cytoplasm, and even running in the walls of the

alveoles in those cases in which the cytoplasm appears to be

a foam structure, completes the series. If we put these

together, as Professor Macfarlane has tentatively done for

plant tissues, and as we are now completely justifietl in doing,

we arrive at the protomitomic system which the retina has just

clearly and directly revealed to us, owing to the fact that so

many C)f its nuclei are unobscured by any granular cytoplasm.

Further, that the nerves were bundles of primitive nerve-fibrils

has long been known. That these primitive fibrils occasionally

run into the intra-nuclear reticulum has been seen by several

observers, but, owing to the element of chance, first in finding

the filaments preserved, and then, if preserved, in the right

physiological condition to be rendered visible under ordinary

powers of the microscope, confirmation has not been forth-

coming. The striation of the rods was well known, :nul its

connection with the primitive nerve-fibrils was suggested by

Max tSchultze. The expulsion of nucleoplasm from the nuclei

has been described, and the contractibility of the protomitomic

filaments has been maintained, in order to account ft)r some of

the phenomena of mitotic cell division, and for the movements

of leucocytes. And, lastly, the growth of the primitive nerve-
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fibrils is a known phenomenon in the process of nerve

regeneration. Thus, in almost every pointy the ground has

been trodden by previous workers. Most of their observa-

tions have, however, remained isolated and fragmentary.

The foregoing study of the retina has enabled us to link them

all together.

There remains, however, a whole field of facts and theories

relating to protoplasmic structure based largely upon obser-

vations of an entirely different character. All our observations

are purely microscopic, and it may be of interest for a moment

to compare the results with those obtained by chemistry or by

experimental physiology. Professor Verworn has recently

attempted to co-ordinate them by means of the biogen hypo-

thesis.i According to this, there are certain very complicated

molecules, the " biogens," whose activities in presence of

certain other substances, oxygen on the one hand and nutri-

tive carbohydrates on the other, may be made to account

for most of the known phenomena of metabolism. These

molecules are said to have their chief seat in the cytoplasm

and not in the nucleus, which is, in essence, a reserve depot

for the oxygen and other chemicals necessary to enable the

biogens to perform what is required of them for the vital

processes with the carbohydrates derived from food. The

real test of this theory as a working hypothesis must

naturally come from physiological chemistry, but morphology

cannot be left altogether out of account. One of the chief

problems of the biogen hypothesis is how to picture the

several factors distributed in space within the cell so that

they may always be in contact with or within reach of one

another for their mutual reactions. It seems to me that

the description above given of the fundamental structure

of protoplasm may possibly supply an answer. If the proto-

mitomic filaments are strands or chains of biogens, then we
have these latter, with a specially dense and usually more

passive part of their reticulum, immersed in the reserve depot

of the chemicals necessary for their activity (the nucleus).

' Max Verworn, ' Die Hioj^cii-lIvpotJicso,' Jcn;i, l!*02.
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From this reserve, and coated with a thin layer of its stored-

up material, they radiate outwards in all directions into the

surrounding mass of the granular cytoplasm supplied by the

food. By this method of arrangement, the radiating net-

work, which takes the leading part in all vegetative processes,

could always be supplied with the two different kinds of

substances on whose chemical unions its " life " depends.

Returning to our own sphere, the morphological unit in

protoplasmic structures is the protomitomic system, while

what is ordinarily called the cell is simply a centre of physio-

logical activity for this system. The number of centres in all

probability varies according to the extent of the system or

according to the intensity of its functional activities.

This brief summary clearly assumes that a protomitomic

system underlies all protoplasmic structures. For the present,

it is sufficient to show that that assumption is justifiable.

The retina is an organ of the body, and it is not at all

probable that its fundamental constitution should be different

from that of the organism of which it is but a part. Peculiar

as the general structure of the organ may be for its special

function as a retina, it results from a modification of the same

formative tissue from which all the other organs have arisen.

Furtlier, the connection with the rest of the organism by

means of the optic nerve compels us to believe that the nerve-

fibrils which run into the nuclei of the retina, and then on

from nucleus to nucleus, must themselves have come from

nuclei of the central nervous system. And further, reasoning

in this Avay from the central nervous system to other organs,

we are forced to conclude that protomitomic systeins underlie

all the organs of the body, and that they also, like the retina,

are connected with the protomitomic system of the central

nervous system by bundles, often of considerable length, of

protomitomic filaments—that is, of primitive nerve-fibrils. If

this deduction bo correct, a new light is thrown on the

morphology of the nervous system.

That this universality of the protonn'tomic S3'stem as the

essential structui-ul element in protoplasm is not a mere
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inference^ but admits of demonstration, will shortly be shown

in another paper.

EXPLANATION OF PLATES 27—29,

Illustrating Mr. H. M. Bernard's paper on '' Studies in the

Retina."

Ill all the figures m.l.i. =^ membrana limitans interna; m. I. e. = mem-

braiia limitans externa; i.r.L = inner reticular layer; o.r.l. = outer reti-

cular layer; «./. = nerve-layer; 5. s. = strand of the retinal syncytium;

i, p. = blood-vessel.

Fig. 1.—From the retina of a young cat (Perrenyi). A large ganglionic cell

with the cytoplasm filling a syncytial chamber. The " Nissl's SchoUen
"

clearly connected with the nucleus, and as if arranged as a reticulum through-

out the cytoplasm. Cf. Fig. 12 and also Fig. 26.

Fig. 2.—Retinal ganglionic nuclei, a and c from a rat three years old

(Perrenyi), d from a rat four days oldX^lemming's fluid), showing what appear

to be small, apparently fragmenting nuclei with hardly any chromatin con-

tents, a shows a single mass of granular cytoplasm associated with tliree

small nuclei ; c shows a large vesicular nucleus with dispersed chromatin, and

near it a contracted nucleus with vacuoles in the i. r. I. Cf. Fig. 3, a and b.

Fig. 3.—Retinal ganglionic nuclei, a. Rat, three years old (Perrenyi).

b, c, d. Young cat (two days) (Perrenyi). (Fig. 25 shows more of the same

section as d.) a and b show vesicular and contracted nuclei ; c and d nucle

with very scattered chromatin contents, and apparently fragmenting.

Fig. 4.—From the retina of a salamander (corrosive sublimate). A thin

tangential slice of a nucleus of the middle layer, showing the matted branchings

of the intra-iiuclear reticulum without any associated cytoplasm or even con-

tinuous nuclear membrane.

Fig. 5.—From the retina of a mouse (Hermann). Ganglionic nuclei, as a

rule without granular cytoplasm, most with chromatin protruding, and often

as if streaming away.

Fig. G.—From the retina of a stickleback (Lindsay Johnson's fluid). This

figure shows two ganglionic nuclei with their connecting filaments running to

the primitive nerve-fibrils seen in the transverse section of the nerve-strand.

In this section the nuclear connections could be traced very clearly nearly

through the retina (cf. Fig. 17 u, from the same retina).
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Fig. 7.—From tlie retina of a plaice six inches long (Flemminp:). A
ganalionic nucleus with granular cytoplasm streaming from one side, and with

the threads of tlie iatra-iiuclcar network radiating outwards, some of them

going towards the nerves with beads upon them.

Fig. 8.—From the human retina (Perrenyi). The deeply stained primitive

nerve-fibrils became faint before reaching the nuclei, but the connection can

be made out. All the filaments run from nucleus to nucleus. All the nuclei

here shown are devoid of granular cytoplasm.

Figs. 9—11.—From the human retina (Perrenyi).

Fig. 9 shows the connection between the nuclei and the primitive

nervefibrillaj. The distal connecting filaments apparently obscured by

granular cytoplasm.

Fig. 10.—The granular cytoplasm is all on one side, and contains

" Nissl's Scliolleu " in obvious connection with the nucleus, but streaming

away distally; filaments from the nucleus plunge straight into the inner

reticular layer (cf. Fig. 15).

Fig. 11.—Several of the nuclear filaments running to the nerve pass

through the granular cytoplasm, and are visible because dotted with

beads ; near the edge of the cytoplasm the beads become large shapeless

clumps. Note the contrast already shown in Figs. 8 and 9 between the

thick staining primitive nerve-fibrillse and the connecting filaments.

Fig. 12.—From the human retina (Perrenyi). A grou]) of "ganglionic"

nuclei joined together by filaments which are continuations of the intra-

nuclear networks; proxinially, the filaments run into the fibrils of the neive-

layer, 7i.L, which are shown cut either across or slightly obliquely. Three of

the nuclei have granular cytoplasm on their distal sides. The "Kissl's

Schollcn " are seen very clearly associated with the nuclear filaments, and

then appear comparable with such masses of extra-raiclear chromatin as are

shown in Figs. \% a, b, c.

Fig. 13.—From the retina of a salamander (corrosive subl.l. Nuclei

joined by filaments which can only be seen by very careful focussing; \\\z

filaments i)ass through the syncytial strands, s.s., and are sometimes bent

where they go through.

Fig, 14.—From the retina of a salamander, taken out of the body-cavity

of the mother (Flemming). The nuclei packed tightly together, and without

any cytoplasm, granular or syncytial, traceable between them. Tlie intra-

nuclear networks run into one another.

Fig. 15.—From the retina of a young plaice two inches long (Flemming),

showing the inner reticular layer as a " Punktsubstanz " with a subtle radial

striation, clearly seen in this case to be due to nuclear filaments passing

through the layer and running into nuclei of the middle layer.

Fig. 1G.—From the retina of a frog (boiling corrosive), showing the nuclei
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of tlie middle layer run together as amoeboid bodies joined by their processes

into a network. This is apparently one of the effects produced by the

violence of the fixature, the other being the balling together of the nuclei into

small globules of refractive chromatin.

Fig. 17.—lletinal nuclei of the middle layer showing connecting filaments.

a. Stickleback (Lindsay Johnson's fluid), b and c. Plaice (Perrenyi) showing

stages in the contraction of the chromatin within the nuclei, d. Mouse

(? Perrenyi). e. Prog (osmic vapour).

Pig. 18.—From Amphibian retinas showing the nuclei joined together, the

connecting filaments made visible by clumps and coatings of staining matter.

a. Prom a tadpole from Table Mountain, fixed 2 a.m., four nuclei, three in the

middle layer and one a rod-nucleus ; with two masses, one very large, of

extra-nuclear chromatin ; the large mass seems half arrested by the outer

reticular layer [p. r. /.). 0. From the same, shows the nuclei of middle and

outermost layers not only connected inter se, but the nuclei of the one layer

connected with those of the other through the outer reticular layer ; one large

mass of extra-nuclear chromatin. Such masses are common, and have, in the

human retina, been mistaken for small nuclei, c. Prom a toad tadpole fixed

at 2 a.m., with small irregular clumps of extra-nuclear chromatin massed on

the filaments, d. Prom a frog tadpole fixed 10 p.m., showing a nearly com-

plete nuclear connection from the inner reticular layer on to the rods.

Fig. 19.—From the retina of a plaice, six inches (Plemminp), from same

eye as Pig. 17 b, c. Two nuclei very highly magnified within the outer

reticular layer on their way to become rod-nuclei; they send filaments towards

the nuclei of both middle and outer layers.

Fig. 20.—Prom the retina of

—

a, cat, two days old (Perrenyi) ; b, cat, six

weeks old (Plemming), showing the gradual lineal arrangement of the clumps

of chromatin ; c, d, old cat, thirteen years (Perrenyi), c showing the filaments

connecting the chromatin clumps, and d, the gradual change in the arrange-

ment of the chromatin as a nucleus passes through the outer reticular layer,

0. ?•./., to become a rod-nucleus; e,f, rod-nuclei of mouse
; y, fatigued and

with loss of chromatin.

Fig. 21.—Prom a human retina. Rods showing in a a specially clear con-

nection between the filaments striating the rods and the intra-nuclfar reti-

culum. In b bundles of fibrils come down from the upper tiers of the nuclei.

« is a rod wilh a swollen inner limb, usually called a cone, but probably

having no morphological significance.

Pig. 22.—A diagram showing how the primitive nerve-fibrillse reach the

rods through the intermediary of the retinal protomitomic system ; for further

details see text, p. 326. See also p. 339 for the meaning of the asterisk.

Pig. 23.—From the retina of a frog tadpole (eye diameter 4< mm.) fixed in

Pcrrenyi's fluid at 12 midnight. Selected groups {a, b, c) of elements near
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the rim of the retina, c being nearest to tlie centre, sliowin;^ rod-vesicles beinj^

protruded from tlie distal ends of the radial attachments of the spindle-shaped

cells which persist at the rim of the retina. On the extreme right in a two

nuclei are seen connected together, and in b two vesicular protrusions from

nuclei are seen, and into them radiating strands come from the nuclei.

Fig. 24.—A diagram representing what I conceive to be the change which

converts the columnar epithelium of the pars ciliaris retina; into a thick

layer of closely packed spindle-shaped cells, this layer being later broken up

into the normal zones of the retina by the wandering inwards towards the axis

of the nuclei of these cells. Tiie protrusion of fluid-vesicles beyond the

membrana limitans externa is already foreshadowed by a distal accu-

mulation of fluid in the otherwise iindiff'erentiated cells of the columnar epi-

thelium, which may be occasionally seen.

Fig. 25.—Part of a radial section through the retina of a young cat, two

days old (L'errenyi's fluid), to show the proximal nuclei nearly all devoid of

chromatin, which is massed in the distal or rod-nuclei. The inner or ganglionic

layer is of enormous thickness and full of small vesicular nuclei, many appa-

rently fragmenting. Fig. 20 a is from the same eye.

Fig. 2G.—A small selection of retinal ganglionic cells to show how, at

times, the nucleus and its granular cytoplasm may have nearly the same

shapes, a—f, from old cat (Flemming)
; ff,

young cat, six weeks (Perrenyi);

h—q, young dog (Flemming). They illustrate also the arrangement of the

*' Nissl's Schollen " which may at times form a series concentric with a series

of chromatin clumps within the nucleus (see y).

Fig. 27.—Extra-nuclear networks (see p. 351). a, h, c, e. From the retina

of a mouse tired out by exposure to an arc lamp (Perrenyi) ; d, of a rat,

young adult (Flemming); «, b, c, e, a group of "ganglionic" nuclei; on the

right in a, the same network is common to two nuclei. Very similar pheno-

mena were also seen in a wild mouse fixed in corrosive sublimate, only the

networks were not quite so sliarjily defined, c. From the same, shows a large

ganglionic nucleus with two extra-nuclear networks ; that on the right seems

to have dissolved the wall. e. From the same, showing a nucleus wiih the

wall all round apparently dissolved, d. From a rat, young adult (Flemming),

showing a nucleus of the middle layer passing through the outer reticular

layer with an extra-nuclear network preceding it (cf. fi:;s. 20 and 27 of Part II).

Two stellated nuclei of the rod-layer arc also shown (cf. Figs. 20 c, d, e).

Fig. 28.—From the retina of a Proloptcrus (Flemming), showing two nuclei

passing with amceboid movements through the outer reticular layer to become

rod-nuclei. The rod-nuclei protrude a long way through the m. I. e.
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Introduction.

Convolnta roscoffensis is a green Tnrbellarian peculiar

to Brittany, along whose coasts it is distributed intermittently.

It is a slender, elongated, ciliated Avorm of sedentary,

gregarious liabit.

Though the individual Convolnta is, on the average, not

more than 4 mm. in length, it occurs in such vast numbers as

to form conspicuous, dark, " spinach-green " patches on the

shore. These patches, lying well up the beach within the

tidal range, may be so small as to be barely recognisable, or

so big as to form an almost continuous band, extending over

fifty or even a hundred yards. The general rule, during the

summer, is for colonies o£ Convolnta to occupy a number of

well-defined, isolated stations separated from one another by

barren stretches. Each colony consists of one patch or of a

group of patches.

At niorht, the colonies sink beneath the surface of the sand

even at low tide ; only on bright moonlight nights may a few

individuals of a colony be met with on the surface of the

sand. During daylight the colonies rise up from below

ground, and appear on the surface soon after the ebbing tide

has left it. There they remain, the colony as a whole inert,

but many of its inhabitants in active movement within its

borders, till tlic returning tide covers, or is about to cover

them.

The strong characteristic odour of Con vol uta affords a

means of detecting" colonies too small to be seen.
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Geddes discovered that Oouvoluta contains a poisonous

substance. A dead Convoluta speedily kills a mass of

liealtliy individuals if introduced into their midst. This

toxic substance may be the means of securing such a patent

organism from attack by other littoral animals. Up to the

present time the only animal known to prey on Convoluta is

a species of PI agio stoma.

Convoluta roscoffensis offers strong contrasts to other

Acoelous Turbellarians. They are short; it is elongated.

They are solitary, active, I'etiriug, and odourless ; it is gre-

garious, sluggish, and obvious to sight and smell. More
striking differences still are those of nutrition. The allies of

Convoluta are voracious feeders; whilst it, according to

previous investigators, does not feed, but relies, so it is

asserted (von Graff, 1891; Haberlandt, 1891; Cleorgevitch,

1899), on material manufactured by the green cells which

form a dense " tissue" in its body.

It is not, however, only by reason of its possession of green

cells that Convoluta is unique among its fellows. Otlier

Turbellarians, and also, as is well known, other animals of

various classes, are possessed some of green, some of brown

cells, which, it is generally assumed, offer welcome contribu-

tions to the diet of the host in which they reside. Its

uniqueness consists in this—that as a consequence of, or side

by side with, the appearance of its green cells, the habits of

Convoluta roscoffensis have become completely different

fi'om those of any of its allies.

Convoluta has been the subject of investigation by various

observers, chief among whom are Geddes, Delage, von Graff,

IIaberlandt,andGeorgevitch. Gedtles (1879—1881) has shown
that the green cells contain chlorophyll, that they evolve

oxygen in the light, and at the same time store the super-

fluous products of photosynthesis as starch. Delage's classical

paper (1886) described for the first time the nervous system

of Convoluta. Von Graff (1882—1891) has dealt almost

exhaustively with its anatomy, and incidentally with the

more striking features of its ecology. Haberlandt (1891),
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working- with material sent to Gratz from Roscoff, has

described the g'eotropic and phototropic reactions of

Couvoliita, and has figured and carefully described the

histological peculiarities of the green cells. Georgevitch

(1899)^ in the course of a research on the embryology of

Convoluta, has experimented on its development. Geddes,

von Graff, Haberlandt, and Georgevitch are agreed that

Convoluta does not ingest solid food, but depends for

its food on the carbohydrate and proteid-synthesising pro-

cesses of the green cells. In support of this view, Geddes

(1879 b) points to his observation that Convoluta dies

quickly—within three days—when kept in the dark ; von

Graff (1891) to his failure to discover any traces of food

in Convoluta, and to the paucity of wandering cells;

Georgevitch (1899) to the mortality which he notes among

just hatched animals when secured, as he supposes, from

infection by being placed in filtered water.

In the present paper we bring forward new facts which

show that this view—that Convoluta is obligately parasitic

on its green cells—is not well founded; we prove that the

above-mentioned observations on which this view is based are

erroneous, and offer a somewhat different view of the relations

which obtain between Convoluta and its green cells.

The origin of the green cells has been the subject of

speculation on the part of Haberlandt and Georgevitch.

Haberlandt considers the alternative possibilities of external

or internal origin. He inclines to the view that, whatever

the primitive origin of the green cells may have been, they

have been so domesticated to the service of Convoluta as to

have lost the power of independent existence, and to have

come now to be transmitted in the ogg, perhaps in some

way like that in which the chloroplast of a green plant is

transmitted in the egg as a colourless plastid. Georgevitch,

relying on the negative results of his experiments, concludes

that young colourless Convolutas become green by infection

from the sea water.

By culture experinu>nts, and by observations on young and
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adult Convolutas as well as on the eggs, we show that

the evidence is against Haberlandt's theory ; and that

Georgevitch's view of direct infection, though probably

correct, is insufficient, inasmuch as there is no infection of

Convoluta by a green cell. We show that the problem of

infection is at once more complex and more difficult than has

been supposed. More complex, inasmuch as the green cells

of Convoluta develop from colourless cells within its body.

More difficult, because it is impossible, by ordinar}^ means,

to cultivate Convoluta in a sterile medium; and this not

because Convoluta does not hatch out and grow well in

filtered or heat-sterilised sea water—this it does,—but because

the egg-capsule is far from sterile, being, in fact, infested by

all manner of gi-een and colourless cells, spores, and even

diatoms.

Though we have failed to isolate an infecting organism,

we bring forward evidence in favour of the theory that the

green cells of Convoluta are the result of an infection.

This evidence is derived from experiment, and from observa-

tions on the position in which the colourless progenitors of

the green cells are first found in the body of the recently

hatched animal. We trace the stages in the development of

these colourless cells into the green cells, and the migrations

of the latter through the body to their final disposition as a

dense green layer just beneath the skin.

Finally, we supplement and extend the observations of

Haberlandt on the tropisms of Convoluta, and endeavour

to show how these tropisms co-operate to form the habits and
determine the distribution of the animal.

The research was commenced at Roscoff in the summer of

1901, and since then has been carried on at Tregastel (Cotes

du Nord), and in the laboratories of Owens College, Man-
chester, and University College, Eeading.
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Section II.

—

The Food of Convoluta.

1. Previous Observations.

Whereas diatoms, rotifers, and other solid ingesta are

constantly found in allied Turbellaria, previous observers

have failed to demonstrate the presence of '^ food " in the

bodies of Convoluta roscof fensis.

Geddes (1870) kept Convoluta alive for four to five

weeks without food. Haberlaudt (1891, p. 88) did not find

a single specimen containing food taken up from withont,

although he kept Convoluta in a well-stocked aquarium at

Gratz. Von Graff (1891, p. 70) states that of all the living

and sectioned Convoluta he examined, only cue or two

contained, any foreign bodies, and these foreign bodies were

without exception discharged month-pieces of the " bursa,"

The pancity of phagocytes in the body of Con vol uta, and

the supposed barren natnre of the sand, also led von Graff

to conclude that this animal did not live on animal food.

Georgevitch (1899), after examining larval, adolescent, and

adult Convoluta, states (p. 358) that 'Mt is certain that

Convoluta does not take nonrishment (i. e. from without)

either in the embryonic or adnlt stages.
'^

These authors agree that Convoluta is nourished by

means of the green cells which form an assimilating tissue in

the superficial parenchyma. Geddes (1879) has shown that

these green cells produce starch, and inasmuch as he found

that Convoluta dies rapidly when placed in the dark, but

lives for weeks in the light, he concluded that Convoluta

lived upon the starch of the green cells. Ilaberlandt (1890)

offered a more elaborate explanation of the mode of nutrition.

Failing to find any trace of digestion of the green cells as a

whole by the animal tissue, and observing the fragmentation

of these green cells when Convoluta Avas fiimly pressed

between slide and cover-slip, Haberlaudt inferred that Con-

voluta fed by digesting such fragments, by digesting starch
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set free from the grceu cells, and possibly also by osmotic

translocation of a soluble carboliydrate from the green cells

to the surrounding- tissues.

The special adaptations of Convoluta i-oscoffensis have

been regarded by previous writers as contrivances for ensuring

the continued assimilation by the green cells and the nutrition

of the animal.

Its body has become elongated and flattened, exposing a

great extent of surface to the light. Its station is high up

on the beach, where the greatest amount of light and yet a

sufficiency of moisture may be obtained. It forms vast inert

patent colonies protected from attack by the nauseous alka-

loid ([)robably trimethylamiu) which, as Geddes has shown,

Convoluta excretes. In these several ways, Convoluta
stands in marked contrast to its retiring submerged troglodyte

allies ; and it has been assumed that the special mode of life

of Convoluta and its peculiar tropisms adapt it for its

special holophytic mode of nutrition.

That its station high up on the beach ensures to Con-

voluta roscoffensis a prolonged daily light exposure is

clear enough. That its flattened form and peculiar tropisms

favour photosynthesis is also certain. Nevertheless the view

held by previous authors that Convoluta is holophytic in

its mode of nutrition is either an inference from these facts

of adaptation, or is based on negative evidence, viz. the

absence of food in the bodies of the animal. We show that

the evidence is unsound, and that we must interpret the

relation between the "green cells" and the animal in a

different way.

Before recording our own observations we may remark

that Convoluta is not the only animal in which observers

have failed to demonstrate the presence of food, and it is

noticeable that the presence of yellow or green cells is

frequently correlated with this abstemious habit. For

example, no food has been found in the tissues of certain

adult Radiolaria (Brandt, 1882), Ciliata ( Entz, 1881-2),

Hydrocorallines (Hickson, 1889), Madreporaria (Hicksou,

VOL. 47, PART 3. NKW SERIES. A A
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Bourne, Fowler in litt.^) ; and it has been snggosted (Brandt,

1882 ; Hickson, 1889) that these animals subsist, at least

during their adult stage, on the plastic products of their

yellow or green cells. Proof of such holophytic nutrition is,

however, still to seek. The experiments made by Brandt

(1882) on anemones and Radiolaria, and supposed by hira

to afford the desired proof, have been repeated by Famintzia

(1889, 1891), and have been shown to be susceptible of

a different explanation. Famintzin concludes that, if the green

and yellow cells of these animals subserve nutrition, this

nutrition is only effected by tlie digestion of the coloured

cells and their contents. Nevertheless the translocation

theory has been and is widely accepted. If, then, we can

show that the highest ex])ression of " symbiosis," that seen

in Convoluta, is not accompanied by abstention from active

feeding on solid bodies, we shall have succeeded not only

in refuting a general error, but in reopening the question of

nutrition in other cases of anima and algal associations.

2. Observations of the Authors.

Convoluta feeds and feeds voraciously. From the time

of hatching to the period of maturity it enjoys a remarkable

catholicity of taste. Diatoms, unicellular algae, spores of all

kinds, grains of sand, and colonies of bacteria are ingested

with equal avidity. Nor does it refuse artificial ''food."

Litmus, methylene-blue, congo-red, starch, lamp-black, ai\d

indigo are absorbed and distributed as though they were

nutritious substances. The accompanying figures (PI. 30,

figs. 4—C) demonstrate the presence and " digestion " of

various of these substances.

When the period of maturity arrives, Convoluta adopts a

new mode of nutrition. Almost every adolescent and adult

specimen of a colony, if examined at low tide, contains one or

more rounded brown masses in the central tissue of the

1 Diicrden, 'Memoirs Nat,. Acad. Sci.,' AVasliington, vol. viii, 1902,

" West Indian IMadrepoiian Corals," lias suggested that corals feed at night,

but lias found no food.
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body. Tliese nre the remaiiis of green cells from wliicli tlio

digestible portions have been removed (PI. 31, fig-. 7).

The general features of the nutrition of Convoluta
roscoffensis may be stated in the following manner :—In

the embryonic and early larval stage, the animal feeds upon
its reserve materials. After hatching, it is for a time—that is,

up to time of functioning of the green cells—heterotrophic.

It then passes through a long period, during which it subsists

on diatoms and other ingested substances, possibly also on
organic food derived from its green cells ; that is, assuming

tliat Convoluta adopt both these methods, it is myxotrophic.

Finally, in the mature stage, it derives all its food from the

green cells directly by digesting them, and possibly also

indirectly by extricating plastic material from them. Up to

the present, however, there is no evidence that Convoluta
derives any food by the last means.

It is often assumed that the number and variety of forms

of life are diminished in the upper pai-t of a sand}^ shore as

compared with the more continuously submerged lower zones

of the beach. Von Graff, for example, when referring to the

abstention of Convoluta roscoffensis from food, states

that its " life in sterile sand is, at all events, unfavourable to

the assumption that Convoluta feeds on an animal diet

"

(1891). Convoluta, however, does not live in sterile sand.

The variety and numbers of the fauna and flora of the

Convoluta zone is remarkable. Foraminifera and ciliate

Protozoa, Nematodes, Copepods, and Turbellarif> are the chief

and most constant forms of animal life; whilst bacteria,

diatoms, brown and green algee of simple forms, are the

main kinds of vegetable life. In addition to these sources

of food, the rich grazing grounds provided by Convoluta
itself must be mentioned. We refer in Sect. V to the

formation of the egg-capsules simultaneously by large

numbers of a colony, and to the concomitant casting off of

the hinder end of the body. The capsules attract large

numbers of diatoms, and in time become almost covered

^vith colonies of simply organised algal colls. The detached
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liinder ends disintegrate whilst attached to, or in the neigh-

bourhood of, the capsules, and attract swarms of bacteria

and ciliate Infusoria. Thus at the time of hatching C en-

voi uta finds itself surrounded by an inexhaustible store

of food (see PI. 30, fig. 3). If we picture the vast numbers

of egg-capsules that are laid by these extensive colonies ; if

we add to the capsular fauna and flora the free living forms

of life that swarm in the sand; and if, further, we add the

organisms that doubtless infest the capsules of these free

living forms; we shall have some idea of the illimitable

supplies of food that these stretches of fertile sand afford

to their inhabitants.

We now describe the apparatus by the aid of which

Convoluta ingests, digests, and circulates its food. The

larva—that is, the animal just after hatching—possesses a

central nucleated tissue which forms a sponge-work, the

meshes being composed of a firmer substance, with nuclei at

intervals, and containing a more fluid plasm. This tissue is

strongly developed in the hinder half of the body, and forms

a conspicuous protrusion on the ventral surface. It appears

to communicate with the exterior by a mouth placed almost

in the centre of the under surface. Two concentric delicate

markings probably represent the mouth, but the appearances

are such as do not justify a definite statement. Such as they

are, they point to a sphincter which is kept closed, and is

presumably only relaxed at the moment of ingestion or

ejection of food or of remains of food. In later stages the

mouth and pharynx are easily recognisable at this point.

In the central syncytium there are, even at the time of

hatching, one or more nucleated delimited masses of cytoplasm.

At an early stage two of them are present just above the

mouth. These are the wandering cells, which ingest the

food and then move backwards to the thicker, hinder part of

the body. In larval Convoluta they may be seen in that

position enclosing alg;c or other nutritive substances.

Frequently they fuse to form a multinucleate mass in this

hinder region. Such a structure is constantly to be seen in
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Convoluta duriug its first fortnight's free existence, and is

figured on PI. 31, figs. 12— 16. Within this mass digestion

occurs. Alga3 remain for a long time unaltered, but diatoms

are soon resolved into a brown granular fluid and empty

valves (PI. 31, figs. 10, 11). Other remains of food are seen

in the dumbbell-shaped masses seen in fig. 9.

The wandering cells circulate as well as digest the food.

Diatoms in process of disintegration are met with in the

anterior part of the body and in the lateral parenchyma, as

well as in the central syncytium, or "gut" (PI. 31, fig. 9).

The close contact between such food-laden wandering cells

and the green cells suggests that the latter may in this way

receive their nitrogenous supplies.

The course of the food may also be followed by the use of

litmus, indigo, methylene-blue, lamp-black, and other sub-

stances. Methylene-blue, for example (fig. 6), is taken up

by wandering cells, and after a time appears in a diifused

fluid form in the meshes of the syncytium. Litmus is carried

in great quantities to the peripheral parenchyma. Congo red

is equally well distributed by the agency of the active cells

(PL 30, fig. 5). Sodium sulphindigotate is treated in the

same manner, and though it is often used as a natural injection

to demonstrate excretory tissues, we have seen no trace of

an excretory system. After several months of daily examina-

tion of Convoluta at all stages of development, and after

the employment of substances that are specifically excreted

in other animals, we have not seen a flame-cell or a canaliculus.

We have, however, repeatedly seen the "pulsellas" observed

by Geddes (1879) and Delage (1886), both in larval and

adult forms, but we are unable to suggest what their nature

or function may be (PI. 31, figs. 17, 18).

Whereas the outer surface of Convoluta is strongly

alkaline, the central syncytium, or " gut," is strongly acid.

The former reaction is probably due to the secretion of the

skin-glands, which, according to Geddes, contain a volatile

base, probably trimethylamin, the source of the potent smell

and poisonous action of Convoluta. The latter reaction can
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be demonstrated by the use of congo red, wliich becomes

altered to blue within the gut (PI. 30, fig. 5), and by

pressing the animal on litmus-paper. Even a just-hatched

Convoluta gives, by the latter method, a very decided acid

reaction, plainly visible to the naked eye. The reaction of the

gut of larval,adolescent, and adult Convoluta is equally acid.

We have already stated that mature Convoluta ros-

cof fensis contains brown masses, the remains of digested

green cells. This mode of nutrition is strikingly similar to

a process which is known to occur in lichens. It has

long been known that, in certain species, the algal cells of

these organisms may be invaded by the hyphge of the fungus.

Peirce (1900) regarded the algal cells as at first parasitic on

the fungus, and subsequentl}^ the fungus parasitic on the

algse. More recently it has been shown (Elenkin, 1901) that

in heteromerous lichens the haustoria-like projections of the

fungal hypliEe digest the living substance of the greater pro-

portion of the green cells. The debris of the digested cells

takes the form of brown masses, and the phenomena are

interpreted as proving that in such cases endosaprophytism

rather than '' symbiosis " expresses the relation between

fungus and alga. It is also known that in Hydra viridis

the green cells, after a time, fail to resist the disintegrating

action of the endoderm cells, become digested, and their

remains form brown or reddish matter (Kleinenberg, 1872,

p. 6; Beyerinck, 1890). In none of these cases has it been

shown that the plastic materials stored in the coloured cells

are absorbed by the animal or by the fungoid tissue, though

the presumption is strongly in favour of this view.

If, in the long interval of immaturity during which we

know that Convoluta is absorbing food from without, it

is also making use of the plastic materials stored in its green

cells, this should be capable of proof by placing the animal

under such conditions that its external sources of supply are

curtailed, and that loss of plastic material can be estimated.

This may readily be done by putting Convoluta in a limited

quantity of water free from sand, or in a current of clean
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sea water^ and cutting off the light. The results of such

experiments show that the starch of the green cells—the

form in which the carbohydrate material is stored—disappears

with extreme slowness. During the first day oi' so the loss

of starch is too small to be estimated, and when experimenting

with adult Convoluta it is not until after eight days, in

minute green specimens not until after five days, that the

starch has entirely disappeared. The leaves of an ordinary

plant lose their starch when kept in the dark for a day or

two. The demands of the colourless parts are met by trans-

location of sugar. In Convoluta the demands of the

colourless tissues are extremely modest ; for it is not un-

reasonable to suppose that the needs of the green cells

themselves would account for the slow disappearance of

starch from tliem. The presence of brown masses of digested

green cells in such dark-kept adult Convoluta, and the

avidity Avith which they and the minute specimens take up

artificial substances, is an indication that the nutrition of the

animal is affected but slightly, if at all, by the absorption of

plastic material from the green cells.

The conclusion, then, seems justifiable that the living green

cells purvey little, if au}^, nourishment to the animal at any

stage of its development, and that the association between

the green cells and Convoluta is best represented as being

a form of parasitism. During the earlier stages of the life

of Convoluta it is the assimilating tissue which is parasitic

upon the animal; during the later ones it is the animal which

is parasitic upon the assimilating tissue.

3. Photosynthesis.

It is doubtful how far the starch formed by the green cells

of Convoluta may be translocated from them and used by

the animal cells; but there is no doubt that starch is manu-
factured, and that in considerable quantities. Haberlandt, in

experimenting with animals sent from Roscoff to Gratz, notes

that the amount of starch contained in the green cells is but
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small, and infers that these green cells coutiuually contribute

the major part of the photosynthetic process to the animal;

but as a matter of fact the poverty of starch must have been

due to poorness of condition, for, in their natural state, Con-
voluta always give an intense blue iodine reaction.

We have examined the effect of different rays of the

spectrum upon the manufacture of starch by the use of

coloured screens placed over animals kept so long in the

dark as to be free from starch. We find that when such

depleted animals are exposed to light, starch makes its

appearance in less than ten minutes in bright sunlight, and

that it may be recognised in animals kept beneath screens

transmitting red and blue light, but not in animals kept

beneath green screens. The appendix and its explanation

(p. 377) give the details of the experiment, the main result

of which was the following :

After six hours' exposure, the Convoluta beneath the

red screen, transmitting a band of red light from B to a

little beyond C (Fraunhofer lines), showed plenty of starch.

The Convoluta beneath the blue screen (which transmits a

little green light and all the blue) showed a fair amount of

starch. Those beneath the green screen (which transmits

all the green and a narrow band of extreme red beyond

Fraunhofer line B) showed no starch. Naturally this method
does not measure the amount of assimilation, but only exhibits

the amount of photosynthesised material stored as starch.

Yet the results show strikingly that the relative iuHueuces of

monochromatic light on photosynthesis of the green cells of

Convoluta are similar to their action on assimilation in

ordinary green plants. The maximum assimilation, as indicated

by the maximum storage of starch, coincides in both with the

light between B and C of the spectrum (A 600—680). A second

maximum, singularly well marked in Convoluta, and also

known to exist in the case of green plants, occurs in the

blue. A point worthy of note is the non-ap])earancc of

starch in Convoluta under green light. In ordinary green
plants green is the region where photosynthesis is the least
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active. In Convoluta it is so inactive that no surplus of

carbohydrate is stored as starch.

It is also noteworthy that the starch-formation in the blue

region is in Convoluta very considerable, more so apparently

than in green plants (see Pfeffer, 1900, p. 390). We may
di-aw a further conclusion from these facts, namely, that the

infecting organism—if infecting organism there be—is a

member of the Chlorophycea3 (green algas), and not of the

Cyanophyce^ (blue-green algte), since in the former group

the assimilatory maximum is as in Convoluta, between B
and C, whereas in the latter group it is between C and D (in

the yellow). (Pfoffer, 1902, vol. i, p. 344.)

The spectrum of an extract of Convoluta chlorophyll

shows, even when examined by a hand-spectroscope, the

absorption band most characteristic of chlorophyll (between

B and C Fraunhofer lines), as well as the absorption at the blue

end from about midway between E and F. Faint indications

of the other bands characteristic of chlorophyll at the red end

of the spectrum were observed. There can, therefore, be no

question but that the pigment of Convoluta contains

chlorophyll. Moreover, as is the case with ordinary green

chromatophores of plants, the chlorophyll of Convoluta
occurs side by side with carotin, which latter substance may
be detected by the usual tests—for example, by the bright

blue colour resulting from the addition of concentrated

sulphuric acid to the dried tissues.

4. Appendix.

—

Assimilation of Starch by Convoluta

roscoffensis in White and Monochromatic Light.

In the first experiment young Convoluta 1 mm. long

were used. They were collected on the shore August 27th, and

put in darkness to deplete (August 28th). On September 2nd

they were found to be starch-free, and were then placed in

glass vessels under screens, transmitting liglit as follows :

—

Red screen (a selected piece of ruby glass) transmits from B
almost to D (Fraunhofer lines; 0"5—2'5of Browning's direct
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spectroscope scale). The green screens were made (1) of three

layers of Baker's green gelatine, which transmits green and

a trace of extreme red 0—0-5; (2) of a double glass cell, oue

compartment of which contained ammoniated copper sulphate,

the other potassium bichromate of such strengths as to

transmit only green and a narrow band of extreme red —0"5.

The blue screen contained ammoniated copper sulphate, which

transmits some green and all the blue violet. The experiment

was made in the open.

Experiment I. — Started 12 a.m. September 2nd.

Recorded 2 p.m.

Red Screen.—All gave starch reaction.

Grreen-blue screen.—All gave starch reaction.

Red-green screen.—All gave starch reaction.

White light.—All gave starch reaction.

Control in darkness.—All gave no starch reaction.

Experiment II.—For this purpose adult Con voluta were

used. They had been kept in the dark from August 20th to

September 2nd, and had become completely free from starch.

The same screens were used as for Experiment I. Experiment

lasted from 10 to 12 a.m. September ord. The vessels were

placed in the open. Direct sunlight was used.

1. Under red screen.— Cousiderable amount of starch.

2. Under green screen.—No starch.

3. Under KoCrO^ screen (= red to green).—Much starch.

4. Under blue screen.—Fair amount.

5. Under white light.—Much starch.

Slight starch reaction obtained after five minutes' exposure

to bright sun, and a very distinct reaction after fifteen minutes'

exposure to diffuse light.

Section III.

—

The Development of the Green Cells.

1. The Occurrence and Significance of Chlorophyll

in Animals.

Chlorophyll is known to occur in animals under three

distinct forms : (1) as the chromatophores of the green
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corpuscles aud yellow cells (zooclilorellfe and zooxantliellse)

of Protozoa, Coelenterates, Turbellaria, etc.; (2) as pigment

in the digestive gland (enteroclilorophyll) of Crustacea and

Mollusca (MacMunn, etc.), and in the gut, blood, fat, skin, and

eggs of Lepidopterous larvfe and pupfe (Poulton)
; (3) as

diffused pigment in Vorticella campanula (Engelmanu,

1883).

. Research has shown (1) that some zooxanthella3 and zoo-

chlorelliB are intrusive algal cells, and has rendered the same

conclusion probable for some other cases
; (2) that entero-

chlorophyll is a pigment derived from the food (Dastre and

Floresco, 1898, 1899; Poulton, 1893); (3) that the chlorophyll

of Vorticella campanula is probably formed by the animal

(Eugelmann, 1883). Decisive proof of the formation of true

chlorophyll by animals does not exist, but the discovei-y by

Schunck, Marchlewski and Neucki (1901) that chlorophyll

and heemoglobiu are closely allied substances removes any

a priori difficulty in accepting such proof.

The view that the green corpuscles of Hydra aud Spon-
gilla are not cells, but chloroplasts belonging to these

animals, has been supported by Prof. Ray Lankester (1881,

1882). "There is no more and no less evidence for considering

the green corpuscles of Hydra viridis as parasitic algse than

there is for taking a similar view with regard to the green

corpuscles of an ordinary green plant" (Lankester, 1882,

p. 88). In support of this view, Prof. Lankester asserts the

absence of a nucleus and of a cell-wall in the green corpuscles,

and the presence of angular colourless and brown corpuscles,

which he regards as stages in the development of the green

ones.

Since Prof. Lankester's papers on this subject, no really

convincing histological proof of the presence of a nucleus, no

experimental proof of a cellulose wall, have so far as we

know been adduced. Even Beyeriuck's paper (1890) gives

no figures of the nucleus. Nevertheless there is good ground

for believing that these green corpuscles are a phase in the

life-history of Chlorella vulgaris, since Beycrinck has
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succeeded in obtaining cultui'es of tlie algte from the green

corpuscles of Hydra viridis, and has taken precautions to

prevent the infection of these cultures by alga3 from without.

In this paper the first form of chlorophyll alone concerns

us, and Ave may briefly consider the evidence for the algal

nature of green and yellow cells, and the part they are

supposed to play in the animal's economy. The evidence for

their algal nature is of threekinds—histological, physiological,

and developmental. As regards structure, Brandt and others

have shown that many yellow cells and some green ones

possess characteristic algal features : an eccentric nucleus
;

a cellulose wall; a chromatophore, containing chlorophyll and

fi'equently a superficial brown or red pigment; a pyrenoid
;

an eye-spot (Zooxanthella conductrix, Famintzin, 1891),

starch, and other inclusions; a biciliate swarm-spore stage (in

Collozoum, Brandt, 1883). The physiological evidence is

afforded by the work of Geddes, Brandt, and others. These

authors have shown that the chlorophyll of these green and

yellow cells photosynthesises carbohydrate in the presence of

light with concomitant evolution of oxygen, and that the

surplus assimilate is stored as starch. Lastly, the develop-

mental evidence which is due to Brandt (1883) showed that

certain anemones infested by brown cells discharged these

cells if placed in darkness. He then put such depleted speci-

mens in filtered and in unfiltered sea water, and showed that

the brown cells did not develop in the former, but appeared

in a few hours in the latter. Evidence of a slightly different

kind has been adduced for the green cells of Hydra, of Para-

m e c i u m, and of S te n to r, by Beyerinck (1890, p. 745, Note 1,

and p. 784) and Famintzin (1889, 1891) respectively. These

authors made cultures of the cells in various media, and

obtained stages identical with those of the common fresh-

water al ga, C h 1 o r e 1 1 a vulgaris.

The proof of the algal nature of these zoochlorclliB and

zooxanthella; is fairly complete. The part they play in the

animal economy is, however, far from clear. The most widely

accepted hypothesis is the one associated with the term
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" symbiosis." According to this hypothesis, the animal draws

upon the reserves of the alga, whilst at the same time pro-

viding the alga with an environment suitable for renewing

the reserves. Direct evidence of such translocation of food

material from alga to animal does not exist, and even the

experimental and indirect evidence is not satisfactory. Such

evidence as we possess is due to Brandt and Geddes. Brandt

(1883) experimented with Sagartia and Aiptasia, and

found that when all external sources of food were cut off,

those anemones that possessed yellow cells retained their

shape and size better than anemones depleted of their cells.

Geddes (1879 b) found that dark-kept and therefore pre-

sumably starch-depleted Convoluta roscoff ensis died in a

day or two, but that isolated specimens lived for weeks

apparently without ingesting food. Finally, Brandt found

free starch in certain Radiolaria, and concluded that it had

passed fi-om the yellow cells.

These experiments and observations do not afford proof of

translocation of the algal reserves to the animal tissues, and

Famintzin has shown that the evidence points to digestion of

the algal cells. He has repeated Brandt's observations, and

finds all stages of decolorisation and dissolution of the yellow

cells in Radiolaria and Anemones, and of the green cells in

Stentor (1889,1891); whilst Beyerinck (1890) has shown

the same to be true for Hydra viridis, thus explaiuing, as

it seems to us, the presence of irregular decolorised frag-

ments seen by Lankester (1882). The relationship of alga

and animal is therefore to be regarded not as a mutual

exchange of complementary advantages (symbiosis). The
evidence so far accumulated shows that the alga is a parasite

liable at any time to absorption and digestion.

We may therefore summarise the work on zooxanthell^e

and zoochlorella) by saying that in Hydra, Stentor, and

certain anemones these coloured bodies are immigrant alga3

or stages of algte which, if they subserve any function

in the animal economy, can at present only be considered

as an accessory source of food, available not so much by
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translocation of their stored reserves as by dig-estion of tlie

entire algal cell. From this summary it will be clear that

the prevalent opinion as to the algal nature of other green

and yellow cells is an inference from these few well-established

cases.

2. Views of Previous Writers on the Green Cells

of Convoluta.

Among the many green cells that have not been critically

examined^ those of Convoluta roscoffensis occupy an

exceptionally interesting position ; for whereas these green

cells resemble Protococcaceous algse in their chloroplast,

pyrenoid, and photosynthetic powers, they differ from all

true algfe and resemble animal cells in their lack of a

cellulose wall and in their supposed inability to survive the

death of the Convoluta, or to live Avhen isolated in a

hanging drop (Haberlandt, 1891). Experiment, and experi-

ment alone, can decide their true nature.

Up to the present time no rigid experiments have been

made. Nevertheless Haberlandfc has elaborated an ingenious

hypothesis with a view of meeting the exigencies of the

case, and Georgevitch has propounded a perfectly distinct

suggestion on the basis of a few hatching experiments.

Habei'landt's hypothesis is evidently based on the analogy

of chloroplast transmission in the development of plants.

The green cells of Convoluta are, he suggests, part and

parcel of the tissues of this animal, and develop from pre-

existing green cells of the previous generation. But this

has not always been so. Originally the green cells were

independent algse (as chloroplasts of plant cells have also

been supposed to be by Schimper, quoted by Haberlandt,

1891), and their present lack of cell-wall and their inability

tp lead an independent life are the result of their association

with Convoluta. Concomitantly Convoluta has given

up its active and carnivorous mode of life, and now depends

on the, green cells for its nutrition just as they depend on

Convoluta for tlieir very existence.
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The suggestion made by Georgevitcli is based on the

result of hatching Convoluta in filtered sea water as con-

trasted with rearing it in water containing the parent forms.

In the first case the young hatch and die within two days,

during which time they remain colourless. In the second

they survive and become rapidly green. Georgevitch con-

cluded that the just-hatched young became infected by green

cells from the water containing the parents.

In the following section we show that there is no such

hereditary transmission of green cells as Haberlandt postu-

lated, nor is there an infection of Convoluta by green cells,

as Georgevitch concluded. ^.r

Since the structure of the green cells does not allow a

precise statement of their animal or vegetable nature, proof

must be sought in their development. It might be thought

no difficult matter to determine this point by rearing the

eggs in sterilised water. The sequel, however, makes it

clear that no experiment made with a view of settling the

nature of the green cells can be considered valid if the egg-

capsule is introduced—a conclusion which we have arrived at

only after many laborious experiments. In fact, to obtain

eggs or larvfe and to place them in experimental vessels in

such a way as to satisfy the demands of the most rigorous

criticism that no infecting organism is thereby introduced, is

an exceptionally hard task. Yet, unless this difficulty is

overcome, the problem of the nature of the green cells

cannot be finally decided.

3. The Origin of the Green Cells.

At the time of hatching, Convoluta roscoffensis has

no green cells, no colourless cells that can be interpreted

as a stage in the development of such green cells, and no

leucoplasts.

We have satisfied ourselves by repeated observation that

no green cells are present at hatching. That no colourless

antecedents occur in the just-hatched animal, follows both
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fi-om direct observation guided by a knowledge of tlie form

and appearance of the colourless elements that are found in

normal Convoluta at a later stage, and also from experi-

ments given below. That leucoplasts are absent is a deduction

from our experiments made with filtered and sterilised water,

which showed that the development of cells with leucoplasts

or chloroplasts is not a constant feature of the early life of

Convoluta, however bright the light maybe; whereas, if

leucoplasts were present in the egg and followed a course of

development such as occurs in plants, their division and

metamorphosis into chloroplasts would, in Convoluta as in

plants, be a constant phenomenon in light cultures. We show

that it is possible to maintain Convoluta for weeks after

hatching, and to expose it for the greater part of each day

to direct sunlight, without any indication of chloroplasts

arising with them. The development of green cells in certain

cultures, their inconstancy in others, and their absence from

still other experimental animals, prove that thei-e is no

constant development of green cells in Convoluta from

leucoplasts. We conclude that up to the time of hatching

Convoluta is devoid of any trace of its future assimilating

tissue.

There is no habitual infection of Convoluta by a green

cell. The green cell develops from a colourless cell. We
have seen two such translucent cells the day after hatching,

but the time of their appearance varies very greatly. They

lie in the central syncytium or gut, surrounded by one or

more nucleated wandering cells, and it is probable that from

whatever source they were derived fresh supplies may accrue.

We have observed the transformation of colourless into

green cells two days after hatching, a result obtained by

subjecting the larval Convoluta to several hours' direct

sunlight. If diffused light is employed, the change of colour

occupies a much greater length of time (from one to two

weeks). Once the change is effected, multiplication of the

green cells proceeds apace. The change of colour is accom-

})aiiied by a change of site. The colourless cells occur in
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the '^giit/' the greeu cells iu the pei'ipheral parenchyma,

which is their definitive station.

This change, however, does not immediately affect all the

colourless cells. A certain number remain unaltered, moving"

towards the hinder end of the body. Immature Convoluta,
•74 mm. in length, contain posteriorly placed colourless cells,

and some may be found in this position even in adult

specimens. New supplies of green cells may arise from these

colourless elements as well as by division of already

pigmented cells. Hence it follows that a knowledge of the

origin and development of these colourless cells is the key to

the problem of the green cells (see PI. 31, figs. 19, 20).

The most feasible way of attaining a knowledge of the

real problem and its solution appeared to be to experiment

with Convoluta on the supposition that the colourless cells

must be either intrinsic or extrinsic. We have seen that, at

hatching, the larva is free from any trace of these cells or

their future contents. By allowing such larva3 to develop in

sterilised water, the problem of infection or non-infection

could, we thought, be solved.

Accordingly we prepared vessels filled with ordinary sea

water, sea water sterilised at 60° C. and 80° C, and filtered

through a Pasteur-Chamberland filter. In some of the

vessels, ordinai'y water free from Convoluta, but rich in

diatoms, was given as food ; in others sterilised sand ; and,

again, in others no food was introduced. At first we employed

egg-capsules; afterwards just-hatched larvas were placed in

the vessels. During the experiment we subjected the animals

to various light conditions. Equivalent lots were kept iu

diffuse light, in darkness, and iu bright daylight.

The results of this first series of experiments showed great

irregularity in the appearance of colourless cells; but coloui--

less cells appeared, in some animals of all the cultures—whether

in unfiltered, filtered, or sterilised water; whether iu light or

darkness; and whether with sand or without. Not only did

colourless cells appear in isolated larvae or in larva3 of a batch

reared from the capsule, but when exposed to bright light

VOL. 47, PART 3.—NEW SERIES. BB
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they became green in the sterilised as well as in the non-

sterilised or filtered cultures. Thus, whilst the occurrence of

these colourless cells was such as to preclude their develop-

ment being considered a normal one associated with the

presence of pre-existing leucoplasts, their presence in all the

cultures, and their metamorphosis into green cells, seemed to

afford proof of their internal origiu. We concluded that they

were intrinsic structures.

Feeling, however, that such a conclusion could only be

adopted after confirmatory experiments made with every

precaution, we prepared another series of cultures, and in

doing so lighted upon a serious source of error, which showed

us that not only is every experiment made with sterilised

water, into which the egg-capsule of Convoluta is introduced,

worthless, but that extraordinaiy precautions have to be taken

to avoid contamination when introducing larval Convoluta
into the experimental vessels.

The source of error lay in the cells that adhere to the egg-

capsule. During the act of egg-discharge and capsule-

formation the tissues of the parent undergo violent dis-

ruption. Frequently the body breaks in two across the

opening of the oviduct ; not infrequently the hinder half

remains attached to the capsule, and there disintegrates.

But invariably a discharge occurs of cells that adhere too

firmly to the capsule to be washed away. A few days after

ovulation the surface of the capsule is covered with other

elements, which have the appearance of the growing and

dividing cells of an alga in the Palmella stage. Thus we
find masses of very pale greenish cells (fig. 3) and linear

colonies of colourless elements, some with thick walls and

refringent contents, others with no apparent wall and clear

contents (fig. 3, C—G). Again, we find linear bifurcating

green filaments, evidently the vegetative thallus of an alga, and

recalling the filamentous form of the ]iolymorphic Proto-

coccus (see Chodat, 1902). There is ground for believing

that these growing and actively dividing organisms are

derived in some way from the body of Convoluta roscoff-
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ensis; but we liave not been able to undertake pure cultures

of its green cells or of its persistent colourless cells with a

view of proving the origin of this capsular flora from the

disjecta of the parent. The ground for the belief lies in the

fact that every important kind of capsular cell (except the

filamentous ones) can be matched by cells in Oonvoluta
itself. Experimental proof, however, is needed, since a great

exotic fauna and flora of alga=^, diatoms, and Protozoa also occur

on the capsule. The amount of contamination adhering to

the capsule varies considerably, but we have not seen a single

case of a capsule free from some one or other of these

remarkable cells.

It will now be clear that the constant presence of these

contaminating tissues is a source of error which precludes

the use of egg-capsnles in any experiment with sterile water

on the nature of the green cells and their colourless pre-

decessors in Convoluta. That precautions of no ordinary

kind have to be taken in isolating larv» and transferring

them into jars of sterilised water, also follows ; for these

larvae, even before escaping from the capsule, may ingest

some of the colourless capsular cells, or some of the latter

may be transferred with the larvse by the action of the

pipette.

To obviate these sources of error is a matter of the greatest

difficulty, which, indeed, we cannot claim to have com-

pletely overcome. But experiments in this direction—such,

for example, as seizing Convoluta at the moment of hatching,

and washing them several times in sterile water before trans-

ferring them to other sterile water—all point to the conclusion

that the more precautions of this kind are taken, the fewer

colourless antecedents of green cells are registered in larvee

reared in sterilised or filtered water.

These precautions were taken in our last experiments.

Advanced embryos as well as larvte were taken out of the

capsule, and carefully and repeatedl}^ and appropriately washed

before being placed in the normal, filtered, or sterilised sea

water. Control cultures were arranged so that access to the
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capsule was possible. Bright liglit^ diffuse light, and dark-

ness were employed. No sand was introduced, as we found

that the reserves afforded quite sufficient nourishment to

enable the Convoluta to live and develop for a couple of

weeks.

The experiment was begun on September 9th, and lasted

till September 21st. The results showed the value of the

precautions. Those cultures which had been made by sub-

jecting isolated embryos or larvte to filtered water showed

no trace of colourless cells, although several dozens of such

isolated specimens were employed. The cultures in water

sterilised at 60° C. and at 80° C. showed but three cases

of colourless cells in between thirty and forty larvje, all of

which had grown and developed and Avere active at the time

of closing the experiment. Sterilised cultures in which the

egg"-capsule had been inserted showed a much higher per-

centage of the occurrence of colourless cells. In ordinary

sea-water cultures, both with or without capsules, colourless

cells were almost invariably present. I^hese results point

very decidedly to the capsule or sea water as the source of

the colourless cells.

3a. Conclusions on the Origin of the Green Cells.

We may now sura up the evidence we have obtained as to

the origin of the green cells of Convoluta. There is no

habitual infection of Convoluta by a green cell. The

future assimilating tissue consists at first of colourless cells.

No trace of either green or colourless cells or of plastids has

been found before the time of hatching.

The evidence gained by isolating embryos and larva; in

sterilised and filtered water goes to show that the more care

is exercised in preventing contamination from the capsule,

the fewer ciises of colourless cells are subsequently registered.

Access to the capsule and the use of ordinary sea water

favour the appearance of colourless cells. It is therefore

probable that the colourless cells iulcct the larval Convoluta
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from without. Indeed, the capsular fauua contains numbers

of colourless cells similar to tliose which constitute the first

stage of the assimilating tissue.

The evidence of the first appearance of the colourless cells,

their position in the gut, and their structure, as detailed in the

next section, are also in favour of the infection hypothesis.

They appear most constantly in cultures made from the

capsules, but even in these a certain capriciousness is very

obvious. Larva3 from the same clutch rarely contain colour-

less cells to the same number, or in the same stage of develop-

ment. Some have several, some few, some none at all. This

irregularity of appearance and occurrence under apparently

identical conditions is a strong argument against the colour-

less cells being normal intrinsic developments of the animal

tissues, and also against a plastid theory of the origin of the

chloroplasts independently of the cells in which they are

subsequently found ; but it is readily intelligible if infection

occurs now rapidly after birth, now only after an interval of

some days, and it may be not at all.

The position of the colourless cells in the gut enclosed by

wandering cells, in contrast to their definitive position in the

more superficial parenchyma, is also in favour of the infection

theory, since we have seen that wandering cells carry food

thither. Finally, the structure of the colourless cells, as

given in the next section ; the changes which they undergo

during their conversion into assimilating green cells ; the

gradual enclosure of the colourless cytoplasm by one or more

chloroplasts which pnss through a colourless or yellowish

phase, and finally adopt a green tint; the occasional presence

of starch in the leucoplast stage ; the presence of a coloured

eye-spot or stigma ; the gradual development, in most cases,

of the power of photosynthesis, are phenomena all of which

occur in plants, and can be closely paralleled in certain algse,

whichj after a period of saprophytic life, during which they

have lost their chlorophyll and stored up reserves, enter upon

a period of ordinary holophytic nutrition (Colin, 18G4;

Kruger, 1894; Karsten, 1901; Dangcard, 1902).
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Nevertheless the phenomena of the green and colourless

cells of Convoluta are, so far as we know, not collectively

found in any known algJB. The absence of the cellulose coat,

for example, is, we believe, unique. Yet the knowledge of

the influence of saprophytic and parasitic life upon the struc-

ture and development of alga) is so scanty (Grintzesco, 1903)

that we can but hope that, when more complete investigations

have been made, light will be thrown on the nature of these

green cells of Convoluta. We conclude this section by

pointing out how the present research may give points of

departure for such work.

We have seen that Haberlandt isolated green cells, main-

tained them in a hanging drop, and found that under these

conditions they ceased to divide and gradually disintegrated,

whence he concluded that apart from Convoluta the green

cells are incapable of existence. It is, however, clear from

the foregoing description (see also p. 53) that, when discharged

during oviposition, the green cells find themselves attached

to a mucilaginous capsule and surrounded by a richly proteid

substance. Under these circumstances their fate may be a

very different one from that which overtakes green cells

isolated in sea water. Hence Haberlandt's conclusion is only

true for the conditions of his experiment, and it is quite

possible that the green cells are but one phase in the life-

history, or one of the forms of vegetative growth of a

polymorphic organism (cf. Chodat, 1902).

4. The Development of the Green Cells from
Colourless Predecessors.

The researches of Geddes, von Gralf, and especially of

Haberlandt, have elucidated the chief features of the green

cells. Thus it is known that they form a single layer in the

outer parenchymatous zone, and that they consist of a naked

spherical or pyriforin protoplast, containing a usually single

chloroplast, a pyrenoid, and an cxcentrically placed nucleus.

Besides the rod-like masses of starch, varying amounts of a
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granular substance, soluble in distilled water, but insoluble

in absolute alcohol, occur round the nucleus.

We have now to trace the development of these green cells

from their colourless predecessors. In doing this it is neces-

sary to consider the latter in more detail than in the last

section. We therefore begin our description with the

appearance of the colourless cells of the recently hatched

Convoluta.

The simplest form of colourless cell is spherical, measuring
•006—"Ol mm. in diameter, and consists of a clear substance

and delicate wall, which does not give a cellulose reaction. In

fact, such cells resemble nothing so much as a vacuole with a

refractive enclosing membrane. More usually within the

" vacuole " there are one or more inclusions of a highly

refringent character. Sometimes the inclusions are divisible

into several marginal ones pressed against the membrane,

and one or more central bodies (PI. 81, fig. 14). More usually

irregular, curved, more or less comma-shaped inclusions occur

massed together at one pole of the cell (PL 31, fig. 12, Chr.)
;

and again, a mass of fine but highly refringent spherical

granules may take their place. The occurrence of starch is no

less inconstant than the form of the inclusions. In some

cases (PI. 31, fig. 8) starch can be detected with the utmost

clearness in each of the marginal and central bodies, though

these have as yet no colour. In such cases true leucoplasts,

with an amount of carotin too slight to cause recognisable

coloration, must be present. In the majority of cases,

however, no starch can be detected by the most careful

manipulation of the iodine reagents. It is therefore doubtful

whether the irregular inclusions are leucoplasts devoid of

starch or are protein crystals.

The development of the chloroplasts is, again, a variable

one. In those cases iu which marginal starch-holding leu-

coplasts are present, a yellow pigment appears in each. In

other cases a green envelope gradually encloses the inclusions.

The latter is certainly the more usual method. Long after

the single chloroplast has acquired its full green colour the
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inclusions are visible. It is therefore probable that they act

as reserve materials. The figures 8, 12, 13, and 19 illustrate

the changes which accompany the formation of the green cells

from colourless ones.

In addition to the structures we have mentioned, the

occurrence of a curved crimson band, an eye-spot, or "stigma,"

is noteworthy, and has only previously been observed by

Famintzin in the green cells of Stentor. It is placed on the

surface of the colourless cells, and persists for a long time after

the green colour is established (PI. 31, figs. 8 C, 19 B, 20). This

little stigma, so similar to the organ of Volvocinea3 and many

other Chloropliycea3, and so utterly unknown in animal tissue

cells, is in itself almost sufficient to establish the immigrant

character of the colourless and green cells.

5. The Influence of Light.

The first appearance of chlorophyll in the colourless cells

is influenced to a remarkable extent by the conditions of

illumination, though, when once fully established, it is

extremely stable, and in the majority of chloroplasts is but

little affected by continued darkness or dim light. A very

bright light (direct sun) is required to quickl}^ effect the

production of chlorophyll in such amount as to be noticeable

to the eye under high microscopic powers. The change may

then be produced in twenty-four hours. Otherwise', in diffuse

light, sufficient chlorophyll may not appear in the colourless

cells to produce a green effect even after a fortnight. Like

every other feature in the development of the green cells, the

influence of light is variable ; some Convoluta become

rapidly green in diffuse light, and others, to all appeai'ances

as favourably situated, remain colourless. The exj^lanation of

this variability appears to be that Convoluta makes a pure

culture from a mixed infection. The infecting organism is

ingested in all stages, and some of these stages develop less

readily into the grccn-cell condition than do others.

It isj indeed^ known that one and the same alga exhibits
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much variation in the form of its chloroplasts and inclusions.

Changes in the chloroplasts of diatoms and Flagellata, for

example, accompany a change from holophytic to saprophytic

existence (Matruchot and Molliard, 1900; Karsten, 1902;

Dangeard, 1902). Hence the irregularities in the development

of the colourless cells to the green cells within the body of

Convoluta cease, with deeper insight into the complexity

of the process, to be a matter of surprise.

The influence of prolonged darkness on the colourless cells

remains to be considered. We have seen that in darkness, as

in light, these elements may make their appearance in larval

Convoluta. In light a more or less gradual development

of chlorophyll takes place. In darkness this is not the case,

though, as we have just mentioned, chlorophyll once well

established is not destroyed by absence of light.

A number of young Convoluta were reared from the

capsule in sea water with their parents, and, after acquiring a

supply of colourless cells and a few green cells, were trans-

ferred to jars of sea water placed in darkness. The transfer

was made on August 24th, the Convoluta being then two to

three days old. On September 4th—that is, after an interval of

eleven days—they were examined. Some contained several

green cells. In others the green colour was replaced by

yellow diffuse pigment, and in these cases numerous irregular

inclusions and fine fatty granules were also present. In

these latter cases the yellow chlorophyll occupied only a small

portion of the periphery of the cell. In yet other examples

the contents of the cells Avere composed of yellowish globules

and of finely divided fat. These specimens form a series

(see fig. G a) leading from typical green cells to mere aggre-

gates of fat staining deeply with osmic acid. There can be

no doubt that in this case we see the degeneration of the

chromatophores under the influence of darkness combined

with starvation.

Having shown that high light-intensity favours the develop-

ment of chlorophyll in the colourless cells, and that darkness

with, presumably, concomitant starvation causes degeneration
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of clilorophyll in the developing green cells, we attempted

to investigate the action of monochromatic light. For this

purpose larva) from the vessel A used in the preceding

experiment were employed. They were placed under screens

transmitting red, green, and blue light respectively. The

result of three successive days' exposure to filtered sunlight

showed that the colourless cells of the larvae were the most

developed in green light, agreeing with those exposed to

white light; those in the blue light had remained stationary;

and those in the red light were in an intermediate condition.

None of these cells had become green, whereas larvae hatched

from comparable batches of eggs placed in the light had in

the same interval of time become distinctly green.

We conclude that a high light-intensity is favourable, and

that darkness is inimical, to the formation of chlorophyll in

developing green cells. But inasmuch as the infecting

organism when ingested is now at one stage and now at

another stage of development, the influence of light is not

regular. It may call forth the development of chlorophyll

with extraordinary rapidity, or it may induce it but very

slowly.

Section IV.

—

The Tkopisms of Convoluta.

Geddes has shown that Convoluta is positively photo-

tropic. Left to themselves in a jar of water laterally illu-

minated, the animals mass themselves up on the brighter

side. Haberlandt has demonstrated that the rising up of

Convoluta to the surface of sand or water, which occurs

when the containing vessel is perfectly still, is a negative

geotropism, and not a movement toward oxygen. He also

showed that extremely slight vibration is snflicient to inhibit

the negative geotropic reaction, and to cause the animals to

collect at the bottom of the vessel in which they are kept.

The object of this paper, the investigation of the bionomics

of Convoluta, required of us to examine somewhat more

closely into these tropisms in order that we might discover
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the parts played by tliem in determining the habits of the

animal.

1. Geotropism.

The young Convoluta, the moment after hatching, reacts

to gravity like the adult. In a perfectly still vessel Con-

voluta is negatively geotropic : it rises to the surface of

the water. Indeed, the active revolution of the unhatched

animal, whilst closely invested by the egg-membrane, may be

of the nature of a geotropic response, persistent because

ineffectual. We make use of the negative geotropism of the

larv« in collecting them for experiments.

The downward movement called forth by vibration takes

place both in adult and larval Convoluta, but by different

methods. The adult generally releases its hold and allows

itself to fall to the bottom of the vessel,—sometimes, however,

gliding vertically downwards along the vessel's wall. The

larvae turn head downwards and swim in a descending spiral

to the bottom.

The positive geotropism of Convoluta is associated with

the presence of an otocyst. The statical and equilibrating

functions of this organ have been the subject of much recent

research, but the influence which it exercises on geotropic

response has, we believe, not been determined. That the

otolith plays such a part is clear from the fact that occasional

larvae of Convoluta do not exhibit the usual positive

geotropism when stimulated by vibration. In such cases

examination has shown that the otolith was missing, a feature

occurring sporadically even in embryos developed from the

same clutch of eggs.

Though the geotropic movement of old and young Convo-
luta are among the most striking movements which they ex-

hibit, there are nevertheless times when the animals, young and

old, are refractoi-y to the stimulus of gravitj*. Thus every day

the animals pass, late in the afternoon, into a singular lethargic

state. In this condition, observable alike in the open and in

the laboratory, the animals lie in inert masses, sticking to one
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auother by the viscid excretion with wliicli their surfaces are

covered. Whilst thus, tliey refuse altog'ether to react when

the water in which they he is agitated. Green himps of

cohering thousands are often broken off from such masses

and carried seaward by a water current running down the

beach (cf. Pearl, 1903).

The power of reaction to gravity resides in the anterior

end of the animal. If Convoluta is divided by a trans-

verse section into a "head" end and a "tail" end, the head

end rises; the tail end, although capable of active swimming

movements, remains at the bottom in still water. The tail end

falls when placed at the surface of the water ; the head end

remains there unless the water is agitated, when their reaction

to gravity reverses its sign and they fall.

Animals subjected to prolonged darkness, or dim light,

exhibit negatively geotropic movements in a constantly in-

creasing measure. To such an extent may the reaction to

the stimulus become developed, that animals contained in a

funnel lined with hlter-paper and kept half filled with water

may crawl up the paper beyond the surface of the water and

be ultimately dried up at the top. Since Convoluta possess

a great power of resisting desiccation, the animals to die thus

must have maintained themselves for days in this unwonted

position. This is only one of several instances we mention

which show that these tropisms are hard taskmasters. The

lethargic condition in particular is interesting, and suggests

the interpretation that the modifications of habit which are

favourable to the photosyuthetic function of the green cells

are apt to be embarrassing and even dangerous to the animal

itself.

2. Thermotropism.

We deal next with the reaction of Convoluta to change

of temperature—a reaction which is less marked than that

due to light or gravity, and has not been noticed by Haber-

landt or other observers. If Convolutas, uniformly illuminated,

are placed in a trough containing water, the animals spread
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tliemselves evenly tlirougliout the trongli. If the temperature

of the water at one end of the trougli is gradually raised from

18° C. to 30° C, no thermotropic movement occurs. At 35° C.

the animals begin to move toward the cooler end (negative

thermotropism). What appears to us to be particularly note-

worthy is the fact that a temperature of from 35° C. to 38° C.

is fatal to Couvoluta, aud consequently many animals die

before they have succeeded in escaping from the heated end.

That Convoluta is capable of enduring a high temperature

is shown by the fact that when the source of heat used in the

foi'egoing experiment is removed^ and the water allowed to

cool, Couvolutas which had massed themselves up at the

cooler end begin to invade the warmer end whilst the

temperature there is still 30° C, This movement may not,

however, be a positive thermotropism, but merely the ex-

pression of a tendency of masses of Convoluta to spread

themselves evenly when nob prevented from doing so by

unilateral light. Convoluta, then, is negatively thermoti'opic

only just below its death-point. It manifests attunement to

a high heat-intensity.

3. Phototropis m.

Previous observers have recorded the positive phototropism

of Convoluta. We have sought to determine the limits

within which this reaction occurs, and the influence which it

has upon habit. Positive phototropism is well marked in

light of medium intensity, but is not manifested in light of

low intensity. For example, it does not occur in a room

removed from direct light, although the light therein is high

enough to enable observations on the disposition of Con-
voluta to be made. Again, light may induce a negative

tropism. Thus a sudden reduction of illumination evokes a

sudden, though transitory, " negative " movement. This is

well shown in 1'ext-iig. 2, which represents an experiment

made for the purpose of determining the specific effects of

various parts of the spectrum. Series 2 of these figures
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indicates the iiiimecliate negative pliototropio movement
induced bj^ suddenly raising the liglit-intensity.

Unlike this transitory " negative " effect—of the nature of

shock,— the "positive" movement induces a remarkably

permanent disposition. The animals remain the whole day

long massed up in the brighter side of the vessel, but only

so long as the light conditions remain fairly constant. A
shadow thrown over them suffices to disturb and to cause them

to mass themselves evenly throughout the vessel.

From the above it follows that though phototropism only

occurs when the light-intensity is high, yet exceedingly slight

differences of intensity serve as stimuli.

As is the case with green plants, external conditions,

especially light conditions, exert normally and continually

a certain general influence on the condition and state of

irritability of Convoluta (tonus or paratonus). In both

plants and in Convoluta the nervous states and metabolic

activity is in part the outcome of a constant rain of internal

and external stimuli. When we speak of tone, we refer to the

modified tone compounded of the autonomous and of the

induced tone. This light-induced tone (phototonus) is one of

the most striking features of Convoluta. When the tonic

influence of light is withdrawn—as, for example, by main-

taining the animal in darkness for several days—Convoluta

passes into a sluggish condition. In this state it lies motion-

less, its muscles contracted so that it becomes shorter and of

a darker green colour by reason of the massing together of

its green cells. On re-exposure to light this state rapidly

passes away. From what we have said previously with respect

to the marked negative gootropism of dark-kept Convoluta,

and from the above observations, it follows that dark-rigor

only subvenes gradually, and that phases of dark-rigor are

succeeded by progressively shorter periods marked by high

irritability to the stimulus of gravity.

We infer from the phenomena presented in dark-kept

Convoluta that light exerts a constant (phototonic) influ-

ence on Convoluta. But when the light intensity is
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maintained above a certain degree, Convoluta passes into

a condition of liglit-rigor—that is, into a state akin to that

induced by darkness. At this high light-intensity the photo-

tonic influence of light is withdrawn or greatly disturbed.

Further, we have to distinguish between the constant

tonic effect of light, which can only be estimated indirectly

by noting the effects of prolonged darkness, and the direc-

tive influence of lateral light, which induces phototropic

movements. These two modes of influence of light are

known to operate among plants, and it is interesting to

recognise them at work on Convoluta.

Before passing on to describe how another light-factor

serves as a stimulus to Convoluta, we may mention that

prolonged darkness produces no appreciable destruction of

the chlorophyll of the mature green cells, nor does it impair

their photosynthetic powers. After a fortnight in complete

darkness, all starch may disappear from the green cells.

Then, exposure to bright light induces starch-formation

within five or ten minutes.

We have now to refer to the influence of background on the

movements of Convoluta, and to show that this light-factor

may materially modify the phototropic response. In our work

on the physiology of the higher Crustacea we have shown that

background plays an important part in determining direction

of movements.^ This is true also of Convoluta. To demon-

strate the influence of background, we use two shallow porce-

lain troughs, the bottom of each of which is half black and

half white. We add to each trough some fifty Convoluta

and a little water, distributing the animals evenly over the

bottom. I£ the troughs are so orientated that the two halves

are equally illuminated, all the Convoluta rapidly pass to

the white half. If the troughs are so placed that in one the

white half and in the other the black half is the more

illuminated, and if equal numbers of Convoluta are placed

on the half of each distant from the light, then within two

minutes the proportion of animals on the white to those on

1 1902 (abstract).
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the black half is—in the case where wliite ground is nearest

the light, 50 : ; in the case where black ground is nearest

the light, 30 : 20.

Thus the background modifies phototropic response; the

animals tend to remain on a white ground and to shun a black

ground, and to such an extent that when for the execution

of a phototropic movement the passage from a white over to

a black ground is involved, a large proportion—two thirds

—

of the animals fail to perform that movement.

Phototropism is, then, not an inevitable reaction. Under
certain conditions its sign is reversed ; under others it fails

to take effect. We give a further illustration of what we
feel is an important and general fact, that a " reflex " has

something of the uncertainty which attaches to a movement
in which volition is concerned, and something of the complex

of conditions which in the latter class of actions constitute

" choice."

Periodic Tidal Effect.

If, as the Convolutas expose themselves on the sand after

the tidal water has withdrawn from above them, a small

patch of some thousands is scooped up into a vessel, the

animals immediately disappear beneath the sand scooped up

with them. As soon as the vessel ceases to be shaken—when

laid on the ground in the open, for example—the green

patch of Oonvoluta reappears. It persists for some hours,

but then melts away again, only to appear once more after a

few hours spent below the surface.

This coming and going, apparently so erratic, is obedient

to a simple rule. If, after watching the patch disappear

beneath the sand of the vessel, one looks away to the

strip of sand whence the animals were taken, one finds

that the returning tide is already lapping its edges ; and

inspection shows that the colonies of Cunvoluta known
to inhabit that stretch of sand arc all now beneath the

surface. If, again, one remarks the time at which the tide

VOL, 47, PAIU' 3. NEW SERIES. C C
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ebbs from that sti'ip of sand and at which the green colonies

reappear, and looks again at the vessel containing the sample,

it, too, will be found to be covering itself with its green scum

of Con voluta. Convoluta serves for abrief space as a tide-

table. It exhibits aperiodic vertical movement whose rhythm

is that of the tide. The rhythm is not profoundly impressed

upon it; after a day the movements of the patch in the

vessel cease to synchronise with those in the open. Dark-

kept animals show no periodic "tidal" movements. From this

we conclude that the descending movement of Con voluta,

whereby it sinks in the sand just as the tide is reaching it, is

due to light. When the summation of light stimuli passes a

certain amount—if we may use this figure—the influence of

lateral light no longer produces a positive effect. The

animal's reaction to gravity becomes changed in sign. It

sinks. When the light experience—the after-effect of light

stimulation— is dissipated, during its sojourn in darkness,

the animal becomes once more negatively geotropic and rises

to the surface.

To sum up : within certain limits of light-intensity Con-
voluta is positively phototropic ; at a higher intensity it is

temporarily negatively tropic. On certain backgrounds it is

aphototropic ; and at certain periods in its normal habitat it is

either aphototropic or more probably negatively phototropic.

4. The Influence of Monochromatic Light on

Phototropism.

The phototropisras of plants are chiefly due to the rays of

high refrangibility—blue and violet (Pfeffer, 1902, p. 117).

It was of interest, therefore, to determine whether the photo-

tropism of Convoluta is also due to these rays. Our experi-

ments were made in the following manner :—In each of five

very shallow (1 cm. high), circular, porcelain jars a central

heap of sand, a little water, and a batch of Convoluta were

placed. Each of four of these jars was covered by a
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Tbxt-fig. 2.—Diagram representinq; pliototropism of Coiivoluta roscoff-

ensis. Tlie circles represent ffround-plaiis of shallow porcelain vessels

containing a central heap of sand, a little sea water, and many Convolutas

(represented by daslies). The break in the circle (Series 1) indicates the

position of the window in a blackened bell-jar placed over each porcelain

vessel. The arrows outside the circles represent the direction of the

light. Series 1 shows the disposition of Convoluta at the time of removal

of the covers. Series 2 shows the instant negative phototropic reaction

set up by removing the covers (raising the light-intensity). Series 3

(only one example shown) shows the recovery (a few seconds after Series

2) of the positive pliototropism. The green light was produced by

passing daylight through three of Baker's green gelatine dims; the red

by using three of Baker's red films ; the blue by using four of Kirchinauu's

blue films and one green film. (The blue and green lights were not abso-

lutely monochromatic.)
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blackened bell-jar admitting light tlirougli a small "window."

The windows of these four covering bell-jars admitted

respectively white, green, red, and blue light. The windows

w^ere made by combinations of gelatine films, so selected as

to give, when tested b}?^ a hand-spectroscope, approximately

monochromatic light. The fifth cover admitted no light.

Text-fig. 2, Series 1, shows the dispositions of Convoluta
when subjected to these light conditions. As is seen from

these figures, white light and green light induce a positive

phototropism. Darkness and blue light produce no asymmetry

of arrangement; whilst in red light the animals either remain

irregularly distributed, or show some indication of negative

phototropism. Hence the rays which determine the positive

phototropism of Convoluta are not those which determine the

movements of plaiits. From this it would seem probable that

the phototropic movement o£ Convoluta is independent of

any influence which its green cells may bring to bear upon it.

It is, however, interesting to note that this utilisation of the

green rays makes for economy, for the green rays are just

those of which chlorophyll absorbs least, and with which it

can most readily dispense. Whether light induces its effect

by acting on peripheral nerve-endings, or in the eye-spots of

Convoluta, we have not determined.

We will conclude our study of phototropism by a brief

reference to the behaviour of young and sectioned animals to

light. Just as, in animals divided transversely, the head

ends only are sensitive to gravity, so are they alone sensitive

to light. ^ Inasmuch as oviposition takes place just beneath

the surface of the sand, the tail-ends—which may be, as we

have already described, torn off in the process—remain below

the surface, and, decaying, serve to nourish a rich saprophytic

flora.

Though young Convoluta are strongly, positively photo-

tropic, the just-hatched larva) are aphototropic. After a

' Loeb (ISD'iaiid 1900) refers to a similar result in the case of Tliysa-

nozoon, and neillier tin's author nor Parker and Burnett (1S09) obtained a

differential effect with fresh-water planarians.
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few hours of free existence they acquire this tropism which
becomes such a masterful factor in rletermiuiug their habits.

5. Reactions to Two or more simultaneously
Applied Stimuli.

Couvoluta offers admirable material for an investigation

into the nature of the reflex movement which occurs when
two or more stimuli are combined. As would be expected,

one stimulus often dominates another completely, so that the

response is that which would occur were the dominating

stimulus alone applied. This is illustrated in a striking

manner when Couvoluta is subjected to both heat and light

stimulation. To this end we place a shallow, oblong trough

with its long axis parallel with the direction of the light.

Couvoluta, placed with sea Avater in the trough, mass them-

selves up on the side toward the light. This end of the

trough is gradually heated, and though, under ordinary cir-

cumstances, Couvoluta is negatively thermotropic (at about
35° C), the animals remain in the position induced by light,

and die in dense masses as the temperature reaches the fatal

point (about 38° C).

But, in the case of light- and gravitational stimuli acting

together, the resulting position shows that each has produced

an effect, though the action of the one stimulus modifies

that of the other. When, for example, Couvoluta is placed

in a tall glass cylinder with water, the animals rise to the

surface and mass themselves on the side toward the light.-

But if the light-conditions are modified so that the brightest

region is some distance below the surface— as, for instance,

by interposing a screen consisting of several plates of ground

glass or a black card between the source of light and the

top of the water,

—

Couvoluta at once releases its hold and
swims downward to take up its position just below the edge

of the glass screen, where the light is brightest. It sub-

ordinates its geotropic to its phototropic reaction. If, how-

ever, only one ground-glass plate is used, so that the difference
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iu illumination beliind tlie plate and below it is not great, no

reaction occurs. Here the stimulus of gravity dominates that

due to light. In the reflex groundwork of nervous activity

something akin to the phenomenon of attention in psychic life

already exists, just as in the phenomenon of after-effect,

especially in that peculiar after-effect which produces rliythm,

we have the reflex analogue of psycliic memory.

6. Rheotropism, Thigraotropism : Application of

the Tropisms.

Beside being influenced by light, gravity, and heat, the

movements of Con vol utaare also conditioned by the strength

of the water current and by the nature of the surface on

which the animal rests. These influences, as well as those

of light, gravity, and heat, we consider in relation to the

habits of the animal in the next section.

We will conclude by pointing out in what ways a know-

ledge of the tropisms above described is useful iu the

manipulations required in an investigation of Convoluta.
To obtain plentiful supplies of eggs, we make use of the

positive phototropic reaction. A great number of mature

Convoluta h collected in a large dish placed opposite a

window. The animals move up to the light; at nightfall the

dish is turned round. In the morning the animals all cross

to the lighted side, and the egg-capsules deposited at night

may be picked out free from parents.

Again, young Convoluta are only seen with difficult}^

owing to their minuteness. We prepare a sheet of white paper

and lay on it a black cloth, and so rest the dish containing the

young animals that the greater part of it is on the black

background. The animals collect on the part of the dish

above the white ground. There, however, they are all but

invisible, so that the dish must be gently turned till the part

previously on the white is on the bla(;k ground, against

which the animals are easily seen. To transfer a young

Convoluta from one vessel to another is difficult enough till

its geotropism is pressed into service. The animal is lifted
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iu a pipette, but if the nipple is pressed even gently the

water is expelled, and Convoluta is left sticking to the side

of the glass tube. The pipette must be held vertically and

as still as possible. The slight involuntary shaking of the

hand suffices to render it negatively geotropic. The animal

is allowed to swim down till it reaches the drop of water at

the tip of the pipette. The gentlest pressure of the nipple

is then sufficient to transfer it to the required vessel.

No attempt should be made to transfer young or old

Convoluta whilst they are in the lethargic stage (see p. 396).

To separate young from old Convoluta the animals are

allowed to take up their light position in an unequally illu-

minated dish containing several inches of water. The dish

is then tilted slightly on the side where the Convolutas are

congregated. The old descend more rapidly ; and the young,

less active, and readily visible against a dark ground, may be

secured with a pipette.

Section V.

—

Ecology.

1. Position of the Colonies of Convoluta.

The most striking feature of the distribution of Con-
voluta is its occurrence in vast colonies. We now describe

the appearances presented by these colonies at Tregastel,

Cotes du Nord, Brittany. The colonies occupy a definite

and usually narrow zone high up the beach just below the

high-water mark of the neap tides. Usually each colony

consists of a number of separate well-defined patches, the

appearance of which can be understood from PI. 30, figs. 1, 2.

The shapes and sizes of the patches and the sites they

occupy a*emain, broadly speaking, uniform for months together,

though subject, as we shall see, to secular periodic changes.

Immediately after the receding tide has uncovered the

'^Convoluta zone" of the beach, the colonies rise up to

the surface of the sand. Each constituent patch takes up a

certain position, which may be shifted landwards, but more
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often seawards, during the early hours of ebb tide. As a whole,

however, the colony remains till the flowing- tide is about to

cover it—a green inert mass. Then it vanishes in a few

minutes, to reappear next day in the same spot.

In the spring, during April, the colonies and their con-

stituent patches increase so rapidly as to completely occupy

that belt of the shore which we call the Convoluta zone,

along which but few patches were previously visible. The

number of individuals in an average-sized colony is pro-

digious. Von Graff (1891) has estimated that 1 c.c. of

preserved Convoluta contains 28,000 specimens. As the

individuals are as closely aggregated in a colonial patch as

in a tube, we may gain a rough estimate of the numbers in

a given area. Allowing, then, that this number (28,000)

occurs on a patch of 10 c.c. in area, then 1 square metre

would contain 28 X 10^ animals. Since we have observed

colonies (one of which is drawn on PI. 30, fig. 1) distributed

almost evenly over an area of 200 square metres, their

population would not be less than 56^.

The Convoluta zone of the Tregastel shore is a belt of

sand which occupies a definite position with regard to the

outflow of sea water due to natural drainage.

On this shore, which presents the ordinary succession from

sea to land of muddy sand, fine sand, small gravel, coarse

gravel, and pebbles, there is a line more or less broken which

marks the outflow of what we may call the salt-water

springs. The mode of origin of the line of springs is as

follows:—The water brought by the high tide penetrates

through the pebbles, gravel, and sand to a certain depth,

the depth being determined by the amount of water

previously present and the vertical extent of permeable

material. As the tide ebbs, this subterranean water, as well

as the surface water, recedes, the rate of flow of the drainage

water seawards being determined by the obstructions to its

course. The outflow of this tidal drainage on the surface

of the sand commences at the line of junction of the

permeable with the impermeable layers.
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Since Convolnta is, in all probability, descended from a

wholly aquatic ancestor, we must regard its present stations

as indicating- a progress landwards. Its special equipment

of green cells, its high light and heat attunements, its

inability to expose itself to light when shaken, all indicate

that it can only function as a surface animal,—that is, Con-
volnta is not a sub-aerial, nor is it a marine creature, but is

one whose habitat is in a thin film of water; indeed, we find

that the characteristic position of the Convolnta zone marks

the limit of the animal's power to spread landwards. At the

upper edge of this zone there is at most tides a constant slow

stream of water. Beyond it, landward, the sand becomes dry

during low water. Now although Convolnta, like lichens,

can withstand a very considerable amount of desiccation, yet

its habit of swimming down stream in a slow current will

prevent it making any considerable headway against stream

even tliongh its positive pliototropism may start it in that

direction. Although, by i-eason of its positive phototropism,

it should succeed in climbing further up the beach, its chances

of establishing itself there are very small. For either it will

succumb to the combined effects of desiccation and of high

temperature, or during some subsequent ebbing tide it will

be caught whilst in its lethargic condition and swept back

again seaward by the drainage stream, which flows quickly

down this steeply sloping part of the beach. In any case,

animals extending landwards would be at neap tides, beyond

the tide-way, high and diy. Still, it is well to bear in mind

that a slight modification of its tropisms might convert

Convolnta into a thorough land aiiimal. We cannot tell

whether, in watching its present distribution, we are watching

a creature in coui'se of adaptation to a land habit, or whether

it has already reached the limit of its powers in this respect.

The lower limit of the Convolnta zone is not so clearly

defined, and for good reasons. Local variation in the rate of

flow of water from the salt springs will carry patches of

a colony seaward. The place where these come to rest will

be determined by several factors. Seaward, the slope of the
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beach decreases^ the rate of flow of the drainage falls off.

A point is reached at which Convoluta is able to make
headway against the slower flow, or by cohering in masses to

divert it, and hence to form a new patch. Thus a seaward

bound will be set to the Convoluta zone, and animals carried

further seaward will be destroyed, or returned by the rush of

the incoming waters to their former place. That these essays

in distribution, now landward, now seaward, are continually

going on, may be readily appreciated. A heel-mark in the

neighbourhood of the patches forms a little lake into which

the drainage water flows, and which soon becomes filled with

the dark green scum of Convoluta.

2. The Factors that regulate the Formation and
Position of the Colonies.

The influence of light in determining the distribution of

Convoluta is indirect rather than direct. Previous writers,

Haberlandt (1891) in particular, have supposed that the

phototi'opism of Convoluta is of direct value in enabling

this animal to place itself in the area of brightest illumination.

The manifestations of phototropism are so striking in the

laboratory that one is tempted to asci'ibe too high an im-

portance to it. In the laboratory, unilateral illumination of

a vessel containing Convoluta causes a rapid congregation

of the animals about the brighter side. Yet in the open a

patch of Convoluta may lie tranquilly in a shadow whilst,

round about, the ground is bi-ight with sunlight. The

explanation of this seems to us to be that the state of tone,

compounded of autonomous and light-induced tone, closely

determines pliotolro])ism. In the laboratory, the tone of the

animal is interfered with, and phototropic response, suffering

no inhibition, manifests itself with the " certainty of a reflex

action ;
" but in the natural state the reflex action is not

certain, a stimulus has to lodge its appeal before the tribunal

of tone, and its petition may or may not be granted. Whether
a light-stimulus will produce a tropism or not will depend

not only on the nature of that stimulus, but also on the
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condition of the animal, which condition has been induced

among other things by all the antecedent light-stimuli acting

not only on the reflex mechanism, but upon the whole nervous

mechanism.

Nevei'theless, in the broad way nature uses, the influence of

light makes itself felt. This is evident when we consider

that the Convoluta zone is the most favoured zone with

respect to light consistent with a continuous flow of water; so

that if Convoluta were sown broadcast over the beach,

those that escaped destruction would inevitably find them-

selves brought by the moving waters to this zone. We must

therefore conclude that the tropisms of Convoluta are all

co-ordinated ; and that just as the mark of a single reflex

is its purposefulness, so is purposefulness the character of the

co-ordinated tropisms.

We may sum up the matter thus :—Geotropism in relation

to stillness or vibration provides for the vertical distribution

of Convoluta, bringing it to the surface when the water is

withdrawn, and hurrying it from the surface when the

waters flow. The need for a film of water and for not too

strong a flow, together with the inertia which a dutiful

obedience to its many tropisms involves, and the power of

sticking closely to its fellows, all make for the gregarious and

localised habit that Convoluta roscof fensis adopts. Rapid

streams of water, produced by local changes in the physical

condition of the beach, mark out the barren portions of the

zone, and may play havoc with the colony. Thus the dis-

tribution, like many distributions, is casual, and the " in-

stinct '^ of the animal is in favour of parochialism. The

young, though capable of swimming freely, remain with the

parent colonies, possibly because of the rapidity with which,

as we have seen (p. 404), they acquire these tropisms, and also

because of their greater power of adhesion to a solid surface

in resjjonse to the shock of a sudden current of water.^

* Mitsukuri (1901) discusses the influence of light and water on the dis-

tribution of Lit tor in a, a case with sonic analogy to Convoluta.
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3. Variations in the Constituent Patches

of a Colony.

As we have ah-eady stated^ the colonies and their com-

poneut patches remain in their broad outlines constant day

by day. One colony figured on PI. 30, figs. 1, 2, and under

observation throughout July and August, 1902, presented

the same outline on the last day as on the first. Never-

theless variations occur. Sudden changes follow the appli-

cation of a sudden disturbance. Daily aud lunar periodic

r
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as to take the animal out of the reach of the disturbing

influence. For example, when the tide comes in roughly,

the patches disappear before the surface water has reached

them. When the tide flows with the gentle quietness of a

still summer's day, it may surprise Convoluta at the

surface of the sand, where they may remain till a ripple gives

them the signal to disappear. As the waters withdraw,

Convoluta begins to rise, and the patches may be re-

defined when the water's edge is but a few yards away.

4-30 a.m. Jp.m. 11-20p.m. 5-20 a.m.

Text-fig, 4.—The two sketches show the daily variation in the

amount of Convoluta exposed or correlated below the surface

of the sand according as to whether the high water is at about

noon and niidnigiit (top figure), or is at about 5 a.m. and 5 p.m.

The tidal curve is coloured red, and the siiadiiig indicates the

amount of Convoluta above or below the sand, and its rise and
fall in relation to the rise and fall of tide.

The reaction, in short, is automatic; and the Convoluta are

just, and only just, beyond the region of agitation.

Diurnal Variation (Text-fig. 4).—The colonies of Con-
voluta appear at low tide during the day; at night, on

the other hand, they do not rise to the surface. During

moonlight nights a small patch may here and there be seen.

If a patch be observed at intervals throughout the day,

it is found to undergo a sequence of changes in size. On the

following day the variation is found to be repeated. As the
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tide falls, the patches of Convoluta make their appearance

and rapidly increase to a maximum size, which maintains

itself for several hours and then falls off steadily till the

tide turns ; and so on day by day. From this it will be

clear that each Convoluta submits itself to a certain spell

of insolation, after which it withdraws from the surface,

leaving others, which meanwhile have been shaded by it, to

take its place and retire in turn.

The tidal periodicity which we have recorded in our

experiments (Sect. IV, 3, p. 401) manifests itself as a practice

steadily recurring in nature.

Lunar Period Variation.—The size of the component

patches of a colony undergo a variation, which has a relation

to the alternation of spring and neap tides. The text-fig, 5

shows the nature of this variation. As the neap tides

give rise to the spring tides, the patches increase to a

maximum, only to fall off again during the ensuing week.

The extremes of this variation are shown on PI. 30, figs. 1, 2,

and its course for August and September, 1902, are shown
on the accompanying text-figure.

The explanation of this variation is probably to be sought

in phenomena of reproduction and of growth. The older

individuals of a colony are almost invariably in the same

phase of growth. Those of a fertile colony become mature

simultaneously, and lay their eggs about the same time.

This time coincides with the onset of the spring
tides. During the antecedent neap tides the animals about

to engage in oviposition apparently remain below the surface^

where, indeed, the eggs are laid.

4. General Phenomena of Reproduction and
Development.

During the summer, certain patches of Convoluta remain

for months in an immature condition, whereas neighbouring

patches pass through a series of mature, alternating with

immature, phases. Large numbers of members of these
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fertile patches arrive at maturity simultaneously, and con-

sequently the egg-capsules occur in great numbers at the

approach of the highest spring tides. These egg-capsules

may be collected on the beach by first tapping the sand and

driving the Convoluta below the surface, scooping up a

little sand, shaking it with water in a test-tube, and catching

the slowly sinking white capsules with a pipette.

The general features of the development of Convoluta
have been described by Georgevitch, but the remarkable

phenomena that accompany oviposition have not been pre-

viously recorded. The eggs are, or at least may be, fertilised,

and the egg-membrane formed within the body of the parent.

The discharge of these eggs takes place in one of two ways.

In the less general method the eggs are laid singly, and no

rupture of the parent takes place. The more general method

consists in the discharge of a number (5 to 13), and the

formation around them of a mucilaginous capsule. This

capsule appears to be secreted by the skin of the parent.

In its formation, the body of the animal often undergoes

violent changes. Rupture of the tissues, and indeed a complete

break across the middle of the animal, usually follow. The

spent anterior end crawls away, responsive, like the intact

animal, to the directive stimuli of light and gravity. The

tail end, devoid of tropisms, ejects the spermatozoa, remains

for a time attached to, or in the neighbourhood of, the egg-

capsule. It may swim ceaselessly in devious spirals, then

come to rest, and after a day or two disintegrate.

The surface of the capsule is sticky at the time of laying,

and adheres to sand particles, thus being anchored. It is

covered more or less closely with the disjecta of the parent,

which afford a nidus for the development of many other

organisms (PI. 30, fig. 3). The eggs are laid as well in

darkness as in light. The embryos usually hatch in from

five to seven days, though the incubation period is very

variable. Before hatching, the embryos may be seen revolving

vigorously within the membranes, and occasionally, owing to

exceptional thickness of the membrane, tlie rotating stage is
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prolonged. During tins phase tlie animal is flexed ventrally,

both longitudinally and transversely. The otocystis present,

the Avail being lined witli fatty globules. The whole body is

full of similar fatty granules of vai'ying size, which granules

stream inwards and outwards in obedience to muscular con-

traction, The epidermal orange-red glands are already

present. The eyes, however, are indistinguishable. Very

characteristic of the revolving phase is the presence near the

hinder end of the body of a large coloured vacuole, brown or

yellowish. It lies ventrally in a nucleated meshwork, the

foundation of the inner parenchyma or gnt. Within the

vacuole one or more refractive fatty globules and spicules of

unknown significance are frequently found. This vacuolated

structure undergoes marked variations of shape ; at one time

it is spherical, at another irregulai'ly branched. During

microscopical examination it frequently collapses, and its

contents immediately disappear. This coloured vacuole is

found, though less sharply defined, in just hatched Con-
voluta, disappearing after the first day or two.

When the young Convoluta is ready to hatch out, the

egg-membrane splits equatorially (PI. oU, fig. 3 b). The

society of larvas, after creeping and swimming within the

capsule, suddenly leave it, passing with ease through the

thin walls, to which they frequently return after a short spell

of activity. As we have pointed out in Sect. II, there are

good grounds for believing that the food of Convoluta is

supplied by the varied organisms living on and in the egg-

capsule. For days, however, isolated larvfB will live in

sterilised water, developing at the expense of the fat with

which their tissues are supplied. As this fat is gradually

absorbed from the 'Mnner parenchyma" or gut, this tissue

contrasts more strongly than before with the still fat-laden

peripheral parenchyma (PL 31, fig. 15). Ultimately, if

no food is supplied, the Convoluta becomes more and more

vacuolated, exhibiting phenomena of starvation very similar

to those described by Wallengren (1902) in Paramecium.
The disappearance of fat from the otocyst, and the develop-

VOL. 47, PART 3.—NEW SEKIKS. DD
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meiit of the eyes^ take place dun'n,^ the first two or three days,

and afford a useful mark by which such larvae may be readily

distinguished from just hatched Convoluta. Under natural

conditions the food of young Convoluta consists of sdgsd,

diatoms^ and other organisms, as described on p. 370. The

evidence that from such a mixed infection Convoluta pro-

duces a pure culture of ''green cells," digesting the remainder,

is given in Sect. III.

Section VI.

—

Summaky.

1. Food.

A. Previous Observations.—Previous observers have

failed to demonstrate the presence of ingested solid food in

either the larval or adult stage of Convoluta. Geddes,

von Graff, and Haberlandt concluded that Convoluta does

not feed, but that the animal derives its food-material from

the products of the photosynthesis carried on by its green

cells.

Geddes and Haberlandt were confirmed in this conclusion

on finding that the animal, when placed in darkness, dies in

the course of two or three days.

B. Observations by the Authors.—Our observations

stand in direct contradiction to these. Convoluta feeds,

and feeds voraciously. From the time of hatching up till

the time of commencing maturity, Convoluta (1 to 5 mm.
long) ingests diatoms, algae, spores, grains of sand, and

colonies of bacteria. It also takes up such substances as

litmus, congo-red, etc., with avidity. Mature and immature

specimens digest masses of their own green cells, the dis-

coloured remains of which form conspicuous brown clumps

in the gut.

Moreover we have maintained Convoluta alive in com-

plete dai'kness for more than a fortnight, and find that the

starch of the green cells disappears with extreme slowness
— not till after five days of dai'kness in young (1 to 2 mm.
long) animals; seven days iu adults.
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We couclude

—

(1) That Convoluta has not lost its power of independeut

nutrition.

(2) That the animal obtains little if any food by the

translocation of the reserves of its green cells.

(3) That the sand in which Convoluta lives is not barren

of other life, as von Graff supposed, but that it supports a

rich and varied flora and fauna.

We have demonstrated the dependence of starch-formation

in the green cells on the presence of light, by maintaining

animals in darkness till all reserve starch has disappeared

and then exposing them to light. Starch makes its appear-

ance in the green cells after less than ten minutes' exposure

to bright sunlight.

By the use of monochromatic screens, we show that the

rays which are most active are— as in plant chloroplasts

—

those between B and C (Fraunhofer lines) ; that no assimila-

tion (as measured by reserve starch) takes place in the

green ; that some occurs in the blue. The spectrum of the

alcoholic extract of chlorophyll of Convoluta, examined

by the hand-spectroscope, shows the chief absorption band

of chlorophyll (between B and C) and strong absorption of

the blue end.

2. Development of the Green Cells.

A. General.—Direct proof that the green or yellow cells

of Protozoa, Coelenterates, Turbellaria, and other animals

are due to an infection from without has been obtained only

in the cases of sea-anemones (Brandt), Hydra viridis, and

Stentor (Beyerinck and Faraintzin). The pure cultures, in

the latter cases, have been identified with the green alga,

Chlorella vulgaris. A similar origin by infection is

assumed for the green cells of other animals, and the rela-

tion is generally regarded in all cases as a symbiosis.

B. Previous Observations.—With respect to Con-

voluta, Haberlandt failed to cultivate the green cells.
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Observing tlieir remarkable histological features (absence of

cellulose wall, etc.), be put forward the hypothesis that the

green cells are now parts of the animal—animal cells to

which a leucoplast is transmitted from the egg.

Georgevitch hatched out Convoluta, showed that it

develops as a colourless larva, and claims that such a

colourless larva, if kept in sterilised water, fails to develop

green cells, and dies within two days. He concluded that

the green cells gain access to the animal from the sea water.

c. Experiments of the Authors.—Our experiments

lead us to the following conclusions :

(a) A leucoplast cannot be detected in the egg.

(b) Convoluta hatched in sterilised water may live for

two weeks therein.

(c) The first indication of the future green cell is colour-

less, and not green. Infection, if it occui', is by a colourless

cell.

(fZ) The precautions to ensure sterile conditions, taken by

Georgevitch and by ourselves in our earlier experiments, are

useless. In these experiments the egg-capsule was placed

in sterilised water ; we find, however, that the egg-capsule

bears a rich and varied collection of green, pale green, and

colourless cell colonies.

(e) Contrary to Georgevitch's statement, when hatched

from egg-capsules placed in sterilised water, Convolutas

are found in a certain number of cases to develop green

cells. Hence either the green cells are not the result

of infection, or infection may take place from the capsular

flora.

(/) The latter alternative is probably correct, for the

more precautions are taken to protect larval Convoluta
from infection, the fewer are the cases in which green cells

or their colourless antecedents make their appearance in the

animals.

(g) The colourless antecedents of the green cells are first

seen in the gut, just above the mouth.

D. Conclusions.

—

Direct proof of infection is lacking.
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The evidence, however, points most strongly to infection.

The infecting organism is a colourless cell. Infection often

takes place from the capsule. The situation and colourless-

ness of the infecting cell suggest the view that this cell is a

saprophytic stage in the life-history of the green cell. Such

saprophytic colourless stages are well known in green algte,

diatoms, and Flagellates.

The colourless cells are taken up in company with other

organisms. A pure culture is made from this mixed infection

in the gut of the animal. There the cells become green,

divide, and, continued in wandering cells, are carried to their

final station in the periphery of the body.

We regard the presence of the green cells as due to a

peculiar and special case of phagocytosis in which neither

green cell nor wandering cell is destroyed.

The relation between animal and green cell is a complex

one, and cannot be described as symbiotic. The green cell

once in the body of the animal probably never escapes

;

either it is digested or it dies when the animal dies (p. 375).

3. Tropisms.

A. Previous Observations.—Greddes (1879) first recorded

positive phototropism (phototactism). Von Graff and Haber-

landt(1891) observed negative geotropism in stillness, positive

geotropism in the presence of vibrations.

B. Observations of the Authors.— (a) Geotropism.

—The observations cited above were confiraied. The young

at hatching react to gravity in the same way as adults. In

the absence of the otolith, geotropism does not occur.

The reflex mechanism involves the anterior end of the

body. The hinder end of animals divided transversely does

not react to gravity.

(6) Thermotropism.—Convoluta is attuned to a high

light-intensity. It is athermotropic at ordinary temperatures.

Just below the lethal point (38° C.) it is negatively thermo-

tropic. The response, however, is singularly and often fatally

imperfect.
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(c) Phototropism.

—

Convoluta is positively plioto-

tropic, but only under certain conditions. A sudden elevation

of light-intensity induces a negative phototropism. Back-

ground may inhibit phototropic response.

At the moment of hatchings Convoluta is aphototropic.

The power of response to light develops rapidly^ appearing

a few hours after hatching.

The anterior end only, of animals divided transversely, is

phototropic.

The rays active in producing phototropism are the green.

The blue rays, which are active in inducing movement in

zoospores, in Euglena, and in plants generally, produce no

tropic effect in Convoluta. The red rays produce a feeble

negative tropism.

The tonic influence of light is more important than the

tropic iufluence. To the former influence is due the

remarkable periodic '^ tidal " movement which, as we have

found, Convoluta performs. After a spell of insolation,

colonies sink below the surface, and after a certain sojourn

in darkness they return to the surface. These movements

synchronise with the covering and uncovering of the Con-
voluta zone by the tides. They take place in colonies

brought into the laboratory, but do not occur when such

colonies are kept in darkness. Convoluta, after a certain

spell of illumination, passes into a condition of light-rigor.

In this condition it is singularly inert and susceptible to

mechanical injury.

(d) llheotropi&m.— Convoluta reacts to changes in rate

of flow of water. In a moderate stream it tends to move up

stream. Under the stimulus of a suddenly increased flow it

sticks to the ground; when this is impossible it contracts

itself and is carried down stream.

4. Ecology.

A. Previous Observations.—Geddes and von Graff

have recorded the distribution of Convoluta along the

shores of the lie do Batz, lloscoff. They describe the rapid
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disappearance of tlie colonies when the sand is tapped or

when the tide flows over them. They suggest that light and

gravity provide the stimuli whereby these movements are

regulated.

B. Observations of the Authors.—The Convoluta
zone is determined by the outflow of drainage tidal water.

The upper limit of the zone corresponds to the high-water

mark of lowest neap tides. This situation ensures the

maximum of light-exposure consistent with security from

desiccation. Convoluta is neither a sub-aerial nor a marine

animal. It lives in a film of water, and has migrated

from the sea shorewards to the highest level consistent with

aquatic life. The stations occupied by Convoluta are

remarkably constant. The constituent patches of a colony

may be recognised day after day for months together.

Nevertheless diurnal and fortnightly variations in the size

of the colonies occur.

The diurnal variations are tidal ; each patch reaches its

maximum size soon after its site is exposed. The size slowly

decreases till the tide comes in. When the tide comes

within a few feet, the patch disappears suddenly. At night,

the colonies do not ascend.

In addition to its daily variations, Convoluta exhibits a

fortnightly lunar variation. The colonies, with their con-

stituent patches, increase to a maximun during spring tides,

decrease to a minimum during neap tides.

The daily variations are due to the tonic effect of light; in

which tonic effect must be included the "after-effect" of

prolonged light-exposure.

The fortnightly variations are due to periodicity of repro-

duction. The majority of animals of a mature colony dis-

charge their eggs in egg-capsules at the onset of the spring

tides. The capsules are laid beneath the sand. In most

cases the body of the animal is ruptured during the process

of laying. The hinder half remains in the sand, the head end

rises and joins the patch. Thus at neap tide the size of the

patches, and hence of the colony, is decreased.
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The colonial habit o£ Con vo lata, which distinguishes it

from its allies, appears to be an indirect result of its tropisms.

In obedience to tropic stimuli, it becomes adept at vertical

movements, to the exclusion in very large measure of hori-

zontal movements.

The lethargic state induced by prolonged light and pro-

longed darkness also tends to preserve groups of Convoluta
on the patch to which they belong. Gregariousuess is, in

this view, a negative quality.
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EXPLANATION OF PLATES 30 & 31,

Illustrating Messrs. Gamble aud Keeble's paper ou ''The

Bionomics of Convoluta roscoffensis, with especial

Reference to tlie Green Cells."

PLATE 30.

Figs. 1 and 2 represent the appearances of a colony formed by Convoluta
roscoffensis on a beach at Tregastei, Cotes du Nord. Fig. 1 is the average

appearance at low-vpater spring tides ; Fig. 2 the extent of the same colony

at low-veater neap tides. The figures show that the colony is formed of

green patches (each of which is remarkably constant), and tiiat the patches

occur high up on the shore and are related to the outflow of the salt springs

(sliown in streaks and described on p. 408). It will be seen that the patches

are far more extensive at spring tides than at neap tides. The explanation

of this phenomenon is given on p. 414'. A diagram of this lunar variation is

given on p. 414. The horizontal scale of the figures is -^^^ of llie actual. This

colony was kept under daily observation from July to September, 1902. The

position and extent of the constituent patches at the beginning and end of

this two months' record were precisely the same.

Fig. 3.—Tliis figure represents the egg-capsule of Convoluta roscoff-

ensis and the organisms which infect it. A is the capsule with its eggs.

jB. a capsule with the embryos just hatching out. C. Linear masses of

a colourless refractive spore-like organism. They possess a definite wall,

which, however, gives no cellulose reaction with Schutze's fluid. The contents

exhibit active movement. The average diameter of these spherical granules

is 5 fi, the smallest 2"5/i. D. Spherical colourless cells 15—45 /x in diameter,

the contents of which are granular, spongy, or heart-shaped in surface view.

These cells have no definite wall. E. Active ciliated organisms 20—30 (m

long, and filled with refractive, often green globules. F. Pale green cell-

colonies 25 /i in diameter. G. Spores with a thick wall containing a finely

granular plasma and a mass of refractive globules. When extruded the

globules swim actively by one or two flagella. IJ. Brown algae of a dumb-

bell sh'ipe and provided with several distinct peripheral chloroplasts. A'.

Diatoms. L— Q. Part of a filamentous algal thallus found by the authors on

one occasion attached to a Convoluta egg-capsule. It possesses peculiar

clear terminal cells, and bifurcated structures at the apex of empty cells.

The object of introducing these figures is to einpha&ise the diflicully of

obtaining larval Convoluta free from infecting organisms. Many of these

structures {G, IJ, A', C) arc to be found in the body of the parent at the lime
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of laying the egg-capsule, and it is therefore as possible that these organisms

are the result of disintegration of the hinder end of the parent as that they

have subsequently migrated from the water to the capsule.

Fig. 4.

—

Convoluta roscoffensis (0"2 mm. long) one day old. The

specimen was one of a batcii hatched in an egg-capsule laid in a dish with

other Convoluta. It has already ingested a grain of sand, a mass of

brown algal cells (X), a blue-green alga {Y), and contains in addition a fully

formed "green cell " {G. C.) and developing green cells {A and £), three of

which form a group obviously arising by subdivision of a single colourless cell.

\Vithin these three cells, indicalions of the future chloroplasts are visible as

peripheral globules. The grain of sand is enclosed by the wandering cell

(PHAG.).

Fig. 5.

—

Convoluta roscoffensis one day old. It was placed at the

moment of hatching (in sea water with the capsule) into ajar with congo red

suspended in the sea water. The figure shows that this Convoluta has

ingested two algal cells (Al.) as well as masses of congo red. Tlie acidity of

the vacuoles round the latter is shown by the edges of the congo red iiaving

taken on a blue colour.

Fig. 6.—A similar specimen similarly treated with methylene blue. The

colouring matter is taken up by the wandering cells (J/. JBL), and has formed

a diffuse coloration in the region of the gut.

Fig. 6a.—The figures a, b, c, p, represent stages in the degeneration of

developing green cells within the bodies of young Convoluta bred in dark-

ness and fed with litmus, and illustrate a number of experiments. Just

liatched Convoluta were placed in darkness on August 24th, 1902, and

were drawn on September 4th. Older specimens which had developed a few

"green cells" in daylight gave a similar result. The figures show that

starting with a typical green cell {A.), continued darkness and starvation

induce the breaking up of the chloroplast, the gradual loss of colouring

matters, and ultimately the formation of a mere heap of fat globules. Fat

globules, also the remains of degenerate "green cells," are seen in Pi, 31,

fig. 18. Cf. the text, Section III, p. 393.

PLATE 31.

Fig. 7.—An immature but full-grown Convoluta roscoffensis, to show

the masses of dark brown granules [X^, X.2, X^), which occur regularly in speci-

mens examined immediately after capture. The figure gives a good idea of

the appearance of the individuals of sterile patches ; but the brown masses

are found iu mature as well as in immature specimens. There is good reason

for believing that these brown masses are the discoloured remains of Convo-

iuta's " green cells " digested by the gut. The otocyst, eyes, and mouth are

also indicated.
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Fig. S.—a very young Convoluta (0"157 mm. in length when contracted),

to show the development of the " green cells." The specimen was hatched

in sea water, August 21st, l'J02, and placed in the open from that day till

August 23rd. It was tiien drawn. The eyes {OC.) had developed, and

colourless, yellow, and green cells were present. The figure shows the distinct

leucoplasts, the pyrenoid, the gradual development of chlorophyll and of the

stigma. On testing for starch a colourless and yellow cell gave a distinct

reaction {J. B.).

Fig. 9.—A specimen (0"35 mm. long, somewhat contracted) taken on the

shore at Tregastel, September 5th, 1902, and drawn to show the numerous

diatom frustules {Biat. and R.) with which its gut was filled. The figure is

typical of many Convoluta 3—4' mm. long. It sliows that the previous

view maintained by Ilaberlaudt and Georgevitch of the abstinence of Convo-
luta from solid food is incorrect.

Figs. 10 and 11.—Remains of diatoms from a specimen of Convoluta
4"S6 mm. long, full-grown but immature. In Fig. 10 the remains are hardly

recognisable.

Fig. 12.—A specimen 042 mm. long, hatched in sea water, and drawn a

few hours after hatching. The fat is still present in the otocyst. The eyes

have developed exceptionally rapidly. Fat is still abundant in the peripheral

parenchyma. In the gut a large phagocyte (PIIJG.) contains several

developing " green cells " in the colourless early stage. These colourless

cells vary in the size and nature of their contents. The largest cell is

0"012 mm. in greatest width, the smallest is 0'006 mm. The contents are

either mere globules of fat or ciirved and yellowish leucoplasts in which

chlorophyll is just developing. The glands (Gl.) are indicated.

Fig. 13.—A specimen hatched in sea water and drawn the following day

(September 12lli, 1902). A group of five developing "green cells" are

shown with the chloroplasts already established.

Fig. 14.—A specimen hatched in sterilised water and drawn a few hours

afterwards. Two developing green cells are shown. One {C. G. C), enclosed

in a multinucleate phagocyte (PHAG.), contains several peripheral leucoplasts
;

the other, also enclosed in a wandering cell, shows the excentric nucleus but

no distinct leucoplast.

Fig. 15.—A specimen of Convoluta roscoffensis a week after hatching

in sea water. Only three green cells are present {G. C). The figure shows

the mouth {Mo.), the nucleated phagocyte that guards it (PIUG.), the

central parenchyma or gut now free from fat, the peripheral parenchyma in

which fat is still abundant streaming inwards and outwards as the musculature

constrains it.

Fig. 16.—This specimen hatched from a capsule placed in water sterilised

at 60° C, and placed in darkness on August 18th, 1902. On August 28th

the Convoluta, being then presumably about three days old, was put in the
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open, and was drawn on August 29tli. The weather on August 28th and

29lli was dull. The sketch sliows a mass of developing green cells, still,

however, all colourless, in the phagocjte {PUAG.) that guards the mouth
;

two colourless cells near the hinder end {C. G. C.) ; and a group of three more

advanced cells (C. G. C.) evidently arising by division.

Fig. 17.—A specimen hatched from the same stock as Fig. 16, in darkness

and sterilised water. It was drawn on August 30tli, after exposure to day-

light for a ^ew hours, during which time but little direct sunlight was available.

It measured 0'39 mm. in length, and exhibited co'ourless predecessors of green

cells (C. G .C), remarkable nucleated structures (X) of unknown significance,

and one "pulsellum " {Puis.), tlie nature of which is still unknown in spite of

the work of Geddes, Delage, and ourselves.

Fig. 18.—A specimen from the same stock, and hatched under the same

conditions as the two previous ones, but maintained in darkness till September

3rd. It now measured 0'5 mm. in length, but the only trace of its colourless

cells is to be seen in the aggregated fat {G. C. degeu.). The effect of starva-

tion is seen in the vacuolation of the gut (Vac). Several developing pulsellse

(Puis.) are present. The degeneration of developing green cells to mere

heaps of fat is also seen on PI. 30, fig. Ga.

Fig. 19.—A specimen ••15 mm. long, hatched with parents in sea water in

tiie light of the laboratory. The figure shows many interesting points in the

development of the green cells. Three distinct forms occur: the ordinary

green cells (G. C), the colourless cells (C. G. C), and small yellowish bodies

(S. Q. C), which, as the side figures B and C suggest, are probably budded off

from the green cells. The tract of modified protoplasm that forms a phago-

cyte is here specially large, and within it several colourless and small yellow

cells occur. The retention of the colourless phase of the green cells is an

interesting feature. A, B, and C show other features in the structure of the

green cell (chloroplast and stigma, St.).

Fig. 20.—a young Convoluta 745 mm. long, from the beach, which

shows the retention of the colourless cells {C. G. C.) and the gradual develop-

ment even at this comparatively late stage of the life-history of the chloro-

plasts. At the hinder end of the animal this process is evidently at work.

The stigmata {St.) were particularly clear iu the young green cells of this

specimen.

Fig. 21.—Two colourless cells from a specimen 035 mm. long, hatched in

sea water September 10th, and drawn September 19th, 1902. The figures

show the variable form and extent of the leucoplast {Chi.), the nucleus, and

the refractive granules.
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Trypanosoma in Birds in India.

By

W. Ifniinn, M.B., D.P.H.,

Liverpool.

With Plate 32.

The comparatively recent discovery of tlae presence of trj-

panosoma in man as a cause of disease by Button, Castellani,

and others has opened up a field of interesting research. In

view of the help which has been afforded in the investigation

of the malaria parasite in man by the study of similar proto-

zoan infections in animals, chiefly birds, it might be of service

to record the presence of trypanosoma parasites in the blood

of birds in India. The life history of these Protozoa will

very probably be first elucidated and worked out in the lower

animals. From the cases recorded by Dutton and Manson,

and the possible relationship of these parasites to sleeping

sickness, they have now become more than pathological

curiosities.

In India, in 1900, whilst examining the blood of the

domestic pigeon affected with Halteridium Danilewskyi,

I came across a species of trypanosoma in these birds which

I now describe. The parasites were comparatively few in

number in the blood, and the percentage of birds affected was

not a large one. Their presence in the blood did not appear

to affect the health of the birds in any way.

From the accompanying illustration of the pigeon parasite

VOL. 47, PART 3.—NEW SERIES. EE
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(fig. 1) it will be seeu that the organism is of large size,

showing a total length of 45 to GO f.i, and a breadth of 6 to 8 /u.

Stained b}' the Romanowsky method, it is seen to possess a

lai'ge centrally placed macronucleus extending the whole

depth of the parasite, and ranch deeper than long ; the micro-

nucleus or centrosorae is very small, and stains very deeply ;

close to the centrosome is a clear spot or vacuole.

The protoplasm is not uniform in staining, but shows here

and there lighter coloured patches, and in some forms dis-

tinct evidence of longitudinal striation of the protoplasm

is observable. Scattered through its substance, especially

towards each end, are granules of a dark violet colour. The

anterior end of the body is much elongated, pointetl, and

gradually merges into the flagellum, so that it is difficult to

say where the body ends and the free portion of the flagellum

begins. The flagellum originates from the micronucleus,

and proceeding forwards along the outer side of the undulat-

ing membrane to the anterior end, it becomes free. This

free portion of the flagellum is exceedingly fine and attenuated.

At the posterior end the body also tapers, and ends in a

pointed extremity, which stains a little less deeply than the

other parts of the protoplasm ; it has dark violet granules.

Tlie undulating membrane is very distinct but narrow ; it

can be seen proceeding from the neighbourhood of the micro-

nucleus forwards to the anterior end of the body.

Major Boss has kindly allowed mo to examine some slides

of the blood of crows made by him in 1898 in India. These

contain trypanosomata, but of an apparently different species

from that already described; their length, however, appears

to be about the same.

These specimens from the crow (fig. 2) were faintly stained

with methylene blue, and owing to the length of time since

mounting they had somewhat lost their colour. I am there-

fore unable to describe them as minutely as I should have

liked, chiefly as regards the position and size of the macro-

nucleus.

The chief points in the trypanosoma from the Indian crow
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are tlie rather abrupt termination of the posterior extremity;

the breadth of the parasite (3—4-8 ju) is not so great as that

of the parasite in the pigeon, and the micronucleus is also

much nearer the posterior end.

The crow trypanosoma has more of the shape of T. Lewisii
or T. Bruce i; it is, however, much larger.

In anticipation of further work being done on these

interesting Protozoa, and for purposes of identification, I

give the following measurements :

Trypanosoma of domestic pigeon (Indian)—
Length of organism . . . 45—60^.
Breadth of organism opposite nucleus . 6—8/(.

Length from micronucleus to posterior

end ..... 19—22|u.

Length from micronucleus to centre of

macronucleus .... 4—G"5 /n.

Length from macronucleus to anterior

end . . . . . 25—30/^.

Depth of undulating membrane . . '7 jn.

Trypanosoma of crow (Indian)

—

Length of organism . . . 40-

Breadth of organism . . . 3-

Length from micronucleus to posterior

end .... . 8—9-5|u.

Length from micronucleus to anterior

end ....

-56^.

-4-8 /L/.

. 32—46-5^.

Amongst the group Mammalia several species of trypano-

soma have been described. Gros, in 1845, found a parasite

much resembling a trypanosoma in the blood of the field-

mouse. Lewis, in 1879, described a species (6) which was

found to be exceedingly common in the blood of rats (Mus

rattus, decumanus, and rufescens), also in the hamster

(Cricetus arvalis). The length of this organism, including

the flagellum, is 24— 25/i, and its breadth 1'5^. In many

cases 25—29 per cent, of wild rats are found infected. In

India (Bombay) 12 per cent, of the rats harbour the parasite.
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Laveran and Mesuil have shown that the disease can be

conveyed from rat to rat by the agency of fleas.

Surra, a disease affecting horses and mules in India and

Burraah, has been shown by Evans to be due to a trypano-

soma (T. Evan si [7]).

Lt.-Col. Bruce, in 1896, described the occurrence of nagana

amongst horses and cattle in Central Africa, and probably in

other parts, and discovered the cause to be a trypanose nia

(T. Brucei [8]) in the blood of the animals.

In South America a disease, mal de caderas, very similar to

surra and nagana, has been described. In this case also a

similar pai-asite has been discovered as the causative agent,

which Laveran and Mesnil state to be identical with that of

nagana.

Comparing T. Lewi si of the rat with T. Brucei of nagana,

the former is much thinner; it is not so long as T. Brucei,

which varies from 26 to 28 fx. The posterior end of T. L e w i s i

is pointed; that of T. Brucei is blunt. T. Brucei has a

large centrally placed macronucleus, and the body has many

curves.

From the work of Koch (9) in connection with the para-

sites, and of Rodgers (10) on the symptoms of surra and

nagana, it is not improbable that these two diseases are

identical, though this has not been proved.

Bloodsucking flies, such as horse-flies (Tabanus) and the

tsetse fly (Glossina), are the transmitting agents in these

diseases.

In dourine (H), a disease affecting horses, the trypanosoma

parasites (T. equip erdum) are rare in the blood, but occur

mostly in the sero-sanguineous fluid in the local oedemas, and

in the mucous membranes of the parts affected.

In February, 1902, a large and distinct species of trypano-

soma pathogenic to cattle was discovered by Dr. Theilcr (12)

in the Transvaal.

The most interesting development regarding these para-

sites, however, is the comparatively recent discovery of their

presence in the blood of man in Africa by various observers
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(13), cliiefly Dattoii^ wlio defiuitely recognised and figured

these organisms in his report in 1902 (14).

Since then Castellani, working on the Royal Society's

Commission on sleeping sickness, has discovered these para-

sites in the blood and cerebro-spinal fluid of patients suffering

from this disease in Uganda, and Bruce has shown that 25

per cent, of the population on the north shore of the Victoria

Nyanza have this parasite in the blood.

Species of trypanosoma, as parasites in animals other than

Mammalia, have been from time to time described.

The original trypanosoma (T. sanguinis [1]) was dis-

covered in the blood of species of frog (Ran a esculcnta,

temporaria, and Hyla arborea) by Gruby in 1843.

T. Eberthi (2) was described in 1861 as occurring in the

intestine of birds.

The discovery of T. Balbiaui (3), in 1882, in the intestinal

canal of Ostrea edulis and angulata showed that these

parasites are not confined to the group of the Vertebrata ; and

Labbe, in 1891, described T. Danilevskyi (5), which he

found in the intestine of leeches ; these, however, had appa-

rently sucked the blood of horses or asses.

Amongst the group of fishes trypanosoma parasites have

been described chiefly by Mitrophanon in 1884, in Cobitis

fossilis (T. cobitis [4]), also in Tinea vulgaris ami

Carassius vulgaris (T. carassii [4]).

As far as I can ascertain from an examination of the

literature of the subject, these parasites in the blood of birds

have not been hitherto described.

Eberth, in 'Zeitschrift fiir wisseuschaftliche Zoologie,'

vol. xi, p. 98, has described a trypanosoma in the intestine of

birds; these were found in the Lieberkuhn's glands of the

csecum and ileum, but from his description it appears to be a

totally different parasite from that above described.
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On the Modification of the Eye Peduncles in

Crabs of the Genus Cymonomus.

By

£. Ray Laiikcstcr, M.A., LLr.D., F.R.S.,
Director of the Natural History Departments of the British Museum.

Witli Plates 33 and 3i.

My attention was drawn to the interesting subject which is

dealt with in the present article by a paragraph in Lord

Avebury's charming little book^ ' The Beauties of Nature.'

He there says (p. 331 of the last edition), " Sir Wyville

Thomson mentions a kind of crab (Ethusa granulata)

which, when living near the surface, has well- developed eyes;

in deeper water—100 to 400 fathoms—eye-stalks are present,

but the animal is apparently blind, the eyes themselves being

absent ; while in specimens from a depth of 500 to 700

fathoms the eye-stalks themselves have lost their special

character, and have become fixed, their terminations being

combined into a strong pointed beak." When I came upon

this passage it occurred to me that possibly the crab was

large enough to form a suitable "exhibit" for the public

gallery of the Natural History Museum, and that if so the

three stages indicated in Lord Avebury's brief notice would

constitute a very intei'esting and striking demonstration for

the general public of the modification of the organ of sight

of Crustacea in relation to the presence or absence of light in

their environment.
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I tlierefore made in(|nirieSj and found that the specimens

dredged by the "Porcupine " in 1869-70_, referred to by Lord

Avebury^ were still in the possession of my old and valued

friend the Eev. Canon Norman^ F.R.S.; who had in 1873

published a description of them. It is a very short one^

without figures^ and remains the only account we have of

these remarkable specimens. Canon Norman at once placed

the specimens in my hands (in November, 1902). I found

them to be too small for public exhibition. Canon Norman

Fig. 1. Fig. 2.

Fig. 1.—Bore my sis obtusata, G. 0. Sars. 315 to 2710

faUioms. "Eyes iionnal," Sars, ' Scliizopoila,' pi. xxxiii, (ij^. 2.

Fig. 2.

—

Boreomysis mi crops, G. O. Sars. Female, X 6.

1250 fathoms. Eyes of smaller size. Sars. ' Scliizopoda,' pi. xxxiii,

tig. 7.

also gave me the beautiful drawings of the specimens made

twenty-five years ago by the late Mr. Albany Hancock, which

are now at last published, forming the plates accompanying

this article (Pis. 33 and 34). He also furnished me with

references to the published notices of the specimens of

Cymonomus (Ethusa), with more or less modified eye-stalks,

as well as Avitli references to the literature of the genus; and

whilst urging me to undertake the writing of notes to accom-

pany a publication of the drawings—a task which he did not
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wish to undertake—lie suggested that the account of the

facts concerning Cjmonomus should be illustrated by some

figures of the strange modifications shown by the eye-stalks of

several deep-sea Mysida3. These are illustrated in the wood-

cuts (see text-figures 1 to 7 and accompanying explanations).

Fig. 3.—Boreomysis scypliops, G. 0. Sars. Adult female,

1900 fathoms. No ommalidia. The ocular peduncles are con-

verted into cup-like plates. Sars, ' Schizopoda,' pi. xxxii, fig. i.

Yw. 4.

—

Petalophthalmus armifrer. Willem. Suhm. Male,

X 4. 2500 fathoms. No ommalidia. The ocular peduncles are

converted into mobile leaflets. Sars, 'Schizopoda,' pi. xxxii,

fiff. 1.

Apart from these interesting cases in the Schizopoda, the

modification of the eyes in deep-sea decapod Crustacea is now
recognised as a very freqnent occurrence. The degree of

degeneration of the optical apparatus and accompanying

modification in the character of the ocular peduncles varies

from a simple suppression of the ophthalmic pigment and
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of the corneal facets (whilst the general form and demar-

cation of the corneal area is retained) to the complete

Fig. 5. Fig. 6.

oc—

Fig. 7.

oo-

FiG. .5.—Amblyopsis abbreviata, G. O. Sars. Norway coast,

100 to 300 fathoms. No ommatidia. The ocular peduncles are seen

as two broad plates. ' Carciiiologiske Bidrao-,' pi, vi, fig. 2 (and 22).

FiG. G.—Amblyops Crozetii, Will. Suhni. Male, x 5 times.

1600 fathoms, S. Pacific. The ocular peduncles are united in front

of carapace. Sars, ' Schizopoda,' pi. xxxiii, fisr. 11.

Fig. 7.—Pseudomma roseum, G. 0, Sars. Lofoden Isles,

400 fathoms. No ommatidia. The ocular peduncles form a broad

plate with peculiar internal arborescent structure. Sars, ' Carcino-

iogiske Bidrag,' pi. iv, fig. 25.

disappearance of that area as a distinct structure, and the

alteration of the shape and character of the eye-stalk. The
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following list of such modifications in deep-sea Decapoda is

given by Dr. Ortmanu in the fifth volume of the new issue of

Bronn's ' Thierreich ' (1899), parts 53, 54, and 56, p. 1191 :

''Psalidopus, in 400—500 fathoms depth, has eyes

without pigment and without facets.

"Some species of Pontophilus have pale pigment, but in

other respects well-developed eyes.

'' Prionocrangon (200—500 fathoms) has no eyes.

"All Eryonidas are blind: the eyes are reduced to a

stump.

"In Phoberus the eyes are small and reduced.

"In Thaumastocheles they are entirely gone.

"In Nephropsis they are reduced,

"Eiconaxius has the pigment pale (even in the deeper part

of the littoral zone, where it lives in the inside of sponges).

"In Calastacus and Calocaris the eyes are devoid of

pigment and of facets. Among the Paguridea, Chiro-

platea presents only conical eye-stalks. Catapaguroides
microps, A. M. E. et Bouv., has degenerate eyes.

"The sub-family Munidopsina) (five genera and many
species) is characterised in distinction from the Galatheiua)

by the reduced eyes.^

"Among the Dorippidse, Cymonomus is blind, and in

Cymonomops the eye pigment is wanting; in Ethusina—
in contrast with Ethusa—the eye-stalks are not capable of

movement, and the eyes are reduced.

"An interesting case is presented by one of the Brachy-

ura, Bathyplax typhlus, A. M. E., in which, when occur-

ring at depths of 400 to 450 fathoms, very short eye-stalks

with undeveloped cornea3 are found ; whereas, in examples

which are taken in shallower water, the short eye-stalk

carries a small but distinct cornea."

The foregoing summary, relating to the eyes of Decapoda

only, was published in 1899.

The description by Dr. Norman of his Ethusa granu-

' See ri£;s. 8 and 9.
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lata (subsequently placed iu his new genus^ Cyuiouomus, by

Alpbonse Milne-Edwards) was published in 1873 in a British

Fig. S.

oc

Fig. 8.

—

Muuidopsis carinipes, Fax. 695 fathoms. Eyes
normal. '' Cliallenger " Reports :

' Stalk-eyed Crustacea,' pi. xxiv,

fig. 1.

Fig. 9.

—

Muuidopsis Hendersoniana, Fax. 1020 fathoms.

The corneal area is reduced aud divided, and the ocular peduncle
projects beyond it as a rostrum. ' Stalk-eyed Crustacea,' pi.

xxiv, fig. 2.

Association Report of that year, and iu Sir Wyville

Thomson's ' Depths of the Sea.' The figures which occupy

our Pis. 33 and 34 were drawn twenty-eight years ago for

Dr. Norman by his friend, the eminent naturalist and artist,

Albany Hancock.

The original account of Etliusa (Cymonomus) granu-

lata by Normau is given in Sir Wyville Thomson's 'The

Depths of the Sea,' 1873, p. 176. He there writes—

I
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quote fi'om a preliminary notice of the Crustacea by the Rev.

A. Merle Norman

—

"Etliusa granulata (sp. u.), the same
species as that found off Valentia, but exhibiting a most

extraordinary modification of structure. The examples taken

at 110— 370 fathoms in the more southern habitat have the

carapace furnished in front with a spinose rostrum of

considerable length. The animal is apparently blind, but

has two remarkable spiny eye-stalks, with a smooth rounded

termination where the eye itself is ordinarily situated. In

the specimens, however, from the north, which live in 542

and 705 fathoms, the eye-stalks are no longer movable.

They have become firmly fixed in their sockets, and their

character is quite changed. They are of much larger size,

approach nearer to each other at their base, and, instead of

being rounded at their apices, they terminate in a sti-ong

rostrate point. No longer used as eyes, they now assume

the functions oE a rostrum; while the true rostrum, so

conspicuous in the southern specimens, has, marvellous to

state, become absorbed. Had there been only a single

example of this form procured, we should at once have

concluded that we had found a monstrosity ; but there is no

room for such an hypothesis by which to escape from this

most strange instance of modification of structure under

altered conditions of life. Three specimens were procured

on two different occasions, and they are in all respects

similar."

The specimens thus described are those now before me

—

forming part of the Norman Collection acquired hj the

trustees of the British Museum, They have, until now, not

been figured or further described, and are therefore practi-

cally unknown to carcinologists. They are preserved in

alcohol in separate tubes, labelled as follows :

a. "Porcupine, 1869; Stations 24, 29, 30; 109 to 1380

fathoms. Between Ireland and Rockall." [These are two

specimens of normal form as drawn in PI. 33, fig. 2, of the

present memoir.—E. R. L.]
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h. " Off Cape St. Vincent, Station 25 ; Porcupine, 1870 ; 374

fathoms." [One specimen of normal form.—E. E. L.]

c. ^'Porcupine, 1869 j Stations 1, 2, S, 8; 106—808

fathoms. Off S.W. Ireland." [Seven specimens of normal

form.—E. R. L.]

d. " Holtenia ground, Porcupine, 1869; Stations 47a and

88 ; 542 and 705 fathoms."

[Three specimens of the form with modified eye-stalks

and rostrum (see PI. 34, figs. 8, 10, 11). These are the

specimens referred to by Canon Norman in the extract above

given from ' The Depths of the Sea/ and appear to be the

only specimens of this form hitherto found. It seems

important to point out at once that, so far as actual depth is

concerned, the extreme depth of the stations in which the

normal specimens were found exceeds that at which the modi-

fied form from the Holtenia ground was procured. Female

specimens show a length of 4 mm. from the posterior margin

of the carapace to the base of the rostrum ; male specimens

are as small as 24 mm. in the same dimension.—E. R. L.]

It will bo obvious at once that Dr. Norman only described

two forms of his Ethnsa granulata—both of them blind;

but whilst the one still retained a corneal area on the eye

peduncle, the second form had lost this character, and the

eye-stalks had become immovable and more or less pointed

(see Pis. 33 and 34).

It is, therefore, remarkable that Lord Avebury should speak

in the paragraph cited at the commencement of this memoir

of three forms, adding a form 'Hiving near the surface" and

having " well-developed eyes." This third form has not yet

been discovered in the genus Cymonomus, but Lord Avebury

is quite right in principle, since there is no doubt that such a

shallow-water form has existed, and very possibly still exists.

In other genera closely allied to Cymonomus—for instance, in

Cyclodorippe nncifera, Ortm.—a form from a depth of

fifty metres is described (Doflein, ' Biol. Centralblatt,' August,

1903) with well-pigmented eyes and longer eye-stalks; whilst

in specimens of the same species from a depth of 700 metres
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the pigment is feebly developed, tlie ommatidia few and in-

completely developed, and the eye-stalk short. Thns Cyclo-

dorippe completes the eye-series of Cymonoraus, and like the

less closely related Bathyplax cited at the end of Dr.

Ortman's list, justifies in large measure Lord Avebury's

supposition of a Cymonomus-form living in shallow water

and having well-developed eyes.

Dr. Norman's very brief account of E thus a (Cy monomus)
granulata, which he intended to supplement by further

publication many years ago, has led to some misapprehen-

sions. In the first place it cannot be maintained, on consider-

ing the facts recorded as to depth at which the specimens

were taken, that the more modified form is correlated with

origin from deeper water. Normal specimens occur at 808

fathoms, and even at 1380 fathoms, whilst the peculiar forms

with rostriform eye-stalks occur at 542 fathoms. It seems

to be of greater significance that the locality in which the

latter were found is what Wyville Thomson and Carpenter

called '' the Holtenia ground." This fact may perhaps be

brought into relation with the discovery by the eminent

carcinologist Dr. Hansen of a similarly modified Cymonomus
among the Crustacea dredged by the ''Ingolf" around
Greenland and Iceland and north and Avest of the Faroe

Islands. Dr. Hansen has been good enough to communicate

this fact to uie, and a drawing^ of the single specimen

obtained. It was taken at a depth of 486 fathoms (bottom

temp. 5-5" C.) in lat. N. 62° 58', long. W. 23° 28'.

I am, therefore, inclined to regard Dr. Norman's form with

rostriform eye-peduncles as having a geographical and not

merely a bathymetrical correlation.

I may further remark that Dr. Norman's words as to the

modification of the eye-stalks in his deeper water form have

been misunderstood by subsequent writers. He says " they

terminate in a strongly rostrate point. No longer used as

eyes, they now assume the functions of a rostrum." This has

1 See tcxt-fin;ure 12.
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led, naturally enough, to the interpretatiou that " their

terminations become combined into a strong pointed beak."

But Dr. Norman's intention was to describe each eye

peduncle as converted into a separate rostrum, the points of

which do not combine, but diverge widely from one another

(see figures in Pis. 33 and 84).

I now pass on to a brief statement of the foundation of the

genus Cymonomus by Alphonse Milne-Edwards for a West
Indian crab, his C. quadratus, and the subsequent discovery

of Norman's normal form of Ethusa granulata (not the

form with rostral eye-stalks) by the French naturalists in the

Mediterranean, and the reference by Milne-Edwards of this

Ethusa to his genus Cymonomus.

It was in 1880 that Alphonse Milne- P^dwards established

the genus Cymonomus in the 'Report on the Results of

Dredging by the United States Coast Survey steamer

"Blake;"' viii, "Etudes preliminaires sur les Crustaces,"

Ire partie, p. 2G.

He writes, "Cymonomus (nov. gen.): La carapace est

etroite et termine en avant par un rostre pointu de chaque

cote duquel s'inserent les pedoncules oculaires greles, de

gi'osseur uniforme et depourvus de corneules. Les antennes

internes sont grandes et ne peuvent se reployer sous le

fi'ont. Les antennes externes prennent naissance au dessous

et en dehors des antennules, et elles sont notablement plus

courtes qu'elles : le tubercule auditif se developpe en une

saillie spiniforme. Le cadre buccal porte en avant, sur la

ligne mediane, une large echancrure; il est entierement cache

par les pattes machoires qui s'avancent beaucoup de maniere

{\ recouvrir la base des antennes. L'exoguathe est tres

allonge ; le merognathe est etroit, et son extremite deborde

de beaucoup le peu [sic] d'insertion du palpe. Les pattes

anterieures sont courtes et terminees par les doigts pointus.

Les pattes de la 2e et de la 3e paire ressemblent a cellos du

Cy clodorippe, celles de la 4e et 5e paire sont tres petites

relevees sur Ic dos et terminees par un petit ongle crochu>

mais elles ne sont pas cheliformes. L'abdomcn du male est
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tres court. Le dernier article de I'abdomen de la femelle est

triangulaire et arrondi a sou extremite. Les oeufs sout tres

gros et en petit nombre. Les orifices genitaux de la femelle

s'ouvrent sur Particle basilaire des pattes de la 3e paire."

The species assigned by Milne-Edwards to tliis new genus

is C. quadratus, n. sp., from the West Indies, taken at

depths ranging from 175 to 500 fathoms.

No figure was at this time published of C. quad rat us, the

fuller publication of the "Blake" Crustacea being deferred,

and subsequently accomplished (as noted below) by Prof.

Bouvier in collaboration with Prof. Milne-Edwards.

In 1881 M. Milne-Edwards, in a summary account of some

dredging operations made in the Mediterranean {' Comptes

Rendus Acad. Sci.,' Paris, xciii, p. 879), refers to Norman's

species as"Cymonomus(Etliusa)granulatus (Norman) ,"

and records it as occurring in a new locality, viz. the

Mediterranean. No figure was at this time in existence of any

Cymonomus, but in 1883 C. gran ulatus, Norman, appears

in the 'Recueil de figures des Crustacees nouveaux ou peu

connus,' produced by M. Alphonse Milne-Edwards, and, as

I believe, privately distributed. This was the first occasion

on which a figure of C. gran ulatus, or indeed of any

Cymonomus, was published.

The drawings on this plate are reproduced in pi. xi of the

'Expeditions scientifiques du "Travailleur" et du "Talisman:"

Crustacees Decapodes,par A. Milne-Edwards et E. L. Bouvier,'

published in 1900. A drawing showing the frontal region of

the carapace from below, with the eye-stalks, antennules, and

antennee in position, has been re-executed, but the large

figure of the whole animal, seen from the dorsal surface,

is reproduced without modification. This is in some ways

to be regretted, since the eye peduncles have been removed

from the specimen before it was given to the artist for por-

traiture, and consequently two cavernous, deeply shaded arese

are represented, one on each side of the frontal rostrum,

between it and the large extra-orbital spine. The fact that

the specimen is incomplete is not mentioned in the explana-

VOL. 47, PAKT 3.—NEW SERIES. F F
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tion of tlie plate, and tliono-h obvious to the carciiiologist lias

led to some misunderstanding. Thus in the excellent volume
' La vie au fond des Mers/ by the late Professor Filhol, a

woodcut of this mutilated specimen is given as representing

the species concerning the eye-stalks of which Dr. Norman's

observations are quoted in full, altliough the figure shows

no eye-stalks at all

!

The drawing made by Mr. Albany Hancock in 1875, and

now published as fig. 2 in PI. 33 of the present memoir,

really represents accurately the normal C. granulatus of

Norman as it actually appears ; and it will be seen, if this

drawing be compared with those given in the earlier publica-

tions, that there are important deficiencies in the latter.

Having carefully compared the type specimens of Norman

now in the British Museum (Natural History) with Mr.

Hancock's drawings, I have satisfied myself that they could

not be improved upon, and have therefore reproduced them

untouched. Those who have already learnt to know the

accuracy and artistic ability of that admirable naturalist will

not be surprised that this course has been followed.

With regard to the other species of Cymonomus, the C.

quadratus for which Milne-Edwards established the genus,

no figure was published until the year 1902, when in the

'Memoirs of the Museum of Comparative Zoology at Harvard

College,' vol. xxvii, No. 1, MM. Milne-Edwards and Bouvier pub-

lished their account of the crabs of the families Dromia.cea and

Oxystoma, dredged by theU.S. Coast Survey steamer "Blake."

The genus Cymonomus is there described by MM. Milne-

Edwards and Bouvier as forming with the genera Palicus,

Ethusa, Cymopolus, Corycodus, Clythroccrus, and Cyclodo-

rippe, the family Dorippidae, M.-Edw.

Two species of Cymonomus are described, viz. C. quadra-
tus, M.-Edw., the type species, and C. granulatus,

Norman. A plate (pi. xvi) is given to the illustration of C.

quadratus, which, although described at an earlier date by

Milne-Edwards, was not figured when that author published

his figure of C. granulatus in the '^ Travailleur " volume.
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The drawing of a dorsal view of the complete C. quadra

-

tus given iu fig. 1 of this plate shows a form which is closely

related to C. granulatus, Norm., but with well-marked, dis-

tinct specific character. A very astonishing feature, however,

is represented iu the figui-e, namely, the two posterior pairs

of thoracic limbs are pictured as being chelate, as in some

Dromiidte. This feature would necessitate the complete generic

separation of C. quadratus from C. granulatus; and as

this remarkable condition of the hinder thoracic limbs is not

mentioned in the text, and in the earlier description of the

genus by M. Milne-Edwards is expressly denied, I felt sure

that by a curious oversight the artist had figured the hinder

limbs of a Dromiid in place of those of the actual specimen

of Cymonomus which he had set out to draw. Such a con-

fusion of specimens by the artist, and the subsequent escape

of the ei'ror from detection by the zoologist for whom
the drawings have been made, is a possible psychological

phenomenon, and is comparable to a revoke in the game of

whist Avhen a card in the player's hand escapes his observation,

although he is looking at it, and knows that he must play

such a card if he have it.

I accordingly wrote to my friend Professor Bouvier, the

distinguished naturalist in charge of the collections of Arthro-

poda in the Museum d'Histoire Naturelle of Paris, and he

has informed me that he is utterly astonished to find the

figure as it is, in spite of the fact that this and all the other

plates were carefully revised by him. He states that the

fourth and fifth thoracic pairs of limbs of C. quadratus

are not chelate, but resemble those of C. granulatus. At

the same time he was kind enough to send me some of the

type specimens of C. quadratus for examination, which show

the hinder limbs in place and of the usual form. He was also

so good as to send me specimens of C. granulatus from

the Mediterranean for comparison with Norman's types.

We are now in a position to deal more definitely with Dr.

Norman's original specimens of C. granulatus.

In the first place it is to be noted that M. Milne-Edwards
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has expressly stated that he has not received any specimens

corresponding to Norman's aberrant form with rostriform

immobile eye peduncles and aborted rostrum. His specimens

were dredged off Porto, Gibraltar, VillefranchOj Marseilles,

and Ajaccio. He says {' Travailleur/ p. 39), " Dans tons les

specimens que nous avons etudies, et ils sout nombreux, les

pedoncles oculaires sont mobiles, la surface corneenne est lisse

et parfois meme uu pen coloree, le rostre en outre est tres

saillant. Comme ces specimens habitent des profondeurs tres

variables (de 300 a 350 metres), on pent conclure que la

transformation des yeux en pointes rostrales [resp. Norman's

aberrant specimens—E. R. L.] est fonction, non point de la

distribution bathymetrique, mais de la distribution geogra-

phique. Les exemplaires du nord, en d'autres termes, pre-

senteraient seuls cette transformation."

I think it will be most convenient, as well as logical, to

regard Norman's aberrant form as a distinct species, to which

I shall give tlie name C. Normani. It appears from a refer-

ence to MS. in the "Travailleur" report that Dr. Norman him-

self had contemplated treating this form as a distinct species

under the name Ethusa mirabilis. I should adopt the name

so long ago suggested by my friend were it not for the fact

that it seems possible that there may be other forms—terms

in the series—allied to C. granulatus and C. Normani,
and that it will be convenient to associate the name of each

form so far as possible with some person or thing distinctive

of its discovery.

The position and characters of the three species of Cymo-

nomus may accordingly be thus given :

Section Oxystoma, M.-Edw. (of the Bracliyura genu in a,

Boas)

.

Family Dorippida), M.-Edw., including sub-fumilies Cyclo-

dorippina3 and Dorippina?.^

^ Tlie characters of tlicse divisions and tlic included genera are very fully

given by MM. Edwards and Bouvier in the "Blake" volume quoted above.
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Sub-family Cyclodorippinas, including two tribes, Cymo-
noma3 (genera Cymopolus and Cymonomus) ; Cyclodo-

rippa3 (genera Corycodus, Clythocerus, Cyclodorippa,

and Cymonomops).

Tribe Cymonoinfe.

Cliaracters (taken from Edwards and Bouvier).—Cara-

pace quadrate, rugose ; rostrum somewliat narrow, triangular,

with pointed termination. Afferent orifices very much
reduced or rudimentary. Efferent orifices more or less

separate, and situated far behind the frontal margin. Exo-

podite of the first maxillipedes more developed than their

external lacinia; that of the second maxillipedes quite normal.

An exopodial flagellum and a reduced or rudimentary epipo-

dite present on the third maxillipedes. Probably always

three pairs of swimmerets in the female.

Genus Cymonomus, A. M.-Edw., 1830.

Characters (as given by Edwards and. Bouvier).—Efferent

orifices very far separate from one another, and situate at the

base of the antennae. External Licinia of the first maxilli-

pedes much shorter than the base of the exopodite. Second

maxillipedes with a rudimentary epipodite, but without any

branchiae. Third maxillipedes with reduced epipodite, dilated

and articulated at its base, with the mesopodite standing-

forward and carrying the carpus on its internal face. A
single pleurobranch : three pairs of swimmerets in the female.

Blind. The antenna? cannot conceal themselves completely

beneath the rostrum (in Cymopolus they can).

Species 1.—C. quadratus, A. Milne-Edwards. 'Bull. Mus.

Comp. Zool.,' vol. viii, No. 1, p. 26 (1880).

The characters which distinguish this species from C.

granulatus are stated by M. M.-Edwards and Bouvier as

follows

:

1. All the parts of the body are less granular and much
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less riclily furnislied with hairs; these hitter notably are not

present on the dorsal face of the carapace.

2. The cervical groove is much more marked iu C. quad-

ratus, but the branchial region is less so, and in fact presents

no distinct limit anteriorly.

4 \ ,t.

Fig. 10.—Outline diagrams of the anterior margin of the carapace,

the rostrum, and ocular peduncles of two specimens of Cymo-
nomus quadratus, M.-Edw. The upper figure is taken from

M. Milne-Edwards' figure in ihe "Travailleur " volume, and the

lower is drawn from a specimen kindly communicated by M.
Bouvier. Both figures show the peculiar form of the ocukr

peduncles, e, differing both from tiiose of C. granulatus and C.

Normani; also the proportionate size of the rostrum, r. The
lower figure shows a greater size attained by the extra-orbital

spines, sp, and a rounding off of the lateral angles of the carapace,

as compared with tiie type.

3. The rostral region^ is less pronounced, and advances

less distinctly in front of the carapace; the rostrum is much

narrower, and has no denticles on its margins.

4. The ocular peduncles ai-e much more delicate, and arc

gradually attenuated from the base to the summit ; their

' See our text block, Fig. 10, r, and compare with PI. 33, fig. 2.
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corneal surface is no longer distinct as in 0. granulatus,
and numerous spinules are grouped in a row on the internal

border of the peduncles.^

5. The second joint of the antennary peduncles, instead of

being delicate and almost smooth as we see in C. granulatus,

is much larger than the others, and possesses spines on its

external border."

6. The notch of the palatine border is less extensive than

in C. granulatus, so that the two halves of the border pass

considerably to the inner side of the urinary tubercle. On
the contrary, the palatine surface is complete in C. grann-
latus, whilst presenting on each side a small antero-posterior

crest.

7. The base of the exopodite of the first and second,

maxillipedes advances less in front than in C. grannlatus
[quadratus in original—E. R. L.].

8. The last abdominal segment of the female has regularly

rounded-off side borders in C. grannlatus; whilst in 0.

quadratus, on the contrary, the border on each side forms

an inwardly convex curvature.

Distribution.—C. quadratus represents in the Carib-

bean region the 0. granulatus of the Mediterranean and

North Atlantic.

Species 2.

—

C. granulatus, Norman. 'Brit. Assoc. Reports'

(as Etliusa granulata), 187o.

In addition to the definite points of difference between this

species and C. quadratus quoted above from M. M.-

Edwards and Bonvier may be mentioned the generally more

granular condition of the surface, and the tendency to an

' See our text block, Fig. 10, e, and compare willi Pis. 33 and 31.

2 See PI. 34, fig. 12. The joint referred to is wliat appears in the drawing

as the first or proximal, the true first being fused with and hidden beneath

the carapace. The observation as to tlie difference of the spinulation of

this joint in C. granulatus and C. quadratus is confirmed by the exa-

mination of our specimens in the Nat. Hist. Mus. But C. Normani has as

spinose a margin to the joint as C. quadratus, and has the next joint also

spiniferous, although it is quite smooth in C. granulatus (see p. 457).
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exuberance in the production of spines and spinules^ wliicli

exhibits individual variation.

As stated by M. M.-Edwards and Houvier, C. granulatus

is more richly beset with fine hairs than is C. quadratus.

These hairs are not represented in Mr. Albany Hancock's

drawings reproduced in our plates, but are present in Norman's

specimens both on the eye peduncles and other appendages

as well as on the carapace.

The difference in the form of the eye-stalks is very striking

—those of C. granulatus presenting a well-marked corneal

area which is absent from those of C. quadratus, and also

being more robust, rounded in cross-section instead of

flattened, and beset with numerous spinules. The row of

spines on the inner margin is not so regular as in C.

quadratus (see PI. 33, figs. 5 and G). The rostrum also is

larger and more robust, and provided with coarser spinules in

C. granulatus than in C. quadratus, and projects con-

siderably further forward than the eye-stalks, whereas in

C. quadratus it is not so long as the eye-stalks.

In both species there is a well-developed extra-orbital

spine on the frontal margin of the carapace on each side (PI.

34, fig. 7, sjJ., and text-fig. 10, sp.). But this spine is

much larger and more coarsely denticulate in C. granu-

latus than in C. quadratus. It appears to be subject to

variation in C. quadratus, as it is larger in the lower

specimen drawn in our text-fig. 10 than in the upper,

which is taken from the figure of M. M.-Edwards and

Bouvier. It seems to me that the prominence and great

size of this extra-orbital spine, forming with the base of the

rostrum an almost cup-like cavity on each side of that

structure, as shown in A. Milne-Edwards' drawing of a

mutilated specimen devoid of eye peduncles ('Travailleur,'

loc. cit., pi. xi, fig. 5), is eminently characteristic of C.

granulatus as compared with C. quadratus.

Distribution.—Mediterranean and North Atlantic.

Species 3.—Cymonomus Normani, n. sp. (1903).

As C. granulatus in all characters except the following.
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The i-ostrnm is reduced to a small process in the mid-frontal

line (see PI. 34, fig. 8) : two other forms of the diminutive

rostrum are seen in PI. 34, figs. 10 and 11, thus necessitating

the emendation of the character as to the size and form of

the rostrum by which the tribe Cyclodorippje were supposed

to be separated from the tribe of the Cymonoraas.

The ocular peduncles of C. Normani have moved from

the lateral position which they occupy in C. granulatus,

and approach the middle line from each side. Their bases

are actually fused to one another beneath the rudimentary

rostrum, and they are immovably united to the margin of the

carapace (see PI. 39, fig. 8). Further, the free diverging^

stems of the ocular peduncles differ greatly in form from those

of C. granulatus. Like those of C. quadratus, they are

entirely devoid of a corneal area, and taper gradually to the

extremity. But, unlike those of C. quadratus, the ocular

peduncles of C. Normani are not straight, and denticulate

on the inner face only. They present, on the contrary, a

curvature, first inwards, then outwards, and then again

strongly inwards at the extremity (PI. 34, fig. 10). They

are very much more richly beset with spinules than are the

ocular peduncles of C. granulatus, and the spinules are of

larger size.

Speaking generally, the spinules on the frontal region of

the carapace, extra-orbital spines, basal antennary joints,

and eye peduncles are coarser and more exuberant in C.

Normani than in 0. granulatus. As shown in PI. 34,

fig. 8, the theoretical third (the actual second) joint of

the antennary peduncle, a", is fringed externally with spines

in C. Normani; these are wanting in C. granulatus (PI.

34, fig. 7, a").

Distribution.—Only three specimens of this species are

known, viz. those originally dredged by the Rev. Canon

Norman on the Holtenia ground in 1869 in the cruise of the

" Porcupine."

' Not, united to form a single lostruni as Dr. Norniau's briel' description

had led some of his readers to suppose.
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Since the present memoir was completed my attention has

been drawn to an article in the ' Biolog. Centralblatt/ August,

1903, written by Mr. F. Doflein, on ^'The Eyes of Deep Sea

Crabs." The article contains interesting observations on the

microscopic structure of the more or less degenerate eyes of

certain species. I have already inserted above a reference

to Mr. Doflein's description of the more and the less degene-

rate condition of the ommatidia in specimens of Cyclo-
dorippe unci f era from deeper and shallower waters. Mr.

Doflein makes some remarks upon Cymonomns granu-
latus, Norm., of which he figures an eye peduncle taken

Fig. 11.—Rostrum and eye peduncles of a species of Cymononius,
dredged by the " Valdivia " off the east coast of Africa. Repro-
duced from Doflein.

from a Mediterranean specimen communicated to him by

Prof. Bouvier. He also gives a drawing, reproduced here

(text-fig. 11), of the rostrum and ocular peduncles of a

Cymonomns taken (a single example) on the East African

coast by the Valdivia Expedition at a depth of 1000 metres.

Mr. Doflein refers this specimen to Cymonomns granu-

latus, and considers it to be a form of that species with

degenerate eyes.

It seems to me, from the drawing given and here re-

produced, that this East African Cymonomns is much

nearer to Cymonomns quadrat us than it is to C.

granulatus. The ocular peduncles are in the condition

which is normal and typical in C. quadrntus, whilst the

rostrum is relatively little shorter than in that species (conf.
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text-fig. 11). On the other hand, the long* and somewhat

coarse hairs on both eye-stalks and rostrum seem to distin-

guish this species from C. quadratus. It certainly is not

likely that this East African form should be identical with

the Mediterranean and North Atlantic C. granulatus. I

think that it will prove to be either a hairy variety of

C. quadratus or a sufficiently distinct form to be entitled to

a specific name, in which case I propose to speak of it as

Cymonomus Valdivia?.

Still more recently I have received a most interesting

Fig. 12.—Outline diagram from Dr. Hansen's drawing of the "Ingolf

"

specimen of Cymonomus allied to C. Norman i.

communication from my friend Dr. Hansen, of Copenhagen,

relative to a Cymonomus dredged by the Ingolf Expedi-

tion in lat. N. 62° 58', long. W. 23° 28', at a depth of 486

fathoms, to which I have already referred above.

Dr. Hansen has been kind enough to send me an excellent

drawing of the dorsal view of the remarkable "Ingolf" speci-

men. He will himself describe it hereafter in full, but I may
say here that it is most distinctly a further term in the develop-

ment of those special features which distinguish C. Normani
from C. granulatus. In the IngolPs Cymonomus the

rostrum, as shown in the outline here given (text-fig. 12), is

not even represented by a trifid spine ; it is reduced to a

scarcely prominent process of the margin of the carapace.
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The extra-orbital spines are larger than in C. Norm an i, and

the spines at the latero-frontal angles of the quadrate

carapace are emphasised. The eye peduncles seem to be

straighter and stronger than in C. Normani, and moi-e

broadly united to one another at the base.

I am not able to speak with any certainty on the next

point, but if I may judge by Dr. Hansen's drawing the Ingolf's

Cymonomus is less generally beset with spinules, and these

are less prominent than is the case with C. Normani. In

this respect the *'Ingolf" form appears not to cai-ry on the

distinctive characters of C. Normani in an exaggerated

degree. But we shall no doubt receive fuller information on

the subject from Dr. Hansen.

It is worth noting by the way that degrees of degeneration

of the eyes are known in the genus Cymopolus, M.-Edw., as

well as in the allied genus Cymonomus.

Cymopolus Agassizii, M.-Ed\v., has the corneal surface

very greatly reduced, and there is an absence of pigment-

whilst in Cymopolus asper, M.-Edw., the corneal area of

moderate size is strongly pigmented with black.

Apparently Cymonomus quadratus is the only member

of the Cyclodorippine crabs (or of any Brachyurous group

except Bathyplax) which has hitherto been described as

having the corneal area completely absent, and the ocular

peduncle persisting as a mere pointed rod. C. Normani is

now added to that list, as well as the forms dredged by the

"Valdivia" and the " Ingolf.'^

Note by Dr. A. M. Norman, F.R.S.

The range of the described members of the genus Cymo-

nomus is as follows :

1. Cymonomus Normani, E. Ray Lankester.

"Porcupine," 1869. Lat. 59° 34' N., long. T 15'

W., 542 fathoms ; and lat. 59° 26', long. 8° 23',

705 fathoms. These dredgings are to the

north-west of the Butt of Lewis, and in the
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" warm area " to the south of the " Wy ville-

Thorason Ridge."

2. Cymonomus granulatus, Norman.

a. In many " Porcupine " dredgings in 1869 off

the west and south-west of Ireland, in 106

—

1350 fathoms.

h. Off the coasts of Spain and Portugal, dredged

by the '^Porcupine," 1870, " Ti-availleur/'

"Talisman," and " Hirondelle."

c. Northern Mediterranean, off the south of France

and off Corsica, " Travailleur," 1881. Southern

Mediterranean, "Porcupine," 1870; Station

56; lat. 37° 3' N., long. 11° 36' E., that is near

the island Pantellaria, between Tunis and Sicily,

in 390 fathoms.

d. African coast. Taken by the " Talisman " more

than twenty degrees south of the Mediterranean,

off Arguin, lat. 21° 53' N., in 655 metres.

3. Cymonomus quadratus, A. Milne-Edwards, 1880.

Among the West Indian islands, in 175—508

fathoms.

The number of species of Crustacea Brachyura rapidly

diminishes as we descend in our investigations into the

depths of the ocean ; and it is worthy of notice here that the

only species, I believe, which have as yet been found in

depths exceeding 1000 fathoms belong to genera allied to

Cymonomus, as will be seen in the following list.

Cymonomus granulatus (Norman), as

above ..... 1380 fathoms.

Etliusa microphthalma, S. I. Smith.

U.S. Fish Comm. dredgings, 1884 . 1047 „

"Challenger". . . . lOOO

Ethusina abyssicola, S. I. Smith.
" Albatross," 1883, Atlantic . 1497—1735 „

"Talisman" .... 4060 metres.
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Ethusina Challengeri, E. I. Miers.

"Challenger". . . . 1875 fathoms.
" Albatross," Pacific . . . 2232 „

Ethusina gracilipes, E. I. Miers.

"Challenger". . . . 1425

"Albatross," Pacific . . 1322—1823
Ethusina Talismaui, E. Milne-Edwards and Bouvier.

" Talisman " . . . . 2235 metres.

" Princesse-Alice," 1897 . . 1935

EXPLANATION OF PLATES 33 & 34,

Illustrating Prof. Ray Lankester's memoir on
" The Eye Peduncles of Cymonomus."

Reference Letters.

«'= Aiitciinule. «'*= Basal articulation of same, a"= Antenna, e^ Eye-

stalk (ocular peduncle). ? = Rostrum. 5/) = Extra-orbital sjiiue or process

of tlie carapace, x = Small scale, probably an abnormality.

Fig. 1.—Cymonomus Normani, u. sp. Male specimen, showing (he

modified rostrum and eye-stalks.

ElG. 2.— Cymonomus granulatus, Norman. Male specimen, showing

the normal rostrum and eye-stalks.

Fig. 3.—Abdomen of male C. granulatus.

Fig. 4.—Abdomen of female C. granulatus.

Figs. 5 and 0.—Eye-stalks of C. granulatus.

Fig. 7.—Frontal region of C. granulatus further enlarged.

Fig. 8.—Frontal region of C. Normani further enlarged.

I'IG. 9.—^laxillipede of third pair of C. granulatus.

Fig. 10.—Eye-stalks and rostrum of a female specimen of C. Normani.

Fig. 11.—Eye-stalk and rostrum of a second male specimen of C. Nor-

mani.

Fig. 12.—Antennule and antenna of C. granulatus.

Fig. 13.—Part of antennule of C. granulatus further enlarged.
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The followinj^ remarks in reference to tlicse drawings and llie original

specimens are Jiindly furnished by Dr. W. T, Caiman, who is now engaged on

carcinological work in the Natural History Museum.
" The specimen represented in Figs. 1 and 8 is a male, the carapace of whicii

measures about 3"1 mm. in length to the base of the rostral process. Fig. 10

is taken from a female specimen with carapace 4 mm. in length, and Fig. 11

from a male 2*4 mm. in length.

" The originals of the other figures cannot now be identified.

"In the specimen shown in Figs. 1 and S the eye-stalks are not quite so

near together at the base as in the figure, though they are somewhat nearer

than in the specimens from whicli Figs. 10 and 11 have been drawn. One of

these (Fig. 10) has at the tip of the eye-stalks a slight trace of the brownish

coloration which in normal specimens distinguishes the corneal area, but

this cannot be discerned in either of the other two specimens.

" Fig. 12 shows a small scale (.r) apparently articulating with the end of

the proximal joint of the antennal peduncle. This appears to be exceptional

in occurrence, and is not present in the specimens examined by me. It seems

to be a development of the primitive third joint of tlie peduncle, usually fused

with the second and indicated only by a sutural line.—W. T. C."
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On the Dermal Fin-rays of Fishes—Living and
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Introduction.

In the following paper are given the results of a sLud}',

carried on for some years, on the structure and development

of the. dermal fin-rays of fisb. The classification of living

and extinct fisli is a subject which has grown much in

importance of late years, and has been greatly advanced in

quite modern times through the labours of Cope, Traquair,

A. Smith Woodward, and others. Almost every available

character has been made use of in turn by systematists in

the endeavour to classify the larger groups ; and of these cha-

racters it is obvious that those which are based on structures

capable of being fossilised must be the most useful. No
parts of a fish are, as a rule, better preserved than the

dermal skeleton. Yet, although Agassiz (1) long ago

classified fish into large divisions according to the structure

of the scales, modern systematists are inclined to attach so

little importance to the exo-skeleton that I venture to think

they have somewhat neglected the dermal fin-rays. If it is

true that the application of cut and dried definitions of the

scaling will no longer enable us satisfactorily to subdivide

the Pisces into Placoidei, Ganoidoi, Cycloidei, and Ctenoidei

;

if it is true that '^placoid" scales may be present in the

Ganoidei, and that various forms of cycloid scales mny liave

been independently evolved from rhomboid ganoid scales in

later groups,—nevertheless these facts do not by any means

prove that the scaling is of little systematic importance.
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Indeed, are there any characters against which the same

objections may not be urged ?

Paradoxical as it may seem, yet the most superficial

structures are often of the deepest significance in the stndy

of phylogeny. As a mammal may be snrely identified by its

liair, and a bird by its feather, so may a fish be classified by

its dermal fiu-ra3^ The dermal rays, however, are of even

more constant structure than the body-scales. There seem

to be only three main types of these rays, and it was with

the object of defining these types, and of traciug out tlieir

phylogenetic relations, that this work was nndertaken, in the

hope of thereby helping to clear up some obscure points in

classification. Unfortunately the task has proved far less

easy than I expected, chiefly on account of the many diffi-

culties enconntered in the study of fossil forms. The work

remains incomplete; many important questions are left

nndecided
;
yet I hope enough has been done to show that it

is a fruitful field for research, from which much may be

expected.

The bulk of this work was carried out on the material in

the Department of Comparative Anatomy of the Oxford

Museum. I have to thank Professor Sollas for the loan of

specimens from the Geological Department, and Professor

Zit tol for permission to freely examine the famous Mnnich

collections. More especially I am indebted to Dr. R. H.

Traqnair and Dr. A. Smith Woodward for much help and

advice whilst working through the collections in the Edin-

burgh and British Museums.

The dermal rays of fish have already been described in

considerable detail by many authors. In the first half of the

nineteenth century Agassiz, in his classical memoir (1),

mentioned the bony and geuerally jointed rays of the higher

fish, and the unjointed horny rays of the Selachians and
Chim£era. He also described the slender horny rays in the

embryonic fins of Teleostean fish, and the dermal rays of

many fossil forms. Bruch in 1861 (5) first drew a clear

distinction between the endo-skeletal rays and the secondary
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rays belonging to the dermal skeleton. 0. Hertwig, in a

series of most important papers on the dermal skeleton of

fish (17), contributed numerous observations on the structure

and development of the rays, and clearly established the

homology of the jointed bony rays of the Actinopterygii with

the body-scales. Beandelot (2) had previously put forward

the same view, and had given a clear general account of the

development of the dermal rays in Teleosts, which subject

has again been most successfully studied in detail by

Harrison (13). An interesting general discussion of the

dermal rays has been published by Ryder (32), in which he

upholds the view that they are homologous throughout all

the groups of fish in which they occur. Pander (27 and 28),

Traquair (35, 36, 37), A. Smith Woodward (42), and others

have from time to time contributed many important observa-

tions on the fin-rays of extinct forms.

Before describing the dermal fin-rays of the true Fish, it

may be mentioned that real dermal rays are absent in

Amphioxus and the Cyclostomes. The ray-like structures

figured and described by various authors in the larva of

Amphioxus (Hatschek [16], Lankester and Willey [23]) are

elongated epidermal cells. They have nothing to do with the

dermal rays of fish. In the Cyclostomes, on the other hand,

the fins are supported by delicate cartilaginous rays, prolonga-

tions of the neural and ha)mal arches of the axial cndo-

skeleton.^

Elasmobranchii.

It is well known that the fins of the Elasmobranch fish,

whether paired or unpaired, are provided with so-called

'' horny fin-rays." These rays are slender, flexible, cylindrical

rods of fibrous substance, deposited in concentric layers.

They are pointed at the proximal end, and gradually diminish

' Dermal rays are fii^urcd by mistake in the adult Bolellostonia by B. Dean

(8). It would be interesting to know whether there are any traees of such

rays in the youi.f,'.
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ill diameter towards the distal extremity. The horny fin-

rays—which I shall call the ceratotrichia—never become

ossified, and are never jointed. Moreover, as a rule, they ai'e

very numerous, and form more than one layer, are set close

together, are evenly distributed over the fin, and occasionally

may branch. In the adult fish, except near the distal g'row-

ing edge of the fin, they are deeply embedded in the con-

nective tissue some Avay from the epidermis (figs. 1 and 7 ct.),

and overlap to a considerable extent the cartilaginous fin-

supports. They are developed on both sides of the fin, and

proximally embrace the median cartilaginous rays. The

proximal ends of the ceratotrichia are enclosed in the sheet

of connective tissue to which the special fin-muscles arc

attached (fig. 1, cut.). These muscles, developed from the

muscle-buds which sprout from the myotomes, are the

appendicular muscles which occur in the fins of all fish, and

are parallel to and correspond with the endo-skeletal rays.

Outside the ceratotrichia and the surrounding layer of con-

nective tissue lie the denticles, and lastly the epidermis.

The denticles bear no relation either in position or in number

to the underlying dermal rays.

Klaatsch (21) has given some details concerning the early

development of the ceratotrichia. According to him cells

derived from the epidermis migrate inwards into the under-

lying mesoblastic tissues, where they secrete the rays. The

horny substance appears first in the centre of these '' sclero-

blasts," and subsequently enlarges and becomes surrounded

by a multicellular sheath. These statements are supported

by very unconvincing figures.

My own observations are directly opposed to Klaatsch's

interpretation. Sections through embryos of Scyllium or

Acanthias properly preserved, and treated with appropriate

stains (such as borax-carmine and picro-nigrosin), show

conclusively that a continuous and definite basement mem-
brane separates the epidermis from the mesoblastic tissues

over the whole surface of the animal (figs. 7—12 h.m.). At

what stage this membrane first makes its appearance I am
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unable to say ; but there can be uo doubt tliat it is formed

very early indeed. It is clearly present, for instance, in

Scyllium embryos 14 mm. in length, long before either

denticles or dermal rays have begun to develop. Once laid

down the basement membrane remains, as far as can be seen,

continuous and unbroken throughout embryonic life. Of any

migration of scleroblasts from the epidermis there is not the

slightest trace, and I have no hesitation in stating that it

does not occur in the embryos I have examined.^

After the deposition of the basement membrane, which

stains dark blue with nigrosin, the actiuotrichia begin to

develop in those regions of the, at first, continuous median

fin which are destined to give rise to the adult fins. Almost

simultaneously ceratotrichia begin to develop in the paired

fins. Since the fins grow at their free edge, the same section

shows various stages in the development of the ra3^s according

as the parts nearer or farther from the body are examined.

Near the edge itself the first origin of the rays can be traced.

Here the secreting cells are seen to lie close under the epi-

dermis, and to deposit the horny substance, if not in actual

continuity with, at all events in immediate contact with the

basement membrane, on to the under surface of which they

cling (figs. 8, 10, and 12). Thus the first rudiments of the

dermal rays appear to be formed on the outer surface of the

scleroblasts, which range themselves in parallel rows. Soon

they seem to insinuate themselves between the ceratotrichia

and the basement membrane, so that the ray becomes gradu-

ally separated off from the membrane as it grows older, and

sinks farther and farther into the mesoblastic tissue (figs. 9,

11, and 7). In the meantime the young ray becomes sur-

rounded by a sheath of secreting cells, and increases in bulk

by the concentric addition of layer upon layer of fibrous horny

substance. Occasionally the younger portion of the ray may be

seen to be connected with the basement membrane by fine

strands of cuticular substance, which, like the membrane and

the ray itself, stains dark blue with nigrosin (fig. 9).

' HarribOii (15) oblaiiis the same results in Teleosts.
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It is not till some time after the ceratotricbia have begun

to develop that the overlying denticles make their appear-

ance. In this paper it is not proposed to enter into a

detailed description of the development of these structures;

but I may point out that in its initial stages the denticle

appears as a mere thickening of the basement membrane
secreted by the mesoblast cells^ which group themselves

below its place of origin (figs. 11 and 7 cZ). The continuity

of the denticle (the dentine cone) with the membrane is

retained throughout its development.

By the time the denticles begin to develop, the cerato-

trichia are separated from the epidermis by a considerable

layer of fibrous connective tissue; audj moreover, since new
rays are laid down at the growing edge of the fin, we may
find several layers of ceratotricbia. As the fish grows older,

the proximal thick ends of the ceratotricbia come to lie rela-

tively closer to the median endo-skeletal fin-supports. Fig. 1

shows the relations of these structures in the adult.

Ceratotricbia occur in all living Elasmobrancbs, although

they may be much reduced in size and number in the highly

specialised fins of tbe Rajidte. So far as is known, no other

kind of dermal ray whatever exists in these fish. The fossil

Elasmobranchs, in this particular, seem to resemble in every

essential their modern relatives.

Holocephali.

Chimsera and Callorhynchus are provided with dermal rays

of exactly the same structure as those of the Elasniobranchs.

The presence of typical ceratotricbia iu the Holocephali con-

firms the view that this group is merely a highly specialised

offshoot from the Elasmobranch stem.

Teleostei.

Passing now to the higher bony fish, we find quite a

different state of things. The general structure and relations

of the dermal rays of these forms are so well known that only

a brief description is here necessary.
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In the majority of Teleostean fish the median and paired

fins are covered with a smooth scaleless skin, below which lie

the dermal fin-rays. For reasons which will appear later, I

propose to call these rays the lepidotrichia. They are, as

a rule, both jointed and branched. Generally they are

thicker and more rounded proximally, thinner and more

flattened distally. The jointing is usually more conspicuous

distally than near the base of the fin, where the divisions

may be obliterated, this region of the ray frequently becom-

ing rigid. By the more or less complete suppression of the

branching and jointing, the lepidotricliia may in many cases

become converted into the spines so often found in the fins of

the more modified Teleosts.

The lepidotrichia, like the ceratotrichia, are present on

each side of the fins. Since they correspond from side to

side, fitting close together back to back, so to speak, they

form apparently single, but really paired rays, capable of

being split longitudinally into two. At the proximal

extremity the two elements diverge and closely embrace the

extremity of the median endo-skeletal fin-support. Here is

generally situated a small distal endo-skeletal element, the

so-called baseost, to which the dermal ray is firmly attached

by ligament. These structures have been well described by

Parker (29), Cole and Johnson (7), and Bridge (4). The

various pterygial muscles (m. erector, depressor, inclinator),

which are more elaborately differentiated than in the Elasmo-

branchs, spring from this proximal end of the fin-ray on

either side of the baseost (Text-fig. 4, p. 488). Such are tlie

typical structure and relations of the lepidotrichia in adult

Teleostean fish. They are always present, and throughout

the group they undergo no very essential change.

Whereas in the caudal and paired fins the lepidotrichia

retain their primitive superiority in number over the endo-

skeletal rays (see p. 486), in the dorsal and anal fins they

correspond strictly to the latter in number and position.

Each double dermal ray in these fins articulates with the

extremity of one endo-skeletal fin-ray.
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It is to be noticed that, as a rule, iu tlie caudal fin of

Teleosts (the morphological ventral caudal lobe) the proximal

ends of the lepidotrichia are not, for the most part, attached

to the extremities of the endo-skeletal supports ; but have

pointed^ unjointed, terminal regions passing inwards on either

side of tlie hypural bones or hasmal spines (figs. 59 and 25).

The articulation of the lepidotrichia in the middle regie u of

the caudal lobe is often more like that of the other fins, than

near the edges. It will afterwards be seen that this pecu-

liarity of the caudal lepidotrichia probably represents a more

primitive condition retained and emphasised in relation to the

stiff, unbending character of the caudal fin, which enables the

Teleostean fish to swim so actively with its tail.

But there are two entirely different kinds of dermal rays

in the fius of adult Teleostean fish. As was first pointed out

by la Valette St. George, there are in the " adipose dorsal

fin^' of Salmonidfe and Siluridas no lepidotrichia, but slender,

unjointed, horny fin-rays essentially like the ceratoLrichia of

Elasmobrauchs. Moreover at the distal free edge of all the

fins of the Teleostei similar slender horny fin-rays are to be

found (Lotz [24], Hertwig [17] , Harrison [13]). It was long

ago noticed by Agassiz (1) that the delicate median and paired

fius of Teleostean embryos are supported by numerous fine,

hair-like, dermal rays. Only at a comparatively late stage do

the jointed lepidotrichia develop. Vogt (40), Lotz (24),

Beaudelot (2), Hertwig (17), Macintosh and Prince (25),

Ryder (32), and Harrison (13) have since observed these rays

both in the embryo and in the adult. To Ryder we owe the

convenient name actinotrichia, which is now generally

applied to them.

Lotz believes that the actinotrichia give rise to the lepido-

trichia by coalescence and growth. Hertwig speaks of them

as being involved in the formation of the adult ray, and

Ryder adopts the same view. Harrison, who has lately, iu

an admirable paper (13), given a detailed account of the

development of both kinds of dermal rays from their very

first appearance in Salmo, shows that they arc of inde-
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pendent origin. My own observations on the development of

the Teleostean dermal rays have also been chiefly made on

young Salmonids, and confirm Harrison's results in most

particulars.

The actinotrichia appear to develop just like the cerato-

trichia of Elasmobranchs. They are visible at an eai'ly stage

as fine threads, deposited by the secreting mesoblastic

'^ scleroblasts " immediately below the basement membrane

(fig. 20). This membrane is always present as a continuous

layer staining dark blue with nigrosin in Teleosts, as in Elas-

mobranchs; and, indeed, in all the fish I have studied. Soon

the sclerobhxsts push their way in between the ray and the

membrane ; and as they grow older and larger the actino-

trichia get carried inwards farther from the epidermis

(figs. 20 and 21). In quite young fish, where the lepido-

trichia have scarcely developed, the actinotrichia bear much

the same relation to the connective tissue and the eudo-

skeleton, as do the ceratotrichia in Elasmobranchs. They

become surrounded by the secreting cells, and grow in thick-

ness by the addition of concentric layers of substance. In

the adipose fin (especially of Siluroids) they may reach quite

a considerable size, and may branch distally. But in the

other fins, where lepidotrichia are formed, the actinotrichia

do not increase much in length. Either they get re-absorbed

proximally as fast as they are secreted distally, or they get

bodily carried outwards in the growing edge of the fin. In

the adult Teleostei the actinotrichia are relatively very small,

and rarely extend along more than one or two joints of the

overlying lepidotrichia. Excepting in the adipose fin, where

they form an evenly distributed layer over the web as in

Elasmobranchs, the actinotrichia become grouped together

more closely in the region where the lepidotrichia develop,

and gradually thin out in the intervening spaces. An adult

jointed fin-ray thus acquires the deceptive appearance of

being frayed out into fine threads at its outer extremity.

Some considerable time after the actinotrichia have been

formed, the definitive dermal rays, or lepidotrichia, put in
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an appearauce. Beaudelot (2), Hertwig (17), Ryder (32), and

especially Harrison (13), have given such complete accounts

of their development that there remains little to discuss

beyond their relation to the basement membrane, and the

mode of origin of the articulations.

The lepidotrichia are first seen in transverse section as

thickenings of the basement membrane laid down over an

area of considerable width by the underlying mesoblastic

scleroblasts (figs. 24, 20, and 21). At this early stage in the

development of the ray, the thickening is directly continuous

with the membrane extending in unbroken line between

adjacent lepidotrichia. As the thickening becomes more pro-

nounced, it begins to bend with its convexity outwards, and

the edges become more and more sharply marked off from the

ordinary basement membrane. The scleroblasts now begin to

insinuate themselves round the edge of the growing lepido-

trich as it becomes, so to speak, peeled off from the

membrane (fig. 22). During the whole process of the

separation of the dermal ray from the basement membrane,

the latter is never broken. New cuticular substance is

deposited as fast as the mesoblastic cells grow round on to

the outer surface of the ray. For a long time, perhaps

thi"Oughout life, strands of cuticular substance extend from

the basement membrane to the lepidotrichia^ which never

sink very far from the epidermis, except quite at their

proximal ends (fig. 23).

The young lepidotrichia are flattened in section, and grow

chiefly by the addition of new layers of bony substance on

their outer and inner surfaces. At first, as is generally the

case with Teleostean bones, Ave find only a thin layer enclosing

no bone- cells; but as the ray grows older and thicker, cells

become included, and it acquires the normal structure of

Teleostean bone.

The branching of the lepidotrichia is not due to the proximal

fusion of originally distinct rays, as Hertwig states (17), but,

on the contrary, to the repeated subdivision of the groAving

distal end of an originally single ray. That this is the case in
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the Teleostei becomes obvious wlieu we consider tliat from

their first appearance the lepidotrichia in the anal and dorsal

fins correspond in number with the baseosts. The branching

of all dermal rays is most probably brought about in the same

way. As in the Elasniobranch_, so in the Teleost, the various

stages in the development of the dermal rays can be seen in

passing from the free edge towards the base of the fin. In the

Teleost, however, a second generation of lepidotrichia is never

produced.

It will be understood from the above description that the

lepidotrichia succeed the actinotrichia, audare developed out-

side the latter; so that a section taken through the growing

edge of a fin, where both structures are present, invariably

shows the actinotrichia occupying the more internal region,

and the lepidotrichia between them and the epidermis.

Harrison states that in Salmo the articulations of tlie lepi-

dotrichia are secondarily formed by the breaking through of

proliferating osteoblasts, which subsequently mould the joint

(13). This rupture of an originally continuous bony lamina

would occur very early in the development of the ray at its

growing end, where it is still quite thin. I venture to think

that this interpretation is not correct. My own observations

lead me to the conclusion that whilst, on the one hand, the

dei-mal ray may be said to be almost continuous—the articu-

lation being bridged over by softer, more elastic, and non-

calcified tissue,— yet, on the other hand, the joints are marked

out as soon as the ray becomes separated off from the base-

ment membrane. There appears to be no breaking of an

originally continuous hard piece; the osteoblasts migrate to

the outer side rather round than through the ray, and the

ai'ticulation becomes suddenly conspicuous owing to the

deposition of new outer layers of bony matter on each side of

the joint. At all events, I can affirm that joints appear at a

distance from the edge of the fin which is less than the length

of a complete segment of the dermal ray.

It is clear that although the actinotrichia precede tlie

delinitive rays, and although they may occasionally become
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included in the bony snbstance forming the lepidotrichiaj yet

they cannot be said to give rise to the latter by coalescence or

growth.^ In fact, the actinotrichia take no important part in

the formation of the lepidotrichia, and the two kinds of

dermal rays are of distinct origin. The general relations of

these structures in the Teleostei are illustrated in Text-fig. 4,

p. 488.

There are many Teleostean fish in which the scaling of the

body spreads over the opercnlar region and the skull, to a

greater or less extent. That this extension of the scales over

bones of dermal origin is secondary can scarcely be doubted.

The same tendency for the scales to spread may be observed

on the fins, especially the caudal fin, of many Teleosteans

(fig. 59). It is carried to an extreme in such cases as

Choetodon and Hasmulon,^ where all the fins are covered with

minute scales similar in character to those of the body.

These small scales lie on the outside of the lepidotrichia,

which are normally developed, and to which they bear no

direct relation in number or in disposition (figs. CG and 67).

The significance of these facts will be further discussed later

on (p. 491).

Am i a.

In A mi a calva the jointed dermal rays resemble the

lepidotrichia of the Teleostei in every particular, both with

regard to their structure and development, and with regard

to their relation to the endo-skeletal fin-su|)ports. Actino-

trichia are also found in the young, and at the edge of all the

fins in the adult.

Lepidosteus.

The ''bony pike" is provided with lepidotrichia and actino-

trichia in every essential like those of the Teleostei. But it

' I have confirmed this statement on several genera, amongst others on

Chsetostomus, a Siluroid closely allied to those studied by Hertwig.

2 I am much indebted to Mr. G. A. Boulenger for the gift of specimens of

Chsttodon and Ilsemulon, and also for many useful suggestions.
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is important to notice that, in their histological characters,

the segments of the lepidotrichia closely resemble the body-

scales, as has often been mentioned by previons writers.

The scales, like the segments of the dermal ray, are joined

together by ligamentons connective tissue. A transverse

section through both scale and ray exhibits the same bony

and ganoine layers.

A study of the development of the dermal rays of Lepi-

dosteus shows, firstly, that the actinotrichia are peculiarly

well developed at the edge of the fins (fig. 19), where they

are thicker, longer, and more extensively distributed than in

most Teleosts ; secondly, that the segments of the definitive

ray develop in exactly the same way as do the lepidotrichia

of Salmo. They appear first as thickenings of the basement

membrane, which become separated off, and rapidly grow in

thickness as they sink inwards. Soon they acquire bone-

cells and Haversian canals, and lastly a covering of ganoine

is deposited on the outer surface. The structure and

development of the body-scales of Lepidosteus have been

studied of late years by Hertwig (17) and Nickerson (26) ;

and it has been shown that a number of small denticles of

often transient nature are developed on the outer surface of

the scale. Quite similar denticles are also found on the

young segments of growing lepidotrichia. Text-fig. 2, p. 485,

illustrates the relations of the dermal skeleton of the fins of

Lepidosteus.

Polypterus,

The general structure and relations of the jointed dermal

rays of this interesting fish have already ])een described by

Hertwig (17), Bridge (4), and Boulenger (3). Although highly

specialised in some respects, they conform on the whole to

the ordinary Teleostean type of lepidotrichia. The anal fin

is remarkable in that the dermal rays have preserved the

more simple and primitive relation to the endo-skeletal sup-

ports. The lepidotrichia here have pointed terminal segments
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which pass inwards below the body-scales, as in the caudal

fin, and are not related to a particular baseost element, as in

the higher fish described above. The lepidotrichia of the

ventral caudal lobe bear the same relation to the endo-

skeleton. In their histological structure the dermal rays

closely resemble those of Lepidosteus.

On examining sections through the growing edge of the

fins, we find very well developed actinotrichia (fig. 17). The

lepidotrichia arise, as usual, as a thickening of the basement

membrane. As they grow older the segments gradually

acquire a structure exactly similar to that of the body-scales,

with a covering coat of gauoine (figs. GO and 61). Moreover

the young rays are provided on their outer surface with a

number of small denticles (figs. 18 and 60) like those found

in Lepidosteus and Hypostoma. There can bo no possible

doubt that the actinotrichia and lepidotrichia of Polypterus

are strictly homologous with the actinotrichia and lepido-

trichia of the '' Actinoptcrygii " (Teleostei and Ganoidei).

Acipenser.

Hertwig(17) has already described the dermal rays of the

Acipenseroids. In adult sturgeons the actinotrichia are very

well developed at the edge of the fins. The lepidotrichia,

originating just as in the Teleostei and " bony Ganoids,^'

soon acquire a bony structure like that of the body-plates

and scales, and also small bony spines, wliich are considered

by Hertwig to represent degenerate denticles.

In the Acipenseroids, or Ohondrostei, the lepidotrichia are

much more numerous than the endo-skeletal fin-rays. Their

proximal ends overlap the cartilages, especially in the

impaired fins, more than is the case in the higher fish ; and

they are not so closely connected with the endo-skeleton. In

fact, the general relations of the lepidotrichia to the endo-

skeleton and muscles somewhat resemble those of the cerato-

trichia in Elasmobranchs. They are shown in fig. 2, and

Text-fig. 3, p. 487.
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Dipnoi.

Ceratodus seems to be the only Dipnoan of which the

dermal rays have been described in any detail. Giinther (12)^

in his well-known memoir on the Australian lung-fish, gives

the following- account of the dermal rays, which he calls the

" dermo-neurals " and " dermo-hcBmals " :
—"They are ex-

ceedingly numerous^ four or five or more corresponding to a

single vertebral segment, and form a double series, one series

on each side of the fin. This peculiarit}", which Ceratodus

has in common with Lepidosireu, reminds us of those fin-rays

of Teleosteous fishes which can be more or less completely

split into a right and left half. The dermo-neurals of Cera-

todus are not articulated to the extremities of the inter-

neuralsj but overlap them for a considerable distance of their

length. . . . No ossification takes place in either of them
;

they consist entirely of cartilage in which numerous spindle-

shaped cells are embedded, man}^ of these cells being pro-

duced at both ends into a very long process." Giinther

evidently considered the dermal rays of Ceratodus to be

simple, uujointed, and unbranched, since he contrasts them

Avith the jointed and branched rays of Dipterus.

The structure of the dermal rays of the Dijmoi is so im-

portant from the point of view of classification that it is

necessary to discuss the subject in detail.

In the adult Ceratodus the median fins pass gradually into

the body; there is no sharp line of demarcation between the

two. The body-scales extend evenly on to the fin, where they

become smaller, more numerous, and of a more elongated

shape (fig. 3). The more distal scales become ranged in rows

parallel with the underlying dermal rays, but not strictly

corresponding to them. The scales do not reach the actual

margin of the fins, ceasing some little way short of it.

These scales are, of course, covered by the epidermis, and

lie embedded in the connective tissue where they are formed.

Below the scales, and therefore in the still deeper layers of
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the connective tissue, are found the dermal rays. They are

in the form of slender pliable rods, about five times as

numerous as the endo-skeletal fin-supports, which they overlap

(fig. 3, hpt.). The proximal half of the ray is stouter and

more cylindrical than the more distal region, which becomes

flattened and thinned out peripherally to a mere thread.

This ])roximal region is also harder, owing to more complete

calcification, and is never jointed. Some of the dermal rays

appear to remain unbranched and unjointed throughout life,

but most of them become both branched and jointed in the

distal region (figs. 3, 36, 37).

The joints occur in the most irregular manner, beginning

either near the middle of the ray, or near its tip; some-

times they are numerous and close together, and at other

times few and far between. The pointed inner ends of the

majority of the dermal rays reach proximally to an even level

in the sheet of connective tissue surrounding them ; the fin-

muscles are attached to this connective tissue and to the

dermal rays themselves. The region where the joints first

appear at the distal end of the unjointed piece may be con-

sidered as roughly indicating the limit where the body ends

and the fin begins.

This description applies almost equally well to the paired

fins, where, however, the rays are shorter and more fre-

quently jointed (fig. 37).

The dermal rays of Oeratodns are formed of fibrous sub-

stance of horny consistency, which becomes calcified and hard

in the older regions. Here also the included cells become

very numerous, and in favourable preparations can be seen to

be provided with a multitude of fine branches (fig. 41). The

older and thicker parts of the ray acquire the structure, not

of cartilage, as stated by Giinther, but of fibrous bone. It is

to be noticed that the substance of the ray becomes sub-

divided into an inner and more fibrous region, and an outer

thinner layer, which appears more refringent and is more

thoroughly calcified (figs. 29, 34). This outer layer alone is

sharply interrupted at the articulations. The proximal un-
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jointed region is formed cliiefly of the harder outer layer
;

the distal region, on the contrary, cliietiy of the softer inner

layer.

Protopterus is provided with dermal rays of essentially

the same structure. They differ, however, in being smaller,

softer, less calcified, less frequently jointed and branched,

and in having fewer cells included in their substance.

In Lepidosiren, again, the dermal rays, although of the

same nature, are still further reduced. They have dis-

appeared altogether from the paired fins, and in the unpaired

fins are shorter, very soft, scarcely jointed, and uubranched.

Protopterus is the only Dipnoan in which I have been able

to study the development of the dermal fin-rays.^ Sections

through the median fins show the usual basement membrane
separating the epidermis from the underlying mesoblastic

tissues. Towards the growing edge of the fin, immediately

below the basement membrane, can be seen the early stages

in the development of the ray, in the form of a delicate

thread of cuticular substance secreted by rows of scleroblasts

(figs. 13 and 14). The distal extremity of the thread does

not appear to originate distinctly as a mere thickening of the

membrane, but becomes smaller and smaller on passing out-

wards, and finally becomes indistinguishable from a network

of connective-tissue fibres underlying the basement mem-
brane. As it grows, the ray sinks away from the membrane

aud becomes surrounded by the secreting scleroblasts. Very

soon the distinction between the outer and inner regions can

be made out (figs. 15 and 16). A fairly definite sheet of

connective tissue joins the dermal rays together, some dis-

tance below the epidermis (fig. 16). Meantime the scales

develop on the body and spread over the proximal region of

the fin, on the outer surface of the rays.

Neither in adult Dipnoi, nor in the larva of Protopterus,

have I fouud any trace of actiuotrichia. It is ])ossible that

' Mr. J. S. Budf^ett very kindly presented me with two iarvec of Proto-

pterus, on wliicli these observations iiave been made.
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they are present in the quite young stages of development
;

but they are not figured by Semon (33).

The Structure and Homologies of the Dermal Eays of

Living Fish.

We may now briefly recapitulate what lias been said above

concerning the dermal rays of liviug fish, and discuss their

homologies.

There are four different kinds of dermal rays, or dermo-

trichia, in adult living fish :

i. The horny rajs, or ceratotrichia, of Elasmobrauchii

and Holocephali : fibrous, flexible, unjointed, rarely branched,

cylindrical rods. Like all dermal raj^s, they are developed on

both sides of the fin-folds both of the median and of the

paired fins. The pointed proximal ends overlap on each side

the median endo-skeletal fin-supports, and the tapering grow-

ing distal ends reach the free edge of the fin. Ceratotrichia

are of the same structure throughout, grow by the addition of

concentric layers of substance, and never contain any bone-

cells. They originate as fibrils secreted by mesoblastic sclero-

blasts in contact with the inner surface of the basement

membrane. As they grow older they sink inwards, new layers

of connective tissue being formed outside them. During the

growth of the fin new generations of ceratotrichia may be

added, so that a section of a fully grown fish may show a

layer of rays several deep on either side. The bony denticles

of the skin lie outside, and are quite independent of the

underlying rays, which are the first to make their appearance

in the embryo (Text-fig. 1).

2. The actinotrichia : delicate little "horny/' un-

jointed, and usually unbranched rays found in the fins of all

living Teleostomes as the first, and for some time the only,

rays in embryonic or larval life. In later stages they become

functionally replaced by the bony rays, except in the adipose

fin. The actinotrichia, however, persist throughout life near

the free growing edge of all the fins. They develop like the

ceratotrichia, and appear to be in every respect similar to
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theui.^ 'LMie actinotricliia are more numerous tliau the jointed

rays which develop outside them, and become grouped

together at the edge of the fins below the growing definitive

rays (Text-figs. 2—4),

3. The definitive bony tin-rays, or lepidotrichia :

typically ossitied, jointed, and branched. These dermal rays

Fig. 1.—Diagrammatic figure of a section through the dorsal tin of

Scy Ilium. For the lettering sec p. 517.

are found in all Teleostomes, in both the paired and unpaired

fins (excepting the ''adipose " fin). 'Jlie hard ossified seg-

ments are joined together by narrow, fibrous, uncalcified

regions, forming flexible articulations, comparable to the

ligaments uniting ganoid scales to each other. In specialised

forms the lepidotrichia may undergo various modifications,

' Should this conclusion be borne out, the name actinotricliia might

perhaps be dropped in favour of tlie more descriptive term ceratotriciiia.
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and are often converted into spines by the suppression of the

joints.

The development of the lepidotrichia is somewhat different

from that of the ceratotrichia. They appear as thickenings of

the basement membrane of considerable width, secreted by

efr

Fig. 2.—Diagrammatic figure tiiroiigii the dorsal fin of Lepidosteus.
For the lettering see p. 517.

undei'lying- scleroblasts. Later they become separated off

from the membrane as thin plates of bony substance, which

sink inwards and become surrounded by the mesoblastic

tissues. In forms like Polypterus and Lepidosteus, with

ganoid scales, the segments of the dermal rays acquire the

same histological structui-e as the body-scales; they have the

same covering of ganoine and the same minute denticles on
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their surface. Hertwig long ago showed that this is also the

case in Siluroids and Acipeuseroids^ where the segments of the

lepidotinchia resemble in every detail the spiny plates and

scales on the body. As we pass to the more highly specialised

Teleosts^ with cycloid and ctenoid scales, the resemblance

between the segments of the rays and the body-scales becomes

less obvious, the lepidotrichia preserving, as a rule, a more

primitive and truly bony structure. But in the highest

Teleosts both the endoskeleton and the lepidotrichia may
lose the bone- cells.

Whilst in the lowest Teleostomes, like Acipenser, the lepi-

dotrichia are much more numerous than the endo-skeletal rays,

overlap the latter to a considerable extent, and are not

specially differentiated at their proximal ends ; in the " bony

Ganoids " and the " Teleostei " they come to correspond

strictly in number with the endo-skeletal supports, to the small

distal element of which (the " baseost ") they become closely

connected. The proximal segment of the lepidotrichia in

these fish becomes enlarged and differentiated for clasping

the baseost and for the attachment of muscles. This modifi-

cation is carried out more completely in the higher than in the

lower forms (Polypterus), and more completely also in some

fins than in others (Text-fig. 4).

4. The dermal rays of the living Dipnoi, or campto-
trichia, may be considered, for present purposes, as a fourth

and distinct variety of ray, somewhat intermediate in charac-

ter between the ceratotrichia and the lepidotrichia. Like the

former, they are much more numerous than the endo-skeletal

fi.n-supports, and overlap them on either side. In Ceratodns,

where the dermal rays are best developed, they are seen to

consist of a slender rod of fibrous, flexible material, which

acquires the appearance and consistency of fibrous bone in its

older and thicker parts. A large number of branching cells

are distributed throughout the substance of the ray, which

may be distinguished into an inner and an outer more

calcified region. The camptotrichia may branch, and nro

generally jointed. As a rule they arc subdivided into a tuore
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cylindrical, unjointcd proximal half, and a flatter, irregularly

jointed distal half in the fin itself. The proximal ends bear

much the same relations to the muscles as do the lepidotrichia.

The body-scales extend over the dermal rays to near the edge
of the fins. These camptotrichia are deeply embedded.

aci

bp

Fig. 3.—Dia£:rammatic figure of a section ilirougli the dorsal fin of

Acipenser. For tlie letterin<^ see p. 517-

whereas the scales are in the more superficial layers of con-

nective tissue (Text-fig. 5).

Such is the structure of the dermal rays in living fish, and

the relations of these rays to the scales, the muscles, and the

endo-skeletou are illustrated in figures 1, 2, 3, and 59, and in

the text-figures. We now endeavour to trace out their origin

and homologies.
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Ryder (32), the only author who seems freely to have

speculated on this subject, believed all the dermal rays to be

homologous with and derived from the " horny " type found

in Elasmobranchs. Concerning the origin of these cerato-

trichia little can be said. That they should have been

Fig. 4.—Diagrammatic figure of a section t,ln-o\igli tlic dorsal fin of

a Telensleaii fish. For tlie lettering sec p. 517.

derived from the basal plates of the denticles, as suggested

by Klaatsch (21), if I understand him rightly, seems most

unlikely. Neither in their development nor in their structure

have the two anything in common, beyond the fact that they

are both produced in tlie mcsobhist. Tlie rays develop in the

fins long before the denticles themselves put in an nppearauce.
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With regard to the actinotrichia, their universal presence

ill all the widely diverging groups of Teleostomes suggests

tliat they are of very ancient orign. Most writers, like

Beaudelot (2), Ryder (32), Harrison (13), compare them to

the ceratotrichia. As Beaudelot says, '' Les nageoires des

,. O.sc

eft

Fio. 5.—Diagrammatic section tlirou<i;Ii flie dorsal fin of Ceratodus.
For IcMerinp; see p. 517.

premiers [Selachians] avec leur filaments comes pour

squelette, correspondant evidemment a la nagcoire embryon-

naire des seconds [Teleosteans]," with its "filaments cornes."

There can be little doubt that these two kinds of rnys are

homologous. Of similar shape, structure, and developinental

history, thoy must surely be of common oi'igiu. In adult

living Teleostomes, however, they would appear to be only
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vestigial organs of little meclianical importance, having been

functionally superseded by the bony rays.

To what origin are we to trace the lepidotrichia which

appear in the Teleostomes ? They may be organs sui

generis, developed in these fish only ; or they may be derived

from the ceratotrichia of Elasmobranchs, as held by Ryder;

or, again, they may be homologous with the body-scales. The

evidence seems to bo strongly against the first of these views.

With regard to the second, it should be remembered that

the ceratotrichia in their development and structure exhibit

constant and important differences when compared with the

lepidotrichia; and that, as we pass from the higher to the

lower Teleostomes, we can trace no distinct approximation

in character of the Teleostome type of ray to the Elasmo-

branch type.

The third view is the one held by Beaudelot (2)^, Gegen-

baur (11), Hertwig (17), and others. Strong evidence in

favour of this theory, that the dermal rays of the Teleostomes

are of the same nature as the body-scales, is afforded by

their histological structure and their development. This is

especially the case in forms which exhibit a more primitive

dermal skeleton ; as, for instance, in Lepidosteus, Polypterus,

and Hypostoma," where, as we have seen, the parallelism in

structure is complete, down to the possession of more or less

transient denticles on the outer surface.

It is true that in the higher Teleostean fish, with thin

lamellatcd scales, the divergence between the two sets of

organs is very considerable ; but this may be traced to the

fact that, whilst the body-scales have become extremely

' "Etablir ridentilc de structure des rayons natatoires et dcs ecailles,

c'cst ctablii- la parcnlc do ces deux ordrcs dc producticns."

2 Hertwig writes :
" Bei Ilypostoma und Calliclitliys besilzen die vers-

cliiedeiiei\ Tlicilc des Ilautskelets, die Tafeln und Schilder des llumpfes, die

Pljittclien und Slacliehi des sccundiiren Flossenskelets, die belegknoclieii des

primaren Scliultergiirtels und des Primordialcranium einen gemcinsamen

Ursprunir, indem sie pliylogenetiscli durcli Verschmelzung gleicliarligen in

diu oberfliicldiclicn cutislainellen diclit bei einander liegendcr kleinster

jvnochenplattclieii, die je ein Zahncben fragcn, enlsiaiid(n siiid" (17).
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specialised in sti-ucture^ the dermal rays may have preserved

many primitive characters which the scales have lost. Into

the question of the exact homology of the Teleostean scale

itself I do not propose to enter; we may well adopt the

generally accepted view that they were derived originally

from the bony basal plate of the " placoid " scale. It should

also be borne in mind that it might be urged that the thin

scales of modern Teleosts may possibly represent a second

generation of dermal organs^ substituted for and developed

outside the older scales. The familiar fact that the scales in

these fish may overlie the dermal bones of the skull and

opercular apparatus^ and may cover the lepidotrichia them-

selves (as in Chsetodoutidfe^ see page 477); seems to support

this theory. For my own part, however, I am inclined to

believe that such an interpretation is both unjustified and

unnecessary, and that the overgrowth mentioned above is

merely due to the late and secondary extension of the scaling

of the body. Even in the sturgeon itself we can see small

bony plates occasionally overlying the bases of the dermal

rays.

Hitherto I have omitted to mention the "fulcral" scales

found at the edge of the fins of AcipenseridaB and Lcpidosteus.

In Acipenser these fulcra consist of V-shaped scales situated

along the dorsal surface of the caudal lobe. They obviously

belong to the same category of dermal skeletal organs as the

scales, and probably represent a right and a left scale fused

together. In Lepidosteus fulcral scales occur along the

anterior edge of the dorsal, anal, and paired fins, and along

both the dorsal and the ventral edge of the caudal fin. But

in this fish the fulcral scales are in double rows, not fused

together. Now whilst the fulcra pass insensibly into the

body-scales, as was long ago pointed out by Agassiz (1), and

are undoubtedly modified scales, their resemblance to the

neighbouring lepidotrichia points to the same conclusion with

regard to the latter. As Burckhardt remarks, " Fulci-a,

Flossenstrahlen und Schuppen sind zweifellos vcrwandto

Hartgebilde '^
(6).
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It will he seen below, when we come to discuss the sfcruc-

tui'e of the extinct forms, that the evidence is overwhelmingly-

strong in favour of the theory that the jointed dermal rays

or lepidotrichia, of at all events the lower Teleostomes, are in

a general sense homologous with the scales of the body.

But it will also appear that the problem is really not as

simple as it would seem to be at first sight, and that, from

what we know of the dermal rays of the Dipnoi, there is

some reason to believe that the lepidotrichia may after all be

structures of compound origin, formed by the fusion of cera-

totrichia with overlying scales (p. 498).

The dermal rays of the Dipnoi combine certain of the

characters of both the ceratotrichia and the lepidotrichia.

Whilst they resemble the former in their fibrous and flexible

structure, their more or less rounded shape, their deeply

inserted proximal ends overlapping the endo-skeleton, and

their early development, they are like the lepidotrichia in

their possession of bone-cells, of calcification, of joints, and

in their situation below the body scales. To decide to which

category they belong seems almost impossible from the

evidence afforded by the few surviving genera so imperfectly

known. The apparent absence of actinotrichia is another

difficulty in the solution of this problem, the discussion of

which we will defer until the extinct Dipnoi have been dealt

with.

The Dermal Rays op Fosstl Fish.

The dermal fin-rays of the extinct Elasmobranchs, as has

already been mentioned above, differ so little from those of

their modern re])resentatives that they need no further

description. In Cladoselache, ceratotrichia have been de-

scribed and figured by Dean (8) ; but I have not been able to

find them in the paired fins.

Ceratotrichia quite similar to those of the Elasraobranch

lish are found in the pectoral fins of AcanLhodians. They

liave been described in detail by Reis (31). Kows of small
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scales similai- to those on the body cover the caudal fiu
;

transverse sections might possibly reveal underlying cera-

totrichia.

Amongst the Ichthyotomi, Xenacauthus is the only genus

in which dermal rays have been described. They appear to

be typical ceratotrichia, differing only from those of Selachians

in that they were perhaps grouped together near the endo-

skeletal rays in the paired hns (Fritsch [10]).

No very definite dermal rays have been described in the

Ostracodermi. Most authors seem to agree that these

aberrant fish had median fins provided with rows of small

scales resembling those on the body in histological structure.

Writing of the Asterolepidaa, Traquair says, "No distinct

'rays^ can be seen '^ (37). In his recent description of

Bi rkenia elegans, the same author describes the caudal fiu

thus:—"Along the dorsal margin we have a special band of

tiny, naiTow, oblique scales, which would remind us of the

ridge-scales or ' fulcra ' of the upper lobe of a palceoniscid

tail, were it not that the band here apparently consists of two

rows of scales one above the other. The fin-membrane is

also covered with narrow scales, which tend to be arranged

linearly so as to give the fin a very decidedly rayed appear-

ance. All the scales of the tail and of the caudal fin show

the same minutely tuberculated ornamentation which occurs

on the scutes of the body" (38). A. Smith Woodward,
describing Cephalaspis Murchisoni, Eg., says, ''There

are no well-defined fin-rays, the supporting structures being

small, oblong, calcified plates, closely fitted together, and

placed end to end in vertical parallel series" (42). My own
observations on the Cephalaspidte, especially on a specimen

in the Oxford Museum, lead me to the conclusion that the

fin-rays of Cephalaspis, at all events, were well-defined and

typical lepidotrichia as regards their shape and disposition.

The limits of the individual segments in this specimen are

indistinct; but they are set end to end to form definite parallel

rays of considerable width, and set very close together,—very

much as in Acipenser, for instance. The presence of a very
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exteusive bony skeleton, of scales and plates on the body, of

lepidotricliia and occasionally of fulcra on the fins, and of a

heterocercal tail, seems to support the old-fashioned view that

the forms included in the group Ostracodermi are really very

specialised offshoots from the Teleostome stem. A detailed

microscopic examination of their fins is urgently needed.

The fins of Coccosteus seem to have been devoid of dermal

rays.

We may now leave these imperfectly known and very

aberrant groups of fish, and pass directly to the consideration

of the Teleostomes.

Although the various orders of fossil Teleostomi differ

from each other iu certain details of the structure of their

dermal rays, yet they all possess unmistakable lepidotrichia

of very uniform character. Only with respect to the proximal

end do the dermal rays exhibit any considerable divergence

of form. It will be most convenient to begin with those

extinct fish which are most nearly related to the surviving

groups of Teleostei, and to work back to the more primitive

forms. For this purpose we shall adopt the classification set

forth by A. Smith Woodward in his excellent British Museum
catalogues, and in his text-book (42 and 43).

Actinopterygii.

Isospondy li.—Amongst the great variety of fish included

in this group (the Teleostei and their earlier extinct relatives)

it is not until we reach the Leptolepidae that any important

change in the structure of the dermal rays can be observed.

In this family ganoine first appears on the surface of the rays

and scales. Not only have the OligopleuridjB and Pholido-

phorida3 a covering of ganoine on the lepidotrichia and bodj--

scales, but rows of typical fulci'al scales are present at the

edge of their fins. Fig. 62 shows the lepidotrichia of

Pholidophorus in transverse section, and figs. Go and 04 are

drawn to illustrate the remarkable parallelism in histological

structure which occurs between the scale and the ray. The
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bone-cells of the lepiuotricliia are seen to be of just tlio same

type as those of the scale, if somewhat smaller.

Protospoudyli.—The extinct fisli allied to Amia give

evidence of having- had quite the same history. On passing

from the more modern to the earlier and more primitive

types, such as the Semionotida3, Macrosemiidas, and Eug-

nathidge, Ave recognise the appearance of ganoine on the

surface of the lepidotrichia, and of fulcral scales at the edge

of the fins. There is also an increasing correspondence

between the body-scale and the ray in histological structure.

-i^theospondyli.—The same story is told by the remains

of these fish, with this difference,—that even the living

Lepidosteus has lost neither the ganoine nor the fulcra

(p. 477).

Chondrostei.—We now come to a group of fish whose

dermal rays are of a distinctly more primitive character than

are those of the foi'egoing sub-orders of the Actinopterygii.

In all the known Isospondyli, Protospondyli, and ^Etheo-

spondyli, the lepidotrichia correspond in number with, and

are articulated to, the endo-skeletal supports in the dorsal

and anal fins. Moreover these rays scarcely penetrate below

the body-scales, except where a secondary overgrowth of the

scale-bearing skin has taken place. In the Chondrostei, on

the contrary, the dermal rays are always more numerous than

the endo-skeletal supports, and are not specially related to the

latter, but form an evenly distributed layer over the fin (see

p. 479). The proximal segment of the lepidotrichia extends

some little way beneath the body-scales, so as to embrace

and overlap the extremity of the endo-skeletal ray.

In the degenerating series which leads from the Cliondro-

steidse to the Acipenseridge (A. S. Woodward [42]), we

can trace the same tendency to lose the ganoine and the

fulcral scales so constantly met with in those groups of

fish which have survived to the present day. But in the

other families of the Chondrostei these characters are gener-

ally well preserved. The Palseouiscidce are by far the most

instructive family to study for our present purpose. The
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general structure of the lepidotrichia lias already been well

described by many authors^ among whom one may mention

especially Agassiz and Traquair in their admirable mono-

graphs (1 and 36).

The lepidotrichia of Palasoniscus do not differ mucli in

their general relations from those of Acipenser. On exa-

mining a tail of a Paleeoniscid we are at once struck with the

strong resemblance the flattened shiny segments of the rays

bear to the scales on the caudal region of the body. Yet

even here the transition from the one to the other is not

perfect; and may even be abrupt (figs. 52, 53). In the allied

genus Amblypterus, however, as was pointed out to me by

Dr. Traquair, the transition is so gradual that it is scarcely

possible to say where the scales end and the rays begin

(fig. 55 A and b).

An examination of this fish must, I think, dispose of all

doubt as to the general homology of the two sets of

structures. It need hardly be added that in the PalaBouis-

cidte the agreement in the details of histological structure

between the lepidotrichia and the scales is as close as in

their outward appearance.

Agassiz believed that, in some species at least, the fins

were covered with scales, overlying the true dermal rays

—

" dans les Palaeoniscus Blainvillei et Voltzii, du moins, il est

evident que les divisions transverses que I'on voit sur les

nageoires provieunent des series d'ecailles qui en recouvrent

les rayons, et qui meme sent placees de maniere a reposer

sur les bords avoisinans de deux rayons, . . . car en enlevant

soigneusement ces petites plaques, on voit en dessous celles

du cote oppose alterner avec I'empreinte des rayons" (1).

But Traquair has shown that this view is not correct, aiid

that no other separate set of ra3's underlies the scale-like

lepidotrichia—a conclusion which is confirmed by my own

observations.

It is to be noticed that in Palseoniscus the proximal seg-

ment of each ray is considerably longer than the others, and

passes beneath neighbouring body-scales for some distance.
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This buried portion of the ray may be compared to the

bevelled part of a scale, which, is covered over by the next

scale in front, and both are devoid of ganoine (fig. 53).

We must now study the interesting and aberrant genus

Cheirolepis, which, it will be remembered, is the oldest

known representative of the group. Cheirolepis is remark-

able for the possession of a covering of very minute scales,

so small that the skin resembles rather the shagreen of a

shark than the ordinary scaling of a fossil '' Ganoid." Yet,

judging by their microscopic structure, these dermal ossifica-

tions are not denticles, but merely ganoid scales of unusually

small size (figs. 47 and 49). The fins are provided with the

familiar fulcral scales at their front edge, and are supported

by lepidotrichia, the segments of which are very numerous

and minute. The segments of these va,ys are, in fact, of just

the same size and appearance as the neighbouring body-

scales, and, like them, are covered with a thick layer of

ganoine, and ornamented with the same superficial sculptur-

ing (figs. 47 and 49). Sections through the body-scales show

that they are provided with a rather shallow base of bony

substance containing bone-cells. Similar sections through

the lepidotrichia, taken near the body, show that the seg-

ments have a much more extensive bony base of identical

histological structure, but of much greater bulk and of more

rounded shape (figs. 46 and 48). Towards the periphery of

the fin the rays become flatter. At their pi'oximal ends the

lepidotrichia are continued beneath the body-scales in the

form of unjoiuted bony rods, some six or seven times the

leugth of a single outer segment. These unjoiuted pieces are

seen to be of oval section, without ganoine, and of exactly

the same nature as the inner part of the more distal region

of the dermal ray, of which they form, so to speak, the con-

tinuation. The overlying ganoid scales ai-e arranged in

regular rows, closely fitting the rays, and perhaps really

alternating with them, as seems to be suggested by the sec-

tion figured (fig. 47). But the exact relative position of these

superficial scales is very diflScult to determine in the fossils

VOL. 47, PART 4. NEW SEEIES. I I
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at my disposal. Some appenrances have led me to believe

tliat tliey are fused togethei* in parallel rows along the top of

the loiig proximal segment of the dermal rays. At all events

they are set very close together (fig. 49 a). It was, perhaps,

such an arrangement as I have just described in Cheirolepis

which led Agassiz to believe that the fins are provided with

dermal rays lying below more superficial scales. It must be

remembered, however, that the elongated proximal segment

of the lepidotrichia is situated, not in the fin, bnt in the

body itself, and probably overlapped the cndo-skeleton.

Pander (28) fully adopts the view of Agassiz when describing

Cheirolepis. From his figures and statements there can be

no doubt that he fell into the mistake mentioned above.

Traquair, on the contrary, considers that the rays consist of

one layer of small segments only (35). The interpretations

of these two authors can, however, be reconciled if we assume

that Pander examined the proximal end of the rays, and

Traquair the more distal i-egion in the fin itself.

On comparing Cheirolepis with Pal^oniscus the simplest

conclusion wonld be that the proximal elongated joint buried

beneath the scales in the former, is homologous with the

proximal but only partially covered joint of the ray in the

latter. If this basal joint, which in Palieoniscus is still

covered with ganoine at its outer exposed end, were to

become longer and to sink deeper beneath the body-scales,

we should obtain the structure found in Cheirolepis. The

proximal joint of the Cheirolepis ray is rounded in section,

and exhibits unmistakable signs ot" concentric layeis of

growth [Gg. 47), a fact which raises some doubt as to its

original derivation from a superficial scale ; but there is

a general tendency, so to speak, for the deeper ends of the

lepidotrichia to acquire this concentric structure, which is

visible to some extent in the more distal segments them-

selves and in the scales (figs. 4G and 47).

Another interpretation is, indeed, possible—namely, that

these dermal rays are compound structures formed by the

fusion in the fin region of deep rays, homologous with the
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ceratotrichia of Elasmobranclis, with overlying genuine scales^

and that the two elements remain separate beyond the base of

the fin, where they enter the body. This view will be farther

discussed below (p. 510).

To conclude, it may be said that the evidence derived from

the study of the fossil Actiuopterygii points undoubtedly to

the view that the lepidotrichia are homologous with the body-

scales, from which they have been partially, if not entirely

derived. Further, it may be concluded that the primitive

Actinopterygian ancestors, from which the various diverging

groups have been derived, possessed lepidotrichia in which

the segments bore a very close resemblance to the scales, in

histological structure especially, fins pi'ovided with a complete

edging of fulcral scales along the anterior border (fig. 54),

and probably also fulcra along the dorsal edge of the tail.

Concerning the presence of actinotrichia at the margin of the

fius of the fossil forms, I have no direct evidence; but,

judging from analogy, it may safely be concluded that such

delicate i-ays were present also in the extinct Actino-

pterygians, and we may hope to discover remains of them in

sections through well-preserved specimens.

Crossopterygii

.

For our knowledge of the structure of this very hetero-

geneous group we are chiefly indebted to the works of

Agassiz (1), Pander (27), Huxley (18, 19, and 20), Traquair

(34 and 37a), and A. S. Woodward (42). In the study of the

fin-rays we meet with much greater diversity of form amongst

these fish than amongst the Actinopterygians.

Real fulcral scales are not found in the Crossopterygii;

nevertheless the dermal fin-rays at the front edge of the fins

are often stronger and thicker than the others, and specialised

large scales may be found at the base of the fins (figs. 50 and

51).

Osteolepidee.—In this family the lepidotrichia resemble

vei'y closely those of the Palaeoniscidae. We find here the
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same transition in form between the body-scales and the fin-

ray segments at the anterior edge of the fin (fig. 51). But as

a rule the distinction between the two is elsewhere marked
and abrupt (fig. 56). So far as I have been able to observe,

the proximal segment of the lepidotrichia of Osteolepis,

although generally longer than the others, lies flush with the

body-scales, and projects but very little below them. In the

nearly allied Diplopterus the proximal end of the ray may
be longer than in Osteolepis (fig. 56).

The lepidotrichia of the Osteolepidfe are covered with

ganoine, and resemble closely the scales in histological

structure.

Glyptopomidae.—Glyptopomus (Glyptolaemus) has thin

rhombic scales, ornamented with ganoine (Huxley, [19]). The
ganoine scarcely shows in the fossils on the fins, where it was

probably only feebly developed. The lepidotrichia differ from

those of the Osteolepidge in having a very much longer un-

jointed proximal segment, which was, perhaps, entirely, and

certainly was partially, covered with ordinary scales. These

scales become very thin and cycloid towards the periphery.

Rhizo don t idee.—Eusthenopteron and its allies differ

from the Osteolepidge in having thinner, deeply overlapping

body-scales of more or less cj^cloid shape. Most of the genera,

excepting Gyroptychius, seem to have lost the coating of

ganoine on the lepidotrichia.

Taking Eusthenopteron as a type, we find well-developed

lepidotrichia, freely branching and many-jointed (figs. 5 and

6). These rays are formed of bony substance, containing

bone-cells (fig. 43). The bone is laid down in concentric

layers in the proximal region, but as we pass towards the

periphery of the fin we find that the segments get more and

more flattened out, and become concave on their inner face.

The distal segments in section appear crescentic, like those

of modern Teleosts or Pholidophorus (figs. 45 a, b, and c). On
comparing sections taken at various levels of the dermal ray,

from within outwards, it will be seen that there is no funda-

mental difference between them, and that there is a gradual
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transition from the rounded proximal segment to the more

flattened distal segments (fig. 45).

On reaching the body the lepidotrichia are continued, each

in a single elongated piece which passes beneath the scales

and embraces the extreme end of the endo-skeletal fin-support

(fig. 5). In the living fish the rays probably overlapped a

certain amount of cartilage at the end of these bony endo-

skeletal rays.

In Gyroptychius, which has preserved the ganoine covering

on its lepidotrichia, the segments have the appearance of

oblong shiny scales with a pitted surface. They closely

resemble the lepidotrichia of Osteolepis. Unfortunately, the

specimens I have examined are too fragmentary to allow of

an exact determination of the relation the proximal end of the

rays bears to the body-scales. Occasionally the appearance

of the rays is such as to lead one to believe that they are

formed, as Agassiz suggested for Palseoniscus (1, see p. 497),

of ganoid scales overlapping deeper dermal rays. Pander, in

fact, definitely states that this is the case not only in Gyro-

ptychius, but also in Osteolepis (27). The same idea is sug-

gested by some specimens of Rhabdolepis macropterus.

Nevertheless I believe that the rays are not really double,

and that the deceptive appearance is due to the breaking

away of the superficial bony layers together with the outer

ganoine.

Hoi optJ child as.—Passing now to this last family of the

Crossopterygii, fish which, although they have preserved a

considerable amount of ganoine, have acquired cycloid over-

lapping scales, we find lepidotrichia of essentially similar

structure. In Glyptolepis the dermal rays closely resemble

in their general proportions those of Giyptopomus. The

lengthened proximal segment is perhaps a little shorter ; it

has no ganoine covering, and is of the same bony structure as

the deep layers of the body-scales (fig. 44). The exposed

jointed portions of the lepidotrichia are of similar bone, but

are provided with a ganoine surface.

Holoptychius Flemingii is not well enough preserved
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to allow of the histology being described. But it is a very-

interesting and important form^ since its lepidotrichia are

provided with proximal unjointed buried segments longer

than those of any other Teleostome I have seen. The rays

are very numerous and very slender. The whole of the long

proximal segment was doubtless covered over by the body-

scales, and must have overlapped the endo-skeletal rays to a

considerable extent. The caudal fin of Holoptychius has been

figured by A. Smith Woodward (42).

Osteolepis, Diplopterus, Glyptolepis, and Holoptychius re-

present so many stages in the development of the lepidotrichia.

In which direction the evolution has progressed, whether

from the rays with short superficial proximal segments to

those with long deeply buried proximal segments, or vice

versa, is a difficult point we shall have to discuss later (p. 509).

Coelacanthidae.—The dermal fin-raj^s of these fish have

been described by Huxley (20), Reis (30), and other writers.

It is well known that in the remarkable upper and lower

lobes of the large caudal fin (not in the median lobe ?) the

dermal rays are regularly related to the endo-skeletal fin-

supports, one pair to each, as in the higher Actinopterygii.

Since the endo-skeleton of the other fins is not well preserved

it is not possible to find out the exact relations of the dermal

rays to the endo-skeleton, but they were almost certainly

different. The dermal rays themselves are well-developed

lepidotrichia, unbrauched, and with a long proximal pointed

segment overlapping the endo-skeleton (fig. 65 a), The joints

ill the distal region are very numerous, and very short and

broad. Whilst the body-scales which cover the unsegmented

region are provided with peculiar narrow spines, similar

spines are found on the segments of the jointed region of the

rays, and especially all along the edges of the fins (figs. 65 a

and b). The spines must not be confused with the very

similar fulcral scales of the Actinopterygii (fig. 54). They

are not modified scales like the latter, but denticles of dentine,

with perhaps a coating of enamel, homologous with the small

denticles on the scales and dermal rays of Lepidosteus.
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The lepidotricilia of the CaBlacanthidae are formed of normal

bone, like those of other Crossopterygii.

Dipnoi.

We owe chiefly to Giinther (12) and Traquair (34) the

proper delimitation of this group, by the bringing together

of the fossil allies of Ceratodus, which had previously been

associated with the Crossopterygii. Not many genera of

extinct Dipnoi are known, and of these only very few are

sufficiently well preserved to afford any evidence with regard

to the fin-rays. Dipterus, Scaumenacia, and the nearly allied

Phaneropleuron are the only genera whose fins I have had

the opportunity of studying in detail.^

Scaumenacia has well-developed fin-membranes, supported

by very numerous dermal rays, as shown by Whiteaves (41).

Speaking generally, the dermal rays of this fish and of

Phaneropleuron conform well to the type of ray found in

Ceratodus, which I have named camptotricli (p. 486). They

are long, slendei*, set very close together, and overlap

proximally the whole of the first or distal segment of the

endo-skeletal fin-support. The camptotrichia of Scaumenacia

are subdivided into two regions of approximately equal

length. The proximal half is in the form of a straight,

rounded, unsegmented piece, which is covered over by the

thin scales of the body (fig. 4). The distal half is often

branched, has numerous and fairly regular articulations, and

tapers gradually to the edge of the fin. As in Crossopterygians,

whilst the transverse section of the proximal region of the

dermal ray is circular, showing concentric lines of growth, it

becomes more and more flattened distally, and also concave

on its inner surface (figs. 33 a and b).

The bony substance of the camptotrichia contains many
elongated bone-cells (fig. 42). Whether the body-scales

extend over the fins of Scaumenacia as far as in Ceratodus, I

> I liave to thank Dr. Traquair for the generous gift of a specimen of

Dipterus.
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am unable to say. The dermal rays of tlie paired fins are

essentially similar to those of the median fins; but, of course,

the proximal segment is shorter.

The dermal rays of Dipterus are extremely interesting. It

will be remembered that in this ancient Dipnoan the median

fins are of the discontinuous type found in Crossopterygii.^

Ceratodus, Ctenodus, and Urouemus have a single continuous

median fin, whilst Phaneropleuron has a separate anal, and

Scaumenacia an anal and dorsal. Dipterus has separate

short and powerful dorsal, caudal, and anal fins. Now Dollo

has argued with great force that the progress of evolution

in the Dipnoi has been from the Dipterus type to the Cera-

todus type of median fin (9). There are, however, objections

to this view, as we shall see later.

The scales of Dipterus are still cycloid, but they are

thicker, and covered with a better developed layer of

ganoine than in other Dipnoi. In many specimens the

ganoine of the body-scales is not present, having probably

been either broken oif or destroyed in the process of

fossilisation.

Pander has studied the dermal skeleton of the fins in

detail. According to his account and figures, Dipterus is

provided with bony, jointed, and branching rays, which are

covered over with small superficial ganoid scales. Moreover

he describes the jointed dermal ra^'S as articulated to the

extremity of corresponding proximal " Trager " (apparently

meaning endo-skeletal fin-supports), which are also covered

over with scales similar to those on the body (27). With

regard to these proximal " Trager," there can be little doubt

that they are merely the bases of the dermal rays.

After the most careful examination of as many specimens

as possible, I have not been able to dispel all doubt from my
mind as to the structure of the fins of Dipterus. In the

majority of fossils they appear to be as follows :—The fin-

membranes are supported by numerous dermal rays, on the

1 It must not be forgotten, in view of the discubsioii wbicli follows, that

Tarassius is said to be a Crossoplerygian with a continuous median fin.
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whole quite similar to those of Ceratodus. They have a

distal region^ which is regularly jointed^ and a proximal

regioD without articulations (fig. 35). It is this region which

Pander evidently mistook for the endo-skeletal fin-supports.

The proximal unsegmented piece is covered over by the

thick body-scales, lu particularly well preserved fossils

the segments cau ofteu by seen to be of very unequal length

(this is, at all events, the case in Dipterus macropterus)

;

they may be much shorter proximally than in the more distal

region, as is the case in so many Teleostomes. Never is

there to be seen on the rays the grooved and pitted surface

and the ganoine layer characteristic of the superficial scales.

The dermal rays are of essentially the same structure in all

the fins, whether paired or unpaired (figs. 27 and 58).

On examiniug, in these specimens, the anterior edge of the

second dorsal, tlie anal, and of the paired fins, and the lower

edge of the caudal fin, we find series of small bright scales

lying along the extreme edge of the fin and extending some

way up the dermal rays (figs. 27 and 58). They have been

indicated in the figures of Dipterus given by Huxley (18)

and A. S. Woodward (42). These scales, of oval or oblong

shape, are of considerable thickness, are covered with an

external layer of ganoine, and ornamented with grooves and

pits, just as is the case with the ordinary body-scales (fig. 28).

They also resemble the body-scales and head-plates in histo-

logical structure (figs. 38 and 39). In fact, there can be no

doubt that the fin-scales are homologous with the body-scales,

and there can also be no doubt that they are not merely

fulcral scales, comparable to those of the Actinopterygii.

The small fin-scales just described undoubtedly lie at a higher

level than the camptotrichia, which are below them. They
appear to correspond in position and length with the

segments of the rays, but are not articulated so close

together end to end as are the consecutive segments of the

underlying dermal rays. It is to be noticed also that they

are much broader, and that whilst in the camptotrichia of

Dipterus, and indeed to some extent of all Dipnoi, the articu-
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lation is thicker than the middle region of eacli segment, in the

case of the superficial fin-scales it is usually just the reverse,

the middle region of the scale being the widest (figs. 57

and 58). The only doubtful point is as to whether they are,

or are not, contiuuous below with the rays. I am strongly

fui-.f:

-^.4C.

..e.ie.

Tig. 6.—Diagrammatic section tlirough tlie dorsal fin of Dipterus.
For lettering see p. 517.

of the opinion that they are not. A section of the fin show-

ing the scales above and the camptotrichia below would, of

course, clinch the argument in favour of Pander's view ; but

such a decisive section I have, unfortunately, not been able

to obtain for lack of suitable material.

The dermal rays of Dipterus are formed of bone with

numerous branching cells, very like those of Ceratodus
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(fig. 40). Transverse sections oE the proximal unsegmented

region show that the bone is deposited in circular concentric

layers, as in allied forms (fig. 32).

There are soaie specimens of Dipterus in which the

ganoine is well preserved on the body-scales ; and^ as a rule,

the fins in these fossils present a different appearance.

Instead of a mere edging of scales at and near the margin of

the fins, we find that the whole web of the fin is entirely

covered with scales, similar to the marginal scales described

above (figs. 57). These fin-scales have a pitted and ganoid

surface, and are set in regular branching rows end to end.

They are smaller distally than proximally, where they pass

gradually into the ordinary form of scale covering the body.

So far as my experience goes, in such fossils the jointed

dermal ray itself cannot be seen. In fact, when the dermal

rays are cleai^ly visible the superficial scales are only seen

near the margin of the fins; and vice vers4, when the

general covering of scales is preserved the dermal rays do not

appear. This peculiar condition of things may be due to

some original difference between the various specimens of

Dipterus, or, as seems much more probable, to a difference in

the preservation of the fossils. Puzzles of this nature are

familiar to those who study delicate fossils in detail.

It may, I think, be safely concluded that Pander was right

in describing the fin-rays of Dipterus as covered with inde-

pendent and more superficial scales, as shown in Text-fig. 6,

p. 506.

Several important questions now suggest themselves.

Firstly, are the jointed dermal rays homologous throughout

the Dipnoi ? Secondly, which is the more primitive condi-

tion, that of Dipterus or that of Protopterus ? Thirdly, are

all or any of the dermal rays of the Dipnoi homologous with

those of other fish ?

With regard to the first question, it may be pointed out

that Dipterus on the one hand, and Protopterus (or Lepido-

siren) on the other, represent the two extremes of structure

in. the dermal rays. Scaumenacia and Ceratodus are inter-
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mediate forms uniting the one with the other. As we pass

from Dipterus to Scaumenacia we see the dermal rays

becoming longer, more slender, and more even in size. The

segments also become longer and of approximately equal

length throughout. In Ceratodus the rays become irregu-

larly jointed and less branched; they tend to lose the calci-

fication and to become more flexible and fibrous. Finally, in

Protoptei-us the rays are cylindrical, fibrous, almost quite

uujointed and unbranched structures, with little calcification

and fewer bone-cells. The rays of Protopterus and Lepido-

siren approach, in some respects, the ceratotrichia of Elasmo-

branchs.

The transition is so gradual, and the relation of the

proximal end of the dermal rays to the endo-skeleton and to

the superficial covering of scales is so similar in all cases,

that there can be little doubt that the dermal rays of these

Dipnoi are homologous structures, to all of which the name

camptotrichia may conveniently be applied.

The two next questions are too intimately connected to be

treated separately.

Either we may assume that the camptotrichia of the

Dipnoi are homologous with the ceratotrichia of the Sela-

chians, and that the superficial covering of fin-scales corre-

sponds to the basal plates of the denticles, and therefore also

to those scales which have become converted into the lepido-

trichia of the Teleostomes (p. 490) ; or we may suppose that

the camptotrichia of the Dipnoi are homologous with the

lepidoti'ichia of the Teleostomes, and have become covered

over by a secondary extension of the scales of the body, as

appears to have happened in the case of some Teleosts (p. 499).

On the first hypothesis the dermal rays of Protopterus or

Lepidosiren would naturally be considered as the most

primitive in the Dipnoi, since they most closely resemble the

ceratotrichia. The rays of Scaumenacia and Dipterus would,

on the contrary, be amongst the most specialised. Now if

we appeal for evidence to the other parts of these fish, we

find that their testimony points to an almost diametrically
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opposed conclusion. Dollo (9) has strongly urged that

Scaumenacia^ Ceratodus^ ProtopteruS; and Lepidosiren form

a degenerating series. The structure of tlie skull, of the fins,

of the scales, and of the respiratory and other internal organs

of the living forms, all support this view. The evidence of

the skull is especially strong, and has not, I venture to think,

hitherto been quite rightly interpreted.

It is a question which I do not propose to discuss in detail

in the present paper; but it may be pointed out that the

series Protopterus, Ceratodus, Ctenodus, Scaumenacia,

approaches nearer and nearer to the Crossopterygian type of

skull in the conformation of its cranial roof. Scaumenacia,

indeed (as I have myself observed), has an almost typical

Crossopterygian roof, with large paired frontals and parietals

meeting in the middle line, and not separated by median

bones. So far, then, I am inclined to agree with Dollo, and

believe that the evidence derived from the structure of the

fin-rays supports his contention that the direction of speciali-

sation has been from Scaumenacia or Phaneropleuron towards

Protopterus.

For it must be remembered that although the campto-

trichia of Protopterus and Lepidosiren bear a certain

superficial resemblance to the ceratotrichia of Elasmobi'aDchs,

yet they differ from them in points which may well be

considered as fundamental. As was shown above (p. 482),

they are not homogeneous, they contain bone-cells, they are

generally jointed, and are developed only in a single layer.

We have seen that the Holoptychiidfe, amongst the

Crossopterygii, approach most nearly to the Dipnoi in the

structure of their dermal rays, as they do also in their general

anatomy. The lepidotrichia of Glyptolepis are not dis-

tinguishable in any important I'espect from the camptotrichia

of Scaumenacia or Ceratodus. So strong is the resemblance

that we are almost forced to believe that the dermal rays

of the Dipnoi are only specialised forms of

lepidotrichia.

If we adopt this view, and if at the same time we hold that
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tlie lejjidotricliia oE the Teleostomes were themselves originally

derived from scales, we are driven to admit that the scaling

on the Dipnoan fin outside the dermal rays is of secondary

and later origin, like the scaling on the head and fins of

certain Teleostean fish (p. 491). We should then have two

generations of dermal structures superimposed one above the

other. That this interpretation is not improbably correct is

evident when we reflect that in Ceratodus itself the dermal

bones of the skull are, to a great extent, covered over by

superficial scales similar to those on the body and fins.

To assign Dipterus to its proper taxonomic position is at

present a most difficult matter. Judging from the structure

of its cranial roof, it cannot be placed between Scaumenacia

and the Crossopterygii. In Dipterus the frontals and

parietals have apparently been reduced in size and pushed

aside to accommodate the newly developed median bones.

Were it not for its median fins, which in number and shape

so closely resemble those of the Teleostomes, Dipterus would

find a place near Ctenodus as a specialised offshoot from the

main Dipnoan stem, in which the dermal skeleton had

acquired a peculiai'ly thick coating of ganoine. According

to the view set forth above, whilst the dermal rays of Dipterus

are still quite simihir to those of the Crossopterygii, the

secondary outer scaling has been developed on the fins to

a greater extent than in any other Dipnoan.

We have just examined the evidence in favour of the view

that the Dipnoan camptotrichia were derived from lepido-

trichia such as are found in the Teleostomes; we have also

briefly disposed of the theor}^ that the camptotrichia of the

living Dipnoi were directly evolved from the ceratotrichia of

Elasmobranchs. Let us now discuss a third possibility, that

the dermal rays of the Teleostomes and Dipnoi are formed

by the combination of the Elasmobranch ceratotrichia with

the bony superficial scaling.

It may well be urged that the Dipnoi diverged from

the Teleostome stem at a very early period indeed ; that,

consequently, those Teleostomi which most closely resemble
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the Dipnoi, and those Dipnoi which most closely resemble

the Teleostomi, are most likely to possess the most primitive

type of dermal rays. Now Phaneropleuron or Scaumenacia

on the one hand, and Glyptolepis or Holoptychius on the

other, fulfil these conditions. It has been shown above that

their dermal rays are of very similar character (p. 501). They

are very numerous, closely packed, slendei^, elongated rods,

tapering gradually towards the periphery, and branching

occasionally, but not very much. They are provided with a

long proximal unsegmented piece, deeply embedded in the

body, overlapping the endo-skeletal fin-supports, and covered

over by the body-scales. The bony nature of these rays may
be considered as an expression of the general tendency, so to

speak, of these fish towards the ossification of all their

skeletal structures. The breaking up into joints of that

portion of the ray which projects beyond the body might

follow as a necessary consequence of the hardening through

ossification.

According to this view, then, the ceratotrichia and the

basal plates of the denticles of Elasmobranchs would be

represented in the Dipnoi by the camptotrichia and the

superficial scales.

But in the Teleostomi we nnist suppose that these two

originally separate elements have become so closely connected

that they have finally fused with each other, giving rise, in

the web of the fin, to jointed dermal rays with scale-like

upper surface. Each segment of the lepidotrich would thus

have been formed b}^ the combination of an elongated ganoid

scale Avith a segment of the underlying bony ray. The

proximal unjointed region of the ray, embedded in the body,

and separated from the body-scales by a considerable thick-

ness of soft tissues, would never have fused with the scales,

and thus would acquire neither the joints nor the ganoine

covering. The structure of Glyptolepis, perhaps one of the

most primitive of the known Crossopterygians, and of Cheiro-

lepis, the most ancient of Actinopterygians, would certainly

agree most remarkably with this interpretation.
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We should have further to imagine, to complete our theory,

that the tendency amongst the Teleostomes has been for the

proximal embedded portion of the ray to become shorter and

shorter, until, in the higher Actinopterygii, it has practically

disappeared, except in certain regions of the caudal fin. The
dermal ray would then articulate, at the edge of the body,

with the tip of the endo-skeletal fin-support.

The presence of actinotrichia, in addition to the lepido-

trichia, would not be a serious objection, since there may have

been several generations or layers of ceratotrichia in the

ancestral form.

Conclusion.

To conclude, we may briefly summarise some of the facts

dealt with above, and point out some of the difficulties which

remain unsolved.

In all the fins of the true Pisces there are present dermal

rays of mesoblastic origin, the dermotrichia. In the Elasmo-

branchii and Holocephali, and probably also in the Acan-

tliodii and the Ichthyotomi, these rays are unjointed, occa-

sionally branched, and composed of a fibrous substance of

horny consistency without bone-cells. When denticles (placoid

scales) are present they are quite independent of the rays,

and more superficial in position. To these rays I propose to

give the name ceratotrichia. Their origin is unknown,

and for the present they must be considered as special

developments of the connective tissue.

All living Teleostomes—that is to say, Polypterus (Cala-

moichthys ?) and the Actinopterygii (Ganoids and Teleosts)—
are provided with small, horny, unjointed rays at the edge of

their fins, to which the name actinotrichia has been given.

In the early stages of development these are the only dermal

rays supporting the fins. Actinotrichia were probably present

in the extinct Actinopterygii and Crossopterygii. These

small rays appear to be vestigial structures homologous with

the ceratotrichia.

The Teleostomi are further provided with jointed, and
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branched, bony, dermal rays, developed outside the actino-

trichia. They bear, in primitive forms, the closest resem-

blance to the body-scales, and I propose to call them the

lepidotrichia. They have doubtless arisen through the

modification of scales, v^^hich must have spread over the

whole web of the fins. In the primitive Teleostomes the

lepidotrichia are very numerous, and often extended into the

body by means of a loug proximal unjointed piece passing

below the body-scales. This proximal segment is more

developed in the Orossopterygii than in the Actinopterygii,

and more developed in those Orossopterygii in which the tail

is scarcely heterocercal, and in which the body-scales are

more or less cycloid, than in the Osteolepidte. It is best

developed of all amongst those forms, like the Holoptychiidte,

with acutely lobate paired fins.

In the Dipnoi are found jointed, branched, dermal rays, of

bony substance, containing bone-cells. The name campto-
trichia is provisionally given to these rays, which appear to

be in a degenerate condition in the highly modified living

forms Lepidosiren and Protopterus, and even to some extent

in Ceratodus. The camptotrichia are always provided with

a proximal nnsegmented region, deeply embedded in the

body and covered by the body-scales. Scales also extend

over the whole or the greater part of the fins, overlying the

dermal rays.

The evidence derived from a comparison of the Dipnoi with

other fish appears to favour the view that the camptotrichia

represent the lepidotrichia of the Teleostomes.

Assuming that the lepidotrichia have originated from

modified scales, it may be held that the Dipnoi with their

camptotrichia have been derived from ancestral forms with

lepidotrichia, and that the rays have become somewhat

degenerate, have sunk below the surface, and have become

covered over by a secondary extension of the body-scales on to

the fin, as seems to have happened quite independently in

some Teleosts. Such early ancestors would presumably be

Teleostomes with amphistylic skulls, a small hyomandibular,

VOL. 47, PART 4.—NEW SERIES. KK
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cycloid scales, and acutely lobate fins. Of all known fisli the

Holoptycbiidga would appear most likely to approach this

intermediate type. But the adoption of this theory meets

with serious difficulties. The presence of a proximal joint of

considerable length extending below the body-scales in some

Teleostomes (snch as Cheirolepis) is not easy to account for;

and the relation the inner ends of the ceratotrichia, campto-

trichia, and lepidotrichia bear to the muscles, connective

tissue, and eudo-skeleton, is so similar in all fish that it is

difficult to believe that all these rays have not been, at all

events partly, derived from some common form.

According to the second and alternative theory, it may be

supposed that the camptotrichia of the Dipnoi have been

derived from the ceratotrichia of the Elasmobranchii, and

that they are overlaid with scales as the horny fin-rays are

overlaid with denticles. The jointing of the distal region

of the rays would follow on their ossification. On such a

view, it might be supposed that the lepidotrichia of the

Teleostomes have been formed b}^ the fusion of the original

dermal rays with the superficial scales in the distal region,

but not in the pi'oximal region, where the raj^s were deeply

embedded and remain unjointed.

From a compound dermal ray so formed the lepidotrichia

of the higher Actinopterygii would be derived by the shorten-

ing of the proximal piece. The structure of the rnys of

Cheirolepis, and many of the Crossoptei'ygii (Holoptychiidae

especially), maybe takeu as strong evidence in favour of thi.s

second theorj^. But here, again, we meet with many diffi-

culties, such as the structure of the dermal rays of the

Osteolepidge, in which the proximal piece is scarcely deve-

loped.

Between these two rival theories it is difficult, if not im-

possible, to choose in our present state of knowledge. I have

endeavoured above to give an impartial statement of the two

possible interpretations ; but it may be added that I am
strongly inclined to believe that the first theor}^ is the one

which is nearest the truth.
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EXPLANATION OF PLATES 35—41,

Illustrating Mr. Edwin S. Goodricli's paper '^On the Dermal

Fin-rays of Fishes—Living and Extinct."

List of Reference Letters.

JcL Actinotricliia. d. c. Bone cell. b. in. Basement membrane, b. s. Bony

segment. ^. sc. Body-scale, c. Canal, c;^^. Connective tissue, c. 5. Cut sur-

face, c^. Ceratotrichia. rf. Denticle. ^.<?. Distal cartilage, ^/z's^.^s. Distal seg-

ment of dermal ray. d. r. Distal region of dermal ray. cl, s. e. Distal segment

of endo-skeletal ray, exposed, e./. Edge of fin. e./. r. Endo-skeletal fin-ray.

ep. Epidermis, fulc. Fulcral scale, g. r. External layer of ganoine. hi/p.

Hypural cartilage or bone, i.b.r. Inner bony region, i.f.r. Inner fibrous

region, iptm. Inner pterygial muscles, i.r. Inner region, i.s.s. Impression

of superficial scale, j. Joint, kpt. Kamptotrichia. lept. Lepidotrichia.

lig. Ligament, m. Stony matrix, ms. Muscle, m.sc. Median scale, n.

Nucleus, nt. Notochord. o.b.r. Outer bony region, op. External opening

of bone canal, optm. Outer pterygial muscles, o. r. Outer region, p. r.

Proximal region, pr.s. Proximal segment, sc. Scale, sk. Skin, sm.sc.

Small scales overlying dermal rays. s. s. Superficial scale.

PLATE 35.

Fig. I.—Portion of the first dorsal fin of Scy Ilium cauicula cut off and

dissected on the left side so as to show the relations the skin, muscles,

dermal rays, and endo-skeletal rays bear to each other. Slightly diagrammatic

and enlarged.

Fig. 2.—Similar view of a portion of tlie dorsal fin of Acipenser sturio.

Fig. 3.—Similar view of a portion of the ventral region of the caudal fiu

of Ceratodus Forsteri.
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Tig. 4.—Tluee endo-skelelal fin-supports and some dermal fin-rays of tlie

second dorsal fin of Scaumenacia curta. The distal end of the lowest

endo-skeletal ray lias been exposed by the removal of the covering dermal

rays. Slightly diagrammatic and enlarged.

Fig. 5.—Enlarged and somewhat diagrammatic view of the anterior region

of the large dorsal lobe of the caudal fin of Eusthenopteron Foordi,

showing the relation of the dermal rays to the body-scales and endo-skeletal

fin-supports.

Fig. 6.—Enlarged view of a small part of a dermal ray of the same

Eusthenopteron.

PLATE 3G.

Fig. 7.—Small portion of a transverse section through the ventral lobe of

the caudal fin of an embryo Scyllinm canicula, 80 mm. long, showing tlie

ceratotricliia, the connective-tissue layers, and the developing denticles.

Cam. X 300.

Fig. S.—Section through the skin of the caudal fin of an embryo Scylliu m

canicula, 23 mm. long, cutting a little obliquely through the developing

ceratotricliia. Cam. oil im., oc. 8.

JfiG, 9,— Section through the ventral lobe of the caudal fin of an enibiyo

Scyllium canicula, 80 mm. long, cutting the ceratotrichia longitudinally.

Cam. X 450.

Fig. 10.—Similar section nearer the edge of the fin, and cutting the

ceratotrichia across. Cam. X 300.

Fig. 11.—Section of the ventral lobe of the caudal fin of an embryo

Scyllium canicula, 60 mm. long, cutting across the ceratotrichia. Cam.

X 300.

Fig. 12.— Similar section of the fin of an embryo Scyllium canicula,

23 mm. long. Cam. x 300.

Figs. 13—15.— Sections through the same dorsal fin of a young Proto-

pterus, cutting across the dermal rays. The section represented in Fig. 13 is

nearest the edge, and that in Fig. 15 nearest the base of ihe fin. Cam.

X 300.

Fig. 1G.— Similar section through the same fin near its base, showing the

developing scales. Cam. X 300.

PLATE 37.

Fig. 17.— Section through the distal region of the pelvic fin of Poly pterus

lajjradii, showing the actinotrichia, and the lepidotrichia developing as a

thickening of the basement membrane. Cam. X 350.
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Fig. is.—Section nearer the base of the same fiii. The lepidotricliia are

lieie thick, bony, and armed willi denticles. X 80.

Fig. 19.—Section through the distal region of the pectoral fin of Lepi-

dostens osseus, showing the actinotrichia and the young lepidotrichia cut

across. Cam. x 350.

Pigs. 20—23.— Sections through the caudal fin of a young trout, Salnio

fario, 21 mm. long. The sections pass progressively nearer the base of the

fin, Fig. 20 representing that nearest the edge. The developing lepidotricliia

are cut tiirough transversely. Cam. X 700.

Fig. 24.—Approximately longitudinal section through the developing

actinotrichia and lepidotrichia, taken from the caudal fin of a young Sal mo
fario, 45 mm. long. Cam. X 700.

Fig. 25.—Transverse section through the proximal region of the caudal fin

of a young Salmo fario, 21 mm. long. Cam. X 45.

Fig. 26.—Transverse section through the base of the anterior dorsal fin of

the same fish.

PLATE 38.

Fig. 27.—A few of tlte dermal rays and superficial scales of tiie pelvic fin

ofDipterus valenciennesi (No. P. 618 of the British Museum). En-

larged.

Fig. 28.—Still more enlarged view of a small portion of the same.

Fig. 29.—Enlarged view of small portions of the dermal rays of the

pelvic fin of C e r a 1 d u s F o r s t e r i.

Fig. 30.—Transverse section through the ventral iobe of the caudal fin of a

young Protopterus. Cam. X 40.

Fig. 31.—Longitudinal section through the dermal ray of the same

Protopterus, showing the inner and outer layers. Cam. X 400.

Fig. 32.—Transverse section through the proximal tinjointed region of tlie

dernuil rays of the anal fin of Dipterus valenciennesi. Cam. X 110.

Fig. 33a.—Transverse section through the proximal unjoiuted region of

the dermal rays of the ventral lobe of the caudal fin of Scaumenacia
curt a. Cam. x SO.

Fig. 33b.—Section of the distal segmented region of the same. Cam.

X 80.

Pig. 34.—Transverse section through the distal jointed region of the

dermal rays of the pectoral fin of Ceratodus Forsteri. Cam. x SO.

Fig. 35.4.—Enlarged view of two dermal rays from the anal fin of

Dipterus macropterus.
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Fig. 35b.—Still fmtlier enlarged view of a few segments of the dislal region

of the same.

Fig. 36.—Two dermal rays from the caudal fin of Ceratodus Forsteri.

Slightly enlarged.

Fig. 87.—Tliree dermal rays from the pectoral fin of the same fish. Slightly

enlarged.

Fig. 3S.—Small piece from the surface of one of the superficial scales over-

lying the dermal rays of the median fin of Dipterus valenciennesi.

Cam. X 350.

Fig. 39.— Similar piece from a cranial shield of the same. Cam, x 350.

PLATE 39.

Fig. 40.—Fragment of the dermal ray of Dipterus valenciennesi.

Cam. X 350.

Fig. 41.—Fragment of the dermal ray of Ceratodus Forsteri. Cam.

X 200.

Fig. 42.—Fragment of the proximal region of the dermal ray of Scau-

m en a ci a curt a. Cam. x 450.

Fig. 43.—Fragment of the distal region of the dermal ray of Eusthcno-

pteron Foordi. Cam. X 200.

Fig. 44.—Fragment of the proximal region of the dermal ray of

Glyptolepis (British Museum, No, P. 325S).

Fig. 45a.—Transverse section through the proximal unjointed piece of the

dermal ray of tiie ventral caudal lobe of Eusthenopteron Foordi.

Fig. 45b.—The same, cut through the more distal jointed region.

Fig. 45c.—The same, near the edge of the fin. All Cam. X 80.

Fig. 46.— Transverse section through the jointed region of three dermal

rays of Cheirolepis traillii. Cam. X 80.

fiG, 47_—Transverse section through the proximal piece of the dermal

rays and the overlying scales of the same fossil. Cam. X SO.

PLATE 40.

Fig. 48.— Lo) gitudinal section through the dislal jointed region of the

dermal rays of I he same fossil, Cheirolepis. Cam. X SO.

Fig. 49a.—Somewhat diagrammatic and enlarged view of the dermal rays of

the caudal fin of Cheirolepis traillii. The sujierficial scales have been

removed from over the proximal piece, and the ganoiue covering from the

segments of the dislal region of three of the rays.

Fig. 49b.—Some body-scales of the same, enlarged.
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Pig. 50.—Somewhat diagrammatic and enlar<red view of the distal region

of tliree lepidotriciiia, reacliing the edge of the anal fin, of Osteolepi^

macrolepidotus.

Fig. 51.—Enlarged view of tiie anterior edge of the base of the first dorsa.

fin of Osteolepis macrolepidotus, showing the transition between the

segments of the lepidotrichia and the body-scales.

Fig. 52.—A touched-up enlarged photograph of a portion of the caudal fin

ofPalseouiscus sp.

Fig. 53.—Enlarged view of the proximal region of the ventral caudal lobe

of tail fin of Palseoniscus Freieslebeni, showing how the dermal rays

pass below the body-scales.

Fig. 54.—Enlarged view of three segments of the dermal ray at the

anterior edge of the same fin.

Fig. 55a.—Outline of the tail of Amblypterus Blainvilli, shaded to

show the region represented in Fig. 55b.

Fig. 55b.—Small portion of the caudal fin of the same, enlarged to show

the perfect transition between the body-scales and the joints of the lepido-

trichia.

Fig. 56.—Small portion of the caudal fin of Diplopterus Agassizii,

enlarged to show the relation of the lepidotrichia of the ventral lobe to the

body-scales.

Fig. 57.—Small portion of the second dorsal fin of Dipterus valen-

ciennesi, enlarged. One half represents the outer surface of the covering

scales, and the other half the impression left in the matrix by the scales of

the opposite side.

Fig. 58.—Enlarged view of a portion of tlie lower edge of the anal fin of a

Dipterus valencienuesi, showing the dermal rays and overlying scales.

From a photograph touched up.

PLATE 41.

Fig. 59.—Portion of the lower half of the caudal fin of a salmon, Salmo
salar, dissected so as to show the relation of the hypural bones to the

dermal rays, two of which have been cut short at their proximal ends.

Fig. 60.— Small piece of a lepidotrich from the pelvic fin of Polypterus,

superficial view.

Fig, 61.—Small piece of a lepidotrich from the anal fin of Polypterus
bichir, showing the deep-lying canals in the bone, and the bone-cells.

Fig. 62.—Transverse section through the distal region of the lei)idotrichia

of the caudal fin of Pholidopliorus sp. Cam. L. 4, oc. 3.

VOL. 47, PART 4. NEW SERIES, L L
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Fig. G3.— FiMgmeiu of the same. Cam. x 150.

Fig. GJ-.—Fragment, of a scale of Pholidopliorus. Cam. x 150.

Fig. G5a.— Distal segment of the endo-skeletal (in-snpport of the dorsal

candal fui of Undina penicillata, with its related dermal ray. Enlarged

and somewhat diagrammatic.

Fig. 65b.—Small portion of a dermal ray of the same, showing the spine-

like denticles, mnch enlarged.

Fig. CG.—Section througli the caudal fin of Hajmulon Scudderi, cutting

across the dermal rays near the edge of the fin. Cam. Enlarged.

Fig. 67.—Section through the same, cutting the dermal rays longitudinally

and nearer the base of the fin. The separate overlying scales are here well

shown. Cam. Enlarged.
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The Structure and Classification of the
Arthropoda.

By

E. Ray Lankcster, ITI.A., LiL.D., F.R.S.,

Director of tlie Natural History Departmeuls of the British Museum.

With Plate 42.

[By tlie great kindness of the proprietors of the tenth edi-

tion of the 'Encyclopasdia Britaunica' I have received per-

mission to reprint in this journal the articles Arthropoda

and Arachnida, which I contributed to its pages. I have

been anxious that morphologists should consider the views

which I have put forward in these articles (written now nearly

four years ago). At tlie same time I have observed that they

have entirely escaped the notice of two authors who have

recently written general essays on the Arthropoda, viz. Dr.

A. S. Packard, of Salem, Mass., and Mr. G. H. Carpenter,

of Dublin. I have revised both articles only in regard to

verbal inaccuracies, excepting where I have definitely stated

that new matter is introduced. I hope that in their present

form these ai'ticles will not fail to come under the notice of

zoologists.—E. R. L.]

Arthropoda is the name of one of the three sub-phyla

into which one of the great phyla (or primary branches) of
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coeloinoccelous animals—the Appendiculata—is divided, the

other two being respectively the Cha?topoda and the Rotifera.

The Avord '^ Arthropoda " was first nsed in classification by

Siebold and Stannius (' Lehrbuch der vergleich. Auatomie,'

Berlin, 1845) as that of a primary division oE animals, the

others recognised in that treatise being Protozoa, Zoophyta,

Vermes, Mollusca, and Vertebrata. The names Condylopoda

and Gnathopoda have been subsequently proposed for the

same group. The word refers to the jointing of the chitinised

exo-skeleton of the limbs or lateral appendages of the animals

included, which are, roughly speaking, the Crustacea, Arach-

nida, Hexapoda (so-called ^' true insects"). Centipedes, and

Millipedes. This primary group was set up to indicate the

residuum of Cuvier's Articulata when his class Annelides

(the modern Chtetopoda) was removed from that " embranche-

ment." At the same time Siebold and Stannius renovated

the group Vermes of Linuasus, and placed in it the Chastopods

and the parasitic worms of Cuvier, besides the Rotifers and

Turbellarian worms.

^

' As a matter of fact the group Arthropoda itself, thus constituted, was

precisely identical in its area with the class Insecta of Linnaeus, the Entonia

of Aristotle. But by causes which it is not easy to trace the word "Insect"

had become limited since the days of Linnaeus to the Hexapod Pterygote

forms, to the exclusion of his Aptera. Lamarck's penetrating genius is chiefly

responsible for the shrinkage of the word Lisecta, since it was lie who, forty

years after Linnseus's death, set up and named the two great classes Crustacea

and Arachnida (included by Linnaeus under Insecta as the order "Aptera")

assigning to them equal rank with the remaining Insecta of Linnaeus, for

which he proposed the very appropriate class-name " Hexapoda." Lamarck,

however, appears not to have insisted on this name Hexapoda, and so the

class of Pterygote Hexapods came to retain the group-name Insecta, which

is, historically or etymologically, no more appropriate to them than it is to

the classes Crustacea and Arachnida. The tendency to retain the original

name of an old and coini)rehensive group for one of the fragments into which

such group becomes divided by the advance of knowledge—instead of keeping

the name for its logical use as a compreliensivc term, including the new

divisions, each duly provided witii a new name—is most curiously illustrated

in the history of the word Physiology. Cicero says, " Physiologia natura;

ratio," and such was the meaning of the name Piiy siologus, given to a
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The result of the knowledge gained in the last quarter of

the nineteenth century has been to discredit altogether the

group Vermes^ thus set up and so largely accepted by German

writers even at the present day. We have, in fact, returned.

very nearly to Cuvier's conception of agreat division or branch,

which he called Articulata, including the Arthropoda and the

Cha3topoda (the latter equivalent to the Annelides of Lamarck,

a name adopted by Cuvier), and differing from it only by the

inclusion of the Rotifera. The name Articulata, introduced by

Cuvier, has not been retained by subsequent writers. The

same, or nearly the same assemblage of animals has been called

Entomozoaria by De Blainville (1882),Arthrozoaby Burmeister

(1843), Entomozoa or Annellata by Milne-Edwards (1855),

and Annulosa by M'Leay (1819), who was followed by Huxley

(1856). The character pointed to by all these terms is that

of a ring-like segmentation of the body. This, however, is

not the character to which we now ascribe the chief weight

as evidence of the genetic affinity and monophyletic (uni-

ancestral) origin of the Cha3topods, Rotifers, and Arthropods.

It is the existence in each ring of the body of a pair of hollow

lateral appendages or parapodia, moved by intrinsic

muscles and penetrated by blood-spaces, which is the leading

fact indicating the affinities of these great sub-phyla, and

uniting them as blood relations. The parapodia (tig. 7) of

the marine branchiate worms are the same things genetically

as the "legs" of Crustacea and insects (tigs. 9 and 10).

Hence the term Appeudiculata was introduced by Lankester

cyclopsedia ol wliat was known and imagined about eartli, sea, sky, birds,

beasts, and fislies, wliicli for a Uiousand years was the authoritative source of

inlorniation on lliese matters, and was translated into every European tongue.

VVitli the revival ol' learning, however, first one and then another special study

became recognise<i—anatomy, botany, zoology, mineralogy, until at last the

great comprehensive ttrm Fhysiology was berel't ol' all its once-included

subject-matter exceptii;g the study ol' vitnl processes pursued by the more

learned members ol the medical profession. Professional tradition, and an

astute perception on their part of the omniscience suggested by the terms,

have left the medical men in English-speaking lands in undisturbed but

illogical possession of the words physiology, pliysic, and physician.
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(preface to the English edition of (regenbaur's ' Comparative

Anatomy/ 1878) to indicate the group. The relationships of

the Arthropoda thus stated are shown in the subjoined table :

{Sub-phylum 1. Rotifera.

„ 2. Cha^topoda.

,, 3. Arthropoda.

The Rotifera are characterised by the retention of what

appears in Molluscs and Chastopods as an embryonic organ,

the velum or ciliated prasoral girdle, as a locomotor and

food-seizing apparatus, and by the reduction of the muscular

parapodia to a rudimentary or non-existent condition in all

present surviving forms except Pedal ion. In many im-

portant respects they are degenerate—reduced both in size

and elaboration of structure.

The Chastopoda are characterised by the possession of

horny epidermic chaetEe embedded in the integument and

moved by muscles. Probably the chaetfB preceded the

development of parapodia, and by their concentration, and

that of the muscular bundles connected Avith them at the

sides of each segment, led directly to the evolution of the

parapodia. The parapodia of Cha3topoda are never coated

vv^ith dense chitin, and are, therefore, never converted into

jaws; the primitive ''head-lobe" or prostomium persists,

and frequently carries eyes and sensory tentacles. Further,

in all members of the sub-phylum Chfetopoda the relative

position of the prostomium, mouth, and peristomium or first

ring of the body retains its primitive character. We do not

find in Chaetopoda that parapodia, belonging to primitively

post-oral rings or body-segments (called " somites," as

proposed by H. Milne-Edwards j, pass in front of the mouth

by adaptational shifting of the oral aperture. (See, how-

ever, 8.)

The Arthropoda might be better called the " Gnathopoda,"

since their distinctive character is that one or more pairs of

appendages behind the mouth are densely chitinised and

turned (fellow to fellow on opposite sides) towards one
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another so as to act as jaws. This is facilitated by an

important general change in the position of the parapodia

;

their basal attachments are all more ventral in position than

in the Ch^etopoda, and tend to approach from the two sides

towards the mid-ventral line. Very nsnally (but not in the

Onychophora = Peripatus) all the parapodia are plated

with chitin secreted by the epidermis, and divided into a

series of joints—giving the '^arthropodous'^ or hinged

character.

There are other remarkable and distinctive featui-es of

structure which hold the Arthropoda together, and render it

impossible to conceive of them as haviug a polyphyletic

origin,—that is to sa}^, as having originated separately by two

or three distinct lines of descent from lower animals; aud, on

the contrary, establish the view that they have been deve-

loped from a single line of primitive Gnathopods which arose

by modification of parapodiate annulate worms not very

unlike some of the existing Chsetopods. These additional

features are the following :— (1) All existing Arthropoda

have an ostiate heart and have undergone "phleboedesis,'^

that is to say, the peripheral portions of the blood-vascular

system are not fine tubes as they are in the Cha}topoda and

as they were in the hypothetical ancestors of Arthropod;),

but are swollen so as to obliterate to a large extent the

coelom, whilst the separate veins entering the dorsal vessel

or heart have coalesced, leaving valvate ostia (see Fig. l'^) by

which the blood passes from a pericardial blood-sinus formed

by the fused veins into the dorsal vessel or heart (see

Lankester's 'Zoology,' part ii, introductory chapter; A.

and C. Black, 1900). The only exception to this is in the

case of minute degenerate forms where the heart has dis-

appeared altogether. The rigidity of the integument caused

by the deposition of dense chitin upon it is intimately

connected with the physiological activity and form of all the

internal organs, and is undoubtedly correlated with the total

disappearance of the circular muscular layer of the body-wall

present in Cheetopods. (2) In all existing Arthropoda the
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region in frout of the mouth is no longer formed by tlie

primitive prostomiiim or head-lobe^ but one or more seg-

ments, originally post-oral, with their appendages have

passed in front of the mouth (prosthomeres). At the same

time the prostomium and its appendages cease to be recog-

nisable as distinct elements of the head. The brain no

longer consists solely of the nerve-ganglion mass proper to

the prostomial lobe, as in Chfetopoda, but is a composite

(syncerebrum) produced by the fusion of this and the nerve-

ganglion masses proper to the prosthomeres or segments

which pass forwards, whilst their parapodia ( = appendages)

Vulvi

Va/i

h^

?<K >li^ 3lK
yKK )^f( 5UC
\Jl v/" \ Aj [A

Fig. 1*.—Diagram to show the gradual formation of the Art liropod

pericardial blood-sinus and " osliate " heart by the swelling up
(phlebocdesis) of the veins entering the dorsal vessel or heart of a

Chsetopod-like ancestor. The figure on the left represents the
condition in a Chsetopod, that on the right, the condition in an
Arthropod; the other two are hypothetical intermediate forms.

(After Lankester, 'Quart. Journ. Micr. Sci.,' vol. xxxiv, 1893.)

become converted into eye-stalks and antenna), or more

rarely grasping organs. (3) As in Cha3topoda, coelomic

funnels (coelomoducts) may occur right and left as pairs in

each ring-like segment or somite of the body, and some of

these are in all cases retained as gonoducts and often as

renal excretory organs (green glands, coxal. glands of

Arachnida—not crural glands, which are epidermal in

origin) ; but true nephridia, genetically identical Avith the

nephridia of earthworms, do not occur (on the subject of
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coelomj coelomoducts, and nepliridia^ see the introductory

chapter of part ii of Laukester's ' Treatise on Zoology •").

Tabular Statement of the Grades, Classes, and
Sub-classes of the Arthropoda.—It will be convenient

now to give in the clearest form a statement of the larger

subdivisions of the Arthropoda which it seems necessary to

recognise at the present day. The justification of the

arrangement adopted will form the substance of the rest

of the present article. The orders included in the various

classes are not discussed here, but are treated of under

the following titles:

—

Peripatus (Onychophora), Myeiapoda

(Diplopoda and Chilopoda), Arachnida, Insecta (Hexapoda),

and Crustacea.

Sub-phylum ARTHEOPODA (of the IMiylum Appen-
diculata).

Grade A. Hyparthropoda (hypothetical forms connecting an-

cestors of Chastopoda with those of Arthropoda).

Grade B. Protarthropoda.

Class Onychophora.

Ex.—P e r i p a t u s.

Grade C. Euarthropoda.

Class 1. Diplopoda.

Ex.—Jul us.

Class 2. Arachnida.

Grade a. Auomomeristica.

Ex.— Phacops.

Grade h. Nomomeristica.

{a) Pantopoda.

Ex.—Py cnogonum.

(&) Euarachnida.

Ex.—Limulns, Scorpio, Mygale, Aca-
rus.
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Class 3. Crustacea.

Grade a.—Eutomostraca.

Ex.—Apus, Braucliipus, C^^clops, Balanus.

Grade h. Malacostraca.

Ex.—Neb alia, Astacus, Oniscus, Gam-
mar us.

Class 4. Chilopoda.

Ex.—Scolopendra.

Class 5. Hexapoda (syii. In sect a Pterygota).

Ex,—Locusta, Phryganea, Papilio, Apis,

Muse a, Cimex, Lucanus, Macliilis.

IncertiB sedis.—Tardigrada, Pentastomida3 (degeuerate

forms).

The Segmentation of tlie 13ody of Arthropod a.

—

The body of the Arthropoda is more or less clearly divided

into a series of rings, segments, or somites, which can be

shown to be repetitions one of another, possessing identical

parts and organs which may be larger or smaller, modified

in shape or altogether suppressed in one somite as compared

with another. A similar constitution of the body is more

clearly seen in the Chastopod worms. In the Vertebrata also

a repetition of units of structure (myotomes, vertebra?, etc.)—
which is essentially of the same nature as the repetition in

Arthropods and Ch^topods, but in many respects subject to

peculiar developments—is observed. The name ''meta-

merism " has been given to this structural phenomenon be-

cause the " meres," or repeated units, follow one another in

line. Each such " mere " is often called a " metamere."

Tliis is not the place in Avhich to discuss the origin and

essential nature of " metamerism " or " metameric segmenta-

tion.'^ Nevertheless a satisfactory consideration of the

structure of the Arthropoda demands a knowledge of what

may be called the laws of metamerism. These are not so

fully ascertained or formulated as might be expected. The

repetition of parts, Avhich we note as metamerism, is, as

Haeckel, Batesou, and others have recognised, only a special
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case of a tendency of the organic body to repetition of struc-

tural units or parts wliicli finds one expression in bilateral

symmetry. In certain worms (the Cestoidea and some

Planariaus) metameric segmentation is accompanied by the

separation of the completed metameres one by one from the

older (anterior) extremity of the chain (strobilation), but it

by no means follows that metameric segmentation has a

necessary origin in such completion and separation of the

" meres." On the contrary, metamerism seems to arise from

a property of organisms which is sometimes more (eumero-

genesis) and sometimes less (dysmerogenesis) fully exhibited,

and in some groups not exhibited at all. The most complete

and, at the same time, simplest instances of metameric seg-

mentation are to be seen in the larger Ch^topods, where some

hundreds of segments succeed one another—each practically

indistinguishable in structure from the segment in front or

from that behind ; muscles, right and left appendage or

parapodium, colour pattern of the skin, gut, blood-vessels,

coelom, nephridia, nerve-ganglion, and nerves are precisely

alike in neighbouring segments. The segment which is least

like the others is the first, for that carries the mouth and a

lobe projecting beyond it—the prostomium. If (as sometimes

happens) any of the hinder segments completes itself by

developiug a prostomium, the chain breaks at that point, and

the segment which has developed a prostomium becomes the

first or head-bearing segment of a new individual. Compare

such an instance of metameric segmentation with that pre-

sented by one of the higher Arthropods—e. g. the crayfish.

Here the somites are not so clearly marked in the tegumentary

structures; nevertheless, by examining the indications given

by the paired parapodia, we find that there are twenty-one

somites present—a limited definite number which is also the

precise number found in all the higher Crustacea.

We can state as a First Law ^ of metamerism or somite

formation that it is either indefinite in regard to number of

' Tlic word "Law" is used in this suinniary merely as a coiiveuieut

lieading for the statement of a more or less general proposition.
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metameres or somites produced or is definite. Animals in the

first case we call anomomeristic ; those in the second case,

nomomeristic. The nomoineristic condition is a higher de-

velopment, a specialisation, of the anomomeristic condition.

The Second Law, or generalisation, as to metamerism
which must be noted is that the meres or somites (excepting

the first with its prostomium) may be all practically alike, or

may differ from one another greatly by modification of the

various constituent parts of the mere or somite. Metamerised

animals are either homceomeric or heteromeric. The reference

to the variation in the form of the essential parts contained

in a "metamere " or " somite " introduces us to the necessity

of a general term for these constituent or subordinate parts;

they may be called " meromes" {fxlpog). The meromes pre-

sent in a metamere or somite differ in different annulate or

segmented animals according to the general organisation of

the group to which the animal belongs. As a matter of con-

venience we distinguish in the Arthropod as meromes, first,

the tegumentary chitinised plates called terga, placed on the

dorsal aspect of the somites ; second, the similar sternal plates.

In Ch^etopods we should take next to these the masses of

circular and longitudinal muscular fibres of the body-wall and

the dorso-ventral muscles. The latter form the third sort

of merome present in the Arthropods. The foui'th kind of

merome is constituted by the parapodia or appendages ; the

fifth by the coelomic pouches and their ducts and external

apertures (coelomo-ducts), Avhether renal or genital. The

sixth by the blood-vessels of the somite; the seventh by the

bit of alimentary tract which traverses it ; and the eighth by

theneuromere (nerve-ganglion pair, commissures, connectives,

and nerve branches).

It becomes apparent from this enumeration that there are

a good many important elements or " meromes " in an Arthro-

pod metamere or somite which can become the subject of

heteromerism, or, to use a more apt word, of " heterosis." It

is all the more necessary to insist upon this, inasmuch as there

is a tendency in the discussion of the segmentation of the
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Arthropod body to rely exclusively upon the indications ^iven

by the tegumentary chitinons plates and the parapodia.

The Third Law of metamerism is that heteromerism may
operate in such a way as to produce definite regions of like

modification of the somites and their appendages, differing

in their modification from that observed in regions before and

behind them. It is convenient to have a special word for

such regions of like meres, and we call each a tagma {rayfia,

a regiment). The word " tagmosis " is applicable to the

formation of sucli regions. In the Chjetopods tagmosis

always occurs to a small extent, so as to form the head. lu

some Chsetopods, such as Chaetopterus and the sedentary

forms, there is marked tagmosis, giving rise to three or even

more tagmata. In Arthropods, besides the head, we find

very frequently other tagmata developed. But it is to be

noted that in the higher members of each great class or line

of descent, the tagmosis becomes definite and characteristic

just as do the total number of meres or somites, whilst in the

lower grades of each great class we find what may be regarded

as varying examples of tentative tagmosis. The terms nomo-

tagmic and anomotagmic are applicable with the same kind

of implication as the terms nomomeristic and anomomeristic.

The FouBTH Law of metamerism (auto-heterosis of the

merouies) is that the meromes of a somite or series of somites

may be separately and dissirailarlj' affected by heteromerism.

It is common enough for small changes only to occur in the

inner visceral meromes, whilst the appendages and terga or

sterna are largely changed in form. But of equal importance

is the independent "heterosis" of these visceral meromes
without any corresponding heterosis of the body-wall. As
instances we may cite the gizzards of various earthworms,

and the special localisation of renal, genital, and gastric

meromes, with obliteration elsewhere, in a few somites in

Arthropoda.

The Fifth Law, relating also to the independence of the

meromes as compared with the whole somite, is the law of

autorhythmus of the meromes. Metamerism does not always
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manifest itself in the formation of complete new segments
;

but one merome may be repeated so as to suggest several

metameres, whilst the remaining meromes are^ so to speak,

out of harmony with it and exhibit no repetition. Thus in

the hinder somites of the body of Apus the Crustacean we
find a series of segments corresponding apparently each to a

complete single somite, but when the appendages ai*e examined

we find that they have multiplied Avithout relation to the

other meromes of a somite ; Ave find that the somites carry

from two to seven pairs of appendages, increasing in number
as we pass backwards from the genital segment. The appen-

dages are autorhythmic meromes in this case. They take on

a quasi-independent metamerism, and are produced in numbers

Avhich have no relation to the numbers of the body-rings,

muscles, and neuromeres. This possibility of the inde-

pendent metameric multiplication of a single merome must

have great importance in the case of dislocated meromes, and

no doubt has application to some of the metameric phenomena

of Vertebrates.

A case which appeal's at first sight to be one of " auto-

rhythmus'^ of the parapodia is that of the Diplopods (Julus,

etc.), in which each apparent somite carries two pairs of legs

or parapodia. It looks at first as though this were due to the

independent multiplication of the legs ; but it is not. Con-

trary to what obtains in Apus, we find in Julus that there is

a Avell-marked somite in the embryo corresponding to each

pair of legs, and that the adult condition arises from a fusion

of the tegumentary meromes of adjacent somites (see below,

"Fusion").

The Sixth Law is the law of dislocation of meromes. This

is a very important and striking phenomenon. A merome,

such as a pair of appendages (Aranea}) or a nouromere, or a

muscular mass (frequent), may (by either a gradual or sudden

process, we cannot always say which) quit the metamere to

which it belongs, and in which it originated, and pass by

actual physical transference to another metamere. Frequently

this new position is at a distance of several metameres from
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tliat to which the wandering merome belongs in origin. The
movement is more usual from behind forwards than in the

reverse direction ; but this probably has no profound signifi-

cance, and depends simply on the fact that, as a rule, the head
must be the chief region of development on account of its

containing' the sense organs and the mouth.

In the Vertebrata the independence of the meromes is more
fnlly developed than in other metamerised animals. Not only

do we get auto-heterosis of the meromes on a most extensive

scale, but the dislocation of single meromes and of whole

series (tagmata) of meromes is a common phenomenon. Thus
in fishes the pelvic fins may travel forwards to a thoracic and

even jugular position in front of the pectoral fins; the

branchiomeromes lose all relation to the position of the

meromes of muscular, skeletal, ccelomic, and nervous nature,

and the heart and its vessels may move backwards from their

original metameres in higher Vertebrates carrying nerve-loops

"with them.

The Seventh Law of metamerism is one which has been

pointed out to the writer by Mr. E. S. Goodrich, of Merton

College, Oxford. It may be called the law of " translation

of heterosis." Whilst actual physical transference of the

substance of meromes undeniably takes place in such a case

as the passage of the pelvic fins of some fishes to the front

of the pectorals, and in the case of the backward movement
of the opisthosoinatic appendages of spiders, yet the more

frequent mode in which an alteration in the position of a

specialised organ in the series or scale of metameres takes

place is not by migration of the actual material organ from

somite to somite, but by translation of the quality or

morphogenetic peculiarity from somite to somite accompanied

by correlative change in all the somites of the series. The
phenomenon may be compared to the transposition of a piece

of music to a higher or lower key. It is thus that the lateral

fins of fishes move up and down the scale of vertebral somites; ^

and thus that whole regions (tagmata), such as those indicated

* Except in such cases as liave just been cited.—E. R. L., 1901.
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by the names cervical, thoracic, lumbar, and sacral, are trans-

lated (accompanied by terminal increase or decrease in the

total number of somites) so as to occupy differing numerical

positions in closely allied forms (cf. the varying number of

cervical somites in allied reptiles and birds).

What, in this rapid enumeration, Ave will venture to call

tlie Eighth Law of metamerism is the law of hoinoeosis, as it

is termed by Bateson (1). Homososis is the making of a

merome into the likeness of one belonging to another meta-

mere, and is the opposite of the process of 'Mieterosis"

—

already mentioned. We cite this law here because the result

of its operation is to simulate the occurrence of dislocation

of meroraes, and has to be carefully distinguished from that

process. A merome can and does, in individual cases of

abnormality, assume the form and character of the corre-

sponding merome of a distant somite. Thus the antenna of

an insect has been found to be replaced by a perfectly well-

formed walking leg. After destruction of the eye-stalk of a

shrimp a new growth appears, having the form of an antenna.

Other cases are frequent in Crustacea as individual abnor-

malities. They prove the existence in the mechanism of

metamerised animals of structural conditions which are

capable of giving these results. What those structural con-

ditions are is a matter for separate inquiry, which we cannot

even touch here. It is not improbable that homoeosis of

distant meromes may have given rise to permanent structural

changes characteristic of whole groups of Arthropoda, sup-

posing the abnormality once established to be favoured by

natural selection. Possibly the chelate condition of the prte-

oral appendages of Arachnida may be due to homoeosis trans-

ferring the chelate form of post-oral limbs to what were

previously antenniform rami.

We now come to the question of the production of new
somites or the addition of new somites to the series, and the

converse problem of the suppression of somites, whole or

partial. We state as the Ninth Law of metamerism "that

new somites or nietamcres are added to a chain consisting of
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two or more somites hj g-rowth and gradual elabornti'^n

—

wliat is called " budding '^—of tlie anterior border of the

hindermost somite. This hindermost somite is therefore

different from all the other somites, and is called the Helsou.'

However long or short or heteromeriscd the chain may be,

new metameres or somites are only produced at the anterior

border of the telson, except in the Vertebrata." That is the

general law; but amongst some groups of metamerised

animals partial exceptions to it occur. It is probably abso-

lutely true for the Arthropoda from lowest to highest. It is

not so certain that it is true for the Ch^etopoda, and would

need modification in statement to meet the cases of fissi-

parous multiplication occurring among Syllids and Naidids.

In the Yertebrata, where tagmosis and heterosis of meromes

and dislocation of meromes and tagmata are, so to speak,

rampant, new formation of metameres (at any rate as repre-

sented by important meromes) takes place at more than one

point in the chain. Such points are found where two highly

diverse "tagmata" abut on one another. It is possible,

though the evidence at present is entirely against the supposi-

tion, that at such points in Arthropoda new somites may be

formed.^ Such new somites are said to be "intercalated."

The question of the intercalation of vertebras in the Verte-

brata has received some attention. It must be remembered

that a vertebra, even taken with its muscular, vascular, and

neural accessories, is only a partial metamere—a merome, and

that, so far as complete metameres are concerned, the

* Tlie curious case of superabundant parapodia in tlie hinder somites of

Apus has already been cited and referred to as an example of autoibytiimic

multiplication of meromes. There is some reason for regardin;^ the extra

pairs of legs as being "intercalated" after the formation of the somite as a

single unit or merome by growth from the telson. Supposing, as appears to

be the case, that as the Apus increases iu size, the number of extra pairs of

legs on a non-terminal somite increases, these added meromes are certainly

intercalated, and represent incomplete intercalated metameres. The intercala-

tion of new elements does not really go much further than this in Vertebrata,

for a vertebra with its myoskeietal tissues is only a merome, and not a comj)lete

metamere.

VOL. 47, FART 4.—NEW SERIES. M M
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A^ertebrata do conform to the same law as the Arthropods.

Intercalation of meromes—branchial, vertebral, and dermal

(fin-supports)—seems to have taken place in Vertebrata in

the fishes, while in higher groups intercalation of vertebrfe in

large series has been accepted as the only possible explana-

tion of the structural facts established by the comparison of

allied groups. The elucidation of this matter forms a very

important part of the work lying to the hand of the investi-

gator of vertebrate anatomy, and it is possible that the

application of Goodrich's law (the seventh of our list) may

throw new light on the matter.

In regard to the diminution in the number of somites in the

course of the historical development of those various groups

of metamerised animals, which have undoubtedly sprung

from ancestors with more numerous somites than they them-

selves possess, it appears that we may formulate the following

laws as the tenth, eleventh, twelfth, and thirteenth laws of

metamerism.

The Tenth Law is that individual somites tend to atrophy

and finally disappear as distinct structures, most readily at

the antei'ior and the posterior ends of the series constituting

an animal body. This is very generally exhibited in the head

of Arthropoda, where, however, the operation of the law is

largely modified by fusion (see below). With regard to the

posterior end of the body, the atrophy of segments does not,

as a rule, affect the telson itself so much as the somites in

front of it and its power of producing new somites. Some-

times, however, the telson is very minute and non-chitinised

(Hexapoda).

The Eleventh Law may be stated thus :—Any somite in

the series which is the anterior or postei-ior somite of a tagma

may become atrophied, reduced in size, or partially aborted

by the suppression of some of its meromes ; and finally, such

a somite may disappear and leave no obvious trace in the

adult structure of its presence in ancestral forms. This is

called the excalation of a somite. Frequently, however, such

"excalated" somites are obvious in the embryo or leave some
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merome (e. g-. iipuromere, ninscle, or chitin-plnte) wlnVh cnn

be detected by minute observation (microscopic) as evidence

of their former existence. The somite of the maxillipede

(third post-oral appendage) of Apus c an cr if or mis is a good

example of a somite on its way to excalation. The third prte-

oral and the prasmaxillary somites of Hexapod insects are

instances whei'e the only traces of the vanished somite are

furnished by the microscopic study of early embryos. The

prasgenital somite of the Arachnida is an example of a somite

which is preserved in some members of the group and par-

tially or entirely excalated in other cases, sometimes with

fusion of its remnants to neighbouring somites.

The Twelfth Law of metamerism might very well be

placed in logical order as the first. Itisthelaw of lipomer-

ism, and asserts that just as the metameric condition is

produced by a change in the bodies of the descendants of

unisegmental ancestors, so highly metamerised forms, i. e.

strongly segmented forms with specialised regions of differ-

entiated metameres, may gradually lose their metamerised

structure and become apparently and practically unisegmental

animals. The change here contemplated is not the atrophy

of terminal segments one by one so as to reduce the size of

the animal and leave it finally as a single somite. On the

contrary, no loss of size or of high organisation is necessary.

But one by one, and gradually, the metameric grouping of

the bodily structures disappears. The cuticle ceases to be

thickened in rings; the muscles of the body-wall overrun

their somite boundaries. Internal septa disappear. The

nei've-ganglia concentrate or else become diffused equally

along the cords ; one pair of renal coelomoducts and one pair

of genital coelomoducts grow to large size and remain—the

rest disappear. The appendages atrophy or become limited

to one or two pairs, which are widely dislocated from their

ancestral position. The animal ceases to present any indica-

tion of metameric repetition of parts in its entire structure.

Degrees in this process are frequently to be recognised. We
certainly can observe such a change in the posterior region
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of some Arthropods, sucli as tlie hermit crabs and the spiders.

Admitting that the Echiurids are descended from Chtetopoda,

such a change has taken place in them amounting to little

short of complete lipomerism, though not absolutely complete.

Eecent suggestions as to the origin of the Mollusca involve

the supposition that such an efPacement of once well-marked

metamerism has occurred in them, leaving its traces only in

a few structures such as the multiple gill-plumes and shell-

shields of the Chitons and the duplicated renal sacs of

Nautilus.

A further matter of importance in this connection is that

when the old metameres have been effaced a new secondary

segmentation may arise, as in the jointed worm-like body of

the degenerate Acarus, Demodex f olliculorum.

Such secondary annnlation of the soft body calls to mind

the secondary annnlation of the metameres of leeches and

some earthworms. Space does not permit of more than an

allusion to this subject, but it is worth while noting that

the secondary annuli marking the somites of leeches and

LumbricidaD in definite number and character are perhaps

comparable to the redundant pairs of appendages on the

hinder somites or Apus, and are in both cases examples of

independent repetition of tegumentary meromes—a sort of

ineffectual attempt to subdivide the somite which only pre-

vails on the more readily susceptible meromes of the integu-

ment.

The development of secondary metameric annulatious

within the area of a complete somite is not recorded among
Arthropoda. It deserves distinct recognition as " hypo-

metamerism" or formation of '^ somatidia."

The last law of metamerism which we shall attempt to

formulate here, as the Thirteknth, relates to the fusion or

blending of neighbouring somites. There are, without doubt,

a large number of important generalisations to be arrived at

hereafter from the further study of the metamerism of

Vertebrata and the peculiar phenomena exhibited by tlie

dislocated meromes of the vertebrate's somites. But this is
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not the place in which to attempt an outline of the special

laws of vertebrate metamerisui. Fusion of adjacent somites

has often been erroneously interpreted in the study of

Arthropoda. There are^ in fact, very varying degrees of

fusion which need to be carefully distinguished. The fol-

lowing generalisation may be formulated :
—" The homologous

meromes of two or more adjacent somites tend to fuse with

one another by a blending of their substance. Very gene-

rally, but not invariably, the fused meromes are found as

distinct separated structures in the embryo of the animal

in which they unite at a later stage of growth." The fusion

of neighbouring meromes is often preceded by more or less

extensive atrophy of the somites concerned, and by a.rrest of

development in the individual ontogeny.^ Thus a case of

fusion of partially atrophied somites may simulate the ap-

pearance of incipient merogeuesis or formation of new

somites; and vice versa, incipient merogenesis may be

misinterpreted as a case of fusion of once separate and

fully formed somites. Moreover the two phenomena, mero-

genesis and fusion of meromes, actually occur side by side

in some cases, as in the pygidial shields of the Trilobita) and

Limulus.

The most commonly noted cases of fusion of metameres

are simply cases of the fusion of the tegumentary meromes

—

usually the terga only. Such a fusion has really no very

serious morphological importance : it is superficial and

readily acquired. It amounts to no more than the disposition

of chitinous cuticle of equal thickness over the area of the

terga of the somites concerned instead of the thinning of the

cuticular deposit at the adjacent borders of the somites.

The somites consequently lose their hinge; they can no

longer be flexed one on the other. Atrophy of the muscles

related to such flexure necessarily follows. The mesosomatic

portion of the posterior carapace of Limulus is no more than

such a superficial fusion : the other meromes of the auky-

losed somites (appendages, ueuromeres, blood-vessels, etc.)

are unaffected. Such, too, is the case with the pygidial
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shields of many Trilobites. On the other hand, the telson,

which is joined in both these cases with the superficially

fused segments by a fusion of its chitinous cuticle with that

of its last-formed or budded somite, can only take part in

the fusion as a result of arrest in its activity, which amounts

to a late supervening atrophy. This arrest of the telson's

special bud growth may take place very early, in which case

we get a large telsonic shield and only a very few somites in

front of it— none soldered to the telson as in Agnostus and

Ilenus ; or it may take place later when eight post-cephalic

(opisthosomatic) somites have been formed as in Limulus

—

the last two incompletely. Or, again, thirty or more somites

may have been produced before the arrest takes place, and

fifteen of these may be ankylosed with the telson to form the

pygidial shield (Phacops, etc.).

A more complete fusion of somites is that seen in the head

of Arthropoda. The head or prosoma of Arthropod a is a

tagma consisting of one, two, or three prosthomeres or

somites in front of the mouth, and of one, two, three, up to

five or six opisthomeres. The cephalic tagma or prosoma

may thus be more or less sharply divided into two sub-

tagmata, the prfe-oral and the post-oral.

The shifting of the mouth backwards in Arthropoda so as

to allow segments which once were post-oral to take up a

prseoral position, as prosthomeres, must be regarded as a

case of dislocation of the meromes concerned (sixth law),

like the forward travelling of a fish's pelvic fins. The anus

does not appear to be liable to such dislocation in Arthro-

poda, but it certainly does travel away from its parental

metamere in the Verbebrata, and may possibly do so in

Chaitopoda when what must be called ''lipomerism " or

general obliteration of a metameric ordering of parts sets in.

Such " lipomerism " must be supposed to have aifected the

Cha3topod ancestors of the Sipunculids, if those latter worms

are to be traced genetically to the former, and the anus has

shifted to the anterior third of the body. However that may

be, the conception (first put forward by Lankester in 1875)
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(2) of the backward movement of the mouth in Arfchropoda

from the first somite to the second, third, or even fourth in

the original post-oral series, is not only justified by embryo-

logical observation of the shifting in question, but finds

its parallel in other instances of the law of dislocation of

meromes.

The fusion of the cephalic or prosomatic somites not only

extends to tegumentary structures, but to muscles, blood-

vessels, and markedly to neuromeres. However, in the

embryo of many Arthropoda the original neuromeres of the

pr^eoral somites can be distinguished, and in many cases

the coelomic cavities. Also it is a noteworthy fact that the

tegumentary fusion (cephalic carapace, prosomatic carapace)

appears sometimes to break down secondarily (e. g. Squilla

among Crustacea and Galeodes and Tarassidte among Arach-

nida). It appears that we must recognise as a principle

that such fusions as the carapaces of Arthropoda can revert

to the condition of free movable plates ; and therefore we
must not assume that forms with fused tergal plates are

necessarily later, genetically, than allied forms with free

movable tergal plates.

When such reversion to a movable series of dorsal plates

occurs it must not be assumed that any corresponding change

takes place in the deeper meromes. On the whole, fusion

and ankylosis of somites is not in itself necessarily a deep-

seated or far-reaching process. It may or may not be

accompanied by dislocation of important meromes or by

lipomerism ; whilst,—as for instance in the opisthosoma of the

spiders, opiliones, and acari—dislocation and lipomerism may
occur without fusion of tegumentary plates, and with, on

the contrary, a dwindling and eventual atrophy of such

plates.

The general considerations as to metamerism set forth

above will enable us to proceed to a consideration of the

characters which distinguish the various groups of Arthro-

poda, and to justify the classification with which we started.

The Theory of the Arthropod Head.—The arthropod
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head is a tagma or group of somites whicli differ in number

and in their relative position in regard to the mouth, in

different classes. In a simple Chastopod (fig. 1) the head

consists of the first somite only ; that somite is perforated by

the mouth, and is provided with a prostomium or pra3oral

lobe. The prostomium is essentially a part or outgrowth of

the first somite, and cannot be regarded as itself a somite.

It gives rise to a nerve-ganglion mass, the prostomial ganglion.

In the marine Cl)a3topods (the Polychteta) (fig. 2) we find

Fig. 1. Fig. 2.

Fig. 1.—Diagram of the Lead and adjacent region of an Oligo-

clia;te Chsetopod. Pr, tlie prostomium ; m, the mouth ; A, the

prostomial ganglion-mass or archicerebrum ; I, II, III, coelom of

ihe first, second, and third somites. (From Goodrich, 'Q. J. Micr.

Sci.,' vol. xl, p. 247.)

i'lG. 2.—Diagram of the head and adjacent region of a Poljchsete

Chfetopod. Letters as in Fig. 1, with the addition of T, prosto-

mial tentacle; Pa, parapodium. (From Goodrich.)

the same essential structure, but tlie prostomium may give

rise to two or more tactile tentacles, and to the vesicular

eyes. The somites have well-marked parapodia, and the

second and third, as well as the first, may give rise to

tentacles which are directed forward, and thus contribute to

form " the head." But the mouth remains as an iupushing

of the wall of the first somite.

The Arthropoda are all distinguished from the Cbsetopoda

by the fact that the head consists of one or more somites

which lie in front of the mouth (now called prosthomeres).
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as well as of one or more somites behind it (opisthouieres).

The first of the post-oral somites invariably has its parapodia

modified so as to form a pair of hemignaths (mandibles).

Twenty-five years ago the question arose as to whether the

somites in front of the mouth are to be considered as derived

from the prostomium of a Ch^topod-like ancestor. Milne-

Edwards and Huxley had satisfied themselves with discussing

and establishing*, according to the data at their conimand^the

number of somites in the Arthropod head, but had not con-

sidered the question of the nature of the pra^oral somites.

Lankester (2) was the first to suggest that (as is actually

the fact in the Nauplius larva of Crustacea) the praeoral

somites or prosthomeres and their appendages were ances-

trally post-oral, but have become prseoral " by adaptational

shifting of the oral aperture. ^^ This has proved to be a sound

hypothesis, and is now accepted as the basis upon which the

Arthropod head must be interpreted (see Korschelt and

Heider [3]). Further, the morphologists of the ^fifties

appear, with few exceptions, to have accepted a preliminary

scheme with regard to the Arthropod head and Arthropod

segmentation generally, which was misleading and caused

them to adopt forced conclusions and interpretations. It

was conceived by Huxley, among others, that the same

number of cephalic somites would bo found to be character-

istic of all the diverse classes of Arthropoda, and that the

somites not only of the head, but of the various regions of

the body, could be closely compared in their numerical

sequence in classes so distinct as the Hexapods, Crustaceans,

and Arachnids.

The view which it now appears necessary to take is, on the

contrary, this— viz. that all the Arthropoda are to be traced

to a common ancestor resembling a Chtetopod worm, but

differing from it in having lost its chietse and ni having a

prosthomere in front of the mouth (instead of prostomium

only) and a pair of hemignaths (mandibles) on the parapodia

of the buccal somite. From this ancestor Arthropods with

heads of varying degrees of complexity have been developed
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characteristic of the differewt classes, whilst the parapodia

and somites of the body have become variously modified and

grouped in these different classes. The resemblances which

the members of one class often present to the members of

another class in regard to the form of the limb-branches

(rami) of the parapodia, and the formation of tagmata

(regions) are not hastily to bo ascribed to common inherit-

ance, but we must consider whether they are not due to

homoplasy—that is, to the moulding of natural selection

acting in the different classes upon fairly similar elements

under like exigencies.

The structure of the head in Arthropods presents three

profoundly separated grades of structure dependent upon

the number of prosthomeres which have been assimilated by

the prseoral region. The classes presenting these distinct

plans of head-structure cannot be closely associated in any

scheme of classification professing to be natural. Peripatus,

the type genus of the class Onycliophora, stands at the base

of the series with only a single prosthomere (fig. 3). In

Peripatus the prostomium of the Chgetopod-like ancestor is

atrophied, but it is possible that two processes on the front

of the head (FP) represent in the embi-yo the dwindled

prostomial tentacles. The single prosthomere carries the

retractile tentacles as its "parapodia." The second somite

is the buccal somite (II, fig. o) ; its parapodia have horny

jaws on their ends, like the claws on the following legs

(fig. 8), and act as hemignatlis (mandibles). The study of

sections of the embryo establishes these facts beyond doubt.

It also shows US that the neuromeres, no less than the

embryonic coelomic cavities, point to the existence of one,

and only one, prosthomere in Peripatus, of which the

'^Protocerebrum," P, is the neuromere, whilst the Deutero-

cerebrum, D, is the neuromere of the second or buccal

somite. A brief indication of these facts is given by saying

that the Onychophora are " deuterognathous,"—that is to

say, that the buccal somite carrying the mandibular hemi-

gnaths is the second of the whole series.
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What has become of the nerve-ganglion of the prostoniial

lobe of the Cha)topod in Peripatus is not clearly ascertained,

nor is its fate indicated by the study of the embryonic head
of other Arthropods so far. Probably it is fused with the

protocerebrum, and may also be concerned in the history of

the very peculiar paired eyes of Peripatus, which are like

those of Chastopods in structure—viz. vesicles with an intra-

ant

Fig. 3.—Diagram of the liead and adjacent region of Peripatus.
Monoprosthonierous. m, Moutli ; I, ccelom of t.lie first somite
which carries the antennae, and is in front of the mouth; II, ccelom
of the second somite, which carries the mandibles (lience deutero-
gnathous) ; III and IV, ccelom of the third and fourth somites

;

P.P., rudimentary frontal processes, perhaps representing the pro-

stoniial tentacles of Poljchseta; ^?i^, antenna or tactile tentacle; Md,
mandible; Oj?, oral i)apilla; P, protocerebruni or foremost cerebral

mass belonging to the first somite; D, deulerocerebrum, consisting

of ganglion cells belonging to the second or mandibular somite.

(After Goodrich.)

vesicular lens, whereas the eyes of all other Arthropods have

essentially another structure, being "cups" of the epidermis,

in which a knob-like or rod-like thickening of the cuticle is

fitted as refractive medium.

In Diplopoda (Julus, etc.) the results of embryological

study point to a composition of the front part of the head

exactly similar to that which we find in Onychophora. They

are deuterognathous.

The Arachuida present the first stage of progress. Here

embryology shows that there are two prosthomeres (fig. 4),
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and that the gnatliobases of the cheire which act as the first

pair of hemiguaths, are carried by the third somite. The

Arachnida are therefore tritoguathous. The two prostho-

raeres are indicated by their coelouiic cavities in the embryo

(I and II, fig. 4), and by two neuromeres^ the protocerebrum

and the deuterocerebrum. The appendages of the first

prosthomere are not present as tentacles, as in Peripatus and

Diplopods, but are possibly represented by the eyes or possibly

altogether aborted. The appendages of the second prostho-

mere are the well-kuoAvu cheliceras of the Arachnids, rarely,

Fig. i.—Diagram of the head and adjacent region of an Arachnid.

Diprosthonierous in the adult condition, though cmbrjologically the

appendaL:es of somite II and the somite itsell are, as Jiere drawn,

not actually in front of the mouth. E, lateral eye ; Ch, chelicera

;

m, mouth ; P, piotocerebrum ; I>, deuterocerebrum ; I, II, III, IV,
ccelom of the tirst, second, third, and fourth somites. (After

Goodrich.)

if ever, aiitenniform, btit modified as " I'etroverts " or clasp-

knife fangs in spiders.

The Crustacea (fig. 5) and the Hexapoda (fig. 6) agree in

having three somites in front of the mouth, and it is probable,

though not ascertained, that the Chilopoda (Scolopendra, etc.)

are in the same case. The three prosthomeres or pra^oral

somites of Crustacea due to the sinking back of the mouth

one somite farther than in Arachnida are not clearly indicated

by coelomic cavities in the embryo, but their existence is

clearly established by the development and position of the

appendages and by the neuromeres.
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The eyes in some Crustacea are mounted on articulated

stalks, and from the fact that they can after injury be

replaced by antenna-like appendages it is inferred that they

represent the parapodia of the most anterior prosthomere.

The second prosthomei'e carries the first pair of antennae and

Fig. 5. Fig. G.

Fig. 5.—Diaf^rani of the liend of a crustacean. Triprostho-
nierous. F. P, frontal processes (observed in Cirrliiped nauplius-

larvse), probably representing the prostomial tentacles of Clisetopods;

e, eye ; Ant^, first pair of antennae ; Ant", second pair of antennae;
vid, niandidle ; mx^, m.v", first and second pairs of maxillae ; m,
mouth; I, II, III, the three prostlioineres ; IV, V, VI, the three

somites following the mouth; P, proctocerebrum ; D, deutero-
cerebrum ; T, tritocerebrum. (After Goodrich.

)

Fig. 6.—Diagram of the head of a Ilexapod insect, e, eye ; ant,

antenna; md, mandible; ?»*;', first maxilla; wic-, second maxilla;

m, mouth; I, region of the first or eye-bearing prosthonu're ; II,

coelom of tiie second antenna-bearing prosthomere; III. coelom of

the third prosthomere devoid of appendages ; IV, F, and FJ, coelom
of the fourth, fifth, and sixtii somites; P, protocerebrum belonging

to the first prosthomere; D, deuterocerebrum belonging to the

second prosthomere ; T, tritocerebrum belonging to the third pros-

thomere. (After Goodrich.)

the third the second pair of antenna\ Sometimes this pair

of appendages has not a merely tactile jointed ramus, but is

converted into a claw or clasper. Three neuromeres—

a

proto-, deutero-, and tritocerebrum— corresponding to those

three prosthomeres, are sharply marked in the embryo. The
fourth somite is that in which the mouth now opens, and
which accordingly has its appendages converted into
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bemlgnathous mandibles. The Crustacea are tetartogna-

tlious.

The history of the development of the head has been cai*e-

fully worked out in the Hexapod insects. As in Crustacea

and Arachnida, a first prosthomere is indicated by the paired

eyes and the protocerebrum ; the second prosthomere has a

well-marked coelomic cavity, carries the antennte, and has the

deuterocerebrum for its neuromere. The third prosthomere

is represented by a well-marked pair of coelomic cavities and

the tritocerebrum (III, fig. 6), but has no appendages. They

appear to have aborted. The existence of this third prostho-

mere, corresponding to the third prosthomere of the Crustacea,

is a strong argument for the derivation of the Hexapoda, and

with them the Chilopoda, from some offshoot of the Crustacean

stem or class. The buccal somite, with its mandibles, is in

Hexapoda, as in Crustacea, the fourth : they are tetarto-

gnathous.

The adhesion of a greater or less number of somites to the

buccal somite posteriorly (opisthomeres) is a matter of im-

portance, but of minor importance, in the theory and history

of the Arthropod head. In Peripatus no such adhesion or

fusion occurs. In Diplopoda two opisthomeres—that is to

say, one in addition to the buccal somite— are united by a

fusion of their terga with the terga of the prosthomeres.

Their appendages are respectively the mandibles and the

gnathochilarium.

In Arachnida the highest forms exhibit a fusion of the

tergites of five post-oral somites to form one continuous cara-

pace united with the terga of the two prosthomeres. The

five pairs of appendages of the post-oral somites of tlie head

or prosoma thus constituted all primitively carry gnathobasic

projections on their coxal joints, which act as hemignaths; in

the more specialised forms the mandibular gnathobases cease

to develop.

In Crustacea the fourth or mandibular somite never has

less than the two following somites associated with it by the

adaptation of their appendages as jaws, and the ankylosis of
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their terga with that of the prosthomeres. But in higher

Crustacea the cephalic "tagma" is extended, and more

somites are added to the fusion^ and their appendages adapted

as jaws of a kind.

The Hexapoda are not known to us in their earlier or more

primitive manifestations ; we only know them as possessed of

a definite number of somites arranged in definite numbers in

three great tagmata. The head shows two jaw-bearing

somites besides the mandibular somite (V, VI, in fig. 6)

—

thus six in all (as in some Crustacea), including prosthomeres,

all ankylosed by their terga to form a cephalic shield. There

is, however, good embryological evidence in some Hexapods

of the existence of a seventh somite, the supra-lingual,

occurring between the somite of the mandibles and the somite

of the first maxillas (4), This segment is indicated embryo-

logically by its paired coelomic cavities. It is practically an

excalated somite, having no existence in the adult. It is pro-

bably not a mere coincidence that the Hexapod, with its two

rudimentary somites devoid of appendages, is thus found to

possess twenty-one somites, including that which carries the

anus, and that this is also the number present in the Mala-

costracous Crustacea.

The Segmental Lateral Appendages or Limbs of

Arthropoda.—It has taken some time to obtain any general

acceptance of the view that the parapodia of the Chfetopoda

and the limbs of Arthropoda are genetically identical struc-

tures; yet if we compare the parapodium of Tomopteris or of

Phyllodoce with one of the foliaceous limbs of Branchipns

or Apus the correspondences of the two aie striking. An
erroneous view of the fundamental morphology of the crus-

tacean limb, and consequently of that of other Arthropoda,

came into favour owing to the acceptance of the highly

modified limbs of Astacus as typical. Protopodite, endopodite,

exopodite, and epipodite weie considered to be the morpho-

logical units of the crustacean limb. Lankester (5) has

shown (and his views have been accepted by Professors

Korschelt and Heider in their treatise on ' Embryology ')
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that the limb of the Lowest Crustacea, such as Apus, consists

o£ a corm or axis which may he joiuted^ and gives rise to out-

FiG. 7. Fig. 8.

p^p^p^pi

Fig. 7.—Diagram of the somite-appeiidape or parapodium of a
Polyclipete ClisEtopod. The cliaeta: are onikted. Ax, the axis

;

nr. c, neuropodial cirrlius; nr. U, nr. l^, neurojjodial lobes or endites;
nt. c, uotojiodial cirrlius ; ni. l\ nt. P, notopodial lobes or exites.

The parapodium is represented with its neural or ventral surface
uppermost, (Original.)

Fig. 8.—Three somite-appendages or parapodia of Peri pat us.

J, a walking leg
; p to p\ the characteristic "pads;"/, the foot

;

cl^, cP, the two claws ; B, an oral ])apilla, one of the second pair of
post-oral appendages ; C, one of the first post-oral pair of appendages
or mandibles; cl\ cP, tiic greatly enlarged claws. (Compare A.)

Tlie apjiendages arc represented with the neural or ventral
surface uppermost. (Orij,'inal.)

growths, either leaf-like or filiform, on its inner and outer

margins (endites and exites). Such a corm (see figs. 9 and

10), with its outgrowths, may be compared to the simple
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parapodia of Cli;i3fcopoda with cirilii and braiicliial lobe

(fig. 7). It is by the specialisation of two ''endites^^ that

the endopodite and exopodite of higher Crustacea are formed,

whilst a flabelliform exite is the homogen or genetic equiva-

lent of the epipodite (see Lankester, '^ Observations and

Reflections on Apus cancriformis/' ' Q. J. Micr. Sci.').

The reduction of the outgrowth-bearing " corm ^' of the

parapodium of either a Chastopod or an Arthropod to a simple

cylindrical stump, devoid of outgrowths, is brought about

Etv^

Ene

Fig. 9.— The second thoracic (fiftJi post-oral) appendage of the
left side of Apus cancriformis, placed with its ventral orneural
surface uppermost to compare witli Figs. 7 and 8. 1, 2, the two
segments of the axis ; en^ , the gnathobase ; en- to en^\ the live

followiug "endites;"/, the flahellum or anterior exite; br, the

bract or posterior exite. (After Lankester, ' Q. J. Micr. Sci.,' vol.

xxi, 1881.)

when mechanical conditions favour such a shape. We see it

in certain Chastopods (e. g. Hesione) and in the Arthropod

Peripatus (fig. 8). The conversion of the Arthropod's limb

into a jaw, as a rule, is effected by the development of an

endite near its base into a hard, chitiuised, and often toothed,

gnathobase (see figs. 9 and 10, en^). It is not true that all

the biting processes of the Arthropod limb are thus produced,

—for instance, the jaws of Peripatus are formed by the axis

or corm itself ; whilst the poison-jaws of Chilopods, as also

their maxilla), appear to be formed rather by the apex or

terminal region of the ramus of the limb; but the opposino-

jaws (= hemignaths) of Crustacea, Arachnida, and Hexapoda
are gnathobases, and not the axis or corm. The endopodite

(corresponding to the fifth endite of the limb of Apus, see

fig. 9) becomes in Crustacea the " walking leg " of the mid-

VOT-. 47, PART 4.—NKW SERIES. N N
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region of the body ; it becomes tlie palp or jointed process of

anterior segments. A second ramus, the '' exopodite/' often is

also retained in the form of a palp or feeler. In Apus, as

,£n^
£n3

En-f

Fig. 10.—Tlie first thoracic (fourth post-oral) appendage of

A pus caiicriformis (riglit side). Ax"^ to A.v^, tlie four seg-

ments of the axis with muscular bands ;
£"«', gnathobaso ; En'' to En^,

the elongated jointed endites (rami); Eii^, tlie rudimentary sixth

endite (exopodite of higher Crustacea); Fl, the tlabellum which
becomes the epipodite of higher forms ; Br, the bract devoid of

muscles and respiratory in function. (After Laukester, 'Q. J. Micr.

Sci.,' vol. xxi, 1881.)'

the figure shows, there are four of these "antenna-like"

palps or filaments on the first thoracic linib. A common
modification of the chief ramus of the Arthropod parapodium

is the chela or nipper formed by the elongation of the pen-

' Tiiis figure has been re-drawn for the present reprint.—E. R. L.
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ultimate joint of the ramus, so that the last joint works on it

—as^ for instance, in the lobster's claw. Such chelate rami

or limb-branches are independently developed in Crustacea

and in Arachnida, and are carried by somites of the body

Fi&. 11.—Diagram to show tlie derivation of tiie unit or "oni-
matidium " of the compound eye of Crustacea and Hexapoda, C,

from a simple monomeniscous nionosticlious eye resembling the

lateral eye of a scorpion, A, or the unit of the compound lateral eye
of Limulus (see article Akachnida, Figs. 22 and 23). B repre-

sents au intermediate hypothetical form in wiiich the cells beneath
the lens are beginning to be superimposed as corneagen, vitrella,

and retinula, instead of standing side by side in horizontal series.

The black represents the cuticular product of tiie epidermal cells of

the ocular area, taking the form either of lens, cl, of crystalline

body, cry, or of rhabdom, rhab; hy, hypodermis or epidermal cells;

corn, laterally placed cells iu the simpler stage A, which like the

nerve-end cells, vit^ and rel^, are corneagens or lens-producing

;

cor;;, specialised corneagen or lens-producing cells; vif^, potential
vitrella cells with cry, potential crystalline body now indistinguish-

able from retinula cells and rhabdomeres ; vit, vitrella cell with cry,

its contained cuticular product, the crystalline cone or body ; vit^,

rhab^, retinula cells and rhabdom of scorpion undifferentiated from
adjacent cells, vii^ ; ref^, retinula cell ; rhab, rhabdom ; «/, optic

nerve-fibres. (Modified from Watasse.)

wliich do not correspond in position in the two groups. The

range of modification of which the rami or limb-branches of

the limbs of Arthropoda are capable is ver}^ large, and in

allied orders, or even families or genera, we often find what

is certainly the palp of the same appendage (as determined
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by numerical position of the segments)—in one case antenni-

form, in another chelate, in another pediform, and in another

reduced to a mere stump or absent altogether. Very

probably the power Avhich the appendage of a given segment

has of assuming the perfected form and proportions previously

attained by the appendage of another segment must be

classed as an instance of " homoeosis," not only where such a

change is obviously due to abnormal development or injury,

but also where it constitutes a difference permanently

established between allied orders or smaller groups, or between

the two sexes.

The most extreme disguise assumed by the Arthropod

parapodium or appendage is that of becoming a mere stalk

supporting an eye, a fact which did not obtain general

credence until the expei'iments of Herbst, in 1895, who found,

on cutting- off the eye-stalk of Palasmon, that a jointed

antenna-like appendage was regenerated in its place. Since

the eye-stalks of Podothalmate Crustacea represent append-

ages, we are forced to the conclusion that the sessile eyes of

other Crustacea, and of other Arthropoda generally, indicate

the position of appendages which have atrophied.^

From what has been said it is apparent that we canuot, in

attempting to discover the affinities and divergences of the

various forms of Arthropoda, attach a vei*y high phylogenetic

value to the coincidence or divergence in form of the append-

ages belonging to the somites compared with one another.

The principal forms assumed by the Arthropod parapodium

and its rami may be thus enumerated :

(1) Axial corm well developed, unsegmented or Avith two

to four segments; lateral endites and exites (rami) numerous

and of various lengths (certain limbs of lower Crustacea).

(2) Corm, Avith short, unsegmented rami, forming a flat-

' ir. Milne-Edwards, wlio was followed by Huxley, long ago forniulalcd the

conclusion that the eye-stalks of Crustacea are modified a])])eMdages, basing

his argument on a specimen of Palinurus (figured in Bateson's book) (1), in

which the eye-stalk of one side is replaced by an anteniiifonii palp, llofer (6)

in 1894 described a similar case in Astacus.
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tened foliaceous appendage^ adapted to swimming and respira-

tion (trunk limbs of Phyllopods).

(3) Corm alone developed, with no endites or exites, but

provided with terminal chitinous claws (ordinary leg of

Peripatus), with terminal jaw teeth (jaw of Peripatus), or

with blunt extremity (oral papilla of same) (see fig. 8).

(4) Three of the rami of the primitive limb (endites 5 and

6 and exite 1) specially developed as endopodite, exopodite,

and epipodite, the first two often as firm and strongly cliitin-

ised, segmented, leg-like structures; the original axis or corm

reduced to a basal piece, with or without a distinct gnatho-

base (endite 1), typical triramose limb of higher Crustacea.

(5) One ramus (the endopodite) alone developed—the

original axis or corm serving as its basal joint with or

without gnathobase. This is the usual uniramose limb

found in the various classes of Arthropoda. It varies as

to the presence or absence of the jaw process and as to the

stoutness of the segments of the ramus, their number (fre-

quently six, plus the basal corm), and the modification of the

free end. This may be filiform, or brush-like, or lamellate

when it is an antenna or palp ; a simple spike (walking leg

of Crustacea, of other aquatic forms, and of Chilopods and

Diplopods) ; the terminal joint flattened (swimming leg of

Crustacea and Gigantostraca) ; the terminal joint provided

with two or with three recurved claws (walking leg of many
terrestrial forms—e.g. Hexapoda and Arachnida) ; the

penultimate joint with a process equal in length to the

lust joint, so as to form a nipping organ (chelce of Crusta-

ceans and Arachnids) ; the last joint reflected and movable

on the penultimate, as the blade of a clasp-knife on its

handle (the retrovert, toothed so as to act as a biting jaw

in the Hexapod Mantis, the Crustacean tSquilla, and

others; with the last joint produced into a needle-like

stabbing process in spiders).

(6) Two rami developed (usually, but perhaps not always,

the equivalents of the endopodite and exopodite) supported

on the somewhat elongated corm (basal segment). This is
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the typical "biramose limb" often found in Crustacea. The
rami may be flattened for swimming, when it is " a biramose

swimmeret/' or both or only one may be filiform and finely

annulate; this is the form often presented by the antennae

of Crustacea, and rarely by prasoral appendages in other

Arthropods.

(7) The endopoditic ramus is greatly enlarged and flat-

tened, without or with only one jointing, the corm (basal

segment) is evanescent; often the plate-like endopodites of a

pair of such appendages unite in the middle line with one

another or by the intermediary of a sternal upgrowth and

form a single broad plate. (These are the plate-like swim-

merets and opercula of Gigantostraca and Limulus among
Arachnids and of Isopod crustaceans. They may have rudi-

mentary exopodites, and may or may not have branchial

filaments or lamellee developed on their posterior faces. The

simplest form to which they may be reduced is seen in the

genital operculum of the scorpion.)

(8) The gnathobase becomes greatly enlarged and not

separated by a joint from the corm ; it acts as a hemignath

or half-jaw working against its fellow of the opposite side.

The endopodite may be retained as a small segmented palp

at the side of the gnathobase or disappear (mandible of

Crustacea, Chilopoda, and Hexapoda),

(9) The corm becomes the seat of a development of a

special visual organ, the Arthropod eye (as opposed to

the Chcetopod eye). Its jointing (segmentation) may be

retained, but its rami disappear (podophthalmous Crustacea).

Usually it becomes atrophied, leaving the eye as a sessile

organ upon the prteoral region of the body. (The eye-stalk

and sessile lateral eyes of Arthropoda generally, exclusive of

Peripatus.)

(10) The forms assumed by special modification of the

elements of the parapodiiim in the maxillae, labium, etc.,

of Hexapods, Chilopods, Diplopods, and of various Crustacea

deserve special enumeration, but cannot be dealt with with-

out ample space and illustration.
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It may be pointed out that the most radical difference

presented in this list is that between appendages consisting

of the corm alone without rami (Onychophora) and those

with more or less developed rami (the rest of the Arthropoda).

In the latter class we should distinguish three phases: (a)

those witii numerous and comparatively undeveloped rami;

(b) those with tln-eCj or two highly developed rami, or with

only one—the corm being reduced to the dimensions of a

mere basal segment; (c) those reduced to a secondary

simplicity (degeneration) by overwhelming development of

one segment (e. g. the isolated gnathobase often seen as

"mandible" and the genital operculum).

There is no reason to suppose that any of the forms of

limb observed in Arthropoda may not have been indepen-

dently developed in two or more separate diverging lines of

descent.

Branchias.—In connection with the discussion of the limbs

of Arthropods a few words should be devoted to the gill-

processes. It seems probable that there are branchial plumes

or filaments in some Arthropoda (some Crustacea) which can

be identified with the distinct branchial organs of Chsetopoda,

which lie dorsad of the parapodia and are not part of the

parapodium. On the other hand, we cannot refuse to admit

that any of the processes of an Arthropod parapodium may
become modified as branchial organs, and that, as a rule,

branchial outgrowths are easily developed, de novo, in all

the higher groups of animals. Therefore it seems to be,

with our present knowledge, a hopeless task to analyse the

branchial organs of Arthropoda and to identify them genetic-

ally in groups.

A brief notice must suffice of the structure and history of

the Kyes, the Trachete, and the so-calJed Malpighian
tubes of Arthropoda, though special importance attaches

to each in regard to the determination of the affinities of the

various animals included in this great sub-phylum.

The Eyes.—The Arthropod eye appears to be an organ of

special character developed in the common ancestor of the
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Euarthropoda, and distinct from the Chi^topod eye, wliicli is

found only in tlie Onycliophora where the true Arthropod

eye is absent. The essential difference between these two

kinds of eye appears to be that the Cluetopod eye (in its

higher developments) is a vesicle enclosing the lens, whereas

the Arthropod eye is a pit or series of pits into which the

heavy chitinous cuticle dips and enlarges knobwise as a lens.

Two distinct forms of the Arthropod eye are observed—the

monomeniscous (simple) and the polymeniscous (compound).

The nerve-end cells, which lie below the lens, are part of the

general epidermis. They show in the monomeniscous eye

(see article Arachnida,^ fig. 26) a tendency to group them-

selves into " retinulas," consisting of five to twelve cells

united by vertical deposits of chitin (rhabdoms). In the

case of the polymeniscous eye (fig. 23, article Aeachnida) a

single retiuula or group of nerve-end cells is grouped beneath

each associated lens. A further complication occurs in each

of these two classes of eye. The monomeniscous eye is rarely

provided with a single layer of cells beneath its lens; when

it is so, it is called monostichous (simple lateral eye of

scorpion, fig. 22, article Aeachnida). More usually, by an

infolding of the layer of cells in development, we get three

layers under the lens; the front layer is the corueagen layer,

and is separated by a membrane from the other two, which

more or less fuse and contain the nerve-end cells (retinal

layer). These eyes are called diplostichous, and occur in

Arachnida and Hexapoda (fig. 24, in article Aeachnida.).

On the other hand, the polymeniscous eye undergoes

special elaboration on its lines. The retinulaj become elon-

gated as deep and very narrow pits (fig. 11 and explanation),

and develop additional cells near the mouth of the narrow

pit. Those nearest to the lens are the corueagen cells of this

more elaborated eye, and those between the original retinula

cells and the corueagen cells become firm and transparent.

They are the crystalline cells or vitrella (see Watase, 7).

' This article will be reproduced from the ' Eucjclopaedia* in ihe next

number of this Journal.—E. K. L.
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Each such complex of cells underlying the lenticle of a

compound eye is called an ^' ommatidium ;
" the entire mass

of cells underlying a monomeniscous eye is an "ommatasum.'^

The ommata3um_, as already stated, tends to segregate into

retinulfe which correspond potentially each to an ommatidium

of the compound eye. The ommatidium is from the first

segregate, and consists of few cells. The compound eye of

the king-crab (Limulus) is the only recognised instance of

ommatidia in their simplest state. Each can be readily com-

pared with the single-layered lateral eye of the scorpion. In

Crustacea and Hexapoda of all grades we find compound

eyes with the more complicated ommatidia described above-

We do not find them in any Arachuida.

It is difficult, in the absence of more detailed knowledge as

to the eyes of Chilopoda and Diplopoda, to give full value to

these facts in tracing the affinities of the various classes of

Arthropods. But they seem to point to a community of

origin of Hexapods and Crustacea in regard to the com-

plicated ommatidia of the compound eye, and to a certain

isolation of the Arachnida, which are, however, traceable, so

far as the eyes are concerned, to a distant common origin

with Crustacea and Hexapoda through the very simple com-

pound eyes (monostichous, polymeniscoua) of Limulus.

The Trachea.—In regard to tracheas the very natural

tendency of zoologists has been until lately to consider them

as having once developed and once only, and therefore to hold

that a group " Tracheata " should be recognised, including

all tracheate Arthropods. We are driven by the conclusions

arrived at as to the derivation of the Arachnida from branchi-

ate ancestors, independently of the other tracheate Arthropods

(see article Aeachnida), to formulate the conclusion that

tracheae have been independently developed in the Arachnidan

class. We are also, by the isolation of Peripatus and the

impossibility of tracing to it all other tracheate Aithropoda,

or of regarding it as a degenerate offset from some one of the

tracheate classes, forced to the conclusion that the trachete of

the Onychophora have been independently acquired. Having
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accepted these two conclusions, we formulate the generalisa-

tion that trachege can be iudependently acquired by various

branches of Arthropod descent in adaptation to a terrestrial

as opposed to an aquatic mode of life. A great point of

interest, therefore, exists in the knowledge of the structure

and embryology of trachete in the different groups. It must

be confessed that we have not such full knowledge on this

head as could be wished for. Trachea? are essentially tubes

like blood-vessels—appai'ently formed from the same tissue

elements as blood-vessels—which contain air in place of blood,

and usually communicate by definite orifices, the tracheal

stigmata, with the atmosphere. They are lined internally by

a cuticular deposit of chitin. In Peripatusand the Diplopods

they consist of bunches of fine tubes which do not branch,

but diverge from one another ; the chitinous lining is smooth.

In the Hexapods and Chilopods, and the Arachnids (usually),

they form tree-like branching structures, and their finest

branches are finer than any blood capillary, actually in some

cases penetrating a single cell and supplying it with gaseous

oxygen. In these forms the chitinous lining of the tubes is

thickened by a close- set spiral ridge similar to the spiral

thickening of the cellulose wall of the spiral vessels of plants.

It is a noteworthy fact that other tubes in these same terres-

trial Arthropoda—namely, the ducts of glands—are similarly

strengthened by a chitinous cuticle, and that a spiral or

annular thickening of the cuticle is developed in them also.

Chitin is not exclusively an ectodermal product, but occurs

also in cartilaginous skeletal plates of mesoblastic origin

(connective tissue). The immediate cavities or pits into which

the tracheal stigmata open appear to be in many cases ecto-

dermic in sinkings, but there seems to be no reason (based on

embryological observation) for regarding the trachete as an

ingrowth of the ectoderm. They appear, in fact, to be an

air-holding modification of the vasifactive connective tissue.

Tracheae are abundant just in proportion as blood-vessels

become suppressed. They are reciprocally exclusive. It

seems not improbable that they are two modifications of the
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same tissue elements. In Peripatus the stigmatic pits at

wliicli the trachea} communicate with the atmospliere are

scattered and not definite in their position. In other cases

the stigmata are definitely paired andphtced in a few segments

or in several. It seems that we have to suppose that the

vasifactive tissue of Arthropoda can readily take the form of

air-holding instead of blood-holding tubes, and that this

somewhat startling change in its character has taken place

independently in several instances—viz. in the Onychophora,

in more than one group of Arachuida, in Diplopoda, and,

again, in the Hexapoda and Chilopoda.

The Malpighian Tubes.—This name is applied to the

numerous fine ctecal tubes of noticeable length developed from

the proctodfeal invert of ectodermal origin in Hexapods.

These tubes are shown to exCrele nitrogenous waste products

similar to uric acid. Tubes of renal excretory function in a

like position occur in most terrestrial Arthropoda—viz. in

Chilopoda, Diplopoda, and Arachnida. They are also found

in some of the semi-terrestrial and purely aquatic Amphipod
Crustaceans. But the conclusion that all sucli tubes are

identical in essential character seems to be without founda-

tion. The Malpighian tubes of Hexapods are outgrowths of

the proctodeum, but those of scorpion and the Amphipod

Crustacea are part of the meteuteron or endodermal gut,

though originating Jiear its junction with the proctodteum.

Hence the presence or absence of such tubes cannot be used

as an argument as to affinity Avithout some discrimination.

The scorpion's so-called Malpighian tubes are not the same

organs as those so named in the other Tracheata. Such renal

csecal tubes seem to be readily evolved from either meteuteron

or proctodaium when the conditions of the oiitwash of nitro-

genous waste products are changed by the transference from

aquatic to terrestrial life. The absence of such renal casca in

Limulus and their presence in the terrestrial Ai-achnida is

precisely on a parallel with their absence in aquatic Crustacea

and their presence in the feebly branchiate Amphipoda.

We shall now pass the groups of tiie Arthropoda in review,
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attemptiug' to characterise tliem iu such, away as will indicate

their probable affinities and genetic history.

Sob-phylum ARTHROPODA.—The characters of the sub-

phylum, and those of the associated sub-phyla Chtetopoda and

Rotifera, have been given above_, as Avell as the general

characters of the phylum Appendiculata which comprises

these great sub-phyla.

Grade A.—Hyparthropoda.

Hypothetical forms.

Grade B.— Protarthropoda.

(a) The integument is covered by a delicate soft cuticle

(not firm or plated) which allows the body and its appendages

great range of extension and contraction.

(6) The paired claws on the ends of the parapodia and the

fang-like modifications of these on the first post-oral append-

dages (mandibles) are the only hard chitinous portions of the

integument.

(c) The head is deuteroguatlious_,—that is to say, there is

only one prosthomere, and accordingly the first and only pair

of hemignaths is developed by adaptation of the appendages

of the second somite.

(d) The appendages of the third somite (second post-oral)

are clawless oral papilla3.

(e) The rest of the somites carry equi-formal simple append-

ageS; consisting of a corm or axis tipped with two chitinous

claws and devoid of rami.

(/) The segmentation of the body is anomeristic, there

being no fixed number of somites characterising all the forms

included.

((/) The pair of eyes situated on the prosthomere are not of

the Euarthropod type, but resemble those of Chsetopods (hence

Nereid-ophthalmous)

.

(/<-) The muscles of the body-wall and gut do not consist of

transversely striped muscular fibre, but of the unstriped tissue

observed also in Cluutopoda.

(i) A pair of cuulomoducts is developed in every somite,
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including- the pi'ostliomere^ in wliicli alone it atrophies in latei-

development.

(j) The venti'al nerve-cords are widely separated^—in fact,

lateral in position.

(k) There are no masses of nerve-cells forming a ganglion

(neuromere) in each somite. (In this respect the Protarthro-

poda are at a lower stage than most of the existing Chasto-

poda.)

(/) The genital ducts are formed by the enlargement of the

coelomoducts of the penultimate somite.

Class (Unica) .

—

Ontchophora.

With the characters of the grade : add the presence within

the body of fine nnbranched tracheal tubes, devoid of spiral

thickening, opening to the exterior by numerous irregularly

scattered tracheal pits.

Genera—Eoperipatus, Peripatopsis, Opisthopatus, etc.

Grade C (of the Arthropoda).—Euarthropoda.

(a) Integument heavily plated with firm chitinous cuticle,

allowing no expansion and retraction of regions of the body

nor change of dimensions, except, in some cases, a dorso-

ventral bellows movement. The separation of the heavier

plates of chitin by grooves of delicate cuticle results in the

hinging or jointing of the body and its appendages, and the

consequent flexing and extending of the joijited pieces.

{})) Claws and fangs are developed on the branches or rami

of the parapodia, not on the end of the axis or corm.

(c) The head is either deuterognathous, tritoguathous, or

tetartognathons.

{d) Rarely only one, and usually at least two, of the

somites following the mandibular somite carry appendages

modified as jaws (with exceptions of a secondary origin).

(e) The rest of the somites may all carry appendages,

or only a limited number may carry appendages. In all

cases the appendages primarll^'^ develop rami or branches
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which form the limbs, the primitive axis or corm being

reduced and of insignificant size. In the most primitive

stock all the post-oral appendages had gnathobasic outgrowths.

(/) The segmentation of the body is auomomeristic in the

more archaic members of each class, nomomeriatic in the

higher members.

(g) The two eyes of Chtetopod structure have disappeared,

and are replaced by the Euarthropod eyes.

[h] The muscles in all parts of the body consist of striped

muscular fibre, never of nnstriped muscular tissue.

(i) The coclomoducts are suppressed in most somites, and

retained only as the single pair of genital ducts (very rarely

more numerous), and in some also as the excretory glands

(one or two pairs)

.

(j) The ventral nerve-cords approach one another in the

mid-ventral line behind the mouth.

{k) The nerve cells of the ventral nerve-cords are segregated

as paired ganglia in each somite, often united by meristic

dislocation into composite ganglia.

(l) The genital ducts may be the coelomoducts of the pen-

ultimate or antepenultimate or adjacent somite, or of a

somite placed near the middle of the series, or of a somite

far forward in the series.

Class 1 (of the Euarthropoda).

—

Diplopoda.

The head has but one prosthomere (monoprosthoraerous),

and is accordingly deuterognathous. This carries short-jointed

antennas (in one case bii-amose) and e\'es, the structure and

development of which require further elucidation. Only one

somite following the first post-oral or mandibular segment

has its appendages modified as jaws.

The somites of the body, except in Pauropus, either fuse

after early development and form double somites with two

pairs of appendages (Julus, etc.) or present legless and leg-

bearing somites alternating.
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Somites, auomomeristiCj from 12 to 150 in the post-cephalic

series.

The genital dncts open in the fourth, or between the fourth

and fifth post-oral somite.

Terrestrial forms with small-jointed legs formed by adapta-

tion of a single ramus of the appendage. Trachege are

present.

Note.—The Diplopoda include the Juliformia, the Sym-

phyla (Scolopendrella), and Pauropoda (Pauropus). They

were until recently classified with the Chilopoda (centipedes),

with which they have no close afiinity, but only a superficial

resemblance. (Compare the definition of the class Chilopoda.)

The movement of the legs in Diplopoda is like that of those

of Peripatus, of the Phyllopod Crustacea, and of the para-

podia of Chgetopoda, symmetrical and identical on the two

sides of the body. The legs of Chilopoda move in alternating

groups on the two sides of the body ; this implies a veiy

much higher development of nerves and muscles in that group.^

Class 2 (of the Euarthropoda).

—

Arachnida.

Head tritoguathous and diprosthomerous,—that is to say,

with two prosthomeres ; the first bearing typical eyes, the

second a pair of appendages reduced to a single ramus, which

is in more primitive forms antenniform, in higher forms

chelate or retrovert. The ancestral stock was pantognatho-

basic, i. e. had a guathobase or jaw process on evei'y para-

podium. As many as six pairs of appendages following the

mouth may have an enlarged guathobase actually functional

as a jaw or hemignath, but a ramus is well developed on each

of these appendages either as a simple walking leg, a palp,

or a chela. In the more primitive forms the appendage of

every post-oral somite has a guathobase and two rami; in

higher specialised forms the gnathobases maybe atrophied in

every appendage, even in the first post-oral.

* See the Appeiulix at the end of the present article, and the accompanying

plate.
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The more primitive forms are anomomeristic ; tlie liiglier

forms nomomeristic, showing typical!}^ three groups or tag-

mata of six somites each.

The genital apertures are placed on the first somite of the

second tagma or mesosoma. Their position is unknown in

the more primitive forms. The more primitive forms have

branchial respiratory processes developed on a ramus of each

of the post-oral appendages. In higher specialised forms

these branchial processes become first of all limited to five

segments of the mesosoma, then sunk beneath the surface as

pulmonary organs, and finally atrophied, their place being

taken by a well-developed tracheal system.

A character of great diagnostic value in the more primitive

Arachnida is the tendency of the chitinous investment of the

tergal surface of the telson to unite during growth with that

of the free somites in front of it, so as to form a pygidial

shield or posterior carapace, often comprising as many as

fifteen somites (Trilobites, Limulus).

A pair of central monomeniscous diplostichous eyes is often

present on the head. Lateral eyes also are often present,

which are monostichous with aggregated lenses (Limulus) or

with isolated lenses (Scorpio), or are diplostichous with

simple lens (Pedipalpi, Araneas, etc.).

Class 3 (of the Euarthropoda).

—

Crustacea.

Head tetartognathous and triprosthomerous,—that is to say,

with three prosthomeres : the first bearing typical eyes, the

second a pair of antenniform appendages (often biramose),

the third a pair of appendages, usually antenniform, some-

times claw-like. The ancestral stock was (as in the Arach-

nida) pantognathobasic,—that is to say, had a gnathobase or

jaw-process on the base of every post-oral appendage.

Besides the first post-oral or mandibular pair, at least two

succeeding pairs of appeiulagcs are modified as jaws. These

have small and insignificant rami, or none at all,— a feature in

which the Arachnida differ from them. The appendages of
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four or more additional following somites may be turned

upwards towards the mouth and assist in the taking of food.

The more primitive forms (Entomostraca) are anomomeris-

tic, presenting great variety as to number of somitesj form of

appendages, and tagmatic grouping; the higher forms (Mala-

costraca) are uomomeristic, showing in front of the telsou

twenty somites, of which the six hinder carry swimmerets,

and the five next in front ambulatory limbs. The genital

apertures are neither far forward nor far backward in the

series of somites, e. g. on the fourteenth post-oral in Apus, on

the ninth post-oral in female Astacus and in Cyclops.

With rare exceptions, branchial plates are developed either

by modification of a ramus of the limbs or as processes on a

ramus, or upon the sides of the body. No tracheate Crus-

tacea are known, but some terrestrial Isopoda develop

pulmonary in-sinkings of the integument. A characteristic

comparable in value to that presented by the pygidial shield

of Arachuida is the frequent development of a pair of long-

appendages by the penultimate somite, which, with the telson,

form a trifid, or when that is small a bifid termination to

the body.

The lateral eyes of Crustacea are polymeniscous, with highly

specialised retinulas like those of Hexapoda, and unlike the

simpler compound lateral eyes of lower Arachnida. Mono-

meniscous eyes are rarely present, and when present single,

minute, and central in position.

Note.—The Crustacea exhibit a longer and more complete

series of forms than any other class of Arthropoda, and may

be regarded as preserving the most completely represented

line of descent.

Class 4.

—

Chilopoda,

Head triprosthomerous ^ and tetartognathous. The tAVO

somites following the mandibular or first post-oral or buccal

^ Embrjological evidence of this is still wauling. In llie other classes of

Arthropoda we have more or less complete embryological evidence on the

subject. It appears from observation of the embryo that whilst the first

VOL. 47, TAKT 4. NEW SERIES.
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somite carry appendages modilied as ruaxilla?. The fourth

post-oral somite has its appendages converted into very large

and powerful hcmignaths, which are provided with poison-

glauds. The remaining somites carry single-clawed walking

legs, a single pair to each somite. The body is anomomeristic,

showing in different genera from 17 (inclusive of the anal

and genital) to 175 somites behind that which bears the

poison-jaws. No tagmata are developed. The genital ducts

open on the penultimate somite.

Trachea3 are developed which are dendriform and with

spiral thickening of their lining. Tlieir tiunks open at paired

stigmata placed laterally in each somite of the trunk or in

alternate somites. Usually the trachese open by paired

stigmata placed upon the sides of a greater or less number of

the somites, but never quite regularly on alternating somites.

At most they are present on all the pedigerous somites except-

ing the first and the last. In Scutigera there are seven

unpaired dorsal stigmata, each leading into a sac, whence a

number of air-holding tubes project into the pericardial

blood-sinus.

Renal ca^cal tubes (Malpighian tubes) open into the procto-

dasum.

Class 5.

—

Hexapoda.

Head shown by its early development to be triprosthome-

rous, and consequently tetartognathous. The first prostho-

mere has its appendages represented by the compound eyes

and a protocerebrum ; the second has the antennas for its

appendages and a deutocerebral neuromere; the third lias

suffered suppression of its appendages (which corresponded

to the second pair of antennae of Crustacea), but has a trito-

cerebrum and coelomic chamber. The mandibular somite

prosthomcre of centipedes has its appendages reduced and represented only

by e^e-patclies (as in Aracluiida, Crustacea, and lloxa))oda), llie second lias a

rudinienlary antenna, wliicli disappears, whilst the third carries the permanent

auteuuse, which accordingly correspond to the second anlcnuBe of Crustacea,

and are absent in Hexapoda.
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bears a pair of gnatbobasic hemignaths without rami or palps,

and is followed by two jaw-bearing* somites (maxillary and

labial). This enumeration would give six somites in all to

the head, three prosthomeres and three opisthomeres. Recent

investigations (Folsom, 4) show the existence in the embryo

of a prsemaxillary or supra-lingual somite which is sup-

pressed during development. This gives seven somites to

the Hexapod's head, the tergites of which are fused to form

a cephahc carapace or box. The number is significant, since

it agrees with that found in Edriophthalmous Crustacea, and

assigns the labium of the Hexapod to the same somite

numerically as that which carries the labium-like maxilli-

pedes of those Crustacea.

The somites following the head are strictly nomomeristic

and nomotagmic. The first three form the thorax, the

appendages of which are the walking legs, tipped with paii'ed

claws or ungues. (Compare the homoplastic claws of Scorpio

and Peripatus.) Eleven somites follow these, forming the

abdominal " tagma," giving thus twenty-one somites in all

(as in the higher Crustacea). The somites of the abdomen

all may carry rudimentary appendages in the embryo, and

some of the hinder somites may retain their appendages in a

modified form in adult life. Terminal telescoping of the

abdominal somites and excalation may occur in the adult,

reducing the obvious abdominal somites to as few as eight.

The genital apertures are median, and placed far back in the

series of somites, viz. the female on the seventh abdominal

(seventeenth of the whole series) and the male on the ninth

or antepenultimate abdominal (nineteenth of the whole series).

The appendages of the eighth and tenth abdominal somites

are modified as gonapophyses. The eleventh abdominal

segment is the telson, usually small and soft ; it carries the

anus.

The Hexapod a are not only all confined to a very definite

disposition of the somites, appendages, and apertures as

thus indicated, but in other characters also they present the

specialisation of a narrowly limited, highly developed order
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of such a class as the Crustacea rather thau a range from

lower more generalised to higher more specialised forms such

as that group and also the Arachnida present. It seems to

be a legitimate conclusion that the most primitive Hexapoda

were provided with wings, and that the term Pterygota

might be used as a synonym of Hexapoda. Many Hexapoda

have lost either one pair or both pairs of Avings ; cases are

common of wingless genera allied to ordinary Pterygote

genera. Some Hexapods which are very primitive in other

respects happen to be also apterous^ but this cannot be held

to prove that the possession of wings is not a primitive

character of Hexapods (compare the case of the Struthious

birds). The wings of Hexapoda are lateral expansions of the

terga of the second and third thoracic somites. They appear

to be serial equivalents (homogeneous meromes) of the tracheal

gills, which develop in a like position on the abdominal

segments of some aquatic Hexapods.

The Hexapoda are all provided with a highly developed

tracheal system, which presents considerable variation in

regard to its stigmata or oritices of communication with the

exterior, in some a serial arrangement of stigmata compar-

able to that observed in Chilopoda is found. In other cases

(some larvae) stigmata are absent; in other cases again a

single stigma is developed, as in the smaller Arachnida and

Chilopoda, in the median dorsal line or other unexpected

position. When the facile tendency of Arthropoda to develop

tracheal air-tubes is admitted, it becomes probable that the

trachea) of Hexapods do not all belong to one original system,

but may be accounted for by new developments within the

group. Whether the primitive tracheal system of Hexapoda

was a closed one or open by serial stigmata in every somite

remains at present doubtful, but the intimate relation of the

system to the wings and tracheal gills cannot be overlooked.

The lateral eyes of Hexapoda, like those of Crustacea,

belong to the most specialised type of " compound eye,"

found only in these two classes. Simple munomeniscous eyes

are also present in many Hexapods.
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Renal exci*etory c^ca (Malpighian tubes) are developed

from tlie proctodajum (not from meseuteron, as in scorpion

and Amphipoda).

Concluding- Remarks on the Relationships to one

another of the Classes of the Arthropoda.—Our

general conclusion from a survey of the Arthropoda amounts

to this, that whilst Peripatus, the Diplopoda, and the Ai'ach-

nida represent terrestrial offshoots from successive lower

Qfrades of primitive aquatic Arthropoda which are extinct,

the Crustacea alone present a fairly full series of representa-

tives leading- upwards from unspecialised forms. The latter

were not very far removed from the aquatic ancestors

(Trilobites) of the Arachnirla, but differed essentially from

them by the hisrher specialisation of the head. We can

gather no indication of the forefathers of the Hexapoda or of

the Chilopoda less specialised than they are, whilst possessing

the essential characteristics of these classes. Neither embryo-

logy nor palaeontology assists ns in this direction. On the

other hand, the facts that the Hexapoda and the Chilopoda

have triprosthomerons heads, that the Hexapoda have the

same total number of somites as the nomomeristic Crustacea,

and the same number of opisthomeres in the head as the

more terrestrial Crustacea, together with the same adaptation

of the form of important appendages in corresponding-

somites, and that the compound eyes of both Crustacea and

Hexapoda are extremely specialised and elaborate in struc-

ture and identical in that structure, all lead to the suggestion

that the Hexapoda, and with them, at no distant point, the

Chilopoda, have branched off from the Crustacean main stem

as specialised terrestrial lines of descent. And it seems

probable that in the case of the Hexapoda, at any rate, the

point of departure was subsequent to the attainment of the

nomomeristic character presented by the higher grade of

Crustacea. It is, on the whole, desirable to recognise such

affinities in our schemes of classification. We may tabulate

the facts as to head-structure in Chfetopoda and Arthropoda
as follows :
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Grade oy (below the Artlii-opoda).

—

Agnatha Aprosthomp^ra.

Without parapodial jaws; without the addition of originally

post-oral somites to the prasoral region, which is a simple

prostomial lobe of the first somite ; the first somite is per-

forated b}^ the mouth, and its parapodia are not modified as

jaws. = Ch^topoda.

Grade 1 (of the Arthropoda).

—

Monognatha Monopros-

thomera.

With a single pair of parapodial jaws carried by the somite

which is perforated by the mouth ; this is not the first somite,

but the second. The first somite has become a prosthomere,

and carries a pair of extensile anteunee. = Onychophora

(Peripatus, etc.).

Grade 2 (of the Arthropoda).

—

Dignatha Monoprosthomera.

The third somite, as well as the second, develops a pair of

parapodial jaws; the first somite is a prostliomere carrying

jointed antennse. = Diplopoda.

Grade 3 (of the Arthropoda).

—

Pantognatha Diprosthomera.

A gnathobase is developed (in the primitive stock) on

every pair of post-oral appendages ; two prosthomeres pre-

sent, the second somite, as well as the first, having passed in

front of the mouth, but only the second has appendages.

= Arachnida.

Grade 4 (of the Arthropoda).

—

Pantognatha Triprosthomera.

The original stock, like that of the last grade, has a gnatho-

base on every post-oral appendage, but three prosthomeres

are now present, in consequence of the movement of the oral

aperture from the third to the fourth somite. The lateral eyes

are polymeniscons, with specialised vitrelhe and retimihie of a

definite type peculiar to this grade. = Crustacea, Chilo-

PODA, Hexapoda.
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According to older views the increase of the number of

somites in front of the mouth would have been regarded as a

case of intercalation by new somite-budding of new prteoral

somites in the series. We are prohibited by a general con-

sideration of metamerism in the Arthropoda (see a previous

section of this article) from adopting the hypothesis of inter-

calation of somites. However strange it may seem, we have
to suppose that one by one in the course of long historical

evolution somites have passed forwards and the mouth has

passed backwards. In fact, we have to suppose that the

actual somite which in grades 1 and 2 bore the mandibles
lost those mandibles, developed their rami as tactile oro-ans

and came to occupy a position in front of the mouth, whilst

its previous jaw-bearing function Avas taken up by the next

somite in order, into which the oral aperture had passed. A
similar history must have been slowly brought about when
this second mandibulate somite in its turn became agnathous
and passed in front of the mouth. The mandibular parapodia

may be supposed during the successive stages of this history

to have had, from the first, well-developed rami (one or two)

of a palp-like form, so that the change required when the

mouth passed away from them would merely consist in the

suppression of the gnathobase. The solid palpless mandible
such as we now see in some Arthropoda is, necessarily, a late

specialisation. Moreover it appears probable that the first

somite never had its parapodia modified as jaws, but became
a prosthomere with tactile appendages before parapodial

jaws were developed at all, or rather pari passu with their

development on the second somite. It is worthwhile bearino-

in mind a second possibility as to the history of the prostho-

meres, viz. that the buccal gnathobasic parapodia (the man-
dibles) were in each of the three grades of prosthomerism

only developed after the recession of the mouth and the

addition of one, of two, or of three post-oral somites to the

prteoral region had taken place. In fact, we may imagine

that the characteristic adaptation of one or more pairs of

post-oral parapodia to the purposes of the month as jaws did
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not occur until after ancestral forms witli one, with two, and

with three prosthomeres had come into existence. On the

whole the facts seem to be against this supposition, though

we need not suppose that the gnathobase was very large or

the rami undeveloped in the buccal parapodia which were

destined to lose their mandibular features and pass in front

of the mouth.
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APPENDIX.

On the Movements of the Parapodia op Peripatus, Milli-

pedes, AND Centipedes.

[Matter not contained in the article published in the ' EncyclopEedia

Britannica.']

I TAKE tlie opportunity of the issue of my article ' Arthro-

poda' as a reprint to add to it some drawings showing the

movement of the parapodia or legs of Onychophora, Diplopoda,

and Chilopoda. I was unable to introduce these into the

original article, and I now give them in the form of a plate

(PI. 42). They were made neai^ly twenty years ago in my
laboratory at University College, London, from living speci-

mens by Miss Stone. The live Peripatus (P. cap en sis) were

given to me by Mr. Adam Sedgwick; the Centipede, Scolo-

pendra subspinipes (Leach), was brought to me from

Barbadoesby Mr. Tracey; and the Millipede, Archispiros-

treptus pyrocephalus (L. Koch), I obtained from Mr.

Pocock.

Of course, the attempt to fix and record, by the simple use

of eye and pencil, a phase of successional movement, such as

that exhibited by the series of legs of the Arthropoda or of

the Chffitopoda, is not altogether satisfactory at the present

day. We ought to have i-ecords of these phases taken by

photography and the instantaneous illumination of the electric

spark. But in the meanwhile the drawings, which were care-

fully and conscientiously made after repeated observation

and study, show some interesting facts.

A fact which the drawings are not fitted to show is, that

the change of phase—that is to say, the alteration in the
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angle formed by the limb and the long axis of the body,

appears to proceed from behind forwards in all three cases.

Each leg may be considered as resting normally at right

angles to the axis of the body. Each is capable of a certain

forward swing in the horizontal plane, being provided with

a joint and muscles at its base, and of a corresponding

backward swing in Avhich the leg passes its first position

(that perpendicular to the axis of the body) and makes an

excursion or deflection away from the perpendicular in the

posterior direction. When the animal is in a state of

locomotor activity all the legs steadily swing forwards and

backwards through their extreme range of angular displace-

ment, each at the same rate. But they do not all simul-

taneously assume the same angular position relatively to the

axis of the body, nor, on the other hand, do they swing

irregularly. They pass consecutively^ from behind forwards

into an identical phase of the swing movement, the leg in

front taking up the angular phase just previously exhibited

by the leg behind it, which in the meantime has continued

its swinging movement, either becoming more deflected or

now commencing the return movement. The rate of swing

is such that in all cases as yet observed not one great wave

occurs but a series of waves are produced, as when wind

blows over a cornfield. These waves vary in the number of

units (legs) involved in a complete wave according to the

kind of Arthropod or Chtetopod under observation. The

number of units involved in a ''wave" or ''swing-group"

seems to be fixed in a given species, and not to vary accord-

ing to circumstances. Whether the rate or relative rate of

forward swing is always the same as that of the backward

swing (which is that portion of the swing effective in pro-

pulsion) has yet to be ascertained, as also the exact excursion

made on each side of the perpendicular. Also it would be

interesting to ascertain what are the limits of increase and

diminution of the rate of swing, and what nervous mechanism,

if any, is concerned in its regulation.

These phenomena can only be studied satisfactorily by
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photography, aud require also the consideration of a large

number of forms^ such as a representative series of marine

Ch^topoda, several genera of Diplopoda, and of Chilopoda,

the Phyllopod crustaceans and the higher forms, Hexapod
insects and larva3.

The most important fact which the drawings here published

show is that in Peripatus and the Millipede the limbs on

opposite sides of the body, which are morphologically related

as " pairs," are always in the same phase of fore-and-aft

swing; they move together and identically. On the other

hand in the Centipede the pairs or opposite limbs on a

segment are in phases, which ai'e the extreme opposites in

the series of positions through which the limb swings.

Further, it is to be noted in connection with this that the

strongly chitinised body of the Millipede takes no part by
serpentine movement in the locomotory process; it remains

perfectly straight. So, too, the soft body of Peripatus

—

though it is frequently bent and turned on itself, and may be

more or less elongated and contracted at various intervals,

yet does not contribute by any serpentine ^' stroke " to the

process of locomotion. Ou the other hand the Centipede's

locomotion is very largely effected by a powerful lateral

undulation of the body—groups of three segments being

alternately slightly tilted by muscular contraction first on one

side and then on the other.

In the case of the Centipede, as already noted, this

serpentine rhythmic movement of the body is accompanied

by an opposition in the phase of the swing- movements of those

legs which are paired with one another in a single segment,

and a special kind of leg and body movement is the result,

with which the special forms of leg-rhythm producing loco-

motion in other highly-developed Arthropoda (including the

tripod action in Hexapoda) might be compared with a view to

a mechanical explanation of their genesis.

On the other hand it is worth calling to mind that in some

of the large marine Chtetopoda, viz. in Nephthys and Nereis

(very few observations on the subject have been recorded)
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the process of locomotion (when it takes tlie form of swim-

ming) is very definitely assisted by a powerful serpentine

movement of the whole body left and right, whilst the para-

podia exhibit a very rapid (far more rapid than in terrestrial

walking Arthropods) swinging action, the phases of which

are identical in the paired appendages of either side of a

segment, and not antagonistic in spite of the lateral undula-

tion of the body.

One of the important features in the swinging movement

of the parapodia of Arthropoda and Chsetopoda, which can

be observed by simple inspection of the living animal in

movement^ is the fact that the number of pairs of parapodia

involved in a " swing-group " or (as we may put it) the

number which one must pass in tracing the phases oP move-

ment before one comes to a pair of parapodia in exactly the

same phase as that of the pair from which one started, varies

in different genera and species. Sometimes the groups may

be represented by a, h, c, d, e, f, g, h, a^, W, c\ d^j e^,f^, 9^, h^,

a2, h"-, c'-, d\ e^, f, g^, h^, where the letters of the alphabet

indicate a parapodium in a given phase of swing, and a in the

first group is identical in phase with a} in the second, with a^

in the third, and so on. In other cases the groups are repre-

sented by two units only

—

a, h, a}, h^, a^, b-, and so on.

In P. capensis (PI. 42, fig. 4) the swing-group number is

only two, a. h. The anterior unit a swings forward, whilst

the posterior unit h has its claws grasping the surface, and is

swinging backwards. As soon as parapodium a approaches

parapodium W- (and similarly throughout the series) the

movement changes, a grasps the surface, and h^ (and all the

others corresponding to it, viz. h, h^, ly", h^, h^, ?/') lets go and

commences to swing forward. This is shown in the figures

4, 5, and 6 of PI. 42.

In the Millipede Archispirostreptus, on the other hand,

the swing-group number is sixteen, and (as our figures 1

and 2 of Plate 42 show) there are eight of these groups,

allowing for peculiarities in the extreme anterior and posterior

somites. The regions indicated by the lettering a to /in the
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figure are regions where parapodia exhibit the extreme

forward swing-phase. They may be called "group-crests/'

Group-crests are but " phases " in the swinging of the limbs^

and they pass along the whole series from behind forward,

like the crest of a wave passing along a liquid, l^ach pair of

successive parapodia is in turn the seat of the group-crest,

and the waves keep Howing from behind forward with

beautiful regularity.

The rate should be measured in different forms, and the

conditions affecting the rate of this rhythmic movement should

be studied experimentally.

In the Centipede (PI. 42, fig. 3) the " swing-group

"

number appears to be six, and the whole phenomenon is

profoundly modified by the fact that lateral undulations of

the body itself are a definite part of the locomotor activity,

whilst the limbs on opposite sides of the same segment are

not identical, but antagonistic in phase.

It seems to me probable that the condition presented by
the Centipede is a much higher development than that seen

in the Millipede, and implies a unilateral differentiation of

muscles and nerves which is far from primitive. It may, I

think, be reckoned as one of the characters tending to

separate the Diplopoda or Prosthogonopora altogether from

association with the Chilopods. It would, of course, be very

interesting in this connection to have some reliable photo-

graphic studies of the phases of parapodial swing in such

forms as iScutigera, and, indeed, in all families of Chilopoda.

EXPLANATION OF PLATE 42,

Illustrating Professor Lankester's article on the Arthropoda.

Pig, 1.—Lateral view of a specimen of Arcliispirostrept us pyro-

cephalus (de Koch) drawn from a living specimen in moveineut. Magnified

twice linear.
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Fig. 2.—View of Uie ventral surface of tl»e same spccimeu crawling on a

glass plate and reflected in a mirror. The letters a to h indicate the " group-

crests " or extreme phases of forward movement, which traverse the series

at intervals of sixteen parapodia.

Fig. 3.—Dorsal view of a living specimen of Scolopendra subspinipes
(Leach) to show the lateral undulation of the body in locomotion, and the

grouping of the limbs or parapodia in sixes, which are in antagonistic phases

on the two sides of the same segments, but identical with those on the oppo-

site side of the next half-group, a, c, e being in the same phase as b, d^f.

Figs. 4—9.—Drawings from live specimens of Peripatus capensis to

show the alternate pliases of swing of the parapodia of the same side, and the

identity of the phase of tlie right and left pairs of one and the same segment,

also to show the soft-walled nature of tlie body, its pliability, and considerable

powers of extension and contraction.

I should be glad were any of my readers able to inform me as to the name

of the author of the following appreciative lines on the subject above dis-

cussed.

" A centipede was happy ! Till

One day a toad in fun

Said, ' Pray which leg

Moves after which ?'

This raised her doubts to such a pitch,

She fell exhausted in the ditch,

Not knowing how to run."
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Some Problems of Reproduction.—II.

Professor Marcus llartog:,

Queen's College, Cork.

A.

—

Multiple Fission akd Embryonic Enzymes.

Recent researches on the utilisation of reserves in plants

had shown that in every case examined a ferment or enzyme

was present which, under suitable circumstances, could effect

in vitro the same process, usually of hydrolysis, which the

living organism performs. Thus, if the green cell, under the

influence of light, accumulates starch as a reserve during the

day, and this starch is removed as a soluble sugar during the

night, a diastatic ferment can be isolated from these green

cells, and Avill operate the same conversion. So, too, from

germinating seeds we can extract a peptonising ferment

which, like trypsin, will hydrolise proteids into peptones and

beyond, yielding leucin, tyrosiu, and other amides, such as

asparagin. From this consideration on the one hand, and
from the observations of Krukenberg, Le Dantec, Miss Green-

wood, and A. Dixon and myself on the digestive processes

and ferments of Protista of animal habit, it appeared probable

that in cases where a cell utilises the reserves stored up in

its own interior, enzymes would also prove to be present.

Another consideration had long since been also forced on

me by the study of the modes of cellular multiplication. The

normal course of the cell is to increase to double its mass,

and then to divide at Herbert Spencer's "limit of growth;"

yet, how is it that in so many reproductive cells growth
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proceeds until they become restiiig-cells (iucludiug the

enormous oocyte of the bird), which, when once they cease

growing and commence to divide, go on doing so till a brood
of small cells is evolved, numerous in proportion to the bulk

of the original mother-cell ? To find solutions for these

problems I made, in the year 1896, a series of preliminary

experiments on the developing eggs of the frog and on the

extra-vascular blastoderm of the chick ; and announced
at the Meeting of the British Association of that 3'ear

that both contained, a peptonising ferment, active only

in presence of dilute acids. The following year and. the

year after I tried, in vain to confirm these results. I

was at a loss to understand, these failures till I realised

the exceedingly perishable character of such ferments,

as pointed out by Keynolds Green. I had, indeed, in the

second, and third years, kept my tubes in a dark corner, but

1 had followed the routine of coagulating my material with

absolute alcohol, drying, extracting with glycerine, precipi-

tating with alcohol, and working with the precipitate, again

dried and re-dissolved. My first year 1 was able to carry

out these processes with but little delay, thanks to the kind

help of Mr. E. J. Butler, then my senior scholar (now, 1903,

Cryptogamist to the Indian Government) ; but during the

attempts to repeat these observations I was pressed with the

routine duties of my chair, and allowed the operations to be

protracted over a considerable time ; and to this delay 1

have reason to attribute the successive failures. This year,

1900, i have confirmed my results of 189t3.

The frogs^ eggs were taken at a time when the segmentation

had advanced so far that the white megameres only showed

at the blastopores as a small '^ yolk-plug." They were

obtained at first by repeatedly cutting in all directions

through the albuminous investment with large sharp scissors,

and picking out the eggs singly with a lifter, a laborious and

tedious task in which i received much kindly help from some

of my students. This year 1 found a readier method, that of

passing the spawn two or three times through an American
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mincing machine, which severed the investment, but did

not damage the embryos, which slipped through the holes in

the plate. Normal salt solution with a drop or two of

chloroform or a trace of thymol was then added, and the

whole shaken up in a stoppered jar. The envelopes entangled

air, and floated for the most part, while the heavier eggs

settled. These were drained and crushed, and then put in

the incubator in normal salt. The results were negative in

neutral or slightly alkaline solutions. In other experiments

the solutions were acidulated with 0*3 to 0'7 per cent. HCl. :

after incubation from halt" an hour to twenty hours it was

carefully neutralised and boiled to remove any acid albumen.

The filtrate, which came through quite clear, was then tested

by the biuret test, and iu the acid solutions gave a marked

reaction, with a trace of cupric sulphate and an excess of

caustic-soda solution ; that is, a pink colouration identical with

that of a few milligrammes of Schuchardt's peptone tested

in the same way. The quantities were not adequate to obtain

a sepai'atiou of peptone. In my first attempts I had used the

isolated ferment with blood-fibrin washed and boiled, and

also with boiled white of egg, and obtained the biuret

reaction as above. In this last series I relied on the abun-

dant finely divided proteid reserve granules of the embryo

itself as a source of peptone. I added some fibrin, but was

unable to ascertain any change in it. A similar isolated

batch of frog's eggs kept in a closed locker in the laboratory

in thymolised normal salt for three weeks not only gave no

peptone reaction, but failed to develop it on incubation.

The technique that I have found most advantageous in

obtaining the extra-vascular blastoderm of chicks is to use

three- to four-day eggs. These are opened iu the usual way,

and the embryo removed by cutting with scissors just round

the sinus terminalis ; I then make a radial cut through the

remaining blastoderm aud vitelline membrane towards the

opposite pole, aud take them together in the forceps and

shake them apart, first in the dish of salt solution, where 1

uow remove the rest of the vitelline membrane. The blasto-

VOL. 47, rAWT 4.—NEW SEKIKS. PI'
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derm is then transferred to a watch-glass of clean salt solution

for a second wasli, and then to a test-tube with salt solution to

which a trace of thymol or chloroform is added. The super-

natant liquid is always cloudy, probably from the separation

of yolk granules still adherent to the blastoderm, or from their

escape from tliu inside of the blastoderm-cells after their death.

The behaviour of the liquid, with or without obvious frag-

ments of blastoderm, is the same as that with crushed frogs'

eggs. When acidulated it has visible little action on added

fibrin, but contains enough proteid suspended to show after

incubation a good biuret reaction. This is especially well

marked when I add more proteid in powder, e.g. a little yolk

of hard-boiled egg, treated with alcohol and benzol to remove

the oily yellow matters, so as to leave a powder which is

nearly white, with no more colour than the dried white would

show. After keeping the material in the dark for six weeks,

acidulating and adding dried yolk, I only get the faintest of

biuret reaction after incubating for twenty hours. This demon-

strates the very fugacious nature of the ferment. Guignard

noticed that cells of plants which presumably were rich in

ferments, as inferred from other reasons, gave a specially

deep colouration with Millon's reagent. I find in accordance

with this that the extra-vascular blastoderm, carefully washed,

is much more deeply stained with Millon than the embryo

proper.

There are some peculiarities about the behaviour of the

solutions of hen's egg under the biuret test that require a

chemist's attention. In some cases I got a dirty feculent

precipitate which materially interfered with the ready recog-

nition of the pink colouration. In others, where the solution

after the precipitation of the acid albumen still appeared milky,

a yellowish scum, like that of white-of-egg dilute solution,

save for colour, floated up, and only settled partially and with

extreme slowness. In one or two cases in a preliminary set

of experiments, of which I omitted to take notes, I got a

reddish turbidity on heating, presumably of cuprous oxide;

in these cases it occurred that the pink colouration appeared
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iong before boiling, aud then disappeared. The inference is

that a saccharoid substance is present in the blastoderm^ and

an inverting ferment effects its change. It would be most

desirable that some more delicate and satisfactory test for the

presence of minute quantities of proteoses and albuminoses

should be devised or discovered. My chief ground of con-

fidence in my positive results is derived from the failure to

obtain them under the circumstances of delay which I have

already stated.

The noteworthy fact is that in the frog's eggs the digestion

must needs be purely intra-cellular^ and is prior to the

differentiation of a well-marked gastric layer. I think that

the same applies very largely to the blastoderm of the chick;

for I have failed to detect proteoses and peptones in the yolk

itself on the third and fourth day, while the cells of the blasto-

derm are themselves gorged with yolk granules, which it

seems likely they have absorbed, or rather swallowed amoeba-

fashion.^

A question that arises here, as in the holozoic Protista, is

the origin of the acid required for the peptic digestion and its

disposal. Concerning the origin and nature of the acid it is

hard to speak; but in the frog, as in the chick^ the early

formation of the alkaline blood gives a possible clue; or it

may be formed by dissociation. As regards the disposal of

any excess of acid, I had thought that the alkalinity of the

albumen might serve to neutralise the acidity of the digestive

juice ; but a comparison (using methyl orange as the indi-

cator) of the acidity of the albumen in three eggs that had

been incubated for three days with that of three eggs of the

same batch kept at the room temperature in this rather cool

May revealed no difference.

One thing is clear as the result of this : all probability

* The "intra-cellular digcstiou" of so many of the lower Metazoa must be

preceded by a tiiic partial stomacliic digestion that causes the food to fall

apart into small masses of a size suitable for the eudodcrm cells to swallow by

their pseudopodia.
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henceforwai'd is in favour of the view that in the animal, as

in the plant, a cell can only utilise its reserves secondarily

and mediately—by the internal secretion of an enzyme. We
have here to note that the distinction of metabolic processes

into the two well-known categories of ''anabolic'^ and

"catabolic^' is inadequate, for anabolism is not uniform,

but twofold.

A cell like the ovarian ovum, receiving dissolved nutriment,

builds it up in two modes, in sharp contrast with one another :

(1) into protoplasmic matter, inducing protoplasmic growth;

and (2) into food material. The not uncommon assumption

that the original formation of reserves is due to the partial

breakdown of living protoplasmic substance has, so far as I

know, not a spark of evidence to warrant it. We have there-

fore to distinguish {a) ^^plasmic anabolism," resulting in

growth, and {b) "reserve anabolism," which means the

enlargement of a cell through the accumulation of inert pro-

ducts. Such a cell, gorged with inert matter, has not the

same need for a corresponding increase of surface as a cell

whose protoplasm has enlarged ; and consequently it does not

divide. If, however, this cell begins to form an internal

enzyme, it can utilise its reserves : its protoplasm grows at

the expense of these reserves, and responds to the need of

increased surface by dividing. The daughter-cells repeat the

same performance till the reserves are utilised. Thus we
have the process of brood-formation (" multiple cell-formation,"

" sporulation," " segmentation "), which stands at first sight in

such strong contrast to Spencer's binary cell division at the

limit of growth, brought under the same general laws therewith.

The segmenting oosperm is as strongly anabolic as the

ovarian egg, but in a different Avay. To deny its anabolic

character because of the necessary antecedent catabolic

hydrolysis of its reserves would warrant one in regarding a

growing child as mainly catabolic in character because it has

to digest its mother's milk, or the pap supplied by its nurse.

The confusion of ideas due to the non-recognition of this

distinction of the two forms of anabolism has been responsible
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for mucli brilliant theorising, whicli of course fails now that

we see the double sense of the word.

Before closing I would add a classification of the different

modes of brood-division. The first and simplest mode is the

''direct" (''euthyschist") : in this case, as seen in the seg-

mentation of the frog's ogg, eacli division of the nucleus is

followed by that of the cytoplasm, so that at every stage the

brood consists of individual cells. The second is the

"delayed" (" bradyschist") type: liere the nuclear

divisions go on successively without any division of the cyto-

plasm till the nuclear divisions are completed. Thus the

brood-mother-cell passes for a time into the condition of an

apocyte, and is finally resolved into single cells by more or

less simultaneous segmentation of the cytoplasm. A modifi-

cation of this process is that of schizogony, which usually

occurs when the brood-cells have a particular configuration,

like sperms generally and the zoospores of the Ooccidians
;

the cytoplasm around each nucleus grows out almost into

the perfect form of the brood-cell to be freed while still

continuous with a mass of common cytoplasm, the " cyto-

pliore/' which may be central, as is most frequent, or ex-

centric, as in the case of the zoospores of Noctiluca, where

the cytophore is enormous, and the sperms of many Metazoa.

" False brood -format ion," takes place Avhere the ante-

cedent is not a single cell, but an apocyte which has discharged

living functions, as in the case of the zoosporange oP Sapro-

legniese or the sporange of Mucor: this becomes resolved

into single cells by the cleavage (whether simultaneous or con-

secutive) of the cytoplasm between the single nuclei. These

modes, I think, comprise most of the processes by which single

reproductive cells (spores, gametes, etc.) are foi-med, or

colonial aggregations of cells, as in the segmenting oosperm,

or the VolvocineiB. In eggs provided with abundance of food-

yolk, as the hen's egg, there may be a combination of the direct

type, giving single cells, and the delayed type, producing the

apocytial condition of the yolk below the young blastoderm.
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I gave an account of the foregoing facts and theories at

the Dover Meeting of the British Association in 1900. The

greater part of this essay was typed and the Avhole of it

written out in notes during the autumn of that year. I had

kept it by me to form part of a wider discussion ; but I thinlc

that it comes fitly into print in company with the following

]iappr on the phenomena of "fertilisation."

B.

—

An Essay on Fertilisation.

At the Southport Meeting of the British Association Pro-

fessor Hickson, President of Section T>, asked me at very

short notice to open a discussion on "Fertilisation" in the

section, to which I was about to contribute a note on the

" Significance of Progamic Fissions." The following pages

represent far more closely what I would have wished to say

than what I actually said.

The word " fertilisation," like so many others in science,

has come down to us from the days of ignorance, undergoing

many changes of meaning, and acquiring new meanings by

accretion on its way. Undoubtedly it was originally used in

the sense in which we speak of a farmer fertilising his land

—

it conveyed the idea that a female became fertile, or was

enabled to bear offspi-ing by a co-operative process on the

part of the male, and to this the name was applied. This

process is now distinguished, however, as " insemination " or

" fecundation ;
" though in French the term " fecondation

"

has acquired all the meanings of " fertilisation." When,

later on, the germ of the young animal was found always to

develop from the egg, the idea of the fertilising process was

transferred from the mother to the egg; and to-day we use it

to denote the process by which the egg, hitherto an inert

resting-cell, is induced to become active, and by divisions to

give rise to the young life of the germ. At first, we know,

this was nttributed to a mere emanation, the "aura

seminalis ;
" but Spallanzani demonstrated 150 years ago that
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the semen raiist actually come in contact witli the egg. By
the midflle of the last century the change was recognised in

all well-studied instances as due to the entrance of a sperm

and its complete fusion with the egg.

During tlie last three decades of the century it was shown
that the sperm is itself a cell, and that the fusion is a complete

one, cytoplasm to cytoplasm and nucleus to nucleus, so that

the germ begins life as a simple 1-nucleate cell, which we
term the ''oosperm," the equivalent of the "fertilised egg'^ of

common speech. The latter term is falling into disuse from

its undue exaggeration of the share of the egg; and is the

more to be deprecated as the process is known to be in

essence identical with other fusions, known as "isogamous"

or "equal conjugations," where the two pairing-cells are

similar to the point of identity.

Meanwhile, within the last four or five years, through the

revival, principally by Jacques Loeb, of lines of research

initiated a decade earlier by the brothers Hertwig, it was

found that by treatments of the most varied kinds (mechanical,

osmotic, chemical) the eggs of certain Metazoa could be

induced to develop without the intervention of the sperm

—

this result was too rashly called " artificial fertilisation," and

was still more rashly invoked as the clue to the meaning of the

fusion process which constitutes "fertilisation" in its actual

derived sense. Indeed, the lay press was full of marvellous

accounts of " chemical fertilisation," for which, perhaps, the

enthusiastic professors of the Chicago School are hardly to be

.held responsible. Yet, as we have seen, this was no misuse

of the term in its two older senses—the egg, hitherto infertile,

became fertile under the treatment, and started as a germ into

a new life. But that sense had become so entirely obsolete

that now by common consent we apply to all these cases the

uncontroversial term "artificial" or "induced partheno-

genesis."

We must remember that in many groups of animals the eggs

(or cei'tain types of them) can develop Avitliout any co-opera-

tion of the sperm ; and, indeed, this often occurs in the
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Ecliinodermata, the very group on which the above experi-

ments were chiefly tried. Again, in many lower organisms

whose pairing-cells are not differentiated into sperm and

oospherO; but are similar, should fusion fail to occur at the

right moment, it is not only impossible, but needless ; for the

single cell will develop iiidividnally, its product taking the

same course as would have done the product of a fusion (e. g.

Ulothrix, Spyrogyra). Such development, known since

the eighteenth century, had received the name of "partheno-

genesis." The process is clearly identical in nature with the

development of non-pairing resting-cells, such as the resting-

spores of Fungi, Algae, and many Protozoa, to which the term
" germination " is applied. This same term is also given to

the starting into development of such multicellular bodies

as the seeds of flowering plants, and their bulbs and tubers,

and similar bodies in higher animals, like the statoblasts of

Polyzoa. For germination to take place favourable external

conditions are sometimes needed ; while in other cases, as

with the seeds of the mangroves, there is no pause, and the

seed develops as soon as formed. The renewed growth after

rest, whether of spores or of seeds, single cells or cell-masses,

appears to be due first to the formation of ferments that can

dissolve the intra-cellular reserves; and next to the conditions

that favour the action of such ferments, and the consequent

growth of protoplasm at the expense of the reserves rendered

available by digestion. We may henceforward regard all

such starting into growth as "germination," reserving the

term " parthenogenesis " for the special germination of cells

that normally (or rather commonly) are capable of a fusion

process with another pairing cell ; in other words, "partheno-

genesis " is the direct " germination" of a potential gamete.

On the other hand, the development of the resting-cell (of

which to us the Metazoan egg is the most familiar type) and

the process of cell-fusion are by no means invariably

associated together in Nature. True, they are so connected in

the cases most familiar to us, but in the bird's egg itself the

development of the germ is arrested on laying, and the
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'^ fertilised egg" ^ of the Rotifer, the Green-fly, and the

Eutomostracan (in marked contrast to the parthenogenetic

egg, which develops at once), after a few segmentations,

passes into a state of rest, to germinate only after a prolonged

rest. The same holds good with the seed of most flowering

plants, as I know to my cost, being a raiser of Abutilons

;

the germ forms an embryo of many similar cells, whose

development is arrested after a time. Then, only after a

lapse of months, it may be, when exposed to suitable con-

ditions—heat, moisture, and aeration,—it starts to grow. The

same applies to tubers and statoblasts.

If now instead of counting species of living beings we

count types of reproduction, which are so varied in the

Protista, the Algfe, and the Fungi, we shall find that in the

majority of cases the pairing-cells are naked, but that the

fusion-cell immediately invests itself with a complete wall,

anxi either goes to rest itself, or, as in most Sporozoa, divides

into a limited number of cells, which themselves pass into the

resting state. Indeed, the almost universal formation of a

cell-wall around the fusion- cell or oosperm, as soon as the

process of fusion takes place in Metazoa and in Metaphytes

may be regarded as a survival of this tendency of the cell

formed by the fusion of two to pass at once into rest (see

below, p. 607). Had our knowledge of reproductive pro-

cesses been derived from these lower beings, we should never

have associated the gemnination of the resting-cell with the

process of cell-fusion.

The word " fertilisation " labours under two disadvantages

in its later actual sense, which, historical considerations not-

withstanding, must to-day be regarded as its correct sense

:

(1) in the minds of most naturalists it is still tainted with

the idea of wliat we have differentiated as *' germination "—
1 The term eg^ denotes four cells morphologically distinct: (1) the ovarian

egg; (2) its daughter, the sister-cell to the first polar body; (3) the "matured

egg," sister to the second polar body and daughter of (2) ; (4) the " fertilised

egg," or oosperm. But, as all four are nearly identical in size and cytoplasm,

it is convenient to retain the word "egg" to denote them indifferently.
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the scent of the rose still clings to the emptied vessel
; (2) it

will not conveniently yield an adjective to apply to its modes,

etc. This latter objection has been tacitly felt by most

writers, who have consequently used the terms " sex/'

"sexual/' etc.—extending this term, which originally implied

a binary differentiation, to all cognate phenomena,

whether there exist such differentiation or no. Thus my
friend Mr. Wager has written a most important and valuable

paper on the "Sexuality of the Fungi," though no differentia-

tion of male or female exists in some of the most important

and, indeed, primitive types. The word is the more un-

fortunate, for the user of this terminology is uuconsciousl}'

swayed by the implicit idea of such binary differentiation

into two contrasting categories of beings or cells as exists

among ourselves. Yet we have seen that in the most

primitive cases the fusing-cells are to all intents and purposes

identical—nay, more than two may fuse into a single cell.

In isogamy with exogamy, so common in Protista, any one

gamete will pair with any other, provided that it belong to

a different brood to its own. It has been suggested that here

we have a sort of foreshadowing of sexual differentiation, but

the suggestion will not hold water for a moment. Let us

consider twenty-six broods of pairing-cells matured at the

same time, and letter them with the letters of the alphabet,

and suppose that their exogamy be a glimmering of sex.

Then we may suppose that A is of the male sex, and that

with respect to it B, C, D . . . Z, are all more or less females
;

the same applies to B with respect of C ; and in the same

way we could show that any one brood is niide and female at

once—that is, that they are sexually undifferentiated. There-

fore, etc., Q, E, D. Again, in the Heliozoan Actinosphterium

the pairing-cells are second cousins by the laws of cellular

kinship, and have had precisely the same history from the

grandparent-cell. The suggestion that there can be any

binary differentiation in such cases has arisen sim])ly from

the associations inseparable from the word " sex/' and the

only ground for the assumption of latent differentiations
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is the subjective effect of the word on the minds of the

writers who have used it in default of a better word. For

these reasons I have for some years past never used the word

or its derivatives^ save where there actually existed the binary

differentiation^ and then I have prefixed the word " binary "

to avoid all ambiguity even to myself. As a substitute I have

used the terms '^pairing-cells/' ''pairing-" or "fusion-pro-

cesses/' etc., for all cases where no binary differentiation was

necessarily involved or implied. Butbesides being cumbersome

this terminology yields no good derivatives, and hence I ven-

ture to propose the term "Synqamy" to replace "fertilisation
"

in its modern restricted sense, which will be followed, I

anticipate, in to - day's discussions ; and the derivative

adjectives "syngamic" and "syngamous" follow naturally.

The foregoing discussion is not a mere matter of words, but

of the clarification of our thought, which is ever dulled and

confused by the use of ambiguous or question-begging words,

especially when such are the terms used to designate the

main objects of our discussions and of our theories.

It has been suggested that one subject fitly touched upon

here would be the function of the centrosome in syngamy.

As this organ is as completely absent from Flowering Plants,

it can have no import of universal bearing in our general

theory ; though it has doubtless a partial bearing in Metazoa,

where its presence is common. Since, however, even here

the centrosome is of varied origin (intra-nuclear or extra-

nuclear), and is seen to be formed anew in the parthenogenetic

embryos of Ecliinoderms, its importance must have been much
overrated; and we cannot to-day accept the views of those

naturalists who have held that the chief function of the sperm

is to introduce a centrosome into the egg.

The most common type of syngamy is " cytogamy," the

complete fusion of two cells, the " gametes," cytoplast with

cytoplast, nucleus with nucleus, into a 1-nucleate cell, the

" oosperm." In the most primitive cases this union takes

place completely and directly; but in some the union is delayed
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and incomplete np till the first coil-division^ and, indeed, the

two constituent halves of the successive nuclei along the new
nuclear line may for a long series of divisions show their dis-

tinctness more or less defined. This delay is clearly a derived

and not a primitive phenomenon, and may be perhaps

explained by the acceleration or precocity of the germination

of the oosperm in Higher Animals and Plants,

One at least of the two pairing-cells is often the product of

a cell-division or a series of one or more preceded by a series

of cell-divisions immediately preceding the fusion: these

are the "progamic fissions/' which we have now to consider.

When the syngamy is bisexual, either the male cells or the

female cells, or both, may be the produce of such progamic

divisions. The special type most familiar to zoologists as

universal in Metazoa (with the possible exception of the

Alcyonarians) is the so-called " maturation of the Qg^.^' The

large cell gorged with reserves, produced in the ovary, divides

into two, the one with the greater part of the cytoplasm and

retaining the " egg^' character, the other with a minute

cytoplast, though its nucleus is the counterpart of the other.

The former cell then undergoes a similar unequal fission, and

the larger cell is now the actual female pairing-cell, or

'^oosphere," often termed the "mature egg;'' and the two

small cells are called the "first" and "second polar bodies "

respectively (the first polar body may also divide into two).

This process may even be delayed until the entrance of the

sperm into the egg. At the very commencement of the

modern cytological study of fertilisation, in the late '70's,

Biitschli, Giard, and Mark independently interpreted these

divisions as the reversion to a protistic type of reproduction,

to form a brood of four reproductive cells, the one functional,

the other three abortive. This view sank into neglect before

suggestions made a little later by Balfour and by Minot, who

regarded the process as one of elimination into the small

cells of something interfering with reproduction by syngamy.

An adaptation of their views by Weismann led to the identifica-

tion with this of over half a score of non-homologous " reduction
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processes," and a succession of theories, of which it may
suflBce to say now that they have had their day. One ground

for these theories is the fact that in Metazoa, where progamic

divisions were first studied, they are marked by their coinci-

dence with the heterotype mode of nuclear division, and

eventuate in the reduction of the number of chromosomes in

the pairing-cells to half of that obtaining in the tissue-cells

(to be doubled anew by the fusion of two cells to form the

oosperm and the new being). When, however, it was seen

that reducing visions occur to produce the tetraspores of

the Archegoniate Cryptogams (as also of the Sphacelariese),

which do not pair, but germinate into distinct plants, from

the tissues of which the pairing-cells are only produced after

long tissue-generations, it became obvious that " progamic

fissions " and " reducing divisions " are phenomena distinct,

though sometimes coincident, and that a separate explanation

was needed for the former.

Oscar Hertwig, in 1890, showed that in Ascaris the

"maturation divisions" of the egg are absolutely homologous

with those that form a brood of four equal sperms in the

male. In a paper completed a year later I showed by com-

parison with numerous data that the view of the three oldest

observers was alone tenable. In 1895 Oltmanns described a

process in the Wracks (Fucacoce) comparable with the forma-

tion of the polar bodies, but of crystalline transparency when

the different species were collated.

The oogonial cell always divides into a brood of eight; in

some species these are all equal and functional oospheres;

in others four (4) are functional and four (4) abortive

;

in others two (2) are functional and six (6) abortive ; in

others, again, only one (1) is functional and the other seven

(7) are abortive. If additional proof were wanted it was

furnished recently by Francotte, who found that certain

marine Planarians have exceptionally large " polar bodies,"

which may be fertilised by sperms like the " matured egg "

itself. Thus the morphology of the progamic divisions of

the egg of Metazoa is established; and generally such divi-
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sions may receive the same morphological explanation, which

I will definitely state thus, as I did in 1891 : the most

primitive pairing-cells are zoospores, produced by brood-

formation (multiple cell-division), and their descendants have

to be formed in the same way : tissue-cells can never be

directly transformed into gametes.

The objection has been justly raised that this gives no

adequate reasou for the retention of an atavistic process,

which could not have survived had there not been some

definite physiological good to the race. But a survey of the

facts seems to show that cells cannot fuse unless at

least one or other of them is fresh from fission,

i.e. provided with a young nucleus.

In most isogamous organisms, if the zoogametes fail to pair

within a short time of their liberation, from the absence of

members of other broods than their own, they become incap-

able of pairing, and either develop directly, go to rest, or die.

In the isogamous Confervas the zoogametes are usually

formed by a cell-division superimposed on those that

produce the ordinary non-pairing zoospores: this is indicated

by their smaller size and their frequent possession of only

half the number of flagella of the others.

The Rhizopod TrichosphEerium is apocytial: that is,

nuclear divisions are not followed by the cleavage of the

cytoplasm, so that the organism becomes multinucleate. It

exists in two not wholly similar alternating forms, each of

which is determined by the resolution of the apocyte into

1-nucleate cells, which escape as zoospores. In the First

form, produced from the zygote, these are formed directly

by resolution, are incapable of pairing, and grow into the

Second form. In the Second form the resolution into zoo-

spores is immediately preceded by the simultaneous mitotic

fusion of all its nuclei, and the zoospores are exogamous

gametes. In the Heliozoan Actinophrys two adults

approach : before fusion the nuclei divide, and either mate is

divided unequally into a large functional gamete and a small

abortive one "polar body." In the fungus Basidiobolus,
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whose filaments are composed of a single row of cells^ multi-

plying by transverse fission, at a certain moment tlie cells

conjugate two and two : the cells that unite are apparently

sister-cells. But this statement needs to be modified : in either

cell the nucleus divides by mitosis, and two cousin-nuclei

fuse, while the other two are cut off with a trace of cytoplasm

as "polar bodies.^' In most Desmids two adult cells approach

to pair, but either divides into two, which fuse respectively

with those formed from the other original mate (progamete);

so that the actual pairing-cells are not those that approached

one another in actual cellular life, but their daughter cells

In the Conjugate Spyrogyra the cells fuse by the outgrowth

of tubes that meet and anastomose ; but the nuclei long

remain merely approximated without fusion in the restiug-

zygospore. It would seem from the results of Chmielewsky

that either nucleus at the approach of germination undergoes

fission to form a pairing-nucleus and one that aborts, and

that it is these daughters of the distinct nuclei of the original

pairing-cells that actually fuse at last as gameto-nuclei.

In Diatoms the cells that approach may either divide so as

to form two pairs of gametes, as in Desmids, or they may
themselves apparently pair; but the process of pairing is

only comj^eted after the nuclei have divided once or twice,

only one of the daughter-nuclei in either mate being func-

tional, and the rest abortive. Similar divisions produce the

pairing-nuclei of the Infusoria, in which the mates (progo-

metes) are also adult.

In other Fungi than Basidiobolus, whose isogamous

syngamy has been best studied, the Uredinege and the Ustila-

ginese (the Husts and Smuts) the gameto-nuclei are sister-

nuclei of the same undivided cell; but the Basidioinycetes

afford so far no support for my present thesis, for the origin

of the several (
— 7) nuclei that fuse to form the nucleus of

the ba^idium is not known to be from recent mitosis.

In cases of unequal fusion the sperms have usually to be

produced loiig in advance and strongly differentiated, so

that they are indeed incapable of fission, and consequently
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the progamic fissions are usually on the part of the female.

Moreoverj not to deprive the female of its essential character of

size the progamic fissions are usually of the unequal type we

have already noted in the Metazoan egg and in some Wracks

(as well as in many isogamous forms).

In the Conferva (Edogonium the oosphere is differ-

entiated by transverse fissions producing a vertical row, of

which the upper cell is the oosphere, the rest sterile cells.

The same is the case with the Characese. Again, in the

Archegoniate Cryptogams the sperms have to be formed well

in advance to be ready for the conditions for their discharge and

travel to the archegone, or flask-shaped body in which lies the

central cell. This cell undergoes two divisions, both unequal.

The first division early forms a small cell, Avhich lies in the

neck (and may again divide), " neck-canal-cell," and a central

cell which fills the belly ; this last only undergoes its unequal

division vei'y late under those very conditions that determine

the travel of the sperms. The lower cell is here the oosphere,

and the upper is an abortive cell known as the belly-canal-

cell from its position at the apex of the belly of the flask.

In Flowering Plants the males and females are really homo-

logous with the corresponding organs of the Cryptogams just

mentioned, though certain difficulties of interpretation still

exist. The pollen-grain and the embryo-sac are both formed

a good while in advance, as each has to be ready on its side

for the complicated process of pollination (including the

growth of the pollen-tube, and therefore the complex of cells

in the embryo-sac) all naked, and including the oosphere,

have arisen by early divisions. The pollen contains two

nuclei—a " vegetative " and a " generative " nucleus—during

the dowugrowth of the pollen-tube : the vegetative nucleus

is in advance, and is connected with the growth of the tube

and travel of the protoplasm ; the generative nucleus divides

in the tube itself into two, clearly homologous with the sperm-

nuclei of the Fern, and are carried down to the embryo-sac

without performing any organic function to disturb their con-

dition of youth before fusing with the oosphere. It was the
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consideration of the different relations of the progamic divi-

sions in tliese two cases that led me to lay down as an em-

bracing" formula the statement that for fusion one at least

of the two nuclei must be fresh from division.^ This is

not yet, I admit, a full physiological explanation, but it is as near

to one as we can at present go. It corresponds to what the

physicist calls an " interpolation formula." He finds a series

of results which, plotted out, give a curve, and that this curve

can be expressed by an algebraical formula which embodies

all the results obtained, and probably others to be ascertained

by fresh experiment, though it would have been impossible to

arrive at such by a priori reasoning. And with such foi-mulge

we have often to be content as representing a distinct advance

for the time in that systematisatiou of knowledge which we
call science.

An opinion broached in my 1891 paper which met with the

greatest opposition, not to say discredit, was that nuclei

contained in the same cytoplasmic investment, as, for instance,

those of the SaprolegnitB, might fuse, and so effect a truly

syngamous process (endokaryogamy). Nowadays the cases

of the Basidiomycetes, most Ascomycetes, the Ustilagineee,

and the XJredinese are very widely regarded as syngamous.

And the conjecture of Boveri that certain cases of apparent

parthenogenesis when only one polar body was formed

might be truly syngamous, the nucleus of the imperfectly

detached second polar body moving back and fusing with that

of the oosphere, and so taking the place and the role of a

sperm, has been brilliantly confirmed by Brauer who has

followed up the details in the brine-shrimp Artemia. As
we have seen, the second polar body is undoubtedly morpho-

logically an oosphere, and can in some cases be " fertilised
"

(sit venia verbo) by a sperm. This favours Maupas's view

that in the actual process of syngamy there is neither "male"
nor " female," but that sex is a mere adaptation of the cytoplasm

' In mauy Coccidiacese a partial disruption of the nucleus of the " egi;,"

and the expulsion of its frajjinenls, replaces the uiicquil fission with the

formation of functional oospliere and rudimentary polar body.

VOL. 47, I'AKT 4. NEW SKllIES. Q Q
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to ensure od the one liand a sufficiently large amount of cyto-

plasm and reserves to the young-, and on the other enough

mobility on the part of one gamete to ensure its finding the

other and to favour crossing.

A very remarkable t^^DC of syngamy was first discovered

by Boveri, as long ago as 1889. He found that the egg of

Echinidsj when shaken up, divides into fragments, only one of

which can be nucleated; that sperms enter whether these

contain the nucleus or uo ; and that development follows in

either case. These experiments have been recently taken up

and extended, notably by Delage, who has given the name of

" merogony " to the process. Griard, however, has regarded

it as really a parthenogenesis of the male which, when

reduced to a differentiated sperm, has not sufficient cytoplasm

for independent life. However, this assumes that the cyto-

plasm plays no part of its own in cell-life, but lies absolutely

under the despotism of the nucleus—a view for which evidence

is absent. True this differentiated sperm has but a minute

investment of cytoplasm, but, such as it is, it in Metazoa con-

tains thecentrosome, and may in other respects as in this have

the power of growing within the egg at the expense of the

female cytoplasm and reserves during the very process of fusion

therewith. Male parthenogenesis, strictly speaking, can only

exist where the sperm is slightly smaller than the oosphere,

the binary sexual differentiation is not too complete ; and the

term should be reserved for such cases of what may be called

" anisogamy," which are notably to be found in certain Algas.

Lankester regards the independent germination of small

zoospores as a case of male parthenogenessis, in cases where

they never show any signs of pairing, and occur in a distinct

stage of the life-cycle, as in Hajmatozoic Coccidia; but this

seems to be an inversion of the facts. For pairing-cells

assuredly, originated from indifferent zoospores, which germ-

inate independently; and where there is no symptoms of audi

zoospores being sperms gone wrong, we are not justified in

supposing it.
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Merogonic fertilisation lias been obtained also by cutting-

the egg in pieces and by piercing tlie vitelline membrane so

that a portion of the egg cj'toplasm protrudes and is separated

off as an " extra-ovate." The remarkable condition of the

egg in Alcyonium, where Hickson tells us that the nucleus

disappears completely as the egg matui-es, suggests that in

this group the germ-nucleus is entirely of spermatic origin

as in artificial raerogony. Clearly Ave cannot speak of

'^merogony" where the entire egg is present to receive

the sperm if we pay any attention to the etymology of this

wordj and it is hardly old enough for ns to forget it. But the

essence of raerogony is that tbe cytoplasm of the germ is in

this case almost wholly of maternal origin (with the above

reservation) and the nucleus is wholly male. Therefore an

Alcyonian germ before segmentatioUj from which the unim-

portant ablation of a portion of the cytoplasm had been made,

would be exactly equivalent to the merogonic germ of an

Echinoderm. We will refrain from the creation of a new

term to cover tliiH process.

We have been accustomed to regard the presence of double

the number of chromosomes in the germ and its offspring

down to the new reducing divisions as resulting from the

fusion of the two pairing-nuclei. Nay, in some cases at least,

the fusion of the nuclei may be hardly complete, and this

partial independence may long persist in the developing- cells

of the embryo. On the other hand, Delage has recently shown

that in all embryos of Echiuoderms, whether from oosperms,

from parthenogenetic eggB with one polar body, or from mature

oospheres that have formed two polar bodies, as well as from

merogonic syugamy, the number of chromosomes is the full

(double) number characteristic of the adult and of the un-

reduced reproductive cells. Yet in the case of the mature

parthenogenetic oosphere, and in the merogonic germ, the

start is made with the half number of chromosomes; and the

nucleus must therefore have the power of doubling them so

as to suit the needs of the germ, wdiich is habitually formed

by cytogamy, and so normally possesses the doubled number.
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With regard to the function of syngamy, taking the

widest sense of the word, the only general formula that will

cover the facts is that it effects a cellular reorganisa-

tion that can be effected in no other way. In many

cases it takes place between cells or nuclei related by tlie

closest bonds of cellular kinship, which is so much closer

than Metazoan kinship. Where, however, the gametes are

of different parentage, it undoubtedly, on the one hand,

tends to breed out individual deviations from the norm, as

Strasburger holds ; and, on the other, it produces new com-

binations of individual variations which offer wider fields for

natural selection, as Weismann postulates. Finally, I would

urge that no real advance can be made in any branch of

science as long as w^e use words without a precise meaning

attached to them ; and that we only hinder advance so long

as we base theories of the most wide-reaching significance on

facts obtained in a very limited field (sucli as, for instance,

the study of reproductive processes in the Metazoa), so long

as we use such theories as Procrustean beds on to which we

seek to make all other facts fit, whether by lopping them

where they prove too much, or by stretching them where

they prove too little. For these reasons, as a student of

plant and protistic life, as well as of that of animals, I am
grateful for the opportunity that my friend, the President,

has given me of addressing Section D on the subject of

fertilisation.

Summary.

1. The term fertilisation as actually used is too ambiguous

for scientific precision.

2. In its first and older sense it denotes the starting into

active cell-life and multiplication of a resting-cell, and should

properly be regarded as one case of germination. The

parthenogenetic development of eggs under chemical and

mechanical treatment falls under this category.

3. In its second sense, regarded now-a-days as the " strict"
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sense, it denotes a process of cellular (or nuclear) fusion, and

is better designated as " syngamy."

3. The terms " sexuality, sexual," etc., have been used

also ambiguously, and would be advantageously (a) replaced

by '^syngamy " and its derivativ^es where no binary differen-

tiation is necessarily implied, or (b) only used with the prefix

" binary " where such differentiation is intended,

4. Syngamj' is not necessarily associated with germination
;

on the contrary, in the most primitive types the cell freshly

produced by syngamy (the zygote) passes into a condition of

rest, or gives rise only to a limited brood of resting-cells,

which will only germinate after the lapse of time and under

favourable conditions. The formation of a membrane round

the oosphere at the onset of .syngamy in Metazoa and Meta-

phytes is probably the last trace of this, the original con-

sequence of syngamy.

5. Syngnmy includes internal karyogamy and merogony

as well as the pairing of .'separate individual cells. It seems

possible that in the Alcyonarians the oosphere is non-nucleate,

and that the nucleus of the oosperm is exclusively male, as in

that produced by merogony.

G. Progamic cell-divisions come under three formulfe :

(a) Gametes are morphologically equal to zoospores, and

are therefore produced by multiple cell-divisions.

(?>) No tissue cell ever becomes directly transformed into a

gamete.

(c) Karyogamy (with the possible exception of the Basidio-

mycetes) is never possible where both the pairing-cells (or

nuclei) have had a share in active cell-life or growth.

7. Progamic divisions and reducing divisions, though some-

timescoincident (as in Metazoa), are not necessarily associated,

but may be widely divided in the life-cycle where there is

'^antithetic alternation of generations."

8. The germ formed by parthenogeny or merogony can

double the number of its chromosomes.
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C.

—

The Role of the Sperm.

This has been a matter of mucli debate. One school sees

in it merely the bearing-in of the ferment that starts* the

oosperm into development, or of a new centrosome to the

oosphere which has lost its own during the formation of the

polar bodies. Another school refuses to consider anything

but the male nucleus, which indeed constitutes the bulk of

the sperm at its entrance. Others, again, insist that however

small be the cytoplasm of the sperm in quantity, it is by no

means negligible in quality. A consideration of the facts as

presented in Nature, and described and figured concordantly

by numerous trustworthy observers, will convince us that the

third view is a decided under-statement of the case.

The minute size of the sperm with its bare envelope of

cytoplasm are correlated with the presence of large stores of

unorganised reserves in the egg. When it enters, its nucleus

is so concentrated and condensed that it cannot fuse with the

female nucleus until it has attained a more normal condition,

and for this it must be nourished.

The first function, therefore^ of the sperm on entering the

egg is to procure this nourishment for itself, which it does b}'

digesting some of the reserve of the egg; whereupon the cj^to-

plasm of the sperm with its centrosome grows even more

rapidly than its nucleus, till the organised living matter of the

oosperm is seen to be largely constituted by this growth of

the male clement. This is clearly shown in the exquisite

figures oP Wilson (1) (Echinoderms) and Vejdovsky (2) (Oligo-

chaetes).

Now we must insist that the yolk-granules are not living

matter at all, but mere inclusions within the living cell,

absolutely comparable to starch granules. The nature of pro-

toplasm is not determined by its food, but by its origin, so that

the fact that the male cytoplasm grows in this way within the

eo-jr does not lessen its essential maleness.

Complete conjugation only takes place, we may say, with
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the formation of tlie segmentation spindle when the male

cytoplasm is probably equal in bulk to the female.

We have noted above that the oosperm in primitive types of

syngamy has usually the character of a resting-cell, whereas

the fertilised egg of binary sex immediately undergoes brood-

division (segmentation). The key to this difference probably

lies in the fact just recapitulated. Since the sperm must grow

for the conjugation to take place and secrete an enzyme to

digest the food granules, the female cytoplasm itself must

also grow in presence of this digested food^ as is clearly shown

in the figures we have referred to. We have seen that such

growth at the expense of intra-cellular reserves is the starting-

point for brood-division in general. Thus the impulse for

division given by the sperm is no essential phenomenon of

syngamous union; it is conditioned by the differentiation of

binary sex, and is the indirect consequence of that reduction

of the sperm which makes its growth within the egg the

necessary prelude of complete fusion therewith.
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